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PREFACE. 

THB greater part of this work was completed 
before the war began. In so far as it is a contribu
tion to economic history, it might well have awaited 
a more auspicious time for publication; but there is 
sufficient justification for its appearance now in the 
fact 'that the war itself is raising, and will continue to 
raise, questions relating to national income, property, 
and wealth, as well as to the distribution of incomes; 
in which the official statistics play a more or less 
important part. Any assistance which this book 
may afford to those who wish to use and interpret 
these statistics in economic, statistical, or political 
investigations is acc~dingly offered without further 
delay, although leisure has been wanting for elabo
ration of some of the applications in Part II. on 
the lines originally planned. The war marks, as 
definitely as the close of the Napoleonic era, the 
completion of one economj.c epoch and the beginning 
of another, so that a summary of the official record 
of the past century can hardly be regarded as 
inopportune at this turning point in our national 
history. 

I should not like to miss the opportunity of express
ing to Dr. Bowley my appreciation of his kindly 
interest in this study. My obligations are due to 
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Messrs. S. Minnis and G. T. Nicholls for criticisms on 
particular points, and especially to Mr. J. W. Mitchell 
for his patience and helpful suggestion in many dis
cussions, while lowe much to many old friends in 
various parts of the kingdom, my colleagues in the 
Inland Revenue Department, who have given me 
freely of their experience where a collective opinion 
has been desirable. Mr. E. C. L. White has rendered 
invaluable assistance with the indexes. 

I shall be grateful to any reader who draws my 
attention to any inaccuracies which may be found 
in the text, the references, or the tables. 

Several changes introduced in the Budget of 
September, 1915, while this book was in the press, 
have been briefly referred to in footnotes. 

J. C. S. 
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BRITISH INCOMES AND 

PROPERTY. 

INTRODUCTION. 

TIm statistics of the income tax. together with those of 
the inhabited house duty (which form in fact merely a sub
classification of one section of the income tax). may fairly 
be numbered amongst the three or four great branches of 
national official statistics. and. from some poiats of view. 
they may be said to rival in importance statistics of popu
lation. of births. marriages and deaths. and of overseas 
trade. Their use is both widespread and essential. and they 
form the only criterion we possess by which to judge certain 
features of progress. and by which to examine some vexed 
modern problems in economic sociology. Unfortunately 
they differ in one important respect from all other great 
branches of statistics. Census and general registration 
details. and particulars of foreign trade. can be schemed, 
and broadly speaking are actually designed, to serve purely 
statistical ends; where the statistical framework shows signs 
of weakness it can be specially strengthened. But the 
statistics which form the subject of this work are the by
product of a system of taxation. That system is designed, 
maintained, and modified on legal and administrative lines 
with a view to its efficiency as an engine of taxation. First 
and last is the object of raising revenue with a maximmn of 
financial result and a minimmn of inconvenience. evasion. 
and expense. Nowhere does it study to ensure statistical 
convenience or completeness. Assessments made in such a 
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way as to give the best results for all concerned from the 
point of view of taxation may be in such a form as to give 
the worst facilities for statistical use. It will of course be 
urged that the income tax system is cumbrous. archaic. and 
involved. and that its general convenience and efficiency 
would be greatly improved if it were revised and simplified. 
Even if this be admitted to the full. it does not in the least 
follow that the revised system would serve the statistician 
any better. if as well. The broad probability must always 
remain that maximum advantage for taxation will not 
coincide with maximum advantage for statistical use. 
Indeed. a scheme designed to furnish the details required by 
some statisticians would be a poor revenue-getter. and per
haps its facile" facts" would be further from the truth than 
the present official tables. The Prussian system yields 
some beautiful tables. but it would need a greater recom
mendation than that before the British public would tolerate 
it or our officials precipitately adopt it. 

For II1lIII¥ years the life of the income tax hung upon a 
slender thread. The most fundamental idea of the tax was 
that it lasted for a year and no longer. It refused to take 
considerations of justice upon a long view. and was always 
about to be .. abolished." It was administered as a tem
porary extra task by a staff whose main bnsiness lay else
where. and who gave it the minimum attention that it 
appeared to deserve. Who could be enthusiastic about a 
stopgap. a temporary visitant? Who could advise laying 
down an expensive national .. plant" for transitory pur
poses? Even long after the time when the continuance of 
the tax should-$ it appears to us after the event-have 
shown clearly that the .. temporary" idea was out of date. 
the expenditure upon the staff and its equipment was 
niggardly and far below the responsibility of the task 
involved. Indeed. only quite recently. and after seventy 
years. has the clerical staff been .. recognised," established. 
and dealt with UPOD an officiaI basis. The large e1ement of 
local control and admiuistration. although it was probably 
vital to the life of the system, for twenty years effectively 
hindered any serions grip of the whole task by the central 
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authority. When all the facts are considered, aDd especially 
when some of the complex parliamentary statistical returns 
of the earlier days are examined, the marvel is, not that the 
statistics were so bad and so inadequate, but that they were 
so good and so detailed. One has only to be reminded, by 
some of the older and retired officials, of the days when, in 
a district of great area and importance, it needed all. the 
efforts of the overworked and harassed surveyor of taxes to 
prevent money" flowing down the drain," in order to set in 
its proper light the annual task of preparing a statistical 
return which would occupy his time for four or five weeks, 
or, if that task were confided to the clerk (with a weekly wage 
of fifteen or twenty shillings), of the equally protracted duty 
of discovering his errors and adjusting the totals judiciously 
in the end. 

In such circumstances the statistical aspects of the official's 
work could never be regarded as important. Revenue was 
his objective. and he took the line of least resistance. Where 
no revenue was involved it may be regarded as axiomatic 
that statistical completeness was weak. When there came 
a change in law. a new exemption limit, or a new allowance. 
the break was frankly and openly made-there was no 
attempt at statistical sequence. Why should official p0s
terity be burdened \\ith such. an encumbrance l Besides. 
their duty was to record what was actually there in enet 
figures. and net what might have been in othercircl1mstances. 

So for sixty years the Commissioners of Inland Revenue 
have presented to the Lords of the Treasury tabular state
ments of various .. assessments." conditioned entirely by the 
statutory basis of those .. assessments." They did not 
translate that information into terms of ordinary life. into 
incomes. persons. and so on. From time to time they gave 
explanations and warnings. but if any investigator wanted 
.. definitions .. and guidance there were always the law-books 
to which he could resort. It could hardly have been other
wise. for. until recent years, the system was so entirely an 
objective one that there was not the slightest internal evi
dence upon such vital questions as the number of taxpayers 
or the distribution of income Gaps were indeed pointed 

•• 
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out. but it was left for the ingenious and wary to bridge 
them. and radical changes in law greatly impaired the com
parability of the figures over a series of years. and made it 
difficult to employ them in ordinary problems. 

It is small wonder that the statistician. turning from other 
classes of figures designed for his use to the products of an 
income tax department whose main function. as it seems to 
him. should be that of turning out information about 
.. incomes." is filled with impatient disgust. Dr. Bowley. in 
an address to the Economic Section of the British Associa
tion. has expressed the general defects of official statistics in 
these terms :-

.. It has till recently been the custom of departments publishing 
statistical returns to issue them without explanation of the parti. 
cular conventions adopted. and then to complain that the 
ignorant public misquote them. till there was a danger that 
statistics should be issued only by officials for officials, and even 
by an official for hilllSelf alone. while the use of them (neces
sariIy erroneous) by the general public was regarded as objection· 
able trespass in a private preserve. The growth of popular 
inttrest. and of a certain blind and misguided cou1idence in 
statistical statements. resulted in the printing of cautions that the 
statistics did not mean what they appeared to mean; and then 
boards were erected to the efiect that this table was dangerous to 
statisticians. and newspaper writers should drive with caution ; 
but it did not for long occur to those responsible that it was their 
business to put the public roads in good order for' the convenience 
of travelJers." 

There is no doubt that the Inland Revenue reports would 
answer to this description very closely. in the opinion of this 
eminent anthority. Indeed. in another place he deseribes' 
them as the last refuge of .. obscurantism ... wbile in writing 
generaIly upon the improvement of official statistics he 
comes to close grips with the difficulties of the subject :-

.. As examples of unsuitable units _ may i:nstanu ••• £I 
income brought under the review of the InJaDd Revenue C0m
missioners. which is often DOt income, while much income is not 
included. Most ofIidal publications fail from want of definition. 
Wbat is meant by gross income, bow are estates vaJued for' pro
bate, what is the reiatioa betweaa amessd value of hoa5es and 
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their true value. what is a residential shop? .• • • In each of these 
and in innumerable other cases special knowledge is needed 
before the exact working definition is known" (Sial. J(lflrtIIIl. 
September. ;1:908). 

This lends force to his plea for a central statistical depart
ment which could supervise the existing figures. as well as 
undertake or direct excursions in pure statistics. But even 
here he clearly underrates the inherent dilJiculties owing to 
the vast legal complications of the subject, and to the fact 
that the administration of the tu: must always have a 
revenue orientation :-

". • . If the method of samples were employed with com
pulsory powers. we could (for example in statements of income. 
for which statutory powers already exist) by a rapid and abridged 
investigation get a great deal of unbiassed information. • • • 
There is very great delay in publications of many of our statistics. 
We receive our external. trade statistics with wonderful prompti
tude: it is only a matter of organisation to hasten all the serial 
publications. As regards occasional reports. the delay is due to 
methods derived from the Circumlocution Department.. With 
an untrained stall at the bottom hastily brought together and as 
hastily disbanded, with understaffing at the head. and a hierarchy 
of officials who must initial every minute and delay ewcy report 
till it has received their several imprimaturs. there is no wonder 
that official statistics often do not appear till after their possible 
utility is passed. This. with many other defects, will disappear 
when we have a central permanent statistical department.. • • • 
A specially important consideration in the immediate future will 
be the comparability of the statistics published by the In1and 
Revenue Commissioners with previous years. It appears that 
during the past year a great deal of income has been discovered 
and taxed which had hitherto eluded the collector. Also there 
has been, I believe, some change in the methods of averaging the 
receipts of the past years in favour of paying on the most recent 
year: certainly the forms issned have altered considerably. and 
the unit Rquires new and wcy careful definition. If the figures 
either for gross 01' net income are published, they will give rise to 
yet more serious errors as to the growth of income than that with 
which I dealt just now. and it is of natioual importance that this 
should be put right.. Further. an immense amount of infonna· 
tion is accumulating with the recent differentiation of the tax. 
and if it is skilfully bandled, it should throw light on many of the 
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questions which the Income Tax Committee left d01lbtful. There 
is a great opportunity for the statisticians of Somerset House, 
which Mr. Mallet's recent paper leads us to hope will be taken, to 
give us a sannd and very interesting analysis of a great part of the 
national income. Incidentally, it may be hoped that the' gross 
revenue' statistics may be amended, or disappear from the 
Statistica1 Abstract." 

In writing upon the same subject another distinguished 
statistician, Sir J. Athelstane Baines, refers to the income 
tax statistics, and remarks that the interesting evidence given 
before the Select Committee of 1906 .. showed how much has 
to be based upon approximation from data more or less 
remote, as soon as one comes to grips with important ques
tions •••• As a rule, however, the dead weight of returns 
poured into an office such as this keeps the whole staff at 
work upon current duties. Nevertheless, it may be assumed 
from the amount of detail collected that much good work 
could be done in the way of correlation of the diJlerent 
revenue returns if any one of the officials had the time and the 
taste for it. . •• " 1 Sir L G. Chiozza Money commented 
upon Dr. Bowley's paper, quoted above, in terms somewhat 
more favourable to the reports. He agreed with .. all that 
had been said with regard to the unfortunate habit of 
publishing statistics without sufficient explanation. For 
instance, the Statistical Abstract contained scarcely a page 
which would not deceive a man who came to it without 
careful study. That was the cause of the misquotations in 
the newspapers." • • • In many official publications of the 
last two years more and more explanatory matter had been 
published. The Report of the Inland Revenue Commis-. 
sioners did condescend to explain a great deal of the informa
tion given; and he noticed that that nseful habit was finding 
its way to other departments, so that they might hope in a 
few years even the Statistical Abstract might cmdescend to 
explain its very valuable contents. 

It is not my intention in any way to take up this matter, 
either in defence or in further attacks, but the opinion may 

• - Oar Statistial: Ii Plea_ a Ceabal Govanmeot Departmeat," 
Fi-W~IIj~ 
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at any rate be expressed that many of the criticisms urged 
against the income tax statistics show a real failure to appre
ciate the genuine difficulties of the subject and its intract
ability for ordinary treatment. Some of those criticisms 
also show a failure to appreciate the degree of ingenuity that 
has been required to work upon the raw material and present 
the tables in the form that has been adopted since the year 
1900. Anyone who imagines that a taxed" income" is
or calf be under the most ideal system-a simple objective 
fact like a death, or a bale of goods, or a cheque, or a railway 
mile, is recommended to a stout volume like Dowell's 
.. Income Tax Laws," or is asked to devise, with the aid of 
Seligman's If Income Tax," a scheme of taxation which shall 
fit all the complexity of modern life like a glove, pay over 
taxes without irritation, hesitation or evasion, and yield 
statistics that a babe can handle. 

Now the cla$ification of assessments under Sch. D is a 
case in point. It is true its practical value is limited, and 
it whets the appetite for the unattainable, but it was fur
nished under Pitt's tax and has been rendered continuously 
since the forties, for it represents the best that could be given 
by way of analysis in those days, and in its improved form it 
gives what can be known about such assessments now. 
Practical experience has, however, shown the necessity for 
careful definition and explanation in order that it shall not 
be held to convey more than it really does, and a hypo
thetical example is therefore furnished annually. Dr. 
Bowley is sarcastic at the expense of If an imaginary solicitor, 
who also owns houses and shares in Government, municipal, 
and foreign stock and in a public company, who occupies 
lan~ is a land agent and borough auditor, and employs his 
leisure moments with success as an author. • •• It is time 
that this talented gentleman disappeared, and that the 
report was devoted to showing what is the case. rather than 
to proving that the tables printed are only booby traps." 1 

The true difficulty and di.llerence of view lie in the assump
tion of an identity in the two lash the analysis of the 

I Hi" t F I. c.r ,,,. 1910,. P. 9430 
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existing material and the special preparation of material 
for statistical ends-both as to the work and expense 
involved, and also as to the recognised functions of the 
department. 

The main practical aims of this work are threefold :
First, it is proposed to describe the subject-matter and to 

formulate definitions of all the .. conventions" of the tax in, 
such a way that their bearing upon statistical and economic 
investigation shall be clear, and the relations between the 
figures and the facts be revealed so far as that may be 
possible. To this end the present form of the statistical 
returns is examined in detail. 

Secondly, an attempt has been made to obtain historic 
continuity in the figures, and to furnish tables, based upon 
the official returns, which shall bridge the gaps or .. breaks " 
caused by changes in the legal and administrative basis of 
assessment, so that a real comparability may exist between 
years widely separated. Sir Athelstane Baines has remarked : 
.. After proceeding a certain distance on an excellent road, 
th~ explorer finds himself brought up by an impassable 
chasm, or perplexed by the dispersal of the track into a 
number of blind alleys, putting an end to all progress," It 
is this continual bar to useful comparison that I have 
endeavoured to overcome by a presentation of the tables 
upon main uniform lines throughout, and particularly in 
showing, by close approximation, how the original tables 
must be modified to give what fIIOfdd me buIJ the figures if 
recent statutory conditions (as to exemption limits, repairs, 
allowances, etc.) bad obtained ,throughout. It has been 
impossible, for example, to get a continuous view of any' 
set of statistics from x84Z without reference to at least si:J: 
separate volumes (and often many more), and this involves 
all the perils of transition. Even so careful a worker as 
Giffen is occasionally trapped. In a comparison of real 
property values made for the years x8LJ, x8S3, x868, x884, 
and x90x he gives figures which are really not comparable at 
all: for the first two dates he quotes England and Wales 
only, the second is really applicable to x843. the first inclndes 
quarries, mines and ironworks, the second adding also profits 
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of railways and gas works, while the last three exclude aU 
these items and refer to the United Kingdom.' 

It will readily be understood that, apart from general 
comments, no attempt has been made to allow in these tables 
for the improved etftcietlC'Y of the tax. administration. But 
the opportunity has been taken-indeed, it was essential to 
the successful performance of the. task-to bring together 
from widely scattered sources aU the available information, 
to sift it, and to preserve aU that is likely to be of value. 

In the third place, the book illustrates freely the practical 
difficulties connected with the use of these statistics for 
economic investigation. The inquirer will find, in connection 
with any given subject, if the statistics have been applied to 
it at all, a sufficiently complete reference or bibliography 
of that application, with the warnings and limitations 
peculiar to it. The intention has not been to extend the scope 
of the work unduly by giving a complete examination of aU 
IUch investigations, but to say sufficient in each case to guide 
past the chief pitfalls and to provide some definite ideas as 
to the work already done upon the subject. 

It is ttOI a part of the purpose of this book to carry on 
these economic investigations to· a final conclusion in each 
case. That would in most instances involve the use of 
auxiliary statistics, or an incursion into other spheres, and 
some of those inquiries would require a volume specially 
devoted to each. It has been the aim to provide new or 
improved tools for use rather than to use them when made; 
to prepare a road rather than to transport merchandise; to 
build the vessel for others rather than to take voyages in her. 
But in several directions, not involving the use of outside 
material. constructive work has been done beyond the strict 
limits of the book where it has arisen directly from the 
appointed task. This necessary restraint has been exercised 
even at the risk of such a criticism as that made by Mr. 
Ernest Barker: .. He seems to do a great deal of packiDg in 
preparation for a journey on which he never starts." • 

• V""P.l8. • In .. PoIitical11>oupt from SpeDcer." .. ~ of Mad)o'lpll" ,. Social Psycboloc:y~ 1M 
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The official figures used throughout this book are derived 
from the following sources :-

(a) Reports of the CommissiMJer. of Inland Revenue, X to 57, 
IS55~ to 1912-13 (these are referred to throughout briefly, 
e.g., .. 18th Report "). They form the main source, as the 
annual statistical returns rendered by the surveyors of taxes 
are summarised therein. The 1St, 13th, 28th, and 45th 
Reports are especially valuable, both for their summary 
tables, and also their descriptive matter. In many of the 
earlier ones the information given is somewhat meagre, but 
important clues are SODletimes to be found in them. Great 
changes were introduced in the content and presentation of 
the statistics in 1874-5 and 1900-% and a unification of the 
various periods has been one of the chief tasks of this work. 

\6) Returns rendered to Parliament, lSoX to 1915 (referred 
to in the form .. H. C. 57 of 1863 " or .. H. L. 61 of 1864 "). 
These returns are very numerous. Some of them form a 
series (e.g., classification of Sch. D and E assessments), and 
others were of ephemeral interest only or were embodied in 
subsequent reports. But in many cases the details given are 
important and unique. 

(e) The Reports of Royal CommissiMJ., Seleet and Depart-
mental Committees, together with the evidence. The appen
dices frequently contain specially prepared official returns, 
and the evidence brings out the character and limitations of 
official statistics, with valuable and official expressions of 
opinion on diflicuIt points. 

(d) Tables supplied officially to eminent investigators: 
Levi, Gifien, Goschen, etc. 

(e) AlJSUlers to Questions in Parliament, Budget Speeches, 
etc. (the reference to Hansard is given where neceo:sary). 
Where the information furnished is likely to be useful in 
future it has been incorporated. 

Although a practical acquaintance with the official 
statistics of income tax and inhabited house duty, with tbe 
general procedure of their compi1ation and with the assess 
ments themselves, has materially assisted in the interpreta
tion and manipulation of the figures, this work is in no sense 
an official one. No statistics are given which had DOt already 
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been published and which are not equally available for all 
investigators in the documents above mentoined. But for 
the Use that is now made of them I am entirely responsible. 
Sufficient evidence for the general definitions and practical 
statements given may be found in Dowell's .. Income Tax 
Laws" and Dowell's" House Duty Acts," in the Commis
sioners' Reports, in the published Tax Cases, in the evidence 
before the Income Tax Committees of 1905 and 1906, and in 
such reference books on practice as Senior's" Income Tax 
Practice," published in the sixties, and Murray and Carter's 
well-known work for recent years. Nevertheless, a careful 
compilation from these sources would hardly have assumed 
the form which practical knowledge and a study specially 
directed to statistical ends have given to the present work, 
for legal lore and technical reference have been severely" 
subordinated to the main purpose. They have been drawn 
upon freely, but only so far as they are likely to have a 
bearing upon interpretation and use for statistical and 
economic investigations. For such purposes the treatment 
has been as complete as seems to be necessary, but for IIll 
olAIr ,,,..pIlUS it is ""'fli/dSIly i~. The work pretends 
to DO authority, therefore, in general income tax matters 
from the standpoint of law, accountancy, equity, political 
theory, or ordinary practice. " 

For some of the difficult research affecting the earlier years 
I have, before arriving at my conclusions. examined all the 
original blank forms of assessment, together with blank 
forms of the statistical retums which formed the basis of the 
official reports, and on matters of practice I have consulted 
retired officials whose memory extends, with varying 
degrees of reliability, to the early sixties. In some matters 
in which DO official data has been obtained or published I 
have relied upon my own experience and observation (as a 
sample investigation). or I have obtained expressions of 
opinion from a Dumber of official friends whose varied 
experience furnishes the best possibl'!l substitute for actual 
sample tests on a comprehensive scale. 

The illlAStrative quotations are not exhaustive in any sense 
-many that have come under my Dotice have been omitted 
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to avoid tedious repetition-but they are drawn from a wide 
range of economic and statistical literature. They are not 
given in any captious or critical spirit. It is true that, in 
some instances, gross carelessness has been exhibited, by the 
authors cited, in their use of ofIicial returns; and there are 
one or two writers who are culpably negligent in their 
writings generally. But for the most part the errors are 
excusable or natural, and could only have been avoided by 
a close study of the statistical material. They are cited in 
detail to justify the treatment of the subject in the text, 
which otherwise might appear to elaborate unnecessarily or 
to labour the obvious. It is often valuable, moreover, to 
observe the precise form in which an erroneous interpretation 
has been made. Collectively, these references furnish perhaps 
the best and most obvious justification for the present work. 
They show that the whole subject is a difficult one and that 
some guidance in its technicalities is not unnecessary; and, 
further, they prove the importance of this c1ass of statistics 
an4 the wide and various uses to which the details are 

. brought. 
The new and entirely original tables compiled from the 

official data, corrected and adjusted to exbibit consistent 
sequences, are intended to show as faithfully as possible the 
true trend of objective facts, uncomplicated by interior 
cllanges either in law or administrative practice. The 
official figures are very unsuited for comparisoDs over 10ng 
periods, and these tables are now offered as superior for 
such purposes and as superseding to that extent the use of 
ofIicial reports in their .. raw .. state. It is hoped, therefore,· 
that they maybe regarded asa real, if humble, contribution 
to the economic and social history of the United Kingdom ill 
the last hundred years. 

Mathematical methods of iIlterpolation have occasionally 
been used, but ill most instances (particularly ill the distri
bution of known totals over a classification) they do DOt 
give re;ults so consistent and accurate as a .. free..hand ., 
method which follows, OD a technical instinct, the trend of 
each series of figures, and duly observes the numerous 
checks and limits afforded by other branches of the statistics. 
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Examples of this may be found in the effect of re-assessment 
years upon gross assessments on property and the converse 
effect upon deductions therefrom; or in the relation between 
Sch. A on Lands and Sch. B, or Sch. A on Houses, etc., 
and the House Duty figures. A margin of possible error is 
given, where necessary, adequate for all purposes-in many 
cases where an estimate has been given for one factor over 
a certain' period, and comparisons are made within that 
period, it is unnecessary to take the whole range of error 
given; it may be read for both years as plus, or for both 
as minus, because any error will be constant in direction 
for that period. Only the final results have been brought 
into the main tables, for the complicated details in the adjust
ments would be confusing in ordinary reference. In the 
main tables the ordinary official figures have been given 
together with the revised figures, where necessary, to facili
tate reference and identification. 

I have not attempted to make this book .. readable" in 
the ordinary sense, but to provide a work useful for reference, 
and valuable in COfIitlflCliOll with the current official reports, 
or largely in Stlbslitt4liort for the older official tables. I have 
accordingly been content to summarise many points briefly, 
where an indication of their character will be sufficient to 
inform the investigator, or to warn the unwary. GeneraJly 
speaking, where such matters have been fully dealt with 
elsewhere, I have been most brief, but where the considera
tions are being urged for the first time I have felt it nec! ry 
to elaborate them more fully. The adoption of such a 
principle has alone prevented the book assuming excessive 
proportions. Reference has been made to an matter coming 
to my notice which is likely to be of real use in pursuing 
investigations based upon these data. The results of actual 
observations lasting for some years or covering a great 
number of cases have generaJly been conveyed in a few lines, 

'while .. workings" for the tables, the methods employed. 
the adjustment required. and the evidence Rlied upon are 
given briefly in the Appendices. 

.. T. -'l of 1M ;q;..',," is nO' £I __ ." lis .., 
_i ...... "..,~ _;t0l. IDS'''' iII.-.p IM..w.."" 
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indilJidual piece o/lmmlledg, by its significa_ f01' the '""h aflu 
1I'uIh • ••• Science .. nol /I _, juxtaposition of indilJiJual 
opinions, 1l1li the flJ01'Mr flJlIo puts forlh ejJorl at any pa,ticultw ,pol 
is conscUHu IhaI his ejJorl .. girl about and suslainea by an ,jJorl 0/ 
the flJlIole to flJhidJ M VJiIlingly yields his contribution. • • • Trutl, 
flJon at any parlkultw point .. lJalid and binding throughoul."
RUDOLF EUCKER • 

.. And as in Arilll11u#que, • ..practised men must, and P,ofuS01'l 
themsdvu may often err" and cast up falu: .0 also in any otMr 
subj", of R~ing, the ablest, most tUtenliv" and most practised 
men, may deceive themselvu, and inferrefaluConclusions • ••• F01' 
tMre can be no certainty of the last Conclusion, fIJithouI a certainty of 
all those AJfimuUions and N egatimu. on flJhich it flJas g,ounded and 
inferred • ••• In Re4soning 0/ all otMr thing., M IhaI taMs up con
clusions on the trustof Authors. and doth noIfelch lhemfrom theft,st 
IUrM in every Reckoning, (flJhidJ are the .ignifications 0/_ 
settJed by definitions), loses his labour: and does not knofIJ tmy 
thing: 1l1li OIldy bdielJeIh."-HoBBES' .. Leviathan." 



PART I. 
ANALYSIS AND DESCRIPTION OF OFFICIAL 

STATISTICS AND THEIR USES. 

CHAPTER I. 

SCHEDULE A. REAL PROPERTY. 

INCOME FROM OWNERSHIP OF J.AND, 
HOUSES, I!1C. 

INcoKB tax. Sch. A. commonly known as the .. Property 
Tax." Is that section which deals with profits from the 
ownership of lands, houses. etc., and every description of 
property In the nature of tealty. The assessments are 
re-made periodically. the poor law parish being the unit of 
grouping for property. and the poor rate order and form 
are adopted as a basis by the Imperial authorities.1 AD 
properties are reviewed (with a few exceptions mentioned 
hereafter). whether those Interested In them are liable to 
Income tax or Dot. so that the statistics are very complete. 

GROSS INCOME UNDER SCHEDULE A.. 
• G_lDaom. II stands for" gross ass: ments" which 

are made upon the .. annual value .. determined accordiDg 
to statutory rules. .. GlOSS Income" is not. therefore. 

I 0lIic:ial wideace OIl tile pmced .... ill malrin,,,_ Sda. A ... d B 
_ "cta may be load ill tile foUowiDc to-.n.) >-

s. Co OIl Bald .... a1IecIinc R. Property. 18.t1>. Qs. 1.900. etc. 
S. Co OIl Income Tax. 1851 ...... Qs. 1.350. etc. 
R. Co .... A«ricultural De..- '~I8g6, Qa. 45.4ao, etc. 
S. Co OIl l'oor Ra'" All .-ta: 'f'. 5aqoD.t, Sec:raauy to 

Bo&nl of Inlud R .......... Qs. 1>.]16. etc. 
R. Co OIl ..... d ill Wu.. 18g)-6. Qs. 76.5450-
13th Report. 
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necessarily the same as the gross actual income received or 
enjoyed. nor is the .. income on which tax was received .. 
the same as the actl13l net income received and enjoyed. 
The various rents paid. or beneficial occupations enjoyed. 
in connection with the ownership of lands. houses. etc .• 
have to be brought to a common denominator of .. annual 
value." Thus the rents of five premises of identical .. annual 
value .. may be an different-the first being let at a low rent 
on a long lease.1 the second let by the year. the third at a 
high rent by the week. the fourth at a higher rent. owner 
paying tempt's rates. and the fifth may be let at a conven
tional or nominal rent. the tenanf having a beneficial 
occupation. or being himself responsible for creating part of 
the .. annnal value." Tbe nse of a common denominator is 
very valuable from a statistical point of view. since it 
secures nniformity as regards both time and space. and makes 
comparisons perfectly valid between distant places or periods, 
as well.as between different classes of property. But it has 
the slight disadvantage that it is a legal conception which. 
over part of the field at any rate. does not correspond to 
popular conceptions of .. rent." . 

DEPDm10NS OP .. ANNUAL VALUE."-Tbe legal defini
tions of II lUUlaal mUll •• are not quite identical throughout 
the United Kingdom. 

CoJolPARABJUTY OP DIPPEREJIT AREAs. 

METROPOUS: ANJlUAL V ALt;JE.-" Gross value" means 
the annnal rent which a tenant might reasonably be expected. 
taking one year with another. to pay for a hereditan1eDt. if 

. the tenant undertook to pay an usual tenant's rates and 
taxes. and the tithe commutation rentcharge. if any. and 
if the landlord undertook to bear the cost of the repairs 
and insurance. and the other expenses. if any. necessary' to 
maintain the hereditan1ent in a state to command that 
rent.-

I On the general aDd IIl1ICh mjannclc Mood qaestica 01 tnatica 01 
leg ......... and the •• wastiag aeet·' difficulty ... my article iD 
~ 1lDMe. July, 1911. 

• 32 '" 33 V"act. Co 67. L + 
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This definition is for rating purposes, but as the gross 
value is binding for income tax (5ch. A) and House Duty as 
the annual value, it is material to examine the conditions 
under which it is arrived at. Periodical conferences of 
London rating authorities pass resolutions which make for 
uniform practice, and the following cases taken from them 
illustrate general principles :-

(a) Weekly and monthly tenancies. A scale is provided 
in which the gross value is always below the full net rent 
for the year after deducting ratell---ll.g., lOS. per week, 
owner paying rates at 6s. in £, or in actual amoun~ £4 lOS. per 
annum, is not £at lOS. gross, but £19; I and similarly 20S. 

per week is not £53 - £9 =£43, but £37.-
(b) For quarterly and yearly tenancies and ordinary three 

years' agreements the actual rent is taken as the .. gross 
value." I 

(e) For agreements longer than three years, tenant doing 
inside repairs, 5 per cent. is added to the rent to arrive at 
gross value. I 

(ci) In the case of a repairing lease. 10 per cent. is added. I 

.. In London a household~ is subject to a rath~ vexatious 
anomaly. which might well be removed, on account of the Ioca1 
assessments for House Duty and income tax under the Metropolis 
Valuation Act. The Act says that each house is to be assessed at 
the annual value. Inasmuch as a yearly tenant generally pays 
more than a tenant on lease. the assessors say that the annual 
value of a house is what a yearly tenant would pay. and they 
stick on £10 per cent. when they are dealing with a leasehold."
HUGH CHISHOLM. .. Justice for the Taxpa~." ForltIi{:1tIly 
R.n-. Much. I8g7. 

The practice for income tall: purposes is similar outside the 
metropolis. In any c:ase, the .. vezatious anomaly .. is DOt very 
~. . 

ENGLAND AND WALES (NOT INCLUDING METROPOLIS ') : 
ANNUAL V Al.UIt.-" The annual value of lands. tenements, 

o III theory higher .... ts may be expected to be chargoabIe .. by 
the .-k," and the value to be let " bj the year .. is Dot n-ruy 
the aggnopte of the .-kly pa~tL 1Ioreo .... it is .. aatiDc 
practice to allow a " COD.~~=" or marPa. o Assessment and V.boatlon co. ._ Rcool1lticlur" po + 

• lbi4.. p. 6. • SiD .. 08700 

• 
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hereditaments or heritages charged under Schedule A shall 
be understood to be the rent by the year at which the same 
are let at rackrent ... fixed by agreement within •.• 
seven years," or .. if not let at rackrent, then at the rack
rent at which the same are worth to be let by the year.'" 

(Other items of Sch. A, non-commuted tithes, manorial 
rights, etc., are assessed under special rules; see pp. 44. 48). 

The official definition of .. rack rent" is well known, and 
is practically identical in its terms with that given for the 
metropolis above. But whereas the gross value for the 
poor rate is binding for Sch. A in the metropolis, outside 
the metropolis the assessments are quite independent of 
the values for local purposes. The conditions governing 
assessments may, however, be taken to be broadly &illilar 
to those quoted above from the Metropolitan Valuation 
Conference resolutions. 

Scon.AlfD: ANNUAL V ALUE.~For rating purposes one 
uniform valuation aists, upon which all public assessments 
are based, and it is revised annually.- The county and 
burgh authorities appoint assessors for the purpose. Very 
frequently, with Treasury approval,- they appoint the 
Government surveyor of taxes as assessor, and it is provided 
by law that the values in the valuation ron are conclusive 
also for income tax (Sch. A, B) and House Duty' esupt where 
the surveyor is noI assessor.' In 23 out of 33 counties and 
46 out of 85 burghs the surveyors act as assessors! so that 
it is c1ear that over a considerable part of Scotlaud rating 
law governs or in1luences the income tax assessments.' In 

I 5 c1: 6 Vu:t:. Co 350 s. 60. 
• 17 c1: 18 Vu:t:. Co 91. 
• 52 c1: 53 Viet. c. SO. s. 83 . 
• 20 c1: 21 Vu:t:. c. 58. s. 3. 
• D. C. OIl Imperial and Local Taxation. 1912. O~ 11 ... 75. 0IriDJ 

to the fact tbat £dinburgb and Glasgow are not iDJucIcd. the amount 
of the y,oJuation made by the l1IIVeyon is slightly _ thaD half the 
total-iI6.186.ooo against £16.694,000. In 18g2 the DDDlbeal_ 
3" ""untico and 42 burghs (Armour's .. Valuation of Propeat) for 
Rating in ScotIand." p. 231. 

• ViM evidcDce bcf"", S. C. OIl Valaatioa of Lands and ~ 
mento (Scotlandl Bill. by W. Maaro. maatioa • .. and _ .q .. 
of tal<es. Qs. 1 ... 56. etc. AIoo A. Nisbet befono S. C. OIl Ratin& of 
Machinery Bill. 1887. and F. S. Allan befono S. C. 011 ValuatiOD of 
Lands and Haitaga, Scotland. 18650 
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the remaining part, the ordinary Income Tax Acts apply, as 
In Ensland and Wales. The" yearly value" as defined by 
the Valuation Act is .. the rent at which, one year with 
another, such lands and heritages might In their actual 
state be reasonably expected to let from year to year ••• 
and where such lands and heritages are boni fide let for a 
yearly rent conditioned as the fair annual value thereof. 
without grassum or consideration other than the rent, such 
rent shall be taken. . • . Provided always, that if such 
lands and heritages be let upon • lease the stipulated 
duration of which is more than twenty-one years from the 
date of entry • • • the rent payable . • • sha11 not neces
sarily be assessed as the yearly rent or value • • :' I 

For rating purposes this actually substituted the Voss 
,."., for the "" rent (after average repairs and other expenses 
and public charges had been deducted) as contained In the 
Poor Law (Scotland) Act of 1845. For many years no 
improvements, even if permanent, could be entered In the 
valuation roll if they were voluntarily made by • tenant 
holding under a 60114 fitlllease of less than twenty-one years' 
duration and without .. grassum" or consideration other 
than the rent '-this was remedied by statute In 1895, when 
the whole property as improved could be dealt with. and 
included In the Income Tax Asssessmmts. 

ElflOt 01 Rat. on Annual Val_ 

Saotlan •• -A point of greater importance In comparing 
.. gross value" In Scotland with .. gross value" elsewhere is 
the effect of the diffemIce In rating law and practice as to 
payment of rates by owners. The Income Tax Act. 184a. 
naturally made provision that where owners had ~ to 
pay rates, taxes. and other charges which by law 1'ier8 • 
charge on tenants, such payments should be deducted 
from the gross rent In order to arrive at the .. gross wms 
ment." The Scottish law provides for • put of the rates 
to be paid by the owner. and the new 01' .. yearly value .. for 

1 17 • 18 V"lCt. c:. 91 ... 6. See abo D. C. _ JmperW ..... Local 
Taxation. 191a. evid .... ce by H. T. ~ 

• AnDo ..... po &07. 
c. 
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rating purposes is taken to be the yearly rent, and is binding 
(for the greater part of Scotland) upon the income tax, Sch. A, 
so that the gross tax assessments in Scotland exceed those 
in England, in identical circumstances, by the amount of the 
rates borne by the owner. In 1856 an Act was passed .. to 
grant re1ief in assessing the Income Tax on lands in Scotland 
in respect of certain Public Burdens charged thereon," 
being the public rates, etc., which in England are by law a 
charge on occupiers. The allowance is made as a deductiofJ 
in the flSSessmmt, and not in arriving at the gross value, so 
that Scottish values exceed corresponding English ones, 
a1thongh tiel assessments may be quite comparable. There 
are, however, several small anomalies arising out of this 
difference that may most clearly be seen from an example : 

A house is let in England at £36 per annum, the tenant 
paying £IZ rates. A similar house is let in Scotland at £4Z 
per annum, the owner paying £6 rates and the tenant paying 
£6 also. (It will be observed that the owners' net incomes 
are the same, and repairs will be taken to be actually the 
same in the two cases.) 

Dedactioao. 
'Repaid Public' Net e-. lith). Bardeu. Mot. eo- Dutr. 

England ~ t I. ;, ~ 
Scotland 4Z 7 6 z9 4Z 
The effect bpon the statistics when used for many pwpo_ 

is sufficiently important to warrant close examination. The 
actna1 amonnt of "pnblic burdens" allowed is not DOW 

shown separately. It is included.in "other deductions" 
at the foot of the main table, Sch. A. For I9IG-II, " other 
deductions" amount to £z,I54.884 for England and Wales 
from a total gross ass ... ent of £z33,906.688, whereas for 
Scotland they amount to £Z,713.025 out of a total gross of 
£26.944-348.· The disproportion is mainly accounted for by 
this item of " pnblic burdens." In the last year for which 
sepaxate details were given (1899-1900) they amounted to 
lI.35Z.z6s,out of aboutlI.393.000 total" otherdednctions "I; 

• ssth Report. p. 105-
• 44th Report. p. liB. 
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the gross assessment for Scotland amounted to £22,949,891, 
and so exceeded the gross assessment, according to the 
English method, by 6 per cent. (For further details of the 
deductions see p. 60, Effect on House Duty, p. I33, and 
Repairs, p. 61.) 

The effect of this pecu1arity is much more important in a 
comparison of places than in one of periods. 

Speaking generally, when correction has been made for. 
this item, there is no substantial difference in the method of 
arriving at the" gross assessment" over the whole of Great 
Britain, although there are some slight differences in local 
customs as to the repairs that owners of dwelling-houses 
undertake and as to fixtures customarily let with houses. 

Ireland.-Here the position is very different. The gross 
assessments are bound by Griffith's valuation, now fifty 
years old, and bear no regular or necessary relation to the 
facts of any given case. But at the time of the valuation, 
after elaborate instructions to the valuers they were told 
that the value was .. to be the rent which a liberal landlord 
would obtain from a solvent tenant for a term of years, rates, 
taxes, etc., being paid by the tenant." I This, however. 
applied to buildings only: and land was valued on an 
entirely different basis. The whole question of Irish assess
ment is full of difficulties from a statistical point of view, 
and will be separately dealt with in Chapter IV. 

The movement of values of land in Ireland is sometimes COllI
,.,. with the increases in England, when of course no comparison 
is possible. E., .• Royal Agric. Soc. Trans., 1878, the" small rise 
in Ireland." 1857 to 1875 is compared with al per cent. and a6 per 
cent. elsewhere. 

TBB RELATION Bl!TWEBN THB LEGAL VALva AS DUINEI) 
AND THB TRUB V ALUB (GREAT BRITAIN). 

Assuming that ass ments are accurately made according 
to definitions, and are always up to date, howeloselJ u. U. 
ltatlltor, croaa n111e, .. dalln •• , Ilpproaeh the ru1 n1u ... 
,.puIarI:r IIDdentood' It was remarked abow: that o~ 

, Gri8ith·. "1Dstructi0llS 110 vam.. ill. belaDd," 18»0 p. ... 
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. part of the field the legal conception and the popular c0ncep
tiOn are not identical; but fortunately they are alike over a 
sufficiently wide range for the idea of the propertiel of the 
whole country let uniformly at rack rent by the year, tenant 
paying rates and owner doing repairs, to be fairly easily 
received and apprehended. Dr. Bowley asks, ': What is the 
relation between assessed value of houses and their true 
value? .. 1 Does he mean by this a true value in a hypo
thetical common denominator or measure, enabling unlike 
expressions to be aggregated? or true value in the sense of 
current expressions (Bs. 6d. per week, £70 per annum on 
seven, fourteen, or twenty-one years' lease, £30 per annum 
three years' agreement, and so on)? If the latter is intended, 
then the answer must be given piecemeal,' and no one c0n

spectus of the aggregate is possible, because these terms 
cannot be aggregated. If an answer as to the aggregate is 
required, then that annual value, which is a hypothetical 
expression for many of the cases, mnt perforce be taken. 

·.This is in some instances to postulate a demand curve 
running practically parallel to the demand curve of ordinary 
terms-the mere translation of a .. weekly rent" into a rent 
es rates, and the transIation of that result into a yearly rent, 
after allowing a contingency margin. But when we come to 
another class of properties which are nowhere let on the 
terms required by the definition, we postulate an imagitUlry 
demand curve for those terms. Thus the attempt to get the 
annual value of a large isolated country mansion or residence 
such as Chatsworth or Arundel Castle, or of a town ball, 
strictly according to the definition, leads ns dangerously near 
the ridiculous, and it is a moot point whether the value, year 
by year, on StICh terms is not zero. As a fact, we really 
modify our definition, and almost forsake the hypothetical 
demand curve, falling back in practice upon the supply 
curve, i.e., the reasonable rate of interest on the building 
outlay which would be necessary to call forth that outlay.-

I "Improvement of 0lIicial Statistics," S.l. 1908. . 
• ,.. aboge. p. 16 • 
• For a fuI1er d;"""';on of the cliflicalti ... attending the valuation 

of the ptope1tie&, _" Land Valoatioo and Ratiog Reform." E&<nu1-
_ltiwUl, IWdI, 1911, by the writer. AIeo" Rating of Country 
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Two cases where the value as defined differs from the 
.. rent" as commonly used may be mentioned as additional 
to those referred to on p. 16. The first is the labourer'l, 
or e.tat., cottag" in rural districts, let at a nominal or con
ventional .. rent," but assessed on its rack rental value. 

The second is the public-hou •• tied to a brewer, where the 
tenant pays a rent less than the rent which would be required 
from a free tenant, and makes up the balance in the less 
advantageous terms upon which he is entitled to purchase 
his beer, etc. This difference is not really what is ordinarily 
known as .. beneficial occupation," because a full rent is 
really paid, but in a different form. Similarly the rent paid 
by the brewer to the superior landlord may exceed the rack 
rental value of the definition, the excess being an expense of 
the brewer's investment in obtaining a market, and having 
no relation to the rent a UNa'" would afford to pay. Where 
brewers are competing for tied houses belonging to private 
owners, it is a nice point whether the rack rental value 
should be decided as in a brewer's market, or in a market for 
tenants (who will be the actual occupiers). 

It is generally and rightly considered that the weakest 
part of rating and assessment is the treatment of .. owner
occupied .. property.' Failing the test of practical letting, 
value must be a matter of judgment which will be nearer the 
truth according to the extent to which valid comparison is 
possible. Probably the statistical importance of the devia
tion from .. rental .. truth is insignificant, although expert 
valuers are perhaps inclined to emphasise it. It is true that 
for neither local nor imperial purposes is the machinery of 
valuation strong enough, or rather fine enough, to do the 
work with exactness. But approximation to a general rental 
standard is certainly sufficient fot ordinary purposes. 
although it fails to satisfy SOIIle experts. Mr. H. T. Eve. in 
evidence before the D. C. on Imperial and Local Taxation, 

Monsion .... aD article In the Transactions of the suneyon' IDstitutlll 

'81~ t.:~ .. of this as" income" in the ..... of clweIIin«
bo_ .. l:baptv XII.. .. The Natiooal 1_." For its 
~ ~ the ..... of fKtori<Is, etc., .. Cbaptv VI .... Sch. D 
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recently declared that in rarmg the property in unions he 
found the rent was too high or too low as a representation of 
real value in 50 per cent. of the cases I When asked whether 
he was not " too much of an artist:' he said that "many 
rents are fixed by many minds at many times," but in 
valuation "one rent is fixed by one mind at one time." 
Commenting upon the value of the services of the surveyor 
of taxes in Scotland for rating valuation, he remarked that 
in Scotland he must assess on the basis of rent by law, 
and however useful the surveyor might be there he would 
fail in England. under the Rating Act of 1836, to find 
what property is II1mh to be let from year to year-the real 
distinction. 

Woodlaau aad Timber. 
"It may be urged that timber goes with the land, and is 

included in the valuation of the land. but this is not 10 according 
to the method of income tax returns. The real income from 
woods and plantations is DOt included in Sch. A, but only an 
assumed agricultural or prairie value . . • 100 million [, for 
woods and forests."-GIPFEIf, .. The Growth of Capital," 1889, 
p.18. 

Income from the sale of timber is regarded as covered by 
the Sch. A assessments on the land on which the timber 
grows. The asses5lTlents usually correspond with poor rate 
valuation, and the peculiarities of rating law in this respect 
are fully set out in standard works on rating, but they may be 
briefly mentioned here. The governing Act of 1674 gives 
three classes: (x) Land used only as a plantation or a wood, 
where the value is to be taken as though divested of timber 
and in a natural, unimproved, or " prairie " state; (2) land 
used exclusively for growth of Ialeable unde1'Jl1OOtl-to be 
valued in full. as if Jet for that purpose; (3) land used for 
both the foregoing purposes to be valued on either method 
aa:ording to the discretion of the assessment committee. 

On a representation from the British Tunber Conference 
the Local Government Board circuIarised the assessment 
committees recently, calling attention to these provisions. 
Appeals against valuations of woodlands have been very 
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numerous in late years, and they now stand mostly in 
relation to class (x), on an artificial .. prairie" value, and it 
is doubtful whether, in strictness, this should be a governing 
consideration for the Sch. A value. It should be understood, 
of course, that the shooting is separately valued, and added 
to the value of the woodlands. 

There is far more point in Giffen's argument now than 
when he wrote, because at that date the ratings of woodlands 
were much higher and nearer to the true full annual value 
for all purposes.' 

The next question, and the more important one, is: 
How IIlo •• ly do the u •• ssm.nte .. mad. in practice approaCh 
the true VaIuH .. parflllt1, ....... d in theor;r , 

COMPARISON WITIl THE POOR RATE. 
It is generally acknowledged that the income tax, Sch. A, 

assessments are the best approach to the true values that 
we possess.- In the metropolis, in Ireland, and most parts 
of Scotland it has.no advantage over the poor rate because 
it is made upon the same figures. But in England and Wales, 
apart from the metropolis, it is always considered to be 
superior. A great feature of the early Reports was a com
parison of the Sch. A totals with the corresponding totals 
of the poor rate, the figures being adjusted so as to relate to 
exactly the same properties. This was often given in great 
detail by counties, showing clearly in which counties the 
poor rate was most below the rack rental. This is not to say 
that in such counties the poor rate was the IINInI,-we should 
apply such an adjective to the relative correctness of the 
pam: and it is often found that a low-rated parish has its 
ratings in excellent proportion to each other, where a parish 
in which the aggregate is practically correct abounds in 
anomalies, ratings erroneous both in excess and deficiency. 
The local authorities have statutory right of obtaining 
information upon the Sch. A as<;essments, and of late years 
have availed theD1selves so freely of it that a much closer 

• v. the interesting examples 0"" I_ts. in di«-t circum
stancoo, to indllde the -. value of !up timber in s..ionI 
.. Income Tax La" ""d Practice," 11164. pp. -..,. 

• lt. C. OIl Acriculture, 18v6. Lord. Milner, Q.630lS8. 
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approximation now exists between the totals of the two 
valuations.l 

The influence of the poor rate valuations and the Sch. A 
assessments upon each other, reciprocally, has often been 
misunderstood. It is true that the poor rates are used as a 
basis for the Sch. A assessment, so far as the skeleton plan is 
concerned, but the amount of the assessments can be quite 
independent of the ratings. There was provision for the 
Sch. A assessments being based upon a .. scale .. of poor rate 
values in each parish. but this never meant anything else 
than taking a number of sample properties whose aggregate 
rack rentals were k1lOW1J, finding the aggregate rateable values 
of the same properties, and using the comparative totals as 
a ratio for use where rack rentals were not independently 
known or obtainable.- It was theoretica1ly impossible, after 
the Parochial Assessments Act. 1836. to carty out the pro
vision as to scales, but as the ratings did not hasten to amend 
themselves under that Act there was no di1Iicult y in practice.· 

A specinlen of the adjustment and comparison made in 
the early Reports is given below (Metropolis, Ireland and 
Scotland are omitted as the differences are negligible and 
due to infrequent exceptions to the general agreement) ;-

y ear IB7~ (Rest of England). 

Poor Rate Au.sment. 
! 

Total gross estimated rental ~ • :112,664.631 
Total rateable value • • • • 9S.961A91 
Value of property rated. but not Igr055. 13#.279 

assessed tinder Scb. A'. I rateable 10.765.712 
Value of property rated and }gr055. 99,218.)61 

assessed under Sch. A • rateable 85.195.785 
• In many cases this ......... """"Iy that the pool' rate defectI pI .. 

and minus bGltJ_ each otber. For a detailed dalcriptioD of the 
present condition of rural rating. rri4e EebMmie JWI'fIIIl. Man:h, 
1911. already cited; for the ~ use of the SelL A 1m the coanty 
rate basis, rri4e D. C. on InJperial and Local TuatiOll. Qo. 10.513-5. 
10.522. 

• Sa: 6 VlCt. c. 35." 64. taken &om 46 Ceo. 3. Co 6" 
• For the general practice &I to using the poor rate &I a pide. _ 

eyjd"""" by T. Sargalt, S. C. em Po« Rate A ... nm, 1868, 
Qs. 6.316. 6.381-<2. etc. AI80 R. C. em AgricaItme. g. 450570. 

• Such &I quarri .... mineo. I3ilways. etc. 
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Soh. A AI .... m.nt. 

Gross annual value of property rated in the 
poor rate. . • . . . 

Gross annual value of property not rated in 
the poor rate 1 • 

Total • 

£ 
109.096.483 

721.937 

109.818.420 

Thus the property rated at £99.218.361 was assessed. 
Sch. A. at £I09.096.483. or practically 10 per cent. more. 

In 1876-7 a comparison was given by counties. Anglesea 
(26'57). Lincoln (25·08). Bedford (20'97). Carnarvon (I9'03) 
were the worst cases. and Northumberland (2·65). Cornwall 
(5'16). Salop (5'13). and WlIts (6) were the best. 

In the Table AI the information in the different reports 
Is collected to show the progressive improvement in the 
poor rate. 

Leone Levi. pleading for a common unit of valuation. illus
trates the necessity by quoting 5ch. A against gross estimated 
rental and rateable value in 1870. and also in 188104. but without 
making any aUowance or adjustment for property rlllll but not 
assessed. so that the comparison is valueless and the difterence 
proves nothing-it would exist even though the rates and income 
tax values were identical (S. J .• 1884). 

Goschen gives a table showing rateable value and its proportion 
to the Sch. A values: 1815 (estimated). 7S per cent.: IB4I.72-8g 
per cent.: 1847. 7S per cent.: 1856. 70"25 per cent.: 1868. 70 
per cent. The former illCl'flaSed 169 per cent. and the latter 150 
per cent. in the interval (Report on Local Taxation. p. 17) • 

.. According to the local taxation returns. the rateable value of 
farms and farmhouses in England and Wales amounted in :r907 
to £30.900.000 ••• if we add for repairs and also add the ~ 
for Scotland. we obtain £380500.000 as the estimated gross rental 
of the farms of Gralt Britain •••• Sch. A amounted to 
£420300.000. Empty property and deductions on appmlwould 
slightly reduce this figure, but if we take it at £4%.500.000. it oo1y 
leaves £3.000.000 in excess of the former fignre as the amroa1 value 
of residential estates, sporting lands, etc. This is almost certainly 

I Such as Easter otferin8s. pew rents, intenst _red OIl dNlpob, 
etc. 
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far too low. but tbere is little doubt that there is considerable 
undervaluation of such properties. especially when they are 
inhabited by the owners themselves" C" Rent. Wages and Profits 
of British Agriculture." EWtWmist. 1913. p. II75). 

The first figure appears to be obtained by adding to the 
" agricultural lands .. for 1907 £23.654.000. the value of .. other 
lands. including farm buildings. etc .... £7.278.000 from House of 
Lords paper 150 of 1900 (the analysis has not been available 
since). But the actual gt'Oss estimated rental for these two classes 
was available <£34.675.567) in the same return for ISgg. the 
Sch. A being £37.IIO.000. These cover practically the same 
ground. tbe difierence being due to valuation. and not to the 
omission of park lands. sporting. etc .• as suggested. The point 
intended to be made as to a difterence in classification is not 
sound. 

Q. .. Why is it that the assessment of land for income tax 
purposes is so very much higher tban for local purposes--the 
difterence being about 7 per cent. ? "-A. "Gross estimated rental 
is a column in tbe rate book which is regarded very difierentJy 
by difierent overseers. • • • I find in many cases they deduct the 
tithe rentcharge before arriving at the gross estimated rental. 
which of course is wrong. The gross estimated rental shou1d 
aftord tbe means of comparison between two pieces of land of 
equal value, one of which may be subject to tithe rentcharge, tbe 
other of which may be free." • • • Q. .. The tithe mistake. if it 
were general, would account for £3.000.000 of ibis ? "-A- .. Yes, 
but 1 do not suppose it is universal • • • it is very common. 1 
fancy •••• There is a di1ierence of nearly £3,000,000 in com
paring the income tax 25SMsment with the gross estimated 
Jental--it might be practically covered by tithe" (EvideDce of 
Mr. W. C. Little before R. C. on Agriculture, Qs. 6).9II-63.92I). 

There is great confusion of thought here, and in so 1M as the . 
statement of fact is correct it operates in an opposite direction 
to the explanation intended. Is the titbe separately rated ? If 
it is. and the ratings on the Wms are fIeI. after tithe is deducted, 
tbe principle is the _ as that under Sch. A- If the tithe is 
rated, and tbe Wms are rated gr_. the total must eUUil Seh. A
If the tithe is not rated and Wms are rated gross, the totals 
shooJd agree. The only case in which the explanation is valid is 
where lands are rated fIeI. and the tithe is not ra~ very rare 
OCCWience, DO single instance of wb:ch has ever come UDdea' my 
notice. 
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TABLE AI,-Comparilon beiw •• n Valu. in Income Tal: 
A ••••• m.nie (Soh, A) and Valu. in Local Assusmenie 
(£000 omitted), 

I ~IR.t .......... Gro. Atlellmentl. 
v_, tOentl, GrotS -'" Porcoatap B.ceII. 

BaUmalod Raatil. ............ ·nt 
v ..... • 

1874~ 97.813 107.690 10'1 

'~~ 
99.218 109.096 

187 • 103.848 II5.609 II'3 
187 106.031 II~.39Z 
187 107.399 II .966 
~~~o-I0. IIl.~a IZ3.107 10'9 

II3. I 134.454 
1881 .... II4.040 125.201 
188a-3· IIa·819 125.399 9'2 
1883-4 II .sB4 126.390 
1884-5 u8.oa5 127.~7 
188S~· II8.~60 12~. a 7,8 
188~ U9. 60 12 ';;ra 
18~ Iao.r,a 1::17. 8 
18 • u8. 74 I2~.46g 7"2 
1881)-90 Iao.4~ 12 .::III 
1890-1 lU.IS 129.176 
1891 .... la3.4s6 130.359 
ISga-3 laS.230 13I .II9 
1893-4. 125.008 134.334 7"3 
1894:g 127.287 135.309 
ISgS lag.7S7 1~.OIS 

!~ 
132.4rx 13 .760 
135.1 I 139.967 3-6 

Not published. 

This table is perhaps relevant rather to the history and 
progress of rating than to income tax, since the clO5el" 
approximation now attained is due to improvements in 
rating. but some comparison of the two chief valuations _ 
possess is of interest in a work of this kind. No information 
is available for years subsequent to 1897-8. but there is no 
doubt from an inspection of the gross totals that the diva
gence Increased considerably in the 18gB and Z903 re
assessments. Local authorities have lately been so active 
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in revising their ratings, however, that the difference is 
probably now under 4 per cent.' 

TABLE A2.-C1assi6catioa of Rateabl. Hereditament., 
Englaad aad Wale •• 

Compiled /rom House 0/ Lords Return 183 0/ 1906 and 
other Sources (£000 omitted). 

I Per· 
".... , ".... 

Doocrfptloa. ,.,.. ..... • ltf· ... .. ' .... ... .. ,,... - - ----Luds:--. · - - f"· ... ' ... 1 .. ··,. , ... 
Other. • - - '."" ... 

HlIlldiop (DaI: hrl' ) · - - , ...... ..., 
' ... ,641 ..... 

kaiJway. • · · - - 11.109 ... :::a ... ... ,.. 
~ .... · · · - - 13.'" ... ,.. 

T .... ot all rate1bk 
bereditameot. (en:'a-
dial CroWD prupc'IJ) '2300'0 ... Ifl-'" 'ao n .... ,. ... ....... _v_ 

1.aDds~ -. · · } ...... .... ...... ..... J 24,ol' 
,,., 

0.- l 7,"" ... B_~~ · '''''' .... ..... ".. 'U 116 .. " "" Railwars • · · · ..... ... .... " .,.598 ... ., .... 
~ ..... · · .- . " ....... ... 13,211 ,... 

TObi of .n eIa:Met ... 
apt CmwllIIftIPeI'1,. - - "''''' lao "4.Jl7 - ..". .. 

AmnW ftIDe OlD wbkb eoatrl· 
bulions __ ftICIf'twd &0:11 
_ Gonm:nea' to resped 
of IIDD-QtabIe property ill 
the (;mwp'.occapIliaa · - - - ..... - .~, 

TGlaloI ..... • - - - J7J-"I ... ., .... 
• U ..... toeskllttowbidaCnowD~"""'" 

I Early details of rateable values for: ED~d and Wales may be 
found in the Poor La ... Rep.~rts. Appendis XXXII. of R. C. on 
Agric:ultUJe. 1896. gives the following (in tbouanda) :-1841 •. 
£62.S.fD; 1847. £67.320; 18S0, £67.700; 1856. £71.840 (£86.078 
gn>9S:); 1866. £93.638 (£IJO.079 gn>9S n. Abo _ H. C. :U5 of 
1874 and IL C. ,f61 of IB75: 1867-8. £100.669 (£118.-431 SJOM): 
11169--70. £10 ....... 5 (£123.365. pooo); IB7<>-I. £107.]98 (£1260474 
grossl; IB7I-.o. £109 ..... 7 1£129.039 gn>9S); 1872-3. £112.,18 
(£132 .453 gn>9S). 

: I'ute F. Purdy. S. , •• 1869. u ~ of Tautjm GIl RaJ 
PJOpeity!~ 

Vide abo S. Co OIl BDJdauI affecting RaJ J'IOpeity. 1846. p. 17. 
The rateable value is givea as £6.f.S.fD.O]O ... below the true fiCare." 
Sch. A. being £85.802.71S-

IL C. 332. 1860. !!hnwed that for 1856. the SJOM poor ra ......... 
8'9 ~ cent. below the Sch. A. 

Mmopolu,-Parish details ..... giYea ia H. C. 254 of 18~ l-
Total. Sch. A. £1].462.- ; county ra .... £9.294.300 (rattable value); 
poor ate, £9.975.- {IateabIe vafue). 
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Periodiaal Revaluation: . Relative approDmation to hue 
raau in intervening :veare. 

Except in Ireland, the income tax, Sch. A figures un
doubtedly represent most closely the real facts, but in re
valuation years far more closely than at other times. Indeed. 
in those years they are probably slightly in excess of the 
true figures. because many adjustments are made during 
the collection of the tax (after the totals have been made up) 
and allowed by way of .. schedule" or repayment. But in 
non-valuation years they are. in England and Wales more 
especially. below the true figure. The reason is that while 
effect is given in practice to all 60f1i1 Jid. redlldions in rents 
wherever they occur. no effect is. or can be. given to increases 
in rents, and the totals are only maintained by new properties 
and structural alterations. There is a continuous drag down
wards. and the" slack .. is not taken up until the next re
valuation year. No analysis of the Sch. A totals which 
omits to recognise this fact can therefore give valid results. 
As the metropolitan revaluation falls generally in a different 
year from that for England and Wales (ex. met.). the totals 
for the two combined rather mask the effect. but if they are 
taken separately it is very clear. 

In Table AS the effect of revaluation is very obvious. 
especially in the case of messuages (see particularly 
189H. 1898-9 and 19OH). The peculiar history of 
.. Lands" since 1880 serves to mask tl-e effect of revaluation 
when the two are taken together. for it seems that reductions 
in the case of farms are most freely made on the occasion of 
new assessments 1 (see Table AS. 188a-3. 1885-6. 1888-g). 
Prior to 1876 the effect upon lands was the same as upon 
buildings-. marked rise in the revaluation year; and when 
the two are taken togeth~ it is cumulative (see especially 
1857-8. 1861-8. 1864-5 and 1867-8). This" statutory .. 
result must not be taken as representing the actual facts. 
Probably the true rise would be represented by a line. 
practically straight. joining points sli(ltIly below the position 
... ched in each re-ass'SSment year (viM Graph L). 

, R. C. CIR Asricllltural Depi ..... 18g6, os. 4S.s7So ...... 
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If the true increase in a year (TI) consists of the aggregate 
rent increases (J), minus the aggregate rent decreases (d), 
plus the value of new structures (s), . 

TI = j - d + ',' 
but the increase shown by Sch. A figures in non-valuation 
years is 

, -d, 
and that shown in a revaluation year is, after four non
valuation years, 

5- +, -d. 
Now _ can always be found from the formula, and, - tl also, 
but s and d separately are not determinable. 

The bearing of the analysis will be clear from the following 
attempt to use the annual increases exhibited by the figures : 

"The allocation of the new capital of the United Kingdom 
between different forms of investment cannot be made with any 
precision on the basis of existing information. The erection of 
houses on land on the borders of orban areas absorbs much new 
capital The gross profits from the ownership of houses. as 
shown in the reports of the Inland Revenue Commissioners. were 
greater by £3.1:55.000 in 1:907--a than in 1900-7. and a fnrther 
increase of £3.II3.000 was shown for 19O~. Capitalising the. 
indicated increase in revenoe at fifteen years' porchase. there is an 
addition of abooti47.000,OOO to new capital in the form of houses 
(;ncInding sites) .. (Census of Production. Final Report. p. 32). 

In this instance the endeavour was made to capitalise s. bot as a 
matter of fact .-11 was taken, and the decrease in rents has been 
ignored. The result obtained represents a minimum, and the 
true figure may be much greater. . 

Any comparison of the annual increases with eac~ other 
will lead to falIacious results if the effect of re-assessment 
years is forgotten :-

Exam;ning the connection "'"sting between the average vaIne 
of building land per head and the wealth per head. Mr. MaIIock 
seeks to show that a constant proportion has existed. and appeals 
to the " facts .. :-" If we take the annual increase in the va1ne 
of hooses. as given in the Statistical Abstract for the years 11193-
1907, there are only three years out of the fifteen in .. hicla the 
average was very greatly aceeded. These were the years 11198, 
190:1:, and:l:903- Now for the two years following the year 11193. 
the gross a"'O'lDt asBessed to income tas exhibited a conti_ 
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decline. and had in 1896 not so much as recovered its previous 
level. In 1897 it exceeded this by £30,000,000. Next year the 
increase in the value of liouses rose to nearly twice the average. 
Two years later, in 1900, the gross amount assessed to income tax 
showed an increase on the previous year of £42,000,000. The 
year following (1903) the increase in the value of houses exceeded 
the average by more than So per cent •••• But not only do the 
figures thus show us the close connection between the increase 
in total income and the increase in the gross value of houses. 
They also show us that with each fall in the increase of gross 
income the increase in the groJS value of houses in a similar way 
falls. Thus after the record increase in gross income in 1897, 
with record increase in the value of houses that followed it, the 
annual increase in the gross value of houses sank to one half of 
the maximum to which the record year had raised it. In 1902 
the same phenomenon repeated itself. The increase in gross 
income was £42,000,000 in 1900, and £33,000,000 in Igol. In 
19o3 it was not more thari £13,000,000. The increase in the gross 
value of houses was, in 1904, less than one half of what it had 
been in 19o3. • • • These facts show that the amount which the 
population will consent to spend in house rent • • • is limited by 
the amount per head which the population has to spend on its 
wants and enjoyments." 

Mr. Mallock omits (II) to look at the ISg3-4 increase over 
z8ga-3: (b) to observe that statutory as well as commercial 
reasons accoullt for a stationary state in 1896 gross income (wa., 
p. 1188): (e) to take account of ISgJ-4, I8g8-9. and Igo3-4 as 
re-assessment yeara-although warned by a footnote-and of 
1901-« as a year of revaluation in the metropolis. The whole 
.. connection .. falls to the ground. 

Mr. Mallock proceeds in • simi1ar manner to show that when 
there is a special increase in dwelling-house values. there is also 
one in business premises I But this is alleged to have ceased 
about 1903. After much manipulation of the figures in the 
Statistical Abstract (Table aI. Inhabited House Duty) and COD

fusion through mixing the c:olunms. he c:oncludes that business 
premises are falling in value or stagnant. while dwelling-houses 
Increase in value. He finds " the clue to the riddle" in the table 
dealing with foreign investments, Sch. D. in which. after 19030 a 
marktd advance in the rate of incrsse is shown I It is unneces
sary to labour his condusioa, since the premises are worthless 
r' Phantom Millions." N. d II. C......,.. November. 1909)· 

An examination of Table Al shows that,of a total increase 
of £39.000,000 in messuages, 184s~ to 1870""1, Eugland ... . 
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and Wales, £24,000,000, or 62 per cent., was registered 
in the eight assessment years, and onIy 28 per cent. in the 
other seventeen years. For messuages (England and Wales, 
extra-met.), 1871-2 to 19IOo-II, the increase was £93,500,000, 
of which £40,000,000, or 43 per cent., took place in ten valua
tion years, and the remainder in thirty ordinary years. So in 
the first period the normal rise or surplus of new structures 
over rent decreases was just under one million pounds per 
annum, while the amount of increased rents taken up on each 
revaluation was about two millions, or two thirds of a million 
per annum. For the second period, the ordinary surplus 
(s-d) was over one and two-third millions, the increased 
rents for valuation were two and a third millions, or just over 
half a million annually. 

Just as the effect of revaluation may be to cause the 
assessments to lag behind the true values when ascending, 
so there are sometimes reasons why they should also descend 
1e5$ rapidly. In the case of houses, first, in a town where 
there has been great overbuilding, and there are many houses 
standing empty, such houses remain in the assessments at the 
old rents until, upon re-occupation at lower rents, the assess 
ments are reduced. A re-assessment year affords a statutory 
opportunity for putting them all upon the correct basis, and 
if there has been a general fall in rents, the aggregate for all 
houses, occupied or void, may be snddenly much less than 
before the re-assessment. Secondly, with regard to lands, in 
time of depression reductions of rent commonly start as 
temporary abatements or remissions, which, made year by' 

d · becoming 1 year, en m permanent. 

This point is well deaJt with by R. J. Thompson. " An Enquiry 
into the Rent of Agricultural Land in England and Wales during 
the Nineteenth Ceutury."· He c:onstmcted a table and graph 
showing index numbers for rents of specimen estates, income 
tax values, and Sauerbeck's price index DUmber foe each year 
from :d46 to :cgoo. 

I ~ ]ourfllll. ibid .• Man:b. 1911. See aIJo R. C. 011 Agri
cuItmalDepression. I8g6. Q. 4s.sS9. etc .• uto the etlect of mortgag .... 
R. C. 011 Depn:ssioa in Trade, 1886. Q. 743; R. C. OIILaDd in Wala, 
189]-6. Qa. ?6.S4S. etc. 

• 5.}.1907· 
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He remarks: .. Looking at this table, it will be seen that the 
income tax ligures in column 3 start at practically the same levcl 
as the rent ligures in column I, and in 1851 showed a decline,corre
sponding to the fall in column I, which was the r~lt of th~ short 
period of depression in prices which occurred'in '1849-52. 'The 
influence of the decline in rents operated in the case of the income 
tax returns until 1856. from which date a steady rise set in and 
continued until 1879. though the influence of the triennial valua
tion is very well marked . 

.. The income tax ligures moved much more slowly than the 
rent ligures. It is interesting to notice that they stood several 
points above the ligures for rent in each of the periods of depres
sion. for instance in 1849-53. 1864-67. 187D-2. and 1879-1900. 
whereas in prosperous times of rising rents they are usually a few 
points lower. This is only natural, as their adjustment must' 
comll subsequent to alterations in rent; but there is. I think. 
another reason why they should remain higher than a falling rent. 
viII,. that. as explained above. abatements and deductions are not 
shown In the income tax ligures. which represent the gross rent 
payable under agreement. The rent curve. on the other hand. 
shows only the rent actually received. and it must be remembered 
that the decline in rent is very 1argeIy caused by abatements. which 
are called • temporary' for several years (and sometimes for long: 
periods) before they are made permanent. It is natural, there
fore. that the rent curves should reach a lower point and reach it 
earlier than do the income tax Ii.gures. The latter attained their 
lowest point In 1900. when they stood nine points below what they 
were fifty-four years earlier." • 

The metropolitan values since 1871 have been dealt with ' 
,by Mr. J. Calvert Spensley:-

.. These ligures " (totals of supplemental valuation lists) H may 
he taken to fairly represent the case, for although In the 
£11.873.819 there is probably Included some Increment of value 
• • • on the other hand. there is no doubt a considerable amount' 
of decrement of value. due to the fact that an Individual ratepayer 
will procure a reduction of assessment consequent upon a decreased 
rent, while he will not declare an increase of his rent until he is 
required to do so at the next quinquennial valuation .. (S. J., 
1903. p. 73). 

ViM also Mr. Sidney Webb's use of the metropolitan valuation 
lists to show the increase due to new buildings. and the - ua
earned increment": S. C. OIl Town Holdings. 1890, p. w: and 
Criticisms, 18gI, P. IJ6. 

•• 
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• 
GRAPH III. 

GROSS ScHBDm.E A, ENGLAND AND WALES (EXCLUDING 

METROPOLIS), zll7z TO Z9I:Z. 
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GRAPH IV. 

GROSS SCHEDULE A. ENGLAND AND WALES (EXCLUDING 
METROPOLIS). 1871 TO 1912. 

Lands .fIll M esSIUIges SMttm sep.rlltel'Y. 
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GRAPH V. 

LANDS, ENGLAND AND WALES, IBp: TO 1912 (enlarged scale). 

Change of direction in Re-assessment Year indicated. 
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• 

5CH. A GROSS ASSESSMENts-SEQUENCE. COMPARABILITY 
OF DIFFERENT PERIODS. 

(1) Legal Chang ... 

Apart from the regulady recurring effects of revaluation, 
the gross 5ch. A assessments from 1842 down to date are 
affected by only one statute of importance, and when cor
rection has been made for this change, and for various 
administrative changes in the statistics, the series remains 
perhaps the most stable and consistent of all the income tax 
statistics, reliable and eminently suitable for purposes of 
comparison with reference to different periods of time. . 

Peel's Act of 1843 copied the earlier Act in the inclusion 
of certain trading and profit-making concerns, to which 
were added railways, under 5ch. A instead of 5ch. D. They 
were concerns closely allied to real property, and are known 
as .. Concerns No. III., 5ch. A," comprising :-1. Mines of 
coal, tin, lead, copper, mundie, iron, and other mines. 
II. Quarries of stone, slate, limestone or ch81k; ironworks, 
gasworks, salt springs or works, alum mines or works, 
waterworks, streams of water, canals, inland navigations, 
docks, drains and levels, fishings, rights of markets and 
fairs, tolls, railways and other ways, bridges, ferries, ceme
teries, and other concerns of the like nature. 

By 39 Viet. c. 36 these assessments were transferred to 
Sch. D as from 1867-8 inclusive, when they amounted to 
£33,600,000. The reason for the change is given in the 
Report. Since this date they have been regularly included 
under Sch. D in the Inland Revenue details, and by a mere 
.. accident of birth" in 1803, such items as salt springs. 
alum works, and cemeteries have received a degree of dis
tinction in regard to the wealth of record and analysis 
lavished upon them that has been denied to the cotton. 
woollen and other staple industries I 

The classifications in the 13th Report are somewhat 
defective for the early years. and in order to eljmjnate 
these assessments from the Sch.. A totals from lap to 1865 
inclusive (Table A4) some estimates have been nee ary. 
These have been made with careful regard to the probable 
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facts of each case-they are negligible in absolute .amount, 
and the possible error is not worth consideration, since it is 
necessary (a) for each series to be consistent in itself, and 
(b) for the estimates to aggregate to a known total. The 
deduction ofthe total for .. Concerns No. III., Sch. A," from 
-the full Sch: A gives the necessary un broken sequence of 
figures 1842 to I9u (Table A4, third part). The correspond
ing sum is added to Sch. D (see Appendix II. for Table DI) . 
.. It is obvious that omission to pay regard to this important 
'1 break" would vitiate almost any comparisons. But such 
omissions have been made on many occasions. 

In his essay on " Taxes on Land," Giffen says: "In 1815 the 
annual value of real property-in other words, the annual return 
of the business (of Iand-owning)-was £53,000,000; in 1853 it 
\vas [85;000,000; in 1868 it was [143,000,000." This was written 
in 1871, but the ;1:904 edition has a footnote: "In 1884 it was 
[193.000,000, and. in I90I~, the latest year before me, 
£238,000,000" (" Economic Studies," I., p. 262). The footnote 
shows clearly that the gross Seh. A for the United Kingdom is 
intended. The 1815 figure represents England and Wales only, 
the second figure also represents England and Wales, and should 
be 1843, not 1853, while the third fignre (1868) represents the 
United Kingdom. The 1815 figures include profits of quarries, 
mines, and ironworks; the" 1853 U figure includes, besides these, 
railways and gasworks profits, but the 1868 and subsequent 
figures are ~usive of theoe items. 

(2) . Administrativo Improvemen&. 

. There is some reason for believing that the first assess . 
ments· in 1842 were not very good, from an administrative 
point of view,1 and there was probably DO great inlprove
ment until the general "efficiency campaign .. in the early 
sixties, of which the reports give evidence. But an addition 
of not exceeding 5 per cent. to these early figures should be 
an ample addition to make them comparable with later 
figures. A" great deal of attention was certainly given to 
1ine and technical questions in asses=mt. 

• Giftea was warned by the Board of IDla!u1 Revmue that the 
a o"'t in 1842 c:ouId not be taIa!Il u a fair __ of natal 
(lL C. (Ill Ymanria l Relations, Q. 1,661). 
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It appears that the valuation in Wales in the early 
seventies may have been rather low.1 As regards the 
metropolitan valuation, there is some evidence that between 
1870 and 1890 there was some .. screwing-up," and the 
increase was not in reality equal to appearances.- But on 
the whole it may be said with some confidence that in the 
last forty years there has been no appreciable difference in 
the degree of exactness to which the work of assessment 
has attained. 

SCH. A GROSS ASSESSM1UITS-COMPREHENSlVENESS • 

.. Under this head is included the annual value of every 
description of property in the nature of realty that can be 
brought into valuation, but it should be borne in mind that 
there is a certain class of property which is not subjected to 
valuation for income tax purposes, viz., property vested in, 
and in the occupation of, the Crown, cathedrals, churches, 
etc. Further, it should be pointed out that although rail
ways, quarries, mines, etc.,' are in the nature of real property, 
the profits therefrom appear in class 4, 'Profits from 
Businesses, etc. (Sch. D),' It may be observed that the 
gross assessments represent the annual value of property 
the owners of which are exempt from income tax on the 
ground of their total incomes from all sources not exceeding 
£160 per annum •••. Further, it includes--i..ur alia-the 
annual value of colleges and halls in universities, hospitals, 
public schools, almshouses which are specially exempted," a 

The points specially to be noted are:-
(x) Omission of Cro_ properiJ _upi •• II, the Cro_ 

Most cases are .. occupied .. in the ordinary sense, but the 
word has also a statutory significance. The owner is regarded 
as, and is assessed as, the statutory occupier of properties 
.. under £10," and properties .. let for a less period than a 

I R. C. on Agriculture, O. 45.S42. Evidence before R. C. on Land 
ill WaI .... O. 760S45. etc.. refers to the _t of a change of surveyon 
ill AngI-. .... d a Dote by a .. high authority" that a ruts pricw 
to 1874-""'" Dot well made. 

• S. Co on To_ Holdings, ISgI. Qs. 1'45-51. 199]-8. 2OO3-S0 
• Coocems No. Ill •• Sch. A. ... P. 37. 
• sand Report, P. lofS. 
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year .. ; small .. weekly" cottages are in the .. occupation .. 
of the Crown if owned by the Crown, and would be omitted 
from assessment. 

In a consideration of the" Census of Production and Agricul· 
ture:' Mr. L. W. Wilsden attributes one-nineteenth of the gross 
production to those who pursue agriculture as a secondary 
calling. and in order to ascertain the expenditure he takes the 
income tax figures for total rent and tithe, deducting one
nineteenth. He then remarks that the rent of Crown lands let as 
agricultural holdings is not included in the tax returns; .. this 
tends to make the balance available for the reward of labour 
Seem larger than it is. This sum should be added to the expendi
ture side of the account." It is just this class of Crown property 
which is included in the official statistics (E_ie Reuiew, 
April. 1914). 

The woodlands belonging to the Crown have been given as 
67.000 acres. or 21 per cent. of the whole a. Hyder ... The Case 
for Land Nationalisation." p. II9). 

The exact value of the property omitted from assessment 
is not known. but it cannot be greater than the value of 
property in the occupation of the Crown, for whiel, c<mtri
butitms in lieu of local rates (Ire paid. because these cases 
include not only property owned by the Crown. but also 
property rented by the Crown. This maximum value is 
shown in Table M for England and Wales as £1.306,000 
in 1899 and £1.635.000 in 1906 (rateable values). H. C. 
221 and 222 of 1900 give details which I have totalled for 
present purposes :-

Metropolis . 
England and Wales (ex-met.) 

Total-England and Wales 
Scotland 
Ireland 

Total • 

• 
£ 

515.194 
832,207 

• 1,347.401 
101,325 

• 158,200 

• 1,606.926 

If we add one-fifth to obtain the gross estimated rental, 
the total is £1,928,000. The actual sum omitted from 
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assessment is probably between one and one and a half 
million pounds. 

(2) Omission of places for Divine worship. This covers 
chapels. mission-halls. etc.. not rated. and reserved for 
religious uses entirely. Where. however. a mortgage or loan 
is secured thereon the interest is frequently. but not in
variably. charged under 5ch. A. 

(3) Concerns under No. III., Sch. A. It is the property 
actually in occupation of these concerns for the purposes of 
the concerns that is omitted-property owned by them. but 
let. is charged and included. Thus. many assessments exist 
on property owned by railways. 

Although railways and gasworks come under this head • 
.. tramways .. and electricity works do not. so that buildings. 
etc .• in occupation and ownership of these latter concerns 
are assessed 5ch. A. But it has not been the practice to 
assess mains, wires, sewers, etc.. even though they be 
rated.1 

(4) Sch. A ravie.. aU the propvt;y concwn.d and not 
merely that part baIonginl to incom. to payers. In this 
ruP"' i' ruembl .. Sch. B, and dillere entireJy from Sche. D 
and E. 

This is of importance when the figures for different 
schedules are aggregated. 

(5) HOIpitaia and other charity properties are assessed 
.. gross .. in full, and the net amount that would be lIllSess? ble 
is allowed as an .. exempt" deduction under a special head. 

Sea. A GROSS ASSESSlIENlS-CLASSIFICAnoN. 

(1) Lands. 

The first of the classes making up the total gross assess
ments under Sch. A. is \mown as .. Lands." including rent
charges under Tithes Commutation Act, fannhouses. farm 
buildings, etc. 

DdnitiOll.-1t has been continuously recorded since 
1/42. and furnishes a very stable series fOl' pwposes of 

• YstrMy/oblc. --. s d" ~ Y. B ...... 5 T_ C. .]0. 
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comparison (vide Table A4). .. Lands" include woodlands, 
farm lands, lakes, building land, gardens in excess of the one 
acre assessed with mansions, etc., to House Duty. The term . 
does not inciude farm coUages let with a farm. The tithes that 
are not now commuted are insignificant in tctal amount. 
The commuted tithes are included on the full gross commuta
tion reckoned upon Willich's tables for the year of new assess
ment, the rates thereon being allowed as a deduction in the 
assessment. .. Farmhouses" included in .. lands" do not 
comprise all premises commonly so called, but have a 
statutory meaning, i.e., houses occupied by tenant farmers 
with a farm for the purpose of farming. A" farmhouse " 
occupied by the owner or let oft to a private resident is not 
included, and it is thus quite possible for the same premises 
to pass in and out of this category by mere change of 
occupier (vide House Duty, p. :lIS). 

The numbers of· these assessments on ., lands" is not 
given; the number of .. statutory" farmhouses whose value 
is over £20 is ascertainable from the House Duty statistics, 
but the r.umber of those under £20 is not exactly known. 

As to how much of this class represents properties belong
ing to persons exempt, see under Sch. A, Deductions
Exemption, p. 67. 

As the amount of tithe not commuted has steadily 
decreased,' for comparative purposes it is best to include all 
tithes with lands. 

Sir R. Giffen (QIIIIrlerZy Reoiew, July, 1909), on the questioo 
of increment in land value, quotes the 1143 value of lands as 
[42,127,000, bot the figure for .. Lands including Commuted 
Tithes" is £40,167,088,1 and he has rightly added in .. Tithes 
not Commuted "[I,96o,331. The figure he -PIZI'" it with in 
1900-7 corresponds with the first item only, the .. Tithes not 
Commuted" (now much attenuated) being now included in 
.. Other PlOpa ty ," [888,970, and amounting to about [:zoo,ooo 
(1)ide also Final Report, R. C. on Agriculture, 18g6, p. 26; 
Goschen, .. Report on Loca1 Tasation"; Palgrave, .. Loca1 
Taxation," etc.). 

• Yide, gerunIIy. R. C. ... ReduetioD of Trtbe Raatdlal'ge, 11192. 
• l]th Beport, p. 198. 
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The amount of tithe appearing in the Sch. A classification 
should be examiried in conjunction with works upon the 
Tithe Acts if its variations are to be understood. 

The actual method of assessing tithe may vary, but the 
aggregate figures are not affected. For instance, it may be 
included in the gross assessment upon each parcel of land; 
it may be separately assessed upon each landowner; or. 
as is generally the case, it may be assessed ill cllllllllo for a 
whole parish upon the tithe ,eceivw, all assessments upon 
lands being exclusive of tithe. (In every case, however, th!' . 
Sch. B assessment will be inclusive of tithe.) 

Statistics relating to tithes may be found in the numerous 
works upon the subject. The gross commutation is commonly 
taken at about £4.000,000.1 

Garnier quotes Sir James Caird as showing that between 
X836 and x876 the rent of titheable land increased from 
£33.000,000 to £50,000,000. while the tithe rentcharge 
remained constant. .. In this sense. therefore. the tithe
owner has lost £3,000.000 per annum by the Act of x836 .. 
(" History of English Landed Interest," II., p. 457). 
This conclusion rather ignores the fact that rents and prices 
have moved together. and that prices effectively inftuenc:e 
the tithe commutation annually. In x87S the value pet 
£100 was £I1Z ISS. 64. 

. (I) Rous.., eto. 

This class. houses. messuages, tenements, etc., comprises 
all buildings of every description. except 

(a) farmhouses and farm buildings (see " Lands .. ) : 
(6) houses owned and occupied by the Crown (see p. 39) : 
(e) places used for Divine worship ; 
(Ii) premises owned and occupied by Concerns under 

No. III •• Sch. A. Thus, it includes cotton mills. but not rail
_y stations, though refreshment rooms ", to contractors 

I See Wateridge. .. PlospeloQS Acricalt1lle. " p. 6g. Also Sir~. H. 
ElIlott'a memorand .......... th. R. c.on Acricult1Jre. 18g6. ApJ*ldiz A. 
p. zvii. Total commuted tithe. i4.0S..6S3: ext:raonliDarY tithe. 
about ~_ Also H. C. .14 of 1887'" _ties ud pari+-
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would be assessed. Properties rented by the Post Office 
and other Government departments are included. 

A sub-classification of this section is made under Inhabited 
House Duty annually, and notes on the various classes will 
be found in Chapter III. 

These statistics of .. buildings" or messuages have fre
quently been used, in various connections, as evidence of the 
growth of industry, activity of building, rise in rents, etc. 

W. Mathews compares 1870-1 with 1882-3. Buildings rose 
45 per cent . .:..an .. extraordinary difference." The increase in 
population was only 17 per cent., and .. it is difficult to re.ist 
the conclusion that some other causes than natural increase of 
buildings must have contributed to the rise in a_ment" 
(Institute of Surveyors, Transactions, 1884, p. 308). 

(3) Other Property. 
This consists of .. manors, fines, certain tithes, certain 

sporting rights," etc. The details of each were given sepa
rately for many years. In the last year for which they were 
classified (1903-4) we find the descriptions : 

(a) "Tithes raised b, Ratel and other Tit .... DOt ariIiD, 
from the Land •• ~ 

lletropolis 
Rest of England 
Scotland 
Ireland • 

{.57,600}r~z6 
{.168,794 %." ,394 

• nil 
. nil 

The basis of assessment is u follows ;-Tithes, taken in 
kind, .. dues and money payments in right of the Church.1 
or by endownment, or in lieu of titl1es (not being titl1esarising 
from lands) and of all teinds arising in Scotland .. on an 
average of the three preceding years; .. all titl1es arising 
from lands, if compounded for, and of aD rents and other 
payments in lieu of tithe arising from lands (except rent
charges confirmed under the Act for the Commutation of 
Titl1es) on the amount of such composition, rent or payment 
for one year preceding ," • 

• Surplice lea, 1JIOI'tuaria, aDd other nem.; _ the nthe Act. 
18)6. s. 90. 

• 5 a: 6 VJCt. c:. 35 ... 60 (ii). repealed 10 far as the metropoIia Is 
c:oncemed by 32 a: 33 VJCt. e. 6-] ••• 77. 
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(b) Manol'l, eto. (1903-4 figures) :- (c) Fin .. (below). 

Metropolis 
Rest of England 
Scotland 
Ireland 

Total 

f. 
6.121 

98•176 
51.410 

f. 
12.558 
83.68I 

The basis of charge is the average of the seven years 
preceding the year of assessment. Manorial profits cover 
" casual profits. fines on admission. alienation. for licence to 
demise. herlots certain and compositions for heriots." 1 

No allowance is made for cost of collection.' 
To a very considerable extent assessments upon manorial 

profits represent a " legal duplication" of income.' The 
annual value of the properties concerned is already assessed 
in full. and these payments of manorial dues and fines are 
paid 0tfI 0/ that annual value. Thus a landowner who has a 
number of farms assessed in full on their rack rents can 
tUdlld las from any mortgage interest or other charges paid 
by him out of that taxed income. but he elltJlIOIlledlld tax 
from these manorial payments. though they are equally an 
expense to him. reducing his income. These payments are 
assessed IIgllitJ upon the recipients. The matter is not of 
great importance statistically. but these sums should be 
ignored when annual values are being capitalised.-

(e) Fin ... -The basis of assessment is as follows :-" All 
fines received in consideration of any demise of lands or tene
ments (not being parcel of a manor or royalty demisable by 
the custom thereof) on the amount so received y,ithin the year 
preceding • • • provided that in case the party chargeable 
shall prove • • • that such fines. or any part thereof. have 
been applied as productive capital. on which a profit has 

• Do-u, p.. 117 (7th Ed.I. 
• Slana v. B .. l~ (1888) • T. Co -.9; DUe ef N-JolII •• 

En , .... (1890) • T. Co 579-
• See the lIVid ... "" befont the S. Co ... 1Ilcome Tal<. 18sa. ... d ... 

the S. Co of 1861. cd the Report. Tbere ....... sidcaed to be_ 
evuioD and .. this head (Qs. I.aao. etc., 18sa) .... d H. Co 16S of .84s 
p"""!!OIIIe materiU nid ....... 

• V .. po ... S-
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arisen or will arise otherwise chargeable under this Act, for 
the year in which the assessment shall be made, it shall be 
lawful . . . to discharge the amount so applied from the 
profits liable to assessment under this rule." 1 

This peculiar proviso is quite sufficient to render the 
attempt at assessment nugatory for the great majority of 
" fines," since investment of proceeds is a natural and simple 
matter (but a temporary deposit in a bank does not come 
within the proviso; there must be some element of per
manence about the application I). It is a principle unique 
in the Income Tax Acts, and the rule is practically carried 
bodily from the Acts of 1805 and 1806. In Pitt's Act, 1799. 
the annual value of lands let to tenants in consideration of a 
fine paid, plus a rent, was directed to be based on the rent 
plus an additional sum in respect of the fines which would 
amount on an average of years to the receipts of fines for one 
year.- In the 1803 Act income from fines was charged in 
proportion to the length of the lease .• 

The figures for this heading are practically worthless for 
statistical purposes; it will be seen that at one time the 
total was three times as great as in 1899, since when it has 
probably diminished still further, and with the proviso as to 
re-investment it is not likely to increase. In any case, an 
assessment on fines is in the nature of "legal duplication" • 
of income, since the gross value of the property assessed 
covers the full consideration payable on an annual basis, and 
any lump sum paid is payable out of this annual value. 

U In the payment of this fine the tenant advances the rent of 
future years. and the aggregate of the fines and reserved rents. 
divided over the term of renewal, represents the average iDcome 
derived from the property by the Jessors. Income tax is DOW 
levied upon the full annual value of the property in the hands of 
the tenant. and it is also levied on the fines received by the 
lessors, so that the State taxes a large portion of the ' profits' of 
thepiOpaty twice over. The asse-sment of the fines in the hands 

• 5 '" 6 VICt. Co 35. e. 60 (iL) Is). 
• MosIyrI v. LtnuiorI. 3 T. C. 294-
• 39 Goo. 3. Co 13; Sch. A. IV. 
• 43 Goo. 3. Co 122. e. 31: Sch. A. D .• r ..... 
• Y ide p. 3SO; azul aIIo Maaon. etc., p. 45. 
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of the lessors should, in the opinion of your Committee, be dis
continued, and the tenant who now recoups what he pays as 
income tax on the full annual value, only partially upon the small 
reserved rent, will then either deduct income tax upon the fine he 
pays to the lessor, if it be a fine certain, or regulate the optional 
fine he agrees to pay by the consideration of the additional 
burthen of taxation he has to bear" (Draft Report by Mr. 
Hubbard, Income Tax Committee, 1861). 

Similarly, where two houses of the same value are built, one 
on a freehold and the other on a leasehold site, the annual 
value assessed is the same and the aggregate tax received by 
the State is the same, so that the special reversion duty pay
able on the .. lump" advantage falling to the reversioner in 
the one case is in the nature of a clear addition to the tax 
burden, and is analogous to income tax upon a .. fine " pay
able at the beginning of a lease.1 

Statistically this category is unimportant, but, like 
.. Manors," the figures should be left out of any capitalisation 
process.' 

(ci) SportiDg Rights, a*o., 1903-4 figures :-

England 
Scotland 

Total 

£ 
391,861 

• 326,374 

• 718,335 
The sporting rights for Ireland are assessed under Sch. D, 

and so also are various other fishing and sporting rights not 
included here.' 

It must not be assumed that these figures include the 
whole value of sporting and fishing. The law and practice 
relating to them are rather involved. nie value of sporting 
attached to lands in the occupation of the owner are included 
in the ordinary assessment under Schs. A and B upon the 

I But this must Dot be IlDderstooclllS beuing upon tho "'l.aity of 
the ....-siou duty. which is bued. Dot OIl comparati .... .-pts by 
tho State, but upon special fac:uIty principles aJlec:ting the l"!'yen.. 
and bas its iustilie&tiOll in lIOIIl_t aJ>stru. questiODs of incicl ...... 
Those questiOllll, topther with that of the .. lines » abo .... _tionecl, 
ani cIi~ tho writ. in au article OIl .. The lDc:iclence of Tu:a-
tiou of cla .. in the E.., 'r R ...... July. 19U. 

• See cbapt. OD .. Naao.olll Capit:lL » 
• Vi4Ip. u6. 
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lands. The value of shooting over lands let, if kept in hand 
by the owner, is not assessed at all. As soon as he lets it as a 
separate subjcct it is assessable. The loss to the Revenue 
in this respect is said to be considerable in Scotland, where 
the chief value attaching to large areas of land is its sporting 
value. 

(e) Olber P,olita from Land_, 1903-4 figures :-

Metropolis 
Rest of England 
Scotland 
Ireland • 

Total • 

{. 
55,843 
73,250 

790 
1,439 

131,322 

This is the last of the subsidiary categories of Sch. A. The 
legal basis of charge is-

.. All other profits arising from 1aods, tenements, hereditaments 
or heritage>. not in the actnal posse3Sion or occnpation of the 
party to be charged, and not before enumerated, on a fair and 
just average of snch number of years as the commissioners shall 
judge proper • • • to be charged on the receivers of such profits 
or the persons entitled thereto." 1 

It is the .. sweeping clause of Sch. A," and includes such 
miscellanea as rents of foreshores, shingle, and ooze, ease
ments for te1egraph and telephone poles, and encroachments 
and wayleaves. 

Co1llliJ Details IUUIer Sch. A : Grou "-meat.. 
The total Sch. A assessments in each county are frequently 

. very usefuI for comparative purposes. They have not been 
given consistently in the Reports, the earlier ones merely 
giving specific cases with the amount of increase, and the 
later ones (since 1900) a comparison of tctals for particular 

• 5" 6 Vu:t. c:. 35 ... 60; Scb. A, u.. 6, 
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TABLB A4.-lncom. Tal[ (Sch. A). 
Landt (including Tithes) (£000 omitted). 

v- I B~nd SaoUud. - U.lIed KIapIoaL ........ 
(+01'-) !+ or ) 1+01' -) 1+ or-) 

1114-1, S7.06, 5,075 

~'~n '''--' .I,U7 S.587 10,'50 
114, ... 4.1,000 {Iool 5.ISO (IOO) 

~·I 
57.700 500 .... ::1 4',000 100 5,000 (100) 10.550 57.550 500 

'''t 4 11,O]' 5.509 10.550 sB.OC)O )CO 

''';:1 .2,01, '.,00 (SO) ao,.uo ,8.06, l3O) .a, •.. ~ 5,6,. lo.S6o )GO ''''''} 18.11 4a, n "'U '0.550 59.0 37 
Il4tr50 .',1.19 ,., 10.),0 58.765 SOD 
18 50-1 4'.790 l:!n lo,Zt&o 58.61, 
18, .... 4 10490 "5",0 56,., 
1851-3 4 1 .... 9 , .... 

*l 
, .. "'" 

• 85S~ .1.4SO 5.<187 , .... ') ::l[ ""X' ,.,., 1.950 56..,2 
41,,4 S ','7S ..... 56. .. 8 

18~ "'!!i 1·· .. 1.140 100 56.317 

'" .1, , .... ..... S8.'.9 roo 
• 0, .1.9·· "'r. ..... 58.501 

'" ..... , .... ..... '&.707 
IlIbO-l ... ~ .. ~" ..... ... .. , 
186, .... ... .. , . """ "::a . ...-, ..... , ""1 .. ,.. •• .IO ... ... ,.. ..,. ..... 61 ..... 

''''::1 46.46& 6.8SI !M7' 6".170 

'::1: 46 481 ..... .... , 6).819 

:~ 
46..,,6 .... J ..... • 6).,1, -47,767 '.' ..... "'.914 
47.1" '.al7 "r,' ...... ........ 47,a" 7,',S .. ,. 64.,)1 

• 170'"1 49.011 '.JOI ..... ...... .1,.-1 ..... , 7,S16 ..... 66.1'7 
""-' ''''11 "·]OS ,.IIS ..... , 
""" 4909' '.497 ..... 67..577 .... :1 ...... , ... S .. ,·S 6',68& .. ~ ...... ..... ..,II 67.1}4 

"s. ..... - , .... .. 931 ...... .. "'Z" , .... ... ,. ....17 .. ", 10 , .... ..... ....,. .. ...... '.,.. ..... ...,. . ........ . . ..., ,.,.t ..... ...... 
'18 .... "j" ,. ... ..... ...... ....... ... .. Mn ..... ~.a .81 ... ..... , ,.,.. .. ... 
:i:f1 ...... ,.. .. ..... ...... ...... , ... 

:~ -...... :5r:! ...... I':: ...... ...... ..... ...... ... ,,. ..... ..... 
~: 'MHo ...... "'t? .. ... ....... •.. ~ "'" .. - " .... ...... 41. S t!:: :m " ... , . ...-, ....... " .... ...... .... ..... ..... ...... 

:&1 ~::: ~::1 ..... ~ ..... 
~ ~ ..... .. ... ...-..... ..... ....,. ...... ..... ...., = --- ~~ ..... ..... -- ..... ..,.. .... .. --- ~,1 ~; ..... .... " ~ 

~ ...... -... ~::z t:lJ ...-
:a:t 

..,.. ...... ...... ..... ..... ...... 
:Er:! ~t: ..... ..... ~~ .... e ....... ..,.,. ,'-"' _ .. 

• ...,... ... ..,. ...... 
_u 

I »- "n> .... ...-
' .... a-.;. ... - ..... .. - .... -* ..... , ...... ...... ~ r.-'J: ... - ...... ..... .... ............ .. _ ..... -aw-sa .. , 

• 
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Hoases and Messuages (£000 omitted). 

v_. En"':and ScotIoad. - Oalloll_ udW_ 
'1+" -) i+or-J (+ «-) (+or -I 

.814-1' ..... , , .... 
••. 26s(-t ' ....... ... ~ :109'9 

"~l ,8431 35. flOO) '.700 1'001 :1.190 ·' .... f,.. ' ... -> ",800 100) 11.700 100 •. ,.. 4' •• , .. .-. ,6,>76 .... ' .. ,.. :::J!!= , .. .-. 31,010 ..... (301 .. ,.. 
)"841-8 37.· ,.199 

"'''r ... .,. } ....... ...... , ... , .. ,.. ...50105 

"""" ...... ,..., 2.140 d:::i -.. ,..... 39.'" ..... 2.120 d 
1851-2 -, 3.784 •. 'so 46.J'r 
1852-3 ...... .... , . .. ,. .of609I' 
18"-4 ...... ..... 

·~I ::~l 18,....., ..... , ..... ..... .. ,.-. ..... '10 ... ~ 2.351 ":A;: .8,.-. ....... .. , :;':::100 ~,t-,8S"" ""lX .. ,.. ,.- .... ..... . .... , ..... ........ ".". ..... ..... .... ,. ........ ... ,., ..... ::t.,I • ",uil 
• 86' .... 5,,235 '.15' .AAl 61.~ ....... ...... .... , ..... ~~ J86H U.I2· .. ,76 ..... 
.... -> ...- ..... 2.1'3 ., . ,- ...... 50952 2.7,. ...... ... ....... .....,. ..... ..m - , ..... 
:r.i: ..... , ..... .... ') "0401> ...... .. , .. . ..... ,.,' .. 
::~:" -- ...... ..... ...... , .. .., , .... -- ... ... . ""~ ,... .. '.S30 .... , ., .... 
18701 " .. ,. , .. 76 ..... ".7.., 
z81]-4 10" .. ',52'1 ..... ...,." 
"'.-. ...... ...... ..." .... ., 
"7>-6 ...... .. ,., ...,.. ...... ....-. .... " ... ". S.UI ~: .. ".., 9lo'" ...... ..... = ... ,., 11,291 3.11• ........ 

.....". n.766 ..... 1Js.UJ6 ........ ...... " " .... ..... J17.~ .... ~ ....... .. - So35' '''''''. ........ Z09.37. ' .... , ..... . ..... , ... ,..,. SIl,,565 U.I30 ... " I~.I+I 
s83H Zl20791 , ..... ..... .:11.5" 188.-. :11",,_ 12.", .. '''' 13'.50S ....... II7 • ..., 

...." 
.... , ""':; ....... ....... ' .. "" ..... ,,. ....... ...., .. '"- t= .",Met .- ,- ,...., lI,..".. --- .... '" ,"* 3o"" ........ 

-~ 
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cases. For example, 13th Report, p. II4, compares 1803 
and 1867 for certain counties. 

Details of total Sch. A. in each county are available as 
follows ;-1814 (not Scotland or Ireland), z4th Report, 
Supplement, H. C. 331 of 1831, Z38 of 1814-15; Marshall's 
Digest, 1814 and 184Z to 1869 inclusive in H. C. 5II of 
1866, and 454 of 1870; 184Z, 185Z, 186z, 187z, 1874, 1876, 
1879, :14th and z8th Reports; 1874, 1876, 1879, in Igth, 
Zlst, and :14th Reports; 1876,: 1879, 188z, z8th Report; 
1883 to 1894 inclusive in H. C. papers, zg:Z--188z to H. C. 
ZI7-" 1896; 1894 to 1899 inclusive, 40th to 44th Reports; 
19oz and 1903, 56th and 57th Reports; 19II and 19IZ, 
56th and 57th Reports. 

The' important divisioD into LaJUla adlll_uag .. is, how
ever, not so extensively available ;-1813 and 1814; Parlia
mentaJy returns in 1814-15 and Marshall's Digest, II .• 30 ; 
184Z. H. C. IOZ--1845; 1859. H. C. 546-1860; 1894 to 
18gcj, 40th to 44th Reports; 19oz and 1903 and 19II and 
191Z. S6th and 57th Reports. 

In V,iew of the interest of these details. and their Jack of 
general accessibility. the chief features are repeated in 
Table A5. 

A similar classification of poor rate values for 1840-1 is 
given in H. C. z35-184z (reprinted in the Appendix to the 
evidenCe before the S. C. on the Burdens on Real Property. 
Vol. It.. p. ISO), where for each county in England and Wales 
the details are given under these heads ;-

• Total £. 
Lands 3:1,655.137 
Dwelling-houses _. Z3.3B6AOl 
Other pIopeaty.. 6A9BA9Z 

Total • • 

The"rate per f. in each county. the rate per head for value 
of pIopeaty. and the value per acre are also given. 

It is only necessary to compare the income tax values in 
IB4z to see how little real effect bad been given to the law 
enacted a few years before to secure a poor rate valuation 
upoD the tun rental values. 

• 
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5CH. A. DEDUCTIONS AND ALLOWANCES FROM 
THE GROSS ASSESSMENT. 

These may be classed under three heads :-

(I) Deductions from assessable gross income in the 
nature of expenses, impersonal and objective. 

(a) Allowances in respect of the whole gross value of 
properties which is not enjoyed as personal income 
assignable to individuals . 

. (3) Allowances from personal incomes, facultative 
and SUbjective, designed to procure the progressive 
graduation of the tax on individual incomes, i.,., 
exemptions and abatements. 

The different categories have been treated separately for 
many years in the official statistics, and are summarised 
from 1868 to 1883 in the a8th Report. 

Bow Deducticnl are made in Practice; EllIOt 
. on Siatiatica. 

It is necessary to draw attention to a very important 
feature in the earlier statistics prior to 1900-1. Deductions 
and allowances may be made in three ways, or at three 
stages in the tax administration. 

(I) .. In the aUlIIlDlnt .. itself. at the time it is made, 
and before it is closed and totalled. (3)·· Byschedulo," in 
which caso the collector is authorised to make the allowance 
of duty, and return it in part satisfaction of the total charge 
against him in a schedule of discharges. Allowances for 
empty property, except in Scotland, are made in this way, 
and, speaking generally, it may be applied to all the 
allowances, and it is often an accident of time whether 
(I) or (3) operates. (3) •• By npaymUlt," where an error 
is discovered. or where, by the machinery of the tax, repay
ment is the remedy provided. This is the method naturally 
applicable to cases where persons exempt from tax have 
received income, with tax already deducted. by way of 
mortgage interest. dividends, ground rents, etc. 

Now all tho early tables give thfl deductions und~ I. 
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only. After 1870 there are some rather intractable details 
of deductions under .III. (Classification of Repayments), 
but no information is available on deductions" by schedule .. 
until 1900-1, when the .. net assessment" was replaced by 
" net income on which tax was received," a much lower jigu", 
and the deductions under each head included all the allow
ances, at whatever stage they were made. The comparative 
figures were carried back for ten years, but prior to that we 
have no details. Hence no attempt has been made to 
estimate the figures for earlier years on these lines ifJ detail: 
no important purpose would be served thereby, but in 
Table G4 the .total deductions have been estimated, in 
order that a true net income comparable with the present 
one may be given for all schedules together. 

SCH. A ALLOWANCES-I. DEDUCTIONS FROII THB GROSS 
ASSESSMENT (OB]ECTIVB OR IMPERSONAL). 

(I) Lana Tu.-" The amount of land tax charged on 
lands. tenements. hereditaments. or heritages," under the 
Land Tax Act, 1797, "where the charge thereon shall not 
have been redeemed." 

This is recognised as a landlord's burden, payable out oj 
the rack rent. so that where a tenant covenants to pay land 
tax, the amount has to be added to the rent to arrive at 
the gross assessment. Sch. A, and then allowed again as a 
.. deduction." This secures uniformity for statistical 
purposes. both under Sch. A. and Sch. B. 

The full land tax cAarg., in the statutory sense, is allow
able, although half the charge may be excused under the 
Finance Act of 18g8 on the ground of the owner's income 
being under £400 per annum. 

It will be seen from the Reports that the total amount 
allowed has gradually become less, p.ri {HIsstI, with tbe 
process of .. redemption." But in any case the amount 
allowed as a deduction is considerably less than tbe total 
sum charged. which in I9Io-n was ove!' £700,000, tbe 
allowance being only about £400,000. The dilIerence is 
mainly accounted for by the fact that \here are very many 
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smaIl sums which on individual properties are only fractional 
deductions and are not worth including as such. For 
example on a £40 house charged to Land Tax at 14. in the £ 
the de<iuction of 35. makes an insignificant difference to the 
net assessment and duty payable. 

The statistics of land tax are now of very little value for 
economic investigations. The original assessments them.elves 
are sometimes useful for local inquiries, where they are available. 
The statistics have been used to determine distribution and occupy· 
ing ownership, with a device to give an acreage classification; 
.. numerous traps are spread for the unwary statistician" (Johnson, 
.. Disappearance of the Small Landowner," 1909, p. 131). 

In allocating .. Deductions" between .. Lands" and 
.. Messuages .. Sir T. H. Elliott referred land fa", sea waIls, 
ecclesiastical deductions, repairs of churches, rates on tithe 
rentcharge to .. Lands" and divided the remainder in the 
proportion of three-fourths to buildings and one-fourth to 
Jahds.1 

Lord Milner, in a general division of tax burdens, assigned 
£802,700 Land Tax to lands and £219,000 to houses.' 

The question whether land tax, redeemed or not redeemed, 
is to be regarded as a tax or burden upon lands, or whether 
it is now a rentcharge, is of some importance when matters 
relating to relative tax burdens or site values are under 
discussion.· 

(2) Sea WaIls, etc.: DraiDq. Baielr-An allowance is 
made for the amount expended by the owner of lands ~ 
respect of the aetnal average of the preceding twenty-one 
years in making or repairing sea waIls or other embank
ments nP1 ry for the preservation and protection of 
the lands against the encroachment or overflowing of the 

I S. J .• 1887, p. 208. 
• R C. OIl i.Oial Tuation. Aj>PeIIdix. 582. 
• Y ide pp. 352. 4"'. Lord MilDer. _ Cbairman of the Board of 

InIaDd Revenue, in giving evidence before the R. C. OIl AgricaIture. 
li1g6, tbough loth to espreos an opinioa. evidently ~ it a 
true tax (Qs. 63.0850 63-425. ere.); bat the depaty-dlainnan. Sir 
F. L. Romn-.. gave it as the .. lnIand Revenue"jew" that it .. a 
variable IaItciIarge (Q. 45024J). AIao fIide. i "_a by the pr<amt 
writer in Eemumtie JtNrIMl. July, 19JJ. The"jew bdGin 1846 may 
be gatheRd fIom tlie &port of the s. c.. OIl Bardaa. aBa:tiDg Real 
Propeat,. 
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sea or a tidal river, although the sums expended may not 
have been charged by any public rate or assessment,1 This 
came into force in 1853. It does not apply to expenditure 
in order to increase the value of the land to the owner by 
changing its condition, either in reclamation or permanent 
improvement. I 

Drainage rates have been allowable since 1842-" for the 
amount charged on lands, tenements, hereditaments or 
heritages by a public rate or assessment in respect of drain
ing, fencing or !lIIIbanking the same." I 

The economic justice of treating these as specific deduc
tions from the gross value rather than as items to be allowed 
for in computing gross value is referred to in Chapter II. 

(3) Eaaluiutiaal '.ymenil, anll Repaire of Ch1llChu.
Tenths and first fruits and duties and fees on presentation, 
paid within the year preceding the assessment year; pro
curations and synodals on the average of the preceding 
seven years; repairs of collegiate churches and chapels and 
chancels, or of any college or hall in any of the universities, 
on the amount paid in the preceding year • by any ecclesias
tical or collegiate body, rector, vicar, or other person bound. 
to repair. These allowances are granted from assessments 
upon the persons liable to the payments. They are, for 
statistical purposes, negligible (£16,809 in 1899-10). 

(4) 'arochial R.ta. Oil Tiihe Rmtehargel (£]26,803 in 
x8gg-oo and considerably more at the present date).
.. For the parochial rates, taxes and assessments charged 
upon or in respect of any rentcharge confirmed under the 
Act passed for the commutation of tithe on the amount paid 
in the year in which the assessment shall be made." a 

Except for the next case (Public Burdens in Scotland) 
this is practically unique as a method of allowance, the 
burden of rates being provided for in other cases IN/or. the 
gross assessment is arrived at (as in the case of weekly pro-

1 J6.t J7V\ct..C.~S. 37. 
• HodeIlI Y. Bnoy. (1888) • T. C. 380. 
• 1.t 6 Viet. c. 35. s. 60: Sch. A, V .... 
• By the Act of JSss: it MIl previoasIy ...... a _tJ-ale ,..... 
a~ 

• s.t6V'lCt.C.U."6o: Sch.A, V~+ . 
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perties where the owner pays the tenant's rates). The 
origin is doubtless in the old method of assessing commuted 
tithes, I where the titheowner receiving his income from 
various quarters, with full tax deducted, had to claim these 
expenses by repayment. 

As in the case of land tax, the allowance is to be for the 
"amount charged," and not the actual sum pail by the 
recipient of the gross income. Therefore, although under 
the Tithe Rentcharge Rates Act of 1899 half the burden of 
the ordinary rates upon tithe rentcharges paid to incumbents 
is borne by the State, the allowance of the full rates is still 
made from the Sch. A assessment. 

Cs) Public Rata and BurelellS (Seoi1aDtI) (Relief to LaDd· 
lords under Act 19 "20 Viet. c. SO), £1,352,265 in 1899-1900, 
and at the present time probably about twice that amount.
In Scotland landlords are charged with a share of public 
rates, taxes, and assessmmts which in England are by law a 
charge on occupiers, and since these are a deduction from 
the gross rent received before the net income is ascertainable, 
and the gross as-essm'9lt is made upon the rent, it was neces
sary to provide for the exceptional deduction in this way. 
As to the effect for statistical purposes upon the gross 
figures Sch. A, Sch. B, and House Duty, see pp. 20, 86, 
and 133 respectively. 

(6) Bepain.--The original Income Tax Act, 1799, allowed, 
in the case of farm bni1dings. of a farm with a principal 
messuage, repairs up to 8 per cent. on the annual value, an~ 
where there was no principal messuage, up to 3 per cent. 
In the case of houses and buildings not occupied with a 
farm, the limit was 10 per cent.- In 1806 the allowance for 
repairs was discontinued, the reason being that cases of 
fraudulent claims had occurred, .. where landlords, demand
ing an allowance for repairs, in fact done by the tenants, 
had obtained an advantage over others who were correct in 
their returns.". 

No provision for the allowance was made in the Act of 

• ViM f>.,~..u Trl:be Reatcha~ . • Vide ' ... In......., Tax La ...... (fifth editXla), p. s1ri.. 
.Ibi4..p.1i. 
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I842, and the omission was the subject of much discussion 
and debate for many years. Gladstone opposed the allow
ance and considered that by its absence differentiation was 
provided between income from property and income from 
personal exertion. 

In I894 the increase in the tax rate was partly offset by 
a higher exemption limit, a higher abatement allowance, 
and the allowance for repairs. 

The chief points to note are-
(I) The one-eighth on lands is allowed upon the gross, or 

Sch. B, value, including tithe, and in the case of farm cottages 
excluded from the Sch. B assessment one-sixth is allowed. 

(a) The one-sixth is not always allowed, or fully allowed. 
in the case of lease rents. 

(3) The "repairs" allowances are given on all classes 
of properties, whether exempt, abated. or allowed as 
" charities," etc • 

.. The Report of the Commissioners of Inland Revenue for the 
feeJ: IgoIH) shows that the sum of about £33,000.000 was allowed 
10 respect of IC)07'"8 by way of deductioo in respect of repairs to 
houses; a small portioo of this sum is doubtless included in the 
amount allowed for industrial repairs. hi l1li 1M oIMr lt4tt<l, 
t.p.in _uW 6,:)/ .w..s. __ wiose iAc:GIIIIIS fill Wow 1M 
~ liMiI ... "" iIIelt .. ,." (Ceasus of Production, Fmal 
Report, p. 36). 

The assumption in the sentence italicised is incorrect. It can 
be seen on examination that the repairs allowance is given 
generally, and without reprd to ownership, the income assigned 
to exempt owners being tro ,..., reduced. 

(4) The .. repairs" allowances in Scotland exceed those 
in England in proportion to the annual value (viU p. 20). 

(5) The .. repairs" allowances in Ireland are specially 
affected by statute. The one-eighth on lands is allowed in 
practically all c:ases. but in the case of buildin~ the existing 
valuatiou is already so much below the true rental value 
that where it is __ thaD one-sizth below no allowance is 
giveD.1 The allowance given in Ireland is therefore far 

l FinaDce Act. 11194. 
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less than one-sixth of the whole gross value of buildings.' 
The effect upon the net assessment is sometimes peculiar: 
assume two different cases with a rental of £IZO and valua
tions of £102 and £98 respectively. the net assessment in 
the first case would be £102 minus one-sixth £17. or £85. 
and in the second case £98. 

How clonl,. do. the ltatuto..,. .. repein" .now._ 
.pprosimate to the facts? 

The one-sixth allowance for buildings was adopted by 
Sir William Harcourt in 1894. fonowing on the suggestions 
by Mr. Hubbard in 1861. and it was intended to provide 
not only annual repairs. but also .. a sufficient sinking fund 
for the event!1al replacement of the building.". For 
ordinary dwellings the allowance is generally regarded as 
adequate. I and it covers also the cost of insurance. but 
pr!lbably most owners do not greatly concern themselves as 
to whether it is sufficient to provide a sinking fund in passing 
an opinion on the general question. Its adequacy in the 
case of trade premises is discussed in another connection. as 
very different and difticult issues are raised.. It bas been 
called into question in relation to cottage property. and was 
the subject of special Iegislation in 1910. For some years the 
heavy outgoings in the case of agricultural estates bad been 
urged as a reason for more liberal allowances from cottages 
and lands. The Central Land Association gave evidence for 
241 estates covering nearly two million acres. with details 
as follows :- Per cent. 

Repairs • •••• 20'8 
New works nece .. ary to maintain rents 3'1 
ManagP.lJleJlt and legal fees 6-02 
~ • I~ 

Total average expenditure' • 

• YiMp.I60. 
• Income Tu Commit ...... 19050 EWh!uce. Q. 1.807 • 
• IbiIl.. Q. 1.8cJ9. 
• YiMp. 195. 
• ViM TIlIIISIdiomo of s .... ..,w .. IDstitate. 1911: "Upkeep_ 

Agricaltaral Estateo," W. A. HaYilaud. 
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A little uncertainty naturally exists about the second 
item, and the ultimate concession was said to be due to it 
being shown that .. costs of upkeep averaged 271 per cent. 
of the gross rents." 1 

The provision actually made in 1910 allows for repayment 
wherever an estate owner P'OIIes an average expenditure on 
farms and cottages (not exceeding £8 in annual value I) in 
excess of the existing one-eighth and one-sixth allowances, 
up to a maximum of 25 per cent., i.I., it doubles the allowance 
on land and increases the allowance for buildings from one
sixth to one.quarter. The amount of tluly (at IS. 2tl. in the 
£) assigned for this additional relief was £500,000; one writer 
says the Chancellor" hoped they would be contented with 
this paltry sum." • 

There seems to be confusion between this figure and the 
amount of lISSesStJlml allowed :-" If they had been able to 
get £6,000,000 oft land under the 1894 Act, they ought 
to be able to get a great deal more than £500,000 under 
Section 6g ••• " •. 

Up to 31st March, 1910, only £7.900 was repaid-" very 
disappointing." The actual statistics of repayment have 
been given as follows :-1910-11, £9,000; 1911-12, £53,000 ; 
I9Ia-I3, £65.000. 

An allowance of £500.000 would provide for an additional 
81 millions of assessment to be deducted. and this is equal to 
more than the maximum claim on all the agriculturallGffIl 
in the United Kingdom.' 

The additional allowances have been included in the statis
tics of deductions under the heading " Repairs." so that this 
item is much more complete than formerly.-

(7) Em,,, Bo_ BO& eharpI &0 Dut,.'-This covers 
not only properties void for a whole year. but also f« 

I A. R. SteIlniJl&, liusac:tiOllS of Suneyon' Institute, 19D'). 
YUle ..... EvidOll .. before R. C. 011 Agricaltura1 ~; ....s 
NichoIaoD, " Rates ud T ..... as atIecting Agricaltwe.. • 

• Since -.ted to [12. 0 W. A. HavilaD.d,. Ioc. AI., po 107. 
• W. A. HavilaD.d. ~. Po liS. 
o It .... u estimate of the .. muimum UIlO1IIlt which migbt be 

repayable iIluy OIle pr. N Mr. Lloyd GeorJ!e, SO-S.1911 (Hauud. 
Vol. t6). 

o Tile statutar)' limit of .$ per _ .... siIlce ..... 1 ..... 

• $ It 6 Viet. Co ss. .. 700 • 
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portions of a year, even down to a week. Since 1894-5 
the amount has represented net assessments alter allowance 
{OJ' repairs, i.e., if a house is void for three months, one 
quarter of the JUt assessment is allowed. If it is desired, 
therefore, to deduct from the gross values the value of empty 
property, one-fifth should be added to the figures given. 

Sir Thomas Whittaker divides the total allowance for empty 
property proportionately between land and buildings (" Owner
ship and Taxation of Land," p. 87). But the amount applicable 
to lands is infinitesimal (probably not more tban '2 per cent.), 
as there is no statntory provision for such an allowance. Only 
small building sites and waste land are included. Practically 
the whole sum should he assigned to buildings. 

There is an administrative peculiarity which affects the 
earlier statistics (up to 1900-1) in an important way. It 
will be seen that the statistics given were for Scotlaflll only, 
and none were available for England and Wales or Ireland. 
The reason is that practically the whole allowance for Scot
land is made in the assessment, whereas elsewhere it is given 
" by schedule." 1 The present reports give all sums, how
ever allowed. 

(8) Other Allow_ : Lori Belli.-There is no statutory 
provision for any a1lowance wben premises have been 
occupied but the tenant is in default with his rent, which is 
finally lost. But the concession made in such cases dates 
aImost from the beginning of the tax.. The amount a1lowed 
is not separately shown; it is nbt a large part of the whole 
" adjustment" item, but it mainly relates to smaIl house' 
plOpe1ty. 

SelL A ALI.owAJrCES-IL NOIf-PEBSOlfAL lIfcoJm. 
(x) eoneg. or IIaIIs in Univeniu. (£46A08 in x899-

X9OO).-" For the duties charged on any college or hall in 
any of the universities of • • • in respect of the public 
buildings and offices belonging to such college or hall and 
not occupied by any individual member thereof. or by any 
person paying rent for the same." • 

• Vide p. S3. 
• S. c. OIl 1Dcome Tax. 18SI, Q. 1,6.t9-
• 5 o't 6 VICt. Co 35. L 61, No. VI. 
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The sum exempted appears in the tables since I894-5 as 
the five-sixths of the value, i.I., after deducting the one
sixth for repairs, so that to get the gross lIalue of these cases 
one-fifth should now be added. 

(2) Hospitals, Public Schools, Alm,hous.. (£2,472,077 in 
. I899-I900).-" ... any hospital, public school or alms
house, in respect of the public buildings, offices and premises 
belonging to such hospital, public school, or almshouse, 
and not occupied by any individual officer or the master 
thereof whose whole income, however arising, . • . shall 
amount to . . . £I50 per annum, or by any person paying 
rent for the same . . . or any building the property of any 
literary or scientific institution, used solely for the purposes 
of such institution and in which no payment is made or 
demanded for any instruction there afforded, by lectures or 
otherwise: provided also, that the same building be not 
occupied by any officer of such institution, nor by any 
person paying rent for the same." I The value appearing 
since I894-5, as in the preceding case, is generally five
sixths of the gross value. 

Throughout these two cases the exemption is narrower 
than the popular use of the words quoted in the headings. 
Many cases in the courts have been necessary to determine 
the question of liability in individual cases. Thus, the 
Manchester Free Library fell within the exemption and the 
Dundee Library did not: the City of London School was 
allowed, but the Free Church of Scotland Theological College 
was not: the Nottingham Lunatic Asylum was within the 
exempting clause, while the Dundee Royal Lunatic Asylum 
was chargeable. 

ViU also House Duty-Ezemptions, p. I2I. 
(3) Re. ... Proll. of La.. applM to Charitallle 

rur,- (£762,120 in IB9!rIg<IO).-" On the rents and 
profits of lands. tenements. hereditaments 01' heritages 
belonging to any hospital, public school 01' almshouse, or 
vested in trustees for charitable pmpc , so far as the same 
ue applied to charitable PUlp'JS!S .. • 

The word .. charitahle" is interpreted in a wide seme-
I 5" 6 V'tet. Co .ss. .. 61, No. VL • 11*1. 

• 
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Lord Macnaghten says: .. , Charity: in its legal sense, com
prises four principal divisions: trusts for the relief of 
poverty, trusts for the advancement of education, trusts for 
the advancement of religion, and trusts for the other pur
poses beneficial to the community, not falling under any of 
the preceding heads. The Act of I842 has nothing to do 
with casual almsgiving or charity of that sort, nor indeed 
has it anything to do with charity which is not protected by 
a trust of permanent character." 1 

Since I894-5 the figure appearing in the tables has been 
after the repairs allowance. But whereas the old tables gave 
only the sums exempted 'fJ the assessments, the recent 
reports show the total sum, including the very considerable 
amounts granted by repayment. 

DEDUCTIONS AND ALLoWANCES-III. PERSONAL 
ALLoWANCES. 

(i) Exemptiou.-The sum given in the official reports as 
exempted is that assignable to recipients of the income 
assessed under Sch. A (owners, mortgagees, ground landlords, 
e.tc.) who had total incomes below the exemption limit. This 
sum is a necessary deduction when the total income of taxable 
persons is being ascertained. It is, moreover, sometin1es 
desirable to ascertain the approximate value of land owned by 
the working classes, and this figure gives a good maximum 
limit. It indicates that the following is excessive:-

.. Would it destroy the moderation of my estimate if I put . 
the value of all the urban and rural property of smaI1 landlords 
of the working class at £zo,ooo,ooo? (previously defiued as 
.. value of houses actually acquired by workmen, properties of 
small freeholders. farmeR, market gardeneR, owners of allot· 
ments, etc., crofteR in Scot1aud, and peasant proprietors or 
small tenants who bave purchased their holdings in Ireland ',.
JESSE QuAIL, .. The Wealth of the Worken:' Ct1IIIMt/HW""Y 
~, August, 19D'/. 

DiuisioII ;fJ .. Law .. atul .. H _:' 
The .. exemptions .. are always given in one sum for an 

c1asses of propel ty, and there is nothing to indicate how 
I C-iuiorun for SpeeW Pvt1_ Y. P.-d, 3 T. C. ,3-
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much of the gross value of .. lands" is exempt. as distinct 
from " messuages." 

Mr. Christopher Tumor gives the gross income from land in 
Great Britain as £42.000.000. of which £4.000.000 goes to 
" exempt owners." ... £38.000.000 for agricultural landowners. 

less 30 per cent. 12.600.000 for upkeep 
£25.400.000 net. or 6-6 million pounds 

"less than the Land Conference memorandum ohothJanuary" 
(Letter to Tlu Ti_. 23rd February. 1914. on .. Income of 
Agricultural Owners "I. 

An opportunity for computing the relative proportions of 
the net exempt Sch. A belonging to .. Lands" and .. Houses .. 
respectively. and. therefrom. the respective gross assess
ments belonging to exempt persons. appears to occur at the 
first occasion for the allowance of repairs. At present it is 
not possible to say what fraction. between one-fifth (for 
houses) and one-seventh (for lands) should be added to the 
net exemptions to give the gross. because these proportions 
are not known. If 1893-4 and 1894-5 were in all other 
respects alike. the latter year would show an amount for 
exemptions less than the amount in the former. by the repairs 
allowance. and this allowance would represent a composite 

-.of allowances one-eighth and one-sixth. from which the pro-
portions of the two could be determined. But apart from a 
tIOl'IfI<II growth in the year we have the complication that 
1893-4 was a re-assessment year. and the amount and number 
of exemptions as I'fICO .... were in consequence much lower 
than usual. and lower than the true figure (as explained 
elsewhere). Moreover, the repairs allowance was not the 
only change. but the exemptions in 1894-5 were up to £too 
instead of £150. In the net result, for England and Wales. 
we had exemptions :-

ISg)004. II.4~.468 (numb. of properties affected 1.094.549) 
1894-s. II.073.8I7 ( .. .. I.aog.73b) 

Decrease 379.651 Inause u5.I77 
Despite the higher exemption limit. and the increased numb!!: 
of properties exempted. the repairs all()WUlCe made the sum 

•• 
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.. exempted" smaller than before. With the three com· 
plicatioD& it is not possible to work upon the aggregate 
charges, though the average value of properties exempted, 
which was constant, should apparently furnish a standard 
unafiected by re-assessment years I; but the material is too 
rough to give satisfactory results on afine fractional difference. 
It points to the fact that a mere transfer from one deduction 
column (exemptions) to another deduction column (repairs), 
having no fiscal significance, did not receive full administra
tive effect at once in assessments already made up, and all 
other methods based upon· this change fail for the same 
reason.-

In evidence before the R. C. on Agriculture, x8!)6, the 
Chairman of the Board of Inland Revenue, Lord Milner, 
put in a table I (which may be regarded as an official estimate) 
as follows (England and Wales) ;-

,Lands, X/!g3-4 gross assessment • 
Approximate statutory deductions and 

abatements • • 4,924,x78 
Discharges and repayments by way of 

appeal, etc. • 3 ... 57.079 
Net annual value • 3X,684,574 

As far as I have been able to analyse the deductions, they 
seem to be computed by taking separately the deductions 
specifically applicable to 1ands (or almost entirely so), land 
tax, sea walls, ecclesiastical deductions, rates on tithe rent- . 
charge, rents and profits applied to charitable purposes, 
and dividing the deductions not specifically belonging to any 
singIe category directly in the ratio of the 1ands and DIeS

s.uages. Therefore in this figure exemptions and abatements 
have been allotted to 1ands and messnages respectively 
almost in proportion to the gross ?Sses=ent5. 

(The .. discharges by schedule .. were heavy in that year, 
DeC3use it was are- ass 441ent year.) 

• BytbefgnnnJa :-Di1fereaeeinaverage = L! M -(1}~)i
from which L (lands) obouId be foaad in __ of M ~ea) • 

• ViM aIoo Appeodiz lL, p. ,..... 
• EvideIM2, P. ,.al. 
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From this it may be gathered that, on the best evidence 
available at that time, the lands in the hands of persons 
exempt in 1894-5 (£160 limit) amounted in annual value to 
about-

England and Wales 
Scotland 
Ireland 

£ 
2,900,000 

380,000 

750 ,000 

Total 4,030,000 

This sum was strictly only the amount allowed in the 
assessments, and therefore (except in Ireland 1) . did not 
generally include the interest payable to exempt mort
gagees: suell interest would form the major part of the 
repayments under Sell. A applicable to lands. and the 
amount is not ascertainable from the Reports. 

It is unlikely that the present ttttal exemption should be 
similarly divided in proportion to the total value of lands and 
houses respectively. The greater part of the increase in 
exemptions is assignable to houses, except in Ireland. and, 
although doubtless the splitting up of landed estates has 
added to the numbers of exempt owners, the ellange must be 
relatively small. On the proportional method, it would 
give-

England and Wales 
Scotland 
Ireland • 

Total 

but in my judgment these figures are more likely to be. in 
fact-

England and Wales 
Scotland 
Ireland • 

Total • 

• 

• V_po I 4&' 

£ 
3.300,000 

500,000 

50400,000 

90200,000 
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assuming the figures for 1894-5 to be correct. This figure, 
however, includes repayments, and therefore mortgagees 
who are exempt. 

In cases where exempt owners pay mortgage interest to 
persons who are liable, the annual interest is of course not 
included in the exemption, but in the remaining " net 
assessment." But this rule is completely interfered with 
in the case of interest paid to building societies, because 
these concerns are assessed under special arrangements. 
Generally the property is exempted outright, and the society 
receives its interest without any tax being deducted. Then 
the society is assessed (under Seh. D) for interest which it 
pays to liable shareholders, members, or other recipients. 
The effect of this arrangement is to make the " exempted " 
interests in real property appear rather larger than they 
really are at the moment. There is a similar arrangement in 
Ireland for dealing with interest paid under the land pur
cbas.e schemes.1 There the value appearing as exempted is 
the value that flIill belong to exempt purchasers, when they 
have paid off all their indebtedness. 

(2) Abatemenu.-Tbe sums allowed under this bead are 
fUll closely indicative of the numbers of incomes from property, 
which fall between certain limits. In the case of mixed 
incomes the abatement for property owners may be allowed 
under another schedule. In general, however, since " earned 
income" rates were introduced in 1907, abatement in such 
cases is allowed in the first instance from such income, e.g., 
in the case of a total income £280, £LfO from property and 
£LfO from salary, the salary will be " abated" and the 
balance (£20) of the £160 abatement allowed from assess 
ment on the property. It is because information is lacking 
as to the number of these part abatements that no inference 
can be drawn from the total sum allowed under Seb. A. 

Prior to 1900 only the abatements" in the assessment " 
were given in the tables" and these were always much 
restricted in the re- assessment years.-

(3) Life Insara_ Pnmigm. These are allowed only 

• YiMp.I-tS. • ViMp. 53- • YiM p. 499-
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by schedule and repayment under Sch. A, and therefore 
did not appear in the t.ables before 1900. 

(4) Relief in respect of Children.-This is more fully dealt 
with in Chapter VIII. No inference can be drawn from 
the sectional allowance here. 

SeH. A NET ASSESSMENTS-SEQUENCE. 

The .. breaks .. are much more numerous than in the gross 
assessments, and practically rob the net assessments (as 
given in the Reports) of any value for comparative purposes 
over long periods. The chief breaks are-

(I) 1853-4. Ireland introduced (exemption limit 
altered). 

(2) 1866-7. Concerns No. III., Sch. A, transferred to 
Sch. D. 

(3) 1863-4· Abatements introduced. 
(4) 1873-3. Abatements altered. 
(5) I8i6-7. Abatements altered and exemption limit 

changed. 
(6) 1894-5. Abatements altered and exemption limit 

changed. 
(7) 189/H). Abatements altered. 
(8) 1894-5. Repairs allowance introduced. 
(9) 1900-1. Methods of statistical presentation altered, 

.. Net income on which tax received" 
substituted for .. net assessments." 

The lid income from property, free from personal allow
ances, can now be computed for comparative purposes. 

Breaks (6), (i), and (8) ignored ;-
.. Sch. A exhibits a rather puuling anomaly, inasmuch as its 
~ assessments show for the decade 189I~ to 19oo-r an 
mcrease of 311 millions ster~. while the income actually taxed 
declined more than II millions."-W. R. LAWSON, "Two 
Record Budgets," ForlIticlolJy Rm., May, 1903. 

OWNERSHIP AND DISTRIBUTION OF PRoPERTY: THB 
NEW DoMESDAY BooK. 

The tax statistics furnish very little information about 
the ownership of land. Owners are assessed as statutory 
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.. occupiers" in certain cases, such as property let for periods 
less than a year, or houses under {,IO in annual value, but 
otherwise, in taxation .. at the source," it is the tenant to 
whom the Revenue looks, and the name and circumstances 
of the owner are immaterial. Only where the owner is 
concerned to claim exemption or abatement or some allow
ance from the assessment is it necessary to take notice of 
him. The poor rate authorities are even less involved in 
matters of ownership, and it may therefore be understood 
why the" ownership" column of the valuation list is often 
so unreliable and out of date: it is only from casual 
information that the opportunity arises for its correction. 

In 1873 a classification of owners as given in the rate 
books or valuation lists was undertaken and issued as a 
Parliamentary Return in 1875. It has since been widely 
known as the .. New Domesday Book," and is the chief 
source of information as to the distribution of ownership. 
A good summary is given by F. Purdy.· Classification by 
extent of holdings :-

Under one acre 
One to 100 acres 
100 to sao acres 

sao to 1,000 acres • 
1:,000 to 2,000 acres 
Over 2,000 acres • • 

(Total. 972.836 owners.) 

703.289 
227.023 
32,317 

962,629 
·M99 
2,719 
2,689 

10.207 

Another !'11mma ry may be found in Dawson's" The Uu
earned Increment" (p. 54) :-

One quarter of the land of the United Kingdom was held by 
1.200 persons (average acreage. 16.200); a quarter by 6.200 
persons (average acreage. 3.150); a quarter by SO.770 pmiOIIS 
(average acreage. 380); a quarter by 261.830 persons (average 
acreage. 70). Ooe-baH was held by 7 AOO persons. and the other 
bait by 312.500. WbiIe 4.500 persoos JieId baH the lUea of 

• S. J ~ 1s,6. p. m. 
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England and Wales. 1.100 held nine-tenths of Scotland. a single 
owner having in his hands more than a million and a quarter acres . 

.. The returns placed the number of landowners at 1.113.124. 
but the estimate was far too high. as it included hundreds of 
duplicates and thousands of leaseholders, and besides, 852.438 
of the reputed owners held less than an acre of land. their average 
not being a quarter of an acre each. Recent returns show that 
the number of separate holdings in France exceeds five and a 
half millions. and in Germany five and a quarter millions.
DAWSON. 0;. til •• p. 53· 

Similarly. J. Ellis Barker quotes the figures in comparisc)D with 
Germany (1895). and states that u·t per cent. of the English 
acreage was occupied by owners against 87'4 per cent. in Germany 
(Ni,.."dlt C...,."", September. 1909). 

Major Craigie gave a somewhat destructive criticism of the 
return before the S. C. on Small Holdings, 1889.1 dealing with 
the uncertainty of owners' names and theiI duplications. It is 
quite certain that all inq,uirers do not bring away the same lessons. 

A .. Re-examination ' by W. H. Ma1lock with regard to the 
value as well as the extent of the properties. lays stress upon the 
fact that in Great Britain and Ireland (excluding the metropolis) 
there were 900.000 .. estates less than one acre." gross rental 
£38.000.~verage rent per acre. £190 ( .. Statistical Mono
graph." I.). 

Ownuship an. V .. of Propert,. 
Other information has been obtained &om returns of 

agricultural holdings. Major Craigie handed to the S. C. 
on Small Holdings. x88g.· an analysis of the agricultural 
returns. in counties, showing the following results :-

- EqIaDd. Wales. ScotIaDcl. G_t 
BritaiII. 

(I) Ret1J!nS from 
occuplers fann-. th . m« ell' own 
land. . . 60.935 6.454 6.044 130433 

(2) Total returns 
570.206 from occupiers • 425.886 62.127 82,193 

(3) Percentage of (I' 14'3 10"4 7'4 It'9 
(4) Acreage of land 

owned and occu-
pied • • 3.~675 315.844 626.557 4.910.076 

(5) Total acreage _ 24. .483 •• 8410401 ... 878.514 32.684.399 
(6) Percentage of (4) 15'9 11'1 u-8 15'0 

• Qo. ... g6J.- • P. S03 aad g. ... 97+ 
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In the Appendix I to the Report of S. C. on Poor Law in 
Scotland. 1869--70. details are given by counties and parishes. 
the totals being-

Annual value of £500 and upwards 
.. .. £100 to £500 
.. .. £so to £100 • 
.. .. £20 to £50 • 

Total number of holdings 

4.106 
9,776 

II,217 
22,844 

• 470943 
J. EUis Barker quotes the agricultural holdings returns (from 

Cd. 4533) to show that freehold properties are in the greatest 
proportion among smallest holdings (except for those over 300 
acres), and to show that freehold is mostly desired by the smallest 
holders (NineIeefIIIJ Century, October, 1909). 

In 1867 the following classification was given for Irish 
agricultural holdings • (thousands) :-' 

- Coaatia. T_ Total. 

Less than .f! . · · 175 157 
£4 and un £8 · · I4Z 41 
£8 and under £10 • · 4B 1 
£10 and under £15 • · ~ J 44 
[Is and under £20 • · £20 and under £SO • · 83 } 30 Over £So • • · J6 

Total · · 600) 272 
Area (acres) · · 20,190 97 20,815 
Valuation · · 10,191 ZASI 13.245 
Population · · 4,286 I,SIZ 5,798 

Another c!assi6.;:ation gave five-sixths as being UDder £Is 
per annum. as follows:-Less than £15. 512; £Is and 
under £30.94; £30 and under £SO. 38; £so and UDder £100. 
ZS; over £100. 13-total. 68z: of which lelulwaes lit rftIl 
numbered 429, 63, 21, 10, and 3 IespectiveIy-total, sz6. 

• P. 366. Vol. IL 
• H. C. l+t of 11167. 
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In x872 a parliamentary retum1 gave a classification of 
the assessments on property owned by corporate bodies, 
in counties. The totals were (in thousand fJ :-

Municipal Bcdestu· 
i~ Other tical and - Corpora. BducaUonal c. ...... 

1'0_ 
...... Bod .... ~ "" ... 

England and Wales • 707 3,141 2,006 2,386 8,240 
Scotland. . · ~43 330 195 197 866 
Ireland . . • 27 197 28 58 310 

United Kingdom · 877 3.668 2,229 2,641 9.415 

It is not possible at the present time to state what amount 
is similarly held, but' it must be very much greater so far 
as corporations and companies are concerned. 

An interesting return I gives details of the deer forests and 
lands exclusively devoted to sport in Scotland, in counties 
other than crafting counties. In eleven counties, with a 
total area of six million acres, 557,544 are so used, the rental 
value being £36,u8, or less than IS. 44. per acre. There 
were 87,000 acres at 514. in Aberdeen. 40.000 at 7i. and 
160,000 at ui. 

EARLY SCH. A STATISTICS USED AS EvIDENCB OF 
INCREASE IN PROPERTY. 

The following are given by way of example :-
.. A few years after the begiDDing of the century. viL. in 

1802-3. the average annual value of real property. according to 
the income tu returns, amounted only to about £35,000,000. 
In 1814 the amount was £53,500.000. In other wo.us; in about 
ten years time the property of the nation. so fu as it was derived 
from real property. increased about 50 per cent.. and we may 
assume that there was an equal increase in the pro~ itself."
Slit R. GIFFEN. .. Are we Living on Capitlill • ECODOmil: 
Inquiries." II .• p. ~I. 

Vi .. abo under" Sequence" (p. 38) for similarextendeduseby 
Giffen. 

Gosc:hen makes similar use. and it would sene little pupose 
to multiply examples. 

• H. C. 1U-18,.. 
'H.c.~~ 
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A P,ophecy.-Writing in 1871, Giffen said that the reall'roperty 
worth £150,000,000 then would be worth £250,000,000 m tbirtr. 
years (" Taxes on Land:' "Economic Inquiries," I., p. 275 • 
The actual period was thirty-three years. 

Slatisuci of Metluaget UHd .. a T .. t of Prolperil1 in lb. 
Building Trad •• 

These figures have been used for this purpose by Sir 
Algernon West! Mr. W. H. Mallock.' and others. 

As it is usually desired to consider this prosperity from' 
year to year rather than over long periods. the statistics 
are not well adapted for the purpose. In valuation years it 
is difficult to distinguish increases in values from new values. 
and in intermediate periods it is necessary to estimate for 
the downward .. drag." I The total number. of all premises 
are not subject to quite the same limitations. however. and 
inferences may be more safely drawn therefrom.' 

ComparUoD of IDcrease in Beh. A aad Pauperilm. 

(I) 1847-65. Sch. A increase 61 per cent .• and pauperism 
491 per cent. (S. C. on Poor law in Scotland. 1869-70. 
Appendix. p. 479). 

(2) Various heads of poor law expenditure measured 
annually against the aggregate Sch. A assessments from 
1845 (S. C. on Poor law in Scotland. 1869-70. Appendix. 
p. 453). 

V .. of Behl. A udB (CcnmlJ DetaiII). 
(I) Tread.f Agriculiun.--caird uses figures for IB78 and 

1869. grouped into corn districts. arable. grass. etc. (" Ten 
Years of British Agriculture." S. J .• 1880). F. Purdy 
compares 1814-15 and 1864-s (S. J .• 1869. p. 308). R. C. on 
Agriculture. I¥. compares IB7o-l. IB7cr&. and 1893-4. 
p. 554- Royal Agricult,.,al Society', J--. 18sS. p. 301. 
R. C. on land in Wales: comparisons 1842---i1ecadal to 
1892. Vide also Chapter IX. 

J R. C. em Depi . 'X' in Trade aDd Ind-,.. 1886. Q. 129-
• VidII p. 33-
• VidII p. 31. 
o VidII fJt-ter11' JtIfIIWIII of ~. 1915. p. 816. R. S. 

Tucker em " The N ..... Laud T ...... in Prac:tice." 
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(2) Burden of Land TIIIi a. a Fixed Charge.-Proportion of 
5th. A in each county to the total for comparison with 
land tax percentages at different periods (F. Hendriks, 
.. British Land Tax Statistics," S. /., 1857). 

U.e of Seh. A Detai1. (Pariah .. Dr Towo). 

Ratings and Soh. A oompared.-Lumley, S. /., 1858, 
quotes II. C. 337-1856-7, sess. 2; Purdy, 5./., 1869. 

MISCELLANEOUS SOURCES 01' INFORMATION, OTHER THAN 
ANNUAL REPORTS. 

(I) ParHamtnwy Papers. 

H. C. 1135-11411. Return of Real Property for England 
and Wales in Counties, giving the annual value, 1815, and 
the net rental rated in 1140-1, and annual value per acre. 

H. C. 316-1844. 5th. A Assessments, 1/411-3: valuation 
by Parishes and Counties. The total valuation given in 
subsequent reports is not fully accounted for. 

H. C. 1011-1145. Return for 1/42-3 by Counties, dis
tinguishing details: Lands, Messuages, Quarries, Mines. 
etc. 

H. C. 165-1845. Similar Return to the foregoing, with 
full details, by Parishes. 

H. C. 449-1149. Burdens on Land. Tables comparing 
1814-1S with 114110-3. Comparative value of poor rate. 
Unfairness of Sch. B if profits small (Lord Monteagle's 
report). 

H. C. 18S-1851. Sch. A in classes 18140 1/42, 1145, and 
1148. 

H. C. 680-185110-3. Sch. A Assessments in Metropolitan 
Parishes. 

H. Co 1154-1854-5. Sch. A Ass lIents in Metropolitan 
Parisbes. with comparisoD., County Rate and Poor Rate 
Valuations. 

H. C. 408-1856. Scotland: County and Parish Return 
of Valuations. 

H. C. 317-1857 (a). County &lid Borouch Return of 
Sch. A and Population. 
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H. C. 3-1859. County and Borough Return of Sch. A. 
H. C. 123-1859. County and Borough Return of Sch. A. 
H. C. 155-1860. ·Counties and Burghs, Scotland. 

Income Tax, Voters, Population, etc .. 
H. C. 332-1860. Cities and Boroughs, England and 

Wales. Comparison between Sch. A and Gross Poor Rate. 
H. C. 393-1860. Sch. A Statistics for certain Cities and 

Large Towns. 
H. C. 400--1860. Poor Rate Assessments by Counties and 

Parliamentary Divisions (England and Wales). 
H. C. 546-1860. Sch. A Assessments, Great Britain, by 

Parishes, 1859-00, giving in great detail Lands, Messuages, 
Tithes, etc. 

H. C. 155-1861. Assessments in Chelsea, Kensington, 
Hammersmith, Fulham, and ScotIand. 

H. C. 455-1861. Metropolitan Parishes-Sch. A on 
Houses. 

H. C. 518-1861. Metropolitan Parishes-Sch. A and 
Poor Rate, Sewers Rate, County Rate Valuations, with 
ratiug deductions (gross to net). 

H. C. 518-1861. Ditto, Kent, MiddIesex, and Surrey. 
H. C. I9<r-I863. Unions in Lancashire. Gross POOl 

Rate, Rateable Value, and Sch. A, 1860. 
H. C. S48-I~3. Metropolitan Parishes. Gross Poor 

Rate and Sch. A I86I-'Z and 186z-3. 
H. C. 321-186,.. Ditto. . 
H. C. II6-186,.. Scales of Ratiug Deductions in different. 

Unions. 
H. C. 568-186,.. Cities, Boroughs, and Counties in 

United Kingdom. Gross Sch. A, 1857 and 1862. 
H. C. II3-I865. Scotland-Valuation of Lands and 

Heritages---m Parishes: (I) Land let; (2) land occupied, 
includiug woods; (3) houses; (4) mills and factories; 
(5) gas and water works; (6) mines, quarries, and railways. 

H. C. 477-1865. C1assjfication of Lands, etc., 1864-5· 
H. C. 485-1866. Metropolitan Asses=euts, 1863-4 and 

1:864-5, by Parishes, Sch. A, and Gross Poor Rate. 
H. C. 511-1866. ISI4-5, EngIand and Wales. Sch. A, by 

Counties. 
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H. C. 524-1866. Scales of Rating Deductions in difierent 
Unions. 

H. C. 53--1867-8. 1862-3. 1863-4. 1864-5. England and 
Wales. Sch. A. and Ratings. 

H. C. 454-1870. 1842-3 to 1869-70. Great Britain. 
Sch. A. by Counties. 

H. C. 287-1871. Local Taxation-Return for various 
dates. 1748 to 1870. Population. Sch. A. rate per head. 
etc. 

H. C. 397-1872. Assessments. Sch. A. in Liverpool. 
H. C. 42-1874. Scotland-Valuation Rolls: Paris" 

Returns for 1855. 1861. 1867. and 1872. 
H. C. 368-1869. Five decadal Returns: Gross Assess

ments. 
H. C. 461-1875. England and Wales-Classification in 

Lands. etc. 
H. C. 335-1876. Owners of Land. by Counties. in Great 

Britain. with Acreages of Holdings and Gross Values (Poor 
Rate). 

H. C. 7-1877. Government Property Dot rated (no 
totals). 

H. C. 134-1878. Annual Value chargeable under 
difierent heads. and duty thereon. 

H. C. 192-1882; 106-1883: 15-1884; 135-1884. 
Return by Counties. 

H. C. 10-188+ Agricultural Depression. Repayment of 
Income Tax to Landlords under certain conditions. 1881~ 
and 1882-3. 

H. C. 17G-ISgo. Government Property (London)
Rateable Contributions. 

H. C. J2-1Sga. Return by Counties. 
H. C. 114-1894; H. C. 42-I8g6; and H. C. J09-I8g8. 

Similar return to 170-ISgo. 
H. C. 104-1895. Rateable Value of Lands. I86g-?o. and 

Gross Value and Rateable Values. 1894: Lands, BuildiDgs. 
Railways, in each Union. Appendix gives quotation from 
Goschen's 1870 Report comparing Income Tax on Lands. 
Houses, etc., 1814- Iau. 1850. 1860, 1868. 

H. C. 454-ISgs (2). Governm~t Property in the 
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Provinces: Contribution in lieu of Rates and Valuation 
(not totalled). 

H. C. 217-I896 (continuing 32-1892) County Returns, 
1889 to 1894-5, and comparison with 1869-70, 1874-5, 
187cr-8o, and 1884-5. 

H. C. 312-1898. Similar return to 454-1895. 
H. C. 150--1900. Rateable Values and Wages: Com

parative Return 1870, 1894, 1899. 
H. C. 307-1901 (continuing 216-1896). Assessments, 

I895 to 1899-1900. 
H. C. I8,3-IC)06. Rateable Hereditaments by UflUms, 

IB99 and IC)06: Gross and Rateable Values. 
H. C. 344-1907. Deer Forests, Scotland, and Lands 

devoted to Sport. 
H. C. 4I4-I912-I3- Sch. A C1assification in Countiu. 

Lands, Houses, etc. 
H. C. II1}-1913. Agricultural Land and Rates paid, 

_ 19U-12: Details for each )Iunicipal Borough and Urban 
District Council. 

(2) Parliamentary QU_tiDDS. (See also 
.. (3) Misa:Jlaneous. ") 

Hansard (7), 1st July, I909. Gr096 annual income Sch. A, 
Lands, England, Scotland and Ireland, with repairs and 
agricultural depression statistics. 

(3) IlUcelIaueons. 
Division of Rateable Property into Lands, Houses, Rail

ways, etc., and percentage of total-I798, 1814 and 1868 ; 
Tables 9 and 10. Appendix A, p. xxxii, R. C. on Agriculture. 

Dec1ine in Value of Lands, Sch. A-Agricultural Deprer 
;;ion. R. C. on Depression in Trade, 1886, Table 3-

Wales and Sis English Counties, 1842, decadal to 189z. 
R. C. on Land in Wales, 189;t-6. 



CHAPTER II. 

SCHEDULE B. INCOME FROM THE USE OF LAND. 

DEFINITION.-" For and in respect of the occupation of 
all such lands, tenements, hereditaments and heritages as 
aforesaid,l and to be charged for every twenty shillings of 
the annual value thereof • • ...... in addition to the duties 
to be charged under 5ch. A • • • except a dwelling house," 
not being "occupied • • • with a farm for the purpose of 
farming . . . and except warehouses or other buildings 
occupied for the purpose of carrying on a trade or profes
sian." • .. The profits arising from lands occupied as 
nurseries or gardens for the sale of the produce ••• shall be 
estimated according to the rules contained in Schedule D 
• • • and charged under Schedule B as profits arising from 
the occupation of lands." , 

An official definition runs as follows :-" The tax under 
Schedule B is chargeable in respect of the occupation of all 
lands. It is in effect a charge on the profits made by the 
occupier from the exercise of his capital and skill in hus
bandry, lust as under Schedule D a charge is made on the 
trader in respect of the profits derived by him from the 
e.'[ercise of his capital and skill in trade." • 

It will be observed that the statute begins by making the 
Sch. B co-extensive with Sch. A. and then proceeds with 
exceptions. It is probable in strict law that these exceptions 
do not really limit the sphere of operation to " lands," to 
which it is in practice confined. but that Sch. B could 

• I .... under Sch. A-
t 16 a 17 Viet. Co 340 .... 
• s a 6 Viet. Co 3$. .. 63. . 
• 5 a 6 Viet. Co 3S. .. 63 trii.). Hop If011Dds ..... CJriIiDaIIy 

Included with II_os, etc., but ..... subOeq_tly. ill ISS,). bIoucbt 
oder the ardiDuy Scb. B. 

•• 8thR~~p."" ..... 
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actually be charged upon a town-hall or a university lecture
hall I 

THE CHARACTER OF .. ScH. B" INCOME. 

It is important to note that Sch. B is difIerent in character 
from all the other parts of the income tax. The other 
schedules. though having conventions and rules. give assess
ments which move in close relation to actual money income. 
The Sch. A assessment upon a house occupied by its owner 
is no real exception when the original assumption is 
admitted, viz., that every one must pay rent for the house he 
lives in, even if he pays it to himself, and that a dwelling
house is sui gene1'is in a man's possessions or expenses. But 
Sch. B is made up of two quite difIerent parts :-

(1) A tax on farming products, based on a presumptive 
or conventional proportion, and independent of all actual 
variations due to personal factors or temporal changes. 
This basis was, in 1803. three-fourths of the rental value for 
England, and one-half in Scotland; in 1842 and 1853 one
half of the rental value in England and one-third in Scotland, 
and in 1853 one-third in Ireland; in 1896, one-third uni
formly for the United Kingdom.. .. It was doubtless owing 
to the fact that in 1803 fanners did not as a rule keep trade 
accounts that this system was adopted. . . . In 1842 a 
suggestion was made by Lord Hawick that it would be better 
to charge farmers under Seh. D, but it appears not to have 
met with any considerable support.". As a reason for 
altering the proportion in 1842 Peel expressed .. his perfect 
conviction that the rent of the farmer had been raised in 
propottion to his profits," and he considered the reduction 
was" consistent with justice." There is DO doubt, moreover, 
that the reduction of import duties on corn in 1842 was also 
a reason. This basis is obviously .. rough and ready:
Its soundness in economic theory is quite open to question 1 

I The basis _ raised to the lull re1ll in the Budget of September. 
1915 ... bile the8e page. were paaIIinc tbroagb the 1"' .... 

• 28th Report. p. 81. . 
• Vuu article 011 .. Laad Valoatioa aDd Rating Reform .. by the 

preoent wn-. EemunIrie ItIIWIUIl. I9U. Some ob',ec:tioM on oimiIu 
line ....., ineffectively raised in 1842 !Pi4e Han.rd'. Debateo) • 

....". that lama A is OIl the .......... cd CIIItivati<la, aDd yieIdo DO 
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If a farmer makeS more than the assessment he cannot be 
charged more; if he makes less, he may claim a reduction. 
The favourable treatment formerly given to Scotland had 
its basis partly in a supposed difference in the actual pro
portion I and partly in the fact that the owner bore certain 
charges or rates which were paid by the tenant in England 
and which made the rent correspondingly higher. An 
adjustment for the latter by itself almost sufficed to equalise 
the charges to duty. For example:-

£ 
1861H), Sch. B. gross assessment in 

Scotland 1,208,000 
Approximate rates applicable 

thereto • 358,000 

English equivalent 6.850,000 
economic rent, but £100 interest OIl oWller', capital is paid by the 
teIIant III the ll&DIe of rent; tbet farm B pays £100 fnterest and 
£100 ecOIlomic rent, 01' £.00 rent in all; &lid farm C pays £100 and 
£300 ecOIlomic rent, 01' £400 total. Assume tbet the degree of skill. 
etc., !"'Iuired is the same III all three &lid tbet their pro6ts are III 
~ullibrium. &lid equal, at £.00. The SeA. B profit will be-A £33. 
Bl64. and C£.3S. 

Suppose farms A &lid B each Yield a net divisible !'nlduct of/.5OO. 
of which £100 is retaIIled by the'farmers, &lid rents Of £400 pai. If 
the OWIler of farm B h .. to pay £100 drainage 01' embankment 
... mut nte fOl' keeping the _ out, it is a deductiOll ond ... 
Sch. A. but not onder Sell. B. &lid to tbet extent the law &lid ecOIlomic 
th~ agree. But if ... sometimes happens. the ten&Ilt rays half 
the dn.ioage ... nent, obviously his rent will be £350. from which 
the £50 allowance is made for Sch. A. bot for ecOIlomic consisteocy 
the a" nut under Sch. B should be OIl .... third of £400. and not of 

~oV_ Hansard '12th May. 1853. col. '40). Mr. G~
" The hOll. member had demanded that he should be placed m the 
_ positiOll .. the Scotcb and Irish farmer; bot if that __ done 
• • • that concession would be at OIlce made a standing ~ far a 
further appeal to alter the law III faVOOl' of the ScotcA and Irish 
farmer. As for the Scotch farmer, his cue .... _tible, and .. ,," 
founded partly on acknowledged facts. and partly OIl reasonable 
belief. It .... founded. III the lint place. opon tIie fact tbet the pubhc 
burdens III Scotland. which were mostly borDe by the tenants ia 
England. .... borDe principally by the laDdiOnl. and consti
tuted a portiOll of the ..... t. • • • The case of the Scotch farm« 
also .... ted OIl the belief tbet be had a smaller share of the poIits 
from thelaDd than the English farm« had. M 

FOI' avid ....... of the &eliDc that lrisb fanntn _ n o ..... ...,tec!. N 

_ Cbapters lV. and X. 

•• 
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English income computed at one-half,1 £3.425,000; Scotch 
income computed at one-third of the gross £2.403,000. 
The reduction of the proportion in England in 1896 was made 
regardless of this difference, and on the presumed merits of 
the case at that time. I 

(2) A large part of Sch. B is not a tax on profits, 
but a privilege tax or licence, akin to a carriage licence. 
All land, even though it is not occupied for husbandry 
or profit, is liable to Sch. B. This is a unique feature 
in the income tax-the inclusion of an element that is 
not, and never can be, .. income." It is a tax incidental 
to possession or enjoyment, but represents nothing that 
comes within the category of profits or gains. An illustration 
may perhaps make the fact clearer. If A. is owner of afarm, 
and B. is tenant, the total net produce (which we assume is 
not sold) is divisible between A. and B. as rent and profits, 
and if A. works the farm himself the two elements remain
they correspond to the Schs. A and B. If, however, A. owns 
a beautiful park whicll yields no physical produee, he may 
let it to B. and go and live abroad himself. B. pays a rent 
(whicll A. turns into consumable goods, so that he is in the 
same position as before), and this rent represents the whole 
"""val value of the enjoyment income of beauty yielded by 
the park.- B. consumes what he has paid for, and what he 
consumes is j>urc1r4sed, it is neither earned nor unearned 
income. So that when he pays the tax under Sch. B he 
pays a licence to keep a park, or a sumptuary presumptive 
tax on an expenditure indicative of wealth paid out of that 
wealth which is already wholly reached flM tlud by the other 
schedules of the 1Izz. This part of the assessed .. income " 
may be an element in reaching true faculty, but it is not a 
part of true national income in the ordinary sense. One might 
quite CODSistentIy convert carriage licences by the current 

• The questioa of tile deduetioa of CJDeo<Oigtrtb fer tithe does DOt 
arise. as it applies to paymeut 01 duty lather tban to compatatioD 01 
iIu:ome. 

• Pl'Jmo .. por>rticD I3ised by Budget of SeptembeI', 1915, to equal tile. 
wboIereot. 

• ViM T,.,........rn.. 01 Survey""" JDOtitute, 18g6: CcJI. G. W. 
RaiIres .. U Be-apporiioDmeD 01 Rates aDd T ...... " 
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rate of tax into terms of .. income" and add them to the 
national income. I draw a distinction between consumption 
of corn and consumption of beauty for this purpose-they 
both minister to human needs, but they are of a different 
order. Let us assume that economic rent is non-existent 
because there is no differential yield, and because satisfac
tions are equal to what equivalent effort in other businesses 
will obtain; the" labour" of walking round a .. blackberry 
farm" provides a fund of food which I may consume as 
I go along, or which I may store and sell and buy bread 
with. The equivalent .. labour" of walking round my 
.. beauty farm," and securing points of vantage, yields 
me satisfactions which I '"us, C_fIU as I go along and 
cannot exchange; meanwhile I want for a living, in the 
vital sense. The satisfactions in the first case are of the 
order of an income, within the sphere of an income tax; 
the satisfactions of the second are of a different order 
altogether and cannot yield a part of themselves as a 
1110..", tax .• 

These considerations are of some importance when the 
income tax figures are being used for computing national 
income and national capital,' and also when that section 
of the whole assessments actually applicable to persons 
liable to tax is being treated as the income of liable /arIII<II'S.' 
Unlike the tax on farmers' profits, this tax on occupation is 
payable in any event, and absence from home does not 
render the occupation .. void." If farmers' profits were to 
be transferred to Sch. D, this section would stand out clearly 
in its own special character. 

The distinction between the two sections is of course not 
always clearly cut. There are some lands which are yielding 
produce, but not to the fullest extent of ordinary husbandry : 
the experimental or hobby farming of some home farms 
attached to great estates, in which the making of a CX)IJl

mercial profit is a secondary consideration, is a case in point. 

I The ftl ... of sporting attached to Iulds is iDcIuded 1IJId .... Scb. B 
... well _ UDd .... SeD. A WheD IaIld is occupied by the _. &Del the 
pceitioD tabla ia the text is tbercfan _ph-' d 

• Vw. 386. . 
• Y .. ~ 1Qlo 
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Actually what comes within the tenns "occupying lands 
for purposes of husbandry only" 1 is sometimes a nice 
question. 

The abolition of Sch. B and the transfer of farming profits 
to Sch.· D has been advocated for many years. It was 
mentioned in the evidence before the X85X-12 Committee, 
and also by Gillen before the R. C. on Trade Depression, 
1:886.· 

ScoPE OF ScH. B STATISTICS. 

The Sch. B assessments, like the Sch. A, are comprehen
sive "-they cover all land, and not merely land owned or 
occupied by persons liable to tax. They approximate as 
closely to the true values as Sch. A assessments;· they 
exhibit the same effects of re-assessment as Sch. A assess
ments on lands ;. and the difierences between England and 
Wales, Scotland and Ireland, are precisely those detailed 
under Sch. A.· In fact, they are so closely similar to the latter 
that for all ordinary statistical uses the two sets of gross 
assessments may be used indifierently.7 

It is not an uncommon error to suppose that small holdings 
'and allotments as well as peasant farms are omitted from 
the Sch. B ,-a1ues :-

(I) Quotation from Report of Committee of the British Associa
tion on Amount and Distn"bution of Income beJow the Exemption 
Limit. p. :r03-

(2) Professor Sidgwick, misled by Giffen's statement that a 
large part of the £7,000,000 Irish Sch. B exempt aso;essment 
(then assessed on the full rent) was .. peasant cla55 income," 
deducted £3,000,000 on this account, comparing the balafIU with 
Great Britain, from which he made '"' corres~ cIeductionI, 
apparentlv assnming that no "peasant class tei1ants" .. ere 
included m our assessments (note in Appendix I., p. 180, R. C. 
on Financial Relations, IB94). 

1 'Ibe critmon for: the right to appeal to ........ actaaI pr06t. 
substituted for: the fixed ass m.mt.. 

• Qs. 7S5- etc., aud geoezal evideDce 011 Scb. B to Q.. 775-
• Vide p. 39. 
• Vide p. 35-
I Vide p. 31, aud Table A3_ 
I" The aearest approach to a record of agricaJtaraJ RGt"(MajOl' 

Cr.IiKie. 5./. 1880, p. 304). 
, Yide p. s,-. 
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But it is important to note that the official tables give 
only the net 5ch. B liable to duty in Ireland for the earlier 
years (see Appendix lII. and Table B). 

The actual omissions from the assessments are :
(x) Property occupied by the Crown ; 
(2) Gardens under one acre in extent attached to dwellings 

and assessed to House Duty (q.v.) ; 
(3) Various profits enumerated under the .. Differences 

between 5ch. A assessments on lands. etc.. and 5ch. B 
assessments ... 

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN 5CH. A ASSESSMENTS ON .. LANDS. 
ETC .... AND 5CH. B ASSESSMENTS. 

Although similar. the two sets of figures never exactly 
agree.l In the first place. there are some few items classed 
under this head for 5ch. A that are not assessed to 5ch. B. 
such as land in connection with works. waste and building 
land. and public recreation grounds rented. In the second 
place. nurseries and market gardens are assessed on their:J 
rental value under Sch. A. but on their projUs under Sch. B. l 
In the third place. since farmers may" elect to be assessed 
under 5ch. D .... no assessments exist under Sch. B to cor
respond with the Sch. A assessments upon the lands affected 
by the operation of this clause. Fourthly. there are some 
minor administrative reasons for other differences. In the 
net result it will be found that the Sch. A totals are generally 
slightly in excess of Sch. B. 

ScH. B GROSS AssEssvENTS-SunSTlCAL 
5EQUENCE FROII xB42. 

(x) Bnak ill 1853-4 (introduction of Ireland).-lbe Irish 
figures introduced at this date into the official tables are 
till only. The estimated gross assessments for these early 
years may be taken as practically the same as Lands. 
Table A 3. 

(a) Bnak ill 18'13-4.-lbe Irish Sch. B is given in the 
official tahles for the first time (poss).' 

1 R. C. CIa Land ill Wal .... 189)-6, Qs.. 76.54So etc. 
• SO a SI Viet. Co IS. L 18: - ~ 9,s.. . 
• Vib S. J~ 1880, II- N (Majcw QaiaieI. 
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(3) Break iD 1876-7.-The value of fannhouses was not 
previously included in the Irish statistics. The estimated 
correction is made in Table A3 (vide Appendix III.). 

(4) Break iD 1896.-The gross llSSeS3ments under Sch. B 
were subjected to a change of great statistical importance 
by the Finance Act of 1896, which simplified previously 
existing methods of making assessments upon farm profits 
and of estimating a fanner's total income for purposes of 
exemption and abatement. Under the Acts of 184Z and 
1853 the assessments were made upon the full annual value 
of the land, but a special rate of duty was charged thereon, 
subject to a deduction of one-eighth of the duty on lands that 
were tithe free. A farmer's income, for the purpose of com
puting his total income for exemption or abatement, was 
deemed to be one-half of the full annual value in EngIand 
and Wales, but only one-third in Scotland and Ireland; 1 

while the special rates of tax charged were based upon these 
proportions--i.e., a leading rate of 7d. for the other schedules 
gave a rate of 3id. in England and 2}d. in Scot1and and 
Ireland, while sd. gave 2ld. and lId. respectively, and Sil. 
gave 4d. and 3d. respectively.- In 1894 the rate was made 
uniform-3d. for the whole kingdom, with a leading rate of 
&1. But in z8g6 the one-eighth deduction ceased to exist, 
the speciaI rate was abolished, and the leading rate was 
made payable upon D1Je-thir4 of the full annual value.
The proportions in the old income tax, which obtained 
from 1803 to 1816, were three-fourths of the rent in England, 
and one-balf of the rent in Scotland. 

The alteration has been frequently misunderstood :-

.. As to the earnings of this class, we have official evidence 
which is sufficient. Certain figures with regard to them are 
given ill the income tax returns (Sch. B). These, however, as 
they stand DOW, are most misleading, The farmers' profits have, 
for purposes of assesnnent. been theoretkaJly reduced since the 
year 18<)6. Up to that date they were estimated as being about 
equal to the rent (see Cd. 4954, p. 137). Since that date it has 

I 5 .t 6 V-JCt. Co 35. L 167, aad 16 .t I, V-x:t. Co ,... L 28. 
• .fISt Report. p. 911. 
a F .......... Act. J8g6, L 28. 
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been assumed that they amount only to one tbird .... -W. H. 
MALLOCK ... The Nation as a Business Firm." p. II4. 

Tho same statement is repeated in .. Statistical Monograph." 
No. 30. Vi" also p. 94-

Statistically these changes are of great importance. Down 
to 1896-7 the statistics given for Sch. B are those of .. gross 
assessment" or gross annual value. and what they are 
intended to represent in terms of income must be computed 
by reference to the proportions above quoted. But since 
1896-7 the gross assessment under Sch. B is only one-third 
of the gross annual value. and it is intended ill itself to 
represent .. income." Assuming for the moment that the 
present proportion is a correct one. the Sch. B assessment 
is now comparable with other schedules, whereas before 
1896-7 it was not comparablel and when the totals were 
included in a general aggregate of assessments under all 
schedules. to represent total taxable income. it was a quantity 
wholly unlike the others, as if one should include 50 fowls 
with 100 bullocks and 100 horses and speak of a total of 
150 cattle. Before inclusion with the totals of other 0 

schedules the Sch. B totals should be reduced to terms of 
income. 

As examples of errors arising through treating the assess 
ments as income I.-

AU the computations in the evidence. etc.. given before the 
R. C. on Financial Relations between Great Britain and Ireland. 
dealing with Sch. B. treated the assessments as equivalent to 
income 1 ( .... Appendix and Qs. 7.'/U. etc.) 

" In the year 18go-1 the assessments under Sch. D in respect 
of profits from the occu'(l8.tion of lands. the occuP-iers of which 
availed themselves of this 0:rtion. amounted to £6.826. __ CIa 
the assessments which woul have been made under Sch. B on 
the yearly rent or value of such lands would have amounted to 

£s5m7 .. (Board of Agriculture Leaflet. A 7-~' This is certainly 
10 expressed as to suggest that the two sums are comparable. 

Giffen toot the Sch. B. and " for some reason which was DOt 
made quite c1ear he took the poss assessment." instead of one
baIf. as the income. and multiplied by 10. getting twice ~e's 
&pre. He afterwards defended this course: .. The presumptlOll 

• I'IJinted out b}'lIa.jar Craicie, $.] ~ 1887. P. 314-
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of Jaw ••• gives no better ~de what those profits are than the 
rental itself. The one is Just as ~ood as the other."-REw, 
.. Farming Revenue and Capital,' Journal of Agricultural 
Society, xBgS. 

The majority of cases arise, however, not upon the use of 
the Sch. B figures by themselves, but in the aggregation 
of all the schedules, where this change can easily be over
looked. 

Two courses are open for this purpose. We may assume 
that the proportions in force under the statutes from time 
to time were the true ones, or we may assume that the general 
.. one-third" should properly have existed throughout. 

In making comparisons of years not far removed from each 
other and on either side of the change, it is perhaps desir
able to treat the matter unifonnIy by employing one pro
portion. Over a long period, however, it may fairly be 
assumed that the statutory difference did re1lect a real 
diffetence, and therefore it may be better to adhere to the 
statutory terms. On the one hand it would be absurd to 
assume that in x89z profits really were one-half the rent 
and that in 1900 they were one-third, while on the other 
hand in the middle of the nineteenth century it is prob
able that the proportion was actually higher than at the 
end. In any case, the method employed must be cIearly 
stated. 

The most frequent" pitfall .. brought about by the change 
of method is in the comparison of aggregate tax assessment> 
without allowing for the break of £37,000.000. 

For examples, vide p. 288, on .. Comparisons of Years." 
Table BI gives the actual gross assewments under Seh. B 

since 1842, reduced to the income computed therefrom on 
the statntory basis actually existing at the time. The 
income on the present basis is given ofIicialIy from I~ 
to 1895-6 with a corresponding comparison of net asses6 
ments.1 It is necessary to deduct from the gross total 
for England the profits of nurseries and market gardens 
(charged according to the rules of Sch. D), to divide the 
remainda- by 3 or 2 as the case may be, and to add the 

I .. nt Repn. p. 110. 



TABLE BI,-leh. B: ..... _. OB S&atulorJ Baaia (million fl, 
Liable, E_pt. Total. 

Eall·ad Total, EaglaDd E_pt - .nd Scotland. Inland. Uoited and Sc:otIaad. Inland. Total. and 
Wala Kingdom, WaIe8, Liable. 

184~ .. - ,81 1-06 14007 Bop - -C)6 "'4' 12'13 ,.6-20 
184:::; .. ..., "14 1-06 13'83 8'4' ...... "'4' 11,87 "s'ra 
184 11'67 ~ 

1-06 13'47 -8'99 I-U ·'45 12'55 26·. 
1849-,., 11'6<) 1"'4 13'49 9"64 1'10 "'4D 13'14 26-63 
la,.., I.,.a. '74 "93 12',1 9'79 1-10 .'1, 13"'4 "s'ss liSt: 13'74 "91 ,87 1"59 6-72 "92 2-11 9'75 2S'~ 

;~ 
14-90 1'14 "92 16'96 6-47 '9) .... 9'62 .6'5 
1"8) 1'29 '98 18'10 6'5_ '94 2'2 ... 9'72 .~'8z 

186 16-97 I.:t "91 19'19 6'28 114 .')1 9'4) 2 ·62 
I 1~-61 I' 1-01 - 6-,8 114 2'31 9'5) 29-61 
1871-2 I ,)8 I',., "91 ""'86 6'1) "9) 2'31 9')7 3°"3 
187+-5 19"06 1·,8 -C)6 21-60 ,"98 "91 .. " 9-24 30-84 
1'71;.' 11-62 I',., "91 21003 ,,') ·-os 2'40 1.,.68 31'71 
18 I 17'7' 1'47 "91 20'10 '10 1"'9 2'41 11'60 31'70 
188]-4 1,'6<) 1'40 '91 18 ..... 8')9 1-10 2'42 11'91 29'91 
18116-7 14.06 1'26 ·86 16-18 8-65 1'10 ·'43 12'18 28'36 
1889-90 "'38 I-I':) ,86 14'34 8'76 J·03 "'.6 12'25 26'59 
189+-, 11"91 1'00 ,86 13'77 9'01 1·06 ·'0 12'SO 26'27 
1899-1900 ,"Z ,88 '78 6-94 7'09 1'10 ·'.7 10'65 17'59 
190+-5 4'7 '8z "14 6-3' 7'5. 1-12 .·,0 II-IS 17'48 
1911-2 4'41 '8z '7' "95 7'90 1'10 2'51 11'51 17'46 

- ---~----

NoII.-Th. yee. "'II011'log tho _ment year hu booB teken in each ....... tho intermediete fluctuations heing insig
DUlunt. l'or England and Wal .. tho -. of ono-half tho ront existed down to 1896: tho remainder is upon the huis of on ... 
third. Th. oJIecte of tho changeoln OlIOIDption limit. 1853-4 and 1876. are obvioua. Vido Appendi ... for details. and estimatea 
fDr 1 •• land. 
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profits' of nurseries, etc., to the result. The intervening 
steps are omitted in the table (see Appendix II.). 

DEDUCTIONS nOM GROSS ASSESSMENTS. 

(x) E:lemptiona..-Th.e official tables have given the actual 
sums deducted from the assessment under this head, without 
showing the estimated equivalent in imC»IU, down to 
I8g6.1 

At the present time, upon the basis of assessment at one
third the rent, by far the greater part comes under this head, 
and a considerable part of the eleven and a half million now 
.. exempt " is really the income of persons who should be 
regarded as liable. Exactly what proportion would be 
exempt on any other basis of assessment cannot readily be 
computed. The net assessment on liable persons is given in 
Table BI. 

(2) EmpiJ ProperiJ..-These allowances refer mainly to 
building sites and land which has become waste. In the 
ordinary course .. land " does not become void, in the same 
sense as houses do, for income tax purposes. 

(3) 00.. AllowUceII, Reductiona, and Dileharc-..-This 
covers reductions in rent, temporal)' abatements and remis
sions in rent (to the extent of one-third), losses and cases 
where profits are reduced below the one-third basis on 
appeal. < 

(4) Abatements, Life IIIImance ,Pnminme and BeliefiD 
respect of Children.-No comment beyond that given under 
Sc.h. A iD Chapter I. and also Chapter VIII. is necessary. 

5cH. B NET AssESSHENTS: STATISTICAl. SEOUENCE. 

The chief breakS are as follows :-
(x) 18SJ-4. Ireland introduced. 
(2) x85H- Exemption limit lowered. 
(3) x86x~. Abatement introduced. 
(4) 1:!I7z-3· Abatement altered. 
(5) 1876-1. Abatement altered and exemption limit 

raised. 
I F« the dIect, _ DOta ia Appeadis III. GIl Table BI. 
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(6) 1894-5. Abatement altered and exemption limit 
raised. 

(7) I89~. Abatement altered. 
(8) 1876-7. Farmhouses in Ireland (vid, .. Appendix 

Ill ... 1). 
(9) I87g-80. Method of computing one-eighth d~uc. 

(10) 1896. 
(II) 1900. 

tion altered. 
Basis of assessment changed. 
.. Net assessments" in statistics altered 

to .. net income upon which tax is 
received." 

The following is an example of fallacious comparison 
(breaks (6), (7), and (10» :-

.. Sch. B makes a deplorable exhibit. The gross assessment feU 
during the decade from £19,487,000 to £I7,608,ooo-a loss of 
nearly two millions. But the tax·paying income of the farmers 
IIPpears to be a rapidly vanishing quantity. In 1900-1 it had 
dl!C\in~ to £4.706.000 as against £7.138.000 ten years before-a 
shrinkage of fully two and half millions sterling. In both yeallb 
notice should be taken of the \arge proportion of farming income 
that had-no doubt for good and sufficient reasons (I)-to be 
exempted. In 1891-1 ••• less thaD 40 per cent. paid income 
tax. In 1900-1. 80 per cent. had to be let off. These at least 
are not signs of very progressive -w.., .. -W. R. LAWSON, 
.. Two Record Budge~," 1860 and 1903, ForlIIig1llly Rm-, 
May, 1903. 

FAJt)(ERS .. ELECTING 10 BlI ASSl!SSI!D VNDER Scs. D." 

It has already been pointed out that • fanner need DOt 
be prejudiced by the .. one-third .. basis if his profits are less. 
He has three remedies :-

(I) ProSt. fallinc &holt or the Sell. B Assmm .... -In 
ISSI • reduction was conceded to tenant farmers. III 
18S3 and 1880 it was extended to all persons occupying 
lands for the purposes of husbandry only. whether prin
cipally engaged in husbandry or not. These provisions were 
supeneded in I8g6. wheD it was enacted that any persoD 

• P.811.. 
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occupying lands for the purpose of husbandry only could 
appeal at the end of the year. and obtain reduction of assess
ment and repayment of tax. if necessary. down to the 
profits of the year. This does flot affect gross assessments 
in the statistics at all; the allowances are made by schedule 
or repayment. and at the present time form part of the 
deductions (overcharges). 

(2) Losses.-Under the Customs and Inland Revenue 
Act of 1890, not only is the duty on the Sch. B assess
ment waived, but the amount of loss is repayable against 
any other duty paid. This. again does not affect gross 
assessments. 

(3) Ass_ment onder Seb. D.-Since 1887 any person 
occupying land for the purposes of husbandry only can elect 
to be assessed under Sch. D by giving notice within two 
months after the commencement of the year of assessment. 
The following table shows the number who have so elected, 
and i~ will be seen that the effect has been unimportant. 
The "boom " in 1893-4 came at the time of the depression 
when the provision was, in a re-assessment year, published 
very widely. The Sch. B profits now are one-third of the 
third column, and the actual profits in the fourth column 
may be compared. These figures do affect the gross assess 
ments, being omitted altogether. 

1Ir. W. H. MaDock says the one-third is .. obviously untrue to 
fact; for if it were true, a farmer reating 100 acres of land at 
about £1 per acre would not make an income of more than £33, 
which is absurd. This fact receives comment and iBustration in 
Blue-book Cd. 4868, p. 149 (s2nd Report), where it is made 
evident tbat the true profits of the farmer are really about equal 
to his rent, as had always been assumed previoasly. The gross 
profits, therefore, arisiog from the occupation of land were in 
19o5 about {.s2,ooo,ooo" (" The Nation as a Business Firm," 
p. lIS). A glance at the .. comment" referred towiDsbowtbat 
Mr_ MaDock bas quite misunderstood the facts. The official 
Table 186 gives the number of farmers who elected to be assessed 
under Sch. D instead of Sch. B for ten years to 1!)O1'-8. 
To the beading .. RetrIIIl Y IIlw of the Lands occupied by sucb 
Farmers-United Kingdom .. is an asterisked footnote: .. Had 
the farmers been assessed under Sch. B the assessmmts would 
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have been on one-third of the amounts shown in this column" ; 
and his inference was that the column showed profits, whereas 
the adjoining column gives the actual profits, which so far from 
being equal to the rent, or even one-third of it, are only one-eiglJlh 
(rental value, £140,820; profits, £17,758)-

TABLE B2_-Farmera who electe. to lie ........ Sell. D 
inat ••• of Seh. B (Unite. King.om)_ 

---
AlaDaat 01 Praltl ' bill. 

NdIIlbee' wbo AM'" Rn.tai 
y- _1Od.. Value of LaDdi 

....Ied" ..... 
G-.t.-- ~.t (llable_ 

188~ 1~3 28-8 1-6 1-4 
188 I 3 5

61 X-6 7-4 
1899 136 

~~-o 61 
5-0 

1890 !~ 5-4 
1891 

4r2 7-2 5-7 
189a lIZ 4 -4 17-9 12-6 
1893 552t 2:3"7 12"7 8-3 
1894 485 2 "7 12-9 8-2 

~~ 431 190"0 9-9 5-5 
405 178"7 10"7 6"7 

1~ 376 17a-9 10"9 
IS 301 I~-I 12"7 Not 
1899 265 II "0 13-3 given. 
1900 :abO lIS-4 14-4 
1901 a87 1I~-1 12-5 
190:1 30a II -2 n"O 
1903 218 99-S 10-1 
1904 :~ 135·4 12-3 
1905 US-I 13-8 
1906 2SS !:J !i! !~ 291 

312 146-3 ~81 1909 292 13:1'4 
1910 ~ 14:1"7 13-2 
19II 1a6~ 1 '3 
1912 3H 122 aI'S 
1913 3J2 124-1 13'0 

I 

• Nat all _ ..- ... ..ny ...... to __ liW _pie, ill -
119$-4 _ 1897-1 oaly ,. ............ __ ..... ia 1¥-7 'I ...... liable. t nua ___ • __ ... _ ..... "' ... -
... Alri<1lItua. (V" it. C. ... A.......-- 1'-' g. 4504»-) 
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It should be noted that these provisions apply to the 
occupation of land for busbandry only.. and ·therefore wood
lands and park lands 'are excluded, while it is sometimes a 
debatable point whether certain kinds of fancy fanning 
and experimental farming come within this clause. Although 
.. home farms" are often managed by capable bailiffs, 
they frequently make continuous .. 10sses "-obviously the 
commercial element is not really present, and although 
produce may appear to be valued at reasonable prices, 
early or fine specimens may be responsible for expenses 
quite out of proportion to the value assigned. 

SCH. B .. STATUTORY IlfcololE" AND THE TnUE 
IlfcololE OF F AlUlERS. 

The extent to which Sch. B .. statutory" income difIers 
from, or approximates to, the tme income from farming 
has been lqIlIly times under discussion.1 Dr. Bowley says 
.. the· average income of farmers is • • • a task which has 
always proved beyond the power of statisticians."· But 
nearly all are agreed that the present statutory proportion 
of one-third of the rent is far too low. Dr. Bowley's comment 
is a typical one :-

.. No one will believe that the average iDCODJe of farmers 
holding 300 acres and under is as little as £43, i.e., one-third of 
the average computed rental' It is just conceivable that the 
cash income may DOt be much greatq, but in such a case c0n
siderable value of the produce grown is consumed at home by the 
farmer and his family, who are also provided with a house. We 
shaD probably be on safe gronnd if we take the average income 
for this group as £60 ± 30, that is. the average profit per acre is 
between 7$. 64. and 225. 64" (" The Amoont and Distribatioo 
of Income," S. J., I9IO, p. sSl. 

But his conclusion that the one-third average profits is 
not to be accepted because less than 300 fanners choose the 
alternative of Sch. D· is not IeaJly inevitable. The fanneI' 

, YiM GiBen·. eridoIIce, lL Co ... Trade Depi .'S, 1886; aad 
_ Qs. 8.794- etc .• to 9.674. aad p. 100. Fmal ~ 

S •• Tbe Amaant aad Distribution of J""""",. S. I ~ 1910. 
• I.e., at 321. pel" _ (YiM p. 103). • YiM, p. 93-
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who elects to be assessed Sch. D is assessable on his actual 
profits, whereas the farmer who accepts the ordinary Sch. B 
assessment gains by it whenever his profits are more than 
the assessment, .and whenever they are less he can get the 
assessment reduced to the actual amount. l It is a case 
where sauce for the goose is not sauce for the gander. More
over, it is too wide an inference to draw from the small 
number of farmers liable to tax who are interested in making 
the .. election .. referred to; even if true of the few large 
farms it would not necessarily be true of the farms of 
average size. 

The R. C. on Agricultural Depression (lS94 to lSg6) 
examined closely into the question of farmers' profits, and 
obtained a number of actual accounts which are summarised 
In the Appendix to their Report, where the relation of profits 
to rent is expressly examined. The following is a condensed 
summary of the conclusions :-

SummarJ of 108 Farm Aooounts, 1897. (lSS~-94, years 
generally available.)-Acres, 42,966. Outgoings, £2170424, 
or £S'IZ per acre on 3S,94I acres. Labour, £47,099, 
(£1 04$. 611. per acre), or 11'9 per cent. of total outgoings. 
Cost of fertilisers and seeds, £470548 (£1 SS. per acre), or 
121 per cent. of outgoings. Rent, £39.530 (£1 os. 71<1. per 
acre), or IS,S per cent. of outgoings. Rates and taxes 
imperfect, and tenants' capital incomplete. Average profits, 
£6.S53'--1oss, £6,4SI=net profit, £101 on 42,966 acres. 

These totals are given on p. 137 of the Appendix. But on 
p. 49 we are told that .. it would be a grave mathematical 
error to place all th~ accounts on the same level and strike 
·an average result." They really consist of t~ clz .... es :-

A. Detailed accounts given by 60d 1M tenant fanuers. 
B. Summary accounts given by 60d 1M tenant farmers. 
C. Accounts furnished by persons ocxupying their own 

land.-
For Class A results are given coveriDg the period 1875 to 

1894, but they do not relate to the same cases b the whole 
period. Only from 1885 do they eY""'d twenty cases, being 

, Vi<feP-94· . 
• The accoallls lUlder B are defet1ne ill detail far CXIIDpU1SOIIL 

Vader C the proIila .... far ... 00l the a~ tbul ill A. ....... . 
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forty-eight for 1893. The variations are such that they can 
hardly be regarded as an ideal sample, but if dealt with 
solely in percentages, the disadvantages are minimised. The 
report says: .. Up to a recent period a tenant farmer's average 
profit was estimated at one-half of the gross rent minus 
one-eighth, that is, seven-sixteenths or 43'75 per cent. of tbe 
gross rent. If the profits and losses of the several years be 
compared with this standard, it will be seen that in only 
nine years out of twenty did tbe profit exceed that propor
tion; but in some cases the excess was considerable. . • ." 

The percentages were as follows :-

Good v .... '-v ..... ... v ..... 

IB75 +47'5 IB78 + 2·8 1880 - 18'1 
IB76 +76'4 IB79 + 8'5 ISg3 - 17.8 
IB77 +7x'3 ISSI - 0·6 18g4 - 23'6 
1882 + 58'2 1884 + II·8 
ISS3 + 56'5 ISS5 - 0'2 
1888 +44'2 1886 + 14'2 
x88g +68'0 x8B7 + X0"9 
ISgo +60·8 x8g:z - 0"27 
XSgI +59'2 

Taken in four-yearly averages :-1875-8, 49'5; I87g-8:z, 
u·o; I883--6,:z0-6; 1887-90, 45·8; xSgI-4, 3·8. 

It should be noted as an important fact that the average 
size of the farms in these samples was over SOD acres in all 
years, and sometimes over 700 acres. 

The Report says: .. Prim4 facie, accounts of this character 
are presented by men of exceptional business capacity and 
fairly sound position, and they therefore represent conditions 
more favourable than the average. Taking the whole of 
these accounts as one for each separate year, it appears 
that the average profit over the twenty years was about a 
quarter of the rent (26-66 per cent.) , , , instead of 43'75, 
the old basis of estimation for purposes of income tax.'" 
A Iatel' paragraph tends to criticise this as rather lower than 

. the facts on account of the use of the farmhouse as a 
• Quoted by !OJCbohon, H Ratce aDd Tasa in Apic:aJtare. .. p. JOJ, 
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residence, and expresses a doubt as to whether in all cases 
proper account had been taken of the consumption of farm 
produce.1 

The question whether this sample of large farms has 
any value in application to farms generally is not dealt 
with. by the Commissioners. They· endeavour to sum
marise the conflicting evidence as to large or small farms· 
.. feeling the depression more or weathering the storm .. 
better.. With such a large number of witnesses there were 
naturally differences of opinion, but my own view is that 
those who considered small farms had been less afiected give 
the clearest testimony, and that moderate-sized farms 
(100 to 300 acres) held the securest position. But even a 
definite answer on this point is not necessarily conclusive 
as to the value of the sample. Proportionate reductions of 
income are not fdl as proportionate sacrifices, otherwise the 
whole theory of progressive taxation is unsound. If the 
£160 income was reduced by one-fourth-to £120, the 
depression would be felt as more severe than a similar. 
reduction of the £480 income to £360. Therefore, if all 
farms 1111 the depression equally, the actual reduction of 
profits was progressive, and if the small and moderate-sized 
farms Idl depression less than large farms (as so many 
witnesses thought), then the reduction of the smaller profits 
was fU Uss in proportion than that of the larger farms. 
There is nothing in these samples or in the whole of the 
evidence to compel the belief that the average farmer of 
150 acres had an income (including that taken in kind) 
for twenty years of less than 20$. a week to cover his own 
labour and that of his wife. This figure includes the interest 
on his own capital, which at S per cent. on an average sum 
per acre would alone amount to £45 or £So per annum; yet 
the evidence is clear that even at that time there was no 
lack of applicants for medium farms. The present Sch. B 
basis is hardly equal to a reasonable percentage upon capital, 
and leaves nothing as remuneration for labour or .. profit." 
One witness n!prded twenty acres as the least upon which a 

1 R. C. OD Agtiaaltunl Dep aa:siaa, A Pl""'dlx, P. ilL 
• Pp. »-36- •• 
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.. living" was possible; the Sch. B profit is about 31. 6d. 
per week on such a holding I 

Just as we should decline to maw from the results of a 
period of depression inferences to be applied to periods 
prior and subsequent thereto, so we should hesitate to apply 
the results derived from the accounts of large farms to f~ 
of smaller acreage. It is undeniably difficult to get good 
evidence for the latter. While it was possible for a pro
fessor of agriculture fifty years ago to say .. the necessity 
for keeping some kind of accounts is generally admitted by 
farmers," 1 we find an expert declaring recently; .. I suppose 
it is true that the majority of farmers keep no accounts, and it 
might be argued that theyget on well enough without them:" 
• My own experience is that a fair number of farmers 
keep a rough list of their chief expenses, and some account 
of their sales, but that stock is rarely taken periodically 
with any exactness, and an account purporting to show the 
aIlI\ual profit generally contains a good many estimates. 
A Common admission (when taxation is not under discus
sion !) is that a profit equtZl to the rent on the average is a 
reasonable experience for normal years. This was a general 
view forty years ago, well on into the seventies.' In :1875 

• J. Coleman. Joamal of Royal Agricultural Society, 1858, p. 122. 
ViM also S. C. on Income Tax. 1851...,., Q. 2.930. 

• C. S. Onrin. •• Fann Accounts." Joamal of Farmers' Club, 
March. 1913- ViM also D. C. on Imperial and Local Taxation. 
Qs. 9.084. etc. 

• ViMC. 0aIdey'. PP.sideatial AddreeototbeSnrveyon" Jmtitute. 
Tramactiom. 11197. Laverge. ritiDg on " The Rural Economy of 
C_ Britain and Ireland " iD 1854. gave the following eatimaw :-

I ~~~.! Scotbnd. I Ireland. , , 
I. a. II. 

rent, I ! I. a. II. I. a. II. 
Proprietors ! per"""' • · I 3 S o 10 0 010 0 
Pro6t of farmer · 012 6 ' 0 8 0 0 2 8 
LocaItases • · 0 7 ~I 

0 I 0 0 1 8 
A My tipteDllel o IS 0 6 0 0 • 8 
Wages. . · 019 0 8 0 016 0 

ToW • · 1.3 18 41 11.1 13 0 !I 12 0 

iDA to tiOD of from tbe S. C. OIl T ..... · 
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Mr. F. Clifford 1 said that over an average of years 8 to 10 
per cent. on the farmer's capital was .. fortunate"; this 
would represent about £1 per acre, or rather less than the 
average rent. One instance given for the eight years 
1865-6 to 1872-3 related to a farm of 367 acres, rent £538, 
llbour bilI £597; and the profit averaged £392 after charging 
interest at 4 per cent. on capital £3,800, or a profit of 14 per 
cent. in all. The extent to which rents have been reduced 
since this date must be remembered. .. The higher the rent 
a man pays the less are his profits and the higher his income 
tax." I There is no doubt, however, that profits for medium 
farmers fell much below this standard subsequently, and 
that income equal to half the rent was .. not very wide of 
the mark for an average estimate." • 

Coming to more recent times the proportion has probably 
risen again. Sir Richard Paget, in an actual instance of a 
farm letting on a profit-sharing scheme of his own, has based 
the contract on the following facts and assumptions:
Assume divisible profits £4 per acre at least (100 acres) 
.. £400; this divided, £60 as interest on farm capital 
£1,500 Uttl to the tenant, and the balance £340 equally, the 
value of the farm being taken as £4.500 and the tenant 
credited with an equal sum for management. This is really 
£230 as the farmer's (Sch. B) profit compared with the £170 
(Sch. A) owner's rent. The writer also discusses the division 
of profits £5 per acre,- in which the (armer's share is even 
greater. 

An interesting comparison between total net income and 
Sch. B for Ireland is given in Chapter X.' 

The prolits of fanners. (or Great Britain as a whole, have been 
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estimated from the" net output" of farm produce. The following 
gives a recent summary :-

Total sales to non-agriculturists, less materials £ 
used • • • • •• IIO,ooo,ooo 

Produce consumed by fanners, and aIJowances 
to labourers • 10,000,000 . 

Value divisible 120,000,000 

Rent 1 • • • • £38,500,000 
Wages, according to independent 

calculation £46,000,000 

Difference, representing profits of farmers (in· 
cluding £8,000,000 produce consumed by 
them) 35,500,000 

.. There are, of course, very great possibilities of error in the 
table,' but it ronghly coincides with conditions on typical farms 
where the occupier's family supplies none of the labour required. 
In such cases £1 of rent for a £1 of profit is a fairly common rule, 
while the wages bill frequently amounts to as much as 40 per 
cent. more than eithea- rent or profits. If the problem is looked at 
from the point of view of the occupiers' families as a whole • • • 
the distribution •• :' would give 1.51,000,000 as their share and 
£30,500,000 as the share of wage labourers.. .. The profits of 
occupiers represent an average annual income of about £100 a 
year, of which £X6 is taken from the farm in kind. Out of it have 
to be found rates, insurance, and replacement of the tenant'. 
capital, in addition to the personal expenses of the family" 
(ECOIIOIIIisI, 1913, p. 1,177). 

The total Seh. A value of agricnltural land in Great Britain, 
taken by the ECOIIOIIIisI for 1907 at £.38,500,000,' is allocated as 
foDows:-

Tithe, taxes, management, and 
insurance • 

Repairs • • • • 
Improvements and sinking fund 
Interest on Jandlord's capital 
Net ., economic rent ,. 

Total 

{, 
3,850,000 
3.850,000 
5.775,000 

16,170,000 
8,855,000 

38,500,000 

10 percent. 
IO .. 
rs ,. 
42 .. 
23 .. 

• Videp. 49 • 
• 'The actual table referred to is diffeR:ntly uraaged from tbe _ 

bae given. wbae tbe prn6t bas been p!"eaeoted as a residuum. 
• Vide p. 21 f« cqnment ... tbe way ill which this 6gare it 

arrived at. 
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The data for this division are taken from Mr. Thompson's paper 
in theStatislicaljOllmalfor 1907 (Eco_is" 1913, p. 1,176). 

Mr. Mallock has an interesting analysis on similar lines :-

1907· 
I. million. 

'Rent paid to landlords in respect of land as such 13 '25 
Interest paid by tenant on landlord's capital 13'25 
Cost of upkeep as paid by landlords 7'5 
Wages 48'0 

Farmer's net income: 
Rent going to working owners 

Upkeep. 
Farmer's profits 

Upkeep • 

82'0 

57 
'3 

29.8 
2'2 

Total value of products, minus materials 120'0 

r' Statistical Monograph," No. 30, 1913.) 

The general conclusion that, on the average, profits are 
now practically equal to rents has recently been supported 
by Sir R. Edgecumbe,l who considers that .. the best 
fanners generally clear a good deal \Dore." 

Value 01 Land par Aore.. 
In the Report of the Committee of the British Association on 

.. The Amount and Distribution of Income (other than wages) 
below the Income Tax Exemption limit" (S. J., 1910, P. 57), 
there is an ingenious attempt to find the average value per acre 
by fitting the l;.w. Schedule B ass ments against the largest 
holdings (as given in the Board of Agriculture retums). It is 
fixed at 32$., for if more .. is assumed. farms of less than 
300 acres would pay tax, and then the acreage included would 
show more than £15,000,000 rent • • • if less ••• the figures 
fail to be consistent in the opposite direction." The attempt 
fails upon the first assumption: the liable Schedule B assess
ment is to a great extent Dot from IMt- farms at all, but from 
parks, woods, cJ.ebe, hozne.farms, and odd paroeb of land 
occupied by people ~ liable. U we assume one half to 

1 Before the Eighty Club, mel December. 191t. See also D. C. .. 
Imperial and LcicaI Tuatiall,. Qs. 6,0117. a.~ 900911-9.1 ..... 
9oISa-6.etc:. 
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be applicable to large farms, the point of equilibrium would be 
at a rental of about 241. per acre. The Committee got into 
difficulties at the lower end, and were forced to assume, quite 
erroneously, that .. the profits of small holdings are not returned 
to the surveyor." 

Sir J. Barton stated that nearly all the "liable" Schedule B 
tax paid in Ireland is from limdlords on their demesnes.· 

NUMBERS OF SEPARATE PROPERTIES ASSESSED. 

For many years official statistics were available as to 
the numbers of properties assessed. 

The relationship between the statistics of the .. number 
of separate properties assessed under Sch. B" and the 
.. holdings .. returned by the Board of Agriculture has been 
studied by Major Craigie, who found they were" in no sense 
comparable" (England and Wales, 798,800 against 475,100; 
Scotland, 79,300 against 80,700; and IreJand, 718,000 
against 565,300; United Kingdom, 1,596,000 against 
:1,:121,000). He accounted for the differences as follows :
(I) Properties occupied by the same man, counted separately 
for Sch. B; (2)" holdings" exclude plots less than a quarter 
of an acre; (3)" holdings" refer only to the technical 
.. cultivated area," 24 per cent. short of the full area in 
England, 40 per cent. in Wales, and 75 per cent. in Scotland. 
The figures for ScotJand he cou1d not explain (" Size and 
Distribution of Agricultural Holdings," S. J., :1887, p. 88). 

Major Craigie, in a retnrn handed to the S. C. on Small Holding9, 
:l88c},. contrasted the numbers of Sch. B assx=ents from 186g 
to 1888 with the Agricultural Retnrns each year in order to coo· 
firm the indications in the latter of increasing subdivisions of 
holdings. This confirmation was general only, and, in view of the 
large difierence between the two relnrns, could not be taken in, 
deuuL . 

Mr. W. H. MaIIock made an elaborate comparison, tI5ing 
Cd. 6z7J and the Reports. The former, he said, ref .... only to 
holdings over one acre (500,000), wbile 800,000 acres" consist of 
sma1J cu1tivated plots of 1ess than one acre in extent, their number 
being something over 1,000,000 (see 4l:st Report)." This reference 
merely gives the statement that the IDIiIl numbers of separate 
properties assxsed (mclnding those exempted and abated) are 

I R. C. 011 Local Tuatioa, voL • Q. 3329. 
• P. sen. and Qs. ... 964 and .,994-
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922,28a, so that the statement is quite unverified, and there is no 
reconciliation (U Statistical Monograph," No. 30). 

In gen~ it may be said that the separate ratings are 
grouped for income tax assessment purposes in order to make 
up the whole of one" take," although extending into several 
parishes. But several separate" takes" between the sllJlle 
parties would be separately assessed. Land in the occupa
tion of the owner is usually assessed in separate parcels, 
according to the way it is rated, and one holding extending 
into several parishes would therefore appear as several 
assessments. No precise statistical computations can be 
based on these figures. 

RATES OF DUTY IN EARLIER YEARS. 

The rates of duty for 5th. B after I842 were :-

....... '.50 ..... '-"---,, .... 
- -- Soo.1aod -I c-r:,:- ....... Sootlaud &ad ................ InI..J. 

4. II. 4. It. " Up to 
} 3t at IS$I-3 a 

. inclusive) 
ISS3-4 3t at a at II 

:~ I 5 4 5 31 
5f ., 

~ 
31 

ISS 8 

.~ 
.4 31 

185 

:1 
a 

~r ISS If 
ISS 2t 
I&io-I 5 af 31 
I86I-a it 3 a. 3 a 
1862-3 

!I 
a. 3 a 

I8b3-4 a 

~ 
3 If 
a It 
• It 
-t II If 
3 ;1 If 

I86cr70 al It 
. 
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PARLIAMENTARY PAPERS (CONTAINING ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION). 

H. C. 49x-x852. Appeals by Tenant Farmers, Great 
Britain, under x4 & 15 Viet. c. 12, S. 3 (1,200 cases: 
756 allowed, £3,419 duty relief). Counties detailed. 

H. c. 492-1857-8 and (2) of 1859. County Return. 
H. C. 130-1860. Rates of duty, 1852 to 1859. 
H. C. 300-1860; 1857-8 and 18511-9. United Kingdom. 

Sch. B Assessments classified in amounts. 
H. C. 546-1860. Detailed Return of Assessments by 

Parishes, for Great Britain. 
H. C. 571-1860; 454-1870. 18I4-15. England and 

Wales by Counties (estimated from Sch. A Lands and total 
Sch. B. X842 to 1869. Great Britain, Sch. B, by Counties. 

H. C. 292-1882; 206-1883; 25-1884; 235-1884; 
32-1B9z. County Returns. 

H. C. 217-1896. County Returns. Gives tables for 
IBB9 to x894, and comparison with 1869-10, 1874-5, 1879-80, 
1884-5. 

H. C. 307-1901. Continuation of foregoing, 1895 to 
1899-1900. 

H. C. 344-1907. Deer Forests and Sporting Lands, 
Scotland. 

H. C. 414-1912-13. Sch. B-Classification in counties. 

0nIEK SoURCES OF INFORIllATIOJ(. (See also under . 
Sch. A.) 

188z. R. C. on Agricultnre. Gifien's evidence. Qs. 
64,812, etc. 

1886. R. C. on Depression of Trade and Industry
Table 4- Profits under Sch. B, 1864-5 to r883-4 (as distiDd: 
from ass ments). 

IB96. R. C. on Agricultnre, Appendix A, p. xxxix. 
Sums charged to duty, allowed by schedule, and by repay
ment, with net amount received: England and Scotland 

sepanteIy. AgricnIt it· XV Connt IB96. R. c. on ure. Appen nr. y 
TabIe-Lands: 1872-3. 1879-80, 188B-9. 1893-4· 



CHAPTER III. 

INCOME TAX (SCHEDULE A) AND INHABITED HOUSE 
DUTY. 

THE CLASSIFICATION OF BUILDINGS. 

THE statistics of these two distinct duties are now com
bined in such a way as to give a classification of buildings 
according to value and use or occupation. For the purpose 
of this work, the House Duty furnishes a sulH:lass of 
rnessuages, and as its values are identical with those for 
Sch. A, the division of the latter into .. Premises liable to 
House Duty" and .. Premises Exempt from House Duty" 
is the preliminary step. necessary for clearness. which has 
been adopted in the Reports for some years. 

INHABITED HOUSE DUTY (GREAT BRITAIN ONLY). 

This is a .. tax on houses which are occupied either wholly 
or partly as dwelling-houses. and is a charge upon the 
occupier. It does not extend to houses which are used solely 
for purposes of trade." 1 or to houses under lao in annual 
value. But it includes premises which are not dwelling
houses in the ordinary sense of the term •• "., chambers or 
apartments in the Inns of Court, or in colleges or halls in any 
of the universities. I 

A tax on inhahited houses was first imposed in z6g6. and 
was assessed at various rates until April. z834. when it was 
repealed. 

From z808 the rates Wet c £5 and under lao. n. 6l. in 
the £: lao and under £40, as. 34. in the £: £40 and upwards. 
as. zoL in the £.1 

• ,8th Report. P. 86. 
• 56th Report. P. 6g. 
• a8tb Report. P. 86. 
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When the window tax was repealed in 1851, the present 
House Duty was imposed, but houses under £20 in annual 
value were no longer charged. Houses occupied for trade 
as well as for dwellings were charged at a lower rate, 611., 
and the ordinary dwelling-houses at ga. in the £. The two 
rates afterwards became six, but the categories remained 
the same. viz., houses used for dwellings and trade. 211., ¥ .. 
and 611., according to value; and houses used for dwellings 
only. 3d., 6d., and ga., according to value. 

ScOPE OF TERJI .. INHABITED HOUSE." 

There is no doubt that" inhabited" had a wider meaning 
under the original Acts than has subsequently been attri
buted to it; it referred to occupatiOIJ. and not necessarily 
to " dwelling, residing and spending the night as wen as the 
day." But subsequent Acts narrowed the extent of that 
considerably.1 A building occupied by a working men's club 
had; since its erection, never been furnished as a dwelling
house. or s1ept in at night. The ground floor was used as a 
club. the upper floor being let as an auctioneer's office. It 
was held not to be assessable.- But the occupation of club 
premises by a caretaker would make the whole premises 
liable. as they do not come within the statutory exenIption.
The premises of the Glasgow Philosophica1 Society and also 
of the Glasgow Museum were similarly made liable by 
interna1 communication with residences of caretakers and 
curators. Genera11y speakjng, a tenement. structurally 
self-contained and withont internal communication, is 
treated as a separate house. but the whole subject. involving 
definition of structura1 separation and interna1 communica
tion. in its legal aspects is a very intricate and difficult one.' 
It is sufficient for statistical purposes to remember that 
.w;·tica of private •• e1IiDc-u- .,. .w. &IwI eriiDarJ 

I Lon! Presidt:ot is Re TIte GItJs,u. C«Il Eft'''''''. c"., (11179) 
1 T. C. 211 • 

• Riley •• Ru4. (11179) I T. C. 211. 
• ViM p. 123-
• F"" a smnmary of the deddins c:u. _ Piper' • .. Hoage To 

l.aw!r." 19"3. pp. 16 II Uf. 
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appearance. woulel inelioate, anel statistiCi of resielential .hops 
are narrower. 

Hous .. UI,eI wholl;y for iraele are exempted if no person 
dwells therein. Generally. sleeping accommodation, even 
though only used occasionally, will render premises liable. 
But it must not be imagined that .. sleeping at night" is 
a final test of dwelling. for it is only houses used for trade, etc., 
that are exempted upon the test. Other premises in which 
there is dwelling. in a broad sense (e.g., clubs). are liable. 

U the tenant of a building used partly as a house and partly 
as a shop (or warehouse) Iubl,ts the shop to a person in 
trade. but retains the other apartments for his own use as 
a dwelling-house. he is chargeable at the higher rate (I) for 
the entire premises if there be internal communication 
between the shop and apartments. and (2) for the apart
ments only if the shop is entirely cut oft from them.' 

In arriving at the annual value of premises, coach-houses, 
.tabl .. and other offices, together with prcI_ and pleasure 
grounds not exceeding one acre, are valued together with the 
dwelling-house. The acre so included is not chargeable to 
income tax, Sch. B. Lodges are included in the assessmomt 
on the mansion to which they belong, even though they are 
situated outside the acre above mentioned. 

Tradua' Pnmina acljoininc Dwellinp.-There are certain 
exceptions to this rule in cases where the dwelling-house 
of a trader has attached to it buildings or gardens. etc., used 
by him in the course of his business; such buildings. etc., 
are not included in the value. For instance, barns are 
not to be included in the value of a farmhouse, nor a livery 
stable keeper's stables in the value of his own dwelling-house. 
Market gardens. nurseries and greenhouses attached to the 
residences of their proprietors are not brought into charge. 
nor are cowsheds, etc., held with a dairyman's premises .. • 

Tu ... en" Fla. or Lodcinca--In the case of houses let 
in dilIerent storeys, tenements or lodgiDgs, and inhabited 
by two or more persons or families, the same are to be 

I .8th Report. P. III), 
alw. 
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chargeable to the duty as if they were inhabited by one 
family only, but the landlord is deemed the occupier.1 

Blocks of artisans' or labourers' dwellings, however, have 
now been exempted from the duty when it is found on inspec
tion that the occupiers really belong to the industriaI class, 
and that each tenement or set of rooms is self-contained and 
structurally severed from the rest, and is under the value 
of £20. In certain cases, a house speciaIly constructed for 
the provision of separate dwellings may be the subject of a 
separate assewJJent in respect of each dwelling of an annual 
value not eXCHding £60.· Where any dwelling-house is 
divided into distinct tenements belonging to different owners, 
each tenement, if it amounts to £20 in value, is liable 
to duty as a distinct house. Where any such tenement is 
used solely for trade purposes, the assewJJent in respect of 
that particular tenement may be discharged. In the case of 
any house being one property, but divided into andld iff 
different tenements partly for trade and partly for residential 
purposes, the assessment on the house is confined to the 
portion residentiaIly occupied. The characteristic ftats of 
Scot1and are separately assessed. although structurally they 
appear to form only parts of houses. 

Specific Exemption. ;-

(I) Houses belonging to members of the Royal Family. 
(2) Public offices. 
(3) Hospitals, charity schools, and houses for the relief of 

poor persons. 
(4) Convalescent homes, lunatic asylums, infirmaries, 

dispensaries, training institutions, when they are of a strictly 
charitable character.· 

(5) Houses wholly occupied for trade. 
(6) Houses used for trade and occupied only by a care

taker. 
(7) Houses and structurally separate tenements under 

£20 in annual value. 

I 28th Report. p. 117. 
• s6th Report. p. 69-
f 28th Report. p. 117. 
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COMPARISON WITH 5CH. A (MESSUAGES) AND 
DIFFERENCE IN SCOPE. 

At one time House Duty was re-assessed annually, but it 
is now assessed at the same time, and almost invariably in 
the same amount, as the 5ch. A income tax. What has been 
said relative to the effects of the periodical re-assessment 
under 5ch. A applies equally to the House Duty, so far as 
a consideration of the aggregate amount is concerned.1 

The peculiar effect upon the details of the classification will 
be considered below. 

The House Duty assessments include" farmhouses ... over 
£20 annual value which are excluded from Sch. A (messuages) 
and included in 5ch. A (lands). They also comprise cer
tain railway refreshment premises which are not charged 
to 5ch. A at all, being part of the railway premises included 
in the 5ch. D assessment. But generally the premises 
excluded from House Duty are dealt with under income 
tax, 5ch. A, even though no duty is paid, as in classes (I) to 
(4) of the specific exemptions above. 

The House Duty statistics therefore provide a sub
classification of & pIIrl of the field covered by 5ch. A 
messuages and add thereto those farmhouses and refresh
ment premises which are not included in -Sch. A messuages. 
The assessments are on gross values, and no allowance for 
repairs is made, so that a bouse may be Issessed to Sch. A 
£25 net, and to House Duty £30. But as only gross values 
are classified in the statistics, no confusion arises. 

.. Inhabited House Duty is only levied upon houses ass d at 
over £20 per aDDum. A house assessed at £20 is of the real rental 
value of {13 IlS • .."., as on&-sixth of the aDDual value of buildings 
is allowed to be deducted for the cost of repairs. A note to this 
effect appears on p. 161 of the Commissioner'S' Report » (lgoS).
J. C. L ZoRN, .. The Incidence of the Income Tax» (19091, in 
wbich the writer turns all the tables into these new gross figures, 
and in the coune of fifty-live pages upon this foundation proves 
many astonishing things, "t., the number of income taxpayers is 
over •• _.000. and those with incomes under £1._ undel'pay by 
.. 6 per cent., those above by ., and 36 per cent. • 

1 ViM P. ,I. 
I YiMp.~I$. 
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OFFICIAL TABLES-SEPARATE CATEGORIES. 
PRIVATE DWELLING-HOUSES. 

While this class is doubtless, for the most part, well 
described by its title, it actually includes a very considerable 
number of premises which are not ordinarily caJIed private 
dwelling-houses; for all inhabited premises which do not 
clearly fall within the legal definitions of the classes entitled 
to assessment at the lower rates fall here, and this class is 
the" sweeping clause" of the tax. For example;-

(x) A .. farmhouse .. which is occupied by the owner, or 
by some person whose living is not confined to farming the 
land around, despite its outward c1aim to the title, is not 
included with .. farmhouses," but in this class. 

(z) Premises which in a popular sense look like a .. shop .. 
may come within this class if nothing is exposed for sale 
on the ground Boor or basement, and in the front. So also 
may similar premises where the person occupying the shop is 
not also the person .. occupying" the house, and there are 
numerous cases where the shop premises are divided off 
from the upper portion, and the latter is assessed at the 
higher rate as a private house. 

(3) Some private houses used partly for letting lodgings, 
etc., are not included in lodging-houses because the neces
sary claim is not made with a declaration of the facts.' 

Then professional premises of all kinds, doctors', solicitors', 
etc., are classed as private dwelling-houses for their. whole 
value, to include the part occupied for professional purposes. 
Particularly to be noted are schools, which account for not 
a few of the large assessments. So, too, large premises 
which do not come clearly within the eumptions for h0s
pitals, etc. [see exemptions (3) and (4)] rank as private 
dwelling-houses. 

REsIDEJITIAL SHOPS. 

Debiti.~ This is an official, though not a legal, title. 
It conveys fairly weB what is intended. The Act 
prescribes: .. A dwelling-house (/I) occupied by any person 
in trade who (b) exposes to sale and sells any goods, wares, 

• ViM p.1I6. 
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or merchandise in any shop or warehouse, (e) being part of 
the same dwelling-house, and in the front and on the ground 
or basement storey thereof." . 

The three conditions of occupation, sale, and position 
must all be met, otherwise the higher rate is chargeable and 
the house comes under the" private dwellings" class (q.v.). 

AnBly.ia.-Some writers have fallen into the error of 
forgetting that these are only the shop premises of {,20 in 
vIII", aflll "pwIII'ds, and therefore that there are many shops 
classed under" Houses" exempt from House Duty. 

Vid, p. u8 for examples • 

.. Dwellings over shops, such as are occupied by minor trades
men, are not treated as dwellings, but are numbered amongst 
business premises. The actual number of dwellings, therefore, 
and specially dwellings of small rental value, will "cud the 
numbers given in the official retums."-W. H. MALLOClI:, Ni_ 
,,1fUII CIIIIury, 19IO, p. 477. This is not the case. 

For "lock-up" shops, see p. 123. 
There are therefore many premises which are shops in 

the ordinary sense of the word not included in these tables. 
It will be noticed. on inspection of the tables, that the 

numbers and values are practically stationary during the 
past ten years, or exhibit, perhaps, a decJjning tendency. 
This is due of course to the constant increase of " lock-up .. 
premises, and the habit of "living away from the shop," 
which takes away from this class and increases the .. Pre
mises not used as dwellings" class, that in the same 
period has grown enormously. It is not uncommon in the 
case of the large multipl~op companies for the premises 
above, if used residentially. to be structurally divided from 
the shop and let oft for a comparatively small rent. so that 
really imposing shop premises may not figure in the H_ 
DWy assessments at all. 

The effect of re-assessment on these BllSessments should 
be noticed. By inspection for I~. I9OH, and I9I&-II. 
it will be seen that a very considerable but transient increase 
takes place so far as England is concemed. There is a 
considerable number temporarily .. borrowed" from the 
"lock-up" class. ..... re-assessed. and on due claim and 

• 
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inspection allowed as " lock-ups" by " schedule" and taken 
out of assessment in the subsequent years. The other 
characteristic features of the re-assessment years are of 
course exhibited also.1 

There is nothing to support the assumption made by 
Mr. Mallock that the number of .. employing owners" may 
be gauged from the number of shops (" Nation as a Business 
Firm," p. II7). 

HOTELS, PUBUC-HOUSES, CoFFEE-HOUSES, ETC. 

Delinition.-A dwelling-house occupied by any person 
duly licensed to sell therein by retail beer, ale, wine or 
other liquors, although the room or rooms thereof in which 
any such liquors shall be exposed to sale, sold, drunk or 
consumed are not such shop or warehouse as referred to 
under (6) (p. U2). Or a dwelling-house occupied by any 
person who carries on therein the business of an hotel-keeper 
or an innkeeper or coffee-house keeper although not licensed 
to sell therein by retail beer, ale, wine, or other liquors.-

The Act of x85x gave a narrower definition: .. occupied 
by any person who shall be duly licensed by the laws in 
force to sell therein by retail beer, ale, wine, or other liquors, 
although the room or rooms thereof," etc.; and the Act of 
x87x (34 & 35 Viet. c. X03), s. lX, brought in the h0tel
keeper and coffee-house keeper. 

AnaI,m..-No distinction is made in the statistics betw .... '11 

the various d;rsses included in the heading. Premises 1IIIdeI' 
£20 in value, although licensed, appear under .. Houses 
under £20," and there are of course many small beerbouses 
under this value.. Recent statistics exhibit very clearly 
the falling off due to extinction of licences under the J..i&:ens
jug Act, x904. but in the last two 01' three years, since 
xg08-9, the decline is not wholly due to this cause. Values, 
for House Duty purposes, have followed a decline in tied 
rentals and have also been aftec:ted by the increased lic:enc:e 
duties. Although thee wue X.352 fewer in x91O-u than 
in x909-IO, all the d2sses above £.II felt the effect of the 
re-asse "em, and showed iN:Tuui, numbers, the dea be! 

I YioU p. )1. • s6tll Beport. 
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being 1.878 in the £10 to £41 class. but for I9II-I2 the 
reductions in values put back all the classes below 1910 (and 
all the higher ones below 1909-10 figures) except the" £20 
and under £41 " class. which received from the classes above 
and showed an increase. The total decrease of 600 in 
19II-I2 is in part real and in part apparent. some going 
into the" under £20" and exempt class. It should not be 
forgotten that the majority of the premises in this class 
are assessed on amounts in excess of the" tied" rents paid. 
which are no criterion of the annual value.l 

The word .. hotel" is not free from ambiguity. and. 
speaking generally. the private hotel. which is only a 
superior boarding or apartment house (unlicensed). may not 
be included in this class.' The status of the proprietor is 
sometimes a factor.' 

FARMHOUSES. 

DallDition.-A dwelling-house being a farmhouse occupied 
by a tenant or farm servant and boll. foU used for the 
purpose of husbandry only •• 

AnalJIia.-Here again appearances are deceptive. U the 
house is occupied by its owner it is liable as a private house. 
while if the occupier carries on some other business it may 
also fail to secure the lower rate.' According. then. to the 
character of the occupier rather than the position 01' external 
appearance of the house will the classification be settled. 

If a house comes within this class for House Duty it falls 
under .. Lands," and not under .. Messuages," for Sch...A. 
and is included in the Sch.. B value also. while one-eighth. 
and not onHixth. is the proper " repairs .. allowance.. In 
the assessment are included such offices as usually belong to 
a dwelling. and farm buildings are excluded. It may be 

a With -am to the methods of • ...t. .;.,. n TuatiaD of 
thel.iquor Trad .... Rowntree and SherweIl (secand oditiOlll, P. 121 • 

• But a h~tbic establishment in which _ visitorS -
pati ... ts.-viDg __ t Wlder the 1Idvic:e of. _ ... t physiciu" 
an.t '" which aU viRtorS .... S1Ibi_ to the nIes of the -. .... 
admi.ttecltotbiadua(.~'t aH'.'It'ic.EM fr-, mtC t..,. 
1 T. C.l1S). 

• 11l. cue "'which the statotary" """"pier ...... _ the ponoa 
Ii> • l the 1loa8e ..... _ dlaqeable as aD hotel ~ y
C, ,I 9, (11I9W 37 Sc. L R. 181). • ~i. s6tJo po eo.. 

• 
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remarked that there is no precise criterion for assessment 
the rent of a farm rarely distinguishing the separate value 
of the house, and the local rating valuation lists seldom 
separate it, but include it with the farm buildings, and 
often with farm cottages. Speaking generally, therefore, 
assessment is rather lenient. The" value to let by the 
year" in a remote and not easily accessible situation may 
be very difierent from the apparent accommodation value. 
Nearly g8 per cent. of the whole number of fannhouses 
assessed to House Duty are under £40 annual value. 

LoDGING-HOUSES. 

DefinitioDr-A dwelling-house occupied by a person for 
the main purpose of letting furnished lodgings therein as a 
means of livelihood. 

ADalysis.-The statute imposes the obligation upon the 
occupier to claim the relief and to maintain the claim 
annually. For many of the smaller houses devoted to 
letting purposes the difference in duty is 50 small that there 
is DO doubt many occupiers do not trouble to claim, or do 
Dot know of their rights, and therefore the statistics do 
Dot show the true Dumber of lodging-houses. Those Dot 
classed as such are included in private houses. The clasa 
dates from 18g0-1 only, prior to which all of these bouses 
belonged to the private bouse clasa. 

In a statement of the numbers of various classes of earners 
. other than manual labourers and productive or manufacturing 
employers, Mr. Ma1Iock includes lodgiDg-house keepers, 20'/,000, 
with a note " These figures a.-e 110 more than estimates, except 
in the case of lodgiDg-house keepers, the DUmber of which is taken 
from the Report of the Commissioners of Inland Revenue, and 
obviously relates to a portion of this group ouly .. (" The Nation 
as a Business Fum," p. IIo). 

The number of 1odging-bouses (sot:h Report, p. 185) over f.zo 
in Great Britain was 25.934, and it does not appear from whence 
the figure of 20'/.000 is taIcen. Apparently, with an addition 
for Ireland. it was intended for 27.000, bot on the other hand 
Mr. MaDock's aggregate for the group accounts for the larger 
number. On p. II3. however, the number is givea as 27,000,10 
that this aggregatioD is wrung; on p. %12 the average income 
of the lodging-house keepers is put at £180. Mr. MaDoc:k'. figure 
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for" shopkeepers living over their own shops" is 310,000, and 
the residential shops in Great Britain assessed to House Duty 
were 307,000; his hotel keepers and public-house keepers 
number 90,000, and the House Duty ligures {to include coftee
houses, etc.} were 95.714 . 

.. SEPARATE DWELLINGS" (54 & 55 Vict. c. 25, s. 4, and 
3 Edw. 7, c. 46, 8. II) (or U ARTISANS' DWELLINGS" 
in Reports prior to the 48th). 

D.lbiitiOD.-u Where a house. so far as it is used as a 
dwelling-house, is used for the sole purpose of providing 
separate dwellings." any dwelling which is under l.20 in 
annual value is excluded from the assessment upon the 
whole. while dwellings worth from l.ao to l.40 per annum 
are chargeable at 3d. in the l.. those from l.4I to l.60 at 6d. 
In the l.. This renders unnecessary the charge ifJ ",mulo of 
the whole value at gci •• such as might be otherwise necessary 
if structural separation of the dwellings was not complete. 

AnalJail.-It will be observed that there are more of 
these cases in Scotland. The flat system had already been 
fully recognised by separa~e assessment of the dwellings as 
U houses." although technicaJIy this might not have strictly 
accorded with the House Duty law. 

The only condition laid down is that as regards the 
dwellings up to l.40 a certificate must be produced from the 
medical officer of health for the district that the house Is 
.. so construeted as to afford suitable accommodation for 
each of the families or persons inhabiting it. and that due 
provision is made for their sanitary requirements." 

PREKlSES EXEMPT FROM INBAIIITED HOUSE DUTY. 
(I) SEPARATE DWELLINGS (54 & 55 Viet. c. 25, s. 4. and 

3 Edw. 7. c. 46. s. Il}.-An explanation of this class Is given 
above. These represent the dwellings under £20 in value 
which form part of large tenement premises 

(a) HOUSES OF ANNUAL VALUE: (0) UNDElt £10; (£ 
AND UNDER £15: (el £IS AND UNDElt £ao.~These include 

I ViM II- I~ far a CDDSid_ti ... of this class ems a period of years 
'The statistics in the preoeDt fonD ba .... bet!II aYailable siDc:e 1874, aDd 
for pri ... years recourse may be bad to EIectonl R~" Of the 
total Dumber in ~Iand Uld Wahe" men thaD baH .... rated at .... 
thaD 1.6 per UlIlUlll (W. Newmucb, S. J,! 18S7. II- 'wI· 
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not only the private dwelling-houses ejusdem generis with 
those over £20 50 cIassified, but also residential shops under 
£20, hotels, beerhouses, etc., under £20, lodging-houses 
under £20, but not fannhouses (under £20) let to tenants, 
for these are included in .. lands" under Sch. A, their 
number and value not being ascertainable separately, in 
these statistics. Farmhouses (in the ordinary sense) occupied 
by their owners are, however, included in this cIass, as they 
are not farmhouses in the technical sense. The proportion 
of this cIass which is not strictly private dwelling-houses 
is not known.1 

YiU quotation fnlm Sir Thomaa W1Uttakec, p. 131. 

Zorn (" Incidence of the Income Tax") ignores these houses 
(assessed with Iand.;) altogether. 

" The highest total of values is reached . • . by the exempted 
dwelling-houses. of value £10 to /.15; their total is /'21.300.000. 
Shbps Me not iflClude4." - J. BoNAR, "The Inhabited House 
Duty: ECOflOtnie Rme.. 1907. 

W. H. Ma110ck gives the tota1 number of 4f11e1ling-lwusu in 
Great Britain in 1898 as 6.300.000 and in 1')08 as 7.500.000 instead 
of 6,808.000 and 8.089.000. because he add.; together the dwellings 
exempt from House Duty (which include small shop! with dwell
ing; above) to fwivtde dwelling-houses. omitting shop!. etc •• 
charged to House Duty. The latter have all residentialacamuno-

I In 1852 the Damb« of howreI£IO to £20 and .. a1 ..... were l-

. Value: Value: 
- Namb«. Shops. etc. DwelliD«-

bo-. 

England and Wala £ £ 
359·1 .... 1.7.9.""" 3.331 ....... Scotland _ • 36.930 121 ....... 343.---

Great Britain . 396.670 1.816.- 3.68u~ . . • 
£5.557.200 
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dation. or they would Dot pay the duty (" Phantom Millions:' 
Ni"~ C""'ur)!. 1909. p. 761). 

The fact that practically all farmhouses are assessed to 
income tax as land. and are not separately distinguished in 
the statistics (except so far as they are also assessable to 
Inhabited House Duty). considerably detracts from the value 
of these figures as a total of all the buildings and dwellings 
throughout the country. An attempt may be made to 
estimate the number of houses let with farm lands and 
under tao in value. 

(I) The total number of houses in the Census Reports may 
be compared with this assessment total and the balance 
assigned to such properties. This is a rather risky method. 
because the balance is small in relation to the aggregates. 
and differences of classification and definition would be 
important in relation to that balance.1 But it indicates 
rather more than 205.000 for England and Wales. A pro
portionate addition for Scotland would give 230.000 for 
Great Britain. 
, (:a) Up to 1910 tbe House Duty classes were more finely 
graded (f.:ao to £25. etc.). From tbese figures tbe distribu
tion tendency may be ascertained I and the result continued 
logarithmically downwards. giving 54.500 in tbe class tIS 
to £'1.0. It would be dangerous to carry the index unchanged 
any lower. but if tbe same proportion for tbe classes tIS 
to £:ao. tlO to tIS. and under £10 exists as for otber 
houses (not let with farms). tbe total number would tben be 
348.000. 

(3) Taking tbe return of agricultural holdings for Great 
Britain. we get a distribution as follows :-

'l'bouaIlda. 
Over 300 acres • 17''1. 
So to 300 .. ' ISI'7 
5 to 50 ..' '1.34-6 
I to 5 ..' 110'0 

Total • • 513'5 
At tbe top of the scale are a good many holdings worked 
I ViM po 126-
• Aboft f.lo the ,..,. iDda Is 4'030 bat below f.lo it i!llIIIiforml,. 

3'4' V*P.4 .... 
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with houses flot assessed as· farmhouses over {.zo, but for 
various reasons as private houses.1 Both classes over {.ZO 

account for about 36,000. A part of the smallest class of 
holding would fall wholly (both land and house) into the 
House Duty assessments, but the greater part would be small 
fann holdings worked by tenants of cottages rented inde
pendently. We are left with a maximum of 377,000 holdings 
for which farmhouses may be assigned, and in many of these 
cases (holdings by graziers, butchers, cattle dealers, etc.) no 
houses are necessary. The indication is that there are a little 
over 300.000 farmhouses under {.20 assessed with lands and 
omitted from the statistics of houses.- The census of occu
pations effectively prevents a much higher estinlate. 

HOSPITALS, SCHOOLS, ROYAL AND DIPLOlIATIC 

REsIDENCES, ETC. 

(I) Houses belonging to His lIaj"" or aD7 of the ROJ8l 
Famil7 and Houses oecupi" 117 ForeigD Ambauadon..-. 
The· exempting statute reads: "Any house belonging to 
His Majesty, or any of the Royal Family, and every publi" 
ofij.ce for which the duties have been paid by His Majesty, 
or out of the public revenne" (House Tax Act, 1808). 
FIgUreS were given separately prior to 1900. The I8gcJ 
statistics were:- Numbers. Amounta-£. 

Metropolis 62 20,803 
Rest of England 26 2,292 
Scotland -2. 2,604 

Total 97 25,699 
This class does not incInde properties which beIong to the 

Crown and are actnally in the occupation of the Crown
Government ofIices and ofIiciaI residences of Royalty. Bat 
it includes an non-ofliciaI Royal residences which, thougl1 
exempt from House Duty. may be liable to income tax. 

(2) HospiiaII.-The House Duty exempting statute 
reads :-" Any hospital, c1Jarity school, or house provided 
for the reception or relief of poor persons" (House Tax Act, 
1808). The income tax exemption is :-" On any hospital. 

• Vide p. liS . 
• In 18g6 G. H. Bbmd ... estimated the NIue omitted at £3.5"0.-. 

which at an average of £10 would pve 350.000 (5. J .• 18g6). 
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public school, or almshouse, in respect of the public buildings, 
offices and premises belonging to such hospital, public school. 
or almshouse and not occupied by any individual officer or 
master thereof" liable to income tax, .. or by any person 
paying rent for the same." 

For all p,aaical purposes these exemptions may be 
regarded as covering the same ground, but the statistics 
for income tax deductions under this head are wider in scope, 
because they cover also the exempted ,efIts of ordinary 
properties, where such rents are applied to charitable pur
poses. Thus, the gross value of premises lISed for hospitals, 
etc., is £4,800,000, but the tIM value of property both used 
for, and applied to, charitable purposes is £8,400,000.1 

Separate figures for the different descriptions of premises 
are not available. They have always been classed together, 
and since %900 the class preceding (houses occupied by 
Royalty, etc.) has also been included. 

The class includes-

I (I) L1UI&&io IQIIIDIIt generally, provided they are Dot 
wholly supported by the receipts of patients and that there is a 
substantial element of endowment. I A separate house provided 4 

for the medical superintendent, if within the hospital grounds, is 
exempt.· 

(a) Sohooll. charl.tr. as distinct from public schools. - The 
Charterhouse, which was originally a .. hospital for the poor and 
a free school." is DOW, for the larger part, carried on without the 
aid of the charitable foundation. and exemption from House Duty 
is Dot granted.' But the masters are occupiers of their respective 
houses and are assessable to House Duty for them. a The school 
buildin&s do not, taken by themselves. form an inhabited house.· 
Ifill the school buildin&s belonging to and occupied with a house 
m an ordinuy school are ass able therewith.') Westminster 
School. with U.J3S annual endowment out· of· £16,000 total 

• V .. p. 65. The ficans Ii"" b 11199-1900 1ft the IIIUDS 
allowed ill the as ment only . 

• V .. _ 01 N'-- Y. B_; c-Y. NoIIitof- L-'ic 
H~"'; AI...,..... Y. DwrtMe Roy.I L-'ic"'.".. (I It 1 T. C.). 

• lop:- Y. ~ 1 T. C. ,a. &Del It'w- v. E_ 1 T. C. Sz6. 
• li.. ... lo .. ScAooI Y. ' _ , ..... T. C. 611. 
• CIwo ... -.. SdJooIv. G<o,W, 1 T. C. 4». 
• Clil*- eou. Y. T~ 1 T. C. 4JOo 
t s..- Y. ~ .. T. C. $17. . 
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• • 
income, was held not b; be exempt as a charity sChooL" Brad
ford Grammar School and Holloway College f.we<\,sirnilarly in 
their claim. For income tax exemption as a publil! !!Chaol the 
City of London School succeeded, but the Edinburgh Free 
Church College failed. 

Generally speaking, the statistical significance of this.cJass is 
in what is excluded rather than what is included, for the public 
schools help to swell the number of " dwelling-houses .. of large 
annual value. ' • 

(3) Workhouses IIIId A1mshOUlel.-" Poor persons" is a 
relative term, so that " The Mary Clark Home" (in which the 
ladies in reduced circumstances all have from £25 to £55 a year 
independent means) obtained exemption.· 

PREKISES NOT USED AS DwELLIIiGs-i.e., HOUSES, ETC., 
USED SOLELY FOR TRADE, ETC. 

;rhis class was formerly given under three heads, and 
it comprises three distinct sulKlasses (vide 44th Report, 
p. 90)· 

(x)" lIIesauges ana Tenemenu Dot 1!setI .. Dwellinp..-In 
X899 this group numbered 520,058 out of a total for the 
whole class of 544428, and the value was £33,083.X99 out of 
£37.398,95x. No separate figurev have since been given 
annually. It comprises industrial premises of aD descrip
tions, on which residence is fwim4 flUu unlikely or impossible. 
The following is an approximate classification of aD classes 
(1:91:2 ) :-

• 
Premises {~~ ~ W ~ , 
containing DgI~ or: .• 
fixed Brewenes and Distilleries 
machinery Other building'i used for 

manufacture • • 
Chemical Works, Tanneries, and 

other premises containing specialised 
fixed plant • , 

Warehouses and Stores, used for 
storage, blending, etc. • 

5.550,000 

6,730.300 
Shops, etc., locked up at night , 
Other premises • • • 

• 19.-t60.000 
II.426,278 

I 6 T. C. 166. • 5 T. C. "'-
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(2) Farb.o1 HoUi. aled lOlli, fo; Trade, etc .. PurPOI. 

(41 II 42 y~e'. o. 15, •• 13 (1) ) (1899 figures) :-

Numbers. Amounts-£. 
Mlltropolis • 1,027 806,183 
Rest of England 971 101,436 
Scotland . 

Total • 1,998 907,619 

The statutory exemption is: .. Where any house, being 
one property, shall be divided into, and let in, diilerent 
tenements, and any of such tenements are occupied solely 
for the purposes of any trade or business, or of any profession' 
or calling by which the occupier seeks a livelihood or 
profit • • ." relief shall be given .. so as to confine the same 
to the duty on the value according to which the house shoufd 
have been assessed, if it had been a house comprising only 
the tenements other than such as are occupied as aforesaid." 
It is the value of the tenements, etc., ucltldtJtl from the 
House Duty charge under this section which is included in 
this statistical class. ... 

The case law interpreting the words .. divided into and 
let in difterent tenements" is very complex and extensive, 
and it is quite unnecessary for statistical purposes to attempt 
closer definition. 

(3) Ho._ and IOle.,. for Trade, etc., rur,- (41 II g 
Yiot. .. 15, .. 13 (3» (ISgg figures) :- • 

Numbers. Amounb-£. 
Metropolis . 5,S45 2,249,716 
Rest of England 16.607 I.10I,386 
Scotland • 220 57.IU 

Total 22.37:1 3.408,213 

The statutory exemption reads: .. Every house 01' tene
ment which is occupied solely for the purposes of any trade 
or business, or of any profession or caIling by which the 
occupies- seeks a livelihood 01' profit. shaD be exempted 
from the duties. • • • and this exemption shaD take effect 
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although a servant or other person may dwell in such house 
or tenement for the protection thereof." Shortly after it 
became necessary to define .. servant" .. to mean and in
clude only a menial or domestic servant employed by the 
occupier. and the expression • other person' shall be 
deemed to mean any person of a similar grade or description 
not otherwise employed by the occupier. who shall be 
engaged by him to dwell in the house or tenement solely 
for the protection thereof." 1 The following points from 
decided cases will indicate the operation of this exemption :-

.. Trade or Blllinea, ProfeIIsion or Calling": Esemptiou 
aIlowecL-GJasgow Coal Exchange, membership subscriptions 
payable-used for exchange purposes by coal masters, merchants 
and brokers, and occasionally let for balls, etc.-

Premises occupied by mutual insurance society (Scottish 
Widows' Fund and Life Assurance Society).-

Exemption not allowed.-An botel, where the botel-keeper 
and his family resided elsewhere (Y _g v. Douglas .,. 

Two farmhouses, one occupied by a farm servant, and the other 
by the steward (blre Ainslie '). 

Premises occupied by Merchant Company of Edinburgh, the 
secretary also carrying on his business as law agent.-

Premises occupied by London Jibrary_ttendant and wife in 
residence for protection of premises.7 

Premises occupied by British Institnte of Preventive MediciDe> • 
.. Caretaker ....... Servant or other Penon": Esemptiou 

DOt allowed.-Oerk (with salary of /.Iso per annum), with 
wife, children, and servant occupying eight fOODIlI and two 
attics.· 

Bank clerk (salary £100), with wife, danghter and IOn, both of 
age. The salary incInded services in closing offices, cJeaning and 
firing, and attendano:e at door.l • 

Premises in charge of female caretaker, a condition of her 
employment being that her son, aged 22, shonId &Jeep on the 
premises for increased safety. He was a clerk elsewhere; an 
adnlt danghter and servant were also resident.l1 

I +4 a: §5 Viet. Co 12, .. 2.f
I IT .. C. 211. 

• of T. C. 369-
• IT. C. 227. 
• IT. C. 342. 
"2 T. C. 533-

• 2 T. C. 59f. 
"3 T. C. 376. 
• I T. C. :z6o. 

II 41 L. T. 252. 
.. 2 T. C. 86. 
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Premises comprising eighteen' rooms and concert-hall. Care
taker and wife occupied five rooms. the others being let for 
meetings. etc. He had other employment as librarian to a library 
occupying two rooms.1 

Premises occupied by life assurance company; two messengers 
also employed as caretakers. I 

Other cases decided that a salesman. an attendant. and a bank 
manager res]M'ctive1y could not come within the description 
.. caretaker.' But generally it may be said that if there are no 
adult children in independent employment resident with the 
caretaker a fairly liberal interpretation is given in practice. 

Writers upon problems of distribution of income who 
have been concerned with occupied houses have always 
ignored the class .. Premises not used as Dwellings," but it 
is clear that the sub-class (3) is not a wholly negligible 
factor, and that an estimate of the number of fe.nillies 
resident in such premises in the .. caretaker" capacity 
should be made. 

HoUSES IN THE CENsus COMPARED WITH HOUSES IN 

THE TAX STAnsncs. 

The IgU census gives an elaborate classification of buildings 
which should be theoretically reconcilable with the assess
ments. But the difficulties of definition were considerable. 
and differences in interpretation by the many investigators 
must have been very numerous. The assessment classifi'2-
tion and definition are, on the other hand, brought to the 
critical test of taxation. and have been rendered more uniform 
by many years of adminisuative practice and a special code 
of law. 

The first difficulty is that of Ii"... The census is taken 
for a particular day, and the ass ..... moents represent, at the 
nearest, the conditions of a whole year. But rougbly it 

'may be said that the year IgIo-U must be ,taken to 
correspond. 

"ST. 1.. R. 191. 
• sT. Col6&. 
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The census for England and Wales gives (in thousands) :
(1) Buildings used as dwellings : 

Inhabited , 
Uninhabited 

(2) Buildings not used as dwellings (ex-
cluding churches, etc,), 355'0 

Total 

The tax total is: (1) 
(2) 

Total 

" 

• 

MaS'S 

7.244'9 
525'7 

Now it is pim4 facie probable that the enumeration of 
.. buildings •• not inhabited. made for a census not primarily 
directed thereto. and with inadequate time and powers for 
the purpose, would be short of the true number. as compared 
with a long-established assessment based on parish rating 
and local knowledge. The report shows that considerable 
difficulties were encountered, and it appears to be beyond 
doubt that the enumeration is quite incomplete. The test 
of the division is very similar to that adopted for the tax 
classification. viz., the existence of sleeping accommodation, 
but cases of caretakers on business premises come within 
(1) of the census and within (2) of the assessments. This 
only makes the disparity between the 355.000 and 525.700 
the greater, It is probable, moreover, that premises 
counted as one dwelling for the census have been tliuitled into 
dwelling and .. Jock-up .. shop to a much greater extent in 
the assessments, and this would account partly for the differ
eooe. In the opposite direction is the omission from the 
ass ments of all buildings forming part of gasworks, 
waterworks, railways. etc.! which shonld presumahly be 
in the C""9'" On the whole the c:oncl1!Sion appealS irre
sistible that a great number of rated premises were omitted 
from the CeDS'IS enumeration of .. buildings not used 85 

• Coao:ems No. m~ Sch. A, IIIDder Sch. D, ViM p. 222. 
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dwellings," the number shown being about two-thirds of the 
true number, Proceeding to compare only the" inhabited 
houses:' we may first deduct, say, 10,000 .. caretaker" 
cases from the census figures, The" flats" class presents 
great difficulties, and the census report shows that there was 
much lack of uniformity in the methods adopted: it is 
highly Improbable that the method of counting and the 
definition were quite in accordance with the purely technical 
tax distinctions, and no kind of exact comparison is possible, 
so that perhaps the least error will be introduced into the 
aggregate comparisons if what both methods describe as 
.. flats" or .. separate dwellings" are eliminated, The com
parison then stands (in thousands) :-

e:-... ~ .. 
'-to 
8_0."" 

Itl 1.1 

Ordinary dwelling-houses 
Offices. warehouses. work-

6,869'5 

shops. factories and 
other premises • · 71'0 

Hotels, bins. and public-
6.940 '5 1.439-6 

88'S houses • .. .. 88'2 
Shops • . . • 444"7 308"7 

Total • • · 70413'4 1.8]6-8 

c-.. It!--
RO_DOl £20-.1 
_to 

to_ 
Tu:. _dud-HoUle Duty. :...:s:te (Dillerelo .. --::SLI -11) 

5.500'9 5.349"1 

-'3' 
1]6'0 1 135"7f 

5.6]6-6 50484-8 
Difference un
accounted for, 

151-8 

The point now for CODSideration Is whether the difference 
tSI-8 would be increased if .. flats .. were dealt with OIl 
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identical lines. In view of the fact that we have taken 
from the census figures what is equillalent to 253'4 separate 
fiats, and from the tax figures what is equivalent to only 
94'7 separate dwellings, the difference 158'7 represents 
separate fiats which are not so classified for House Duty, 
and which probably appear as at least (one-third) 53,000 
houses therein. These increase the unassigned balance to 
204.8 +. The difference is of course mainly due to the lact 
that all farmhouses under £20 are assessed til land lor ea" 
purposes; and this is perhaps one measure of the number 
so assessed. 1 

IRELAND. 

The fact that the House Duty does not extend to Ireland 
has always been a pitfall for statisticians, and in making 
comparisons with figures which relate to the United King
dom it is often forgotten. When remembered, a rough 
estimate is usually made, for no information is available 
as to the number and value of houses above £20 at the 

. present time. But in 1864 there were 33.763 houses 
rated over £20 by the unions in Ireland I: these valua
tions were of course very low, and it may be said that, 
compared with England, this was the number above £2s 
in value. 

In discussions upon the distn'bntion of incomes, the 
following estimates have been made ;-

Zorn: 100,000, all values over £20 ("Incidence of the 
Income Tax "). 

Morgan Browne: IOO,ooo, all values over £20 (Neu1 
Liberal ReviettI, April, I902). 

MaUock; IOO,ooo, all values over £20; 350,000, under 
£10; ISO,ooo, £10 to £Is; I50,ooo, £15 to £30; 40,000, 
£30 to £50; 13,000, £So to £60 (Nineteenth CmJury, March, 
1910). 830,000, under £20; 15,000, £20 to £60; IS,OOO 
over £60 (" The Nation as a Business Firm," p. 71). 

Money: 9,000, over £SO (S. C. on Income Tax, 1906). 

• Vide p. ug. 
• H. Co 301-186.f, 
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COMPARISONS BETWEEN DIFFERENT YEARS. 

(X) SHIFTING BETWEEN VALUES. 

Upon the question of the aggregate valuation the remarks 
that have been made about Sch. A (messuages) as to the 
effect of re-assessment fairly apply.' But the question of the 
total numbers and values of houses liablB to Hous, Duty is 
affected in a second way, owing to the £20 exemption 
limit, quite distinct from the effect on all houses from 
highest to lowest values. For in the ordinary years many 
ISislittg houses are dropping below £20 and disappearing 
from the statistics of liable houses, and none are coming up 
from below, but in the revaluation year all the arrears of 
increasing rents are brought in, and many cases that were 
standing under £20 come above £20. The classes. tend to 
press upwards throughout in the re-assessment, and, although 
masked to some extent by the actual _ houses. there is a 
downward drop in the ensuing years that is very clearly 
visible in the tables. In a reciprocal manner the houses 
under £20 tend to be fewer in the re-assessment year and 
more numerous in subsequent years. 

II In 1897 144.000 new dwellings were built • • • in 18gB the 
number had sunk to 1I4.000 • • • in 1889 (probably 1899 is 
meant) it was 147.000, or 17.000 above the average.."-MAu.ocK, 
II Phantom Millions," Nifla-l/l CMIwy, 1909, p. 761). 

It is not possible to see how these figures have been obtained, 
but they dearly ignore the effeet of the quinquennial assevrent 
in 18gB. Mr. Mallock uses the houses over lao as a divisor (the 
gross income reviewed being the dividend) to obtain an " average 
assessed income" for use as an annual index number with which 
to compare 'ft8eS. It is dearly unsuited for the pwpose. The 
quotient drops from 6gs in 19oa to 660 in 1903. because of the 
effect of the re-assessment on the divisor (" Statistical Mono
graph." P. 26). 

The care which is DeIleSSIU)' in drawing infereDces from the 
separate classes of these tables is -n illustrated by the series of 
questions by Mr. Royds. M.P •• in the House of Commons in 191a 

and 19IJ. and the ministerial replies.a Mr. Royds ~ to 

• Vi"- P. 31. 
I Yu. Hansard: Vol. 45. coIL 148] ad 1507; Vol. 46. coIL 349. 

1180, 806]: Vol. 47. co!a.411. I]U, .,~; VuI..8. coIL 14850 1490; 
Vol. S" coL 16a8; Vol. Sa. coL 3.W; VoI..ss. coL u]). ....... . 
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show that the official tables indicated a great slackening in the 
building of cottages and small houses in 1910 and 19II, and that 
the whole housing question had also been prejudiced by the 
Budget taxation of 1909. The small increase in houses under 
{.20 in I91G-II compared with other years was pointed out and 
explained to be very largely due to the fact that I9IG-II was a 
year of new valuation-the first since 1903-4. .. Somewhat similar 
falls have invariably followed the periodical revision of the assess
ments." The diminished lJaJue in I9IG-n (notwithstanding the 
larger number) was then referred to; and the reply stated lhat 
the average had fallen from {.9 I9S. 414. to {.9 I8s. 214. " This 
small decrease of IS. 2Il. per hereditament might be due to a 
slight corresponding diminution in the average rent paid by the 
working<lass occupiers of this class of property; but as I9IG-II 
was a year of new assessment it is probably attributable to other 
causes, and especially to small differences in estimating yearly 
rental values from the weekly rents at which a large proportion of 
this class of property is let." Mr. Royds then got to the root of 
the matter by taking the total number of all classes together and 
calling for infonnation as to 1893-4 re-assessment, when it 
appeared that the " under f.zo class " showed a decrease of 6,536 
and the .. over {.2O " class an increase of 45.540. He summarised 
the matter in a motion for adjournment on 14th February, 1913,1 
in which he dealt with building generaJly; and Mr. Masterman 
in his reply showed that revaluation had the efIec:t of checking 
the automatic: increase in the "under {.2O" class, but did not 
refute Mr. Royds on the subject of all houses taken together. 
How easily the matter can be misunderstood is shown by the 
following comment :-

.. He made great play with the • year of _ment: and 
declared once more that after every such period • the number 
of houses onder {.2O valuation decreases automatic:a1ly: We 
confess that both of these statements puzz1e 115 considerably. 
In the first p1ac:e. what is a 'year of re-assessrnent'? If ihe 
expi ession has any meaning at all it is that the wbole of the 
conntry is re-assemd sinmltaneous1y. That is c:ertainly not the 
fact; every year is, more or less, a 'year of re-ass ilient: 
Moreover, in many onions appeals against ass ",,,nts are beld 
at Jeast once, and often twice, a year, so that valuations are in a 
constant state of fInx. Then, is it a fact that the number of 
houses under {.2O valuation· decreases automatically' after every 
revalnation? In a healthy and nonnal period it would seem 
reasonable to suppose that the value of the new buildings would 

• Haman!. Vel. 48. coIL 1485. etc. 
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at least make up for the reduced value of the old ones. That 
would hardly be so when the new houses were small in number I 
but when they reach, or exceed, the average, there certainly 
ought to be little, if any, fall in the number of buildings assessed 
up to a given figure, the more especially when the figure is as low 
as £20" (Eslales Wu'"', aand February, 1913). 

Sir Thomas Whittaker quotes the private dwelling-houses 
table 1890-1 against Iglo-II, and gives the percentage increase 
in each case. 

Private 
Dwelllng-
bo ...... 

,8_,. 1910-JI. Jncro:lSO. 

Rental. No. No. Par .. nt. 

Tt;o 3.~I,261 3.240,221 -'gO 
I. 8.329 a,I03.820 ~3"4 15-20 s86.sn g60.395 3'5 

20-40 572 .506 1,087.750 8g'9 

~ I so.OZ3 232.433 54'3 
46.3 2 64.S27 3Z' 

SO 109.208 127.679 I 'g 

Total • 5,S~,270 7,S17,1~ 34'2 

" These figures indicate a pat improvement in housing; ••• 
the most striking and interesting facts revealed by these figures 
are-(I) ,., 1INr. w«s 110 i"",, __ , bNI rMlly a SM4lI .a-l 
1I«r-. ... i .. 1M .. __ of 1M ~ n4 ~4SI MUSas.
and (2) that the smallest increase in actual numbers ••. was 
in the number of houses the annual value of which was mOn! 
than {;So a year •••• The pat increase was in houses of from 
£10 to £40 a year rental, exclusive of rates and lues. Clearly 
1M worM", ~ .. ..". Aous«l, are able to pay better rents, 
and now live in much huger numbers in £10 to £15 houses. where 
they used to live in £6 to £10 houses .. (" Ownership and Taxation 
of Land:' pJ.l- 81-a). 

Now the inferences italicised in this quotation are probably 
correc:t, at any rate in part. But they do not ,,«IS rr'ly f"'
from the statistics. The ligures are quite compatible with the 
following conditions: an increase of nearly two million houses, 
but all of the worst and smallest type. and a pst and ceneral 
increase in rents of all kinds of property almost the reverse of 
the above conclusions I 

•• 
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The first three classes (up to [zo) do not strictly follow the 
heading, for they are not ejusdem gene1'iI with the remainder. 
They are officially described as " houses," and include residential 
shops, beerhouses, etc., that would be charged at the lower rate 
if over [zo in value (vide p. lI8). 

Giffen, " Some General Uses of Statistical Knowledge" (5. ]., 
Jubilee volume, 1889, p. 113) quotes ;-

1833. 1880. 
Houses above [20 annual value 215,000 713,000 

.. [IS and under £20' 228 000 {425,000 

.. £10 and under £151 ' 755,000 
Houses under £10 • • 2,252,000 1 3,0«)1,000 

Giffen shows that the lowest class has increased only 40 per 
cent. against the general increase of 85 and 90 per cent. He 
deals with the argument that increase of house rent would give 
these figures and yet not be a sign of better accommodation • 
.. The argument is seU-contradictory. The wages of labour being 
ultimately the main elentent in the cost of producing houses, 
becomes a proof that the wages of the builders of houses have 
incr~probably greatly, ..• " because of labour-saving 
machinery. " That muclt higher rents are paid is a proof of the 
rise in the standard of living." 

Giffen's contention surely goes beyond the evidence, for the 
rise could take place against a stationary wage, by mere pre55ttre 
of population, and it might be a factor in depressing the standard 
of living, which can hardly be tested by the fact of a higher 
payment for the same thing , 

In discussing the progress of the working cIasees (5. ]., I883) 
he used the 1834 and 1881 retnms, and looked entirely at the 
f.xo to f.zo class. ignoring the c1ass IIdow escept as a modification. 
and considered that the working cIasees had obtained a better 
article. The same criticism applies. viz., that the under f.zo 
houses may haye gone above f.zo, the £10 to f.zo dass received the 
10 __ clas& houses at higher rents, and an the DeW' houses JDa¥ 
haft come in at the lowest class. 

(z) SBIFrIlfG BE I WEEJf CLASSES. 

Be-a"==- y .... _An additional feature of import
alICe is that the " private dwelling-house .. class is &Wollea 
DOt OIIIy actnaDy from the .. tmder {.ZO cla55es," but also 
from the Qrious exempt elames, and the various Iowel' rate 

I This figure is arrived at by deducting the hoIM5 IUbjec:t to duty 
from the tOtal DUIIIbe< of inhabited boaoe&. 
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classes, to an extent partly real, partly fictitious. The 
actual title to exemption or lower rate comes up prominently 
for review, and it may be found to be invalid permanently. 
or, tbe onus of proof being upon tbe taxpayer, it may stand 
charged at the higher rate when the assessment books are 
made up, but may be Stlbsequetl/ly reduced by schedule 1 

on satisfactory evidence. Thus, title to be ranked as a 
lodging-house, as a farmhouse, or as a shop, or to be exempt 
as a charity school, or as a "lock-up:' may be called into 
question. The private dwelling-houses are tberefore abnor
mally increased by tbe re-assessment, and lock-Ups, shops. 
etc., will be found to show a relative falling oft by tbe 
transfer. 

Private DwelliJlc-hoUi. prior to 1890.-When any com
parisons before and after 1890 are made, it must be remem
bered tbat tbis class formerly included tbe whole of tbe 
present lodginc-hoUlI class. 

COMPARISONS BETWEEN DIFFERENT PLACES. 

The remarks made under Scb. A' about Scotland apply 
equally here. The values are relatively higher tban in 
England owing to tbe inclusion of rates. 

Mr. C. P. Sanger. writing on the incidence of rates, omits this 
point. but as he uses the assessment only as a ratio it is not very 
material (" Incidence of Taxation in United Kingdom." YOW 
Rm-.I8g8). 

EMPTY HouSES. 
Under income tu:, Scb. A, the net allowance for void pro 

perty is given,' but tbe House Duty statistics do not show 
tbe amounts of duty .. allowed by schedule," • so that we have 
no means of computing tbe number of houses void in any 
year. Mr. Masterman stlted in tbe House of Commons that 
the percentage of void houses had increased of late years :-

1902-3, percentage 4'8 
1909-10 .. 6'3 
IglOo-II .. 5 '9,' 

l v. P. 53. • p, 53 • 
• Yi<II P. 60.. • HUIOIIId. VaL 47. CIIII. 1.4D! • 
• l'i<II p. ... 
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This infonnation was probably obtained from rating 
sources.1 

The actua1 duty irrecoverable from this and other causes 
was at one time given in the official reports, but it is difficult 
to compute the number of houses therefrom because of the 
varied rates of tax involved. The allowance for void pro
perty under Sch. A includes mills, factories, etc., and there 
is no good method of ascertaining therefrom the number of 
dwelling-houses affected. 

The 28th Report • shows the duty not recovered in respect 
of unoccupied houses and from other causes from 18]0-1 to 
188Z-3. From 10'8 per cent. for England and Wales in 
18]0 it sank to 9 per cent. for some years, rising abruptly 
in 18]B-9 to nearly 12 per cent., and remaining over II per 
cent. till 188z-3. For Scotland, owing to the administrative 
methods adopted in making the assessments, it was always 
under I per cent. 

The coneo,-ponding figures in recent years must be obtained 
by computing the duty for each class from the tables and 
subtracting the actua1 duty. For 19II-I2 • the percentage 
for private dwelling-houses was 9'4, for residential shops 
12 ii, for public-houses 1"2, for farmhouses '3, and for 
lodging-houses Iii, the percentage for the whole House 
Duty being just under 9- This, it should be observed, has 
to cover reductions in values and losses from other causes 
than voids, and since the ~ under Seh. A show that 
rather more than 4 per cent. of the gross assessment on 
houses, messuages, etc., was allowed as voids, it is probable 
that the House Duty figure is not very different. 

The census furnishes some relevant information." ',.The 

• 011 15th March, 1912. 1&. Joim Bams stated in the HoUle of 
ComIJlOD'l, in debate OIl the Housing of the wOJting aa- Bill, 
that: there ....... SOO,-1Ioa8m YCJid ill the cuualay geoerally,6o._ 
being ill Loadoo. 

• pp. 244- etc. 
The official evideDce by T. Sargeat. before the S. C. OIl POOl' Rate 

An if" Is, 1868, that the Jooa OIl Hoaoe I>atv aM "ems __ 
I .- cart. aDd flIdtule4 lor by voids, m_ bave '-a give:D IIIId« • 
~eJeosion .. to the true fada. 

• iU ~~ p. 70. • F.., . . etc., _ S. C. OIl TOWD Ifoidinp. 11190, p. 663-
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following is quoted from Sir Thomas Whittaker's" Owner
ship and Taxation of Land" :-

HOUSES AND PERSONS. 

Houses PersoDs per Persona ,JUer Year. UDinhabited 
to Inhabited. 

HoUle. Square .•• 

Per rent. 
IBII • · 2·84 5·65 173 1831 · · 4'8~ 5.60 23 
1851 · · a'6 5"47 307 
1871 · · '14 5'33 390 
1891 · · 6'83 5'32 49~ 
1901 • · 7'17 5'20 55 
19II · · S"7a 5'05 618 

Mr. Mallock remarked that the new houses provided have 
exceeded the requirements of the population because .. in 1905 
[7.000,000 had to be deducted from the assessed value of houses 
Sch. A" for void property. .. The average value of premises 
being [a3, it thus appears that there were over 300,000 premises 
unoccupied" r' Phantom Millions," Ni'tI'.""" CMIwy, 1909, 
p·761). 

But to the amount allowed as above should be added one
fifth (because of the repairs allowance), making £8.400.000 gross 
for comparison with House Duty statistics. Then of COUISe some 
of the premises IS lIaptMl from tax under Sch. A have also been 
void, and if these are taken in proportion and the result added, 
the final figure has at any rate the virtue of being a maximum one. 
In the absence of any reasons to the contrary it may then be sub
divided in proportion to the various cIa.sses of premises, making 
up the whole c1ass of Sch. A messuages in order to ascertain the 
Dumber of premises void in each clui. 

USES o. HOUSE DUTY STAnsntS. 

(1) The chief use for the determination of the tlistrillutioa 
of wealth ad the Dum" of &upaJlft is discussed at length 
ill Chapter XIII. 

(2) VelD of Furailure ill Gnal BriiUa.-Vide Chapter XI. 
on .. Nationel Capital .. 
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W. J. Harris used the classification of values to estimate the 
value of furniture, by assigning an average amount to each 
grade :-Houses---under {.IO, {.I8; bo to {.I5, {.40; {.I5 to {.20, 
{.60; {.20 to {.25, {.IOO; {.25 to {.30, {.I30; and so on, making a 
total of {.599,ooo,ooo (5. I., 1906, p. 726). 

(3) The classification tables have been used to show the 
inexease of moderate incomes (houses in classes from £20 to 
£50) compared with those above (Goschen, S. J., 1887). 

(4) Wage. and Profiil.-W. H. Hallock uses an index 
number (obtained by dividing the" gross income reviewed " 
by the number of private houses charged to House Duty 1) 
for comparison with an index number of wages. The 
validity of the method would pexhaps be greater if the 
divisor were confined to houses having a relation to the 
tax liability, but it might still contain the average income 
faIlacy.1 

(5) Progress of HousiDc.--Some of the quotations under 
heading .. Shifting between Values" refer to this use. 

Palgrave, S. J., 1869. uses Baxter's data from poor rate 
figures, etc. 

The yearly increase in the number of dweJling-houses under 
{.2D, 1900-1 to 191:z.--13, is used to show the progress of housing. 
reference being made to the effect of revaluations (Report of the 
Land Inquiry Committee (Urban), p_ 72). 

This increase represents only the maeau in houses (71.500 
annually), and takes DO account of those built to replace those 
demolished (estimated at 2D.ooo) (Wid., p. 80). . 

RefereIII:e to 1901 statistics and comparison with 1833:-
4S per cent. were houses .. under {.IO," but in IB33 they were 
five or six times as numerous as those above (IDstitute of 
Smveyms, Tr.msactious, 1904-5. H. T. Steward OIl .. HousiDc "). 

(6) Improved Standartl of LiriDc.--Gifieu, .. Progres& of 
Working awes," S.J., 1883; .. General Uses of Statistical 
Knowledge," S. I., 1885. Craigie: full discussion of 
House Duty Statistics, S. J., 1902. 

(7) IDcoIllll Tn EYUioD.--lIonses over /.30 compared 
with ass nents over {,ZKJO to determine number evadiDC 

I "Stati.a.al MoooCJa ....... His lipre .... 1_ appan to be 
wrongly ca ..... "' ..... 

• P.37+ 
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tax (H. C. 384 of 1872 and 397 of 1873; Levi," Recon
struction of Income Tax," S. /., 1874). 

(8) Use of House Duty statistics to determine the 
-numbers of ,hopke.perl liable and not liable to inoome till: 
respectively. 

(II) Assumption that the residential portion of premises equals 
one-third of the value and is also one-tenth to one-eighth of the 
income at about £150, so that a £50 shop (£60 in London) corre
sponds to an income of £160; (h) 80,000 cases above this limit, 
± 30.000, as taxpayers, and 230,000 below £50 (but above £20) : 
(e) by deduction from census figures of occupation there would 
be 280,000 below £20. (The numbeI of .. lock-up" shops for 
StIUIU retailers is not large, so that this figure is in con1lict with 
the number gained by using the census enumeration of bNildi..gs 1) 
(U The Amount and Distribution of Income (othel than Wages) 
below the Exemption Limit": British Association Committee's 
Report, 5./., 1910, p. 61). 

(9) In'luiri. into the Ineiden.. .1 TeutiOD.-G. H. 
B1unden uses the I. H. D. figures to divide up property and 
to determine distribution (5. /., I8g6). Also Col. G. W. 
Raikes, Institute of Surveyors, Transactions, I8g6. 

AOOmONAL INPOlUIATION BEYOND TIlAT CONTAINED 
IN THE REPoRTS. 

(I) 'arliamentu, "pen. 

H. C. 125-1845. Houses charged to Window Duty. 
H. C. 859-1845. Wmdow Tax and Property Tax com

paRd for certain roads in London, in classes, I84H-
H. C. 630-1849- Graduation of Ratings in !ancaste!'. 

Suffolk. Hants, and Gloucester. 
H. C. 54-1852. House Duty, Numbers in Counties, and 

Window Duty, showing loss sustained. 
H. C. 331-1852. House Tax-City of London appeals. 
H. C. ~18sa- Various Divisions-Houses clMSified. 
H. C. 547-1852. Houses charged at eacl1 rate, 1851. 

Classified RatiDp £s to {,IO and {,IO to {,2O in Loudon, 

• Y_po Uf •. 
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Liverpool, Manchester, Binningham and Sheffield, with 
estimated yield of House Duty. 

H. C. 100-1852-3. House Duty, Population, etc., by 
Electoral Divisions, England and Wales. 

H. C. 244-1852-3. An important Return, in Counties, 
for Great Britain, showing (I) the number of houses charged 
to Window Duty, 1851, and amount charged; (2) the number 
and amount charged to House Duty (this information being 
subsequently included in Official Reports---tlide 13th Report); 
and (3) number of houses between {,IO and {,2O in value 
(either assessed to Income Tax, or rated to the poor), and 
estimated yield for House Duty at gil. for shops, and at 
IS. 64. for houses (vide footnote on p. lIS). 

H. C. 5-1859 (2). Scotland, in Counties: Houses 
classified {,2 to {,IO. 

H. C. 400-1860. England and Wales: Counties and 
Parliamentary Divisions: Poor Rate Assessments, ratings 
of flO and over, House Duty Assessments, Electors. 

H. C. 572--1860. England and Wales by Countie.: 
Numbers of houses in cIasses {,2O to {,25, {,25 to {,30, {,3O 
and upwarrls. Cities and Boroughs: Messuages and tene
ments of £8 and upwards. 

H. C. 155-1861. Amounts and numbers in Chelsea, 
Ken..ington, Hammersmith, Fulham and Scotland. 

H. C. 3s8-I862. Scotland: Dwelling-houseS, 1857 to 
1861. Annual values of £3 and {,4; amount of ratings. 

H. C. 410--1862 (reprinted as 1866, No. 131). Return of 
Population and Houses. 

H. C. 428--1863. Return by Counties and Divisions, 
showing numbers of houses in classes {,2O to £30, {,3O to £So 
£50 to {,Ioo, {,Ioo to !Iso, !Iso to {,2OO, etc. 

H. C. 279-1866. England and Wales: Male Occupiers; 
varions rentals classified not exceeding {,IO, {,Io-{,II, etc., 
up to {.20. 

H. C. 494-1866. Electoral Returns: Male Persons in 
each Borough, etc., in occupation of houses, {,IO to {.20, 
1.20 to l.JO, etc. 

H. C. LU-I867. Farmhouses, England and Wales 
(23,582: £SS7,72O annual value). 
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H. C. 341-1867. Certain Parliamentary Borough and 
County Statistics of House Duty. 

H. C. 384-1867. Return by Counties and Divisions for 
1865-6 similar to No. 428 of 1863. 

H. C. II-1867..a. Dwelling-houses. not covered by a 
Composition Act. on which the owners pay poor rate by 
agreement with the assessing authorities. in Parliamentary 
Cities and Boroughs in England and Wales (98.598 
cases). 

H. C. 300-1871. House Duty in the Metropolis. by 
Wards (1870-1). 

H. C. 384-1872. Classification of Houses. by values 
(!lid' also S. C. on Town Holdings. p. 663). 

H. C. 292-1882. County Return for Sch. A and House 
Duty charged. 

H. C. 206-1883. County Return for Sch. A and House 
Duty charged. 1880-1 and 1881-1. 

H. C. 25-1884-5: H. C. 235-1884; H. c. 39-1892 ; 
H. C. 217-1896. in continuation. 

H. C. 344-1883. Very detailed classification by Coufllies. 
showing values {.20 to {.25. {.25 to £30. etc .• up to {.1.000. 
and also premises exempt from House Duty (see also Leone 
Levi. S. J .• 1814). 

(2) Commiuio. R_poria. 

S. C. on Town Holdings. p. 368. Ap .lendix XIV. 
M.uopolis.-Special information .. otained from the Inland 

Revenue Department. classifying shops and dwe1ling--houses. 
1881-4 and 1887..a. by numbers in several classes (£20 to 
{.25. etc.). with percentage borne by each class to the 
tOl31. 
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TABLE H, D,-Numbll'll of Boua .. , 00 and over-Annual 
Value (Gr •• t Britain), 1851 to 1873 (in thousands), 

Charged at Sbop Rateo, 

Year, DwelJln,' 

Public- Fann- I R""iclentIaJ 
hoUIN. 

houses, houses, Shops, 

. . 
ISSI~ , , IS9'I 275'9 
IS52-3 , 189'1 277'1 
IS53-4 , , IS9'4 2SI'7 
IS54-5 , , 193'7 291'3 
IS55-6 , , 194'0 295'0 
IS56-7 , , 195'2 299'X 
IS57~ , , 198'0 307' 
IS5~ , , 201'8 317'4 
IS5~ , , ~'7 327'9 
1860-:x , , '3 33&1 
:x861~ , , 210'0 ~'4 I86z:-3 , , 214'3 3'3 
1863-4 , , 219'1 375'0 
1864-5 , , 225'2 389'5 
1865-6 , , 2]6'3 412'0 
1866-7 , , 240'1 424'4 , , • 
I867~ , , 62'4 26,S 

I :x61'1 450'7 
:x~ , , 65'4 27'0 166'2 472'1 
:x86cr70 , , 67's 27'S 172'5 486'2 
:x870-1 , , 6&6 28'2 I7S'S 520'8 
:x871~ , , 67'9 30'S ISo-I 527'2 
:x872-3 , , 67,8 32'1' 181'1 53&9 
:J873-4 , , 10'3 32'2 190'6 551'5 
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CHAPTER IV. 

INCOME TAX (SCHEDULE A) IN IRELAND. 

THE VALUE OF REAL PROPERTY. 

THE conditions in Ireland are so different from those in 
Great Britain, and are so little understood, while their 
statistical effects are of such considerable importance, that 
it is necessary to give special consideration to the subject. 
Irish valuation is very involved and difficult in its history, 
and although the literature of the subject in reports of 
Commissions and the evidence and appendices is voluminou.~, 
there has apparently been no attempt to trace the definite 
statistical facts, absolute and at the same time actually 
comparable, over the past eighty years in the manner that 
is here essayed. 

Brief mato..,. 0' the Valuatiou. 

When the tax was introduced into Ireland in 1853 it was 
directed that the basis under Seh. A should be the annual 
value of all tenements and rateable hereditaments according 
to the valuation in force for poor rate purposes. Copies of 
the last rates made had to be supplied by the 10cal autho
rities,l but only when required a in subsequent years, 
becanse the Seb. A assessments were .. continued," as in 
Great Britain! until the year of re-assessment. The poor 
rate valuation and the income tax assessments therefore 
came into close relationship at recurring intervals of about 
thl ee years, the latter being altered in the intervening years 
only as regards new properties, strnctura1 alterations, and 
decreases. Provision was made that if, on appeal, the 

I 16.t 11 Viet. c. 34. s. 12. 
• 11.t 18 Viet. I:. 2.to L 5-
o YUle,. ~J. 
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valuation was shown to be in excess of the rent the assess
ment might be reduced, so far as it was assessed upon the 
tenant, and the balance charged upon the lessor.l There are 
certain properties, used for public and charitable purposes. 
which do not pay poor rates,l and which are valued only at 
half the rent. but the income tax is charged on the full rent, 
irrespective of the valuation list. It should be noted that in 
Ireland there is no rating upon agricultural improvements, 
erection of farm buildings, etc., for the first seven years. 
and also that shooting rights are not rateable.1 The latter, 
for income tax, are assessed under Sch .. D when separately 
let. . 

It is obvious that no estimate can be formed of the com
parative value of the Sch. A assessments, and their approxi
mation to true values, without some consideration of the 
history of poor rate valuation in Ireland. The literature of 
the subject is very considerable, and the following obser
vations represent a condensed summary of so much as is 
relevant to the present subject. 

The first of the Irish Valuation Acts was tllat of 1826, 
which was designed to provide for a more equal levying of 
county cess charges and grand jury rates upon various /irItIS. 

At that time a general Ordnance survey was in progress. 
and a Commissioner of Valuation was appointed to value 
the counties already surveyed. The valuation of all III"," 
was to be made according to a bed average scale of prices 
for wheat, oats, barley, potatoes. butter, beef, mutton, and 
pork, and houses were to be valued at the rental value less 
one-third part of such rent. This Act and subsequent 
amending Acts dealt entirely with a general ~ 
valuation, and not with the several properties 01" tenements 
in each townland. and did not provide for a revision.. 

In 1838 a poor relief system was introduced,1 and a method 

I 16 ~ I, VlCt. c. 340 s. 13. 
a I, VlCt. c. a. L .. 
• Vah",tioa Act. IS~ L I,. 
• MomoruadUlll _ u.c.l Tuatica ia IreIaad ~ .... the 

Royal Comm .... _ Local Tuau-. 1897. "tbo5e Acts _ 
re.-led by the .....,.icI.UDI Act of 18]6. 

, I A • Viet. c. ,s6. 
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of valuation similar to the English was provided, the basis of 
valuation being the net annual value of land and buildings, 
viz., the rent at which each property was worth to be let, 
the probable annual average cost of l'epairs, insurance, etc., 
and all rates, taxes, etc., except tithes, being paid by the 
tenant. Valuation proceeded rapidly, and was completed, 
except in three unions, in I842. A Parliamentary Return 
in I843 gives very full details for the whole of Ireland and 
also for each union, with a c1assification according to values, 
in 1.5 stages up to £50, and one class above 1.50. The total 
net valuation was I.I3,428,787, but this was before all 
appeals and adjustments had been dealt with, and was, 
comparatively speaking, too high. There was no real 
decrease in values in the years immediately following, but 
in I845 the valuation had settled down to 1.13,204,234,1 and 
this on the official evidence may be taken as the valuation 
for those three years. The return for each union also 
showed the approximate extent to which it was below the 
true rental value and what the difference between gross and 
net was in each case. The following quotation from an 
official letter is informing :-

"To LoRD EUOT. 

" It ..m. I believe, appear that tbe valuations for poor rates 
in Ireland are more nearly and more generally correct than has 
been supposed ; and I believe also that they will be found folly 
to sustain the views expressed in my letter to Lord Morpeth of 
the 9th March, 1841, which is given in the last Report of tbe Poor 
Law Commissioners, and to which I beg to refer your Lor&hip. 

"When it is considered that these valuations are the first 
efforts which have been made to obtain a general teDement 
valuation in this C01IDby-that they exhibit, separately, every 
house or other holding, of whatever size or vaJoe-and that they 
have been completed within a compazatively short period. by a 
large number of valuators, separately appointed by tbe several 
hoards of guardians, and proceeding simultaneously in all parts 
of the country :_hen these circumstanc:es are considered the 
results here given cannnt. I think, be deemed unsatisfadory." 

u. • • The variance in the items of which the gross value is 
composed is of less c:oosequeuce. as the net or rating value is DOt 

• PcICII' La .. C4mm;...tmen' 12th AlmaaJ Repwt, p. 22B. , 
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formed by deducting the charges of repairs. insurance. taxes. etc .• 
from the gross value. the net value being always estimated in 
the first instance; and as it is the almost invariable rule through
out Ireland for tenants to defray all the annual charges on their 
holdings. the rent paid by the occupier is in fact usually a net 
value. 

.. GEORGE NICHOLLS •. 
.. Poor Law Commission Offices. 

Dublin. 191h F,bruary. 1842." 
The townland valuation was still proceeding on minute 

and elaborate lines. and the difference in principle between 
the two systems was considered by a Select Committee 
in 1844.' They dismissed an existing tithe valuation as 
so defective and lacking in uniformity as to be worthless. 
and found that the townland valuation could not be 
used for poor rate purposes because its unit of valuation 
was too large. and because it omitted properties which, 
though exempt from county charges, were liable to poor 
rates, while, its whole object being to ascertain relativ, 
ability in the county area, it failed to give a sufficiently 
positive or absolute result. They also found that the poor 
rate valuations, though sound in principle, and giving 
correct relative values ",/hill Md "lIiOll, were not suffi
ciently uniform for county rates. So they proposed one 
valuation for all purposes, to include and to show separately 
all property liable to any local rate, and based on the poor 
relief principle, the " net annual value to let." 

A Commission on the Grand Jury Laws in x8.p had 
reported in favour of Mr. Griffith's valuation under the 
1836 Act, and in an appendix he himself stated that the 
difference between his values and the actual letting value 
was about IS per cent. "under the full or rack rent value, 
but very near that of many of the principal landed pro-
prietors of the country." • • 

By 1846 Griffith had completed twenty-siz out of thirty
two counties. AIl Act was passed for a general valuation, 
under which a tenement valuation was completed for the 
six remaining counties, and the cities of Waterford. Cork, 

l H.C.Sl~s... 
l MemOl'Uldam, p. ,s. 
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Limerick. and Kilkenny were also valued. It could be 
extended to the other areas on application of grand juries 
and town councils. the 1836 valuation meanwhile remaining 
in force. This Act directed an additional valuation by 
townlands. on a price basis for lands. and letting value less 
one-third for houses. so that .. the principle of a tenement 
valuation was introduced and of a revision of such valuation, 
but the two divergent bases of valuing for poor rates and 
county assessments were still retained." 

In 1853 the Act which is the basis of the present system 
came into force. repealing the Act of 1846. but providing for 
the alteration of the tenement valuations under the latter 
to conform to the new principles. With the amending Acts 
(1854. 1860. 1864 and I874) it fixes one uniform tenement 
valuation for lands and tenements for all purposes. The 
valuations began in IB48 and were not complete until 1865. 
the various county valuations coming into use as completed 
in the interval. 

"GriftUh'. Valuation ,. was based. for lands, upon fixed 
prices of eight commodities. and as regards houses upon an 
estimate of the rent. the tenant bearing all charges (except 
.. tithe rentcharge ") anll repairs, so that it 1I'U a blend of 
the I836 grand jury valuation and I838 poor relief valuation. 

With regard to p.iOpeJty exempt from rating it is only 
necessary here to say that the seven years exemption for 
improvements and the non-rateability of, sporting rights. 
and of turf bogs and turf banks for which DO valuable con
sideration is paid. a.fIect income tax statistics. but the .. half 
rated " property (PUblic. charitable. scientific, and other 
pwposes) does not. 

The I8SZ Act contemplated a possible revaluation of IandI 
at intervals of not less than fourteen years. but did not make 
provision for funds. and DO such general revision has in fact 
been made. For DeW' and altered properties an annual 
revision list esists. In towns an oa:upier can apply to be 
included therein. but DO considerable number of applications 
is made. as the early valuations are already much below the 
rent. There is 110 provision in the Acts for oWaining rent 
retums. 
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By the Local Government (Ireland) Act. 1898. in a general 

revaluation in county boroughs lanl can be valued. not on 
the old produce price basis. but on the same basis as houses. 
Belf\lst has completed a general revaluation. and one is in 
progress in Dublin. 

v •• of Poor Bat. Valuation for Inaom. 'ru AIae_enta. 

It will be obvious that the movements of the aggregate 
assessments down to 1868 (!lid, Table A4) do not necessarily 
reflect any true movement of values for Ireland. but such a 
movement was masked by the effect of transferring areas 
gradually from one kind of valuation to another. 

The valuation corresponds to the British rateable value. 
which is already exclusive of repairs. Therefore. as it is 
adopted for the Sch. A gross asSlSSlllml. the further allowance 
of one-sixth and one-eighth for repairs under the FInance 
Act. 1894. from a value which has already taken such 
repairs into consideration involves a double allowance. In 
general the owners do repairs to houses in towns. 50 tbat the 
assessments are already one-sixth below the rent. and the 
allowance is not given.' But if it is not below the rent to 
quite that extent. the full sixth is allowable. So a reduction 
in valuation IIIG)/lead to an increased ,.., Sch. A assessment. 
Although in rural areas the rent is frequently nowadays below 
the old valuations, the one-eighth allowance is always mede. 
The owner is only responsible for an assessment on the rent. 
the difference between rent and valuation being the .. in
come .. of the tenant. and. speaking generally. this beneficial 
occupation is exempt and appears in the exemption column 
of the statistics. How far it is a conventiooal ~e 
mere difference between a real rent and an ancient valuation 
-and how far it really approximetes to the value of the 
tenant right are not strictly determinable questions. 

........ Ae& ...... 
'!be tenants are of course exempt in most cases. and 50 

the assessments are exempted &om the date of the purchase 

& fIDaDc:o Act, III9t. .. SS (4-
aa 
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agreement. But in the ordinary course the interest paid 
would be kept in charge. and the amount appearing in the 
exemption column would not represent the whole value of 
the land in question. Since November. 1905. however. the 
properties have been exempted outright; the usual deduc
tion of tax by the new owner from the interest he pays has 
not been made. but the Land Commission deducts income 
tax from the vendors and makes a single return for the 
whole of Ireland. Statistically the effect is to overstate the 
true exemptions. and also to overstate the Sch. D for Ireland. 
but the net liable income remains unaffected. I In the case 
of liable tenants the payments of interest are allowed as a 
deduction from their assessments.' 

How closely has the Irish Poor Law Valuation Candlneome 
Tn Aueument) approximated to True ValU8I7 

Dealing in the first place with the past. we may refer to 
the opinions quoted above as to the state of the early 
valuations. The following information is derived from 
official sources:-

1842.-" The Poor Law Valuation of 1838 ..•• From. 
the altered state of the times. the consolidation of farms. the 
fall of prices. the increase. of Jocal taxation. a revision has been . 
found necessary from time to time. . • • Both the original 
valuation and that. as now revised by local authority. will 
probably be found less accurate than the valuation in pro
gress • . • under Mr. Griffith." But even the poor law 
valuation was said by Sir George Nicholls to be better than 
that of England (Bepori OD CouolitlaW AnnaitiM, 1852). 

In 1843. a return of the tota1 poor law valuation was 
published showing. with only three estimates. the completed 
results for each union. In two-thirds of the reports an 
estimate was given of the percentage extent to which the 
valuation was below the "letting value." These reports 
were subsequently tabulated in the Appendix to the Repori 
on TownIani Valaation, 1844/ but no endeavour has 
bitherto been made to work out the net effect foI- all Ireland 
[rom these estimates. In the class where equality was 

• YiIl6 P. 211. • YiIl6 p. 70 ... baiIdiJJs oocietiea. • P. 196. 
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asserted this estimate has been accepted. and the mean 
points for the other classes have been adopted. except the 
" over :.10 per cent." class. which has been put at a mean 
of 30 per cent., while the best possible estimate has been 
made for each union where general statements were made. 
The average (unweighted) percentage deficiency is u·8. 
The average has also been obtained by weighting each 
union according to its rateable value on the first completed 
uniform valuation by a single authority ," and the result 
obtained is II·7. It may be taken that the unions for which 
no reports were obtained would give a similar result: they 
are well distributed, and their average rateable value is 
the same. so that the evidence of these early reports by the 
local authorities may be summarised by the estimate that 
the poor law valuation was III per cent. below the true 
letting value according to Irish practice. This seems to 
bear out Sir George Nicholls' view. and compares favourably 
with the valuation in England and Wales. even at a 
much later date, 1876-7.' which, extra metropolitan, was 
over III per cent. below the letting value, as indicated by the 
Sch. A assessments. 

1844.-There is other evidence that at this date the 
valuation was not more seriously below the true letting 
value. In the 111M :£videa •• on ToWDlud Valuation it is 
stated that complaints of inequality were Dot general. that 
the valuation was .. below, but Dot very much," and that it 
was .. as good as England.". As regards the townland 
valuation. houses over £s were valued at two-thirds and 
houses under £s were omitted, so that comparison is diffi
cult; but Griffith states that generally one-third should be 
added to give the poor law valuation. and there was often 
as much as 70 per cent. difference. 

1BU.-From the report and evidence upon Consolidat .. 
Almuiti. it appears that the rapid decline in values after 
18.t6 was Dot jwIly exhibited in the poor law valuation. 
striking as the change in the latter seems to be. In some 

I As II- in Appmdiz No.. I at tbe Report at s. c. ... GeaeraI 
Valaati ..... etc., InI&Dd, 1869-

• Y_ 8Stb Report. . • Os: .. ~ 1.7J6-g. etc. 
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cases the valuation was held to be considerably above true 
value.1 .. But there are now unfortunately too many plac:ea 
in Ireland where the valuation is maintained merely as 
affording an indication of the compat"alive capability of the 
parties to contribute to the public requirements; the actual 
botI4 fide value of the property cannot frequently be taken 
at half what it is represented." a 

1864.--A draft Report of the Select Commit ... OD th. 
Taution 01 Ireland, referring to a parliamentary paper on 
relative capacity to bear taxation,' said :-" Sch. A is 
assessed in Ireland on a valuation supposed to be some
what under the nominal rental, where Great Britain is on 
the rental. But it has been proved to your Committee by 
many witnesses that although in some instances the rental 
in Ireland is higher than the valuation, yet on an average 
of years the actual rent received is not so," One witDesl 
put the valuation at 10 per cent, below .• 

1865.-In the actual report in the following year it was 
stated' :-" It has not been proved to the Committee that 
the Irish taxpayer enjoys any important advantage in c0n

sequence of the tax being assessed upon the net valuation 
instead of the gross rent, as in Great Britain." 

1869.--ln this year a Seled CommiUee reported on Irish 
.• aluatio.., but dealt more with the comparative eccuracy 
of the valuation in difterent parts than the absolute value 
of the aggregate figures. The complaints that U1ster was 
rated much above the rest of Ireland were shown to rest 
upon a mistaken deJinition of .. rent," for if the teDant 
right were added to the rent paid in U1ster the valuation 
was considered to be as much below in that province as 
eIsewhere.- It is clear that for an true comparative pWPOBell 
the tenant right should be added to the tenants' rents. 
At this date rents were increasing geuera1ly,7 and one 
witness put the valuation at one-fomth below the letting 
value! and another said that the valuation (£13,000,000) 
corresponded to !I8,ooo,ooo true rental. An attempt was 
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made for sample or typical unions to determine the economic 
rental, as a difference between gross produce at current 
prices and expenses, to obtain a true value and to compare 
it with the valuation. Twenty-five unions outside Ulster 
showed 7s. gil. average value per acre as against Ss. gil. 
valuation, and twelve Ulster unions gave I2S. Bid. average 
value against lOS. valuation. This, of course, was an attempt 
to prove the case against Ulster, furnishing .. as a final 
result the remarkable fact that the general valuation of 
Ulster is not higher than that of other provinces of Ireland." 

Another appendix to the same Report, after exhibiting the 
aeveral dates at which the valuation of the counties was 
completed, asserted that it was evident therefrom that the 
valuation of the southern and western counties was made 
before recovery from the famine, when agriculture was 
neglected, with a result that the valuation in those counties 
.• is considerably less than valuation in Ulster" made at 
more recent dates. It appended a statement showing .. the 
increase per pound on the valuation which would be required 
in each county to make them equivalent to the valuation in 
Ulster." 

It is possible to combine these apparently irreconcilable 
statements and to obtain a real estimate therefrom, taking 
the estimated increase required for each county and working 
it upon the actual valuation, as follows :-

Actual valuation of three provinces • 
Aggregate additions required. • 
Valuation of three provinces. to equal 

Ulster (net) basis • • 
Valuation of Ulster • • • 
But the Ulster valuation was, by the 

other evidence, at least as much 
below its true valuation, including 
tenant right. In the same propor
tion this __ uld add •• 

Io.Bz6,ooo 
3,825,000 

Total rateable value • • 15.431.000 
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1870.-The Board of Inland Revenue stated I that the 
valuation in Ireland was estimated to be 20 per cent. below 
the true letting value. which accords almost exactly with the 
result arrived at above. 

1871.-The Report of the Seled Committee on thl Law of 
Rating in Ireland furnished some evidence of interest. It was 
pointed out that so far as lands were concerned there was 
a greater excess of rent over valuation in town divisk n~. so 
that the disproportion between the low rates of villages and 
the high rates of town divisions was less than it seemed to 
be.' But the lowness of valuation was said to apply more 
to houses. and particularly country houses.- Objection to 
low valuation was minimised because of the saving in the 
income tax.. Houses in towns were said to be depreciating 
in value. whereas 1ands were going up.' Although one 
",itness said the valuation of lands was less than one-half 
the true value. others were more reliable who asserted in 
one case that rents were .. 25 per cent. over the valua
tion." and in another case that the .. valuation fw0/esse. 
to be 20 per cent. under the letting value." 

1878 anti 1879.-The Select Committee on the bilh Lant! 
Ad, 1870, introduced a new element into the question. the 
lowness of Griffith's valuation being discovered to have 
grave disadvantages where used as a basis for regu1ating 
loan advances I It was stated to be 25 per cent. below.
Poor arable land would be equal in value to Griffith's 
figure, but good pasture land much above. The Board of 
Works would advance twenty years' purchase on Griffith's 
valuation. and. assuming that land was worth thirty years' 
purchase ... this advance would equal ten years' purchase 
of the rentaL" 

1876 to 1880.-bilh lADi Commjuion, 1880.-In evidence 
it was stated that the most expert opinion considered an 
addition of 33 per cent. to Griffith's valuation in IB76 
would give the Ietting value. raising it from £13.619,000 to 
1.18,200.000.' Several witnesses mentioned 25 per cent. to 

1 1]tIl Report. p. 130. • § ... 639-· f 1.212 aod 8.SI]. • 1.70S-
o 1.269. 1.6.... . • , ..... 
• 1,,26g. 
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30 per cent.1Some lands were as much as 100 per cent. to 
500 per cent. above. but where the north was 10 to IS per 
cent. the south was 100 per cent. correspondingly. It was 
generally agreed that the valuation was no criterion of rent 
and had never been intended as such.-

i880.-Royal Commillion on Agriculiun.--Mr. J. B. 
Greene. the Commissioner of Valuation. said that the valua
tion must be held to be a representation of the fair letting 
value of land between 1849 and 1852: .. it is estimated that 
the addition which would probably be made to the present 
rateable valuation, in the case of a revaluation of Ireland, 
would amount to an average of 33 per cent. generally. 
and that the agricultural value of land which is now 
£9,100.000 would be increased to over £13,000.000." This 
estimate was made without regard to the recent bad seasons . 
.. I am of opinion that if Ireland were revalued to-morrow 
at a reasonable live-and-Iet-live rent over the whole of the 
kingdom, 33 per cent. over Griffith's valuation would be a 
moderate valuation on the average. and thal _uld h. 
£2,000,000 a year under the existing rental of the country"
which he stated to be £20,000,000 at least, or £2,000,000 too 
high. He contradicted the assertion attributed to Griffith 
that at the Ii_ of valuation one-third should be added to 
give the actual rents, but said no actual figures were avail
able. 

i887.-Lana Aoa (Iroland) Commission.-,There was an 
enormous mass of e\idence before this Commission, directly 
upon tho di1lerence between rentals and the valuation. but 
it was nearly all particular. and therefore, in view of the 
varied effects of the depression upon tillage and grass land, 
and the different conditions obtaining in different localities. 
it was often conflicting. There is no general summary 
for Ireland, and indeed it is difficult to see how at such a 
time of change one was possible. Griffith's estimate of 
IS per cent. in the seventies was frequently repeated, and 
the opinion was expressed that the valuation (at 1886) was 
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fair for tillage but deficient for grass lands. Rents had 
fallen rapidly even since 1882. and in one case were said to 
be 10 per cent. lower than in 1839 and 171 per cent. lower 
than in 1877. and in another place to be 20 or 25 per cent. 
lower than in 1852; 1 but no general conclusions can be 
drawn from the evidence. except that the decline in values 
was very rapid. 

1894........s.led CommiHee OD Land Acu. Ir.land..-It was 
stated that rents fixed in 1882 as high as Griffith's valuation 
" would not now be too high." from which it may be inferred 
that in 1894 agricultural depression from 1880 had not yet 
operated to reduce the true letting value below the valuation. 

1894..-801&1 Co1DD1ilsiOD OD Financial R.JatioDi betw ... 
Great Britain .. II lrelanll..-Evidence was furnished to 
show that the judicial rents less the rates payable by land
lords out of those rents were 3'2 per cent. below the valua
tion.- and 23'4 per cent. below the old rents. Mr. G. F. 
HoWe. an expert witness well qualified to give a reliable 
estimate. said :-" At the present tiD1e my opinion is that 
agricultural land is about the same value. if we could get at 
the letting value disclosed by the actual rents. as the amount 
of the valuation. I think it is assessed at about its proper 
value." He made it very clear that this was not equivalent 
to saying that the correct las was paid in the aggregate. 
because the owners could pick out all cases of " rent below 
valuation" and pay on the rent only. whereas they never 
paid on more than the valuation in the converse case.-

For Dublin, on a sample. houses were in the valuation at 
£4.108. whereas the letting was £7.524. or 83 per cent. 
above. Attention was drawn to the double allowance given 
for repairs after IB94. viz.. the .. hidden" allowance by 
Griffith and the obvions allowance for income tax. 

The evidence as to values given by Sir J. G. Barton was 
that a new valuation wonld give an increase of from IS to 
:zo per c:ent. •• but be appears to have confiDed this to houses. 

I ViM Qs. 0AII. 10.991 ..... 232. 14.271'. 15.137. 19.JJ8. 
• Q. 7.118 • 
• As 647,000 oot of 719,000 ....... wboIIy e.rempt. they were 

iDdifJ_ .. to wbetba" an 'omt .... oorec tile rcot. 
• Q. ,.6so. 
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and to have regarded the land valuation as approximately 
correct on the judicial rents. This evidence, together with 
that of other witnesses, does not always appear to be 
consistent, but differences of opinion as to whether the 
judicial rent really as well as theoretically included the 
tenant right, and questions as to rates appear to complicate 
the issue. Perhaps one can best dispose of the matter in 
the words of the Report :-" A difference of opinion exists 
amongst the Irish witnesses as to whether the valuation in 
Ireland is now really helow the letting value. Mr. Barton, 
the Commissioner of Valuation, maintains that it is, and 
that if a new valuation were made it would result in an 
increase of 110 per cent., whilst Mr. Murrollgh O'Brien, one of 
the Chief Land Commissioners, and well acquainted with the 
value placed by his Commission on Irish land, considers that 
a new valuation, if fairly carried Ollt, would lower rather than 
increase the assessment." The minority reports balance 
the opposing views, and generally do not arrive at a precise 
opinion, but, by giving some countervailing considerations 
not here relevant, arrive at the conclusion that the total 
income tax paid in the two areas Ireland and Great Britain 
is fairly comparable. 

1897.-The evidence given by the Commissioner of 
Valuation, Sir J. G. Barton, before the BOJai Commj";o • 
•• J.ooal hzatioD in 1897 1 is valuable as a comparatively 
recent statement of the position of Griffith's valuation. 
He stated that the valuation of land in Ireland based upon 
rent paid by the tenant ~ 1M ... ~ /or IeufII rig'" 
is comparable with valuation based on rent paid to the land
lord in England, and, unless tenant right is considered, no 
proper comparison can be made. If a new valuation is 
made it should be UPOD the rents fixed by the Land Com
mission. adding the interest on the sum paid for tenant righL 
The valuation by Griffith was IS to 110 per oenL below the 
rack rent originally. As. result of the time talreD in the 
valuation. .. whilst in the lIDuth valuation is very much 
below the judicial rents. in the north it is raths abaft iL .. 
In Ulster the judicial rents were 8-g6 below the valuation. 

• VoL L. pp. laS II .. 
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in Leinster 4'35 above, in Connaught :2'66 above, and in 
Munster 1:2':25 above, or on the average for the whole 
country 1'53 above, based on :288,000 cases,1 

He stated in very clear terms that in his view the method 
of valuation by Griffith included the tenant right,- and that 
valuation was really on the same basis for the whole country. 
A revaluation would increase the whole total both for land 
and for buildings, the land increase being chietl y in the 
south and partly due to the fact that large sums have been 
spent in recent years on improvements, reclamation, etc. 
In many cases the rent would exceed the valuation by :20 per 
cent, But it is very .. difficult and dangerous" to compare 
judicial rents in Ireland with those in England, because the 
rent in England includes interest on all the buildings and 
improvements. Then, again, the exemptions from rating 
are more numerous in Ireland, being estimated at three
quarters of a million, exclusive of Government property, 

In the valuation of new houses or houses structurally 
altered the letting value had to be " toned down " to con
form to the general standard by a deduction varying from 
5 per cent. to 30 per cent. This did not, however, bring 
them down absolutely to the Griffith leveL In detail it was 
161 per cent. in Ulster, :24 per cent. in Leinster, :251 per cent. 
in Connaught, 261 per cent. in Munster, and :231 per cent. 
for the whole of Ireland. 

1898.-B07a1 Commi .. iOD on Irish LaDd Ada.-The Report 
and Evidence furnishes little save general confirmation on 
the question of aggregate values. An appendix I summarises 
rental statistics for ten years 1881 to IBgl from the Land 
Commission Reports, and from these details the following 
table is compiled ;-

Government valuation 
Old rents 
New rents 

• 

Percentage excess of old rents 
Percentage excess of new rents 

• £4,158,168 
£5,319,167 
£4,220,774 

:z8 
II 
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These figures confirm the foregoing estimates in a remark
able manner. 

1899.-The fifth volume of Evidence lIefon the Commis
lion is wholly devoted to Ireland. but contains nothing of 
substantial importance and is supplementary to the above. 

1901l.-The Final Report of this Royal Commission 
embodies some of Sir J. G. Barton's conclusions, but adds 
nothing relative to aggregate valuation. 

1903.-Sir J. G. Barton, writing on valuation for rating . 
in Ireland,· said the deductions from new valuations, .. to 
make relative," varied froin 5 per cent. to 30 per cent. in 
the south and west. In 1867 the completed valuation 
was £120975:000, of which £9.100,000 was on land, and in 
IgoI land stood at £9.066.000; houses, £5,163,000: rail
way~, etc., £704,000; Government property, £140.000, or 
£15,0730000 in all. In 1871 the exempt property was 
£424,208, which has probably doubled since. Of this 
£160.000 represented Government property, and the balance 
churches, chapels, schools, hospitals, asylums. literary 
institutions, and convents. Such property was valued 
exactly as other property. He anticipated the &Hast 
revaluation would give an increase of 20 per cent. 

1903.-The Select Committee lin Irish Yaluatilln reported : 
-" We are satisfied that although probably not theoretically 
correct, yet practically speaking the total valuation of Irish 
land is not very far from just valuation, and that relatively 
it is approximately fair, the anomalies and inequalities 
.which have crept into the system as applied to houses not 
being found in agricultural land to anything like the same 
extent." The valuation was admitted to be behindhand in 
all Irish towns. and Sir J. G. Barton reckoned a 2S per cent. 
increase would result in Dublin,' and IO per cent. generally 

1 IDstitute of SUI .61.d. TraDsacticms,. 19oa-,-- P. 261. 
I V. Uoo .. Valuati ... of the City of Dublin, .... C. Da-. Staa. 

tical and Social 1nq"1..~ of Ireland. 1897. po 320, i« cam
~ with Belfast; ..... 8CtualIy raisal fnIm £1.271.170 to 
£1.396.027. after ap~ ... just UDder 10 per _ DobtiD ..... 
iaised fnIm £1 .......... 3 to £~940> beforio~ppeals, and if the 
aDlOllDt allowed ... appeal is . to that ita Belfut. this will Ii"" 
ultimately £1.1-+000, ... aD mer.. of II per COIlt. I ........ atroac 
___ i« aupp<IIIIIC that ita ..... tboIr _ is ~ _ ftIoaticm strictly 
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in the township on a revaluation. No addition to value had . 
been previously made, for example, for licence value. It was 
stated authoritatively in evidence that 16 per cent. from the 
rent was taken to give rateable value generally for new houses, 
and one-fifth or one-fourth for old houses.! It was estimated 
that the revaluation of Belfast would add £300,000.-

1913.-Before the Departmental Committee on ImperiaI 
and Local Taxation Sir J. G. Barton again gave evidence 
that he was in possession of the ratio of difference in each 
Ioca1ity .. up to 33 per cent." in some cases, from which a 
rough standard valuation. might be made. He gave DO 

general estimate for Ireland. 

SumJDal'f" to Dift'erence .etwNn True Value of tani alUl 
Income TaJ: Statistic., 1841 to 191t. 

Broadly it may be stated that the 1842 figures in Table A4 
were 12 per cent. below the net value. In 1852 values had 
su..uc so rapidly that the figures are probably adequate. By 
1864 the original poor law valuations had been replaced 
almost entirely by Griflith's values, which were lower, and. 
rents having moved upwards again. the statistics are per
haps fully 10 per cent. below true values. From this date 
the figures are stationary save for (4) additions and new 
properties. (b) the Belfast revaluation, while rental values 
moved upwards until 1880, so that the figures were zo per 
cent. below values in 1870, 25 per cent. in 1875, and 
z8 per cent. bdtmI.in 1880. After this date rents declined, 
and by :dI97 .. judicial rents" were just above the figures, 
so that full rental value of lands inclusive of tenant right 
would be still somewhat above, while houses generally 
having steadily risen were 23 per cent. above. 

In 1903. after further depression, which tenants' improve
ments had tended to counteract in its influence on values, 
10 per cent. seems fD be a reasonable estimate, and in the 
opinion of many competent fD judge it is DOW at least that 
proportion below, while hoatres have c.ertainly increased in 
value. 
... to tile trae ad< IIOIdal otudant ....... Ii., _alter eJJowiDc ... 
.... aud Lullauc& 

• Q. 963- • Q. 1P. 
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The following is a broad estimate of the prelllnt valu. of 
Irish pro periJ' :,.-

Lands (thousands £). 
Gross annual value. Sch. A. I9II-U 9.6g1 
This is Griffith's rateable value. and to.get the true 

gross before repairs are charged add one-seventh 1.384 

Tatal. . • . • • II.075 
(The actual repairs under Sch. A at OM-eighth 

of the above £9.690.506 = £I.2II.314. the actual 
figure being £1.199.043.) 

Mter the Irish Land Act. I888, giving tenant 
right, great improvements were made. and these have 
probably more than counter1>aJanced the depreciated 
value due to agricultural depression. 
But it may be assumed that for the country as a 

whole the value of 1ands is IO per ceut. in excess 
of valuation •• 969 

True value of lands I2,o44 
Messflllges and Tmements (thousands £). 

Gross annual value, Sch. A • 
Wherever the valuatiou is not more than one-sixth 

below the rent, one-sixth repairs is allowed in all 
cases. If none were more than oue-sixth below, the 
allowance would be £887 .2II. 

It is actually £lgS,068 or 22'3 per ceut.. and it 
may therefore be fairly assumed that 77'7 per cent. of 
the properties are more than oue-sixth below the rent. 

'2 X '77 X £5,323,266 = /.827,235 as a minimum. 
It would be safer to say that they average 20 per 

ceut. below • • 
And the ather 22'3 per ceut. of the properties would 

average at least IO per cent. below • 

Total true rateable value (mesmages) 
Add one-fifth (Griffith's deductions) • • 

True gross value. mfflS"ages • 

Other piOpa ty • • • 

0- wal_, total lor IreJuj • • 

I,034 
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It is obvious that although the Irish statistics are .suffi
ciently close to the truth to be included in much larger 
aggregates without risk for general purposes, they should 
not b, uled lor (t) periodioal oomparisons lor Ireland itself, 
M • test 01 growth or decline 1; (II) oomparison with other 
am_ whlre au error 01115 per Oint. is likely to be material, 
unless a careful study is first made of the most voluminous 
literature of this very difficult subject. and unless the 
principles of valuation have been fully understood. 

Giffen compares lands 1892-3 and 1906-7 with a footnote on 
the old vaiuation (QlUJrUrly RlfJietll, July, 1909). 

Bonar compares net assessments in decades 1854 to 1894 with
out recognition of these facts (" Irish Agrarian Problem," p. 20). 

ADDITIONAL INFOIWATION. 

In addition to the reports on Irish valuation already 
quoted. the following Parliamentary Returns contain de
tailed information :-

H. C. 428-1840. Progress of Valuation (6 & 'I Will. 4. 
c.84)· 

H. C. 33I-I84I. Progress of valuation. 
H. C. 2z4-184a. Progress of valuation (more extended). 
H. C. 235-1843. Irish valuation in poor law unions. 

showing classes £1. £a, £3. etc .• and total rate in each union 
completed. No grand total for the loS unions given. 

H. C. 334-1143. Progress of valuation :-H. C. 212-
1144; H. C. 216-1846; H. C. '/01-1147; H. C. 446-
1848; H. C. 407-1849; H. C. 346-IS50; H. C. 5S3-IS5Z. 

H. C. 191-1144. Costs of valuation. 
H. C. 159-1147. Poor law valuation. IS4I. with popu

lation-a11 unions in detail. Aggregate. £X3,IS7.42I. 
H. C. 88g-1147. Values in four unions classified to 

complete the general Return of 1144-
H. c. 70-1849. Valuation of tenements in counties and 

boroughs in classes up to £8. 
H. C. 200-1850. Valuation of tenements. 1146 and IS5O. 

compared. in classes up to £8. for- counties and boroughs. 
I Walteliold estimated that ".7$0,000 acres in 1817 yielded 

lt7,ISo.ooo rental, and it bas boen estunated that thenoductioasafter 
1898 have noduced the ....... to ... e-tbird of that ...... Uoamal 0( 
St&tisticU and Social EnqaUy Societ7 0( IroIaDd. Aupst. 1899). 
~ . 
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H~C. 4-1851. An interesting letter upon the position 
of valuation and its relation to rental. A discussion of the 

.desirability of reverting from valuation on rent of tenements 
to the townland as a basis. 

H. C.268-1851. Return of costs of valuation-both kinds. 
H. C. 403-1851. Tipperary valuation. 
H. C. 128-1860. Counties and boroughs: area, popu· 

lation, and income tax. Classification of occupiers rated at 
various amounts, .. over £50 .. down to £8. 

H. C. 22&-1865. Valuation of Government and other 
property exempt from rating (given by counties) (vide p. 157). 

H. C. 30G-I866. Cost of first townland ordnance 
valuation and the tenement valuation and annual revisions. 

H. C. 144-1867. Agricultural holdings, with tenements 
in each, classified according to amounts (vide p. 74). 

H. C. C}6-1872. Area and population. Valuation by 
townships. 

H. C. lZ2-I81Z. Value of property belonging to various 
corporate bodies. 

H. C. 422-I81Z. Parliamentary electors. Classifica· 
tion of tenements in values. 

H. C. 45-187+ Constituencies in Ireland. Details of 
ratings by boroughs, etc. 

H. C. 159-1814. Value of houses in boroughs classified. 
H. C. 424-1815. Tenement valuation.-Number of 

various classes. 
H. C. 422-IB76. Owners of Land, County detail5, with 

acreages. 
H. C. 104-1883. Poor rate valuation, 1873-4 to 18814. 
H. C. 17-188+ Number of tenements valued U in 

boroughs. 
H. C. 22-1887. Valuation in e1ectora1 divisions. 
H. C. Z7-1887· Valuation in Electoral Divisions for 

each division, giving in detail value per acre, population, 
rateable value per head, average poor rate; and the average 
county c:e;s in each county. 

H. L 24-1900. Rateable value fOl£ each district, union. 
county. etc. 



CHAPTER V. 

SCHEDULE C INCOME FROM GoVERNMENT 
SECURITIES. 

DEFINITION AND SCOPE . 

.. FOR and in respect of all profits arising from interest. 
annuities. dividends. and shares of annuities payable to any 
person. body politic or corporate. company or society. 
whether corporate or not corporate, out of any public 
"veDU .... l 

.. Dividends" in this connection originated in the public 
finance of the eighteenth century: it was the .. share of the 
annuity created by the Legislature when the annuities 
represented by the • funds ' as we now use the term were 
made payable half-yearly.... The term .. public revenue .. 
means not only the revenue of the United Kingdom. but also 
that of any foreign or colonial Government. Under this 
schedule of the tax no returns from individuals are called for. 
but the Bank of England. the National Debt Collllllissioners. 
and agents entrusted with payments deduct the tax and pay 
it 01ll!r to the Revenue. 

The stocks of mendly societies. industrial and provident 
societies. and. in certain cases. savings banks and charities 
are exempt from the tax. and also stock which is devoted 
under trust to the repairs of any place used for Divine WQI'o 

ship. Stock belonging to His Majesty. or to an accredited 
minister of a foregin State. resident in the United Kingdom. 
and stock standing in the name of the Treasury and National 
Debt Commissioners are also exempt.' 

I 16 .t I, Vrt c. 34. So .. 
• D<rweU's" IDcome Taz Laws - (lIeftotb editimI). P. &17. 
I a8tb Ropcrt, P. a". 

•• 
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PRESENT STATISTICS FURNISHED. 

The details are now given annually in the following 
form :-

Income Assessed. 
(£ thousands) 

x9x3'14· 
Gro .. Income :--

Funded debt and terminable annuitic:;, including 
life annuities . 

Unfunded debt 
Guaranteed 21 per cent. land stock, 2J and 3 per 

cent. stocks, and local loans stock 
India Government stocks and loans. 
Indian Guaranteed railways 
Colonial Government funds 
Foreign Government funds 

ToW gross income 

Deductions :--
Income not exceeding £X60 
Charities, friendly societies, etc. 
Foreign dividends belonging to forrign residents 
Other allowances, reductions, and discharges 
Abatements, £160, £150, and £70 
Life insurance premiums 
Relief in respect of children 

ToW deductions . • 

Income 08 .lUch tu ... neeived 

1,86x 
5.x82 
4.525 

x 6,107 
II ,660 

51 ,168 

x,256 
901 

1,235 
I 

2,262 
82 
23 

5,759 

45A09 
The polS income ..... e. represents the sums actually 

charged in the first instance with the tax. The interest of 
Government holdings, and of certain official charitable funds, 
etc .• which amounted to about £15,800,000 in 19II-12, is 
not inclnded. being specifically exempt from charge.1 This 

I 56th Report. p. 106. All analysis of the .. exemptions .. amongst 
the....,.,.,u dassos of stocI< ... given for 1¥-9, .. yd Report, p. 138. 
IUld IimiIarly for 1899-1900· 
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amount represents the rough difierence between the' gross 
sum charged and the gross interest paid under the various 
heads. Small dividends under £5 per annum are paid in full, 
and are not assessed under this schedule at all. Any such 
sums payable to persons who are liable to tax should be 
returned by them for assessment as .. untaxed interest ,. 
under Sch. D.l Then, in many cases where the recipients 
are exempt and have proved their title, record is made' 
by the payers and the payments are made in full without 
assessment under Sch. C.' The gross assessment is 
pllrtly ,,", after excluding both these clllS5es of payment. 
By no means all exemptions are excluded, however, and 
under the .. deductions" appear those items upon which 
repayment is claimed. It is clear, therefore, that the .. gross 
income assessed" is an artificial, or administrative, figure, 
without any statistical significance; it is necessary to 
subtract the four first-named deductions to obtain a figure 
that has any real value. The only thing to be said about it 
is that the sub-classifications in the succeeding tables all 
Ilnalyse this total, so that it cannot be wholly disregarded 
if these details are being studied. 

DEDUCTIONs.-(a) Income Dot uceediDc St60.-This, as 
already explained, covers the income in respect of which 
repayment is claimed. It forms only a pari of the whole 
clllss of such income for Sch. C. 

(6) Charitiu, FriendIJ Societiel, etc.-This also forms 
only a part of the whole of Sc..'l. C income belonging to 
charitable bodies, some of it not being charged at all, and 
excluded from .. gross income." 

I VWp.I?O. 
• In 18S"] a special n>tum (H. c. 95-18S"3) was Bi- classify

Inc tho oxomptioas .... dividends from PubliC Fnnds :-

Dividends und.... ~ • .. is to 's . 
p .IS to 0_ 
.. SO to lGO 
.. lGO to ISO 

I'O!rsons. 
,1.816 
J90871 
9.601 
So J9i 
1.0]6 
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• 
(c) Foreign Dividends belonging to For.ign Re.ident..-

This appears separately for 19II-12; formerly it was 
included in .. Other Deductions."- It represents income from 
abroad which is paid !lid London to foreigners living abroad, 
and which is therefore only accidentally or nominally 
brought within the purview of the tax, and such .. re
exports .. are equitably entitled to exclusion from charge. 

(Ii) Other Allowances, Reductions and Dilcharg .. .-Upon 
the elimination of (c) this item is insignificant. 

(e). (f). (g) Abatement., Lif. Insurance PremiUIDI, and 
Relief in respect 01 Children.-These Pe1'sonal deductions 
need no comment.1 They are made upon repayment 
claims. 

Division 01 Grou Incom. into Counm .. of Origin. 
Since 18]2 a table has been given showing the amounts 

of dividends and annuities charged in respect of the several 
countries to which they relate. This is useful as showing 
the relative importance of different countries of investment, 
althoLgh it must be remembered that Seh. C is by no means 
exhaustive and overlaps to some extent with .. coupons " 
and foreign securities aSo/'Ssed under Seh. D.I Still, these 
details of Seh. C do represent with fair accuracy the relative 
importance of Government securities in British foreign 
investment. 

A further table shows in a condensed form these par
ticulars over a series of years. British funds (owing to 
reductions in the National Debt. etc.) show a considerable 
diminution. Indian, European, African, and American 
securities have changed to a slight extent ouly, but colonial 
and Asiatic investments have greatly increased. 

These particulars, excluding the British figures, form part 
of the detai1s discussed under .. Income from Abroad so far 
as it is Identified."· 

To SEQUENCE OP STAnsnCS UJlDEll ScB. C. 
The disturbances have been relatively slight. For many 

• Vide p. 2950 ell:. • Vide p .• ,.,. 
• Vide p •• 21. 
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years. down to 1899 in fact. the figures were presented 
separately for England. Scotland. and Ireland. Scotland 
being .. nil" on every occasion. This division represented 
administrative methods of assessment. and had no other 
significance whatever. It simply meant that all the Scottish 
payments were assessed in London. and a few Irish pay
ments. through the Bank of Ireland. were assessed in 
Dublin • 

.. Danger of relying on the mere figures in income tax returns 
. . • a striking instance afforded in a return printed by the 
House of Commons in June. 1868 . . . which purports to show 
the proportion of taxation to the wealth of the country in England 
and Ireland respectively. the amount assessed to income tax is 
taken as a measure of wealth in both cases. • • . 

.. On Sch. C. when we come to consider it. still less reliance 
can be placed as a common measure of value .... For it repre
sents the dividends at Banks of England and Ireland respectively. 
and the dividends payable in the United Kingdom out of all 
foreign and colonial revenues. The amount assessed in England 
is £32.500.000. in Ireland £X.I1S.ooo. Not only; therefore. is 
there placed to the account of England alone all the investments 
of Scotland. Ireland. the colonies. and foreigners in our own 
public funds. but also all the investments of the Irish. among 
others. in such securities as Indian stock. Canadian bonds. French 
rentes. Danish. Dutch. Russian. Turkish and other stocks of all 
foreign Governments .. (xath Report. p. 25). 

1843-3 &0 1851-8 (see 13th Report).-A slight difference 
appears between .. gross" and .. net ": it is the latter 
which must be noticed. and which corresponds with the 
present" gross income." The amount of duty .. charged .. 
is of course in excess of the.true net revenue. because repay
ments upon exemptions and other deductions have to be 
allowed for. The annual parliamentary returns gave duty 
collected. 

1853-4 OIlwarU.-Ireland is included in the grand total.' 
• The statistics at this . tared Ii"., When is the iDc:RL ... 

(fer England) that =r:::. exper..":! upoll the reductiOll 01 the 
_,PliOll limit from '[SO to ,[00 l It is masked by a transf~ to 
the· Ireland M coIU1lUl. Refereoc:e to the ParliameDtary Reta ..... t,r..:r l~."!f 4S• of [8» will show that P"ymeDts tIirougb the 

of wbich, pri« to [SS) ...... iDc:ltided ud~ ED&Iaad. 
are tlUIsfernd to .. lreIaiI4 M aft.r that date. 
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1855-8.-The parliamentary returns come exactly into 
line with the 13th Report. and agree thereafter. 

187Z-3.-cIassified tables of origin in the present form 
were first rendered (and shown for 1872-3. 1876-7. 1880-1. 
and 1883-4 in the 28th Report. which reprints and revises 
several parliamentary returns). 

It should be noted that Sch. C at these dates includes 
Metropolitan Consolidated stocks and Corporation stocks 1 :-

£ £ 
18]2-3 204.527 1884-5 1.186.582 
1876-7 363.529 188~ 1.201.161 
18]7-8 392.035 1886-7 1.383.776 
1878--9 477.718 1887-8 1.414.319 
187g-So 520•279 1888--9 1.470•640 
1880-1 593.349 1889-90 1454.958 
1881--2 801.803 18go-1 1.472,851 
1882-:'3 91'6,130 1891--2 1405,713 
1883"':'4 :1,068,655 :1892-3 1,6184 17 

1876-7.-The exemption limit was raised from £100 to 
£150 in this year. .. The falling off may be attributed 
partly to diminished payments on account of dividends of 
foreign funds, and partly to the extension of exemptions 
and abatements; • . . we are without any knowledge of 
how much of the general decrease is attributable to the latter 
cause alone" (2otb Report, p. 51).' 

The ofiicial description of the statistics in 18]8--9 was :
.. The figures represent neither a true gross nor true net, 
but are more the latter than the former. The sums returned 
by the Bank of England and by other paying agents do not 
include dividends not amounting to 50s. balf-yearly, or 
dividends which are not assessed on account of belonging 
to charities or to persons who are entitled to exemption ; 
neither do they include investments by the National Debt 

I A footDote on p. 5S of the 38th Report ""'P1aiD!I that" it """ beeD 
"-"..t ospedieDt to RCOrd all Ax Dents on 1"-of 1duuicipa1 
and Co<pon.tion Stocks and Loaus _ Sch. D, instead of partl, 
and..- Sch. C and partly _ Sch. D." These ....... have aCcord
iDgly beeD tr.msfened to Sch. D in Table n.. 
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Commissioners on account of savings bank moneys" (ibid., 
p. 35). 

1886-6.-There was a slight decrease in the sums assigned 
to this schedule owing to the fact that all tax recovered 
from coupons was classed under 5ch. D from that year. 

1887-8, 1888-8 and 1889-1890.-The figures for the' 
funded debt were distributed owing to the reduction of the 
rate of interest. A fifth quarterly dividend was paid in 
1881-8. 

190H.-The reduction in the rate of inter est onConsols 
and the decisions in the case of Scouu and Others v. The 
S,cr,tary of Stat, for India had a marked effect upon the 
assessments. 

Mr. W. R. Lawson quotes the gross and net for lqoG-I in 
comparison with 1891-2, and says U clearly the British investOl' 
is not extending his operations very rapidly in foreign or colonial 
securities" (U Two Record Budgets, 1860 and 1903." in Fori
niglllly Rmllfll. May. 1903). 

PARUANENTARY RETURNS CONTAINING ADDmONAL 
DETAILS. 

H. C. 253-I8.t2. Sch. C: total divideuds from which 
tnx was deducted. and the number of accounts. 

H. C. 110-1141. Bank of Ireland annuities to persons 
not resident in Ireland: five years. IB42-3 to 1146-7. 

H. c. 20C)-I814. Details by counties: total £40.373.6g6. 
(Similar returns at intervals subsequently.) 



CHAPTER VI. 

SCHEDULE D. PROFITS OF BUSINESS, ETC. 

DEFINITION AND SCOPE. 

THE assessments under Sch. D cover incomes from 
(I) business-" trade, manufacture, adventure, or concern .. ; 
(2) professions, employments, and vocations; (3) mis
cellaneous profits, small sums of interest not taxed by 
deduction under Sch. C, profits of cattle dealers and milk
sellers; (4) foreign and colonial securities, except those 
charged under Sch. C; (5) foreign and colonial possessions; 
(6) ,any annual profits or gains not falling under any other 
rule or schedule. 

These six " cases .. of Sch. D are charged under different 
rules and with different bases, which must be briefly 
referred to. 1 

I. OrdinarJ hades are assessa ble upon the three preceding 
years' average, new businesses being taken upon the period 
of trading available. Until I907 the average was subject 
to adjustment upon ascertained results of the year of 
assessment if the profits had been reduced. The Income 
Tax Committee of I905 reported against this very one-sided 
provision, but it has recently been revived as a method for 
giving reIief where profits have been reduced owing to the 
war.a There are special provisions for adjusting the assess
ments on busiresses which have recently started or wbich 
have come to an end, so that the actual profits of each year 
may be taxed. 

Mines, gasworks, etc., originaIIy charged under Sch. A, 
No. m., retained their respective bases when transferred 
to the ru1es of Sch. D.· 

• A fulIeI' _ may be foaud in many Jega1 UId practical 
bandboob. 

• F .......... Ad:, 19150 • Yide p. :zJ:Z. 
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The sum assessable is the" full amount of the balance of 
profits or gains." Where profit is made it is immate
rial what is the destination of that profit,l charitable or 
otherwise. If the receipts of a company include dividends 
and interest taxed by deduction, in excess of the'" balance 
of profits," the former represents the minimum liability, so 
that although there may be no direct assessment upon 
investment companies or insurance companies, they are 
really taxed in excess of their .. profit," in the commercia. 
sense. I In cases where it is the 6usiflOlSs of companies to 
deal in securities, stocks and shares, the profit on such 
transactions is assessable, but for ordinary concerns such 
dealings are .. capital" transactions and not chargeable. 
Speaking generally, isolated transactions, in sales of shares 
or property, are not" annual .. profits and are therefore 
not chargeable. 

With regard to trade carried on abroad by British residents 
and companies, the following general rules apply, although 
there are many difficult legal points involved. Where a 
person resident in the United Kingdom has profits from a 
trade carried on entirely elsewhere they are not assessable 
until received here by the person entitled to them, and are 
then charged as foreign possessions (fifth case).- A company 
registered here and having operations and branches abroad 
is chargeable on the whole of its profits under case I if the 
head and seat of the direction and control are situated in 
the United Kingdom,' and it is clear that many cases of 
what are regarded as investment of money abroad, in foreign 
mines, American breweries, etc., are fully assessed under 
this case, although they do not -PI>- as foreign businesses 
in the statistics.' But where a British company holds 
shares in a company abroad, even to a preponderating 

I Nfn#1 l>Cd. v. L_ • • T. C. 2$ : ~.".,. BwiM B~ v. 
C. II •• oJ I. R., • T. C. 46; Renr;- r,., s.c. v. E...ws. , T. C. 
41~. etc. 

I a.icoII. N~ ...r G--' Life Ass. s.c. v. c.w,' T. c. 
431' Co/fI,h,. v. Broah, • T. C. 490-

• ~ I .... NiUev. Hi ....... r T. C. 83. and maD,. SIl~_t --• ViM po 131. 
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extent, the control is not always adequate to make the British 
company liable on the whole of the profits of the foreign 
company.l 

As regards trade carried on in the United Kingdom by 
foreign residents and companies. there is also an imposing 
case law. Generally speaking, " branches" here are charge
able on the profits made here, and where orders are given to 
agents here, and payment or delivery is made here, the 
trade is held to be exercised .; but if contracts are made 
abroad and deliveries take place abroad, it is not.' 

Any person resident in the United Kingdom is chargeable 
for income under all six cases, but non-residents are charge
able only for property in the United Kingdom, or for trade 
profits made in the United Kingdom. .. Domicile" bas 
little to do with the residence test, which is often a nice 
legal question. Generally a company registered here is also 
resident. 

In estimating the balance of profits certain deductions 
are specified as not allowable, viz. :-

(x) Cost of repairs in excess of the usual expenditure 
according to the average; 

(z) Losses not connected with or arising out of the trade ; 
(3) Capital withdrawn. or capital invested, or employed 

in improvements ; 
(4) Interest charges on the owners' capital ; 
(5) Average losses beyond the actual loss after adjust-

ment; . 
(6) Annual interest, annuities, patent and other royalties. 
Deduction is allowed for :-
(x) Any income subject to deduction of tax on receipt; 
(z) The value of premises owned by the trader and 

assessed under Scb. A. the deduction being the amount of 
the Det Scb. A 2SSEssment if the building is wholly devoted 
to the trade; if it is also a residence for the trader, a pro
portion up to two-thirds is allowable ; 

• Kot/8/I. LIIl. Y. 0-", .. T. C. 549. eb: . 
• Tis&iI!er 60 Co. Y. A.ptlu>rpe. z T. C. 89. eb:. 
• Cd,.",,,, .... GorIgI.. 3 To C. ¢'2. Y UN also debates 011 the 

Ymance Bill. Navembel', 1915-
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(3) Depreciation or .. wear and tear .. is ''0' allowed as a 
deduction but is given as an ilUowaflc, from the assessment; 

(4) Bad debts, and doubtful debts upon a valuation. 
Until recently no deductions were allowed from- the 

profits of brewers for expenses connected with tied houses. 
No deduction is allowed for depreciation of leases or good
will, cost of pit-sinking, preliminary expenses, or expenses 
of issuing debentures. 

II. Professions, employments. and vocations were at first 
chargeable on the profits of the preceding year, but in 1853 
the three years' average was substituted, and the rules 
generally are similar to those in the first case. 

III. Profits of an uncertain annual value, on the basis of the 
preceding year; profits of cattle dealers and sellers of milk 
(where the occupation of lands does not suffice for the keep 
and sustenance of the cattle), on the average of three years. 

IV. Interest on foreign and colonial.ecuriti .. is chargeable 
on the full amount received in the year of assessment. 

V. Foreign and colonial POueasiODI are chargeabla on the 
amount received or imported on the average of three years. 

There has been much litigetion on the subject of .. con
structive" remittances, where the interest has not been 
received ,II forma spmfica, and also as to whether in par
ticular cal;eS the business was controlled from the United 
Kingdom and assessable under case I. on the whole profits 
regardless of remittance, or whether it should be regarded 
as a foreign possession. In general it may be said that income 
allowed to .. pile up abroad" has legally evaded tazation. 
The F~ce Act, 1914, however, has altered the basis of 
charge in the case of stocks, shares, and rents from actual 
remittances to the amount arisi"f abroad, but the altered 
liability has not yet affected the statistics. 

VI. This is the .. sweeping .. case, designed to gather up 
any annual profits or gains not clearly charged by virtue of 
other clauses. Any convenient average may be adopted. 
Such items as profits from letting apartments or furnished 
houses may be brought under this head. 

Other .. charging" sl!ctions relate to interest payable on 
the security of the rates, and interest, not payable out of 
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profits and gains (e.g., during a period of railway construc
tion); both these are liable as and when paid. 

THE RELATION BETWEEN ASSESSED PROFIT AND 
CoMMERCIAL PROFIT. 

The uniform assessment of trade profits is only possible 
with a set of well-defined rules of strictly formal character, 
for any attempt to leave assessment to individual judgment 
as to what is fair and just would lead to great differences of 
practice from time to time and from place to place, and 
might also favour this class of income in comparison with the 
cl2Ss es assessed under other schedules of the tax.1 The 
present statutory rules of Sch. D are not exactly what would 
commend themselves to a modem business community 
engaged in framing an income tax upon profits. In part 
they are relics of I799 and I806, when many branches of 
modern commerce were in their infancy, or unknown; such, 
for example, are the strange differences in averages of years 
for the basis of assessment. In part they are due to the intro
duction of the tax in I84% as a temporary impost and its 
mailltenance for so long on a temporary footing; such are 
its deficiencies in the "long view" of what constitutes 
profit, and its failure to deal adequately with the deprecia
tion of durable assets. It came before the real development 
of aocountancy, life insurance,. and limited liability com
panies: hence its failure to deal specifically witb necessary 
ItseIVeS for unexpired risks, or to allow for " preliminary 
expenses .. The changes in industry combined with the 
establishment of the tax upon a permanent footing have 
alone sufficed to throw its statutory regulations DDt of 
line with __ cial facts. The treatment of the .. tied 
bDDse expenses .. of brewers is an instance of the former,S 

1 .. It ;. DOt poMI1>Ie to admit the p<oposition tbat • • • .... ought 
babitDaIIy to foUow the _lines as t"'- 011 which the _ of the 
butsiIImI estimates his profita:'-5nt HmfRY PK ... _z (Cd. 2516. 
p. II). He also remarlred .. a wry large II1IIDber of people pay _ 
ID ."..,.. of their true jnromee" = ... 114). _ 

• Recently altered 1IIIda- • '" lAlIds d"';';" (UIMF'. 
B ~ •• 1:.c..J99I. 
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and the taxation of terminable annuities illustrates the 
latter.1 

In some cases remedy or improvement is obvious, but the 
disturbing effects incidental to any change are a real obstacle, 
as in the proposed abolition of the three years' average.' 

Some of these statutory limitations tend to make assessed 
profits exceed true profits. while others tend to make them 
less. In the same way differences might arise through the 
inevitable inability of the administrative or human factor 
to attain on all occasions to the letter of the law; any 
administrative inadequacy would tend to make assesse<:l 
profits less than true profits, while the ignorance or apathy 
of the public in regard to its right of claim for deductions and 
allowances that would be readily granted if brought to the 
notice of the officials concerned would tend to make assesse<:l 
profits exceed true profits. These various considerations 
must receive separate and detailed treatment. Few reasoned 
attempts have been made to gauge their net effect for 
statistical purposes. Perhaps the most important is that by 
F. Ireson, I and he concludes with the just remarks :-

.. Some writers 011 economics. evidently with DO practical 
knowledge of ac:oountaDcy. have assumed as a matter of course 
that the ofIicialstatistics forma true record. in nowayenggerated. 
of the income actually receiwd by payers of income tax. This 
assumption has been shown to be inoorrect. It will be under
stood, of course. that what is challenged is not the textual 
accuracy of these statistics. but the popular use of them for a 
purpose for which they were never intended. They do not agree. 
and were never meant to agree. with ordinary ac:oountancy 
results, and in certain respects it is quite proper that they should 
Dot so agree." • 

Ireson and other writers. by a superficial enumeration of 
apparent differences, present a formidable case against the 
.. aSSEssed profits" as a correct representation of .. real 
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profits." Upon a careful examination the greater part of 
the supposed difference, for statistical uses, will be found to 
disappear, and it is desirable to ascertain, with greater 
exactness than has hitherto been attempted, the true 
rueasure or limits of the discrepancy between the respective 
aggregates. The comments made in this inquiry refer in no 
way to the fwopriety of making allowances, which shall 
adjust burdens as between individuals, or adjust profits 
differently over a period of years: they relate solely to the 
question of the statistical equality 0/ the trio kinds 0/ aggregate •• 

STATUTORY DIFFERENCES. 

1:. THE TIJm ELEMENT.-Except in the case of profits 
arising from businesses set np during the year of assessment, 
of certain interest secured on rates or paid ont of capital, 
and of interest arising from securities abroad, all sources 
of income charged under Sch. D are based on results fw~ 
ced'ng the year of assessment. Hence the assessments lor 
any year have no cIalm to represent the profits 0/ that year. 

The average of the three preceding years predominates, 
but mines are assessed on a five years' average, while rail
ways, waterworks, gasworks, and similar concerns are assessed 
on the preceding year's profits.1 The average has a very 
steadying in1Iuence, and helps to mask the actna1l1uctuations 
of industry. In view of the general tendency to increase, 
however, it clearly is for the most part in favour of the tax
payer, and causes the assessed profits to lag behind the true 
profits. To what extent? If a, b, e, and d represent four 
successive years' profits, steadily increasing, then the 

assessed profits for year D are a + b + e and for the next 
3 ' 

b+e+d . . 
vear E are , from which the di1Ierence between 

3 
D and E, a known amount which may be termed Y, is d - II. 

3 
. the na1'.3 Y a+3%-1I If S 15 ann mcrease, .. =11+3%, and ~ -=S, 

3 
I Vide p. 225-
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i.e., the difference between actual years i~ on the average 
the same as the difference between assessments each year, 
or rather more in prosperous times, and rather less in 
times of depression. This result is of course obvious after a 
little consideration. The profits for I908-g, for example, 
are made up of actual results as follows :-Mines, five years' 
average, years I903 to I907 (middle year I905); railways, 
quarries, gasworks, etc., year 1907; general business, three 
years' average, I905, 1906, and 1907 (middle year 1906) ; 
while some interest and much income from abroad is assessed 
on the amount in 1908-g itself. On a steadily progressing 
assessment a uniform three years' average would mean that 
the assessed profits of 1908-g were the same as the actual 
profits of I906-7, but these differences in averages advance 
the period of actual profits by about four months, i.e., the 
assessment of profits for the year ending 5th April, I909, 
might be taken to be actual profits for the year to the middle 
of August, I907.1 (On steadily decreasing income there 
would be a corresponding retardation, and they would equal 
the actual profits for the year to the middle of December, 
I906.) But here there is the assumption that the" preceding 
year," etc., for every concern is up to 31st March, whereas 
in fact the majority of businesses make up their accounts 
to other dates. Rather'less than one-half make up accounts 
to 3Ist December, perhaps three-tenths to 3Ist March, 
and the remainder to various dates preceding December, 
averaging about 30th August, the net effect being to put 
back the terms" preceding year," etc., by about one-fifth of 
a year. fa This correction, for the purpose in hand, means that 

1 If the assessed profits for the year = x, and the annual increase 
is a, the actual profits of the preceding year = x + a, two years 
preceding = x, and three years preceding = x-a. On the I908-g 
proportions :-

Five-year concerns are & of whole, and = (x-a) M; 
Previous year's concerns are M of whole, and = (%+a) ;s-\\ ; 
Actual year's concerns are 1& of whole, and = (%+2a) Ns-; 
Three-year concerns are Hi of whole, and = % X Hi ; 

Qnd the whole assessed profits for the year = x+iUa, or a third of 
a year after the middle year. 

a These proportions have been adopted as the result of a number of 
samples taken from different parts of England. Introducing the 
fraction into the foregoing computation, we get the result that the 

R.I.p. 
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the assessed profits for the year ending ,5th April. 1909. may 
be taken to be actual profits for the year to the t;eginning of 
J UM, 1907, in times of normal and regular increase • 

.. The amount stated for the year 19II-12 corresponds to the 
actual total of 1910 or 1909."-DR. BOWLEY, Quarterly ]ourtull 
of ECOfIOmics, February, 1914-

By the above computation it may be stated more precisely as 
the year to June, 1910. 

2 ... WEAR AND TEAR" OR DEPRECIATION OF MACHINERY 

AND PLANT.-It is entirely owing to the peculiar legal origin 
of this allowance that it has so distinctive, and sometimes 
misleading, a position in the statistics. In 1876 the Glasgow 
Chamber of Commerce approached the Treasury upon the 
subject, and were for the moment satisfied with the expla
nations then given .. as to the case being met by the allow
ances made for the actual outlay on account of repairs and 
ren~" upon the average.1 In 1877 an amendment in 
the House of Commons to allow a deduction for .. deprecia
tion of implements" was negatived on a division. After 
further representations had been made the Board of Inland 
Rlf'enne issued a circular to the District Commissioners 
premising that .. the suggestion for altering the Jaw must 
have arisen from the provisions of the Tax Acts not being 
clearly understood," and stating that the words of the 1842 
Act, .. any sum expended for the repairs of premises and the 
supply or repair or .alterations of any implements, utensils, 
or articles for the purpose of any trade, etc.," should .be 
construed liberally, so as to comprehend the full amounts 
actnally expended, not for repairs only, but also for renewals 
or replacements of plant and macbinery; "and • • • if, in 
addition, depreciation were allowed by a percentage, there 
Wou1d in that case obvionsly be a double allowance." 

In the following year, however, the deduction for wear and 
tear was sanctioned by Jaw.- It was to be an allowance, not 

wboIe ! profits .... the year = :It + -.601. ,. two ......... aft« 
he ead of the JiIiddIe year. 

1 20th Report. p. S4- ViM ..... S. C. ... ~ Tas, 1852, 
Qs. 2.47S. 3.673. 6.g83. ell:. 

• .p VJCt. Co IS. L 12. 
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upon the three years' average like an ordinary business 
expense charged in the accounts, but for the wear and tear 
during the year of assessment itself specially claimed for 
and allowed by the Commissioners. It was'therefore an 
allowance a/t6' the gross assessment had been arrived at, 
and appears as such in all the statistics. It must not be 
imagined, however, that it was an entirely additioruU allow
ance, for where .. depreciation" is allowed upon any given 
machinery and plant no renewals are allowed as a trade 
expense; they are treated as added to capital. In the long 
run, therefore, in sustained business, there is no great 
difference between the total sums allowed, and it is roughly 
true that the .. gross assessment minus wear and tear 
allowance .. after 1878 corresponds with the .. gross assess
ment" before 1878, since deductions for renewals were 
made before arriving at the gross assessment in the latter 
case. Although the practice of treating this matter by way 
of depreciation has grown very much of late years, there are 
still considerable areas of industry in which the case is best 
met by allowing .. renewals and repairs." 

.. Cost of upkeep. • . , In the year 1910 the all()waJl:es 
amounted to £67,000,000. • • • The various forms of capital 

, requiring such expenditure for their maintenance are, in the 
Census of Production, dealt with one by one, and the actual cost 
of upkeep, including renewals, is given as exceeding the allowances 
by at least £100,000,000. This excess must therefore be added 
to the official deductions, and the true net total of incomes 
su~iect to income tax will have been in the year 1910. not 
~,ooo,ooo, but about £720,000,000," - W. H. MAu.ocK, 
.. Social Refonn," " rao, and in greater detall. p. ISS. 

Here the writer IS evidently unaware of the fact that repairs. 
renewals, and replacements are charged as business expenses 
before the assessments are computed (viU review in S. J., May, 
1914), and be also ignores the fact that theceosus figures include 
the concerns which are ezempt from income tax.. 

Two methods of obtaining a comparable series of figures 
are available-first, to deduct the sums allowed each year 
since 1878 &om the gross ass ilent; second and COD

versely, to add to the gross figures foI' years pri<w to 1878 aD 

•• 
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estimate of the corresponding depraciation allowances. The 
former at first sight appears preferable, because it avoids the 
use of estimates. But the legislation of 1907 has introduced 
such changes that the balance of advantage is now with the 
second method. For the allowances to which full effect 
cannot be given in lean years, when gross assessments are 
low, may be accumulated and carried forward, to be given 
effect when profits are high. This is especially important in 
the textile and shipping industries.1 The effect is that the 
amount shown for" wear and tear .. in any year may be far 
less than, or far.more than, the true wear and tear for that 
year, and a system of deducting it from the gross assessment 
would not give a true view of gross profits, for the aggregate 
in good years would be unduly depressed by a large deduction 
and the aggregate in poor years would come out too high in 
proportion. So the best comparative series is obtained by 
using the existing gross assessments from 1879 to date 
(unaltered by the change in I907) and adding to the figures 
prior to 1878 an estimate of the .. wear and tear" that 
would have been applicable in that period. The 25th 
Report (p. 68) said :-" For purposes of comparison about 
£450,000 should be added to Sch. D, I87g-80, in respect of 
sums allowed for wear and tear of machinery, prior to the 
amount of gross assessments being ascertained." The actual 
sum appearing in the :l87g-80 tables was £499,:l38-making 
£950,000 in all for that year. The proportion £950,000 
bears to the gross assessment mmns £499,:138, i.e., to 
£248,990,000, is taken for computing the sum to be 
added to the Sch. D gross assessments in previous years 
(Table D:I). It is c:ousider<!d that this is more in accordance 
with the actual facts of the case than to take the higher 
proportions of later years. The net assessments remain 
unchanged by the factor of wear and tear throughont. 

It is obvious that the full wear and tear allowances should 
be deducted from the gross assessments in order to get 
profits which are comparable with COIIIJIIa-cial figures. The 

• The peculiar aud pririleged p8tioo __. to wear aud tear 
alJowaDcea is dealt with in my article H w..J:;~ts aud lDalme 
Tas,. H ~ JIIIIIfIIIl, March, 191IL 
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question of inadeqlUlle allowances for wear and tear is 
referred to later. . 

3. TREATMENT OF LOSSEs---CAPITAL AND REVENUE.
It is commonly stated that the Sch. D figures are greatly 
in excess of true profits, because an adequate allowance is 
not made for losses. There is considerable truth in this, 
but also much confusion of thought. It is necessary first 
to distinguish between .. trading losses" in the year and 
.. capital losses .. :-

" •.• Official statistics are •.. misleading, because they do 
not recognise any loss of capital which has been suffered by the 
taxpayer. Losses from bad investment. or from unsuccessful 
trading. in so far as they result in the exhaustion of capital. are 
also ignored. Assume. for example. that I invest the sum of 
£1.000 equally in ten difterent companies. In the lirst year nine 
of these pay me dividends at the rate of 5 per cent., while the 
tenth company goes so hopeless1y wrong that my investment in 
it must be treated as totally lost. Thus for the year I receive 
£45 in dividends. and lose £100 of capital. the actual result to me 
being a loss of lss. Nevertheless. income tax on £45 has to be 
paid. and in the officialli.gures I appear as having made in that 
year an income ••.••• a profit of £45. It is no exaggeration to say 
that the example just given is representative of thousands of 
others occurring every year. All around us. in every trade, 
capital is being destroyed in various unsuccessful ventures, yet 
no notice whatever of such destruction is taken by the Revenue 
authorities and there is absolutely no record of it kept by them. 
When there is a profit it is sought out. assessed. and taxed. but 
when there is a loss of capital the income tax officials pass it by 
as if it had never 0CCDrTed. No one would accept as reliable the 
statistics of a general who published the achievements of those 
of his soldiers who survived, but suppressed all mention of those 
who were killed. Every one would agree that such a record was 
misleading. For a ~y similar reason the income tax 
returns are misleading, for they include only the prolit of sucxess
ful wntures. and suppress all mention of those which destroy 
capital when they fall or die."-IRESOII, "The People's Progress. 
pp. St-SS. 

There is much truth in the contention, but it is perhaps 
not a wry exact method of stating it. The" income .. 
of the year should stand apart. surely, from "tiIM losses. 
No one 'WOUld say of a man who had £Soo a year from . . 
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property, and who lost a house worth £I,OOO by fire, that 
in that year he had no .. income." New, nearly all sudden 
losses of this kind are insurable, and since insurance pre
miums of all kinds are allowed as expenses in trading accounts, 
the aggregate of such losses is allowed for in the tax statistics. 
Losses which are not sudden, however, are spread over a 
series of years and become capital losses, as an aggregation 
of trading losses in successive years. For example, a trader 
has premises worth £I,ooo and floating capital also £I,ooo; 
he loses £IOO per annum in trading for ten years, and 
eventually his assets pass into the hands of another. (But 
of course, the non-success of the premises may have lowered 
their letting and selling value.) Even if he retains the £I,ooo 
for fixed capital he has .. lost" the second £I,ooo, but it may 
have been fully allowed for in income tax assessments. 

It remains to examine. therefore, how far trading losses 
fail to be represented in assessed profits. Losses are allowed 
as follpws :-

(I) Where two businesses, etc., belong to one person, the 
losses in one can be set oft against the profits of the 
other.1 

(z) Where losses alternate with profits for the same busi
ness, they are to a considerable extent worked off by the 
system of averages for assessment. 

(3) Dnty on losses may be repaid to 1he extent that duty 
has been borne on other sources of income. For example, 
a man having £I,ooo from investments and losing £400 iB" 
business can be repaid upon £400, so that, in the year, he 
pays tax actually on £600, his net income.s 

(4) Losses in speculation by ordinary individuals may 
in a large measure be ignored, because gains are to an equal 
extent omitted from assessed profits. They are usually 
assessed only where speculation is a business. SimiIarfy, 
company promoting is a profession assessable on the balance 
of profits and gains. 

C-t-rY PrMlU1lt:n.-!' Take two men. A. and B .• each pes est! 

jog capital to the amount of £40,000 and iru:omes of f.z,ooo. The 

1 5.t 6 VJCt. c. 350 ... 01. 

• 53 .t 54 VJCt. c. 8, .. 23-
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tax payable on this amount would. at IS. in the £. be £200. Let 
us suppose that A. loses in one year £5.000. which B. gains, an 
incident quite possible under the tricks of latter-day company law. 
The income of A. will thus become reduced by. say. 5 per cent. 
on £5.000. which will make it £1.750. on which the tax would be 
£87 lOS. B.'s income will be £a.ooo plus £5.000. making a total 
of £7.000: tax. £350. Thus it is evident income tax is being 
paid on capital ... and in so doing has swelled the income tex." 
-G. BYNG ... Protection." 1901. p. 108. 

This assertion has only a limited measure of truth; it assumes 
that the operation which is assessable as profit is not equally. on 
the converse. allowable by way of set-off as a loss. under (I). (2). 
or (3). above. 

(s) Depreciation and appreciation of securities are ignored 
for all businesses which are merely investing. and not trading, 
in stocks. Where one is taken into account, so equally is 
the other. 

But when all allowances are made it is true that continuous 
trading losses are often not represented at all in the aggre
gated tax assessments, and it depends upon the use that 
is being made of the figures how far this is really significant. 
If the income saved in a year over and above expenditure 
is being added to the existing stock of capital. it is obviously 
necessary to deduct the capital values which have vanished 
before the new sum total of capital can be given. But the 
deduction should rather be against the old stock of capital 
brought forward than the new addition. In the illustration 
given above,l if the man in question had been putting by 
£100 per annum we should rather deduct this £1.000 loss 
from his old capital than say he had ceased to put by and had 
exceeded his income by £900 I So that when the total 
income for the year is stated it is not necessary to deduct 
the full capital that has disappeared in the year; this may 
rather be set against past income __ • as unsuccessful 
laving. Nevertheless, in a long view of the matter, for 
some considerations, it may be well to ascertain the average 
annual disappearance of capital and deduct it from average 
annual income. hi ortly ill $0 /", as the component annual 

I P.I8I. 
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trading losses have not been allowed already against income 
as indicated above • 

.. Obviously it is impossible to compute with any accuracy 
what capital is destroyed each year. but some idea as to its 
magnitude may be obtained from the following figures (Stock 
Exchange OfIicia1lntelligence. 1907. p. 1.853) ;- • 

.. The number of companies registered in the United Kingdom 
from 1862 to 1906 was 101.019. with an aggregate nominal 
capital of £6.779.gg8A95. 

Taking these to be the same on an average as 
those now existing. the paid-up capital 

I, 

has amounted to . . . . • 4.936.697.511 
The number of companies existing in the United 

Kingdom in 1906 was 40.995. with a paid-up 
capital averaging £48.869 and aggregating ; 2.003.392.001 

A deduction of the latter figures from the former 
shows that in the years between 1862 and 
1906 no less than 60.024 companies were 
liquidated or removed from the register. their ----
paid-up capital being. • 2.933.305.510 

.. H one-third of the last-named amount be deducted as repre
senting vendors' shares issued as fully paid. and if the capital 
returned to the shareholders be set against the 10sses sustained 
bY creditors. it follows that since 1862 the loss sustained bY British 
investors bY the extinction of these 60.024 companies had averaged 
over £44.000.000 per annum."-IRESON. op. cit .• p. 55. 

Sir L. Chiozza Money uses similar figures. but subtracts the 
£2.003.000.000 of existing paid-up capital from the £6.']80.000.000 
of _ifUll capitaI. and finds. therefore. that 60.020 companies 
with £4.778.000.000 capital have .. disappeared" in forty-four 
years (Cuselfs Maguiru. February. 11)09; also Socialist RertinII • 
.. The Waste of CapitaI." July. 19oB). In .. The Nation· 5 Wealth " 
the .. loss" from 1862 to 19II is shown as £5,200,000,000 • 
.. We cannot tell what part of the £7.500.000.000 was the expres
sion of real saving and not the mere creation of paper. but 
when every a110wance is made for nomina1 registration the 
disappearance of over two-thirds of the sum registered IIIDSt 
stand for an enormous wastage " (p. 143). 

Mr_ W. H. V.lIoclt also adopts a similar plan. 

This method makes no allowance for reamslnldUm. The 
same cmICerJI may be registered and re-registered, appearinc' 
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several times in the top line, and only once in the sum 
subtracted. Such absorptions and reconstructions would 
amount in the aggregate to a large figure, while many of 
the losses have been accumulated losses in bona fiile trade 
which have to some extent been set off (in income tax statis
tics) against other profits. Many losses, moreover, do not 
deserve to rank as deductions from trade profits at all; 
they have never entered the category of trading, for the 
savings might just as usefully have been dropped into the 
sea. ~hey could with equal justice be called bad spending. 

If A., with more money than sense, spends {.2,OOO of his 
income in building a yacht to yield him a pleasure income, 
and does it so badly that he gets no such pleasure income. 
and the yacht is useless, it figures nowhere as a loss of capital : 
it is badly pent income. But if B. similarly builds a fishing 
vessel to bring him in an income from fish, and does it so 
badly that it altogether fails of its purpose, it is at on!:e 
called a .. loss of capital," although it is barely distinguish
able from tho other case. There is no doubt, however, 
that it is generally convenient to regard as a loss of .. capital .. 
expenditure on capital goods destined for further produc
tion, which have to be abandoned as useless, for specific 
labour and material embodied therein have been cancelled. 
But it is otherwise with .. capital" spent for immaterial 
goods. Suppose that a business exists for ten years, making 
{.500 per annum for the first five years, and nothing each 
year thereafter, being finally abandoned. The income 
represented in the national total would be {.2.500 over the 
Whole period. Now suppose that at the. end of the fifth 
year the proprietor, A., had sold it at five years' purchase for 
[2.500. B .• as a limited company. taking the money out of 
the bank and A. immediately redepositing it. For simplicity 
it is assumed there is no fixed capital in a physical sense. 
At the end of the tenth year the capital is gone and the 
company is wound up. The suggestion is made that 1ft 

ought to deduct from the realised profits this loss of capital, 
in which case the total appearing in the national aggregate 
would be .. _ii," which is contrary to the facts. The fallacy 
lies in regarding as .. capital." for this question, any payments 
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made for mere rights in future profits. Obviously a very large 
part of the subscribed capital of companies is of this character, 
and, the recipient of the purchase-money not having been 
assessed to income tax on the payment. the deduction of 
the" loss" of the thing purchased from income tax profits 
leads logically to quite absurd results when the national 
aggregate of profit over a period of years is under considera
tion. 

On the general question of the value of these figures as 
showing the real amount of capital lost the evidence of 
Sir J. S. Purcell. Registrar of Joint Stock Companies. 
before the R. C. on Depression of Trade and Industry. 
z886. is notable. In z883. out of Z.440 companies regis
tered in London with a nominal share capital of £143,000,000. 
430 did not proceed beyond mere registration. pointing to 
the fact that the capital was never subscribed. A paid
up capital of £32,000.000 survived. By the subtraction 
method. z8S6 to z886. 64 per cent. seemed unsuccessful. but 
many defunct companies were re-registered. and the true 
proportion would be nearer So per cent. (Q. 671). 

"The capital owned privately is far greater than that owned 
by companies, but there are no statb-tics to show bow much of it 
is lost annually. Some idea of this Joss may, however, be 
obtained from the fact that 7,599 people were registered as 
having failed in 1907, thereby causing to their creditors a Joss of 
£8,J80,ooo, and to themselves probably several times that 
amount. • • . The total amount 0( capital destroyed, whereof 
no record whatever appears in our income tax statistics, can 
hardly be Ies& than 100 millions annually •••• Probably the 
true amount of capital annually lost is considerably more than 
100 millions:'~1aEso1l, 01. eiI., p. 56. 

This estimate is. in my judgment. much too high. and I 
should hesitate to put the amount for which DO allowance 
is made in the statistics which can properly be deducted 
from the aggregate assessmalts at higher than £16,000,000 
on an average. 

4. b iE1lES1 011 I1IVESTED FUIIDS.-" Income tax mast be 
paid upon all annual interest received upon invested funds, DO 
matter whether the busiuS! as a whole be profitable or Dot. 
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Thus IL company employing only part of its capital, which makes 
a trading loss of £1,200 by its operations for one year, and a profit 
of £X.ooo as interest for that year on its invested funds. would 
in fact have made a net loss of £200, and its profit and loss account 
would only report that fact to the shareholders. Nevertheless, 
income tax on £1.000 would have to be paid. and the interest 
received by this company which it has more than lost would be 
recorded amongst the Inland Revenue figures as taxed potu. 
This system of taxing interest • at the source: as the phrase runs, 
is severely enforced. and is responsible for much official invention 
of profits which do not exist." -IRESON. op. N .• p. 53. 

Here the operation of the Act of 1890 has again been lost 
sight of. Taxed dividends are deductible from receipts in 
arriving at income tax liability. so that the loss would be 
:£1.200. and the whole of the tax on :£x.ooo dividends can be 
repaid for the yenr. Or alternatively the loss of :£1.200 
would be carried forward into future averages. and thus the 
elIect would be worked 01I in the long run. Mr. Ireson's 
example is badly chosen. but it is only right to say that there 
are circumstances in which the e1Iect he contends for may 
arise. although it is not really important statistically. 
The chief case is that of insurance companies. whose taxed 
investments often considerably exceed their .. profits." but 
in this case it has to be remembered that considerable pay
ments are made to policy-holders which are charged as 
expenses in arriving at these profits. The policy-holders 
are allowed the Whole premium paid as a deduction from 
income. although it may be much in excess of the sum 
actuarily required to cover the death risk. the excess repre
senting pun: investment by the company on behalf of the 
policy-holder. 'When the repayment of the whole invest
ment is made it is not directly charged to tax. so that the 
accumulated interest may be regarded as fmllaW reduced 
by the .. excess" income tax paid by the company. It 
does not seem. therefore. that this apparently ~ example 
has really much force in the ultimate issue. 

S. DEPRECIATION OF LEASEHOLDS.-The fact that large 
sums are charged in business and trading accounts for the 
depreciating value of leases (i .... the exhaustion of capital 
invested in them). and that such sums are not allowed as 
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expenses for income tax purposes, appears to swell the 
assessments beyond the commercial profits. 

"If A., for example, buys for £700 the last ten years of the 
1ease of a house let at £100 per annum, he puts by £70 each year 
to replace his capital, and reckons his annual profit at only £30. 
But the Inland Revenue authorities allow of no such deduction 
for depreciation, and for each of the ten years make him pay an 
income tax based upon the full rent of £Zoo (Cd. 2576, p. II). 
Thus, in the official figures his income from this house appears at 
more than three times the true income he obtains from it I In 
view of the fact that the houses, factories, etc., in the United 
Kingdom and their lands are estimated to beworth£2.860,ooo,ooo, 
and that the majority of them are held on 1ease, it may well be 
believed that the true income received . . . is much less, in the 
aggregate, than the total appearing in the official income tax 
statistics."-IREsolf, 0/1. cit., p. 53. 

The whole contention, however true of individual trading 
concerns, is quite erroneous when applied to the aggregated 
assessments. The subject is not nearly so simple as appears 
at first sight, and this is hardly the pIace to dwell upon the 
question of incidence.l Suffice it to say that, so far as Seh. A 
is concerned, two premises of equal rack rent value are 
assessed equally, although oue may be let on 1ease at a 
small annual rent, and the other be freehold or at the full 
rack rent. But under Seh. D, if the trader (and 1easeholder) 
gave, say, [10,000 for the 1ease for twenty years, and pays 
a small annual rent, he recovers tax from that smaIl rent 
only. At the same time, however, he is entitled to the fnII 
annual value Seh. A as a deduction from profits, like the 
freeholder or rack renter, and the difference in the statistics 
is "il. His real hardship is quite another matter. It is 
that he cannot get back the balance of Seh. A tax (above the 
rent) by deduction, neither can he write off against profits 
the year's proportion of his vanishing [10,000 capital in
vested. But if the income tax does not allow this [10,000 as 
a loss to bini, tuither does it treat it (U II po/it tQ the recipiml, 
and the statistics are therefore again una1Iected.. 

• It is dealt with in my article .. Inc:idepre of Tnatioa of Leaae
holds," EPnumIie RmertI, July, 1911. 

• Yi4e" F-." Sch. A, p. 46. 
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6. TERMINABLE ANNUITIES.-This is very difficult ground. 
and the question has been discussed on several occasions 
and by various committees. It is only necessary to say 
that the most recent committee found no reason to recom
mend on grounds of equity that the .. capital element" 
should be disengaged and exempted from tax. Neverthe
less. from a statistical point of view. the full taxation of 
annuities represents the inclusion of something which is 
not in the ordinary sense income. as an addition to the exist
ing stock of capital. and something which is an artificial 
manipulation of income after it has been produced by in
dustry. and which could be indefinitely multiplied Any 
individual can so arrange and draw upon his investments as 
to create the same .. income .. effect as an annuity; it simply 
means he consumes what he has previously saved But under 
the annuity method he has ultimately bome tax on a sum 
greater than his aggregate income. because .. savings .. are 
not allowed as a deduction from income. 

As a matter of practical statistical importance it is decreas
ingly significant. Irish rentcharge annuities were divided 
into capital and interest by statute. By case decision" any 
annuity which. by the nature of its origin and by the terms 
of the contract creating it. is manifestly and essentially a 
method of discharging by instalments, with interest. a 
debt created by loan or by purchase is also divisible." 1 

In a recent case • a long annuity in discharge of an ascer
tained capital sum which was the agreed purchase price of 
a railway was divided The following statement is, however. 
far too sweeping:-

.. The system is not wholly unjust which exempts from taxation 
that part of his income which stands for impairment of capital, 
and assesses taxes on that part which swells capital or savings. . 
The system would be entirely just if the impairment of one 
capital were always offset by the equal increase of some other 
capital. i. ... if the taxpayer's total capital value were kept at the 
same level. In general large receipts are usually re-invested, 
and should therefore not be subject to the income taz at all. U 
_ could assume such re-in~tmeDt to be the invariable rule, -

I I ....... e Tax Cammittee Repart. s. 6$. 
• s.w. Y. S _,. '1/ S-1-1 ...... 4 T. C. lila. 
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could approve of the system by which, in England, II Imnin@h 
II""vity is not ",,,ed lIS income '" its full f)(llue, but is taxed only 
on that part of it which constitutes' interest: The other part, 
which constitutes impairment of principal, is Dot taxed. To 
illustrate the English exemption of impairment of capital . . . 
the following will be the schedule." -IRVING FISHER, "Capital 
and Income," 1906, pp. 401 and 402; also p. 253. 

1>Purchased annuities for terms of years, also those for 
life, axe still retained in full for taxation. The Govern
ment terminable annuities have sunk to little more than 
£3,500,000, and the life assurance companies pay some 
£3,000,000, while the National Debt Office and Post Office 
together pay about £750,000, so that the total is hardly 
£8,000,000. A very large part would be paid to persons 
exempt from tax, say one-third. and this leaves £5.000.000 
paid to liable persons. In the average proportion of two
thirds capital the statistical effect is to swell the assessments 
by ~bout £3.000.000 annually. 

7. EXPIRY OF CoPYiuGBTS AND PATENT RIGBTS.-" These 
expenses are all treated commercially as losses. but their cIedue
tion from gross profits is not permitted by the Inland Revenue:' 
-IaEsoN. &p. til., p. 53. 

The manner in which these assets are treated is fully 
described in Appendix II. to the Report of the Income Tax 
Committee, 1905, and in the Report, 55. 43 to 55. In the case 
of copyrights the author is charged on his receipts. while 
the publisher is a1lowed to charge the cost of ephemeral 
productions as an expense, and to treat the .. copyright of 
works of a permanent character as stock in trade. of which 
a valuation must be made at the beginning and end of each 
year before axriving at the balance of profit for the year." 
The Committee fOUDd that substantial justice was done. It 
should be clear that no swelling of statistics axises in the 
case of copyrights. 

As regards patent rights the case is rather dilIerent • 
.. Royalty" payments obviously cannot wrongly affect the 
statistics. .. Where the usee of a patent purchases it 
outright, the transaction is treated as a capital transaction 
/IIJ boo. sides, aud no assn=eot is made on the ~ 
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patentee in respect of the lump sum received by him." If, 
therefore, an allowance were made in respect of the exhaustion 
of the patent right, the work of tbe inventor and the value 
created by him would not be represented at all in the total. 
Once again the alleged grievance in individual cases has 
been wrongly supposed to afiect tbe statistics. 

8. BAD AND DOUBTFUL DEBTS.-" Further. no general reserft 
may be made for doubtful debts, a step invariably taken in 
proper commercial practice, only such proportion of each one of 
tbem as is estimated to be really bad being allowed, for income 
tax purposes, to be deducted from gross profits. "-IRESON, 
op. c14., p. 53. 

Statutory provision exists for allowing an estimate for 
doubtful debts, and of course all actual bad debts are 
allowed. Whatever may be tbe effect on a single assess
ment in a single year. it is quite a mistake to imagine tbat 
the method of dealing with doubtful debts has any effect 
upon tbe aggregate assessments in the long run. For in tbe 
long run no more and no less than tbe actual bad debts can 
really be allowed. and tbe statistics are certainly not exces
sive for this reason. In any year. if tbe figures should be 
reduced by reason of a commercial reserve for doubtful 
debts arising in tbe year. they should ~ro tsfIIQ be increased 
because tbe actual debts incurred in previous years and 
allowed as bad in the year in question for tax purposes had 
been partly anticipated on tbe commercial plan in previous 
years. 

90 INCOKll Tu.-It is sometimes stated that this should 
be deducted in computing taxable income.1 It is not 
included in tbe legal deductions, and is to be regarded 
as a personal. and not a business, charge. It is not seen 
how any argument can be urged for deducting income tax 
in determining national income which would not equally 
apply to local rates or indirect taxation paid out of personal 
income on personal consumption (as distinguished from 
tbe expenses of o6Iai •• .., an income). If bns'nesses \ft!'e 

allowed this deduction. salaries would equally have to be 

l J-. .. -. po 53-
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assessed on the net income left after paying the tax on the 
assessment I At IS. in the £ an income of £500 would b~ 
assessed on £476 3s. 

10. EXPENSES INCURRED BY LIMITED CoMPANIES, not 
allowed for Income Tax Purposes.-These include formation 
or preliminary expenses, loan issue expenses, premiums on 
the redemption of debentures, and generally all the expenses 
of engineering the capital of companies. They may be 
regarded in two lights-ell as a reduction of the yield or 
interest upon the shares of all or some of the shareholders ; 
(2) as an increase in the capital cost of the inveStments 
(over and above the nominal sum invested), the difierence 
being deducted from subsequent dividends. 

From the first point of view the .. taxed income" is 
undoubtedly in excess of true income. From the second 
each shareholder suffers a small depreciation in the value of 
his securities, since they are worth less than he has paid for 
th~ I incline to the first view, and regard the assess
ments as in excess of true income to this extent. 

An estinIate of these sums is a difficult matter. Probably 
£1,000,000 per annum is an outside figure. 

II. GooDWILL-DEPRECIATION OR REDUCTION.I-No 

charges for depreciation of goodwill are allowable for income 
tax purposes. Goodwill is not necessarily written down 
because it has disappeared; it may continue to exist in full 
measure, but many financial experts and accountants regard 
it as .. good policy .. or prudent to write off all non-tangible 
or non-physical assets.· My own view is that if a purclIaser 
gives a certain sum for goodwill, and he is quite clear that at 
any tinIe he can sell the business and obi4ifl the same amQflfl# 
for the new or sustained goodwill, he can spend all his profits 
with an easy conscience But the statistical point as to 
excessive asses=ems is really a simple oue. Suppose that 
a business yields b,ooo per annum trading profit over ten 
years and its proprietor A. pays tax on the income so 
enjoyed. representing £soo interest on his capital and f.soo 

I Quoted by Ireson, ~. eif •• p. 53. 
• ViM •• Goodwill':' ~ P. D. LeaJre in the AtaI".ItmI.t abo 

~ DepnociatioD and Wastmg A.e!s." 
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profit and earnings of management. B. has a similar business, 
and at the end of the third year sells it to C., who gives him 
the capital value plus £2.500 for goodwill. The suggestion 
is that C. should be allowed to write of! this payment against 
profit, with the result that although identical profit had 
been made, one business would pay on £10,000 in ten years 
and the other on £7.500. The reason is of course that B. is not 
liable to income tax on his £2.500 sale, and until he is actually 
assessable no allowance can logically be made to C.l What
ever may be the logic or equity of the case as behDUfi indi
lIidlUlls, when income is taken in the aggregate they are 
properly represented by assessments which make no allow
ance for goodwill. Just as in the case of depreciation. what 
may be true of a single year is not true of a number of years 
for any given concern, so in this case what is true of a single 
.. income" is not true of all incomes taken together. 

la. WASTING ASSETS 01' A PHYsICAL CHARACTER.

(_) lIiDaral ProP""" GIWlO D.posita, .ta.-It is not neces
sary to discuss here the difficult question of incidence of 
taxation in these cases. and the claint that is being repeatedly 
made for the total exemption of corpr.s value from tax. I 
have shown elsewhere I that. so far as mineral properties 
situated in the United Kingdom are concerned. the apparent 
incidence is not the true incidence. and that the wasting 
assets allowance should only be given if and when the capital 
sale of mineral properties outright is chargeable to tIlL 
Unless we are prepared to state as a fundantental principle 
that royalties should not be taxed because they are payments 
for the corplQ of the property. we must regard l1li payments 

• Statisti<:ally this point is similar to leueholds and oth ... C8SIII 
where a .. capital ~ conoid_Ii ... for rigbta in future profits is DOt 
ass hie OIl the nci.~t: ... Eunu.ic JOIIIIfI'WM. 191t., p- z8a.. 

• E---' JowrrNl, MardI. 1910. P. 109. and 1911. P. z83. A 
perusal of the evid"""" before the Select Committee ofu!!il shows 
that little advance bas been made in the ~ ... ts in this 
matt.... The Select Committee em Ratiuc of Mines, 18S7. lepoi ted : 
-" It was conm.ded with sr-t ....... that the principle sbOuId be 
ncognisod that the WCJ<kiug of a mine is the using up of the -t
aud DOt of the men annual prod .... cap&ble of reproductiou." The 
ad' ..... tes of wasting assets an-do DOt discuss the fundameDtal 
justice of taxing the .... tural yield. but beg the questioa as self-evident 
and attack au, ec:bemeI wbida do DOt cany out the_ptioL ...... .. 
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for worked-out minerals as part of the .. national income." 
There is therefore no undue swelling of the income tax 
statistics because of the inclusion of payments for coal, etc. 
As to the amount that is so included, we have no better 
guide than the Mineral Rights Duty, which charges not 
only royalties paid, but also the .. annual value" of minerals 
worked by the owner, on a royalty basis, and from this 
information the amount appears to be £7,000,000, to which 
some addition should be made for foreign mineral properties, 
etc. 

(b) Cost of PiHinking, .tc.-The capital expended in 
sinking and equipping shafts is of course of no value when 
the mine is worked out. No allowance is made for income 
tax purposes to represent the exhausted value during each 
year, and therefore the assessed profits may be regarded as 
excessive compared with commercial profits to this extent. 
An estimate based upon the probable number of shafts in 
the, country, as deduced from official returns, an average 
diameter and depth obtained by numerous samples from 
geological sections, etc., and at a cost derived from numerous 
technical books on mining engineering, yields a result not 
greatly different from a tonnage allowance on output which 
is known to be adopted by some coal mining companies in 
computing the annual allowance. It indicates that the 
sum to be deducted from profits under this head anDually is 
about £2,000,000. 

This should be suppIemented tit include pit-head buildings 
and machinery which are also useless, and for which in
adequate allowances might frequently have been p:wIe. 

(c) Bnjldings J)epreeiation aua 0bI0~ce. .. • • • DO 

allowance is made for sums necessary to replace capital lost by 
depreciation of lmildings. Now the houses, etc., in this country, 
apart from their lands, are worth about £2,300.000,000, and if 
they be supposed to last on an average for 100 years, tben there 
is a loss of £23.000,000 of capital each year, due simply to these 
buildings growing old. which is entirely ignored by the income 
tax authorities."-bEsolf, "fr. cit., p. S4-

.. A further legislative step in the direction of making allowance 
for depreciation was taken in UI94. when by the Finance Act of 
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that year a deduction of one-sixth from the rack rent value of 
buildings was authorised as an allowance to cover maintenance 
and rep'airs. Although nothing was specifically said on the 
point, It may be inferred that the allowance was intended to 
cover also eventual replacement of buildings. For Sir W. 
Harcourt stated in the House of Commons that the rate of allow. 
ance was taken at one·sixth pursuant to Mr. Hubbard's recom· 
mendation of 1861, and a reference to Mr. Hubbard's arguments 
shows that he adopted the figure of one-sixth of gross value as 
calculated to cover • the ultimate renewal of the fabric when 
decayed by age' as well as current repairs" (Report of the 
Income Tax Committee, 1905, para. 74). 

Even if the above quoted opinion of the Select Committee 
is a sufficient answer to the contention that wear and tear 
of buildings is not allowed, it hardly touches the question 
of obsolescence, which perhaps is often the more important 
factor. Premises become out of date, or unsuitable for their 
particular use, and have perhaps to be pulled down long 
before there is any necessity for treating them as .. worn 
out." But this factor is so elusive and variable that no 
period of time can be set down as applicable to buildings 
as a whole. and of course many are in use long after the 
expiration of the time which might reasonably be adopted 
as usual. If the allowance of one-sixth suffices to cover the 
gradual decay of buildings. probably a small additional 
allowance as a sinking fund would provide for the 
risk of obsolescence before the .. breaking-up" point is 
reached. 

But in the case of trade buildings, occupied by their owners 
and used for gt#illg income, and not for residence, the diffi· 
culty is not met by the one-sixth allowance, even to the 
extent of structural decay. For the deduction allo~ 
from Sch. D is confined to the "'" Sch. A. so that full duty is 
paid on the whole profits (under the two schedules) without 
any allowances for repairs, etc., except such actual outlay 
as may be charged in the Ievcoue accounts. This method 
effectively rules out any .. decay" allowance.. The Income 
Tax Committee. 1905. suggested that the full Sch. A might 
be allowed as a rental deduction from profits (ibi4.. par. 15) • 

•• 
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Trade buildings in Great Britain (X9U) were worth 
£55,000,000. Adding two-thirds of residential shops, 
£xo,ooo,ooo, we have £65,000,000 as the full annual value 
which may be claimed as an expense against profits. Fully 
one-third would be applicable to non-liable profits, and of 
the remainder not more than one--third would be occupied 
by the owner. This makes a maximum figure of £X4,000,000 
as the gross value of premises which suffers by the method 
of allowance in question. All actual repairs are charged in 
arriving at Sch. D liability, so that the" gradual decay" 
'allowance would be but a small part of the one~ixth, say 
on~ixth part again (i.e., on £36 rental value the allowance 
is £6 per annum, and of this sum £x per annum would 
suffice to provide for the gradual decay: even at 3 per cent. 
it would amount to the full capital value in less than one 
hundred years), £300,000 per annum, would be a sufficient 
deduction from profits for this purpose for the United 
Kingdom. 

It remains to compute the .. obsolescence" figure for 
till building;, £224,000,000. This has to cover only the 
eztrll risk of uselessness before decay, and is not wholly 
to be set off against Sch. D. We may assume that 
the, sinking fund for strnctural decay would provide for 
one hundred years, so that it is unnecessary to allocate 
more than the difference between tlie hundred-year 
sinking fund provided in the OD&-Sixth allowance and 
a seventy-year sinking fund which would rebuild all the 
premises. This might amount to £4,000,000, on the 
assumption of seventy years' profitable life, while a much 
smaUer amount would be adequate if the life is well 
over seventy years. It represents all that need be 
deducted from the iucome tax iucome to reduce it to a 
If commercia1 " basis .. 

(d) JDaMqnate Allinn .. f. Wear &lUI Tear of IlachilmJ: 
OhsoI_'lDV It is sometimes stated that the tax statistics 
are swollen because the aJlowaDCe5 for depreciation are in
adequate.! The question was reported upon by the Income 

I Ireson. t>/>. <iI., p. 53:-" GenaaIly much _ thaa wbat ia _tim oft by the.......,.. of such popeat).H 
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Tax Committee. 1905, and it may be said that-within recent 
years the allowances have been standardised. to a much·. 
greater extent than formerly. and a greater rangeof machinery 
and plant is now brought within this method and taken from 
the range dealt with by renewals and repairs. The distinc
tion. and the confusion arising from failure to appreciate it, 
have been explained in the section dealing with the subject in 
general.1 It is only nece.~sary here to say that, once again, 
what is true of the parts is not necessarily true of the whole. 
All the points connected with renewals and a proper rate of 
depreciation are doubtless vital when dealing with the 
correctness of profits in an individual case in a particular 
year, but they cease to have importance when the statistics 
are taken in the aggregate. For example. if we assume 
that no wear and tear allowance is given for gasholders, 
and that they usually last forty years, it is clear that the 
taxed .. profits" will be in excess of true profits for thirtY" 
nine years, but greatly below true profits in the fortieth 
year, when a very large charge for renewal is deducted as an 
expense But if we also assume, as we may fairly do, that 
gasholders generally are being renewed evenly over the whole' 
period of forty years, the aggregate is made up of separate 
items, of which for every forty that are excessive each to the 
extent of one-fortieth of a gasholder (= plus one gasholder) 
there is one item that is deficient by the value of one 
gasholder, and the aggregation of the items cancels the 
differences. So much for the effect of the rival methods 
on the aggregate. 

But let us assume that we are dealing solely with deprecia
tion and, for the moment, that the rates are inadequate. It 
must be remembered that the concession of an allowance for 
obsolescence operates so that when a machine is scrapped and 
replaced by a new one a deduction is allowed of so much of 
the cost of replacement as is represented by the written
down value of the old machinery (less any scrap value). Let 
us take a simple instance where 4 per cent. from cost has 
been allowed and where really it should have been 5 per cent. 

• P.I7'). 
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It lasts eighteen. years, and its scrap value is therefore {,IO. 
For every original {,IOO we get :-

Proper Allowance. 

I. 
1.5 per anuum for 18 yean 90 

Allowed on replacement 'J 
Written.down value, /,10 1IiI 

- 10 scrap value. 

Total aJJowauce • 90 

Differ· 
Improper A1lowaDce. ence. 

I. I. 
LA per annum for 18 yean 

till scrapped • • l' - 18 
Allowed on replacement } 
Written-down value. 1..8 18 + 18 

- 10 ICI'ap value. 

Total alJowance • 90 ";1 

When an insufficient rate is given, the inj ustices of a long 
period are thus compensated in a single year. We may 
fairly assume that these compensations, in the aggregate, 
are not all made in the same year, but are spread evenly 
ave.: the period, so that the statistical total is really quite 
undisturbed. The obsolescence allowance acts as a kind of 
compensatory balance, and there is no net loss or gain on 
the whole industry. 

The only real failure is in the case where the obsolescence 
allowance is inoperative owing to machinery not being, 
in actual fact, renewed. The loss in tbis case is the difference 
between the actual written-down value and the true written
down value, though there may appear to be additional loss 
through compulsory reaIisation of assets at something less 
than their running value. But in the latter case, if the 
purchaser gets a .. bargain," an asset which is really worth 
more than appears in bis baJaru:e..5heet, there is a secret 
reserve which has not borne tax to baIance the apparent loss 
of the seller in the aggregated statistics. And even with 
regard to the former, the true loss, it usually occurs in the 
case of .. dying " concerns and forms part of the capital 
gone ont of existence to which reference has already been 
made. Altogether I am of opinion that 3 per cent. of the 
total wear and tear allowance, or about {,850,ooo, is an ample 
allowance under this head. 

(e) ADo.- for Depnciatioa of rmt-. Fittiop, .... 
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Furnitur •• -Allowances made by way of. actual renewals 
only are obviously inadequate when furnitur!'. etc .• is not 
actually renewed. but allowed to wear out. Otherwise. 
although the method may not be satisfactory in individual 
cases in particular years. it is statistically correct over the 
whole field. and in the long run. It is not easy to estimate 
the value of unrenewed fittings (as distinct from the capital 
.. losses" {or defunct firms. etc •• which have already been 
under consideration). but it is unlikely to exceed £500.000. 
For the future. however. it appears 1 that. by concession. 
allowances for depreciation are to be extended to this class 
of as.~ets. so that the necessity for any such statistical 
deduction under this head should almost disappear. 

13. BREWERS' EXPENSES FOR TIED HOUSEs.-These 
expenses are undoubtedly proper charges from a commercial 
point of view. From an income tax point of view. until 
quite recently, the legal position was that they were not 
expenses of the brewer. gllot trader making profits, but 
expenses of the brewer pot landlord holding property. I 
Under recent judicial decisions practically all the brewers' 
expenses for repairs, costs of licences, insurances. etc., re- ' 
lating to tied houses are to be recognised as trading expenses 
and allowed. Their statistical effect has not been published, 
but a consideration of published aGCOunts as a sample. and 
of the whole capital involved, suggests that they could not 
have exceeded £2,000.000 annually. 

14. RESERVES.-It is commonly stated that because 
.. reserves" are not allowed as deductions in computing 
liability for income tax the assessmomts must be much 
greater than .. incomes .. in the ordinary sense of" spendable" 
incomes. When the tabulated summaries of the trading 
results of industrial companies as given in the ECOfIOffrisI 
from time to time are examined and it is seen that from 23 
to 17 per cent. of the .. profit .. is allocated to .. reserves. 
etc., .. the question seems to assume considerable importance. 
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Part of the misconception on the subject is due to ignorance 
01 the true significance of terms in accoun taney. There are 
some expenses which may be charged against gross profits 
either at the actual time and in the actual amounts incurred, 
or by setting aside a fund or reserve by regular contribution 
out of profits, from which the expenditure is met as it 
arises. The method adopted, even for the same class of 
expenditure, varies often with the nature of the business, 
but the ultimate result is the same, and the profits over a 
series of years are depleted to the same extent. For income 
tax purposes in the case of reserves for ordinary expenses, 
bad debts, etc., although the amount reserved in the profit 
and loss account is not allowed as a deduction, the actual 
expenditure charged against the capital or reserve account 
is allowed, and there is no difference in the long run. 

Reserves may be made for (I) expenses; (2) wastage of 
capital; (3) equaIisation of dividends; (4) capital extensions. 

(I) In the case of expenses, where the expense is itself 
chatgeable against profit for income tax purposes, the posi
tion is not really altered by the .. reserve" method. Where 
it is not so chargeable, the remarks already made nnder such 
heads as .. preliminary expenses," .. expenses of raising 
new capital, etc.," are equally applicable to reserves. 

(2) WastaKe of capitlll has been referred to under .. wear 
and tear ".. bsol " " of" king etc " and , 0 esceuce, cost pit -SID , ., 

whether the charges are made by _itinK dUIIIfJ the assets 
out of profits, or creating specific or general reserves against 
those assets, the result is the same in the end. One colliery 
charges £10,000 in its profit and loss account for depreciation, 
and reduces the capital value of its assets in the balance
sheet by that sum, while another devotes £10,000 of its 
profit to ". reserve," does not reduce the value of its assets, 
but creates a counterweight or reserve on the other side of 
its balance sheet. One of the stumbling blocks of the 
tyro in book-keeping is the treatment of a "reserve," 
which he naturally regards as a distinct .. asset," as a 
.. liability" in this account. It has already been pointed 
out that allowance for goodwill, whatever may be the 
position as regards the individual cases affected, is indefen-
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sible in a consideration of income or profit as a whole, froJII 
an aggregate or national point of view. 

(3) EqualisaJion of dividBfllls by way of reserves made 
in prosperous times does not need prolonged consideration. 
It has the effect of steadying the increase in available or 
.. spendable" income as compared with the income shown 
by assessments. Obviously no deduction should be made 
from the official statistics on this account. 

(4) CllpiW ~ons are frequently made by way of 
continual reserves. These are of the nature of compulsory 
savings or investment out of income which is not handled 
by the owner. This investment stands as a solid backing 
for the shareholder's share, which is priced not only upon 
its dividend yield, but also upon the reserves attaching to 
it. Nevertheless, if two companies were identical in share 
capital and profits, but one paid its whole profit away in 
dividends and the other made considerable reserves, it is 
improbable that the difference between the market value 
of the shares would be fully equal to the reserves. But this 
is only to say that market values are dominated by an 
individual outlook that appreciates the dividend handled 
and discounts a compulsory investment not fully under
stood or controlled. It does not alter the fact that the 
profits made ." identical, and the sale value of the two 
concerns is the same, and it does not justify a considerable 
and fortuitous deduction from aggregate profits to arrive 
at aggregate personal incomes, unless the latter are under 
consideration for certain limited pllIJlO5eS as incomes 
immediately" spendable." 

A striking modem method which was increasingly 
favoured in the last trade boom is the issue of .. bonus N 

shares, on an incnase in the capital of the company, by 
which the shareholder becomes possessed of his compulsory 
savings in a tangible form as new .. capital." These profits 
do not evade income tu: at the time they are made, but 
whether on emerging as income to the individual they 
have to be included, like a dividend, as .. income" em a 
claim for abatement or relief or on a super-tu: retum may 
depend upon some fine lq:a1 points c:ou.nected with the 
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f9nn of issue. In this sense aggregated individual incomes 
may be considerably less than aggregated assessments on 
profits, and the point is of particular importance in any 
attempt to distribute .. income-tax" income over separate 
classes whose aggregates are measured by super-tax assess
ments, relief claims, etc. The failure of considerable 
amounts of profit assessed upon companies to appear as 
income upon individual statements would lessen the amount 
of income and number of persons assessable to super-tax. 
It would also increase the number of persons entitled to 
reliefs and abatements and therefore the income assigned 
to the respective grades. Whether or not any deduction 
from gross assessments is necessary on account of this class 
of reserves depends upon the particular aspects of income 
under consideration, but some recent conspicuous instances 
of enrichment of shareholders by this method make one 
hesitate to modify a clearly understood conception of 
profit income on account of such easily manipulated methods 
of disposing of profits. 

Summary. 

It will have been seen that of the considerable number 
of adjustments commonly aIJeged to be necessary in order 
to reduce .. assessed profits" to .. commercial profits .. only 
a few have any actual validity. It cannot be asserted 
with too great emphasis, however, that this conclusion has 
no relation whatever to the propriety of aIJowance from the 
point of view of taxation, upon which no judgment has 
been passed, but refers entirely to the connection between 
statistics of aggregated tax assessments and the statistics 
of aggregated commercial profits. Misapprehensions arise 
under three heads :-

(x) As to the actual character and method of making 
aJIowances (e.g., bad debts) ; 

(2) The particularist faDacy, that ",-hat may be true 
of some or all the parts separately, is necessarily true 
of the aggregate (e.g., goodwill) ; 

(3) The fact that differences of treatment i" point (/ 
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""111 are not at the same stage in every case, and that 
in the aggregate the differences disappear (e.g., renewals 
of gasholders). 

Some of the points have been made good, however, and 
the statistical effect may be summarised :-

(3) True losses not given full effect in 
income tax statistics 

(6) Annuities • 

£. 

16,000,000 
3,000,000 

(10) Expenses for limited companies. 1,000,000 
(u) (b) Pit-sinking costs • 2,200,000 
(12) (c) and (Ii) Building obsolescence 

and machinery obsolescence 
(12) (e) Fixtures and fittings 
(13) Tied house expenses • 

5.000,000 
500,000 

2,000,000 

Total in round figures • 30,000,000 

The last two items will disappear for the future. It will 
be observed that (12) (c) relates mainly to Sch. A and (6) 
mainly to Sch. C, so that the excess under Sch. D represents 
about 41 per cent. on the gross assessment in the past and 
about 4 per cent. in future. This estimate is admittedly 
conditioned mainly by the accuracy of the first item, which 
is not susceptible of any exact measurement, and in which a 
general impression gained on a wide experience of the actual 
problem is the only guide. 

Co-opvative Tradiuc. 
The so-called .. profits." of trading by industrial c0-

operative societies are Dot assessed to income tax. The 
reasons will be found fully discussed before the D. C. on 
Income Tax, 1905.1 It is of the essence of the argument 
that the amount of these .. profits" is arbitrary. and that 
as the whole object of the societies is to supply their members 
at cost price, it is immaterial whethel' the trading is done on 
such terms as to admit of no dividend being paid or of a large 

• Partieularly Appendilt x.. P. 4+ YNnlsomy artide n '£awwnic 
Aspects of lIlcome 1' .... a.a..ce. ~ £C " R-.., Oc\lobor. "_ 
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dividend being returned to the members; no real profit in 
the ordinary sense exists. At any rate, even if a personal 
profit attaches to the recipient, equal to what, in the ordinary 
way, would have belonged to the grocer, etc., the recipient 
is nearly always exempt from income tax and the sum per 
head is very small.l Most societies find that the "divi." 
has a glamour of its own, and actual trading at cost is not 
commonly found. On the assumption that the "divi." 
represents the difference between cost price and ordinary 
prices, it may be convenient for some statistical purposes to 
regard it as a trading profit. It has been given at l.7,ooo,ooo 
in 1:903' and l.9,ooo,ooo by the Board of Trade, rising to 
l.I4,ooo,ooo for 1:9:r3.1 

GROSS SCH. D ASSESSMENTS-SEQUENCE OF 
STATISTICS; TIME COMPARISON. 

The following are the chief breaks in the _ies';-

(:r) Tho Omission of IrelaDt!, 1842 io 1852. 

Although the fact is well known, it is sometimes forgotten 
when comparisons are being made. 

An estimate of what the assessments would have been in 
!his period has been made in Appendix III. for the purpose 
of the complete Table D. 

(2) False •• Gross Assessmenfll" (Sells. DadE) in tho 
y..,. 1842 io 1867: EDmpiioDa. 

The .. gross assessments" shown in the :roth, 13th, and 
later Reports for this series of years differ completely in 
character from those shown for years subsequent to 1867, 
although they are given in an uninterrnpted series and are 
consequently used by all statisticians in direct comparison 

• E.funated a~ onder !5 per head. 
• S. J .. 1905· Vide al" .. S. C. OIl c<>-<>perati .... Societies, I8?9-&>, 

and tbe various year.boob for past statisticp. 
• I. T. Committer. 1905. p. 47. Chief RegisI:rar". Retu ...... p. 186. 
• Only changes iD seope have been noted. Legislative enactmentll 

d signedtoreuderadm iii;.uatioDmoree/fec1iveiDPleftIltiDc ......... 
etc., ow:rtbeeKistiut field have been ipoftd.. 
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with the later years. The key to the difference will be fOund 
in the analysis of the assessments in the 1St Report, and a 
footnote on p. I94 in the 13th Report. The first Report 
shows that in I854-5 the amount given as gross assessment, 
Sch. D (£91,280,I31), included £II,59I,324 described as 
.. amount of profits under £IOO exempted," while Sch. E 
(£4.554.85S) included £234.795 similarly exempt. The sum
mary tables in the I3th Report for the years I842 to 
1867 have a note :_u In the year ended 5th April, 1868, 
the gross amount of property and profits assessed does not 
include, as in preceding years, incomes under £100 and 
exempt from tax." Unlike the exemptions under Schs. A 
and B, which together with the liable assessments cover the 
entire field, and complete the record for the whole country, 
these exemptions under Schs. D and E were a purely arbitrary 
figure, diminishing annually in amount as the non-liable cases 
surveyed by the Commissioners were gradually .. weeded 
out" of the assessments. Obviously they do not represent 
the income of the' non-liable class, but only a section of it 
that happened to be considered, lying subjacent to the limit 
of liability. From 1842-3 to 1862-3 the difference between 
.. gross " and .. net .. is wholly attributable to this feature, 
and the .. net assessments" therefore correspond with the 
present conception of .. gross" (save for .. insurance .. and 
.. expenses" allowances dealt with hereafter I), and have 
been substituted in Table Dl. From I863-4 there were 
abatements which formed part of the difference between 
the .. gross" and the .. net" assessments (1IitU p. 4gB). 
After the elimination of the exemptions from the gross 
figures in 1867-8 a small sum still lingered on annually until 
1874-5 in that section of Sch. D then described as .. Public 
Companies, etc .... via •• the concerns under Sch, -A. No. III •• 
transferred to Sch. D in 1866-7. and referred to in the 28th 
Report. p. 294 (footnote). In 1868-g it could only have 
been £19.000. for in that year the difference betA en" gross" 
and .. net" was £UA60.071. of which abatements account 
for £U.440.gBS. and as it diminished it may safely be ignored 
altogether. The actual sums included in the statistics. 

1 P. aG7. 
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which, by present standards, should be excluded as 
meaningless and misleading, are given in the following 
table (£ thousands omitted) ;-

Total Ezempt T ... ' Ea:empt 
v ... 1). E- v ... D. B. V_. Diller· an~1 

Dmer- and 
..".. Abal«l. :k . Abalted.. Sch. D. 

Gno ......... _. UaitecI KJnsdom. , • , • • • • • 1'84. ...... ••• IB" .... ,. ... .so, ...... 1- ''''19 ~45 1841 .0 .... 80 .... n.!91 ." 7.100 .... 10.966 '" s8n I·'" " . .... . ,- ~ .-... , ........ '37 .. ,. .. 50 '74 1. .... .... 1'0..469 . .. JSn 6.115 ·2%2 .so, ...... .. m 2,21' .... 
'''7 '" .... .... s8,. ,.n. .,. t.600 1.880 .... .3OO7B - 1859 ..... 24' .... ..... , .. .", . .... {J: .... 11.504- .., ..... ··a' ... 1D.21D .. ,.. n,I91 ,." .86 • •• • ... . .., .. ..., lu.a:: s8,1 12,201' '67 .... 5.124 '" .... 11.393 ..... 

In the earlier years it will be seen that it amounted, under 
Sch. D, to 25 per cent. of the whole. It follows that to this 
ext~t all the comparisons made in numerous statistical 
writings are incorrect, because the full significance of tbe 
difference was not understood. It would be tedious to give 
examples of what was universal. The divisions estimated 
from x863-4 to x867~ have to agree with the requirements 
of the table on p. 31:2. 

Even with these corrections the assessments are not 
e%lldly comparable with later years, because from I853-4 
to I873-4 they are exdusive of . life assurance allowances 
under Sch. D. and of life assurance and expenses allowances 
under Sch. E. 

(Of course, at the present time the gross assessments 
under Schs. D and E include a certain amount of " exempt 
income," but it consists mainly of repayments upon divi
dends, etc .• received from companies, etc., assessed in full. 
or income upon which the title to exemption was proved 
.rw the assessments were completed.l ) 

J Yide P. S30 
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(3) Allowaneu for Lif, A •• uranc, (Schs. D ad E) and 
Ezplnsl. (Sch. E), Ylan 1853-4 to 1874-i. 

These allowances were first granted by law in 1853-4; 
they do not appear in the statistics until 1874-5. The 19th 
Report gives a tabulated statement of life insurance, .. the 
particulars of which have not hitherto been given by our 
statistical accounts.'" It would have been thought that 
they must certainly be included in the above-detailed 
.. gross assessments," and form part of the difierence between 
the .. gross .. and .. net" in the table given. It seemed so 
unlikely that, while the meaningless figures of .. exemp
tions " were carefully included in the statistics, these allow
ances should be as carefully deducted befm:e the figures were 
classified. that the conclusion has been accepted only after 
careful consideration of the evidence. I 

(4) Composition for the Aulllmeni (Soh. D), 1843 to 1859. 

The tu was first levied for three years from 1842. again 
for three years from 1845, and again from 1848. In 1851 and 
1852 it was renewed annually, but in 1853 it was proposed to 
continue it definitely for four years. In the first Act provi
sion was made for .. compounding .. under Sch. D: by an 
extra payment of 5 per cent. upon the IlNly each year the 
assessment as computed for the first year was repeated 
each year. There is very little direct information available 
as to the extent to which this provision was used, except 

I P. ~7. 
• TIUa evidence Include--(" th" fuD aDIIlfSis giYell ill the 1St 

Report ; (b) footDobls to the rlassi6catioaa m 28th Report; (~) 
_ to cootemponry blank farms ill wbic:b the various coIwnns 
iDdicate the m"thoi:l of _tmct; and (tI) testimoDy of retired 
allicials still Ii' . 

In order. :.:::.t... to make the &gw. from 1853 to 1873 c0m
parable with theBe for price and su~ .... t years. a sum bas to be 
added, and of what this sbould be there is DO recad.. In 187.f-S the 
life ............. .....t. Sch. D ... £41>4.134 (Ollt of £266.94'1.347) and 
the life ............ and e>qW1_ __ Sch. E £so8.arl (oat of 
13"~"'064). and the sums for previous yean have _ computed 
&cxonImc to lbis propcw:boD to the c-s fW Table DI_ 
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that contained in the minutes of evidence before the Income 
Tax Committee. 1852 1 :-

Year. Number of Daty Paid. A!eenm<lntll. Persona. 

! ! 
1842-3 2.262 IIo.332 3.603.000 
1843-4 2.258 IIO.175 3.5C}8.ooo 
1844-5 2.250 109.990 3.593.000 
IB45-'O 2.561 145.444 4.749.000 
IB46-7 2.557 145.362 4.747.000 
1847~ 2.541 144.808 4.729.000 
1848-9 1.621 93.249 3.045.000 
1849-50 1.621 93.249 3.0 45.000 

The amount of the assessments in the last column has been 
computed from column 3. One twenty-first part of the 
tobI duty is deducted as the 5 per cent. composition. and 
thebaIance computed in tenns of assessment at 7tl. in the l. 

It was obviously to the advantage of all concerns whose 
profits were rising rapidly. if the results could be sufficiently 
foreseen. to compound. But in any case the risk was small; 
for if the year 1839 to be dropped out of the average for the 
1843-4 assessment showed a poor result. it would be fairly 
certain that the normal new average would rise considerably: 
a rise of 15 per cent. for the two years 1843-4 and 1844-5 
together would have justified composition. If. therefore. 
the most .. promising .. cases were retarded by composition in 
the second and third years (on each imposition). the aggro
gate would be depressed below the true figure in those 
years and jump suddenly npon the new assessment and fresh 
composition. The triennial periods 18~4 and 184B-so are 
interesting examples.- On the other hand. widespread 
practice of composition in the hope of prosperous years. 
which was falsified by events. would tend to sustain the 
figures alxnJe their true leveL The period :1845-7 illustrates 
this. The remaining years of composition, :1853 to 1859 • 

• VoL n .. Appeadix. p • .pI. 
• P. '118. 
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present no fiuctuations for adjustment. With the annual 
reimposition of the tax the provision became obsolete,l and 
it was formally repealed by the Statute Law Revision Act. 

From the 1st Report may be gathered the extent of 
composition 1853-4 to 1851i-?, as the duty indicates :-

England 
Scotland 
Ireland 

• 
£ 

2,188.500 
187.800 
648,600 

Total assessments 3.024.900 
while in ·1858-g. when there was no difierential duty, the 
excess of duty over and above 5<1. in the £ on the net assess
ment is due to the inclusion of compounding duty of 5 per 
cent., and accounts for composition uPon £2.888.640. 

The preceding table may be carried down to 185g-60 as 
follows (assessm.mts compounded) :-

1850-1 • 
£ 

3.045.000 1855-6 • 
1851i-? • 
1858-9 
185g-60 • 

{. 
3,025,000 

• 2,979,000 
• "2,8Sg.000 

1,832•000 

These estimates are arrived at partly as above and partly 
from" residual duty." I 

The 133rd section reduction I did not apply to assessments 
under composition, and whatever the loss may have been 
there was no repayment.' There were numerous cases of 
great loss at the end of 1847. and as the composition did 
not expire till 1848 the original assessment was paid.. In 
only two instances. in cases of death and insolvency, were 
the assessments revised.' In the city of London .. the great 
majority of the assessments, all the large assessments." were 
made under composition; .. almost all the great banking and 

• Seni01' ... Handbook to Income Tu Ut.w and Practice. H 186a. 
• V .... P. In on .. Classification of ,. 'enlS. H 

• The nght to """"" ... ass ment by bringing a poor ftSIIit Into 
the average at the end of the year of • ,_t. 

• Inc:ame Taz Report. 18Sa. Qs. ~ 
• 1bi~", Qs. 991-994-
• 1 ...... Qs. 1,1»-7. " ....... • 
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mercantile establishments compounded for three years," and 
these assessments were more strictly inquired intO.1 

The reason for the decrease in 1848-9 was the fact that the 
1845 assessment was low,and the manufacturers, anticipating 
an increase. preferred to compound to a greater extent than 
in 1848.-

In making an attempt to adjust the figures of the gross 
assessments to allow for the effect of composition on the 
foregoing lines it is fn'im4 facie probable that the true figures 
lie between the official figures and figures which represent 
an even progression from fixed point to fixed point. as indio 
cated below :-

(000 omitted ) 

Official Figures 
Even corrected for iii ..... Figure. - addltioaal ~OD. 

Assessments.· 

f. f. f. f. 
1/!42 · · 67,163t 57.163 57.163 ± 200 
1843 · · 54.224 57.657 55.940 ± 1.717 
1844 · · 54.129 58.152 56.140 ± 2.012 
IB45 · · 58,648 58.6+6 58.6+6 
:18+6 · · 60.394 57.156 58.775 ± 1.619 
1847 · · 59.913 55.667 57.790 ± 2.123 
IB48 · · M,l77 54.177 54.177 
IB49 · · 53.707 55.144 54.425 ± 719 
x850 · · 54.910 56.xIl 55.510 ± 601 
x851 · · 57,(Y18 57.D78 57.078 
1852 · · 58.909 58.909 58.909 

• ViUp. 255-
t 'Ibe actua1 6_ giv ... officially is £57.66].000. _ this _. for 

3dministIatiYe 1mOOJIO. _ bigh (as in the aaaIogooo """" of tile lint y_ 
in beIaDd, 1St Report. oiU 1" SOS). 'Ibe __ y bigh _ in 
_ale of discharges is oafIiaeDt eYideDce of tile fact. One half of the 
_of tlledisc~ ",,_ale in .842 one _in'yean .... _ .-gned to Sch. D aDd tile total co" ... ted 8<COIdiDgly. 

(5) The Eschuiaa .f InJaU, 1842-1853: Etr.et ..... 
Siatistica fer Cdea& BrUaiD. 

The tax from xB4z to 1852 provided for the taxation of 
income received by residents in Great Britain. from securities 

1 Income Tall: Report. 18s2. 01. 1.078-1.082. 
• lbUl~ QL 1.178-9-
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and possessions in Ireland in the same clauses which provided 
for taxing such income from countries abroad. These refer
ences to Ireland were necessarily repealed as soon as the 
tax was extended to that country itself; and what had 
hitherto been assessed in Great Britain as income from 
overseas became assessed at tllB sOllrce in Ireland. Rents 
from Enniskillen received by a London resident were assessed 
under Sch. D in England prior to 1853; after that date they 
were assessed under Sch. A in Ireland. Hence for purposes 
of comparability the figures for Great Britain prior to 1853 
should be reduced by the amount of the assessments on 
income from Ireland; and this is especially necessary if an 
estimate is made for Ireland (1842-52) to complete the 
comparison for the United Kingdom. otherwise this income 
would be included twice over. 

The only clues to the necessary facts are Parliamentary 
Papers for the years 1848-g to 1853-3 1 :-

Income from Inland. 1&t1l-9. 1849-So. 18so-l. 18SI-4. 18SI-S. 

Seb. D.: s .. "rlti .... d 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

~ons •• 
. C: Divid ... ds from 

734.552 flgS.S47 66S.7fl9 699.676 670.719 

Irlah f"nd.· . loCi.509 1140368 lOS •• 101.710 184089s 
So>h. E: Salari .. ... d 

pensinnst . . ea.7St 80.571 81,017 &t.eao 85.680 

• Vi_ P. 167. t Vib p. .67. 

Material variation during other years is very improbable, and 
the required corrections have been made on this basis. 

(6) Chana- ill the Enmptin Limit, 1853. 

The exemption limit was lowered from £150 to £100. and 
thus many assessments came into the .. gross .. statistics. ill 
the manner explained in Appendix I •• where the effect upon 
the totals is estimated at £u.ooo.ooo for Great Britain for 
Table DI. 

•• 
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(7) Chauga in tha Esemption Limit, 1876-7.· 

The exemption limit was raised to £150 again, and the 
effect was that gross assessments to the extent of £20,000,000 
± £500,000 were excluded. 

(8) Chauga in tha Examption Limit, 1894-5. 

This is also dealt with in Appendix I., and the effect 
estimated at a loss of £8,800,000 ± £700,000 for Table D. 

This chaage should not be confused with the allowance 
of abatements, which do not affect g'oss assessments. 

W. H. Price associates the 1894 exemption change with the 
1~ abatement extensions in comparing gross income, Sch. D, 
and makes the same comment against the two years (" The 
British Income Tax," Quarlet'ly ]ou,fIIll of Economic., February, 
1906)· 

W. H. MalJock compares IB91~ and 1902-3 for percentage 
inc;rease in consideration of unemployment, and ignores this 
break (" Expatriation of Capital," Nineteenth Century, March, 
1906)· 

(9) Beh. D Auaamente: Inclusion of Rail.a,., ete., 
after 1865-6. 

Up to 186,5-6 the assessments on quarries, mines, ir0n
works, fisheries, canals, railways, gasworks, etc., were 
included under Sch. A. In:1866-7 (when the amount was 
£32,600,000) they were transferred to Sch. D, the total of 
which increased from £:134,000,000 to £173,000,000 in the 
year. The statistics have been fully dealt with under 
Sch. A,l and the transfer is shown in Table D. 

The figures nnder Sch. D are sometimes quoted for a series of 
years without any attention beiag drawn to this transfer, and 
are therefore misleading, e.g., in evidence of the prosperity of 
British tIade.-" FJSQ} Dictionary," p. 141 (Sir L Chioua 
Money). 

G. Howell ( .. Capital and Labour," 1878, p. 4II) quoted figures 
for I861 and 187s as evidence of growth of trade, without drawing 
attention to this break. 

a P.4930 
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(IO) Unassessed Duty. 

In the 45th Report it was explained that .. the figures of 
gross income as given in previous reports have not covered 
quite the whole of the ground . . . for they have been 
confined to the gross income brought into assessment, and 
have been commonly described under the term • gross 
assessments': and they have thus left annually out of 
account some two to five millions of income on which tax 
is collected without regular assessment. For in the course of 
collecting the tax it occurs that errors and omissions in 
assessments are discovered, and of these a considerable 
number are adjusted, with consent of the persons liable, by 
payment of the tax found to be due, and without formal 
correction of the original assessments." The description 
was accordingly altered from" gross assessments" to" gross 
income" or .. gross income reviewed." It will be found 
on a comparison of the two systems that in proctice the whole 
of the income unasSessed is added to the gross Sch. D assess
ments, though presumably some of it relates to Sch. E, or 
even, in the case of the correction of abatements, 'ltc., . 
wrongly allowed, to Schs. A and B. But undoubtedly the 
largest proportion relates to Sch. D, and any error arising in 
this way is negligible. The amount added was as follows 
(thousands omitted) 1 :-

1891-a 
18ga-3 
1893-4 
1894-5 
1895-6 

• 

• 
• 
• 

£ 
70404 
5.474 
4.791 

• 3./40 
4.937 

1896-7 • 
1897-8 • 
18~ • 
1899-1900 

• 

• 

£ 
4.2 95 
5.133 
4.0«)6 

• 3.7lZ 

No information is given in the Board's reports since this 
change. 

The actual corresponding figures for earlier years are not 
ascertainable. but in the 44th Report and prior thereto the 
actual ~fIIy recovered is added to the ~"ty dlflrgefl in order 
that the .. net produce" and .. net produce per penny Of 

, 45th Report, P. 1730 compuecl with tfth Report, P. 10J. 
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of the tax may be ascertained. It is, however, not given 
alone, but with other duties under the title" Receipts for 
Unassessed Duty and for Recoveries from Default Schedules 
of Prior Years," and the details under this heading may be 
seen right back to I84Z.1 

(II) The TransCer or .. Drain .. Crom Sch. D to Sch. E. 
(I) General.-As a consequence of the legal distinction 

between Sch. D and Sch. E a constant drain from the former 
to the latter is going on, the net effect of which is that a 
series of gross assessments for Sch. D always shows less than 
the true increase, and a series for Sch. E shows more than the 
true increase. The amount of the average annual transfer is 
smaIl relatively to the total Sch. D assessments, and does not 
vitiate time comparisons to a serious extent, but it is very 
considerable relatively to the total Sch. E assessments, and 
no, inferences should be drawn from the latter without 
taking it into consideration. The following case is typical 
of the way in which it arises. An established business, 
having six employees liable to tax, with salaries (which for 
simplicity we will assume have been fixed for some years) 
aggregating to [z,ooo, is turned into a private limited 
company. The profits of course remain under Sch. D, but 
all the salaries go over to Sch. E; the [z.ooo is a mere 
transfer, and serves to depress the real growth under Sch. D 
and to exaggerate the real gtowth under Sch. E. The 
safest course, for time comparisons, is to aggregate the two 
Schedules where possible. 

Since the number of established businesses being regis
tered as companies is considerable, the amount of this drain 
is important, but there is no way of determining it exactly. 
We can, however, obtain some idea of the limits within which 
it must faIl. 

The following table shows, from rB98-9-(ll) the total 
Sch. E assessments other than Government cfticials; (b) the 
total of the 8ll5es=.,.ts on .. Employments" under Scb. D 

• By using 44th. 37ib. aDd 25th Reports. For driail!l sa to the 
.--!:bods employed in suppIyiac these figara I« Table D, _ 
Appeudix lL 
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which have been classified separately since 18gS; while 
(c) gives the total of the two representing all employees 
liable to tax. and the last column shows. for comparison. 
the number of companies standing on the Board of Trade 
Register :-

. 
(al Sth. E (bl Sch. D (0) 

Year. 
Qot including on Total Number of 
Government .. Emptor- Employ- CompanioL 
Ollicials~ manta. meDts. 

1898-9 45.060 21.874 66.934 27.969 
189')-1900 49.088 21.840 70.928 29.730 
1900-1 52.~ 22.453 75.214 31.429 
19o1~ 55. U.54I ~8.421 33.259 
19o:l-3 ~9.564 22.373 1.9~ 35.965 
19o3-4 3.449 23.049 86.4 37.287 

~m 
67.049 23.204 go.253 39.616 
70.0 27 23.403 93.429 40.995 
~.s31 23.751 97.282 43.038 

.II7 25.279 105.396 45.304 

~:Wx 27.~ 1I2.246 46.474 
19o9-IO 26.73 1I5.717 51.787 
1910-11 94.005 26.929 120.934 53.707 

1913-4 n6.979 31•191 148•170 -
On the reasonable assumption that apart from existing 

businesses being continually registered as companies the 
Dumber of additional employees and increased -salaries in 
private businesses would tend to be similar in proportioD 
to that in companies. we may say that. but for tbe tIansfer 
we &Ie discussing. the percentage increase of total employ
ments in any period would be approximately the percentage 
increase for the two separate sections also, i .... the section 
asmsed Sch. D and that assessed Sch. E. The amount by 
which the facts deviate from this resuh may be taken as 
indicative of the efIects of the annual .. drain." Thus tbe 
increase in total employments between l8g8-g and 19xc>-u 
is 80 per cent., but Sch. E shows log per cent. and Sch. D 
only 23 per cent. Now if Sch. E has really increased only 
80 per cent. it would be for 191C>-U £81,I08.ooo ooIy, 
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instead of £94.005.000, and the balance £u,897,ooo repre
sents the .. drain .. in twelve years, or rather over £1.000,000 
per annum. It is unlikely that the rate of increase in new 
companies (not being existing businesses) and in bon' fide 
salary advances for old companies is less than the rate 
of increase for private businesses. so that this calculation 
gives the maximum amount of the transfer. But there 
have been other disturbing factors since 1907 (dealt with 
below), and it will be safer to deal only with the period 
I898--9 to I906-7, eight years. On this basis the maxi
mum annual transfer is one-eighth of £7,966.000, or 
just under £1,000,000. During these eight years public 
companies have increased 54 per cent. and Sch. E assess
ments 63 per cent. 

Effect of Employers' Declarations of Wages Paitl.-It will 
be observed that a recent rise in Sch. D employments has 
suCC«ded to a period almost of stagnation; this has not 
been because the transfer to Sch. E has been less in opera
tion. but in consequence of the Fmance Act of 1907, which 
made it compulsory upon employers to furnish detaiIs of 
salary, bonuses, etc., paid to all liable employees. As a 
result the assessments rose by £3,318,000 in two years, or 
nearly twice the amount of the increase of the preceding 
eight years, but the effect was soon spent and, the .. drain .. 
to Sch. E once more asserting itself, the Sch. D employ
ments remained practically stationary until the recent trade 
boom. " 

(2) ElIad of Differentiation since 1907.-The private 
trader assessed under Sch. D has the benefit of the compro
mise which treats interest on his own working capital 
employed in his business as .. earned income," but in no 
case are the profits of a limited liability company allowed the 
10wer rate. Hence upon turning his business into a private 
company he takes out his profit, after charging his salary as 
an expense, in the form of dividends, and since only the salary 
is assessed under Sch. E at the earned income rate and the 
dividends must pay at the highest rate, his new position 
compares unfavourably with the old. It will be readily 
understood that a tendency is set up to take out as mnch of 
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the profit as possible in the form of salary. thereby reducing 
the dividend. to increase the sum chargeable under Sch. E 
and reduce the sum chargeable under Seh. D.I 

(12) Wear ad Tear AIIowancea: CompariloDi lI.foN 
aud after 1878. 

This .. break .. is fully explained on p. I78. where the facts 
relating to comparisons were more conveniently set out in 
connection with the present interpretation of the figures. 
The necessary adjustments of the earlier statistics have been 
made in Table D. 

(IJ) Irelan" 1!13~7: Laud Purchase Schem .. 
This admjnjstrative .. break" is only of importance 

because it is considerable in relation to 1 rislt figures. and has 
given rise to erroneous inferences. (The increase in Sch. D 
assessments \\'as over £1.400.000.) 

.. Tbe gross income of England and Wales for the year to the 
3ISt March. 1910. reviewed by the several bodies of Income Ta.'t 
Commissioners. was £877.888417. or 86-8 per cent. of tbe gross 
income of the United Kingdom. It is instructive to note that 
Scotland does Dot ap~ar to be increasing her income at such a 
rapid rate as England and Ireland. 

.. For the year to the 31st Mardi. 1910. there was a decrease 
of £3.114.024 in the amount of the gross assessment for Scotland. 
which compared witb an increase of £3.8g3.638 in the case of 
England and an increase of £45-1.805 in the case of Ireland. 
Moreover. during the teD years endcl the 3ISt March. 1910. there 
was an increase for the United Kingdom of £93-415.000 in the 
gross assessments to income derived from bu-aness concems, 
professions, and employments under Sch. D. This increase was 
distributed as follows :-

........ at oIlDcreua. ... c-t. 
England and Wales. • £81.802.000 20"2 

Scotland •• £6.768.000 13'9 
mland • • £3.845.021 30'4 

"These figures show pretty ckarly that durin& the period 
Darned Ireland bas JROti : d at a much more rapid ate 

I Som!nl cues 01 this kiDd am<IIII: frioDds ill basiDess haft ........ 
to my DOtice, and. thout:b ~ matt~ afteet:o oaly omaIl aJlllpuoies. 
It woWd haw .. appm:iahle eiIect 1lJIOIl tho _. &Del belpo to 
m.ask the _ me.- 'IIIIdeI' SdL D &Del to euggeratD the cr-tlo 
olSdLE. 
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than either of her partners." -EDGAR CRAJrllOND. "England'. 
Economic Position." Ni1ldeenth Century. March. 1912. 

Mr. Erskine Childers refers to the above as a " glaring instance 
of error." and points out that there is an official paragraph below 
the table to the effect that the Irish increase is illusory; "it 
includes annuities (in lieu of rent) on purchased land. transferred 
in the accounts of the Commissioners since I'J06-7 to Sch. D. A 
corresponding amount has been written off from Sch. A " (" The 
Real Issue in Ire1and." NitJeleenlh Century. April. 1912). 

TABLE DI.-UDiW Kingdo~rou Seh. D -'-menla 
(in million £). 

0fficiaJ gross True IOmparab" True eomparable 
y ..... Figures hith .... ........ 11 BlIOmptloa IerIeo, II BlIOmplloD 

togeoerally LlmB .... _ LlmJl .... _ -- 1160 lIIroapoat. 1160'-..,-

1842 
+01'- +01'-

f7
1
'3 

69'2 •• 67'4 -6 
1843 6s", 67·8 1'9 66-. 2" 
.8« j;. 65·· Ii 68·8 2'2 67'0 "'4 
.845 !l 70'3 0 7"9 '2 7'" •• 
1846 ~70'6 i. 

1·8 ~ 74'" 72'1 .... 
1847 - 70'2 74'2 2'] l;1 2'5 'C 
.848 III 67'1 'j 71-6 '2 '4 1849 - 64'9 71'1 '9 69'9 1'1 
1850 ! 65'7 -a 73'. '8 11'5 I ... 

t) ;:> 
ISSI 69-1 75·8 ':I 73'9 '. J8SZ '/0'0 78'9 ':I r.1 '. 1853 93'" 86-5 
1854 91'3 87'3 8S'I 
1855 88'2 87'1 "'9 
IS56 89-2 119'3 87'1 
1857 90'8 97'· 1'0 9411 1'4 
18sS go'4 97'9 95'S 
1859 9S'4 IOZ·J 99-6 1860 94'7 1O.f·4 10.'8 

1861 99'4 1- 106-3 
I_ 103·· 11]-6 11"'1 
1863 112'"2 123"2 1:10'" 
1f.64 12.f-. I]6-S 133'"2 
1865 134'4 I.f9'6 145'3 

If66 ·73"' 155'2 :I ... lSI'] :1'4 
1867 17.-8 159'0 1,,"0 
1868 173-1 160-5 156-5 
1869 1711-. 165·8 161-6 
11170 ISg-o 1:z6':I 171'1 
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Official ~ .. True aomparable True aompareble 
Year. Figunlll hith .... &erl .. , U Exempllo. Sorl .. , U Exempllo. 

to generally Limit had been Limit had been 
used. ft60 throughout. £1eo IhronghouL 

+or - + or-
,87' 102'9 

'9"4} ,86,6 } ,87a .. 8'9 214'2 208,8 
,873 249'9 235,6 2'0 229'7 2'4 
,874 a66'g 254'5 248'1 
,875 272'0 261'1 '5 254'6 ·8 

'876 256'9 160'6 
2

5
6,°1 '87~ 260,6 266'0 259'3 

,87 a57'4 261'1 a54'6 
'8~ 249'5 '55'5 149'0 
,8 "55'4 a5g'o a5a'5 

,88, 067'4 ar'4 065'5 
,880 279'1; ";1'7 o77'i '3 '~83 19"3 2 '3 2go' 
'6~4 291'5 098'7 291-2 
,885 08g'4 2g5'7 288'2 

,8R6 085'9 093'3 a85,8 

'~ aI!.J'5 ag7'4 a8g'9 , ' SO"7 510'2 302'4 ,889 3'5'l 33"4 
3

1r' ,Sgo 35" 357'1 34 'I .. 
ISgI 361'S 371'1 36 , .. .. 
189a S60l 3Sg ... ]5g06 'I 
ISgS 35' S5606 347:l I~ ~36'7 349'i 34° ,Sg5 35"7 365' ]5606 

18g6 37"8 S8608 I 
377'1 

:~ SgO" 4U'7 4°"3 
4"'4 417'S 4,6'5 

'Sgg 4~"5 447'5 4]0" 
1- 466 .. 477'5 466 .. 

19o1 487'.1 SO'''' 
, 

487'7 19oa 49' 304" 49,06 
1903 

5
O':a 5'4'7 SOI'4 

1904 5"4 5'S,. ~06 Igo5 508'7 5 .... '7 

1906 5,8'7 53· ... 518'7 

:::1 5431 5~'7 5431 5b~ 5 .. S 56~ 1- 5~ 06 s~ ... ~s~ 1910 5 S'S 5 'S 

1911 r.:l 614'" r.::z 191. 1144'7 
Ig,S 670'6 687'7 , 670'6 
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TABLE Oz.-AMOUNTS FOR THE UNITED KINGDOM 
(GREAT BRITAIN TO I852-3) (£000 OMITTED). 

(Partly estimated prior to IS61-2.) 

Year. Qaarries. Min ... Iron- Canals. I 
Rail-

I 
Gas-

works. ways. work>. 

ISI4-IS '/0 619 638 

IS42--3 '40 2,081 559 1.30 7 '.599 400 
, IS45'"6 262 2.213 923 1,261 4.()(}7 6J? 
IS47-.'1 282 2,280 900 2,IJO 5.87' 666 
1848-9 333 2.434 999 1.173 6.340 7.0 
IS"9-50 3'5 2.410 915 1,170 5.93'1 725 
IS50-1 295 2.390 870 1,130 6.208 7,,0 

1851-2 291 '.374 80S 1,016 7.091 760 
1852-3 315 2.340 833 999 7.876 762 

1853-4 318 2.851 1,286 906 8,912 8'4 
1854-5 327 2.937 1.378 901 9.S'l1 824 
1855'"6 324 3,036 1.427 - 10,029 831 

185~ 324 3.061 1.459 - 10,721 827 
1857 420 3.882 1,881 895 12.'147 1.002 
1858-9 421 3.950 1.777 :u 11.6,,6 1,041 
1859'-60 41 4.084 1.517 12.783 1-
1860-1 420 4.269 1,619 949 13.935 1,186 

.861'"""2 - 4.4]6 1,080 g61 1+.8.+ 1.318 
I~ 4H +.516 1,021 938 1,,12, 1.392 
186_ 461 4.572 1,130 9]6 1'''''5 1.,,]6 
186+-S S90 4.829 Ij!! 900 16.576 1.849 
1865'"6 606 5,080 I 40 962 18.'37 1.892 

~~ 57' 5.612 2.3911 1123 18.878 2,1,1 
641 5.745 '2.01. 743 J8,831 1.991 

186S-g ¥ s...so 1.911 714 19.780 1.971 
1869-70 697 S.S44 2,019 747 20.718 2,1'1 
IB'/O-I 719 S.8c)2 2,70' 774 21.9]6 2.605 

1871-2 756 6.335 3.·,,1 753 23.129 .,/lFYf 
ll17:z--3 r.: 7.283 4.76- 790 2,_ 2.7'17 
1&73-4 10,546 7.218 75' 26.0]5 2.666 
1&7+-s 916 14.108 7.261 1.007 26.215 2.630 
1&75'"6 952 .... 614 3.856 2,86, 26~17 3,030 

~~ 1,0g6 14._ 2.195 30l a :1.796 3-+34 
1.34' 12.9'» 2,3'5 2.99] .291 3.923 

1878-9 1.356 10.088 1.93'1 3.125 28.959 3.973 
-1B79-80 1150 7.501 1,721 3.189 29.]68 +~75 
1880-1 926 6.667 2.179 3.1g6 29.1). +-S05 

1881-2 9%3 6.728 2.90S 3.393 31,81b 4.640 
J8S~ IIiIo 6.734 2.963 3-292 ]2.075 4.6&7 
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Year. Quarriea. Mines. Iron-
Canals. Rail- Gas-

works. ways. works. 

,883""4 9'4 7.065 3.on 3.365 33.053 4.879 

'
884:l 933 7.603 2,265 3.546 33.270 5.026 

,88S 8"3 7.5'9 '.786 3.394 32.960 4.875 

'88E 8'3 70487 1,503 3.374 32.3~6 4.695 
,8R 8.6 7. 152 1,216 3 ... 6 32•6 5 4.681 
,88 -g 83a 7.290 1.399 3.'7" 33.46, 5.'33 ,88_ 87 W2 1.634 3.219 34.643 5.402 
,8go-1 933 • 08 3,10.5 3.49' 36.445 5.120 

1801-1 986 10,872 '.979 3.431 36•177 4.608 
,892-3 1.000 12.047 2,089 3.47" 36.266 4.506 
,893"'1 '.043 12.322 1,832 3.493 35.787 4.77

' 
'
894:l 1,069 10.676 1.834 3.26 34.355 5.077 

,895 .,145 11,278 1.934 3.561 36.461 5.959 

'8
9

E 
1,201 10.509 1,840 3.43a 37.541 5.529 

,Sg 1.36 1 9,078 '.556 3.62 39,7'5 5,583 
,89 -g 1.467 8,gol 3.008 3.506 40•033 5.636 
,899'"00 1.58• 9.49' 3.211 3.47l 39,35 6.053 
I~I '.664 12.031 5.380 3.42 40•674 6,36:1 

1901-8 1.633 '7.64a 6.600 3.136 38.711 5.899 
'go:l-3 1,544 10,2,59 4.0 11 3.39' 38•060 5.469 
'903"'1 1,e;.g7 ... '~ 3,4'5 3.5,6 40 •607 60776 
'904-5 1.729 1:1.23 3'm 3,608 4 1 ,111 7.607 
Igo5-4 1.696 80.000 a. 3.847 41•1 41 7.4'4 

:Et! 1.,20 16.371 3.0 3' 3.8n 42.~ 7.3,8 
1.400 16.400 4.500 4.200 4a• 7.600 
'.356 .6.6'4 5101 4.'43 43.360 7.834 

1909-10 1,205 .8.460 3.850 4.946 4'.765 p8S 
19100-11 1,815 19.343 3.133 4.171 43.439 ,116 

191r-n •• 607" 19.68. 3.429 4.180 46.'00 8.795 
IQIa-13 ',64~" aO.I99 3.476 4.338 470565 9.484 
'9'3-14 •• 578" 19.611 40'71 4.7"9 45.101 9.115 

" No ... indud .. Marlletll, Tolls, eta. 

SCU. D ASSESSKENTS-Cu.SS1FICAnON BY SoURCE OF 
INCOME. 

The official tables give a classification of the assessments 
according to certain sources, via., railways in the United 
Kingdom, Inioes, gasworks, quam.es, etc., with sub-classifi
cation showing where the assessments are made, and the 
persons or bodies assessed in each case. It would puzde any 
one approaching the subject for the first time to account fell' 
the choke of concerns which are thus separately considERd. 
He may be seeking for information as to the profits of 
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banking or the cotton trade and has to rest 5at isficd wi' h very 
precise details of cemeteries and salt springs. The explana
tion is simple. These concerns, known as .. concerns" in 
No. III., Sch. A, were originally assessed as properties, under 
Sch. A, upon their prcfits, and in the clasoiJication under 
Sch. A, being of such a di.tinct character, they were naturally 
kept separate. This practice began under the old income 
tax, and was repeated after 1842. When the transfer to 
Sch. D took place in 1866 the divLion was continued, and has 
remained to the present day. In the last two or three years 
the minor concerns have not been detailed so minutely. Some 
of the early parliamentary returns classified Sch. A by 
parishes and divisions, so that profits in many instances 
could not have been kept as very confidential information. 

Businesses, Professions, etc., Dot otherwise d.&ailecl rm
eluding Salaries 01 Employ_).-This main class covers the 
whole of the assessments made under case I. and case II. of 
Sch. D on trades, etc., on the average of the three preceding 
years. 

The procedure in assessments and appeals under Sch. D 
has been described by oflicial witnesses :-

S. C. on Income Tax, I85I-2, Qs. 1,517, etc. 
S. C. on Inland Revenue and Customs, I86:z-3. 
I. T. Committees, 1905 and IC}06. 
Details of the assessments on employees other than public 

cflicials are given separately. 
Up to the 45th Report the classification had been divided 

into .. Trades and Professions" and .. Other Public Com
panies," and these were then merged into one. At the same 
time it was made possible to see the aggregate of till public 
companies, including mines, gasworks, etc.1 

Bail •• ,. in the United KiD:dom.-The number of assess
ments and the total sum assessed are given for the four terri
torial divisions. The sum aSISessed is generally lese (by about 
5 per cent.) than the .. net receipts " returned in the Board 
of Trade figures, and given in the Statistical Abstract, the 
clliIerence being due to certain charges DDt included in 

• F ... the chid use made of thi8 da-ification, fIiU Chapter XL. 
Giff .... •• vaJuatioa. 
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.. working expenditure," which are allowed as expenses for 
income tax. The basis of assessment is the preceding 
year's profits. 

Min ••• -These represent only the mines situated in the 
United Kingdom; foreign mines come under the general 
heading. As mines are assessable where they are situate, 
the division into countries is rather more significant than 
usual, while details as to ownership by persons, firms, etc., 
are not without interest. As the basis of assessment is the 
average of the preceding five years, it is difficult to bring the 
figures into precise comparison with other statistics relating 
to mines. The 56th Report gives a cOllllly classification of 
coal mines, which aggregate to £18,348,000 out of £19,681,000 
for all mines, showing that the other mines form but a small 
part of the total. These county details are not usually given. 

It should be noted that all royalties are included in these 
assessments; even when losses are sustained,' the royalties 
and dead rents paid are charged, so that the assessments 
represent more than the .. profits" of the trade (except so 
far as the allowances for exhaustion of capital expenditure 
in pit-sinking, etc., may not be allowable I). These royalties 
have been estimated at £6,000,000, but they were recently 
stated in the House of Commons to amount to £8,000,000.
The Mineral Rights Duty statistics for 1913-14 were :-

England and Wales 
Scotland • • 

Cases. I. 
9,105 305.190 

• 1.383 46.633 

Total 10,488 351,823 
which at IS. in the £ equals 1.7.036.000 in royalties paid, or 
royalty equivalents taken by the owners. 

It is natural. of course, that these statistics should have 
been well utilised in the recent controversy on profits and 
wages in the coal industry. 

• ViM Sir Algemoa Weot's lIVid ..... beloIe R. C. aD JIiDiag 
Royalties. 1890. Qs. 30559-3.581>. 

• ViM P. 194. 
• Tbe<e have beeIl IIWIY _¥qUIt estimates. W. R. SorIeJ 

(S. J .• 188<}). on" MiDiD« Royalti-. .. q_ W. AbnJIua's estimaIe 
of £J6,-.ooo per ............ 
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" As this (the assessment total) incIu&s royalties and profits 
of iron, tin, lead, ganister, and other mines, as well as coal pits, 
and also the income from coke ovens and various by-product 
plants and even from wagons in some cases, it will be seen that 
the income from actual coal mining is likely to be something less 
than £14.000,000 a year, or about IS. a ton " (Eeonomid, 23rd May. 
1914.) 

The gross profits,less £6.000,000 royalties. = £9.000,000, orB!4. 
per ton. But depreciation of leases has to come off, requiring a 
redemption fund of I i4. to 24. per ton. "So the landlords, as 
royalty owners, receive nearly as much from the working of the 
mines as the masters who provide all the ri ;ks. "-Sir A. B. 
MARKHA)(, " Coal Strike," Quarlel-ly RevietJ1. April. 1912. 

Mr. W. H. Ma110ck compares the gross profits with total selling 
"alue of coal sold from 1895 to 1909, establishing a general per
centage of 16 to 17, and states that these profits include" cost of 
upkeep of fixed capital," which is true only to a limited extent, 
viz., original coal values and cost of shafts, for the rolling stock and 
general machinery are subject to the renewal and depreciation 
allowances. The selling values are not equated to the equiValent 
profits by bringing them into quinquennial averages, and the 
royalty values are not distinguished (" Statistical Monograph," 
No. 20). 

It is of value for some purposes to consider what proportion 
of the total mining profit is regarded as rateable. Two 
Parliamentary returns have given figures for IB77 and 1890 I 
in unions. and the totals are as follows :-

EngraM 4M Willes (£000). 

- Poor Rate VaIue8. 1&71. Poor Rate V_. 189<>. 

. . . . . • No. G.E. R. R. v. No. G.E.R. R. v. 
Coal . · 2.688 3.394 2.!~ 2.104 3.6cn 3.086 
lrool . · 3116 SZl 2.fO ~ ~ Othe<- · S93 %11 195 SSS 

Total · 3.667 •• 126 3 .... '0 2.899 1··%73 3.7%8 
.. 
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O •• workl.-These are assessed on the preceding year. 

The great bulk belongs, of course, to public companies and 
local authorities, but about a hundred small private U gas
works .. are also included. 1 

Ironwork •• - u Broadly speaking, the figures may be said 
to include the profits of that section of the iron trade which 
is concerned with the smelting of the ore, whether such 
profits arise solely from smelting or from smelting carried 
on conjointly with other industries." The assessments are 
based on the profits of the preceding year. The classification 
into persons, firms, etc., ceased after the 55th' Report. 

There is sometinles a difficulty in drawing a definite 
distinction between iron mines (five years' average), iron
works (one year's basis), and general iron and steel works 
and manufactories (three years' average), because some 
large composite concerns cover the whole field. These 
figures are therefore far from being a complete record of the 
smelting industry.-

The 1895~ to 1901-2 assessments are quoted. as for .. iron and 
steel works." against protection in the staple trades. by G. Barnes, 
.. Labour and Protection," ~. 245. 

Used. though uncertain m character, by Giffen as evidence 
before R. C. on Trade Depression (Q. 840). 

Used in evidence before the Tariff Reform Commission. Also 
statistics. 189",,1903. for anti-dumping arguments. by J. J. Shaw. 
Journal of Social and Statistical inquirY Society of Ireland. 
19~· 

W.tenrorb.-Basis of £ssessment: profits of preceding 
year.' This calls for little comment. except that the descrip
tion is rather grandiose for some of the items included. 
There are 691 cases belonging to .. persons." and these 

1 Vi. evidence by Sir A. West before R. C. aD Trade Depressi .... 
1886. Q. 863. 

• The .. " nents number 9S (191 .... 11). C/. the statement by 
J"""" (Ashley ... British Industri...... 1903. P. 19) that there are 
100 COIl""",,, in the United Kingdom eDp&ed in OpeD -.th steel 
manufacture.. 

• Viti. evidence by Sir Algernon West before R. C. em Trade De
pression. 1886, lIS to the metbod of cbarginc 1IpoD water supplied 
beyond limits of compWsol'y supply. Q. IS&. ....... .. 
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include small payments for water supply, water ,rents, etc., 
which do not greatly affect the total amount of the 15 __ 

ments. 
Canals, Docks, .tc.-Basis of assessment: profits of pre

ceding year. These were for many years described as 
.. canals," but they include docks, levels, and other similar 
concerns. 

Quarries.-Basis of assessment: profits of preceding year. 
The analysis given annually shows that nearly 3,000 out of 
4,000 assessments are for .. persons." The scope is wide, 
and covers slate, limestone, chalk, granite, gravel, sand, etc. 
It includes numerous small rents and royalties, but is not a 
good representation of the total profits from quarrying, 
because in many cases of gravel and sand pits for which 
rents are paid the profits obtained fall be10w the exemption 
limit. ,or the pits are not worked for sale or profit at all. 

Other CoDcmJL-Basis of assessment: profits of preceding 
yeu:-

£ 
(a) M/I1'kets, ToUs, de. • 8400425 

(b) Cemeteries • 
(e) Salt Springs rw W rwks 

and Alum W rwks 
(tl) FisMngs if/, the United 

Kingdom and Spurling 

216.940 

95.768 

I9IOo-II (not sepa
rate since). 

191OO-II .. 

I91OO-II .. 
Rights in I,.eland • 216.940 191OO-II .. 

The law and practice concerning the assessment of 
sporting and fishing rights are rather complicated. A large 
part of their value is assessed under Seb. AI;, the last 
occasion on which they were given separately was 1903-4 :
Sch. A. £718.235. and Scb. D, £215.52s-total, £933.760. 
(There is no legal power to assess sporting rights nIldel' 
Sch. A in Ireland, so that they are brought in undeI' Scb. D.) 
These figmes fall far short of the true value of an sporting 
and fishing rights in the United Kingdom. owing to technical 
peculiarities or conventions in relation to assessment. 

I yut.p. 41. 
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Indian, Colonial and Foreign Securities (other ihan Govem
ment Securitie.) end Po .. e.sioDl.-The Government securi
ties are assessed under Sch. C. The basis of assessment for 
the other securities, not taxed by deduction, but upon return 
by the taxpayer, is the current year. But thelargerpropor
tion is paid through agents and bankers who deduct. tax 
and pay it over to the Revenue; this section is almost 
entirely dealt with in the metropolis. 

The .. possessions" are assessed upon the taxpayer's 
return, and were until 1914 based on the average receipts 
of the three preceding years. Income from a tea plantation, 
or from a business abroad, would come within this class. 
It is a matter often of fine legal distinction as to whether a 
company is assessable here on its whole profits under the 
general case, or whether it is chargeable only upon its 
receipts from securities and possessions.- On the question 
of unremitted income, see Chapter VIII. 

to-mlnU on Bankera and Coupon Dealen in reaped 
of Coupon •• -These have been dealt with by way of deduc
tion since 1885. The Act 48 & 49 Vict. C. 51, S. 26, had an 
immediate effect in securing revenue that formerly had 
escaped. 

ViM C. K. Hobson. .. Ex~rt of Capital," where the continuity 
of this classiftcation materially affects the computations for the 
oarlier years. . -

Rail_JI eut of the United Kincdom.-The classification 
is given in the usual way for persons, firms, companies, etc. 
This serves to mark a very real distinction that otherwise 
could not be made. Under this heading are included the 
./toll profits of companies having their seat and direction 
in this country, whether such profits are remitted to this 
country or not, and including any shares accruing to persons 
out of the United Kingdom. But it also includes dividends 
and interest received by iu,WlMiIls in the United Kingdom 
from foreign or colonial railway concerns. Such dividends 
are very largely paid through agents and bankers. who 

1 Y. puticWarly KoMI>. ut. •. a.rt. 4 T. C. 5490 

•• 
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account for the tax. The sums under the several heads are 
shown clearly in the ,reports. 

Interest from Loans s,cured on the Public Rate • .-This was 
separately distinguished down to 19IO-II, but is now merged. 
It amounted to £6,807,394 in that year. It is charged upon 
the sum paid in the year of assessment. 

The interest arising out of the profits of municipal under
takings such as gasworks, tramways, electricity under
takings, markets, etc., is not included under this head, but 
is merged in the ordinary assessments upon those profits, 
and cannot be separately shown. In so far as interest is 
paid out of taxed profits or property (technically known as 
.. set-offs ") it is not separately assessable. The assessments 
during the past ten years have been greatly afiected by two 
important High Court cases dealing with this question,' and 
the effect is particularly noticeable in 1905-6, when the 
assessment fell from £9,040,000 to £6,687,000. 

The true character of these assessments has been fre.
quently misunderstood.-

Sir T. Whittaker, "Ownership and Taxation of Land" (vide 
reference on p. 294). 

W. H. lIa1Iock, .. Expatriation of Capital," Nineteenth CetrJury, 
March, 1906. 

Other Interesi.-Separately distinguished to I9IG-II, 
£5,596,28z; now merged with " other profits." 

This includes many miscellaneous items, particularly 
small amounts of interest on inscribed stock (tax not being 
deducted from dividends under 50S. half-yearly). savings 
bank interest. and ordinary bank depcsit interest. 

In 1900-"1 the number of cases was 35.460. and in I91G-II 
it was 107.80]. although the sum assesced did not increase 
in so great a proportion. In 1906--7. when the amount was 
£5.~z.64I. the number was 5I.Iz6 only. There has evidently 
beea some statistical transference from this class to the 
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general class so far as companies are concerned. The 
significant increase is in persons :-

1900-1 
1903-4 
1905-6 
1906-7 
1907-8 
1908-cJ 
1909-10 
1910-u 

Cases. 
33.141 

38.640 

43.841 
46,872 

570937 
81,937 
93,902 

102,361 

£ 
1,876.305 
1,881,741 
I.790.5io 
1.841•085 
1,828,384 
2,446.531 
2,312,497 
2,351 ,048 

The rapid growth in numbers and the slow growth in 
amounts are indicative of the inclusion of large numbers of 
small sums. The effect of the legislation in 1907-8 relating 
to dillerentiation is very apparent. Large numbers of 
people for the first time made statements of total iflCOtfl4l 
(in order to claim the lower rate on earned income where 
the total income did not exceed £3,000). and these untaxed 
sums were in consequence disclosed. The new liability was 
a small price to pay for the new relief. 

The high rates of interest ruling generally in recent years 
have also affected willingness to let sums remain on deposit 
with banks instead of being invested in ordinuy taxed 
securities. -

Olll.. ProB&a. - Distinguished down to I9Io-U 
(£Z,III.229)· 

This represents the .. sweeping clause .. of the whole tax. 
Anything that is not a trade or profession or business, and 
is not specifically charged elsewhere. falls to be included 
here. Profits from furnished lettings. rents from advertise
ment hoardings. casual easements. wayleaves. etc., all find 
their' way into this class. Now included under this head. but 
formerly given separately. is a trifling amount for profits 
from the occupation of lands-the occupiers of ""hich have 
elected to be assessed under Sch. D (so &: 51 VlCt. Co IS. 
S. 18).1 
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.. INCOME FROM ABROAD SO FAR AS IT CAN BE IDENTIFIED," 

Under this or a similar heading, since the 45th Report, 
various items have been brought together from the source 
classification under Sch. D and Sch. C into an aggregate 
and presented in tabular form under three heads :-

(I) Indian Government stocks,loans, and guaranteed 
railways. 

(2) Colonial or foreign Government securities. 
(3) Colonial or foreign securities (other than (2» 

and possessions, .. coupons," and railways out of the 
United Kingdom, other than Indian. 

The totals of these classes have been given· since 
1882-3.1 but there is a little uncertainty in the classification 
for the early years. Reference should be made to the 
official tables which it is unnecessary to repeat here. 

The official reports now very carefully indicate that the 
sums thus segregated or identified do not represent the 
wholf: of the income from abroad that is included in the 
tali: assessments. The sums which can be ofIicially ear
marked are disclosed as follows :-

(a) Interest is paid by foreign or colonial Governments 
through agents appointed for the purpose. These agents 
have tlie statutory duty of deducting tax and paying it 
over. 

(b) Dividends and interest paid by foreign or colonial 
companies or corporations thrOllgh agents are similarly 
dealt with. 

(e) Ordinary coupons from abroad realised by a banker 
01' agent fOl' the recipient are taxed upon encashment. 

(d) Direct returns under Sch. D are required from 
recipients of income from abroad which has not been other
wise taxed. The assessments are separately classified. .. 

(e) British companies owning and working railways abroad, 
the seat of management being in this country, are assessable 
OIl the full profits whetha- remitted to this country 01' not, 
These assessments also are separately classified. 

Beyond this earmarked figure there exists a large amount 

• .f6th ~ P. 202. 
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of income from abroad which in many cases cannot (in the 
absence of details which the taxpayer alone could furnish) 
be identified as such in the assessments, and which is there
fore included in the sum of £483.0730777 appearing under 
the head of .. Businesses, Professions, etc., not otherwise 
Detailed" (see p. 171). The fact that this unidentified 
income from foreign countries and British colonies and 
possessions is of some magnitude will be appreciated when 
it is considered that it includes the profits derived from the 
following sources :-

(f) Concerns (other than railways) situate abroad but 
having their seat of direction and management in this 
country, •. g., mines, gasworks, waterworks, tramways, 
breweries, tea and coffee plantations, nitrate groUllds. oil 
fields, land and financial companies, etc. 

(g) Concerns jointly worked abroad and in this country. 
such as electric telegraph cables and shipping. 

(A) Foreign and colonial branches of banks, insurance 
companies, and mercantile houses in the United Kingdom. 

(I) Mortgages of property and other loans and deposits 
abroad belonging to banks, insurance companies, land, 
mortgage, and financial companies, etc., in this country. 

<1) Profits of all kinds arising from business done abroad 
by manufacturers, merchants, and commission agents 
resident in the United Kingdom. 

The chief error in connection with these fi.gnres is the 
treatment of them, despite the above warnings, as a complete 
record of the income from abroad. Exactly how much the 
balance may be that is included in the general assessments 
we do Dot know. One writer has put it at £58.000,000 in 
1907.1 As there was DO separate table prior to 1900. and 
therefore no official warning. it was left to individual 
workers to bring the several details together, unaware of the 
" unidentified .. section. Six examples will snfIice lo-

(1) GilIen's 1IOI"k upon these statistics quite lost sight of this 
feature:-

" The IIeltt item. that of foreign investmeDts BOt inducIed ill 
SdIs. C and D. wi11 perbaps ezcite more questioo. I haft put 

l Few tile 'l ..... tioD. 01 evuiGD. lIIIIloK tbis ...... P. 3Uo 
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the income thus omitted at £40,000,000. . •• That there is 
something omitted is evident from the small amount of income 
from foreign investments which is dealt with in5chs. C and D • 
. . . It is impossible to believe that this £29,000,000" (Sch. C, 
5ch. D, cases IV. and V., and railways out of the United Kingdom) 
"is the total income derived from the investment of British 
capital abroad ...• We have also to consider that there is a 
large British capital invested abroad privately, through mercan
tile houses haviog dependent houses abroad, through insurance 
companies doing business abroad, through Anglo-colonial banks 
receiving deposits here and investing them abroad .••. In what 
way the authorities are to get at the income which now escapes 
them ... " (" Recent Accumulations of Capital": "Essays in 
Finance," I., p. 170). 

(2) In " The Growth of Capital" (1889) he pursued the subject 
on simiJar lines (Appendix, p. 161), and set out, from financial 
sources, dividends of Anglo-foreign banks and industrial com
panies and insurance business abroad, with which he compared 
the income tax figures as above (£35.000,000), showing for foreign 
investments not in Sch. CorD fifty millions." He did not 
recogJ1ise that a large part of his " omitted" income was actually 
assessed under Sch. D, case I., but cannot be separately identified 
in the statistics as foreign income. 

In 1894, Harris estimated that one-sixth of the profits of 
public companies in the metropolis might be taken to repre
sent this income, which was thus put at £n,ooo,ooo.1 He 
subjected Giffen's .. undiscovered" figure to some criti
cism. I have good reason to think that this estimate was 
modest, and that a truer figure in I894 would have been 
£15,000,000 or rather more. At the present tinle it probably 
exceeds £50,000,000, when all the rubber, tea, oil, and 
mining companies are included. 

(3) Similarly, prior to any special warning, Professor Bowley, 
endeavouring to ascertain the total income IaJtIIbIe at given dates, 
took Giften's figures in "Recent Accumulations of Capital," 
and accepted Baxter's old estimate of one-fifth of "trades and 
professions" as escaping tax, remarking :-" There is reason to 
believe that much, though a decreasing proportion, of interest 
on investments abroad is not .taxed •••• By a careful scrutiny 
of import and export statistics which I made in I8g1 1 was able 
to obtain an estimate of the interest reaching 115 from abroad in 

1 S. j., 11194. p. 537. 
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different years." 1 Subtracting from these figures the amount 
which appears in Schs. C and D, we obtain the third line of the 
following table :-

Estimau of IfSCOfIIII assessed 10 01' eluding IfSCOfIIII Tax; 
(I = [x,ooo,ooo). 

y ..... ..60, 1866. ..... 18, .. 1871.11880.11885' 1886. 

I I , , , • , • Groll Income ....... 
ProM. of trade. etc., elud: 

3" (1) ,., ... ,., (1) ,,. , .. ... ... 
In,tu • • • I, •• ., 55 " " " 55 

Fomtn lDYilUnuati .too· ,,. ....... '0 ,. ,. 4. .. .. " --
-=-1·,· -:-

----
Tbta1subject to lDoome to ... 1- ,,. ,a, ,II , .. 

IIgI. 

J. 
,a 
" --
,.. 

The third line, which is the residuum after deducting the income 
under Sch. D classi(iMl as from abroad, is to a considerable extent 
included in the ordinary Sch. D assessments-",-trades and public 
companies. At the time Dr. Bowley wrote there were no warn
ings in the official reports on this point (" Changes in Wages in 
the United Kingdom between 1860 and 1891 "). 

(4) Writing since the official analysis has been made clear, Mr. 
Robert Walsh uses the figures to help him balance the " balance 
of trade" account, but quotes only the known items, and, 
ignoring the remainder of the official explanations, gives the 
" total subject to income tax £66,063,109 .. for 1'}04. His balance 
unascertained is then £2730937,SgI, viz. :-" By the estimate of 
George Paish, Esq., of the foreign investments in 1910, which 
amounted to £3,192,000.000, and yielded interest at 5'2 per cent. 
Deduct six years at £140,000,000, equals £840,000,000, leaving it 
to stand at .£20352,000.000 in 1'}04; thB should amount to 
£122.304.000. and -U _ .. 1M IIbow rGImI sIIorl by £S6.Z41.SgI. 
And in addition the profits of British citizens on private foreign 
trading would require to amount to £317.6g6.000 in order that 
they might discharge the liabilities COllIN. U the foregoing be 
correct, this would show an approximate balance of British profit 
on foreign trade and foreign investments which temain abroad 
and do not apparently contribute to the taxation of the United 

I v ... rill miIlioo IJ ~ 
1860. 1866. 18,... 1874- 18"_ 1BBa. 188). 1886. 11191. 

~ ~ ~ " " ~ - ~ ~ 
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Kingdom of £273.937.891 •••. " His conclusion is that this sum 
"probably escapes paying income tax. by which the British 
Treasury possibly 10ses £16.000.000 per annum. these profits being 
only available for taxation in the United Kingdom when the 
estates of the investors become subject to payment of death duties 
on such of these profits as are accumulated and capita1ised" 
(" Industrial Economy." 1912. pp. 142. 144. 177). 

(5) Mr. Mallock refers to these figures as " a very bad analysis 
• • • everything thrown together into the common pot of official 
stupidity and obscurantism." and comments upon the omission 
of foreign business. evidently assuming that the classification 
follows voluntary instead of compulsory lines. He considers that 
out of the remaining Seh. D assessments £77.000.000 muet be 
derived from abroad. but this is only assumed because he finds 
tbat it remains to be accounted for J Later he says " I have 
shortm £70.000.000 to £80.000.000 .••. " 

In dea1ing with detai1s he remarks concerning foreign railway 
stock (1902-3) :_" The income which comes into the country 
from this source is £39.000.000. a sum larger than the profits of 
our entire railway system at home." This amount is made up 
by Wring ." with £S'3 millions for Indian guaranteed railways. 
colonial and foreign Government securities. £12'3 mi1lions and 
£7'5 millioas respectively. making bs.ooo.ooo. described as 
.. Indian, colonial and foreign guaranteed railways." and adding 
the correct £14'5 millions for" railways out of the United King. 
dom" J One is inclined to comment;-" A bad ana1ysis and 
hardly free from U1WU"l&itU stupidity" (" The Expatriation of 
Capital," Ninelee1Uh Cmtury. March. 1!J06). 

(6) Mr. J. Holt Schooling similarly takes these statistics of 
profits from abroad in decennial averages fOl' comparison with 
excess of imports without making any addition in this respect. 
and his whole treatment of the subject falls to pieces. On the 
1901-10 average he finds a balance against US of £48.000.000. and 
says :_" This balance was possibly paid for by a transfer of 
capital securities from British to non-Briti5h ownership. the 
capital remaining in the United Kingdom. paying income tax 
and being commonly regarded as BritisiHlwned capital " (" The 
British Trade Boo"," I9II. p. 183). 

RuEllEJlCES TO USE OF THESE FIGUlIES. 

(1) B·I" .... of T ... IDvestiptioaa. 
W. H. Va1lock; R. Walsh; J. H. Schooling (vide quotatioas 

above). 
Sir 1.. Chiozza Money: H 1'hinp that Matter." 1912. p. 94-
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Sir R. Giffen: .. Excess of Imports," S. J., 1899; S. J., 187' 
(the balance is taken to be the £30,000,000 assessed to income tax). 

E. E. Spicer: .. Exportation of British Capital," 1912 (gives a 
.. balance of trade" in 1910). 

Dr. C. K. Hobson repeats the official tables, with the necessary 
explanations, and then uses the figures in conjunction with Sir 
George Paish's estimate of income derived from abroad for 1907. 
which is taken as a basis, all the other years being computed in 
proportion. This assumes that the unidentified income changed 
m the same ratio as the identified income. My own impression is 
that the profits of concerns situated abroad but directed from 
this country have increased in a gJ'..wr ratio during the past 
twenty.five years. But the method gives results for 1881, 1885, 
and 1895 fairly comparable with other independent estimates. 
He says :-" The figures of the Inland Revenue officials relate to 
the financial year (April to March), but for the present purpose the 
figures are assumed to be identical with those for the calendar 
year in which the greater part of the financial year is included." 
Of course a considerable portion of the whole represents income 
assessed on bases ~rWr to that year. Foreign possessions are upon 
a three years' average. From the total obtained by the above 
method is deducted annually the .. balance of capital and interest 
transactions." and the difference is attributed to "export of 
capital," rising to nearly £226.000.000 in 1912. Dr. HobsoD 
ignores the import:mt effect of the Coupon Act, 1885. upon these 
statistics 1 (n The Export of Capital." pp. 199--204). 

The Board of Trade Fiscal Blue Book.- 1903. contained a 
memorandum on the excess of imports. in which these figures are 
used. with the proper cautions. and the comment :-" The 
records ••• leave little doubt that the interest receivable on 
foreign investments has increa.<ed in recent years. ••• It is 
certain that the profits assessed form only part of the whole. and 
that some of these profits escape assessment. while others are not 
identified as foreign. It should. however, be mentioned that 
probably part of the increase shown in the table. espec:ia1ly in 
earlier years. is apparent only. being due to greater stringency 
on the part of the Inland Rewnue." To the total figures in the 
table is added the note :-" This c:olumn includes a certain 
amount (from £6,000,000 to £7,000,000) in recent years exempted 
from the tax. mainly on the ground that it belonged to foreigners 
IJld others resident abroad." In aU these u-stigations it must 
also be remembered that there are many holders of British 
company shares who live abroad. 

• Vi. P. "7, Also review of his book in S. J. JUlUUY. 1915-
a Cd. 1761, P. loa. 
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(2) Growth of Foreip Investment. 

TARIFF REFORM CONTROVERSY. 

Mr. Harold Cox :-" In 1885 the income retulned as due to 
foreign investments was 35 millions; in 1900 tbis had risen to 
60 millions. If we assume an average rate of interest of 5 per 
cent., this means an increase in onr capital invested abroad of 
500 millions.in fifteen years. Thus 50 far from dissipating our 
capital we are increasing our foreign investments at the rate of 
about 30 millions a year" (" The Effect of the Corn LaM: A 
Reply," Niruteenth Century, February, 1903) . 

.. EXPORT OF CAPITAL-Driving Capital out of 
the Country." 

J. R. Macdonald: Financial Review of Reviews, April, 1«)09 
(1906--7 figures quoted, and multiplied by 20-011 a 5 per cent. 
bas~ve £1,591,000,000, "altogether an underestimate." 
" Probably 50 per cent. of income derived from foreign inVl!§t
ment is never disclosed" The" complete" fallacy is repeated). 

A" Financial Expert": Socialist Review, March, 1«)09 (quotl!'! 
increase from 1886 to 1«)06, and uses a 5 per cent. basis). 

FOREIGN INVESnlENT GENERALLY. 

" The analysis • • . brings out the fact that there has been a 
very great increase in the amount taxed on the declaration of 
bankers' agents, etc., which means that the Commissioners are 
getting into their net a great deal of taxable income that formerly 
escaped • • • the rate of interest is also higher than it used to be • 
• • • These two considerations mean that the value of British 
capital abroad has probably not risen nearly 50 fast in the last 
ten years as the figures of income would suggest " (Economist, 
1913, p. 879; and similarly, 1910, p. 552). 

Sir L. Chiozza Money: .. Things that Matter," 1912, p. 94 
(comparison with ocean tonnage, and shows onr increasing power 
to in,-est abroad). 

R. C. on Financial Relations, I&}6. Giffen made an estimate 
of £80.000,000. The InJand Revenue estimate was £60,000,000 
to £70.000.000 (Q. 8,128). 

Sir E. Speyer: Jonmal of Institute of Bankers, 1905 (capitalises 
at twenty years' purchase). 
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(3) Prollts and Comparison with Wages • 

.. Mercatante." replying to W. T. Layton (EcOftOfnis1. I9II). 
deducts £58.000.000 for business abroad worked from the United 
Kingdom in 1907. and £15.000.000 invisible investments. or 
£73.000.000 in all. He deducted 121 per cent. of the income from 
abroad as belonging to the foreigner, and having no .. influence 
on the home rates of pay "--£18.000.000 unconnected with wages 
here. 

Mr. Mallock assumes lI80.000.000 as the income from abroad 
included in the inoome tax total. He deducts this sum to arrive 
at the home·produced national income, and also to get a .. general 
comparison between profits and wages " in refutation of Marxian 
contentions. But he does nothing further towards deducting 
from .. labour income" that which is not gained in competition 
with capital on material production (" Social Reform," p. I23). 

Other estimates of the interest from abroad and capital 
exported are :-

E. Crammond, I9II: lI80.000.000 income and £X75.ooo,ooo 
exported (Ni""",",, C...",. March, 1912). -

Sir T. Whittaker, 1907: £240.000.000. 

sCH. D ASSESS!lENTS-CLASSIFICATION BY Puca OF 
ASSESSMENT: CoMPARISONS. 

A warning was given in the 12th Report "against an 
implicit reliance upon the inferences which the mere fi,,"UI'CS 
appear to warrant," and it was pointed out how easily the 
most erroneous conclusions may be drawn. 

The danger is present whenever direct comparison is 
made between assessments in England and Ireland . 
.. London is the great central establishment of banks and 
public companies of the United Kingdom, and of many 
which carry on their business in the colonies and in foreign 
countries. The investments of the Irish themselves in Irish 
companies are assessed not infrequently in London. where 
the head offices of the companies are situated." 

A ~nt example of this cluI of inference was )(r •. John 
Redmond's speech at Newcastle on 14th November. I9X3, when 
he quoted a House of Commons retum of Decembei-. I9Ia. and 
used the Sch. D figures of DubliD in contrast with those of Belfast. 
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A Jetter in The Times (27th November, 1913) drew attention to 
Mr. Lloyd George's comments in debate on the system of central 
assessment, giving Dublin the .. credit .. for (a) salaries of officia15 ; 
(b) interest paid by Land Commission; (e) income of the 
representative body of the Church of Ireland. 

CLASSIFICATION BY OwNERSHIP. 

1# PERSONS," "FIRMS .. " ETC. 

The well-known tables classifying the assessments under 
Sch. D and Sch. E have appeared from time to time in the 
Board's Reports (from the :Loth down to date), but with 
many changes in form which are only discernible upon very 
close inspection. These changes in what appears at first 
to be a uniform series, together with the inherent diflicuIties 
of tbe classification, have led to many erroneous uses, and 
one is weII advised to leave the tables alone altogether, 
so far as historical comparisons are concerned, unless pre
pared to study them thoroughly, and indeed minutely, 
before drawing any inferences. For the benefit of any who 
may wish to use the old tables for comparative purposes a 
note is appended to this section, classifying the sources of 
information, and the chief differences and difficulties that 
occur through the series. Many hours have been spent in 
analysis of tbe earlier returns, and light has been thrown on 
not a few obscurities, and much recomputation of estimates 
for small disturbing elements not previously taken into 
account has been necessitated: it would be a pity if any 
other investigator had to go over tbe ground again without 
tbe benefit of these labours. 

This section will be devoted to tbe cIassification as it is 
rendered in tbe present Reports. 

The tables represent classifications of ass y=ents or parts 
of incomes, and 1101 of individnaI incomes. It is necymry 
to repeat this warning with great frequency and insistence, 
becanse here lies tbe Ptms asinorum of many writers on the 
distribntion of income. In the weekIy papen of the .. snip
pets" type it is not uncommon to see such a paragraph 
as .. There are twenty-five people in Scotland with over 
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£50,000 a year," which has its origin in a cursory perusal of 
these tables. The mistake continues to be made although 
the official explanation is very clear and is repeated annually; 
the report sets out a hypothetical composite income of 
£5.000 to show that out of ten component items three would 
not appear in these tables at all, seven appear in various 
parts of the .table, and the whole sum does not appear at all. 
Scorn has been poured upon the repeated appearance of 
this interesting phantom, but it is quite probable that its 
suppression would lead to a recrudescence of erroneous 
inferences. 

There is a general looseness in the use of the word 
It income":~ 

"Twenty-six employees under Sch. D and 406 under Sch. E 
are returned as having incomes exceeding £3.000 a year each, 
and of these 106 with incomes of more than £5.000 a year 
each were assessed for an aggregate income of [1,038,124 .. 
(Whitaker's Almanack, IgoS. p. 663). 

Mayo-Smith recognises that they are not total incomes, but 
does Dot realise that they are not even total Sch. D incomes :
" Men are arranged in certain classes according to their incomes, 
but these are only the i_ they declare under that head .. 
(" Statistics and Economics," I8gc), P. 426). 

Others who have confused .. incomes .. and .. assessments .. 
include: 

H. Morgan Browne, N.- Lw.a Ran-, 1902. 
Hallock, .. Progress and Property." pp. ::tog. etc. 
Soetbeer. Z", EiMottt~ _ ""--. SIdaa ttII4 

Gro.ss6riIatt'"-. tu6sI B_Mgnt ii1Hr EitIko~ 
nmg. These are compared with "incomes" in Prussia. 
See also EcOllOtltisl. lOth December. 1887. and S. J .• 1888. 

Take first the class a Dot -dine £160 .11& Dot __ pt." 
It may include. under .. persons." £s bank interest (for a 
person with a very large income); boo literary profits f(ll' a 
Cabinet Minister; £150." abated £150." fOl' a small grocer 
who has a house worth £IS per annum. Under" films " and 
.. public companies" it may include very large conc:ems 
which have been doing badly. and bave but a small. e55 
able profit. 01' are liable on a small amount of c. intm:est 
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paid." Under" local authorities" a dozen small assess
ments on different items of interest or other liability for 
different funds of a great corporation, as well as interest, etc., 
for parochial bodies, may appear. Under" employees (D)" 
are included chiefly assessments on employments which 
form part of small total incomes (i.e., £130 abated for a 
clerk whose wife has a little house property); but .. em
ployees (E)" includes many fees for directors with large 
incomes, or, for example, a council clerkship held by a 
wealthy country solicitor, or small appointments held by a 
medical man. In fact, cases exist in which one person holds 
a dozen or even a score of small appointments which aggre
gate to a respectable income, but all of which figure in this 
class. 

Examination of the figures for a series of years reveals 
some curious results, which are explainable only upon the 
lines of admini~rative change. For example, the number 
of persons dropped from 1904-5 to 1900-7 and the average 
amount dropped also. There was a sudden rise in 1907-8, 
and again in 1909, extraordinary in numbers, but the 
average continued to decline. The first was due to the 
elimination of many cases which, though actually exempt, 
had been included in the assessments for administrative 
reasons and allowed as fully abated, with no significance so 
far as net duty was concerned. The second was due to the 
1907 and 1909 legislation, which, in differentiating between 
various classes of income, necessitates a careful separate 
enumeration of small items of interest, etc., that had pre
vionsIy been treated less strictly, and assessed with other 
items. It is unsafe to draw many inferences from this class 
by itself. All through, however, it may be taken that the 
tendency has been of late years towards a more precise 
assessment of separate sources of income and a more 
detailed treatment statistically. 

Just as it is important to note that any oue assessment 
may be only a part of an income, so it is equally important, 
especially in the higher classes, to note that any oue assess 
ment may be more than oue person's income. All the 
Sch. D asses=ents cover interest paid by the persons 
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assessed, so that an assessment of £40,000 may represent 
£30,000 to the proprietor and £10,000 interest on borrowed 
capital. This is equally important in the case of firms. If 
two partners are working a colliery, and the assessment is 
£30.000. it may include a very large payment for royalties 
to a third person. So. also, it should be observed that all 
the figures in these tables are gross, prior to the deduction 
of depreciation. 

The chief use made of these tables has been for the determina
tion of the IllslrilnUiOfS of jllCmne.s. Dr. BOWley. with a full know.
ledge 01 their difficulties. utilised them before the Income Tal: 
Committee of 1906.' reducing the .. firms .. to .. persons" by a 
multiple of It. and comparing the results with a Pareto gradua
tion.' The treatment assumes that there are no duplicates. and 
that the persons and employers are all distinct. Public com
~es were omitted. and the table was intended to refer to 
• earned income." It will of conrse be evident from what has 
been said that under .. persons " and .. firms" (apart from the 
compromise which treats interest on a business man's own capital 
as earned income) are many assessments upon foreign possessions. 
interest, royalties. etc .• and there is therefore much that would be 
duplicated with his Table III .... unearned income:' based upon 
the Estate Duty figures. if these were not deducted. The various 
Sch. D tables show separately the numbers of assmmoents, 
persons. firms. etc., on interest, foreign securities, etc.. and if 
all tbeae are first deducted from the total of these c1assiJications, 
and the net total redistributed over the several. classes, a much 
finer result for .. eerned incomes" distinct from the Estate 
Duty classes is obtainable 

Dr. Bowley has suggested that a sufficient Dumber of 
samples to total incomes would show how many duplicated 
.. persons" appear in these tables I; bnt this of course 
would be only a partial test, as the range of returns of total 
incomes is limited to cIaims for abatement, earned rate and 
supertax. 

Mr. MaUock's use of the tahles shows that he has not been 
fully alive to their difficulties. He brings them into direct 

I 1'abIe IV., Po "30 UlCI O. 1.197. 
• Y i40 p. 46.f. 
• 19Q6 R.~ 0. I"", ... 
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c~mparison with abatements, and naturally ,finds "incon
sistencies .. :-

" Out of the 622,000 abatements actuaJIy claimed and granted 
one single class, namely, the salaried employees of the Govern
ment, companies and private firms, will account for 440,000, or 
more than two-thirds of the whole. • . . The total number of 
salaried employees assessed in 1905 was 502,000, and of these 
about 60,000 earned more than [400 a year." (The aetual figures 
are 503.000 and 54,000, leaving 449,000. Of these 168.000 were 
under [160 (average [66 each), and therefore pam of incomes 
only.) He goes on :-" It is impossible to suppose that there are 
only 230,000 other persons enjoying similar incomes, when we 
realise that the shopkeepers are estimated to number at least 
450,000; that the farmers occupying from SO to sao acres number 
about 160,000; and that there are at least 90,000 persons whose 
main means of subsistence are derived from pensions, annuities, 
and investments in Government stocks or companies. Of these 
650,000 persons (more or less) the probabilities are that at least 
400,000 have incomes exceeding [160, but not exceeding £400 ; 
or in other words, that the total number of such incomes, instead 
of being 670.000, are substantiaJly in excess of 840,000." 

Of Mr. MaIlock's total of 700,000 persons he regards 400.000 as 
entitled to the [160 abatement, but adds only 198,000. 

The number of shops charged to House Duty in Great Britain 
was 307,000, of which only about 100,000 exceeded [40 in value, 
and this may be taken as a minimum Jigure for liable shopkeepers. 
While we are discnssing income tax abatements we must adhere 
to the conventions of the tax, and reference to Sch. B will show 
that the liable farmers would not exceed 10,000 in number (a 
figure borne out by the House Duty numbers). There is nothing 
Rally inconsistent between the .... ..u-s of assessments as revealed 
and the numbers of " official abatements." 

Mr. MaJIock says :-" Mr. BowIey's estimate of 163,000 on the 
number of incomes between [400 and [700 may, by parity of 
reasoning, be regardedas simiIarly deficient, the true number being 
probably over 200,000." There is no "parity" because full 
effect bas already been given to the considerations he urges in 
the treatment of incomes below £400. He then adds the two 
results. making 1,D40.ooo. and says .. even this must be set aside 
as too low. when we find that the number of incomes between 
[160 and [700 assessed under Schs. D and E aJooe is some 
930.000. excJusive of an those derived from Government stock. 
from public compaati.,,;. and those also derived from agricnltural 
land and houses. All things considered, then, the number of 
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assessments on incomes not exceeding £700 a year would probably 
amount to something like 1,400,000, and the number of individual 
incomes, allowance being made for plural assessments of the same 
persons, would be 1,200,000." His" separate assessments" are 

. made up of" persons," " firms (two and a half persons to a firm), 
about 28,000 very small companies, which must really be personal 
ventures, and about 460,000 salaried employees "(" The Nation as 
a Business Firm," p. 55). The conclusion is certainly not justified 
from the figures. If two and a half persons exist to each firm, 
obviously only the firms exceeding £400 should be counted. The 
inference about the .. very small companies" is very doubtful 
-so many represent the composite investments of much wealthier 
~ple, probably to the extent of half the number: while the 
in1Iuence of U plurality" .. quite underrated. 

In a similu treatment elsewhere Mr. Mallock makes the 
same doubtful comparisons :-

He takes (for 1905) persons 380,000, firms (60,000 X 2i) 
150.000, and employees 500,000-& total of 1.030,000: and after 
pointing out that no income from property, farming, investments 
m stocks, etc" is included, remarks :_u Since, then, these incomes 
alone exceed Mr. Bowley's estimate of all incomes taken together, 
it is evident that, all allowance being made for multiple assess
ments, this estimate must fall far short of the truth." 

The assessments .. not exceeding £160 U under U persons " 
and .. employees .. amount to 290.000, and it may safely be said 
that the bulk of these represent U multiple .. assessments. This 
fact also robs Mr. MaIlock's further comparison of its value, viz.. 
Dr. Bowley's 833,000 incomes between £160 and £700, and the 
number of .. such incomes asse cd under Schs. D and E alone," 
930,000 (although by his method of compotation for firms it is 
actually 946.000). 

Sir L. Chioaza Money used these tables in a similar way to 
ascertain the Schs. D and E income of persons with over £700 a 
year. The" persons .. and .. employees .. added to the .. firms .. 
(resolved into individuals by the multiplier 2'5) gave, for IC)OH. 
52,728 persons pm jng upwards of £700.1 These are added to 
numbers of persons (in each grade) enjoying property (derived 
from the Estate Duty returns). Sir L. C. Money treated them all 
as separate .. units .. or distinct individuals for convenience, and, 
though he reqnised that identity of persons in the two tables 
was obvious. he does not seem to have referred to the Jl"&Sibility 
of duplicating the a-by this method. Bot it is quite certain 

, MiA ... of EvicleDce, 19a6. po ~ 
•• 
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the Sch. D tables include a great deal that is interest on capital 
which pays Estate Duty. Both persons and incomes were so far 
below the figures required by other considerations that this seemed 
an unnecessary refinement leading in the wrong direction, but a 
reconciliation is impossible upon Estate Duty lines.1 

Mayo-Smith compares persons 1843 and 1879 (as to the clas&es 
.. under £150 and not exempt" and .. £ISO and under £200 ") 
with 11196-7 (classes "under £160 and not exempt " and" £160 
and under £200 "). .. I take it that these two should be added 
together for purposes of comparison with the earlier yean. The 
smaller and medium incomes seem to hold their own very wen" 
( .. Statistics and Economics," p. 425). The effect in the change 
of the exemption limit from £150 to £160 is not grasped (..uu 
Appendix I.). 

FIRMS. 

It will be obvious that there is a continual drain from this 
category to .. Public Companies," owing to the constant con
version of established businesses into companies -; for the 
term .. public companies" covers also " privale limited c0m

panies" nnder the Companies Act, :1907. The following 
stages are instructive :-

Year. Firma. CamJMllrieo. Total. 

1904-5 59.2 27 31A08 90.735 
1906-7 58.0 49 33.508 91.557 
1908-9 53.663 370937 91.600- . 
191o-II 54.0 41 41.933 95.974 
1913-14 57.822 50 4i6 :108,288 

The I~ reduction in firms was in spite of I907Iegisla
tion, which in the ordinaty course would have added to the 
nnmber. It was no longer permissible to deal with partners 
separately (a practice which had previously not been un
CODImOD for professional partnerships, doctors, solicitors, 
etc.), hut they had to be assessed in one sum, counting 85 

.. finns." Hence there was transfer from persons to firms, 
which is quite masked by the transfer from firms to c0m

panies-
• Vide Cbapteo- XL 
• Vide Et:tnw.isI. 191'3. p.1I7fI. 
• FJDaIICe Act, J\P1. 
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The quotatioDS on p. 243 raise a question which is impor
tant when these tables are being used to determine numbers 
of taxpayers or distribution of income, viz., the average 
number of persoDS in a firm. This point was discussed in 
connection with Dr. Bowley's tables before the Select Com
mittee of 19OO.l It appeared that statisticians thought 
vaguely that the number would be greater than two, and two 
and a half was a reasonable figure • 

.. It seems quite possible that the high incomes dated as belong
ing to firms may belong to firms with great numbers of partners. 
That should increase the divisor as you go up the scale. That 
would bring a perceptible amount of income below £5,000."
.. I think you will find that onte you begin to find firms with 
£10,000 and upwards, they would want more than two and a half 
partners 1 It would bring less than £200,000,000 over £5,000 a 
year, it would knoc:k £10,000,000 to £20,000,000 off." 

Sir L Chiozza Money dealt with the same point, and sug
gested a sample investigation.1 He used 2'5 as a multiplier. 
Mr. J. Ackland uses 3'; Zorn 4 as a fair average, and 5 for 
higher ones.' 

In order to settle this question I have made observatioDS 
equivalent to a sample of a considerable number of finDS,' 
amounting to one-eleventh of the whole. In order to BSCer'

tain that it was an unbiassed sample the known total number 
of firms from the Board's Report was distributed into classes 
(amounts of ass' sments), according to the proportions 
shown by the sample. The results were compared with the 
actual numbet: in each class given officially and found to 
agree very closely. It may therefore be c:onsidered to be a 
reliable index to the general conditions. The average 
number of partners for all firms is 2'4, and this is also the 
average for finDS .. under £160 but not exempt." This class 
does not nec I 5 arily consist of small businesses, but includes 

• ~ 1,191-6. 1,1]0. 1.1,511-9. 1.]OS-13-
• ~ ,5464. . 
• • The RevalutioD. ia tile lDc:ideooe 01 T~tioD," <:«SIr I _I 

R"';_. May, 190" 
... lDc:id ..... of tile Inc:cme Tax. .. 
• Witlo tile ~ of penonal frieDds ia tile 1DJaDcl ~ .. 

DeputmeDt" who bave IIIIIde similar obeei taU- _ lines suggested 
by-
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assessments on items of interest paid for large finns making 
losses. or on items of interest received by bodies of persons 
of varying numbers. 

The classes then proceed in regular progression :-

£160-400 . 2'16 partners. 
Exceeding £400- 700 2'30 .. .. £700- 1.000 2'40 .. .. £1.000-- 2.000 2'49 .. .. £2.000-- 3.000 2'71 .. .. £3.000-- 5.000 2·84 .. 

. " £5.000--10.000 2·89 .. 
" £10.000 3"75 " 

Grouping these results into larger classes to see the broad 
effect. we find the percentages of each large class having 
different numbers of partners as follows :-

Class. Two I PartD .... 3· 4· ,. ~1or 6. =. Total. 

Not eycerdiog £160 s.-6 12'. 3" "3 " ." 100 
£.60 to £%.000 , 7S'7 1"4 4"2 1'1 '3 ,% 100 
t::;otol.lO,ooo . ,.,.8 30" 13'4 3'a '1 1'1 100 

£1.0,000 • %3" 32" "7 u· II'S ,-0 100 

ADfirms , , 747 1 '7" ,··1 1·6 '61 1"2 1 100 

This table is illustrated by the accompanying graph. which 
shows the totally different distribution of the largest finns, 

PUBUC CollPAlfIES, 

It has already been explained that this category includes 
private limited companies. which are now very numerous. 
and constant transfers from finns are taking place. WeD 
over one-third of the companies are in the lowest grade ... not 
exceeding £160 but not exempt," There is of course no 
exemption for a company. however small its profits. so that 
the application of the title is somewhat different from that 
of the other columns ... persons. etc," It does not by any 
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means follow that only companies of small capital appear in 
this class. because where losses are being made, or there is 
practically no working, there is frequently a minimum 
liability on interest to be charged. 

Quoting the figures for 1905-6, Mr. Mallock takes the 5.500 
companies with profits over £5,000, and says :-" Of the grOS/l 
income of £222,000,000 the following items can be identified" :-

Mr. MaIJocIr;'. Maximum - Figareo. poooible Fisar ... 

£ l. 
Railways in the United Kingdom 41•000,000 41,200,000 
Mines • . • • • 20,000,000 16,600,000 
Gas and waterworks · · 11,000,000 6,000,000 
Production of iron · · 2,000,000 2,500,000 
Loans secured on ra~ · 6,000,000 
Foreign railways . : · 16,000,000 10,000,000 
Indian and colonial securities · 14,000,000 %,000,000 
Coupous from abroad · · 12,000,000 

Total · · 122,000,000 77,300,000 

The right-hand column shows the iNnimum sum under these 
heads that C41S possibly form part of the {,z22,ooo,ooo referred to. 
Mr. Mallock has misunderstood several points. In the first piau, 
he has assigned to " public companies " the total profits, under 
each description. going to persons and firms (with which he has 
already dealt) and local authorities as wen as to companies. 
SecondlY. even the £77,300,000 is too much, because it represents 
an public companies under these heads, and not merely those 
.. over 1.5,000," 50 that it cannot be said with certainty how much 
of it forms part of the total {,z22.ooo,ooo which is being analysed. . 
Thirdly, two items are wrongly included, as the tables give them 
in adjoining columns, and they are thus cJcarly no part of .. public 
companies." There is no erudition about these corrections, as 
the official headings and tables are unmistakably clear. 

Mr. Mallock goes on to say that out of the {,z20,ooo.ooo 
. the following parts are .. unearned" :--(x) Railways, home and 

foreign. 1.57,000.000 ; (2) 10aJJs secured on rates, £6,000.000 ••• 
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It is thus clear that Mr. Mallock does not understand what "loans 
secured on rates" are, although the official heading" interest 
from loans secured on public rates," and the sub-reference to 
municipalities should have sufficiently indicated that they have 
nothing whatever to do with public companies (" The Nation as a 
Business Firm," p. 127). 

Mr. Mallock sets against the £3.000.000.000 of paid-up capital 
in our companies in 1905~ the total profits assessed. and remarks: 
-" The dividend yielded by this capital was £247.000.000. or 
over 8 per cent." But the capital is for about 39.800 companies. 
and the profits represent 32.422. so that 7.400 companies are 
making no profits. or losses which should be deducted from the 
assessed profits before this composite dividend of 8 per cent. can 
be declared. Moreover. share capital is a very deceptive test, for 
the assessments include interest paid upon debentures. loans, 
mortgages. etc •• as well as all the reserves for depreciation, etc. 
(" The Nation as a Business Firm." p. 130). 

Zorn assumed an average return of 7 per cent. (" Incidence 
of the Income Tax "). 

Zorn attempts to deduce the number of taxpayers included in 
the "public companies." Because the companies and paying 
agents account for 46 per cent. of the tax under Sch. D. he makes 
them equivalent to this proportion of new taxpayers :-

DIrect payers (persons and employee!') 
Firma X 4 • • 

.'. Public companies and agents will be 

819.242 
232,188 

1.051.430 
895.644 

1.947.074 

The two c1asses of income are not comparable, and the numbel' 
of duplicates is so great. that the method has no rasonable basis. 

Goschen tested. by sample. the number of shareholders in 
companies. and concluded there had been a general increase (5./ .• 
1888. quoted by Wayo-Smith. .. Statistics and Economics:' 
p. 428). 

LOCAl. AUTJIORITtES. 

The IS!m-ments made on local authorities under Sch. D 
are made for industrial undertakings just as they would be if 
they were owned by companies. But by far the greater 
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number of the assessments are upon interest paid (secured 
on the rates).l The assessments are classified separately 
under" waterworks," " gasworks," " markets, tolls, etc.," 
and give a fairly exact statement of the profits of municipal 
enterprise. In a special return I reprinted for the Joint 
5. C. on Municipal Trading I the net profits of municipal 
industrial undertakings are given as follows (five years to 
31st March, I8gS) ;-

England, £3,613,668; Scotland, £181,327. 
Waterworks, separately, were--EngJand, £1,744,361; 

Scotland, £44,662. 
Gasworks, separately, were-England £1,180,208; Scot· 

land, £54,773. 
A similar return for four years to 3Ist March, 1902,· gave 

waterworks £2,032,756 and gasworks £x,367,735, which may 
be compared with tax assessments (for 1900-1) £x,904,26x 
and £1,642,943 respectively. 

There is, of course, a slightly artificial element about the 
profits of municipal enterprise which may proceed on a 
policy .at various points between cost of service and maxi· 
mum commercial yield, according to the particular prevailing 
theory. If there is a profit-making policy in relief of rates, 
so much the better for the income tax; but frequently the 
transferred taxed profit reduces the liability on general 
interest payable, so that the total tax paid is not affected
it is only differently distributed over the assessments. It 
may be stated with regard to municipal lighting that the 
book-keeping profit made on supply to various corporation 
departments is eliminated from the assessed profit, which is 
upon public supply only. .. Profit" made as the result of a 
compulsory rate is not assessed 

EJiPLOYEES (D AJlD E). 

The relation of these two classes has been examined on 
pp. 214 and 266, and the stationary character of the numbers 

• Vide p. 228. 
• H. C. 88 aDd 347-JIIgIL 
• P·371· • Joint S. C. 011 MmUcipal Trading. 19030 p. 233-
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under Sch. D is explained. It is to be noted that the majority 
of cases .. not exceeding {,I60 and not exempt" are those of 
persons with small salaries, who own property assessed under 
Sth. A; the bulk of the assessment is therefore .. abated," 
leaving any net liability to be dealt with on the latter. The 
large decrease in 1906-7 is explained on administrative 
grounds, many cases being excluded that had previously 
counted as assessments. The rapid increase in 1908-g was 
due to the effect of special legislation in 1907, which 
rendered returns of wages and salaries compulsory 
from employers, and brought into assessment numerous 
small cases, without of course greatly affecting the net 
yield of the tax. 

The question of workmen on weekly wages evading the 
tax is dealt with under" Evasion," Chapter VIII. 

u •• of ClusiBCluon to ahow Progreu ia Difterent 
Clus ... 

Porter: Classification. I8n and 1848. used to trace accumula
tion and as to the ground for suspecting disappearance of the 
middle classes (S. J .• 1851). 

Soetbeer: Zur Einkommenstatistik von Prenssen. etc .• and 
S. J .• 1888. Suggests that the decrease in the higher classes of 
.. trades and professions .. is due to formation of limited oom
panies. 

Goschen: InCl9SO of moderate inoomes (S. J .• 1887, P. 589). 
Percentage inCl9SO in each class for ten years. General discus
sion of the tables as U incomes.. .. 

S. C. on Income Tax, I8SI~. Used H. C. 90-1816 and H. C. 
27-1857 to compare distribution. In 1812 84"7 per cent. of 
the persons were over the lsoo line and had 6rI7 per cent. of the 
inoome: while in 1849 18'27 per cent. of the persons had 61"06 
per cent. of the inoome. 

Giffen: .. Prognss of the Working Classes" r' Economic 
Inquiries," I .• p. .pS). Compares 1143 and 1879- He concluded 
that the increase in the ISS ments between £150 and £1.000 is a 
sign of the increased earnings of the working classes .. out of all 
proportion to the increase of population. .. 

Sir Algernon West: Average amount of ass=men~.) trades 
and professions: (II). public companies. 18]6-7 to 1883-4: and 
ass ; malts. Schs. D.and E (excludinc Government servants). 
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1864-5. 1869-70. 1874-5. 18J9-80. and 1882-3. in classes .. uncIeI' 
£400" and " over fAoo." with percentage to population in each 
case. R. C. on Depression of Trade. 1886-tables and Qs. 874. 
882. etc. 

Mayo-Smith: "The statistics fail to show any marked con
centration in the hands of a few" (" Statistics and Economics." 
11199, p. 426). 

De Foville: .. Wealth of France and other Countcies" (5. J .• 
18c}3. p. 618). 

Colson: .. Cours d'Economie Politique," II., p. 314; .. La 
repartition des Revenus." 

ScIa. D ClauilicatiOD: IDterpntatiOD-l!IIimIllaDeollS 
Eumpl ... 

.. The gross income bronght under review is £943.702.014, 
deductions are given as £303.653.776. and the income on 
which tax was received is returned as £640.0480238. 'The 
resulting di1Jerence of £24.686.874 between this sum and the 
£615.801.364 appearing in the summary is presumably accounted 
for by a number of composite incomes. which are referred to 
on p. 188."-1_ c. L. ZoIlX, .. The Jncidence of the Income 
Tax:' 

He then quotes the official warning. He has confused the 
gross and net IoIiIl tax ass ",,,,,ts with the Sch. D c:Iassi
fication, and quite misunderstands the .. composite "income 
difIicnlty. . ... 

K. K. Kennan. quoting 1900-7 figures. gives the Sch. D total 
~ as 578,600, .. of which 476A04 wue upon individuals 
and the remainder on firms and public and private corporations." 
But. misinterpreting the summary at the foot of the claSllification. 
be adds. .. to these figures might be added employees (SdIs. D 
andE) 5I9.I8c}. making a total of 1.097.78c}" ( .. Income Taxation. H 

P.72). The first DUmber already incbules the Sch. D employees. 
and his IlOlRCtion of Pepper's report is wrong. 

Bote IlJIOD C1"ejficeti_ of ~ SehL D ... E : 
Bote IlJIOD Soarcea ... ChaDc- iD F-. 

The primary soarre of information was a periocW:al return to 
an order of the House of Commons. Reference to these retums is 
sonetimes Db f y, because. although snbsequeDt repot1s have 
apparently ofteD repeated them. there have been important 
omissions The returns are as follows l-
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Tax Year. No. of Suo ... Tax Year. No.of 
SessloD. Retum. Return. 

.842-3 3" z844 
'
86t: } .843-4 ~ .07 .846 .86 

.844::i .869-70 397 .873 

.845 747 1847 1870-1 

.84E } 317 1849 1871 ..... 
184 1872-3 

} 184 '7 1851 .873-4 
.849-50 } 480 1874-5 .gB 1879 1850-1 185' 1875-6 
1851 ... 616 .853 .87;:l 1852-3 33' .854 .87 
1853-4 4 • 1855 18~a ·34 1885 
1854::i ,I, .856 .8 I 

} No detalla 1855 6g .857 1881-1 
fIlmished. Seuioll •• .882-3 

1883-4 '34 I .885 
'85~ 465 .858 .884-s 

} 185 119 .859 .885-6 Nodetalla 
Session 2. 

18iE 
fumiahed. 

18511-9 SOl I_ .88 
1859-60 509 186. .8 •• S I IRgo 
1860-. 466 186. .88g-g0 } Nodetalla .861 ... sa6 1863 1890-1 fumiahecl. 1862-3 56, 186+ IBg .... 
1863-4 469 1865 ·Bg2-3 .65 

I 
rBg4 

1864::i 488 1866 IBg3-4 3" r895 
1865 sa7 18:1 11194-5 .. 6 18g6 
1866-7 460 r8 

The "'turns for I!42-3. III4H. and I144-S are simple tables of 
duty colI«IM. under each schedule. and under each class of Com
missionen. The "'tum for 1145-6 gives the first classification 
proper. .. !I50 and under £aoo." etc.. for both schedules. with 
particulars of " income on which duty is charged." .. amount of 
tax received from each class." and " number of persons in each 
class." Owly 1M ~0fNfI """- is IoMIIM The tables of 
" duty collected .. are given as in previous years. The "'turns 
for 1146-7 down to 1853-4 inclusive are UDiform with this. except 
that Inoland is introduced (but kept separate) in 1853-4-

III 1854-5 the tables 'ftre changed from .. duty coIIectecl .. to 
.. duty .55 lSSe d," the classification lelDainiDg as before, and it 
would uturally be expected that the total of the c:lasses should 
sift the _" UDOunt of tax received .. as the tables. But upon 
aggregation it is found that there is a ruterial differem-e. Tile 
irst ,.r in which the c:lasses me totallo!cl. and the cti>aepuc:y 
theIdore rneUed withaat dose iDwstiptioa. was 18s6-7: at 
this point, howe'ftl', it is smUIer than before, and it disappeus 
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altogether in 1860-1 and subsequent years. when the totals in the 
classification and the tctals in the tables agree. If we substitute 
for the .. duty collected .. in the earlier returns the .. duty charged" 
shown in the 13th Report. we can carry back the differences to 
1844-5. An inspection of the tables in this report will show that 
the duty at 7d. on the net assessments (from 1845-0 to 185:Z-3) 
never works out at the .. duty charged." The explanation of 
these facts is given hereafter, but it would be tedious to exhibit 
the evidence for this explanation in full also. (a) The existence 
of the .. composition duty" 1 down to 1860-1, which was not, 
included in the tax charged in the classifications but lIlas included 
in the total:; in the tables. (b) The duty on additional assessments 
made after the time when the suTVeoJors sent in their classifications 
was added as a lump sum to the total duty, but the tax in the 
c1asses was left nnaltered. Hence, down to 1853-4 the tota1 
assessments given in the official reports are deficient to the extent 

, of these additional assessments. (For the years 184:Z-3 to 1844-5 
there is evidently no record of the exact .. duty charged," and it 
is given in the 13th Report as exactly 7d. in the £ on the net 
assessment, omitting both composition duty and additional 
assessments.) Mter 1853-4 the whole of tlris difference is due to 
composition duty. The early parIiamentary returns .houId only 
be used in so far as they contain information omitted from the 
13th Report (i.e., duty charged on each class, and the whole of the 
Sch. E classification), becanse the recapitulation in the report is 
later and more correct, avoiding various printer's errors in the 
returus. Moreover, detai1s can safely be extracted from the 
returns for nse with the report only after totalling the retnrn and 
establishing the identity of the totals: for example, the asses&
ment and duty for Seh. E in the report are throughout in exceg 

of the assessment and duty totalled in the returns to 1853-4-
Under Sch. D the table on p. 255 shows the additions to tbe 

ass hients in the 13th Report which the omission of .. additional 
assezsments ,. necessitates.. 

Changes iu Methods of C1 ... i6qUOD for th_ T.bJe.. 

From x8¥-3 to 1852-3 there were no deductions, so that grO!l8 
and net .. 7 ments were alike. The classification is therefore 
one of gross arressments. 

From 1853 life insurance was a deduction (also expenses under 
Sch. E) and the resulting fIeI assessments were classified 

From I863-4 abatements were also a deduction and ~be net 
ass "*"Is continued to be c1assjljed. the etrect being. of course. 

• P. "",. 
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much more important in this case: but down to 186~ the 
c1assilication was determined by the gross amount of income 
(excluding insurance and expenses). 

In 1866-7 public companies were first excluded from the 
classification. 

In 186~0, although the net assessments continued to be 
classified, they were no longer classified by the income plus abate
ment, but actually by the net, i.I., £130 minus £60 abatement, 
£70 net, would have been classed £70 under the heading .. boo 
and under £200 " prior to 186~o, and under the heading .. under 
£100 " subsequently. 

Balance Duty Additional 
Year. Dilierence. Composition. due to Assessments. additional 

Assessments. (000). 

1142-3 

} 
I. £ I. I. 

1143-4 
None: gross assessments computed from duty 

1144-5 without composition. 

1145-6 17'35~ 6,926 10,437 358 

114E! li·29 6.~2 8.374 287 
114 I .610 6, 6 II.714 402 
114 10.085 4.440 5.645 193 
I14lr50 xa.527 4,440 8,087 277 
1850-1 15.630 40440 II,lgo 314 
1851-1 10,295 - 10.295 353 
1852-3 12.149 - xa,149 416 
1853-4 24.834 4.420 est. 10,414 700 

In 1873-4 the c1assilication was again .... iw by the gross 
amount of assessment, as prior to 1868-<J. but in this year it was 
really cross and included life insurance. The whole classiftcation 
is however still one of 11M assessment. 

From 18n-8 the detailed classes under Sch. E were abolished, 
and only two given-(I) £150 to £400, and (2) over £4DO. 

In IB94-s the Sch. E details appeared under these two classes, 
for the last time. The Sch. D parliamentary return is on the 
old lines, and the same details appeared in the 39th Report (except 
the duty in each class). It was still a classification of .... _0".1s 
of i_ efta' eUGa •• e. of e .. ',."'Is, .. , hot classified acxording 
to the gross a ments. Scotland is, however, given separately 
from this date. 
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In 1898-9 the present system began. 5ch. D classification of 
net assessments was abolished and classification of gross -
ments began. Instead of confining the tables to .. persona and 
firms" under one beading, the details are given separately 
for (I) "persons"; (2)" firms "; (3) "public companies"; 
(4) "municipal corporations and other local authorities"; 
(5) .. employments"; and separate tables for England and 
Wales, Scotland, Ireland, and the United Kingdom are given. 

5cb. E.-A full classification on lines similar to 5ch. D. This 
method has remained unchanged (I9Lt-IS). • 

The 13th and 28th Reports give a valuable summary of aU the 
Sch. D cIassi1ications down to those years, omiUm, the duty 
eQlumns. 

DEDUCTIONS FROM GROSS AsSESSMENTS. 

(a) Bump& Income end ImperscmaJ DeduetiOllL 

(x) EXEJIPTlONS: bCOKE NOT EXCEEDIlfG £I60.-This 
deduction, amounting now to over £10,000,000, represents 
almost entirely income which has been taxed at the source, 
and upon which repayment is claimed-i.e., interest and 
dividends paid by public companies to persons who have 
incomes below £160. It does not include, as it did formerly,' 
certain cases of persons trading on their own account, etc., 
who are manifestly exempt, bat is confined to those who 
must be dealt with, according to the system of taxation in 
force, by repayment. A very small sum, however, represents 
those who are exempted" by schedule." • 

(2) CIlAlIITIES, FJUEJfDLY SocIETIES, ETC.-This deduc
tion also represents repayments upon interest and dividends 
received by these bodies, upon which they are entitled to 
exemption by statute. 

(3) FOJlElGIII DIvmEJfDS BEI.OJfGIlfG TO FOJlElGIII REsI
DElfIS.-Vide Chapter VIII. 

(4) ALLoWANCES FOR WEAll AIrD TEAlL-These have 
already been fully explained ' 

(5) 0Im!R AllowANCES, REDUCTIO!IIS, AND DISCBAIIGES. 
-This CODSiderable item represents, to the extent of about 
three-fonrths, actual recluctioDs on appeal, errors, and 

• P.2CJ4. • P.I7I. 
• P·530 
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double assessments given effect mainly to .. by schedule," 
after the assessments have been closed up ready for the 
collection, and partly by repayments. Included here are 
repayments upon losses, against other taxed income, under 
the Act of 1890.1 The balance is the net sum which is carried 
into schedule as irrecoverable for various reasons. 

(b) Perlonal Allowance •• 

Abatements,life insurance premiums, and relief in respect 
of children are dealt with in Chapter VIII. 

INCOME TAX PRoFm USED AS A TEST OF TRADE 
PROSPERITY. 

This test is generally regarded as one of the most reliable, 
and it has been made by many writers.- There is no "doubt 
a close correspondence between the assessments and trade,' 
but the following cautions may be mentioned or recapitu
lated :-

(A) All legal or administrative .. breaks" in the figures 
must be watched (p. 104). 

(/I) The" drain " to Sch. E should be considered (p. 2:1:5). 
(e) The real movement of profits is masked by the average 

(p. 183). 
(d) For many purposes it is necessR'Y to consider the 

assessment in relation to changes in population before any 
fair inference can be drawn.-

(,) It may be necessary to consider improvements in 
administration.' 

(/) In times of depression the nOIHLppearance of average 
tosses in the gross assessments leaves the latter unduly high.' 

I P. 181. 
IE., .• Georn Howell, .. Capital and Labour," pp. 411-H. 
I v .... R. ~ OD Del" ,si:OIl ill Trade and IaclUstry. 1886: Sir 

Abrt!rnon West. O. 717. 
l'Sir-~ West. IN. cit. 
I Sir ~ West ( .... cit.. Os. 7Sa. ..... etc.) ~ &CIt edmit 

I ... _to clue to tbiI __ 1879-B+ 
'\ Loc. AI., Q. 886. ..... 
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In the "Fiscal Blue Book," 1903,1 the tables of comparative 
trade statistics include the gross income tax assessments under 
each schedule from 1853, with quinquennial averages. The 
figures are unadjusted, but warnings are given in footnotes for 
Sch. A transfers to Sch. D 1866-7, net Sch. A and 5th. Bin Ireland 
to 1874-5, Sch. B generally, and even the small transfer from 
Sch. D to Sch.'C in 1892"-3. No comment whateu", i. made, 11011-
ell"', /IS 10 the change in the eutnplion limil 1876-7 aflll IB94-5 aflll 
m imporlanl effect upon the jigures. 

Sir L .. Chiozza Money quotes the "trades and professions,"· 
Sch. D, from 1854 as an evidence of growth of trade, and c0m
ments :-" The figures understate growth, because in recent years 
the extension of the exemption limit has cut out incomes which 
of old were included," but he ignores the coun/mJailing gain from 
the Sch. A transfer in 1866-7 (" FJSCa! Dictionary," p. 141). 

The number of assessments and the average amount of 
assessments for successive years have been used "to test 
if possible the accmacy of the opinion that competition, 
although it may not have reduced the aggregate profits of 
English traders, has necessitated the division of those profits 
amongst a larger number of individuals." • 

Seh. D should always be taken as a whole (nn1ess the 
businesses are separately given, e.g., gasworks) becanse there 
is continual shifting between private trades and companies, 
and from lluctuations of neither separately can inferences 
properly be made as to prosperity, and comparisons with 
other lluctuations shouId not be made.' 

Profit. compared with Wac .. : Labour UlIJ'ut, Trde 
Unionilm-Etrecta, etc. 

The increase under Seh. D has been quoted in comparison 
with increases in wages--{a) as a percentage increase over a 
certain period.; (b) by compaIison of annual totals and 
changes. 

• Cd. 1161, p. 454-
• R. C. "" Depi . m in Trade aDd Industry, 2-1174-
• Vide W. H. Price, o-rm" JtIUnUIl t1/ u-iu, Feb .... ", 

1906: Sir L Oriorza M<iBey, .. FJOCaI Dic:ticaary," p. 1;11. . 
• W. T. Laytoo. ~, 1911, p. 44z; G. HoweJI, Capital ..... 

I.aboar." P. .pl. 
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The following quotation by Dr. Bowley from a work. 
ing class newspaper shows the defects of such treatment 
and .. the effect which an ignorant use of statistics can 
produce" :-

.. WbiIe trade unionism is stronger financiaIIy and numericaIIy 
to-day than at any previous period in history, the workers are 
weaker relatively to the increasing resources of capital. This is 
plainly seen from the calculations of the Board of Trade as to the 
changes in the wages bill for each year since 1894, and the amount 
of income brought under the review of the Inland Revenue for 
income tax purposes during the same years • 

.. TABLE A.-Tlu Respeaiv. InalllSelI. 

Vearly Total Profits. Vearly Tptal Profits, 
Year. W_ Reata. Year. Wages Rents. 

ChanpI. udSalarios. Changes. and Salaries. 

I. • I. 081. • I. 
.894 '.]44.000 673.711 ,000 .go. 4. 2,000 8]3.35S.ooo 
'895 1.467.000• 6S7.ocn.000 .goo 3.774.000' 866.993.000 
• 896 '.~8 •. ooot 6710'/69.000 ·goS 1.993.000 • 87').638.000 

'8~ '. 3
8

•
0001 7"4.74,.000 '904 '1,039.000• go·.758•000 

• 8 4 . .01.000 134.~ •• OOO ·goS 113.000 • 912,000,000 

'899 4·U··000 7"1. 7.000 '906 3.010,000t 9 25.000,000 
.goo 10, 7.000 79'.735.000 

• Doc.-

.. The net gain in wages during those thirteen years is 
lI0.639.ooo, a sum which works out at 104$. 44. per annum, or 
31". per week. to the 14.000,000 wage workers concerned. Com
pare this with the net gain to the income tax paying class. In the 
thirteen years the incomes of the 1,100,000 income tu payers 
have increased by £351.289,000 per annum, or at thtt rate of 
£319 7$. per annum OIl the average. To put it in another way : 
the wage earning clas.ies have increased their inCOllle!' during the 
thirteen years at the rate of 1". per week each year. The income 
tax payers, on the other hand, have increased their average 
incomes l24 gs. 6L each year, as cmnpared with 104$ • ...,. to the 
worker, and gs' 6L per week each year, as cmnpared with the 
worker's l"- per week. Further. the increase in the income of 
the income tu payers has bem continuous, with the eneption 
of IBgs. wbiIe the workers have suffered deaase in seven out 0( 
thirteen ~ .. .... -

•• 
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Dr. Bowley gives the following table and comments 
(" The Improvement of Official Statistics." S. , .• 1907) :-

.. TABLE B.-Rough Estimate of Wag" and of Income above 
Euwtp#01J Limil Rdalive to PopulaliotJ. 

Income above Income paying Wag .. : &em~iOD Limit 
Year. lod.el< r ave to Tas under 

Number. Population : SCM. A. B and C 
Joda: Number. (miliiOD £1. 

IB94 100 100 • lib 
I8<)S 99 IOZ 183 
1&)6 100 104 184 
IB97 101 109 190 
18<)8 IO'J III 190 
IB99 109 lIS 194 
1900 114 118 197 
1901 113 118 199 
19oz III 118 201 
';(903 IIO 118 203 
1904 109 118 204 

.. Note.-I!I94-1904. increase of population of the United 
KiDgdom. 10 per cent. 

.. . . • In dealing with the income statistics. the passage I have 
quoted ens in four ways. First. the gr058 totals of income bear 
a varying relation to the net totals. and the excess of the former 
has increased relatively to the totaL Secondly. a great amount 
of earned income. much of it saJaries which do DOt difier in any 
essential . way from wages. is included. The amount UDder 
Scbs. A. B. and C. as shown in Table B. bas DOt increased faster 
than popuJation. Thirdly. popuJation bas increased 10 per cent. 
during the period. and the last number should be discounted by 
about 10pera:nt. before it isoompared with the first. Fourthly. 
the wrong years are taIren; thus. the total for 1906 is for the 
income reviewed in the year bq;imdng April. 1905. and in a great 
1!IIJIIher of cases this income is based on the average of previnns 
years; perhaps 1904 is a reasonable date to take for it. For the 
paper I bave just qnoted. I made an estimate of total income 
above the 6mit of exemption. including earned and unearned. 
and gave it the form of inde:J:: IlllDlhen relative to population; 
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these I have continued roughly to 1904 in Table B; the com
parison cannot yet be made for more recent dates. Now we find 
.that income per head thus defined has increased IS per cent. in 
the eleven years, wages 9 per cent. (I should emphasise that 
these ligures are not final), against the 35 or 50 per cent. (accord
ing to the year taken) for income and the I or II per cent. for 
wages shown in the passage under discussion. The gain of 
income on wages thus shown is a recent, and not improbably 
temporary, phenomenon; the corresponding figures for the last 
forty years are :-

Year. w ..... Income. Year. Wages. Income. 

IS64 . . 70 77 IS94 . 100 100 
1874 ~ 

104 1904 . log uS" 
1884 . 99 

To these comments it may be added that not only did 
the writer treat the number of taxpayers as constant 
(1,100,000), but he also made an error of £100,000,000 in 
the .. increase" for thirteen years. 

MISCELLANEOUS SOURCES OF INFORMATION FOR 
Sell. D. 

H. c. 493-ISS7-8; H. C. -ISS9. County return of 
Sch. D, ISS&-? 

H. c. S46--IS60. Detailed return by parishes f~ Great 
Britain, ISSg-60. 

H. C. sz8-1863. Special Commissioners' appeals. 
H. C. sn-I866. Sch. D. IS14-IS, England and Wales, 

by counties. 
H. C. 4S4-1S70. Sch. D, IB4Hi9. Great Britain. by 

counties. 
H. C. 103-1S71. Paper on The Use of Employers' 

Returns of Wages. 
H. C. S7-1874- Sch. D in cities. boroughs and counties 

(United Kingdom). showing (f~ 1869-10, 1870-1 and 1871-4) 
-(I) The number of persons paying under Sch. D; (a) the 
number of returns sent in.. and number not sent in; (3) the 
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nuIilber of assessments made above the returns; (4) the 
number of appeals: cases (a) sustained, (b) reduced, and (c) 
dismissed; (5) the amount of reduction in (4) ; (6) poundages. 

H. C. 368-1869. Five decadal returns of gross assess
ments. 

H. C. 75-1878. Detailed return of unassessed duty, 
1875-6, and also totals for five years. 

H. C. 402-1878. Analysis of assessments, IB75 to IB7S, 
trades and professions, complete list of surveys, and duty for 
each, and trades, etc., classed for every county. 

H. C. =92-1882. County classification. 
H. C. 206-1883. Ditto. 
H. C. 25-1884. Ditto. 
H. C. 235-1884. Ditto. 
H. C. 32-18g2. Ditto. 
H. C. 217-18g6. Ditto. (1889-94, 1859-70, IB74-5. 

1879-& and 1884-5). Note.-The footnote as to the rate 
of tax in IB74-5 is a misprint, and has misled several writers. 

H. C. 307-1901. Continuation of above, 1895 to 1899-
1900· 

S. C. on Income Tax, 1852. Q. 5,056, Sch. D assessments. 
Number of cases where there were no returns or insufficient 
returns. Append;" I.-Exemptions, 1848-9, under each 
schedule, and how allowed. 1848-9, Sch. D. Cases of 
returns, charges without returns, or beyond returns, appeals 
and reliefs. APPend;" III.-Number of Sch. D. assessments 
and exemptions, 1842-3. Return of special assessments and 
composition duty. 



CHAPTER VII. 

SClIEDULE E.-SALARIES OF OFFICIALS. 

DEFINITION AND SCOPE . 

.. FOR and in respect of every public office or employment 
of profit, and upon every annuity, pension, or stipend payable 
by Her Majesty or out of the public revenue of the United 
Kingdom, except annuities charged to the duties under the 
said Schedule C." I .. The said duties shall be annually 
charged on the persons respectively having, using, or exer
cising the offices or employments of profit • • . or to whom 
the annuities, pensions or stipends . • • shall be payable, 
for all salaries, fees, wages, perquisites or profits whatsoever 
accruing by reason of such offices, etc. • .." The" public 
offices " are defined to include .. offices belonging to either 
House of Parliament, any court of justice . • . any criminal 
or justiciary or ecclesiastical court . . • or court-martial ; 
••• under the civil Government," also in the army, navy, 
militia and volunteers; under any ecclesiastical body, 
whether aggregate or sole, .. or under any public corporation, 
or under any company or society, whether corporate or not 
corporate • . • under any public institution or on any public 
foundation for whatever purpose • • • and every other p,!blic 
office or employment of profit of a public character." • 

Provision was made. in the case of large public depart
ments, for separate departmental commissioners to ad
minister the tax, and to deduct the duties from payments of 
salary, etc., but in all other cases the duties were assessed by 
the ordinary district commissioners and collected in the usual 
manner. The basis at first was obviously intended to be 
the payments of the year, but it was not perfectly clear, so 
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that subsequent enactment was necessary to ensure the due 
assessment of any additional salary, fees, or emoluments 
beyond the amount of the original assessment,! An incre
ment in salary is immediately assessable. The only part of 
Sch. E strictly assessable on any other basis is .. perquisites 
arising from fees or other emoluments," which may be esti
mated either on the profits of the preceding year, or on the 
average of three preceding years. There is a well-known 
concession, however, under which employees in a subordinate 
capacity and not holding a distinctive office are granted the 
benefit of the three years' average. Not all employees of 
public bodies are assessable under Sch. E, moreover, for 
engine drivers, porters, and labourers are not persons holding 
an office or employment of profit, and they are assessable 
under Sch. D.' Case law has decided, inter alia, as follows:-

(I) A college bursar, an officer of the college, but not a 
member of the corporate bcdy, is assessable under Sch. E. 

(2) The value of a bank agent's residence and of .. board 
and lodging .. are not emoluments assessable under Sch. E. 

C3l An allowance to a deserving clergyman from the 
Curates' Augmentation Fund, renewed at the discretion of the 
society, and not a payment in respect of his services in a 
particular parish, is not assessable. An allowance from the 
Queen Victoria Clergy Sustentation Fund, being a grant 
to the benefice and accruing by reason of the office, not 
personal to the recipient because of his circumstances, wall 
also chargeable. I 

It must be observed that the distinction between assess 
ment under Sch. D and Sch. E rests not so much in the 
character of the duties performed as in the CODStitutional 
character of the employer. For example, a clerk performing 
exactly the same duties at exactly the same salary may one 
year be under Sch. D and the next under Sch. E merely 
because the employing finn has become registered as a 
limited company; a Wes1eyan or a Presbyterian minister is 
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assessable under 5ch. E, whereas a Baptist or Congrega
tionalist is assessable under 5ch. D, the ciliIerence resting in 
the character of the body under which he serves. Hence 
the necessity, in any real consideration of employments, for 
the inclusion of all employees assessed under 5ch. D. 

It is clear that the 5ch. E assessments represent for the 
most part the income of thti year of assessment; the pro
portion assessed upon the average of the three preceding 
years would not be great enough to disturb the whole more 
than three months, and it may fairly be said that the income 
assessed for I912-I3 corresponds to the actual income of the 
calendar year I912.1 

Gaoss ASSESSMENTS: PRESENT STATISTICS. 

CLASSIFICATION BY KINDS OF OFFICIALS.-The classifica
tion at the present time is under three heads: (I) Govern
ment officials; (2) corporation and public company officials ; 
and (3) other persons assessed under Sch. E, but until quite 
recently it was under two only, the third class above being 
included under .. Government officials." This is a point that 
will have to be watched in future in making comparisons. 

.. Govvomoo' omcials," as a heading, includes .. assess
ments made in respect of payments out of voted moneys or 
charged upon the Consolidated Fund." .. Othv omcia1a .. 
refers in .. England to the India Office, and the London 
offices of Colonial Governments, the Bank of England, 
Trinity House, the Ecclesiastical Commission, Queen Anne's 
Bounty Office," etc., and, in Ireland, to .. the Representative 
Body of the Church of Ireland, the Bank of Ireland, Registry 
of Petty Sessions Qerks, Irish Lights Commission. and 
Dublin Ports and Docks Board."· 

The aorporation an. ,Ilhlio aompaDJ omcial, comprise 
four-fifths of the persons and amounts assessed. These range 
over salaries in every branch of industry, from directors' fees 
in banks and insurance companies to the odd guineas paid 
to directors of Starr Bowkett building societies; from. 

l Out of it ]0.000.000 DOt man tbul!ro.ooo.ooo woalcl appou to 
be buod upon ... a-. of...-w.,.n. 

• S6tb Repart, P. ull. 
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magistrate's clerk to a Wesleyan minister, or the managing 
director of a .. one-man" company who takes most of his 
profit in the form of remuneration. It is obvious that to cite 
the whole of Sch. E as evidence of the growth of .. bureau
cracy " is a little wide of the mark . 

.. The most flourishing class in the country would seem to be 
the salaried officers of the Government, corporations, and public 
companies. They nearly doubled their incomes between I&}I 
and 1900. Imagine a bureaucracy costing us seventy-five 
millions sterling a year."-W. R. LAWSON, Fortnightly RetXf/JI, 
May, 1903 • 

.. Company directors are not returned as employees in the 
income tax retums."-ZoRN, .. Incidence of the Income TalL" 

THE D1IAlN FROJi SCH. D.-This is one of the most impor
tant considerations in connection with Sch. E. .. The c0n
version of private concerns into public companies is a factor 
constantly tending to increase the assessments under this 
schedule and to diminish the assessments on employees 
under Sch. D." 1 Reference should be made under this head
ing to the remarks ou Sch. D,I but it may be mentioned here 
that the conversion of private concerns into public com
panies affects Sch. E in three ways :-

(x) It transfers whole groups of assessments from one 
schedule to another. 

(2) Many of the assessments, instead of being on a three 
years' average, are at once made on the actual salary of the 
year, and are generally increased thereby. 

(3) In the case of small trading concerns, in which the 
proprietors have taken out the profits only to a small extent 
as salary, and to a larger extent as prc1i.ts, the .. earned 
income rate" is obtainable on the whole in one assessment. 
On conversion into private companies, if profits are taken as 
dividends, the earned income rate is not allowable, so that 
the amount taken definitely as remuneration is often pur
poseIy increased. Mum that was chargeable as ordinary 
profits under Sch. D may fi"uure under Sch. E after the con
version as directors' fees. 

I 56th Report. p. 111. 
• ViUp., ..... 
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.. Sch. E registers company promotion activity more faithfully 
than general prosperity" (W. H. Price ... The British Income 
Tax." QuarUr/y J oumal of EC01IOfIIics. February. x906. in 
examining the income tax as an index of prosperity). He is 
referring. however. only to the tmnnolion of new concerns. for his 
generally accurate and well-informed article says: .. No schedule 
shows as large and as constant annual increase as does the one 
which embraces salaries of Government and public company 
officials. Gross income under this head shows far greater 
increases than taxable income. largely because public companies 
have been rapidly increasing. and many of their employees 
assessable under this schedule receive salaries below the limit 
of exemption." He fails to note the constant transfer of Sch. D 
L-.sessments to Sch. E. and he em in supposing that the salaries 
.. below the limit of exemption .. affect the gross figures. The 
difference between gross and net increases is of course due to the 
fact that the abatements bear a large proportion to the gross 
salaries. 

CLASSIFICATION BY CouNTRlEs.-The statistics are given 
for the metropolis. rest of England. Scotland. and Ireland 
separately. But this indicates only where the assessments 
are .... d'. and not necessarily where the officials carry on 
their duties. for in many cases all assessm'lllts are made where 
the head office is situated. The warnings given under 
Sch. C and Sch. D must he repeated here.l 

The uth Report refers to the .. danger of inferences which 
the mere figures appear to warrant " in connection with a 
House of Commons return on the comparative burden of 
taxation in England and Ireland. .. Sch. E again is as 
fallacious a guide as the others • • • nearly the whole of the 
civil. naval and military servants of the British Empire being 
assessed in London. Even the public servants employed in 
Ireland are for the most part charged in EnglancL" 

But although forty years have passed. the warning is still 
necessary :-

.. No. of officials in Ireland. 40397; in ScoQand. 944 .. (X9O!rIO 
figures) • 

.. This assertion has become a commonp1aoe argument of the 
Home Rulers for British platform!;. It has found its way into 
all their text-books, and the general soundJHss of their financial 

• ViM pp. 167 aDd _». 
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propositions may be gauged by it. It had its origin in a speecb 
of Mr. Kettle, ex-M.P., in Parliament in 19o5, witb which he says 
be amared tbe House of Commons. It is based upon a patent 
misapprehension of the returns of income tax asse5IIments under 
Sch.E. . . . . . 

.. These tables do not sbow, as Mr. Redmond's argument would 
lead his hearers to suppose tbey did, that there are only 944 civil 
servants on the Scotch establishment. What they do show is the 
number of certain assessments made in London, in the rest of 
England, in Scotland, and in Ireland. If Mr. Redmond's deduc
tion was correct the tables would prove that while it required 
944 officials to manage Scotland and 4,397 to manage Ireland 
and 82,8<)6 to manage London, all the rest of England was 
managed by nobody. The income tax assessments are made at 
the source of payment and not at the place where the employee 
is stationed, and the explanation of the tables is that London is 
the great financial centre for Government offices in Great Britain 
and the usual pay office for civil servants not only in England but 
in Scotland; while the pay office for nearly all Irisb civil servants 
is the Paymaster~'s office in Dublin. The income tax is 
deducted at beadqnarters."-A. W. SAXUELS, .. Home Rnle: 
Its Financial Aspects," F itulneW ReuieItI of ReuieItIs, Marcb, 
1912• 

GROSS AssESS¥EIfTS. 

CLASSmCATIOIf BY All'OUlfTS.-The whole of the Seh. E 
assessments are given c1assified in stages in the General 
SCM. D aM E classification,' but, unlike SelL D, there is no 
attempt to subdivide into classes of persons also. They are 
obviously all assessmmts npon U employees .. in a very broad 
sense, and when included with employees (Seh. D) give a 
complete view of one c1ass. 

A pecu1iarity of ScIL E materially aflecting the numbers 
in the tables is that assessments are not made upon full per
sonalliability under the schedule, but are impersona1 to the 
extent that it is really the ofliu held that is 2'ssess ed in the 
name of the ho~ fOf' the time being. So a country 
solicitor, who is cIerk to magistrates, cIerk to rural dis
trict coancils, to income tax commissioners, to guardians, 
and to various institutional bodies and charities, may have 

• YioU p. 238. 
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twelve or fifteen separate assessments under Sch. E. Simi-. 
larly a medical man often has six or more small appointments 
all separately assessed. as medical officer for various bodies. 
In the same way one man is a director of five or six cotton 
companies in Lancashire. Altogether the number of mul
tiple assessments is very considerable, and the large pro
portion (two-fifths) of the whole number of assessments 
which fall in the class .. under {,I60 but not exempt" is 
clearly explained, and the low average of that class, {,S8. can 
be well understood. 

This consideration becomes important when the tables are 
used for estimating the number of taxpayers and the distri
bution of income. 

It should also be remembered that this classification is one 
of gross assessments. without regard to any exPMlSes which 
have to be deducted. I . 

DEDUCTIONS FROM GROSS ASSESSMENTS. 

(I) EJ:pena ... -Under the 1842 Act there was no allow. 
ance for the necessary expenses of performing the duties of 
an office. This was remedied in 1853, when deductions were 
allowed '-(I) for the expenses of travelling, keeping a horse. 
and any other expenses .. wholly. exclusively, and neces
sarily" incurred in the performance of the duties; (3) for 
any expenses necessarily incurred in the performance of 
duty by a. clergyman or minister of any religious denomina
tion. 

Deductions under (2) have been held not to include volun
tary contributions to the stipend of an assistant minister, 
the expense not being necessarily incurred ~ the ~ 
performance of duty.' In Scotland allowable deductions for 
a. minister included expenses of visiting his congregation, 
attending church meetings enjoined on him as part of his 
duty, stationery and communion expenses. but not the value 
of part of his house used as a study. nor the expense of books.' 

I Vi_ P. -41. 
• 16" 17 Viet. Co 340 as. SI and S .. 
'. T. Co 65. 
• C.....,.,. v. C_. of 1ttJ.a4 R_. (1890) ., Sc. L R. 647 ; 

bllt ill 1909-10 the &IlowaDce far & .. study " ..... paD"" 
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But the deductions under (I) are of more importance 
statistically. The expenses of directors travelling from 
their residences to the office of their company are not allow
able,l and the expense of travelling between two places in 
order to carry out two separate offices 2 is inadmissible. The 
expenses must be incurred in the performance of duty. The 
cIaim of a national schoolmaster (assessed to include the 
salary of his wife who was a schoolmistress) to deduct the 
wages and maintenance of a domestic servant, on the ground 
that her employment was necessary in order that the duties 
of the household might be carried on, was disallowed.' 

Generally speaking, compulsory contributions to super
annuation allowances are deductible as an expense. The 
only recent change is the allowance of one-eighth part of the 
rent paid by a clergyman, in respect of a room used as a 
study. 

The amount of these expenses is not DOW shown separately. 
In, 1899 it was £850.636,' but is now much more, and is 
included in .. Other Allowances, Reductions and Discharges." 

From 1853 to 1873 no account was taken of this allowance, 
which was deducted before the gross assessments were classi
fied, so that to restore the sequence of figures from 1842 to 
the present time it is necessary to increase the gross assess 
ments (vide Table E). 

(2) Other Allowance. and R.ductionJ.-These are reduo
tions on appeal, fees credited bnt finally waived, double 
assessments, etc., at all stages in the administration, and 
must be deducted from the gross to give true income for 
statistical purposes. 

(3) Esemptio ... : eCOID. Dot ftCeedjD! 1180.-lt will be 
observed that this sum bears but a small proportion to the 
total. All income known to be exempt at the time when the 
ass f:;smart books are made up is excluded, and tbis sman 
amount I epresents the incomes for which exemption claims 
are compIeted by schedule or repayment.' 

• JleDdl Y. Dir_ of EJeanJr, Sr_. 3 T. C. 12. 
• CDoi Y. K_. 2 T. c. 2.f6 • 
• B-. Y. Ht#tli"f. 3 T. C. 22. 

• Repayments DOt sbotrn. aud DOt iDcluded. 
• Vide p. S3-
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It is obvious that to arrive at true income of liable persons 
deductions (x). (2). and (3) should be made from the gross 
assessments. 

Penonal DeductioDI.-These are abatements. life insur
ance premiums. and allowances for children. and the remarks 
under Sch. D are equally applicable here. These deductions 
should flO' be made when the true income of taxable persons 
is in question. 

It should be noted that life insurance allowances were 
deducted from gross assessments. 1853 to x873. and did Dot 
appear in the gross statistics at all. 

GROSS ASSEssKENTS-SEQUENCE. 

Apart from the continuous effect of the drain from Sch. D. 
the following are the chief breaks in statistical continuity :

(x) False gross assessment. 
(a) 1842 to 18S3.-OmissioD of Ireland. 
(3) 18S3.-Exemption limit reduced from £xso to £100. 
(.d I87fi.-Exemption limit raised from £xoo to £150. 
(5) 189+-Exemption limit raised from £150 to £x60. 
(6) 1853 to I8n-Reduction of gross assenmmt by 

amount of life insurance allowance and expenses. 
These have already been explained under Sch. D.l The 

effects of (a) have been computed in Appendix In .• and of 
(3). (4). and (5) in Appendix I •• while (6) is allowed for in 
Table E. 

BrId 5.-W. H. Price. in accounting for the Sch. E decrase 
in 1894-5. speaks first of .. dull business," and company fa.iluns, 
and adduces .. finally" the proper reason. but does not give it 
sufficient weight r' The British Income Tu." Qunmy J"""" 
0/ Eco_i/;$. FebruaIy. 1906). 

ap. aGfo 
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TABLE E,-Sch. E AII"lmenil, United Kingdom 
. (in million D, 

Oflicia1 
Gross True Oomparable True Comparable 

Year, Assessments _willi ..... wltIl 
generally E .. mpllon ElIempllOD 

used I.lmU 'lDO, LImK £160. 
hitllertD, 

1842 9'1 10-1 9'11 
1843 , 11"3 11"9 n· ... 
1844 , , b 11"1 11-6 11"1 
1845 , , 

" 11'5 I .... II'S 
0 

1846 , , " 11'7 .... 11"7 : '2 1841 , i 11"9 12"5 :-06 12-0 
1848 , "I: 12'3 12·8 .... 
1849 , III 11"8 12"3 11-7 
1850 , , i lll"1 

12"1 II'S 

18S1 , , Cl 11"5 ..... II'S 
1852 , , 11<7 12-2 11·6 
1853 , , 14"4 12"3 11-8 
1854 , , 15"3 13"' 12"5 

%'3 1855 , , 11"3 14'1 : 'I I.". 
1856 , , 11"1 IS"" 14'4 
1851 , 18'3 1,-6 IS'" 
1858 , 19"0 16'2 IS'S 
1859 , 19"1 16-3 15-6 .- , , 19"1 16"1 16-0 

1861 , , ""3 "1'3 16-6 
1_ , , 21-0 11"8 17-· 
186] , , .1-0 18'0 11" :'. 
IM4 , , 22'1 '11-9 : ":I 

Is.. 
1865 , , 23'1 -3 19"4 

1866 , '3"1 ""3 19"5 
1867 , , ,,-0 20-6 19"8 
1868 , , 24"' ..,.8 19"9 
186g , , 26-3 22"1 21'1 
187= , , 26-g 23" .... 
18?J , , 21'8 '3"9 22"9 
1872 , , 29"' 25"' 24"4 
1873 , , 3""1 26-6 :oJ ·'"4 
1874 · , 32"5 21-6 26-5 
1875 · , 34-0 21"1 21'S 

1176 · · 3""" 3""" 21"1 :"3 
IBn · , 31"5 31'S )0"1 
1878 , , 32'" 32-0 )0"6 
1879 · , 32,8 32,8 

31"; 1880 · · 33'" » ... 31" 

1881 · · 347 34"1 33'" 
1882 · , J6-1 36'2 34-6 
1883 · , 317 317 J6-1 
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TABU E-<oIoIi .... ". 

Official 
Gross True Comparable True Comparable 

Year. Assessments Sort .. with Sertoo with 
soneraily ""mptlon "emption' 

used LImIUl60. LImI1 £leo. 
hitherto. 

.884 · · 38'3 38., 36'7 .885 · 39'4 39'4 37'4 

.886 · · 40 '3 40 ,S 38•6 
'88, · · 4"i 4"3 39·6 
.88 · · 4" 4s , 4'''' :1:" .889 · 4'''' 45'" 43'8 
.89° · · 47'7 47'7 45'7 

.89' · · 49'i 49'i 47'4 
'89' · 51' 51' 49'4 
.893 · 5"6 5s06 5°'3 .894 · · , .... 53'3 5'''' 1895 · · 5S'S 55'7 53'S .896 · · 56'3 59'" :1: .. 56'3 '8~ · · 59' 61'5 59' .8 · · 65'S 68·. 65'S .899 · 70"1 73"" 70"1 I- · · ' 75'4 7-8 75'4 
.go. · · r.~ 8'~} r.~ .- · · 86-1 
IgoS · · 86'1 89., :1:'4 86'1 '- · · 89'4 93'4 19'4 IgoS · · \IS" !Irs \IS" 
1906 · \17'1 ::&:1 \17'. 

::1 · · I ..... ...... 
· · 10\106 lip 10\106 .- · · IIS-8 II., :1:06 IIS-8 

191Q · · 11\1'7 las~ 11\1'7 

'9n · · .. .,.. ·SS ... . ..,.. 
191. · · 13506 14'~ 13506 
1915 · · 145"6 '51'1 :1:" 145"6 



CHAPTER VIII. 

THE INCOME TAX AS A WHOLE. 

SECTION I. 

GENERAL TABLES FOR THE WHOLE INCOME TAX. 

THE first table appearing in the present reports is that 
giving details of Budge' uUmate., amoUDIll paid into tb. 
Escbequer, net receipt, ne' produce, and produce for .IICII 
14. in _tbe S. These are shown for eleven years in compara
tive form. and tbe table gives details for a year in advance 
of the remaining tables. In this form it dates from 1900, 
but the last three headings are given separately in earlier 
reports. 

De6nitioDl.1-" Budget estimate" is the amount at which 
the Chancellor of the Exchequer places the Exchequer 
receipt of tax for the financial year. 

" Exchequer receipt" is the amount of tax which is paid 
over to the Exchequer within the year, and stands as the 
realisation of the Budget estimate, with deficit or surplus. 

" Net receipt " is the amount of tax actually collected by 
the department within the year (no mattec for what year the 
tax may have been assessed),1ess the amount of tax refunded 
etc. within the year . 

•• Net produce " is the estimated yield of the tax imposed 
for 'If., puticNlu year, irrespective of the date of actual 
collection. 

.. Produce pee Ill." represents the net produce divided by 
the rate of tax; it shows roughly the effect of adding Ill. to 
the rate of tax. 

V .. of .. Bet Prod_" Statbtice. 

The first three headings are of ephemeral importance and 
intere;t only, and have little statistical value. The figures 

• YUle 45th Report. p. 16!J. 
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depend so much on the accidental circumstances of the col
lection, or the financial requirements of the Budget for the 
year, that each year exhibits its own peculiarities, having no 
relation to the amount of the assessments. The net produce, 
on the other hand, is the net duty on the income assessed for 
the year, and has some value, but perhaps its chief use is to 
enable the net produce per penny to be computed. The 
produce per penny is a figure which may be held to have 
some degree of real comparability year by year, and it is fre
quently adduced as evidence for or against the general progress 
of the community, being pressed into controversies about 
tariffs, bimetallism, and other subjects into which the ques
tion of .. progress" enters. It is obvious, however, that the 
net produce reduced to the amount per penny by allowing for 
changes in rate is only comparable cesteris paribtls, for both 
wealth and gross assessments may increase and yet the yield 
per penny may decline by reason of additional allowances 
from taxable income--.l.g., insurance, abatements, or any 
other change in the conditions of levy. This is the chief pit
fall in such comparisons. 

The increase between 1870-1 and ICJ06-'1 is quoted in Porter's 
• Progress of the Nation" ~. 168), with the comment" as a 

matter of fact the increase IS even greater than these figures 
testify owing to the changes in the scale of abatement and 
exemption." 

The following uSes are typical :-

Wur81 Progress. 

(I) In Parliamentary Return 217 of IB96 there is an error in 
the footnote which gives the rate in 1874-5 as JII. instead of 211. 
Dividing the yield under each schedule by 3 instead of 2. Mr. 
Williams accordingly obtained very low figures throughout
{.I.I72.ooo instead of {.I.gx6.000-with which to mmpare 
{.I0974.ooo for IB94-5, twenty years later. and he concludes that 
the increase was 71 per cent. (instead of 3 per cent. actua1Jy), 
despite the restricted range of income ClOvered, which he duly 
obsens. 

In commentiD( upoll the increases under Sch. D. howe'ftl', he 
computes an increase from I86g-?o to IB94-5 of 88 per CeIIt. • .,. 
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without refening to the effects of legislative changes (" Twenty
five Years of the Income Tax," Investor,' Review, October, 18¢). 

(2) W. R. Lawson, following the passage quoted on p. 310, says 
that the rate of increase in gross and net assessments upsets the 
" favourite plea that if the national expenditure is growing by 
leaps and bounds, the national wealth is keeping pace with it," of 
which only one proof is offered, "and it is an ambiguous one. 
They point to the certainly curious and paradoxical fact that the 
more the income tax is raised the greater is the yield of each 
individual penny of it. That sounds as if the taxpayers had very 
progressive and elastic incomes, but it admits of an alternative 
explanation-unfortunately a most prosaic one, and only too 
likely to be correct. The increased yield per penny may be 
largely due to more vigilant assessment and collection. It has 
always been subject to erratic fluctuations difficnlt to account 
for, and not to be attributed solely to any single cause " (" Two 
Record Budgets, 1860 and 1903." Ftwtnighlly Review, May, 1903). 
He then quotes the years from 1891 to 1900-1, ignoring the depr_ 
sian in 1893-4, and the Finance Acts of 1894 and 1898, and 
concludes :-" If there be a key to these variations it is the tax 
gatherer's screw rather than the growth of national wea1th." 

(3) On comparisons between wealth and poverty, see also 
Benjamin Kidd, "Imperial Policy and Free Trade," Nindeetflh 
Cent .. ", July, 1903. 

Free Trade atUl Protection. 

(4) "Free trade statisticians point to the returns of our income 
tax collection as a proof of our continued prosperity .••• Yet 
when I examine these returns I fail to agree. . • • The yield of 
our income tax has rf"TDainec! the same for the past ten years. It 
remains 2'X millions for every penny levied. Yet the population 
has increased by DO 1ess than three millions in the interim. 
Therefore the returns have decreased " (G. Byng, " Protection," 
1901). The effect of the additional allowances in 1894 and 1898 
has been ignored. 

(5) .. In the last five years the yield of the income tax per penny 
in the pound has increased from two millions to two and a half 
millioDs. Does that look as if our apita1were disappearing 1 " 
-HAIwLD Cox. .. The Effect of the Com Laws: A Reply," 
Nituleeldll CeJfIWy, February, IC)03. 

Simi1arly, Harris, .. Depression of Trade and Naticmal Pro
gre!15," Journal of Institute of Bankers, I88s. 

Giffen. in ctisrnssing the rate of material progi_ (5. ,., 
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IS87), quotes the aggregates in ten-year periods from 1855 to 
188S, " making all allowance for the limit of tax and improved 
collection:' and discusses generally the relation of ;rices to these 
results. He used quinqufDniai averages, 1864-84, in various 
forms before the R. C. on Trade and Dep."ession, 1886. 

E. Crammond compares gross assessments, 1900-10, and makes 
~IW capita comparisons for England, Scotland, and Ireland respee
tive!y-14'7, 13, and 21 (" Ireland's Economic Development," 
NifllluftlJl CMI1wy, May, 1912). 

W. M. J. Williams quotes Irish assessments, 1894-5 and 1908-9, 
u evidence of Irish progress (COtIIemporary RiMN, February, 
19I111)· 

Leroy Beaulieu compares 1897-8 and 19lI-12 (L'EcOflOlllis" 
Fraflfllis" lIth July, 1914). 

" Anti Bimetallism: Yield per Itl., 1870 to 1893 " (Journal of 
Institute of Bankers, 1895, p. 377). 

A further use to which the figures have sometimes been put is 
to prove that high taxation increases evasion :-" It must be 
remembered that, in reducing the rate of income tax, you 
always increase the yield per Itl."-F. W. HIRST, "An Ideal 
Budget," IffIl~ Reui_, December, 1905. 

V itlI also Schuster, Journal of Institute of Bankers, 1904. 
P· 1I7· 

It will be clear that before comparisons are made regard 
must be paid to the effect of legislative changes, but for 
most purposes the relative population should also be 
considered, as total wealth is of small significance by itself. 
For example, see H. C. I63-I8g6 (000 omitted). 

Yield Loa Yield Yield Per Y- per .. I. R~t.Is. at be- at-' ... t. simUDI· 
--

':A5-6 lID .88,-6 • 
I. f.. l l ~ .. = '.9.8 •• 980 '''3 • $-6 10 '19,-6. '. '75 ..80$ t,oll ""7 11'47 

(appooL) 

(Growth 0_ tho ..- poriocI. '$'U; powth ID popWa-' '9"7.) 

If the Il. in the £ produce is divided by population without 
reprd to changes in abatements. etc.. inferen<es may be 
I"Otesque. (V ... G.lm8e. .. Imperial ~tion of TracIc" 
(p. as). who quotes from Schulta Gavemitz. Po a,sI.) 
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Sir R. H. Inglis Palgrave gave the produce per ul., 1843, 185I, 
and each decade to I<)OI, making an index number, and also the 
produce per head of the population :-1843, 6·9Jd.; 1851,6'<)04.; 
1861, 9'304.; 1871, 12'104.; 1881, 13·17d.; 1891, 14·23d.; 
1<)01, 14·65d. There is no reference to the abatements and other 
breaks (" Enquiry into the Economic Condition of the Country," 
Journal of Institute of Bankers, 1<)04). 

F. Platt Higgins quoted Palgrave's results above, and derived 
satisfaction, as a tariff reformer, from the results Uonrnal of 
Manchester Statistical Society, I<)O~, p. 54). 

TABLES SHOWING VIRTUAL RATES OF TAX, AFTER ALLOWING 

FOR THE EFFECT OF ABATEMENTS. 

Official Table 94 of 1913-14 (Graduation). 

The use of abatements is merely a device to obtain a kind 
of graduation. Because of a certain roughness in its results 
it has been greatly abused by many who do not under
stand the practical difficulties, in a .. stoppage at the SOU," " 
system, of applying actual graduated rates to each stage. 
This is not the place to discuss or defend the system, but it 
may certainly be admitted as one of its attendant disadvan
tages that few people know with reasonable exactness what 
is the teal ,ate of income tax they are paying. One hears 
eloquent grumbling on tile part of men with incomes of f.3oo 
about an .. intolerable tax of 11. 2tl. in the £," or whatever 
the normal rate of the year may happen to be, quite regard
less of the fact that the real rate on that income is only 614. 

This table is therefore a useful reminder that the tax is 
graduated, and it acts as a ready reckoner to the true rates. 
Moreover, since people must make comparisons, if not odious 
or invidious, generally inaccurate or inad"'luate, it gives an 
opportunity for a correct comparison of rates with other 
conntries, wbere a direct system of taxation by a graduated 
scale is in force. 

Misleading comparisons may be illustrated by the foIIow
ing:-

(I) .. Our income tax, allowing for abatements, amounts to from 
<.P. to JS. in the {,. The Germaa income tax amounts only to 
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from Id. to gid. in the £."-J. ELLIS BARKER,Forlnightly Review, 
!lay, 1909. . 

This statement is meaningless unless the levels of incodie are 
indicated, since the Prussian tax reaches 4id. in the £ at the place 
where the British tax begins, and our rates, "allowing for abate-
1f1Ml#s," were (at the time of the quotation).'3d. where the Prussian 
rate was Sd., and Sid. where theirs was 7d. (U earned" incomes 
prior to the I909 U additions" in Prussia). After I909 the rates 
were widely divergent (in favour of the British rate) up to £600 
income, then closely similar up to £2,000, then divergent again 
(in favour of the Prussian rate). No comparison for U unearned " 
income can easily be made. 

(2) Another writer, anxious to make his proposal for rates of 
71 per cent. on incomes of £10,000 and 10 per cent. on £50,000 
appear quite harmless, said :_u This is moderation too compared 
with the rates of ifIComI "'" which are now being proposed by 
the German Chancellor. The latest advices from Berlin give the 
following rates as those which are to be imposed for the next 
three years: Incomes from £60 to £150 to be additionally taxed 
5 per cent., those from £150 to £525 10 per cent., those from 
£525 to £1,200 IS per cent., and so on to those of £1.750 with 
an augmented tax of as per cent .• which is the maximum."-
P. SNOWDEN. M.P., Sonalist Review, !larch. 1909. 

This language is quite misleading. since these percentages are 
not rates of"'" at all. but rates of addition to the sums previously 
payable-a. vastly diflerent matter. If. per cent. were payable 
previously and the as per cent. addition has to be made. the effect 
IS to raise the rate to 5 per cent. I 

(3) .. Germany is in a far more favourable position than Great 
Britain. not only as regards indebtedness. but also as regards 
taxation. as the following figures show :-

Incame Tax in Prussia (aIIowins lot Aba __ IS). 

On £ISO 41<'. in the £ 
.. 1.300 514· .. 
" £500 714- .. 
.. £1.000 71<'... 
.. £2.000 71"... 
.. 1.3,000 814· .. 

Incame Tax in G_t Britain 
(allowing lot Aba_IS). 

gfI. to IS. IW. in the £ .• 

-J. ELus BARKER ... Modern Germany." po figS. 

Mr. Barker might have furnished the real figures lor Great 
BritaiD-£I50.IIt'l: £300 •• "'; £5OO.6·3fI.; £I.ooo.gL; £a.ooo. 
gfI.; £3.000, IS. (earned inoomes. I!j09-IO). 
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The subject of graduation is, in itself, outside the scope of 
this work, but it is bound up with the question of deduction 
of tax at the source. The methods of tleilu&tion, ete., are 
often referred to, and there are many misconceptions. 

(I) "Every payer should make an annual retum ••• direct. 
This would save inconvenience, irritation and loss of revenue in 
cases such as the following :-A. borrows £500 on a property: 
B. lends the same. B. must (by law) allow income tax u. in the {. 
at present. A. returns his income under £500 per annum, and 
therefore pockets the difierence between the I'. in the £ allowed 
him and the lesser rate he is chargeable with. Therefore both 
lender and revenue suffer."-REv. J. CARDWI!LI. GABDIfEa, 
F~ Revie7I of RevieII1l, February, 1907. 

But A. is not charged a "lesser" rate; he gets an abatement, 
which is quite a difierent thing. If his gross income is £450, and 
his net income (after payment of interest) £425, he is charged on 
£450 minus £150 abatement, or £300 net at (say) u. in the £. 
He deducts tax on £Z5 at u. from B., and therefore finally bears 
tax on £275 at U. 

(2) "Public companies ought to pay their dividends free of 
mcome tax to their shareholders, as by so doing they ,.ould save 
them a fraction over Id. in the £. For example, a company pays a 
dividend of £s to Mr. John Smith, and it deducts from the interl!'S1: 
warrant the amount of SS. and pays Mr. Smith £4 ISS. Now the 
amount Mr. Smith receives is £4 ISS. and DO more; and the 
income tax on that is 41.94., and not SS. Now if the company had 
paid the income tax upon Mr. Smith's dividend instead of deduct
ing it, they would have paid SS. and DO more to Somerset House. 
Consequently, Mr. Smith would have in this event paid u. income 
tax for each £X received, but owing to his having his income tax 
deducted by the company he is made to pay 41. 94. on the £4 ISS. 
he received, plus 311., which makes his income tax on this s0me
thing over u. old. in the £. This is not generally perceived, 
oousequently shareholders continually pay more than u. in the £." 
-Sill R. EIlGCU1IBE in Fi_i4l Rerne. of Review, February, 
1907· 

This is quite fallacious. The tax paid by the company to the 
Revenue is the """"' in any case, whatever method it has in dea1-
ing with its dividends. Assume for simplicity that its total 
profits are £1,000; it is ass=ed and pays £SO tax thereon.. TheIl 
It has ou1y £950 to distribute, and it can either pay oat £950 as 
dividend .. free of tax." or pay the fuD nominal £1,000 divideDd, 
deducting tax. and disbursing £9~0 as the net cash. But it is 
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physically impossible to pay {.50 to the Revenue and also {.I,OOO 
in full to the shareholder. 

Kei ll,clipi of Inoome Tall: in each Pad of the 
Kingdom (Table 83). 

This table is of small use for general purposes, any in
ferences from it being severely limited. The net produce 
figures are in every respect superior. The efiect of the 
financial deadlock in 1909 upon these two tables should be 
observed, and the difierence between them will be clearly 
understood. 

Groll Incom. brought under the Revi •• of th. 
Depertment (Table 86). 

This table is perhaps the most important of all the official 
statistics. At any rate, these figures are more often quoted 
and used than any others, and their limitations should be 
clearly grasped. They represent, of course, an aggregation 
of the .. gross .. figures for each schedule already discussed, 
and many of the .. faults" of the separate tables are of 
course present here. But one class of difficulties in the 
separate schedules vanishes in this aggregate, viz., the com
plications arising from transfers from one schedule to another. 
whether by speciallegisilltion (as when railways, mines, etc., 
were transferred from Sch. A to Sch. D ") or by the nature of 
the case (as with the continuous .. drain .. from Sch. D to 
Sch. E I). 

The most important fault in this aggregate of gross assess 
ments is that the components are unlike in scope. Sch. A 
and Sch. B both include .II the income within their respec
tive classes, whether liable or exempt, Sch. E is practically 
confined to li(l6k income, and Schs. C and D include only that 
exempt income which represents dividends and interest paid 
(under IItdtlclUnt of tax) to non..Jiab!e persons who claim 
repayment; that is to say, the inclusion of exempt income 
is only allomd "'here it is quite unavoidable. It is clear, 
therefore, that to get a homogeneous figure the whole of the 

I P.818. ·P ...... 
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exempt 'income-" that fraction of the income of exempt 
persons which for administrative reasons comes within the 
purview of the department "-must be deducted • 

.. When the Income Tax Commissioners record that such and 
such a gross amount has been 'reviewed' by them, they simply 
mean that they have collected a vast number of documents, each 
purporting to represent a certain sum of money, and have 
reviewed them, or (in plain English) gone through them with the 
object of picking out those. and those only, which stand for net 
private incomes amounting to more than £160 a year."-W. H. 
MALLOCH ... Social Reform," p. 117. 

It will be seen that this explanation hardly meets the case-in 
fact it really misrepresents it. Sch. A and B exempt income is 
wholly included, but Sch. C and D exempt income is almost 
entirely exclnded; it is only where it is necessary to claim 
exemption by repayment that it must be included in gross asses&
ments. There are thousands of retnms under Sch. E where 
exemption is claimed and none of these get inclnded in the gross 
statistics, the exempt income included under this schedule 
temporarily being very small indeed. A more accurate descrip
tion is perhaps the following :-

.. 'the officials throw their net over a wide area, and at the first 
cast of it they get into its meshes a considerable amount of income 
which they have to release later." -SIll THOMAS WHIlTAKEII, 
.. Ownership and Taxation of Land." p. 47. 

The position is very well set out by Mr. W. H. Price, who sayll 
that while in 1903-4 Sch. D accounts for 44 per cent. of the gross 
income brought under review, it provided 60 per cent. of taxable 
income and revenue, and the wide difference is .. due to the fact 
that persons and firms whose incomes are below £Zoo are not 
~equired to declare their incomes; while in tbe case of the other 
schedules, and likewise in that part of Sch. D which applies to 
companies, such income is brought under review but is omitted 
from taxable incomes" (" The British Income Tax," Qu4t1erly 
JOfmIIIl of Eemwmia, February, 1906). 

The official description of "gr0S6 income" was as 
follows ;-

.. It can include only so much of the gross national income as ill 
liable to tasation under the Iucome Tax Acts, or as. but for some 
title to exemption. wuold be so liable. and in addition a compara
tively small fraction of that part of the national income which 
is DOt liable to taxation " 
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.. The figures of gross income as given in previous reports have 
not, however, covered quite the whole of the ground described 
above, for they have been confined to the gross income brought 
into assessment, and have been commonly described under the 
term • gross assessments: and they have thus left annually Qut 
of account some two to five millions of income on which tax is 
levied without regular assessment." 1 

Again, the income belonging to exempt charities, hospitals, 
and friendly societies is completely included so far as Sch. A 
is concerned, but only partly included under Schs. C and D. 
This, too, must be deducted to give consistent results. It is 
obvious that these two items, if fairly constant, would mask 
the true percentage growth of the significant gross income. 

A third item, which does not relate to true liable income 
at all, is .. foreign dividends belonging to foreign residents." 
Such payments come administratively through the machine, 
but do not belong to it in any way. 

The deduction of these three classes gives an aggregate 
representing the gross UllISSmenb upon the income of liable 
PUlODl, consistent and comparable. 

en 1M gross GSSlSsrMfII "nibil jictiti0f4S cltaflglS ,l-(a) It 
is obvious that if a number of large .. fancy" assessments 
were made, and then allowed off .. by schedule" and never 
collected, the gross figures might be swnllen to any extent. 
The details of .. other allowances. rldwaiofls altd disc1uug1S .. 
are therefore of importance and should be observed. 

(6) An administrative or legal change may add to the 
gross assessments at the same time that it adds equally 
to the deductions. This tendency is exhibited whenever 
capital assets that have been dealt with by way of renewals 
are brought under the method of .. wear and tear ,. allow
ances.1 

Anyone scanning the tables for the past decade will 
observe that the gross assessments have grown more rapidly 
than the" income on which tax was received "; the fonn~ 
have advanced £190,000,000 in the ten years 1902 to I!)II, or 

1 4~th Report, g. 168. V_ abo po a13 far ~ additioas of 
.. una!!! J duty. 

• For """,enetiOll, ... po l,a. 
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21'6 per cent" and the latter £II2,OOO,OOO, or 18'4 per 
cent, 

The differences are made up as follows :-
Per_to 
Growth, 

GrOll incom. under "vie. £19o'5 21'6 
Exemptions £II 22'8 
Charities, etc, 5 60'0 
Foreign dividends to foreigners 1'1 212'0 

-17'1 29'7 

Gr_ income of liable penODI 173'4 n'I 

Allowances from gross income :-
Repairs 7'5 21'5 
Empty property 1'7 28,8 
Wear and tear of machinery, 13'7 108'0 
Other allowances, reductions 

and discharges 3'4 7'0 
-26,S 25'8 

Tauble income 146'9 20-4 
Allowances for taxing purposes :-

Abatements 24'9 24'0 
Life insurance 4'5 61-6 
Children , 5'5 New, 

- -34'9 31'4 

1Dcem. OIl which tas wu received U2'O 18'4 

Two new allowances were introduced during the decade, 
the additional repairs under Sch. A and the children allow
ance. The" wear and tear .. method of allowance bas been 
greatly extended. These three items a10ne acwunt for a 
considenble part of the difference, 

The really significant figure for comparative purposes is 
the tauble incomI,l which is given clearly in new tables in 
the 56th Report for the first time, Table G4 includes similar 
figures estimated for previous years, 

I Disc. I far1;bao em p, 29S, 
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But with all their limitations these total gross assessments 
will doubtless continue to be used for comparative purposes 
in every possible connection. It is necessary. therefore. to 
consider them in some detail. sufficiently illustrating the 
kind of errors which are most prevalent. 

TOTAL GROSS ASSESSMENTS: SEQUENCE OF STATISTICS. 
TIME COMPARISONS. 

The following are the chie," breaks .. in the series 1 :-

(x) The Omillion 01 Irelead, 18411 &0 1852. 

The figures for fA", Britaift during this period have fre
quently been brought into deliberate comparison with 
figures for the United Kingdom for subsequent years. 

Hyndman. in " England for All" (quoted by W. H. MaUock. 
" Property ead Progress," p. ISO). compares the "total gross 
annual value of property and profits. £:275.000.000. in 1848. with 
£578.000.000 in 1878. yet the total population in 1848 was 
a8.000.000 IS against 34.000.000 in 1878. Here then in the 
United Kingdom an increase of llO per cent. in income since 
1148 is accompanied by an increase m the population of only 
ao per cent:' 

(II) The" Faln" Grou AIIlumant. UDd .. Soha. D ea' B. 
18411 &0 1887. 

These have beed. explained UDder Sch. D.I All writers 
who have had recourse to gross assessments have used the 
official gross figures instead of the official ,.., figures. and the 
latter were subsequently regarded as the gross. It would 
therefore be idle to specify particular instances. 

(3) Cheap in Enmption Limit, 1853. 

The reductiOll in the limit from £150 to £Zoo in I8SH 
iD<nased the gross asH :ments UDdel" Schs. D and E.' and 
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therefore affected the total gross assessments. It has been 
frequently ignored:-

G. J. Shaw Lefevre quoted the 1867-1876 decade correctly 
for the purpose of illustrating the commercial progress of the 
country. but in comparing it with the decade 1847-56 the 
percentage of the latter was calculated without reference to the 
1853 break and wrongly given as 16 per cent. (5. j., 1878). 

Giffen quoted the increase in income tax assessment in the 
twenty years 184B to 1868 as £X35,49B,ooo, or "about 60 per 
cent., or 3 per cent. per annum," against a population increase 
of 1'3 per cent. per annum, in accounting for the depreciation 
of gold since 184B (" Economic Inquiries and Studies," I., 
p.86). 

(4) Change ill ExemptioD Limit, 1878-7. 

The change from £100 to £150 reduced the amount of 
income coming under gross assessments (Schs. D and E), 
and therefore affected the total gross assessments very 
materially.1 

Dr. Bowley estimated a total difference of £30,000,000,
which is very close to the amount arrived at in Appendix I. 
Giffen's estin1ate of £4,800,000 - (for Sch. D) is manifestly 
inadequate. 

On the whole we have had an epoch in which our capacity to 
reduce our debt must have greatly increased. as witness the fact 
that the gross amount of the value of property and profits 
assessed to income tax was £490.000,000 on the average for the 
five years I870-4. and is DOW probably £7:10.000,000 " (" British 
Fmance in the Nineteenth Century," Edinbu,gh ReoietI, July, 
I899)· 

Leone Levi compared gross assessments for I861 with 1882 
similarly (" Progress of the Country." S. j., I884). 

In considering the .. recent rate of material progress in 
England .. Giffen quoted (inler alia) the percentage increasa 

• Sir A1g...- West's eYiden<:e before the R. C. 011 Dep<cssion in 
Trade. 1886. 011 the effect of abatement and exemptioo chang ... 
..... --", etc., taI:hel" confuses tbaa explains the tnJe .tiOD. -ViM 
~pI<s in A~ L pom 

• .. Changes ID Wag .. in the UDited KiDgdom betweea .860 and 
d9""&;..~ ... • .. '" ~. P. II. Estimate, 1,<)60,000, .. eacaping 
am ...... througI1 raisu>c '" - "pl;ioa limit ill _6ftIa '" the 
poes a nmt a1fected 
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between 1855-65. 1865-75. and 1875-85, and remarked!
" Making all allowance for cbanges in the mode of assessment by 
which the lower limit of the tax has been raised. for the apparent 
increase before 1875. which may have been due to a gradual 
increase of the severity of the collection. and for the like dis
turbing influences. I believe there is no doubt that these income 
tax assessments correspond fairly well to the cbange' in the 
money value of income and property in the interval." The great 
differenae between the 44 per cent. increase in 1865-75 and the 
10 per cent. in 1875-85 is assigned to the fall in prices. " hence 
the tax assessments by themselves are not a perfectly good test 
in a question like the present" (" Economic Inquiries." II .• 
p. loa). 

Giffen was thus quite aware of the 1875 break, although he 
sometimes omitted to make the necessary allowances in other 
comparisons. 

For example. he takes the average of ten years (gross income) 
1867 to 1876-7. £493.000.000. as £15 lOS. per head (of the popula
tion) and compares it with the ten years I87?-I886. £599.000.000. 
or average £17. and also compares the average per head for 
1875-6 with 1885-6. when "the income per head is found to 
have even slightly diminished "; and he concludes :--" Unless. 
therefore. there has been something different in the progress of 
non-income tall; incomes from what has taken place in income tax 
incomes. the inference would be that the appreciation of gold 
measured by commodities of late years is an appreciation which 
has not extended. or has yet extended very little. to the diminu
tion of income per head" C' Economic Inquiries." I •• p. 177). 

(6) Th. Wear ad Tear AllOWUlIII. 1878-8. 

The effect on Sch. D has been explained.1 The total gross 
assessments are also affected where any comparison is being 
made between a period before I87B-9 and one after that year. 
The eflect is unimportant. and no illustrations are needed. 

(8) The Chance in th. Enmptioa Limit, 18M. 

The present limit. £160. was instituted in I894-s. The 
gross ess=ments under Schs. D and E were affected, being 

• P.17Io 
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reduced in volume,' so that the total gross assessments are 
also involved. 

(7) Change in the M.thoa of A ••••• ing Sch. B, 1898-1. 

This change was important, because, prior to this date, 
the full rental value of land had been included in the total 
gross IISsessments, and after that date only one-thil'd of the 
value, without any real change in the circumstances.-

In the numerous comparisons covering the period 1894 to 
18g6 both (6) and (7) are generally ignored together. 

(x) .. The commercial and professional income of the country 
improved nearly a huMI'e4 millioM during the decade xB9x-2 to 
x900, if we take gross assessments. But when we tum to the 
amount on which income tax was levied, nearly half of the 
improvement disappears."-W. R. LAWSON, "Two Record 
Budgets, x860 and x903," Forlnighlly Review, May, X903. 

(2) In comparing the gross totaJs for x878 with x899-1900 
Morgan Browne adds £35,000,000 to the latter" for the change 
in the method of computing the annual value of 1ands under 
Sell. B," making it £823.000,000 (" Sir R. Giffen's Indiscretion:' 
Nt!III Liberal Review, February, 1902). 

In a subsequent comparison £37,000,000 was added, making it 
£825,000,000 (Nelli Liberal Review, April. 1902). 

Correct adjustment is thus attempted for Sch. B, but (6) is 
omitted. A similar error is made by Colson (" Conrs d'Economie 
Politique," II., p. 314), who is otherwise very cIear and correct 
on the subject. 

(3) .. What the actual increase (of wealth) per head is 5ince 1861 
has already been glanced at. It cannot, in any view, be less than 
2S per cent. in face of the figures showing the growth of income 
tu: ass meats betwem 1861 and 1901 from £335,500.000 to 
1.788,000,000" or ov« x30 per cent., as compared with a growth 
of populatioa, reckoning Great Britain only, of 60 per cent. This 
would imply an increase of 40 to SO per cent. per head, and 
would certainIy more than justify the assumption of an increase 
of 25 per ceot. only, which is nec_ary to the doubling of the 
resonrees of the country. Reckoning, moreover, the changes in 
the income tu: returns by which the gross amount is understated 
as compared with what was the case formerly, IAIII ;. lIlidin& 

1 P. 212. • Vide p. 88. 
o 1D!at« repodI as £791,000,000 ( .... espIanatioa ill 4.stb Reporl), 
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"""'y /orly millio. ;tJUHds to the above figure of £788,000,000,1 
the increase then would be no less than 140 per cent., as compared 
with an increase of 60 per cent. in population, and would imply 
an increase of wealth per head of over 50 per cent. Comparing 
1871 with 1901 we have IIIIl increase from £465.000,000 to the 
above £788,000,000, or rather £828,000,000, or at the rate of 
about 80 per cent., as compared with an increase of 54 per cent. 
in the population of Great Britain only. This would be equal to 
an increase of 16 per cent. per head, and although not quite 
doubling the whole wealth of the country in thirty years, comes 
very near to doing 10."-518 R. GIFFEN. "A Financial.Retro
spect. 1861-1901 ": "Economic Inquiries," II., p. 323. 

It will be observed. in the words italicised, that an addition 
of £40,000.000 is made. This appears to refer to the Sch. B 
break (No.7), but all reference to breaks (4) and (6)-the changes 
in the exemption limit from £100 to £I60-is omitted. 

(4) V ... also Journal of Institute of Bankers, 1901. 
(S)Comparing the I88~ total gross assessment with thatfor 

1898-9 in his essay" Are we Living on Capitall " Giften makes 
the allowance for £38.000,000 under Sch. B in I~. but no 
allowance for the 1894-5 change in exemption limit, when he 
gives the increase as £631.000,000 to £759.000.000. or ao per cent. 
in ten years. 

The increase is contrasted with a 10 per cent. increase in 
populatiOll; .. there is. consequently. an increase of the total 
capi tal per head as well as an absolute increase" C' Economic 
Inquiries," II .• pp. 28S~). 

(b) W. M. J. Williams. in a comparison designed to show the 
relative progress of population. revenue and commerce. uses the 
iacome tax assessments: 1855. £308.139.000; 1886, :€sag.412.ooo 
(1~ per cent.); 1895. £S40.137.ooo (2i per cent.)-" An annual 
increase of 21 per cent. to 1886. while the period eo.dille lIrith 
18<)6 shows but little over • per cent." 

The comparison is of course worthless. since he not only ignons 
the 187S~ and 1894-s changes in exemption limit. but also sets 
the total .." am IDents for 1886 and 1895 apinst the f"OSS 
for 18SS. and all abatements and allowances are ignored. The 
handling is too careless to be of any use wbat_ (n Tile British 
Revemle. 1801~." J--- 0/ Fu..-. May. 1897). 

(7) G. D~r' Imperia1Organisation ofTrade,"p. as). in coo
sidering the general condition of the country. quotes the decadal 
total ass ments 1861 to 19$1. ed divides by the populatioa. 
without Ielerenc:e to the exemptioa limit cbanges, though the 
::orrection for Sch. B is introduced. 

1 See note I OIl P. a88. 
• 
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(8) J. Ellis Barker gives the following table I :-

Very good years. Yearly increase of 
.. J1lg3-4 flY/9'S} 

:897-8 734'S} income + 1)5.000•000• 
Time of South African war. Yearly 

JgGO-J 833'4 } increase of income + £33.000.000. 
Bad years. Yearly increase of income 

JgOO-7 943"7 + £18.000.000 . 

.. "!"he foregoing table tells its own tale. The fact that British 
income subject to income tax increased very slowly during the 
good years which preceded the South African war. and that 
it increased very rapidly during the time of the war and during 
the bad years which followed. it. suffices to show that our income 
tax figures arennreliable as an index to our prosperity-thatthey 
have been swe1led. not by a great increase in our prosperity. but 
by the exertions of OUJ tax collectors. • • • The increase in OUJ 
income shown by the income tax statistics is fictitious." 

The first point is the correction of J8gJ-4 to J8<}2-3. which 
by increasing the divisor would make the yearly increase 
£n.ooo.ooo. U the correct figure for 1893-4. £673.700.000, is 
substituted. the increase is £15.100.000. But the second point 
is the fact that the J894-s break is ignored. and that the true 
t:Dmj>artlble figures for J8<}2-3 and IIlgJ-4 would make the 
average increase per ammm £14.000.000 and £X9.000.000 respec
tively. The third point is that the comparison is not fairly 
indicated. The in1Iuence of .. good .. or .. bad .. years must be 
looked for mainly in the Scbs. D and E ass essments, and the 
average yearly increases in the three periods are (correcting for 
.. breaks '1 £Xz.ooo.ooo, l:z7.000.000. and £Xz.soo.ooo •. Now the 
years represented in the first comparison are JIlgo. JIlgI. and IBgz 
(averaged) with J894, IIlgS. and x8g6 (averaged), and may fairly 
be pot as xllgJ with x8gs ; the second is, similarly, JIlg5 with x8g8, 
and the third period J8gB with J9O+ Mr. Barkec' ... very good 
years .. are those from the depth of the trade depression to the 
first sign of recovery; his" during the time of the war" is a 
period comp1etely over be/tn'e the war. during which trade rapidly 
recovered, and the .. bad years which followed it .. are really the 
actual years of the war, indnding the record year of 1900 and . 
the subsequent set-back. The case for the unreliability of the 
figures as an index to prosperity is DOt in any way made out, but 
rather refuted- No evidence whatever is brought forward to 

• u British F_ aDd Impaial Reoponsjbjlitiea, .. F-iflUly 
~. May. 1909-
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showthattheextra" activity" of taxgatherers coincided with the 
war period, and such action coinciding with the imposition of 
high rates of duty is primtJ/aei, improbable. The figures given 
above are taken roughly as three years' averages,' though 
including the .. one-year concerns" and the" five-year concerns" ; 
if greater exactness is required, and we take only the " three
year concerns," the average increases are respectively lOt, 181, 
and 4i millions sterling, which correspond pretty closely with 
what we might have expected in these periods. 

(9) Philip Snowden, M.P., contrasting the recent increase in the 
incomes of the U richer classes .. with the position of the working 
classes, takes 1884-5 for comparison with 1894-5, showing an 
increase of £26.000.000 (against an increase in the next decade of 
£268.000.000), but if 1893-4 had been taken the increase would 
have been £43.000.000 (SocitIlW R4vW, March, 1909). Break (6) 
was ignored. 

UII of GrOll Ass_menil. 

In addition to the foregoing examples, the following may 
be mentioned :-

Th' lneq11lll.tr of Local Tuatlon.-Comparison of the effect 
of levying poor rate upon rateable value with the results which 
would arise if it were levied upon the income tax assessments 
under Schs. A. B. and D was ingeniously made by Sir R. H. 
Inglis Palgrave. He set out the actual poor rate in the £, 
grouping the seperate cotIfdUs according to the amounts. Against 
these were put the groups of counties resulting from levying rates 
on the assessments. He found that the grouping corresponded 
with great closeness:-u Neither an equalising of taxation, 
nor a gain to those counties which appear heavily weighted. 
would be caused by an alteration in the mode of assessment from 
a property to an income tax basis." Tbe method of course 
ignores the centralising effect of Sch. D ISS ments, particularly 
for railways. canals. etc., rated in every parish and county. but 
asumli only in the great centres. This factor is much more 
important now than in 1871. and would make the comparison of 
little value. Even as it was then. the lightest .. taxed " counties 
were Middlesex. 33 (maximum rate being 100). which on the rate 
index stood at 6g: Derby. taxed at ]6 and rated at ss: Warwick 
(Birmingham). taxed at 4S and rated at sB; Lancaster. taxed 
at 4S and rated at 6a. Apart from this centralising factor. how
ever. and when Sch. D • 55 ments belonged properly to the 
places when am I II. the similarity in grouping is remarbble. 

1 Yi8 P.176-
•• 
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especiaJly when it isremem bered that the poor rate is computed 
on a valuation wholly lacking in uniformity (" Essay OD loca1 
Taxation, x&;x,"5. J., p. 2X3)· 

DEDUCTIONS FROM" GROSS INCOME REvIEWED" TO ARRIVE 
AT GROSS INCOME OF TAXPAYERS. 

E:a:empiiolU.1 

(x) Incomee Dot e:a:ceediag £160. Year..-The character 
of the figures under each schedule has been dealt with under 
the detailed deductions there given, and it has also been 
referred to in the description of .. gross income reviewed." I 
Those references should be studied by any who wish to use 
these aggregated figures for the income tax ~ a whole; 

The greater part of the total is due to the inclusion of aU 
property under Schs. A and B, and nearly all the balance to 
the repayments on dividends and interest under Schs. C and 
D necessitated by the .. stoppage at the source" system. 
The amount .. dealt with by mistake" • is insignificant, and 
it is quite a misapprehension to imagine that this sum 
represents the gropings of the tax oflicials just below the 
border line of liability . 

.. Amongst the various deductions made from the groes IWIl 
surveyed for purposes of income tax there are others besides 
those which are made in respect of abatements. and atnODg5t 
these last are exemptions in respect of incomes which mnst 
approach, bot which are shown to fall short of boo. Theamount 
of these e:a:emptiODS in X90S was £52.000.000. If we assume. then, 
that the average for such incomes was f.XSs. their total number 
will approximately have been 330.000 ..•• We shall find that, 
of incomes belonging to this latter class W60.000 middJe.classwitb 
incomes e:a:ceeding {,ISO bot exempt becauoe not e:a:ceeding {,IOO), 
we are able to establish definitely, by means of the income tax 
returns. the e:a:istmce of as many as 320.000; and if we suppose 
that of such incomes. which are • surveyed' only to be exempted, 
ODe out of evecy three is not surveyed at all. their actual number 
and the estimate in the table will coincide."-W. H. :u.w.ocx. 
NifIduIIJA Cerdwy, JrIan:h, xgIO, p. 4;>6. 

These suppositions are all erroneous. The £52,000.000 ia fUll 
made up of 330.000 incomes about {,ISS each, bot of incomes 

• TIle statistica1e11ec1sof lowering the limit to It 3O-iD the Badpt 
of SeI>temb«, 1915 rom .... be ldiably ImowD lOa' _er.o1 y ...... 

• P. %81 • 
• W. H. MaDock, .. TIle Natioa u a B ........ Firm," p. 62. 
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OJ: parts of incomes of all magnitudes from £1 to £159, for owaers 
of small cottages, occupiers of small holdings, recipients of £5 
dividend from Lipton's shares, or £20 from Consols. The last 
part of Mr. Mallock's reference therefore falls to the ground, as 
the question of .. surveying" incomes of f.Iso to £160 for ,,,elusiOIf 'If I/Ns, figtwA does not arise. 

An important point to note about the exemptions under 
Sch. A is that they are net income, the deductions belonging 
thereto being included with the deductions from liable pro
perty. Thus a house of rental value £24 (free from ground 
rent and interest) belonging to a person whose total income 
did not exceed£I6owould appear inthestatisticsas follows:-

£24 in the .. gross assessments," £4 in .. repairs," £20 in 
the .. exemptions," and fill in the .. net assessments." If 
£6 mortgage interest were paid the sum in .. exemptions " 
would be £X40 and in .. net assessments" £6. 

In deducting exemptions to obtain the" gross income" 
of taxable persons, it is therefore necessary also to deduct 
the repairs applicable thereto under Sch A.l The same 
applies to charities, etc. ' 

The sequence of the official statistics for exemptions, not 
given for all schedules as _ wllo14 until recent years,. has been 
broken as follows (the chief causes only have been given. 
and for details reference should be made to the separate 
schedules) :-
(I) 1842-53. Ireland omitted (all schedules). 
(a) IB4a. .. False gross .. (Schs. D and E). 
(3) 1853. Exemption limit reduced £150 to £100 (all 

(s) 1894. 

(6) 1882-3. 
(7) 1896-7. 
(8) 1894-5. 
(9) 1900-1. 

schedules). 
Exemption limit raised £100 to £Isa (all 

schedules). 
Exemption limit raised £150 to £160 (all 

schedules) • 
Method of computing Sch. B altered. 
Ditto. 
Repairs allowance, Sch. A. 
Method of compiling the statistics improved 

and repayments, etc., inclnded. 
l Y_p.po. 
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Corrections for these breaks have been introduced into 
TableG4· 

(2) Charities, Hospitals, Friendly Societill, .&e.-This is 
the value of property under Sch. A which is either not 
charged to duty or upon which duty is repaid,1 and of 
dividends and interest under Schs. C and D received by 
charitable bodies and applied to charitable purposes, upon 
which duty is also repaid. 

The income of charities actually exempted in the assess
ment, Sch. A. was reduced in the statistics after 1894 by the 
amount of the repairs allowance, I so that the groSl income is 
now rather more than is shown in the Reports. 

Sir Thomas Whittaker says deductioD9 should be made for 
.. income of charities, hospitals, friendly societies, and municipal 
bodies which lI1'e exempt from las " (" Ownership and Taxation of 
Land." p. 48). 

These cases are not ejusdem g_is. 
Sir Thomas Whittaker thereupon deducts .. Iocal authorities " 

(£20,246.586 for 1907), evidently under a misapprehension, for 
he ,classes these assessments with those upon hospitals. 

The ass"Ssrnents on Iocal authorities are of two kind5-(I) in 
respect of property owned, or trading profits; (2) in respect of 
interest payable to individuals, secured on rates or on monicipal 
property. In assessing (2) a set-off is aUowed for nearly all 
payments under (I), and the totaI assessments on Ioc,& authorities 
represent, a1most to the entire extent, income distribnted to 
individuals as interest on municipal loans, mortgages, etc. 

(3) Foreign Dividends IIelonginc jo Foreign Reaiclenu.
.. This exemption refers to interest 01' dividends. which if 
payable in the United Kingdom, fall within the scope of 
Sch. C. . •. Its effect is (x) to make statutory the relief 
which since 1842 has been accorded to foreigners under an 
administrative concession granted by your lordships; (2) to 
enlarge and make statutory the relief which since 1856 bas 
been granted to colonists under a similar but more limited 
concession; and (3) to give like relief to British subjects 
resident abroad. A time limit is imposed for claims to this 

I See p. 66. 
• Seep. 60. 
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relief, viz., six months from the end of the year for which 
the tax is .charged." I 

The deduction of the three foregoing classes from the 
.. gross income reviewed" will give the .. gross income of 
tuable personl ... 

Impersonal deductions or allowanclI from grOBI income of 
&nable persons to arrive at the tuable income :-

(I) Repairs, land and houses.-This is fully dealt with 
under 5ch. A.I It need only be repeated here that the 
statistics given refer to all property, whether the owners are 
exempt or liable. 

(3) Empty property.-Also dealt with under Sch. A.I 
(3) Wear and tear of machinery and plant.-Fully ex

plained under 5ch. D.' 
(4) Other allowances, reductions and discharges.-This 

large miscellaneous and sweeping class is made up of a 
number of allowances of a difierent character (see separate 
schedules), but for the IIIOsI part it represents actual reduc
hOflS of the gross assessments, although additionalllllolllafIClS 
for repairs and wear and tear are also included here. 

Panonal allowanoes from tuable income- made as adapta-
tions of the tax to individual circumstances :

(I) Abatements. 
(3) Life insurance premiums. 
(3) Relief in respect of children. 

(1) Abatements. 
These hold such an important place in the statistics 

utilised for purposes of investigation that they must be con
sidered at some length. They are the best indication we 
possess of the number of incomes of various amounts at the 
lower range of incomes. In their inception they were a 
means to simple degression, and as theywere extended they 
became a rough method of graduation in the lower incomes, 
effective and economical in administn.tion. (Their dis
advantages in hiding the true rate of tax are referred to under 
.. Graduation-Virtual Rates." ') 

I s]ld Report, p. los.. 
I P.60.. 
• P. 630 

• P.I78-
• P·4"' 
• P,"78-
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In actual practice abatements are allowed in various 
ways: 

(a) Iff the Assessmmt.-In this case the abatement is 
claimed before the assessment is made, and it is allowed as 
a deduction, wholly or in part, before the assessments are 
closed. 

(b) .. By Sehedule."-After the assessment has been made 
and totalled, and during the period when the duty is being 
collected, abatements can be allowed and the duty deducted 
from the demand note. 

(e) By Repaymmt.-This method is the only one available 
when the income is made up of taxed dividends, ground rents, 
interest, etc. 

In the case of .. mixed " incomes, the abatement is often 
allowed from direct $Sessments under Sc:h. DorSch. E, or 
even Sc:h. A, as far as those assessments will go, and any 
balance due is claimed from the dividends by repayment. 
But since differentiation between .. earned" and .. un
earned " income was introduced in 1907 the abatement must 
first be allowed from the .. earned " income, so far as it will 
go, before any allowance is made from .. unearned" income. 

Until 1900 only the abatements under (a) above were 
shown in the statistics separately for each schedule, but the 
abatements for the tax as a whole under all three methods 
were. given in a single total. Since 1900 t~full abatements 
under each schedule have been given. 

The history of the abatements has been as follows:- . 

1842-3 to 18S~. 
1S,3-4 ,. 1--,. 

1863-4 " Is,. ...... 
1872-3 " 11177-6. 
1876-7 " 1893;. 
11194-5 " 1897-8. 

Noabatomeat. 
110 abatemaat, bata .... _ ............ 

£100 to £150 
AIia_ of £60 oa iDeomte &om £100 to £_ 

n 1.80 .. ,,/.100 H /.300 
"£120 " £150" '--
.. I.J60 H ., LJ60 .. £At» 
.. £too" "'-- •• £soo 
.. /,,160.. •• /.160 •• £AoO 
" £ISO" "1._ .. £500 
.. 1,120,. .. i.soo II 1,600 
" 1.10 .. H 1.- H 1.700 

As a minor point it may be mentioned that the abatements 
prior to I898-9 were granted to .. persons "_ term which 
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included clubs and corporate bodies,l whereas since 1898-9 
they have beeD. applicable to indilliduals. 

Numb.,. of Abatemenia.-The number of persons claiming 
abatements is, strictly speaking, unknown. But a very 
close approximation is obtained by dividing the total sum 
allowed as abatement in each class by the abatement itself. 
This is the method actually adopted for the official reports, 
and the number of abatements multiplied by the abatement 
will be found to give the total sum abated. 

This method puts the number at a minin1um, because the 
maximum divisor is used. As an actual fact, in a good many 
cases where the greater part of the abatement has been 
allowed from the assessment, and a small balance is left 
which could be claimed by repayment or by schedule, the 
claim is waived, forgotten or ignored. So the divisors 
should be some amount slightly less than £160, £Iso, £120, 
and £70 respectively, probably £158, £147, £u6. and £65 
approximately. 

The evidence of Sir Henry Primrose before the 1906 Com
mittee is of interest here. .. I do not attribute much impor
tance to that In the two Iower abatements, the £120 and. the 
£70, but I think in the 1,I60 and the £Iso it would have a cer
tain importance, and I did have a calculation made on the 
basis of assuming the average claimed in the £160 class was 
£150. and the average in the £Iso class was £140. That 
would bring up the total from 695,000 which we have here 
to '39,000. I think perhaps that is a little too much • . . it 
might be at least ,30,000 .. I (lgo3-4 figures). Personally I 
am quite satisfied that III Hal go per cent. of the abatements 
are given in full. What average deficiency in the remaining 
10 per cent. is necessary to give a general deficiency of £10 ? 
Obviously £100. But for &II. average deficiency in these 
cases this is absurd-£3owou1d be an -p"estimate, which 
would make the average abatement £157 instead of £I6a. 
An additioa of 8,000 at the present time to the official figures 
for this class is adequate. To be set against it are doubtless 
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some cases where the abatement is improperly claimed, on 
deficient statements of total income; '1 per cent. would not 
indict the nation for ignorance or guilt, and perhaps 1,000 
might be taken oil on this account. 

Do all the people entitled to abatements claim them? 
Around this question rages much controversy, because it has 
an important bearing on the number of taxpayers and the 
distribution of wealth. It is known, of course, that some 
people, through sensitiveness, apathy, ignorance, or fear that 
their assessments will be scrutinised, do not claim, and the 
moot point is as to what proportion neglect their privileges. 
As the rate of tax becomes higher the penalty for neglect is 
greater and the extra burden is harder to bear. It may 
readily be supposed that when the rate was low, and less 
public attention was given to income tax matters, the pro
portion was much larger than in recent years, when we have 
high rates of tax, numerous repayment agencies willing to 
cope with the technicalities, and helpful text-hooks on the 
subject. There have doubtless been many who did not 
obj~ to our impersonal system of taxation which attacked 
their incomes silently and piecemeal, but who dreaded assem
bling the components and revealing in a .. total income" 
statement their real position to local officials and bodies of 
commissioners. But the diilerentiation in 1907 made total 
income statements still more necessary, Iud the cost of the 
luxury of entire secrecy became almost prohibitive. Never
theless it remains a fact to-day that no one, unless his income 
is considerable and he is called upon for a super-tax return, 
need declare the total of his income if he is prepared to forego 
his privileges and pay at the full normal rate on all the 
separate components. 

It is not surprising to find, therefore, that during the high 
rates of the South African war the number of abatements 
claimed rose rapidly. .. Prior to 1900 there were an enor
mous number of people who through ignorance or inertia 
did not trouble to claim what they might have claimed 
Then the question is, Have we exhausted the whole number 
of those people, or have we not, and how near have we come 
to exhausting them 1 My own opinion would be that • • • 
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still 10 per cent. did not claim. • • ." 1 .. I think the pro
portion of people who do not claim would increase as you 
went up. For instance, there are a great many people who 
would not claim a 70s. abatement who would claim if they 
were going to get {,8, which is the {,I60 abatement."· Sir 
L. Chiozza Money agreed to make the total abatements 
(696,000) up to 750,000 to allow for" persons who neglect to 
claim or altogether escape taxation." I 

TABLE GI.-Numbar 01 Abatemanu, .inCI 1894-&, on 
Incom •• =-

I. 4.....!soo.\' •• 1. 6 •• 160.1. 7""-1 Total. - I~", 

:~ 
436.325 13.010 - - 449.335 
~.003 :10.375 - - 469.378 

18 4 •017 :13.493 - - 487.509 
189 481.306 26.oS6 - - 507.3611 
18 495.~ 31.669 II.IIS 3.940 S42.SIS 
1899-00 SIS. 38•oS5 16.861 6.714 577.310 
IC)OO-I 530 •014 op.Ia3 :lo.S:lO 8.647 601.304 
1901-11 554.7:17 46.~ 23.899 10

15 636.083 
190:1-3 S7S'm 49. 10 26.737 %1. a 663.773 
1903-'4 603.33 51.932 27.m 12. 79 69s·e 
1904j 612.548 53.3/14 :19.:1:17 13.483 708. 
1905 62a'33~ 56.305 31.100 12.886 724.7:18 

!~ 
6a8. I ~.704 33.150 I .607 737.~ 
638.48:1 0560 39.166 U,27:1 76404 
648.310 .523 40.7:11 23.=: m·S52 

ICJ09-IO ~.100 66.763 41,215 C'C)68 191O-U .Sop 69.945 43.~ :2~I6 .an 
19II- Ia 68g.~a 7:10554 44. ~.2S7 833./149 
191:1-13 715.7 3 74A23 4s.948 :I 0467 864.6111 
I9I3-I4 7SI ,su 770437 48.304 30.243 9070506 

The effect of the high rates in IgcKrI and succeeding years 
is very clearly shown by this Tahle, although the abatements 

1 Sir H......, Prinuooe, 1906 Committee, O. 36- W. R. Price, 
wriliDc jl>St liefon this, reviewed the e8ect ofiDta ... abatemeDl3 
which ...... DO re8ectiOll N OIl the 8dmiDiotIatioa (Q_ ... ., J--
'" E .... "Fia. Febnary. 1906). 

• Sir Hemy Prinuooe, 1906 Committee, Q. 1]9. 
• Loc. ciI~ P. 40. 
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for tbe higher incomes had only just come into fulliwing, 
and the figures in respect of them for 1898-9 and 1900-1 are 
obviously short of the true numbers. The abatements for 
incomes above £400 show a much more rapid rate of growth 
than the £160 abatements, mainly because the high rates 
have made it increasingly worth while to claim. But the 
remarkable change in 1907 is eloquent of the efiect of the 
.. earned income" legislation which made total income 
claims almost imperative. The incentive to claim for an 
eamed income of £650 is now perhaps not much less than the 
incentive to claim on one of £200, because it is no longer a 
question of the loss of duty on £70 and £160 respectively, 
but of a difference in rate on the whole inermu. 

I am therefore of the opinion that the higher income abate
ment cJaims are now made in as great a percentage of cases 
as the £160 abatements. If we take the year 19II-I:Z on 
this basis as the .. irreducible" minimum of unclaimed 
abatements, and assume thai the relative distribution of these 
incomes has been unaltered for some years, we may find the 
deficiencies in earlier years in respect of £Iso, £120, and £70 
abatements relative to the actual £160 abatement claims. 
Thus:-

r9t1-I:Z~ 

ll60 •• 689.352 
/.150 •• 12.}S4 
/. .. .,.. +4.686 
/.']0 •• 27.251 

Total 833.1149 

ll60 • 
/.150 • 
ll20 • 

1.70 • 
Total 

ll60 • 
/.'50 • 
/.120 • 
I:Jo • 

Teal • 

1906-7. 
628.818 m.tea4 of 628.818 

66.180 #, 58.704 
40.760 H 33.150 
2.f.86o .. 16.607 

II pet' c.eat..=5 - J. 
19 H 

33 

131.279 (a cIiIfenace of 23.3,.,'· 
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Having assumed that the incentive to claim was equal 
throughout in I9II-U. these .comparisons give 1JS the 
deficiencies due to difierences in incentive in previous years. 
But we still have to estimate the percentage deficiency due 
to lack of incentive in the case of f.I60abatements in those 
years. and thea to apply that percentage absolutely to the 
total. as the gmlral lack of incentive. adding the additional 
differences already ascertained for the higher incomes. 
Both in 1903-4 and :1906-7 the percentage deficiencies fall 
into a true seri-..6 : 29 : 18 and 33 : 19 : II. 

In this period the deficiency in the claims made in respect 
of incomes f.600 to f.700. f.soo to f.600. and f.400 to f.soo 
diminished 13. 10 and 1 per cent. respectively. One is 
emboldened to continue the series downward. and to 
assume that the f.3OO to £400 cases showed a difierence of 
4 per cent. and the £200 to f.3OO somewhat less. in which 
case the differeJlce for the £160 abatements as a whole 
would be about x per cent. Of the increase in £160 abate
ments (25.480 in three years) about 6.000 would there
fore be due to increased incentive and the balance to a 
genuine increase in the numbers of incomes at this stage. 
It is not unreasonable to assume. with such a considerable 
advance in the other stages. that the f.I60 abatements have 
increased 5 per oent. in the last ten years. especially in view 
of the x9O;0-8 statistics. As compared with the I9u-u 
figures. therefore. abatements in x90H were deficient as 
fallowa:-

(x) On the higher incomes as shown. 33.900 
(2) On the whole number. including 

(x). 4 per cent. • 119.200 

Total.. 61.100 
For x906-7. similarly. ~0300. and for xm-8. 130300-

To ascertain the .mot.,. deficiency in these years the 
deficiency in x9II-U must be added. I do not think the 
present figure uceeds lIO.eoo GIl a reL""nable review of an 
the facts, eo that the total defici.ency in Y90H would be 
83.000. in ~ 6a,JOO and in xm-8 '3.000. This 



TABLE Ga.-Abat.menu ('000 omitted). 
Offtclal Reviled 

Allowed 10 the AInoameoll. l'i¥:rea.- rlcU"'- Mlmmum 

y ..... 
olal Adjultmonll Trut Number of Abatement 

allowed Required. Amount Claimanb allowed. 

Sch. B. Soh. D. Soh, E, 
In the including (thousands), 

Sch, A. Asseumentl. Repaymonll, 

(, (, (, (, (, I. I. 
161'9 IB61 .... 100 499 u: 1,'50 9.'49 + 465 9.714 

I Bb4::A 000 1.301 1.4io 1I.7il + ., 11.773 196" 
18f)g: 100 1,,01 9.500 1.90 11,9 I + 39 13.020 21700 

18b , 000 1.300 10,110 1.860 13.570 + .8 13.598 .. 6'6 
(,6000 

18:t:: 100 1,.85 10,830 1.947 14 •• 6• + 4' 14.304 .38'4 Incomes 
18 :~ 1,'90 11.441 ',011 14.947 + I~~ 15.000 .50 -0 1.100 to 

1869-7<> 1,300 .1,006 ',130 1,.634 + 1,.80a 163'3 1..00. 
1870-1 168 1.183 11.936 •• 193 16., 0 + 166 16.846 .80' 

2 
b:I 

Ei 
!a ... 
8 
I:( 

!;l 

18,1-a 178 1.110 ~1.59' '.3BI 17.470 + 139 17.709 195'1 
1871-5 III 1.740 13.1~ 4.376 19.498 + l,u8 30•616 

3
82'K ,lBoOD 

18" .... 4' 0.970 IS.' 4·r' 33t5 - 117 33 •• 68 4' 5' lDcomee 
187;:i 446 S.UI 07.401 .... 63 3i' 3~ - 334 35'399 443'7 l'oo to 
187 458 ,.18S "i».l93 '.33a 3 ,16 - 3" 37. 53 473'1 £3oa. 

:!g 6.6 3.~7 '7.,86 S.li' 16.8~ - 764 36.* 300'7 

I 709 ,. 3 30.044 "a 0 
39.8 - 061 38.91, 3'4'3 

187 "l 3.,.3 3 ' .470 ,. "3 410773 - a69 41.504 34f9 
18 

1~1 4.194 31 •• 65 6,014 43.009 - 038 4".971 35 'I (.10000 18 4.390 ".,861 6.113 44.31, - 19a 44.113 361'7 Incomes 
18BI-a XIS 4.,·6 11.598 6.541 45.~ + 85 45.656 3

8"'1 £'50 to 
1881-, 54 4·ta8 34.686 6.903 46• I + 459 4~"59 393' I £400.. 
1883 .... 1.00, 4. 9 3l·461 7.009 48.386 + t~ 4 .70, 405'9 
188;:i 1.09 4.8• 1 , .377 1.630 49.919 + $0.620 4al ·8 

J 188 963 •• 491 370314 .001 '0.771 + t.'71 ,0.04" 433'7 

~ 
~ 

~ 
:;Q 

~ 



:i! 1,225 4.96, 31.,21 '.26, '1.783 + 1.545 53.328 444'4 
1.336 ,.149 '1·3U ":g; ".343 + 1.328 53.671 447"2 

188 1,110 4.359 3 .1 •• 5'.534 + 2.443 54.971 458'1 
I 1.314 .,026 38.4" 9,~ ,1,171 + 4.278 ".449 462'1 (.120 on 
11190-1 ',.f60 ',1>75 ".956 9. 5',29' + ..,..62 56.753 472' JDCOIDeo 

1891-2 39.21• 10.356 5,.236 + •• 6SO 51.886 .80'4 
£ISO to 

1.491 2._ £400. 
I~ I.'~ S,las '9.'" 10.999 54."5 + 4.931 59.156 493-0 
1893-4 l·iS I~ 40.133 11,56' 54.S98 + 6.530 61,128 509'. 

189 .... ' I. • 36 43.841 '3.769 60.935 + ',877 69.812 436-3 
1895-6 I. 2,037 .. ,.197 1 ... 306 63.396 + '.444 71.'40 449-0 

:~ 
',oJ1 11,121 46.~9 't·975 6,.197 + 9.046 14.20 464-0 

•• 143 11,149 46. I I ,132 :I.106 + 9.903 77.009 481'i· 
'.54 1,106 .... '" :ua .67' + 10.649 ~.327 495' 

I 2,154 1.23P 49,060 71,121 +11.588 .509 515'7 

"--" ' .. - 530-0 

~ 
.... 

~ 
~ 

1901 .... .8.156 554"7 (.160 on 
19M-J 92,071 575'4 moomoo 
1903-.. 96'''3 603'3 £160 to 

190 .... ' 
pH.DO 612'5 £400• 

1905-6 99.590 622'4 

:EE Not "VIII oeparatel,. and not now -.y. loo,6n 628-8 
102,157 638'5 

190 103'130 648'3 
1909-1 '03. 56 649'1 
IVlo-J 107.015 668,8 

~ 
>-

~ 
~ 

1911 .... nO,296 689'4 
191a-3 114.525 715'8 
'9' - 120,243 51'S a 
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res11lt agrees very fairly with Sir Henry Primrose's estimate. 
as at 1905. already quoted. 

Dr. Bowley shows the infiuence of the rate of tax upon the 
abatements graphically. and thinks that instead of adding 13 per 
cent .• as in 1903. we should now add less. say 6 per cent. (QU4rler~ 
JOfWtIIIl of ECOfIOmies. February. 1914). 

It is quite clear that the rapid advance in numbers in 
recent years has been partly through a diminution in the 
number of non-<:laimants. 

Comparison of abatements 1902-3 and 1911-12 :-
.. This growth of more than :26 per cent. in the DUmber of 

small taxpayers may partly be accounted for by the greater 
vigilance of the Commissioners. but it is safe to assume that it 
represents a real advance, and the rise of an increasing portion 
of the population above the £160 limit" (Economisl. 1913. 
P·879)· 

The growth is due probably as much to the greater .. vigilance .. 
of the taxpayer as to the bringing in of people who had formerly 
evaded tax. But when both factors are allowed for, a consider
able margin must remain for the third factor: a real advance. 

The abatements on incomes .. £ISO" (misprint for £160) to 
£500 from 18c)s-6 to 1<)09-10 were used as evidence on the 
Standard of Living by W. T. Layton, Eamomisl, 1911, p. 442. 

Table Gz gives the official figures from 1863-4, and also 
the adjusted or corrected figures, thll. details of which are 
explained in Appendix II. It is perUps fortunate that the 
Mt adjustment is small, owing to the component adjust
ments counterbalancing each other to a great extent. 

The chief use of ahatements statistics in connection with 
the number of taxpayers and 4istribution of income is 
dealt with in Chapter XIII. 

(Z) Lif. 1Ds_ Pr.mi_ 

This allowance originated in 1853. It extended to 
insuranceS effected with British companies upon the tax
payer's OWB life, or on tlIat of his wife, and included deferred 
annuities, covering also any liability under an Act of Par1ia
ment to have an annua1511B1 deducted from salary or stipen4 
to secure a deferred annuity for widow or children after the 
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taxpayer's death. The amount of the annual premium was 
allowable, with a limitation to one-sixth of the total net 
income. The important provision was made that it should 
not operate as a deduction from income for the purpose of 
computing income for exemption or abatement.l It was 
extended two years later to insurance with friendly societies, 
provided the premiums payable were not for shorter periods 
than three months,- and then to contracts for deferred 
annuities with the National Debt Commissioners. In 1904 
it was extended to insurances with companies in British 
possessions, and in 1906 to insurances with foreign insur
ance companies doing business in this country. The restric
tion to annual or quarterly payments no longer applies, and 
payments on weekly" iMUStrillls .. are allowed. Insurance 
of children is not admitted. 

The allowances are made from the assessm-ents. by sche
dule. or by repayment. as the case may require, and repay
ment can be claimed for three years. (Under Schs. A and B 
no allowances are made ill,the assessment.) 

The Th,orl of &he Allowanee for Life lnaaranoe.-Under 
the old Income Tax Act of 1806 the allowance was limited to 
persons whose incomes were less than £ISO from particular 
sources. Under the I8S3 Act it was general, and was a c0n

cession to a particular kind of thrift which it was considered 
desirable to encourage. meeting, in a small measure, the 
contentions of those who thought all .. savings .. should be 
exempted in a general income tax. It must be remembered 
that the capital sum insured. whether received as an endow
ment during the life of the assured or at his death. does not 
rank as income chargeable to tax. TherefOI1l the modern 
developments of life insurance have provided ready means 
of _pling savings from taxation, not merely in the sum 
paid to meet the death risk. but also in the additional sums 
included in the premiums. which are. in effect. plain invest
ments made by the agency of the insurance company. F~ 
example. on an ordinary .. with profits .. poliCY. the bonus 
declared annually can be realised and applied ill ,,1Id to the 

• 16 a: I, Viet. Co l40 L S+ 
• 18 a: I, Viet. Co .u. L &. 

• 
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payment of premiums, reducirig them to a net figure. But 
the actual g~oss premium paid is allowable, and it is 
obvious that by paying a premium largely in excess of the 
actuarial requirements of the capital sum assured, and taking 
a large annual bonus, the allowance for premiums against the 
income tax may be much in excess of the true insurance.' 
Again, if two men desire to retire at 60 each with £5.000, one 
may efiect his purpose by annual investments and re-invest
ments of the dividends, and the other may achieve it by an 
endowment policy. The difference between them, so far as 
income tax is concerned, is obvious. 

Payments I~ insurance, therefore, may be said to be 
allowed to a greater extent than strict theory would justify. 
When the payments I~om insurance are considered, it will be 
found that the balance is to some extent redressed. For a 
life insurance company is rarely assessed on its profits only, 
in the sense of that balance between its receipts and its 
expenses which is retained by the company for its share
holders.- It is really taxed on the greater part of its ~euip", 
be!:ause its main source of income is dividends from various 
stOcks taxed by deduction, and thus it bears tax upon a sum 
in excess of its "profits." So if a bonus is received from a 
company no question of tax may be mentioned, but it is 
nevertheless paid ont of taxed sources, being pro tan/() 
reduced by the tax, and may thertore be regarded as a 
fully taxed receipt. This is only as It should be, for in no 
casewould the bonus bedirectJyassessablenpon the recipient. 
But all the bonuses are so taxed whether paid to persons with 
incomes above £160 or not. In so far as the taxed dividends 
of stOcks ultimately reach exempt persons in this way, by life 
insurance bonuses. the income tax statistics for "liable 
persons" are excessive, because repayment cannot be 
claimed and the sums in question by that means included in 
the "exemptions," as they might be if paid direct to the 
recipient from the original_a of the income. 

The statistics of the life assurance allowance have no 
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great value e~cept to show, roughly and as a minimum, the 
growth of this class of investment amongst income tax 
payers. 

This allowance should flO' be deducted from the gross 
'assessments for ordinary purposes of ascertaining the true 
income of taxpayers. 

W. H. MnIlock says that much iB included in gross assessments 
which, before the net incomes of private individuals is reached, 
.. must be thrown overboard." One of these elements comprises 
.. amounts which are not income at all, hut are on the contrary 
outgoings, comprising insurances. . . ." .. Upkeep and insur
ances amount to £61.700.000 (I91'S)" (U Social Reform, p. 106: 
similarly on p. II9). 

From this it is clear that U life insurance premiums" are 
Included intentionally, but in no sense can they be termed an 
impersonal deduction like .. repairs." 

For the difference in the allowances for the purposes of 
supertaX. vid, p. 334. 

(3) AllDwanol for Children. 

This allowance was instituted in 1910. Any person having 
a total income between 1.160 and £soo might claim a £10 de
duction from his assessments for each child living and under 
16 years of age at the beginning of the year. Step-children 
are included; but not illegitimate children unless the parents 
have subsequently married each other. In 1914 the allow
ance was doubled.' The assessment allowed in I9IOo-II was 
1.5,050.283 and in 1912-13 £5,860,262. Division by 10 will 
give 586,000 as the lIIillillllllll Dumber of the children (under 
16) of these taxpayers. From an income of £X'JO it is 
obviously impossible to allow. in addition to the £160 abate
ment. for more than one child, although there may be fOUl 
or five children in the family, and these ineffective IIl&Iginal 
cases prevent the figures from having much statistical value. 
In time they may perhaps possess some sociological or 
eugenic value if they enable any comparisons to be made or 
changes in proportions to be observed. 

• Raiaed to '&5 ill Sop __ • 191$0 

•• 
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TOTAL NET ASSESSMENTS: THE INCOME ON WHICH INCOMJI 
TAX WAS lU!CEIVED. 

These figures, representing the total net assessments of all 
the schedules, are often used for comparative purposes. No 
jicu"es can be less adapted /01' such use, because practically every 
legislative modification of the tax affects the net assessments. 
They are obtained by taking from the gross assessments all 
the deductions-not only .those which represent non-taxable 
income and those which, as expenses, must come off to get 
"taxable income," but also all the abatement devices. 
children's allowances. which are the mere machinery of the 
faculty principle. designed to give the same e1Ject as di1ferent 
rates of taL 

An important change was made in 11)00 (in the 45th Re
port). Up to that time the 1IeI assessment was given. repre
senting the state of affairs at the stage when the assessments 
were totalled and closed, without reference to the sub
sequent allowances by schedule or repayment. "We pr0-
pose to discontinue altogether the term • net assessments' 
hitherto employed in our reports. . . • The gross total of 
income bt:ougbt under notice of the department undergoes 
diminution in various ways and by various steps until it 
reaches the final figure of income on which tax is actually 
received. and on each occasion of diminution the term • net • 
may be, and in the practice of the deJa,rtment is. applied to 
the reduced figure. In this way the term • net assessment ' 
by itself is liable to cause confusion. and as it seems to us that 
the figures of any intermediate stage between gross income 
reviewed and the income on which tax is finally paid are of 
little public or permanent interest, we desire in future to 
exclude them from our reports." 1 (The past figures were 
c:orrect:ed for ten years. but DO oiIiciaI correction of " net .. 
asses=ents has been published foe the earlier period.) 

For comparative statistical purposes the .. net income on 
which tax was received " bas little value. The really useful 
figure is intermediate between this and the gross, and is DOW 

tenDed the .. ta:xabIe ifl&Otlle." I Nevertheb. these figure. 
• ~~th Repft, P. 168. 
• t'iM p. 395. 
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are often used for comparison with past years. and therefore 
lOme comments must be made. 

JI.t Aa •••• m.nta-S.qu.nce : CompariioDi •• twe.a Vean. 

The chief breaks are l :_ 

(I) Ireland. I ViIU 
(3) Exemption limit. I8S3. under 
(4) .. .. IS76. .. Gross 
(6) .. .. 1894. Assess-
(7) Change in method of assessing Sch. B. IS96JJ. ments." 
(S) .. .. II .. ISSz-3. 
(9) Abatements introduced and extended. IS63 ..... 

(10) .. changed. IS72-3. . 
(II) .. .. IS76JJ. 
(u) .. .. IS94-5. 
(13) .. .. IS9IkJ. 
(14) Deductions for repairs introduced. IS94-5. 
(IS) .. .. .. extended. 1909-10. 
(16) Allowance for children introduced. 
(17) Statistical change in 1900 in .. net assessments." 

A few examples of comparisons may be given :-

.. (1) The wslth of the classes in Germany has increased as 
followa:-

" 

IDc:ome ... bjected .. 
Income 'IU in Gnat 
Bri_ (all","", 101' aba __ tsj. 

l. 
531.151.-
652.886.576 

.. Income tax Is levied, and income Is estimated. on di1Ierent 
principles in the two countries. Therefore the total sums givea 
are not strictly comparable. Ho ___ • the foregoiDg statement 
is of the gtet.test interest. inasmuch as it shows that the income 
of the classes in Germany has increased by about IllS r- cent. 
during a period when it has increased by only as r- cent. in 
Great Britain. The trifling increase of about as r- cent. of the 
income subjected to tax in this C01Ultry is mere1y equal to the 

I V"'" abo Sell. D. .. Lih ~ Up. 101. 
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increase of the population during the same period. Therefore, 
individual wealth has apparently remained almost stationary in 
Great Britain. However, in view of the fact that the British 
income tax collectors have of late years' put the screw on ' in an 
unprecedented manner, it seems likely that the income of Great 
Britain has in reality remained stationary, or has more probably 
decreased, during a time when it was almost doubled in Germany." 
-J. ELLIS BARKEIl, "Modern Germany," p. 697· 

The adual figure for 1909 was £686,812,000. But in any 
case the comparison ignores the important diminution of net 
income arising from the changes (II), (12) and (I3). The 
failure to mention the respective limits of exemption-£45 
in Prussia and £x60 in England-further detracts from the 
lHma fides of the comparison. 

(2) Sir Vmcent Cail1ard compares the increase in the net income 
assessed in 1900-1 over 18c)1~, 10-6 per cent., with the increase 
in the assessed income in Prnssia (£161.000,000 to £23S,ooo,ooo), 
46'4 per cent., and remarks :-" Increased abatements for small 
incomes have been granted since then, In4 qIJw etIUUI already 
mentioned probably counterbalance this" (" Imperial FISCal 
Reform," p. 229). 

(3) The Daily TelegraPh pamphlet, "Imperial Reciprocity" 
(pp. 49. 181-1(2), compared the net assessments 18c)1~ and 
1900-X without reference to "breaks" (12), (13), (14). Vide 
.. Exposure" by J. M. Robertson, "Trade and Tarifis," p. 318. 

(4) W. R Lawson, quoting Mr. Gladstone'. tests of the growth 
of national wealth (to set against nation. • expenditure), namely, 
the Sehs. A. B, and D aS5M=""ts, remarks that the as5M=eats 
" are of two kinds, and it makes a considerable difierence which 
of them is here employed. First, there are the original or grOM 
assessments, and, secondly. there are the aSSMsMents minus 
exemptions and abatements, on which income tax is actually 
paid. The latter are obviously the more trnstworthy gauge of 
national wealth. but for some reason or other scientific statis
ticians prefer the first. It gives them much largel" figures to 
play with. and for theoretical purposes that is DO doubt an 
advantage. In ordel" to spare oarse1ves the invidious task of 
choosing between them, we shall give them both-lirst the grOM, 
and then the net, or paying assessments. It may intezest our 
readers to see how 1arge a proportion of the assessable income 
escapes taxation" C" Two Record Budgets, 1860 and 1903," 
F"""ightly ~, Hay. 1903)· 

The last passage is. to say the least, unhappily expressed, and 
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some confusion of thought seems to run through the earlier part. 
Comparing 1891-'.Z with 1900-1, he finds an increase (on the 
three schedules aggregated) of 21 per cent. .. The income actually 
assessed and taxed was, however, only 80 per cent. of the gross, 
and its rate of increase less than one-half, 91 per cent,'" (jlreaks 
Nos. II, 1:11, and 13 ignored). 

MISCELLANEOUS SOURCES OF INFORMATION. 

H. C. 339-1851. Defaulting Collectors, 1848 to 1850. 
H. C.36:11-185:11. Year 1850' Repayments of tax under 

various classes. 
H. C. 218-1859. Income tax in Dublin, 1855-6, 1856--7. 

1857-8. 
H. C. 136-1860. Net assessments. Schs. A. B, and D. 

1842. 1853. 1857 compared. 
H. C. 476-1860. Rates. etc., on Government property. 
H. C. 592-1860. Assessments from 1853-60. with classi

fication. 
H. C. 172-1862. Income tax appeals (Northampton 

survey). 
H. C. 388-1862. Ditto. 
H. C. 377-1862. 1860-1 assessments. with proposed 

abatements on Mr. Hubbard's scheme. 
H. C. 248-1863. Ditto. 
H. C. 209-1864. Great Britain and Ireland. Gross 

receipt of Income tax divided by estimated population, 
1854-63. 

H. C. 549-1864- Metropolitan divisions and other towns. 
etc. Amounts of duty assessed. and details of dates for 
closing accounts. 

H. C. 476-1865. Abatements. 1864-s. 
H. c. 324-1866. Scotland: State of the collection of tax 

and dates of closing accounts. 
H. C. 393-1867. Ditto. 
H. C. 198-1868-g. Life insurance income tax repay

ments, 1854-5 to 1867-8. 
H. c. 317-1872. Income tax collected by Excise ofIicers, 

1864-5. etc.. 
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H. C. 363-18;8-9. Gross Schs. A, B, and D, and yield 
per penny for each. 

H. C. 38S-18;8-9. Parliamentary constituencies-popu
lation. etc. Property charged for each division. 

H. C. 373-1880 (z). Friendly society return; co-opera
tive societies and income tax. 

H. C. 195-188;. CoJ:poration duty return. 
H. L. z8g-1888. Charities and income tax-procedure. 

with list of reasons for non-exemption in certain cases. 
H. C. 163-1890. Incidence of taxation (England. Scot

land and Ireland. 18go-I). 
H. C. 340--1903. Condition of trade and people. United 

Kingdom. Statistics at ten-year. intervals. 1801 to 1901. 
including income tax yield per penny; gross incomes under 
review; number of persons and firms assessed; income 
from trades and professions; total Sch. A. etc. 

Hansard (5x). 1.4.13. Net produce per penny. I904'? to 
Z9U -l:2. 

Hansard {5z}. 6.S.X3. z9Oz~ and z9U-IZ gross income. 
England. Scotland. Wales and Monmonth. nnder different 
schedules. 

Financial statement. z9:I4-zS. virtual rates, and effect of 
graduation. 

MIscEI.LANEous RETuRNS RELA~f TO Duty etHl«:Id. 
H. C. 3x5-z84+ Duty collected z842-3, distinguishing 

.. offices and pensions, Government departments." 
H. C. x07-x846. Each schedule. :x843-4 and :x84S. 
H. C. 747-z847. Ditto. 
H. C. Zoo-z847. Ditto. 
H. C. 65-x8SL Scbs. C. D. and E, z8xS and z842-?O. 
H. C. 399-z8SZ· z842-?:I-amounts under each schedule. . 
H. C. SS6-:x8SZ· Z~I-Sch. D and duty. 
H. C. 6g-1859 (z). I8ss-6 amends the :1St Report as to 

total duty. 
H. C. Z3-1859 (z). Scotland population and total 

income tax. 
H. c. z83-187:x. Metropolis--total duty, z843 to I867, 

and percentage of loss by collectors' defalcatiODs. 
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H. C. 221-1871. Duty under each schedule, I868-g, by 
counties, for England and Wales. 

H. C. 369-1875. 1814 to I8n-England, Scotland. 
Ireland. Tax charged, and pen:entage of eacb scbedule to 
whole. 

OTHBIl MISCBLLANEOUS INFORMATION. 

Hansard (16), 18.4.10. Years 1881, I8g3-4. Aggre
gate income, life insurance, and abatements; percentage 
increase and net produce. 

Hansard (3g), 17.6. IZ. General totals. IgoB-g and 
IgOg-IO. 

Hansard (IS), 23.3.10. Total income, I8g4-5 and Ig07"3. 
and increase in yearly net produce and average virtual rate. 

Hansard (I3), as.IX.og. Total income, life insurance, and 
abatements, I8gB-g and Ig07. 

Hansard (43), I4.II.IZ; (45), g.IZ.IZ. Ireland-Oetails for 
towns and provinces, Belfast, Dublin, Londonderry, Cork. 
and Limerick. Gross Schs. A. D. and E, etc .• IgIX-IZ. 

Hansard (45), Ig.IU2. Scotland-Oetails for Glasgow, 
Edinburgh, Aberdeen, and Dundee. 

For the first year of the tax in Ireland the following special 
details were given (in provinces) I :-

Duty, £569.271. Sch. D assessments, ZI.3I4: Sch. 'E, 
2,80+ Returns accepted, 18.641; returns increasecL 3.114. 
with duty £6,318: cases of no return, 1.713: assessed to 
duty. £5.374: appeals, 2.251, of which 1M! were confirmed, 
and 810 relieved, etc. 

SEcTION U. 
REuu TO EAltNBI) INCOMES DmE1Wl1U.TlON. 

The full story of the origins of this change may be found 
in the Report of, and evidence before. the Income Tax C0m
mittee of Ig06. It was embodied ill legislative enactment in 
the Finance Act, 1907. and is described in the 51st Report.-

.. Earned" income includes business. professional and 
farming profits immediately derived by an individual from 
the personal exercise of his business, prof8!bion. etc. : remune-

l H. C. ~1-lS54' 
... _ (' 'ite lUV.! .. Cat & iee at b6 _-." 
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ration from any office or employment of profit held by an in
dividual; income from any property attached to or forming 
part of the emoluments of any office or employment. The 
relief in respect of ordinary pensions, etc., may be allowed 
even though the individual or husband or parent may have 
contributed thereto. There are two important limitations 
to the relief :-

(I) It must be claimed not later than the 30th September 
in any year.1 

(2) It applies only to the earned parts of total incomes not 
exceeding £2,500 per annum. The 1907 limit was £2,000 ; 
in 1909 a relief was also given to incomes between £2,000 and 
£3,000; and in 1914 there were different rates applying to 
the stages-Cal not exceeding £1,000, (b) £X,OOI to £I,sao, 
(e) £X,SOI to £2,000, and (d) £2,001 to £2,500. 

The effect upon the statistics has been small. The 5200 
Report (p. 139) stated that relief was granted in approxi
mately three-quarters of a million cases (Igo8), and no 
further information is available. 

The new tables showing "taxable income" very c0n

veniently give the sums chargeable at each rate, so that the 
aggregate falling within the respective limits is known. In 
using this information the following points must be borne in 
mind:-

.The".earned "~proportion irF-'! t~ the sum that 
might rightly be assigned under the definitIon for these 
reasons-

(I) Failure to claim by the proper date keeps a certain 
amount of income assessed at the normal rate. 

(2) The limit of "total income " keeps in the assessment 
at the highest rate a considerable mass of earned income 
belonging to the more prosperous classes. 

On the other hand, (3) the offi.cial " earned income" is 
swollen by the inclusion of so mucll profit as may be assigned 
to interest em trade capital in ordinary business, where 
the capital belongs to the proprietor. The whole of the 
.. profits" of a draper are .. earned income," although he 
may have £2,000 invested in his business. 

I Resbictioo to beaJ>oliebed ia fuao-Badgetof Septem-,1915' 
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. (4) But in the case of a private company. if the profits are 
taken as dividends. and not as remuneration. they rank as 
II unearned." 

These considerations severely limit the value of the figures 
for economic purposes. but in a few years. when some' 
dynamic tendencies become obvious. these statistics will 
assume great importance. The earned income (up to the 
(,2.000 limit) rose from 23.8 per cent. of the whole in I901HJ 
(ignoring the first year of imposition) to 25'4 per cent. in 
19I~I3. and this rise cannot have been wholly due to the 
diminution in cases falling under (I). above. though probably 
a tendency to increase remuneration under (4) will account 
for a great deal. 

Table G3 gives the available official information. 

EvASION. 

The question of evasion is necessarily an important one 
whenever the use of taxation statistics for economic and 
social science is under consideration. So far as income tax 
is concerned. the extent to which the .. income £"Sessed .. 
falls short of the true income through evasion. wilful, negli
gent or ignorant, has been the subject of the most diver
gent estimates. The evidence given in various places. and 
the opinions expressed. may be briefly summarised. chief 
stre"S being laid upon the actual effect on the statistics for 
ordinary economic uses. We have first to distinguish care
fully between .. legal evasion .. or .. avoidance .. and evasion 
proper. U a man takes advantage of any flaw in the scheme 
of taxation or has income which cannot legally be assessed. 
the case is quite distinct from failure to render what is legally 
due. Evasion proper is of two kinds: wilful evasion and 
evasion due to negligence or ignorance. 

The Income Tax Committee of 19o5 dealt specifically and 
at great length with .. fraud and evasion." I. Their report 
pointed out that .. something like four-fifths of tbe income 
tax now brought into account is either 85 esse d at the soun:e 
or subjected to other satisfactory methods of verification. .. 

l Cd. *S7So P. .". 



TABLE G3.-lDoom. Charged and Tall: paid at .aoh Rata (£000 omitted). 
IN 

nxemptiODI Allowali_ lrom 1'axable Income. 
(under ~'6o ~: Groll Cbart ... 'hubl. Income 

Income eta., FOrei~D In.om. 0 .. wbieb Rate 
Yaar.ad brollllht Roaldenll • (col. I T ........ Not laviocI 
a.taaol under tb. AUowan_ l- ure ReUe11n Total 01 ncoIved Produce 0 .. eacIa 

Tu, RovI •• oI ~~~~ 001·3)· Abate- IDiuraDot roa~tol oola. 5. 6, (col. 4 oIT ... PouGdtMl 
tbao.. mOllto. Premiu ..... Child .. n. ....d ,. 1_ Taxable 

partmOllt. partl' Wear 001.8) 1 .. -an Tear, 
Over- . 

eb.l'J(OI.ett.) • 

•• I. I. '. ,. 6. 7· 8. 9 10. U. , , , , , , I. I. I. ~ 

I~r.o'} 
110,104 i 611,660 i l.IOO 4.100 576.460 

, 

la.8., - 35.'00 U',I 
~. eSo.u, 187,6" 7.000 5.800 - D2i,800 94.8" '.5S7 4'55 

Total 799.,1, 118,100 9.900 - 128,000 671,]1' ' •• 380 9'12 

S, 

tI:I 

~ ... 

! 
~ 
1:1 

1
9
:] I'. { '"l'''' . /,0.6'4 a'GO

, - ~.61~ 59 •• 731 29.637 u"4 
~. 1.009.936 185.87. 19 .710 D.661 .457 - .11 100.'98 3.772 4060 

Total 804.05' 110.'75 10.460 - '50.735 693,]" ".409 9'73 
1009-10 

11.14. t} 
188,87$ { 

608._ .6.397 3."· 598 ,0 • .,.8 177.'" 35.494 I' .... I •. 6.695 - 116 - •• 6 6.479 i:4 11-61 
oof. 1,011,100 107.4°5 03.961 7.151 '.357 104.470 101.995 ,. 2 4'47 

Totol ...... 6 IIO.5S8 10.900 ,.956 135.4'4 686,81. 37.680 11-

~ 

~ 



191 ..... 1 

~.~ { 3.824 670 JI·~,1 } 615.247 28.317 
II. 10,851 - 366 -
94- IP.fJ.l34 2J2:.sJl 96.213 7""'5 4.381 

Total 838._ 124.530 11.656 5.0 510 

1911-12 

203.~ { 

1I·~·t } 632.~, 28.917 3.173 653 
I .. 12, .5 - 433 -
'" 1P70.142 211.095 99.532 7.676 4.8211 

Total 166.434 128.449 11,182 5,-f1b 

~-} 
"'4.305 { 

".971 II. ~. 660.742 3.pIIo 632 
II. 14.446 - - --. 1.IIIA56 231.964 104.211 1.049 5.228 

Total 907,152 133.195 12,,1' 5.860 

._ .. } 
216.144 { 

II ... 689'3" 29.579 ... 386 650 
I .. • ", IS - 526 -... 1.167.1'" 245.75:1 nO.'93 '.393 5.599 

Total 95' ....... 139.772 13.305 6,2 49 

• l'vtIy IItImaW. . 

32 ,8n sI2.4~6 
366 1004 5 

108.058 104.153 

141,235 691.074 

".343 599.140 
433 12.442 

JI2P37 109.059 

145.813 720.641 

33.589 617.152 
490 13.956 

117.495 "4.469 

151.574 755.578 

J4.61~ 654.861 , . 1,.286 
124,,8a 121,561 

159.326 791.71, 
~-

33.915 
524 

3.906 

,8.345 

34.920 
61_ 

4.090 

39.63-

36'~3 
4.293 

4'.574 

38•200 
764 

4.559 

43.5'3 

13-23 
11-60 
4· ... 

IO-gl 

13-25 
11·60 
4'44 

10-g8 

13-29 
11'59 
4'44 

II ..... 

13'30 
11,60 
4,45 

10'_ 

~ 
Z 
8 a:: 
tZf 

~ 
~ 
> 

! 
t TIle 6 ......... tbIou... _to to Iuome cbuc_1Ile at tile Wlllte. 1bey IDClade a certaiD .... oant &I_eel for year 

pa. to _10. wIleD tIIe ... U Jato ...... only \.0 ... 
'0.) 
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TABLE G4.-" Tnable Income" .. now given in Omciel 
RIPON. carried back to 1842 in the ConclitioDi of 1876-93 
and tho.e of 1913 respectively. 

MILLIONS. 

Official FigUres 
hitherto~y 
used for para- If Taubl. Ineom •. If Tru. Compara. 
tive Parposee. but IIv ....... DO" onblilla .... "" 
nO~IY om.1aI TIllIIt. 
ada for 
au use. 

Year. 
Gross 

.As1es&- On CondIIIoDi of On CondIIIoDI 
mente Net Pro- 18181011193, liD .. 1894. (£160 

orGrooo duce per ~I5OExem~ Exem~OD 
Income Penny, imit. No Umit a Repain 
Dad .. pai", AIIowaace., Allow..,.,..,) 

RevIew, 

/. /. /. +or- .~+ or-
J842-'3 2SI~ '772 204'J '7 J'2 
J843-4 

~ 
243,8 '75J 9 201"" 2'4 J83'6 2'9 

J844-5 244'3 '749 201"3 2'7 J83'5 3'2 
J8 .. 5-6 

" 
253'0 '185 

~ ""7'9 '7 J89'9 ''2 
J8 .. 6-7 :3 254-6 '799 209-6 2'1 J9J-6 2,8 
,8 .. ~ 

~ 
256-4 '795 208'5 2' '90'3 3'3 

J8-!B-9 259'2 '790 

~ 
209'3 .., J9O'9 "2 

J8 .. 9-5O g 25(,.1 '180 :zo8'o J'4 J89'4 J'9 
J8SO-J 257'4 '187 209'J J'3 J9O'4 .,8 
18SI~ 259'5 '199 P 210"7 '7 193"· J'3 
J852-'3 262'4 ·S10 21300 '7 J94'2 ''3 
J853-4 308'3 J::;:;a 226-4 '5 206-9 J" 
J854-5 3 .... J 224'S I J ... 205'3 .-6 
J855-6 307'4 J ..... 226-) '. -5 .., 
J8~ 3 J3" J_3 230'9 .... 2J0'9 .-6 
J85 327" J-0B9 2 .. 6-0 .... 224,8 J-6 
J8sB-9 3:z8.J 1_ 247'8 '5 226-5 1'1 
J859-60 335" I"U1 2.54"' '5 232'4 1'1 
1860-1. 335-6 1"122 25-\.., '5 232 '9 1'1 
1861-2 351'7 1"161 267', '5 244'S 1'1 
J862-'3 359"' 1-193 274' '5 2SI~ I .. 
'86)-4 371'1 1"218 284'2 'S :z6o'I 1':1 
J~ 395'8 1"312 307,8 -6 280'4 "4 
J865-6 4 130 '1 '''77 324'7 l :198-5 .-6 

~~ _'9 ."412 333'3 )06-6 . .., ,43"': •• ... 7 
336- '9 ~ 

1-6 
.~ 434' 1'434 3_ 1'0 ''9 
'869-70 444'9 "m 349'3 .... 3""'3 .... 
JII7o-' 465'5 .' 376-8 '9 346-' 1'9 
187'-'JO .... '3 1-650 39.,8 ,8 360-6 1'9 
.~ SJ3,8 '7"4 

_ ... .., 39·-6 ''9 lli73-4 549'4 ·-855 452'5 -6 4·8-6 1'9 
'87H 57J 'I 1'945 475'4 '5 44"'3 J,8 
J875-6 579'4 J'978 4 8,-0 '5 449'2 1'9 
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• Tuabll IDIOm ... _ ....... 

Official Figu .... 
hitherto ~eraUy . 
used for m~ .. "'l'uabl. Inoom.... 'l'ru. Clom_ 
tive Purpoeee, but II .. Serl. no. IUb.UIUIed lor 

notp=nrly omtlal bbl •• 
adap for 

IUch uae. 
y .... 

GraM 
AMoss- On Clondilion. or On Conditione 
meoDta Net Pro- 18'/8 10 1898. lID .. 1894,. ~ 

or GraM duoepor ~'5oEnm~on Exemr:on °t 
Income Penny. omit. No e- and _pairs 
uuder pairs Allowance.) AUowance.) 

Review. 

/. /. /. +or -
456 ... +or-

18~ 5'/0" 1'905 495'" oS 106 
18 578'3 1- 499'" oS 461'5 106 
187 578 ... 1·879 

4XP 456'~ 106 
18~ 5r.'9 1'B47 4 .• 449' 106 
18 I 5 5'. l-86l 4~p 4~'6 106 
1881 ..... 601:3 1'9' 5 'I 4 "1 1'6 
1881-, 61. 1'963 SZI"2 481 '1 106 
1883 .... 608'5 a'017 "5'7 494'1 1'7 
18B4::l 631'5 ...... 534" 49306 ""1 188, 619'9 1'980 '30'~ 489,8 106 

18iE 619'4 1'96, 508' 488 ... 1'5 
188 

63
6
'. 1'993 m'~ 4~p 1'4 

18 64,'· • .... 5 S.9' 5 '3 1'3 
1889'90 669'4 ·'·4' 573'5 531"2 1"2 
1890-1 698:3 ... 11 59006 549.8 '9 
1891-4 7.0 .... 3 5990S 556 ... oS 
1890-, 71.', ..... 0 601"1 55706 :1 1893-4 ='" .-191 591'7 S.7oS 

"~ 
., 1'980 

~~ 5"'4 
189 709'7 ·"33 .. 566-7 

:~ 
700'5 .- 609'" .. 585'4 rsn ."188 6s.'9 :a 6· ... 3 

• ... 84 6861 63906 
1899-_ r.'"1 ·'3S. 70906 oS 60106 "- 33'4 ·'475 743'7 1'0 69406 

1901-& 11<>7'" .',,1 7'>4'" I .. 713'9 
1_, 87906 .·,,6 

~'. ::a 7'9'5 
1903-4 _oS ·'$63 7 '4 73106 

I~ 
91."1 .'581 ~;l loS 737'9 

190 90'" .-633 .... 7S31 I 
="1 :~ ·'91 ... 763 

'90 'I ~5'5 ::a ~~ I 1.009"9 .:z:: 1'5 
1909-10 1.0Ir-. • I 880-0 • oS lin .. 
1910-1 1 • ..,-8 ::r,: B97'9 3'" 83'" 
1911 .... I.o,oal 907'5 , .. -. 
1911-' I.III"S 0'970 9691 

~:a 9O'rII 
1913-4 1.167"'8 ,-"" 1.01" 9,. ... 
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The rapid conversion of businesses into limited companies 
had been a material factor towards this position, and, as 
regards income from abroad, the .. Coupons Act," 1885, had 
provided for the deduction and payment of tax by bankers 
or dealers in respect of interest or dividends on foreign and 
colonial investments paid by means of coupons, and this was 
immediately salutary in its efIects.1 The Committee con
sidered there was .. abundant evidence to show that in the 
sphere in which self-assessment is still requisite there is a 
substantial amount of fraud and evasion." But they would 
attempt no quantitative estimate. As a remedy for evasion 
due to ignorance and care1essness, and the .. conscience
salving method" of passive neglect, compulsory provisions 
as to forms were recommended. For wilful evasion an exten
sion of powers of recovery and punishment and the power to 
make assessments for three years past were advised, while 
compulsory returns of salaries were suggested. 

The evidence showed that out of a total of 649 millions 
sterling there was appreciable room for evasion only in 
respect of ISO millions.S Many persons who speculate upon 
the Stock Exchange do not make returns, but on the whole 
this is a gain to the Revenue, since the balance of prif/ate 
transactions would generally be a loss.' Evasion was parti
cularly prevalent in respect of incomes from abroad, and 
from the activities of financial syndjcates, but not perhaps 
so much so as was generally believed) The former had been 
greatly diminisbed of late years! but the manner in which 
foreign dealers, companies, and bankers trading in this 
country through agents were able to avoid taxation to an 
increasing extent was thoroughly considered and deemed to 
be important.-

Considerable information can be obtained from the evi
dence before the Select Committee in 1906 as to /omu of 

I P.227. 
• LDt:. t:iL. p. •• aud Q. 73- nu. ... coafirmecJ by SiI" Hemy 

Ptiuuoae ,. tile 1:906 Committee, Q.. Bo. 
• LDt:. t:iL. p. _ 
• Q. u8. 
o Q.14L 
• QL I,ogg. etc. 
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avoidance and fraud, but practically nothing was added to 
oqr statistical knowledge. Vanous opinions were expressed 
as to the probable extent of evasion, some holding that it was 
very small and even balanced by tax overcharges, and others 
that it was considerable, Sir L. G. Chiozza Money adhering 
to his estimate of £70,000,000. It was clear that no conclu
sion could rightly be drawn from the statistics to the effect 
that the increases in the rate bad led to increased evasion in 
a fraudulent sense, or to increased avoidance, by companies 
reconstituting themselves as foreign concerns. There was 
some attempt to show that a drop in the profits from British 
and foreign securities under Sch. C followed the increased 
rates. but it was not established as cause and effect: for 
Sch. C is taxed by registration, and not left to the taxpayer 
to .. declare." Some interesting evidence about the methods 
of foreign manufacturers in invoicing goods at what was 
really a selling price was taken ill ea_'.l Altogether it 
may be stated that. although the whole question of methods 
of evasion is fully discussed in these reports, the only solid 
basis for an estimate is the official statement as to the range 
of income over whiell evasion is possible. 

Under Sell. A the scope for fraud is small, and for evasion 
less. l'roperty is physically in view; there is the elleck by 
the poor rate, and deliberate under-statements of rent are 
risky and must be negligible in relation to the whole tax. 
Improper claims to abatement or exemption may be possible 
to a slight extent. but there is little incentive to conceal the 
existence of mortgage interest. Under Scll. B, though there 
is considerable loss, it is entirely due to the definite 14:
assumptions of the system.' Under Scll. C there is hardly 
any scope, though some persons receiving small untaxed 
dividends may fall to return them for lIllSessment under 
Scll. D. Under Scll. E, apart from any abatements impro
perly claimed by persons who do not fully declare their taxed 
income, the impersonal and generally disinterested return 
by the employers is a safeguard against extensive evasion. 
The allocation of" profits .. to Sc:h. E in the form of remunera-

· v. Indez eo Repcri, p. 882. wilen It is !IIIIDIIIArioed 
• To be IIbvia .. ill ~ Act. 1915· 

'I 
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tion in order to secure the .. earned rate" can hardly be 
characterised as evasion, but a few cases of .. conventional .. 
salaries in small private concerns paid to dependants, etc. 
may exist. The total scope in all the foregoing is very small, 
indeed, and we are left with Sch. D as the main field for 
evasion. In one section of Sch. D (the part taxed at the 
source by public companies, local authorities, and banks) it 
may be said that the field is very limited, and even over the 
more important part of private industry it is the practice for 
the larger firms to render regularly their certified accounts to 
the authorities for the more accurate determination of 
liability-a custom that has become of late even more exten
sive than it was at the time of the 1906 Report. The present 
total assessment for persons, firms and employees is 
£226,200,000 (1913-14). The first section to be considered 
is that of wage-earners and salaried persons (£31,000,000). 
The legal powers taken in 1907 to compel returns byemployers 
have now reduced the scope here to unimportant dimensions. 
The second section may be regarded as the individual return, 
where evasion was possible in several ways :-(1) Neglect by 
private residents to make returns by ignoring applications, 
and thus leaving the existence of items of untaxed income 
unrevealed. By the Fmance Act, 1907, it was made com
pulsory to return forms, even though the liability was nil, so 
that loss of duty in this respect pas!"jS from the category of 
.. evasion .. to .. fraud," as a definite I;tatement must now be 
made. (2) Neglect by traders and others to make returns, 
leaving the assessm1'Dt to be made by the Commissioners. 
This favcurite device of former times is now far less available 
because in the case of all incomes under £2,501 the omission 
to complete the forms deprives the taxpayer of the lower 
rates, and a charge upon an estimated assessmmt at the full 
rate without any abatement or allowances forms in itself a 
heavy automatic penalty. Loss of duty is again transferred 
from " evasion" to .. fraud." (3) Leaving income to pile up 
abroad has for a long time been recognised as a legal avoid
ance of taxation,' and in the opinion of some there is no 
equitable right to tax .. beyond the jurisdiction " income 

I E.g., GiJ!ea. R. Co em Fmanciat ReIatioas, 18g6, 0. 8,1:18. 
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that has never enjoyed the protection of the Government.1 

If taxation proceeded upon the benefit principle, this view 
would have some measure of justification, although even 
then it would be doubtful in the case of colonial income; 
but our system is £rankly facultative, and it is idle to pretend 
that faculty proceeding on progressive lines is unaffected by 
the existence of unremitted income accumulating abroad, Sf. 

that on tills ground alone such legal avoidance lacks justifi
cation in pure theory. The Finance Act, 1914, shifted the 
basis of liability from the remittances to the profits arising 
abroad, whether remitted or not.' (4) The liability of 
foreigners and foreign companies carrying on business in this 
country is a possible source of loss, owing to the difficulty, 
where there is a distinct trading entirely outside this country, 
of fixing the cost price of the goods imported. It may fairly 
be said to vary in degree from that evasion in which a tax
payer gives himself the .. benefit of the doubt" by arranging 
prices so that the weight of profit falls conveniently in the 
most advantageous position,' to deliberate fraud, in which 
the invoice prices are so high that no profit could possibly 
be assigned to the British trading.' Inter-State taxation in 
the United States and local taxation in Germany furnish 
examples of difficulties of this character. 

Sir L. G. Chiozza Money's estimate of £70,000,000 in 
.. Riches and Poverty" was referred to by him as following 
.. upon the opinions of a very large number of men who have 
comidered this subject for a very considerable number of 
years. and one naturally attaches weight to those opinions ; 
and also it follows upon one's own knowledge of facts."-

I Giflen. R. C. on FiDaIlcial Relations, 1896. Q. 8. t~ 
• The eotimate of iIlcnued doty _8 ',"""",000 m a foB year. 

from which the iIl_ may be est1mated at '.0.000.000. 
• Vi40 my article OQ .. Irish Fiocal Aotonomy and Direct Tues, .. 
~ J.........,. March. 191 •• 

• Vi40 the actiOD against cIirecton of the Stoia Electropboae, Ltd .• 
re~ ill 7'0 7';"'. FebJ:uary. 1915. ill .. bid> an ex-ollicial gaw 
evtdence of sod> practice. Fer a cliscossioa of the possible cues.....s 
the ..:..~ er equity of evasioD .... Can 1 ......... Tao< be Evaded ~ .. 
IE. . 1910, P. 697). Abo the foB cIiscussioDS CIG the FiDanc:e 
Bill. Novem ...... 1915. 

• S. C. CIG 1_ TL~ 1906. Q. ,ag. 
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H. Morgan Browne added £75,000,000.1 Ireson concluded 
that only about £70,000,000 is understated, and therefore 
put the total at £35,000,000 as a maximum.' This is the 
estimate adopted by Dr. Bowley before the D. C. on Income 
Tax, 19OO. It is commonly stated that higher rates 
increase evasion, but W. H. Price, testing the Sch. D assess
ments by comparison with bank clearances, etc., considered 
that the assessment held its own under the strain in 1900.' 

Speaking for a period about the year 1913, if we take the 
unremitted income as about £20,000,000, and deal separately 
with real evasiOfJ after allowance for all subsequent recoveries 
and additional assessments, an estimate may be arrived at by 
taking the respective sections and applying to each what expe
rience has suggested as a maximum percentage of loss, pro
viding room for plenty of those glaring instances which, quite 
apart from natural tendencies to boastfulness often found in 
commercial life, a1Iord a basis for extravagant stateD1eDts by 
those who lose sight of the vast mass of ordinary liability 
accurately determined and faithfully met. Percentages have 
been adopted as assigned by various accountants and others 
of experience, and, when both the prOPorliOfJ of cases a1Iected 
and the degree to whU:h those cases are a1Iected have been 
considered, in no instance has the total estimate exceeded 
£17.000,000 in the gross assessment, and it has often been 
much less, although surprise has been expressed at the 
aggregate result. I 

There are various misconceptions upon the subject. 
Among them may be mentioned the popular notion that 
many liable workmen on weekly, wages escape. In the first 
place, the number who sustain an average of over £3 per 
week continuously over three years, without a break, is not 
large. At any given time there may be a considerable 
number above the margin, but they are not the same cases 
continuously. Secondly, machinery was provided in IfP7 
as adeqnate to secure the greater part of the real liability. 
Thirdly, with the c:hiIdren's a1lowances, abatements, etc., 
the loss in duty is very smal1 indeed. 

1 N.", Libef'1Il RerMr.. April. 1902. 
a .. The People'. Progr_." p. SO. 
• Q-'7 JtnmIIIl oj ~, February. 1901. 
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Evasion id tatlie! Yoarl. 

The S. C. on the Income Tax. 18S1-l1, heard much evidence 
upon the subject of evasion,. the greater part of the first 
volume being devoted to official accounts of assessment pro
cedure and close examination of fraudulent methods. But 
there is nothing of statistical value, and no material upon 
which a general estimate can be based. Although it was 
stated that Schs. A and C were obtained to the" uttermost 
farthing," it was the cause of gravest concern that fraudulent 
exemption claims were so numerous and so impossible to 
stop. Apart from those who by fraud or avoidance had 
returned their incomes just below £Iso. there were many who 
claimed upon property in one district without disclosing 
income in other places. Just as the £50 exemption limit 
was introduced in the old income tali to catch those who had 
formerly returned a little below £60 to escape the duty, so in 
1852 it was proposed to reduce the limit to £100 in order to 
take advantage of the returns of all those who had unhesi
tatingly admitted to £149 when that sum was exempt I Some
what the same result might be looked for from the lowering 
of the super-tax level from £5.000 to £3.000. where the 
former returns. made with generous accuracy because they 
were 1I0t liable to duty. become of effective value. The 
secret of all the trouble in these old exemption claims was 
the absence of o.batements-£I49 incomes paid nothing. and 
£IS1 incomes sprang into full liability on over £4 duty. Where 
the limit of exemption is also the measure of abatement 
the entry into liability is gradual. and the motive for that 
class of fraud is absent.l Attention was devoted in 1851-11 
to evasion under Sch. D. and it also appeared that very lenient 
assessments were the rule in 1808-10. The evidence waS 
detailed. but a1Iords no statistical assistance. Evidence 
before the S. C. on lnland Revenue and Customs. 1862-3, 
indicated that evasion under Sch. D was diminishing at that 
date. 

The Commissioners of Inland Revenue. in their ear1)o 

I Via putieularly Q!I. •• 3'16. •• 397. ate., •• 408: ensioIl 1IIIdet 
Sc:h. B by lictitioua partnersbipt, Q. "411. 
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reports, were in the habit of giving details Of cases of fraud 
that had been discovered, particularly in .. compensation .. 
cases," 1 and drawing the obvious moral. .. We find that in 
general those who intend to commit such frauds on a large 
scale avoid making any returns • . . they pay duty with 
an easy conscience (having made no false statement) upon 
an amount £20,000 or £30,000 below their real income." I 
Numercus compensation claims in connection with an exten
sive demolition of houses in a certain district by the Metro- . 
politan Board of Works gave occasion for an official estimate 
of evasion under Sch. D (12th Report, p. 22). It is the only 
statement of that character ever published, and it may there
fore well be quoted in full :-

.. EsJimaJe of Total Amotmt of F,aua U1Uler Sch. D • 
.. The total number of the claims for compeosation 00 the 

occasioo above referred to, which were examined by our officers, 
was 200. and in 80 of these surcharges were made and sustaioed 
00 appeal, that is to say, in 40 per cent. of the cases inquired 
into the Revem1e had been defrauded of its does. The aggregate 
of the taxable incomes returned by the parties themselves was 
£73.642, and the amount ultimately found to be correct was 
£171.37°, being in excess of the returns by £'17.728, or about 
130 per cent. Such a statement as this will natnrally suggest the 
question, What most be the amount of loss to the Revem1e in the 
assessments to Seb. D throughout the Idngdon11-and we think 
that the information furnished by this ;pstance of compeosation 
ou a 1arge scale does really give us the nleans of fonning a rough, 
but approximate, estimate of the deficiency in our returns. 
Of course if this were a solitary instance of the kind it would be 
eminently illogica1 to build any argument upon it, but your 
lordships are aware that, as an invariable consequence of CIaiIlK 
for compeosation, where the actua1 profits of trades or professions 
are divulged, we find the income tax returns largely deficient. 

1 No attention was drawn to the fraaduleDt practiu of overstating 
prolits 101" compensation pm ....... (01" even of returning higher proots 
than were being made in OI"der to pot in tax receipts as evidence), 
which DO doo,,!, IOIDetimes existed, and which would "'" """" have 
discouut.l!l 1:"': infecenas as to real evasion of income tax; ~l:z::ot 
of. eD:e!IIIve mcome tax was a minoI' matter where a of 
compensation emted. 

• 8th Report. p. 29. Otberintereating refereIIus are-¢h Report. 
p. 24. discussing the American income tax. and 11th Report. p. 2S. on 
the po-obable deterrent eiJect of ""'P""ure. 
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And, moreover, t~s is not confined to any particuiar class, trade, 
or profession; we find the same practice prevailing among legal 
practitioners, when, on the abolition of their exclusive privileges, 
in some particular court they have to make good their claims to 
your lordships: we find it on all occasions 'Of large demelitien 'Of 
shops and wareheuses fer public purpeses, in every variety 'Of 
trade, and we find it in great public cempanies and in firms 
whese business is almost a natienal concern, frem its magnitude 
and world-wide reputatien; we therefere think that we may 
venture to generalise upen the facts which the most recent 
occasien 'Of cempensatien cases has furnished . 

.. Those facts are, that 40 per cent. 'Of the persons assessed 
had understated their incomes te such an extent that a true 
return weuld give an additien 'Of 13'0 per cent. Let us see what 
additienal revenue 5ch. D would yield if the same propertion 
of deficiency prevuils througheut the assessments. Taking the 
acceunts 'Of the year 1864-5 as the most convenient fer our 
purpese, we find that the tetal number of persons assessed under 
D was 350,512; 4'0 per cent. of which is 140,2'04- This then is 
the number of deficient returns 'Or assessments. In 'Order to 
estimate the amount of duty suppressed we must first arrive at 
the actual assessments in those 140,204 cases, and we cannot do 
this in a fairer manner than by taking them at the average 
assessment of the whele kingdom, that is, at 40 per cent. of 
£no,loS,766, which was the sum charged under Sch. D in 
1864-5 • 

.. Thus we may assume £44,042,306 as the income returned in 
assessment, £!01.297.303 (130 per cent. more), the income which 
should have been returned, and the difference, £57,254,997, the 
sum on which duty was evaded. At the present rate of 6d. in the 
£ this would add to the revenue £1,431,374> about the produce of 
a penny on the whole iucome tax • 

.. D¢MI R6IwrHS by p"JH~ C_paw • 

.. We see no reason to distrust this estimate, at all events 
no reason to consider that it errs on the side of excess rather than 
otherwise. We have already stated that we have found every 
class of contributors to Sch. D liable to the same shortcomings in 
their returns. and. lest it should be supposed that at least we ought 
to have excepted public companies and large joint-stock associa
tions, we beg leave to call attention to the following extract from 
a long list of defective returns by such co-partnership concems. 
some of which have been noticed in previous teparts. 

.. We are fur from saying that in all the cases in which income 
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tax returns are deficient there has' been a wilful attempt to 
defraud the Revenue. In many instances no doubt the errors 
which are committed are unintentional, but what we are chiefly 
concerned with is the effect on the public income, which is the 
same whatever may be the cause of the deficiency; and the real 
significance of the subtraction of such a large sum as we have 
supposed, or of anything approaching that sum, is best brought 
home to us when we remember that' the exemption of one man 
means the extra taxation of another: 1 and that if Sch. D gave 
its due quota to the Revenue we might be relieved of many an 
unpleasant impost. 

" It must also be borne in mind that on lands and houses, on 
dividends, and on salaries and pensions of public officers, the 
tax is levied nearly to the uttermost farthing which is due." 

It will be observed that this estimate is equivalent to say
ing that Sch. D should be 52 per cent. more, and since Sch. D 
was then much smaller relatively, it is also equal to 161 per 
cent. upon the whole income tax. 

Baxter, writing just before this report, estimated that the 
loss by evasion under Sch. D was one-sixth in England and 
WaIes-" a very moderate estimate "-and one-tenth in 
Scotland and Ireland, or about £18,000,000 deficiency in an.' 

After comparing the total gross assessments, £396,000,000 in 
z864-S with £S'JI,ooo,ooo in zB74-5, and the net assessments 
charged, £349,000.000 and £498,000,000 respectively, Giffen 
remarks that the latter, if the " exemptions" had remained the 
same, wou1d in zB74-S have exceed~ £500,000,000; .. and 
altogether, allowing as well for the incdneS under Scb. D which 
escape a'S: ment through incomplete returns, we can hardly 
err in placing the net incomes of the income tax paying classes 
at somewhere about £600,000,000 sterling." After deducting 
from the gross £S'JI.ooo,ooo the exemptions and various dedoo
tioDs required to reach the .. net incomes of the income tax 
paying classes," the amount assigned to leakage is about 
£65,000,000 (upon a gross li'sses=ent of £z74,ooo,ooo under 
Scb. D, or over 30 per cent.) (" Foreign Competition," ECDIJOmi& 
Strulies, I., p. 425). 

In 1888 Soetbeer' put the evasion at £70.000,000 under 
Sch. D. aDd although the aggregate was rapidly increasiDg. 

• Mr. G!adstoae'. fillallll:ial mot_eat in 1853-
• .. Natiooal Income," pp. 33. Sot. 58, 96. 
• s. J~ 1888. 
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this remained a familiar estimate. Giffen, in his .. Growth of 
Capital," put it at £36,000,000, or 20 per cent. excluding 
foreign income. 

It must not be forgotten that the local commissioners have 
always been legally responsible for the adequacy of assess
ments, and the development of any central responsibility 
for an administration which would minimise evasion has been 
gradual and tentative. The frank utterance of the sixties 
which has been quoted above was accompanied by no 
apology for administrative shortcomings. If there has been 
any change in the spirit in which the matter is approached 
at the present day it can never be vitally different or radically 
complete, while the legal position is maintained. 

Some part of the loss was always subsequently recovered 
as .. unassessed duty." If we include the income unremitted 
from abroad, it is quite possible that the estimates up to 
188S were not greatly beyond the true figure. After that 
time the loss by evasion was sensibly less, and it was greatly 
diminished after 1900. 

The Super-tao 

It is unnecessary to recapitulate here the interesting 
statistical estimates made before the super-tax was an accom
plished fact, for the full details may be found in the evidence 
given to the Income Tax Committee in 19OO. The use of 
House Duty statistics, Estate Duty statistics, abatements, 
the classification of assessments, and Pareto's law may be 
found fully illustrated there. with some of the chief diffi
culties in such inquiries. Contemporary journalism and 
literature furnished little of value compared with that 
volume. and need not be referred to in detail,1 

The recent publication of the super-tax statistics has for 
the first time rendered possible a direct application of Pareto's 
fonnula to the distribution of the higher incomes of the 

IE .... A1d&Il. " Democratic Englalld." p. 7 (income estimated at 
'90.000.000 in England). So<i.nSl R_. March. 1909: J. A.Hobsoo. 

A N .... En. of T..,..tiOll." 1"-""", R_. F&bnrary. 1_: 
Hall&tt Frv. F-"'" Rwi_ of R ....... March. 1909: J. Keir 
Hardi •• h1:P~ .. A Labour Budcet,· FiR .. ';'" R ..... of Ii ....... 
ApriI,l9Ql>. 
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United Kingdom. Not for IIZ years had any official state
ment appeared giving the total numbers of incomes of various 
amounts. Pitt's income tax of 1799 required returns from 
all individuals showing their total incomes from all sources, 
and the classification of the result, for 1801, for Great 
Britain is shown in Appendix IV.1 

But the attempt to tax income in one sum upon the total 
amount was given up in favour of the present piecemeal 
schedule system, in which .. taxation at the source" was the 
cardinal feature, and as an immediate result the yield of the 
tax was doubled. The value of the table given in Appen
dix IV. is therefore considerably lessened, as it is not so likely 
that the number of incomes should be increased as that 
the amounts shc.uld be greatly altered, with a correspond
ing redistribution upwards. But if we assume the under
declaration of income to have been proportionate throughout, 
we have some index to the actual distribution at tIlat tinle. 
The breaking up of the income tax into schedules has meant 
that no one has been required to give statements of total 
income unless for the purpose of clainling some abatement 
or,relief, and tile number of people not so clainling has, until 
recent times, always introduced an element of doubt into 
the statistics. Moreover, the available figures of abatements 
have given information for a very limited range. Even now, 
with abatements on incomes up to £700, and witll lower 
rates contingent upon proof of tota"l income not exceeding 
£3,000, if statistics of all claims made were available they 
would not be complete, for unearned incomes from £700 to 
£3,000 are not .. declared" in any way. The requireD1eDts 
of the super-tax, however, include retUJ113 of every income 
over £5,000 I for taxation globally, in one sum, and it is the 
details of t11ese returns and assessments which have now been 
classified in the official reports, showing the particulars in 
eleven stages. 

In lC}06, when the Select Committee inquired into the 
possibility of graduating the income tax, Dr. Bowley made 

• The foIIowiDg puagrapb!l are reprinted from the Joamal of the 
Royal Statisticaf Society. january, J9J4,-" A Newluastratioa of 
Pareto'. Law,"-by the kind pemWsion of the editonl. 

• AOW f.3,ooo. 
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use of Pareto's law applied to the existing data, in order to 
estimate the numbers and amounts of income aver £5,000. 
He made a skilful combination of hypothetical incomes from 
the Estate Duty capital for the upper range, abatements for 
the lower range, with House Duty gradation fm: the body, 
to get an index or line of distribution, which when applied 
to the known totals of income assessed gave the amounts at 
the various stages. He also utilised the classification of 
assessments under Sch. D-a most difficult table to handle, 
and a very different thing from a classification of incomes. 
Its chief difficulties are in the higher classes, where many 
assessments include large sums of interest paid (and there
fore not" income" to the person assessed), while the assumF" 
tion that there are two and a half partners on the average to 
each firm does not hold actually in the large cases. Dr. 
Bowley had, however, to relate his figures to the total taxed 
incomes, and therefore felt it necessary to distribute 
£200,000,000, which was assigned to incomes above £5,000. 
He obtained a Pareto index of 1'53, and his distribution of 
figures upon the estate duty basis, with a hypothetical 
.. piultiplier .. of 32, and a rate of interest of 5.6 per cent., is 
given side by side with the super-tax statistics in the table on 
p. 331. His additional .. earned .. incomes from the Sch. D 
tables referred to above are not so finely graded and have 
been omitted-the figures are given only for a comparison 
of the distribution and fJOt of the t Ital income dealt with. 
The estimates of the total income aver £5,000 were 
£200,000,000 (Dr. Bowley), £250,000,000 (Sir L. G. Chiozza 
Money), £148,000,000 (Sir T. A. Coghlan), and £121,000.000 
Sir Henry Primrose).1 . 

The general agreement is very striking, having regard to 
the nature of the data upon which the estimate had to be 
made, and it should be noted that the official figures were 
avowedly not yet complete. I The official figures, moreover, 
are exclusive of life insurance, since premiums have been 
allowed as a deduction in arriving at income for super-tax 
purposes. 

• Report by the Select ('<wnmittee, 1906, Appeudis, p. 261. 
• Vide p. 3.J8. 
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The accompanying graph shows the details of the super~ 
tax plotted logarithmically. on which method Pareto's 
formula 1 gives a straight line. and it will be observed how 
remarkably the actual distribution agrees with his law. 
Only the two highest stages (and the lowest) are to any 
material extent away from the line. and the highest points 
merely exhibit a feature that is common to all applications 
of the law-a falling away in numbers of the highest incomes. 
This feature is one that appears quite natural upon a con
sideration of the points involved. viz .• that as one approaches 
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impossibly high incomes the numbers must fall away. Simi
larly at the lowest end. strict applications of Pareto's law 
fail. otherwise there would be an enormous population far 
below the subsistence level. So. remembering that all 
variations in numbers of incomes for the same amount cause 
only Itori.rotthll movement of the points. in the former case we 
see the points move away from the line to the left (i .•.• fewer 
in numbers, measured along the base). whereas in the latter 

I Where • _ any Ii- income, and ., = the Damber of persoas 
with incomes of _ or more, then II'"y = 6 ...... d 6 being coastants. It 
is abo commonly up.........t: leg N = leg A - • leg _, ... here N is the 
Damber of persoas with incomes of m ..... than /._ Ii .... N = ., of tho. 
int formula and A _ • of the 6rst formula). 
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case of low incomes near the subsistence level. they are found 
to move away from the line to the right (i.e .• more in num
hers). Pareto's line. adapted to cover the whole range of 
incomes. is therefore not straight. but like a reversed and very 
elongated S. In the present instance. the incomes below 
£5.000 are still lacking. so that the second feature docs not 
appear. We may obtain the index or slope of the line 
between any two points. In this instance the slopes corre
sponding with the maximum number of points are 1·66 to 
1·68. and several cases are higher. These are very high 
figures. and certainly would not apply to the whole lower 
range of incomes from £700 to £5.000. The index found by 
Dr. Bowley for the higher incomes was 1'53. and it is not 
unlikely that the whole of this range of incomes would lie to 
the left of......j.tl.. have a higher index than-any Pareto line 
which was true for the main range of incomes. 

The feature upon this graph most calling for remark is the 
position of the lowest point (incomes over £5.000) at A 
instead of the position B. which would accord with the 
formula. There are th::-ee important considerations bearing 
upon this :-

(I) It is natural to assume that the highest and most dis
cernible incomes ha"e been included. and that the incomes 
still to be declared and brought in belong to the lowest or 
least discernible class. It is at point A that nearly all new 
cases may be expected to come in. I 

(2) The whole range of incomes excludes payments for life 
insurance. So far from the deduction aJIecting the incomes 
which are just at the limits of the cl3'Se5 proportionately 
tbroughGut. and thus making Do difierence to the index. it 
is probable that such insurance is relatively of far greater 
importance for incomes .about £5.000 than for those for 
higher amounts. The number excluded from the class at its 
lowest limit would thus be greater than the compensation 
received from the class above. and a deficiency compared with 
the formula is a natural result.1 
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(3) It is highly probable, as indicated above, that the true 
index for incomes, say from £1,000 to £10,000, is appreciably 
less than 1·66. The line should therefore be steeper at this 
point, and would cross the £5,000 limit at a point nearer 
to A than B is situated. The index obtaining between 
£20,000 and £10,000 (=1·66) gave about 1,700 more incomes 
for A, but 1·60 gave 1,150 more, compared with the I9II 
figures first published.1 (It is interesting to note that the 
index for the range £5,000 to £a,ooo in 1801 was 1·66.) Of 
course this was only a computation after postulating the 
number of the classes above as correct, and was all that was 
needed to make the series consistent. It had no bearing upon 
the actual CO"lCtn~s of the whole series, which could only be 
established by relating the total to the whole amount assessed 
to income tax in a series which would be consistent in its other 
parts also; and such a reconciliation must necessarily be 
preceded by a discussion of the extent to which" income" is 
identical in scope and connotation for income tax and super
tax purposes. A complete agreement for this part alone 
with Pareto's law is quite compatible with under-declaration 
throughout the whole of the part dealt with for super-tax. 

The law is therefore illustrated without any reference to 
the statistical problem of the distribution of the total income 
assessed to income tax. 

Dr. Bowley dealt with this problem in the light of these 
recent statistics in the Qturrl4rly JOtmf4l of E_ics.' He 
attempted the distribution of a total income of £886,000,000, 
less £50,000,000 estimated as payable to insurance companies, 
societies, or foreigners, by taking the abatements as evidence 
of the aggregated lower incomes, and the su~tu: as 
evidence of the incomes over £5,000, and dealing with the 
£414,000,000 for the middle range. This £414,000,000 
....... eDtireIy inadmissible, £8.'/00 (or f.6.600 if the all_ ....... 
made u a deduction from: duty payable). 19.0-11: ..... """"'" 
oimiIarIyomitted. Thee figures...,... buod em a 10 per CODt. _pie 
investigation (reply to question by Mr. Locker-Laml*' HaDsanI. 
-7th luly. 19141. 

l I£eferenmto tbe Iaterlinree oa p. 5]8 shows that this estimate 
has heeD closely 'nrified. A furtber '/00 CIISOS ha .... beeIl ioomd, aIIIl 
tbese witb the ....... ~ .. _ almost fiB the cap. 

• Februar)r. 191+ 
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covered a kind of unaccountable excess in the middle range, 
for the lower range, continued upwards, would have 
demanded £142,000,000 only, and tbe upper range, continued 
downwards, would have required £304,000,000. The diffi
culty would be removed if the sums assessed in the super-tax 
range were considerably increased, or if it could be shown that 
the number of abatements claimed is quite deficient. There 
was presumptive evidence for aggregation of incomes in the 
intermediate region, and the super-tax statistics had tended 
to raise new problems rather than solve old ones. An 
interesting diagram showed that the super-tax classes and 
the abatement classes gave points lying, not at tbe extremes 
of one Pareto line, but at the extremes of two lines which 
were parallel, and the suggestion is that at some intermediate 
points, if the figures were known, a .. cross-over " might be 
found. These intermediate points would mark the region 
where incomes predominantly earned would pass to incomes 
predominantly unearned, and, although the Pareto law may 
apply to either kind of income separately, it would appear 
that the application is not identical. Dr. Bowley's analysis 
is ,very suggestive, but it may be remarked that two possible 
lines of explanation or reconciliation are open: (I) Unless 
we are certain that the laws or rules governing the computa
tion of income belonging to individuals in the mass ar, 
identical with those applying to the computation of incomes 
belonging to individuals, it may be i)at..the sum of the parts 
can Ml)et' equal the whole. (2) It may be injudicious to 
draw rigid inferences from a new system of .. global" taxa. 
tion, which may have weaknesses inherent in its nature ~ 
attendant upon its infancy. 

With regard to (I), it is beyond question that the rules fOf 
computing individual total income are more lenient ~ 
those applicable to general liability , in particular relation to 
dividends. A partner in a firm must count as income the 
fractional share of the full liability to which he may be 
theoretV.:ally entitled, even though some of it remains in 
the business and is not .. enjoyed," but a 1Mre1w/d6 in 
similar circumstances may count as income for super-tax only 
the declared .. dividends," and the compulsory or collective 
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investment of a portion of the income which, though not 
passing into his hands and out again, is none the less his, and 
strengthens the capital value of his shares, does not come into 
his statement of total income for purposes of abatement, 
earned income relief claims, or for super-tax. Particular 
reference is here made to the remarks in Chapter VI. on 
.. Reserves," which may affect the super-tax statistics to a 
marked extent. Similarly, an adequate allowance must be 
made for the effect of life insurance premiums in the super
tax assessments. 

Upon the second point referred to, the strong presumption 
raised by the application of Pareto's law shown above should 
be considered in relation to all the evidence upon the effect 
of an initial tax limit with an appreciable immediate burden.' 
and also to the general limitations of systems of global taxa
tion which time alone can modify. 

After making the necessary allowances for the" excused .. 
income under (1) and for any suppressions under (2). the 
total sum will approximate more nearly to the £200.000.000 
which may be regarded as the minimum sum assignable to 
the range above £5.000 upon any satisfactory theoretic 
distribution of the total sum assessed to income tax. The 
new super-tax conditions will shortly afford further infor
mation. giving the incomes above £3.000, and this elusive 
problem will be still further narrowed down." 

The main statistics of super-tax are as follows :-

y-. Total Incoml NamberOfPonaaa 
I I .d Cbarpd. 

139.664.000 • 1909-10 • 11.348 
Iglo-Il • 143.890.000 II.1iSa 
1911- la • 151.~.000 1:1.399 
1912- 13" • IsS. ,OlIO 13.000 
1913-14" • 170.150,000 13,850 
1914-15" :130,850.000 as.Soo· 
• EstimaWd • zets _ CCIIDpIet.cl It date of $8th Repo<t. 

1 Fib S. C. 011. Income T .... 1851-'; aDd D.. C. 011. Income T .... 
1906. QL ,"-&5. 96)-I,06g. 1.139-1.151. 

I It __ stated by tbe CbonceIlor of tbe Ezdlequer in his Budget 
apeocb. 4tb May. 19150 tbat tbe Dumbw of SQpoI'bui: payers is DOW 
26,_ ",000 beillR olrady added by tbe Ioww limit, aDd tbat 
Dumbw would probably be ~ "'d to 1S._ ..... . 
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TABLE GS.--SuP,,-Iax Statistics. 

I Year 19U"II. Year 1912-13. 

Total Income. rrotal Incom .. Number of Number a! 
.NOS."Ied 

PefSOll" 
assessed Persons. (thou'ands). (thousands). 

£ £ 
55.049 8.143 55.207 8.087 
25.130 2.090 26t5 2.186 
13·97 813 14. 09 847 

90770 442 10.415 410 
II.5S8 393 II.185 401 

_ 7.581 191 7.634 . 196 
5.428 109 5.485 109 
3.350 57 3.521 60 
2.523 36 2.628 38 
5.ooB ~~ 5.423 62 

12.506 13.062 75 

£151.950 I:II.399 £156,]84 12,531 
-- -_ .. -

Year 1913-14. 

Total Incomes Number of ...... ed Penon .. (thousands). 

l 
57.713 8.388 
28.224 2.339 
16.572 965 
II.070 496 
13.260 454 
8.628 217 
6.265 126 
3.803 64 
2.~97 43 
5. 21 64 

13.435 75 

£]670589 13.231 
,---------._-
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PART II. 
SOME APPLICATIONS OF OFFICIAL 

STATISTICS. 

CHAPTER IX. 

THB VALUB OF LAND: USB OF SCBBDULB A 
STATISTICS. 

ANNUAL VALUE OF AGRICULTURAL LAND: 
PROSPERITY OF AGRICULTURE. 

THE statistics for Sch. A classified under .. Lands .. are so 
closely related to the true annual value of agricultwallaud 
that they have been continuously used for the purpose of 
(a) showing the income derivable from this source in com
parison with that from other sources. and (6) exhibitinc the 
changes in value from time to time. 

Many of the points arising in this applicatioD have already 
been dealt with in describing the detailed official statistics. 
The extent to which the movement of assessments may lag 
behind true values during a rise has been discussed in 
Chapter I. It has been seen that the truest .. fit .. may be 
looked for in the re-es s ment years. and that the variations 
in the iaterveDing years have little real significaace. 10 a 
similar way the true extent of a fall in values -1 be dis
guised. e_ though occupiers and owners of laDd are able 
to secure nciuctions in the ass ments in 1M ,.,.s itt .r.ic:l 
t/tty OCCIW. 'because nciuctions in rent are often effected as 

•• 
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permanent only after a series of temporary reductions or 
remissions have been granted for a number of years, and such 
remissions are not refiected in the gross assessments,' while 
in the case of lands occupied by the owner the case for reduc
tion must be very strong before there is any chance of suc
cessful appeal. Where the owner is exempt from income tax 
both the valuation for poor rate and the tax assessment may 
long remain over the true value-the latter because there is 
no incentive to reduction, and the former because the ratings 
are " pooled " over a limited area by owners who are all in 
like case, and whose rate will rise if ratings are reduced.' 
Again, mortgages have an influence sometimes in maintaining 
assessments, since the sum charged must be adequate to 
secure tax on the mortgage interest. These and other points 
bearing upon the relation between rental value and asses&

ment are touched upon in the evidence before the R. C. on 
Agricultural Depression. I A severe depression in agricul
tural land values may be masked by good accommodation 
land values when separate counties like Essex are under 
consideration, while assessments on ornamental lands, woodJ, 
game, etc., serve to maintain apparent values. 

the general superiority of the Sch. A assessments over the 
poor rate valuations has been discussed already in Chapter I. 
It is of course a matter of importance in some investigations 
to know what land is actually included in the statistics. 
The whole question is well treated by ]{. J. Thompson in the 
Statistical IOMmal, 1:907 (" An Inqdiry into the Rent of 
Agricultural Land in England and Wales during the Nine
teenth Century ") :-

" The only official or otm statemeots which atiord any means 
of testing the accuracy of the. two preceding sets of ligures are 

I Evidence before JL C. 011 AgricuItnral Depresoioa. Qlo. 63.368. 
63.461. Lanl MiJDao Slid the diUereDI:e might be 3 « of pel' c:cat. : 
~ 6309311. 6.f,016. 

• FOI' a ~ of the ,..,..;.". in8uenees at work ill maiDtainirur 
ratiog9 at an euessive figure. _ my article 011 " Bating Rd...m," 
~ JuwuI. 1910. 

o Vide evideace of Lord Milner, <;!s.63.953. 6].960. 6 .......... 6.f,ol50 
&lid Filial Repcxt, p. 230 
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the Inland Revenue returns of the gross annual value of the 
property assessed for income tax (Sch. A) under the heading 
• Lands, including Tithes commuted under the Tithe Commuta
tion Acts.' 

.. The income tax figures have been relied upon by various 
writers and Royal Commissions as affording an indication of the 
rise and fall of rents, but they are subject to several qualifications, 
which it is well to bear in mind. In the first place, the figures 
refer to • lands,' whether cultivated or uncultivated, including 
ornamental grounds, gardens attached to houses when exceeding 
one acre ill extent, tithe rentcharge, and farmhouses and farm 
buildings. Secondly, the amount returned is to be the gross rent 
payable under the lease or agreement, and not the rent paid 
after deducting any temporary abatement or remission of rent 
allowed by the landlord. Thirdly, the valuation is only made 
every five years (formerly every three years), so that changes 
between each valuation are only made on appeal to the district 
commissioners. Fourthly, the valuation of ' lands' built on or 
appropriated to other uses is transferred to • houses.' 

.. It will be seen that the inclusion of ornamental gardens 
and grounds, and the non·deduction of abatements, would tend 
to keep the total valuation up: the triennial or quinquennial 
valuation tends to refer the bulk of the changes to years not 
necessarily those in which they were made, while the transfer of 
building land produces, as far as it operates, an artificial decline 
in the total, which is not attributable to any fall in • rents.' 
It may be noted also that a rise in 186.f-S was stated to be due to 
improved administrative control,'" 

He goes on to use the figures in the following manner ;-
.. For the purpose of comparing these three sets of figures with 

the prices of agricultural produce, I have taken Mr. Sauerbeck's 
index number for the articles included by him under the headings 
• Animal and Vegetable Food' (groups I. and II.), viz., wheat, 
flOUI, barley, oats, maize, potatoes, and rice: beef, mutton, pork, 
bacon, and butter •. This list includes rice, wh'ch does not affect 
the farmer and omits wool, which does, but broadly it may be 
accepted as a fair indication of the course of agricultural prices. 
In the following table these fOUI sets of figures are expressed as 
~tages. For the purpose of comparison with Sauerbeck's 
index number, the period IIllYJ-71 bas been taken as a base, 
except in the case of column ., where the year 1872 bas been 
chosen as the mean of IIllYJ-71, 

• QIltIStioIl of n1idity diocllSSOd in Report of R. C. "" Land in 
Wal .... p. ]61, Final Report of R. C. "" A&~ 18g6, also deals 
wi\h it, pp. a6, .. _ubod ti\he.. 
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"TABLE VI.-Compa,isMs O/IM Figu,u 0/ Rml. 1_ TaJI 

Relums, MId Prices ."jmsse4 /IS p.,cenlagu (abridged and 
given in five-year intervals only). 

Rent of Rent of Income Tn Sauerbeck'. 
I~O.OOO 400,000 Returns, Index 

Ye:u:. Aueo. Number, 
1867-'17 = 

Ac::res. 1867-'77 - 1867-77 -181:1 _ 100. 100. 100. 100. 

1846 83 - 84 93

1 1850 82 - 86 70 
1855 84 - ~ IOJ 
1860 92 - 9S 
1865 93 - 95 901 
1870 96 - 100 93 
1875 103 102 103 Iooi 
1880 86 t 105 95 
1885 72 x: 78 
1890 78 81 U' 1895 65 75 80 
1900 69 70 75 73V' 

Many writers have quoted the work of tbis Royal C0mmis
sion upon the use of Sch. A a.«sessments to show changes in 
agricultural rents. Among them may be mentioned :-

Mayo-Smith: .. Statistics and Economics," p. 335, who refers 
to d ...... da l c~n~es 1843 to 18?+ . I " 

Curt1er : History of English AgrlcnJiure, p. 30. 
<>then; who quote the Seh. A assessm-mts as sufficient evidence 

of value, or of change of value. are :-
Sir L. Chiozza Money: "Things that Matter," p. 283, referring 

to the aaggerated notions hequentIy held as to the value of 1aJJd. 
W. H. Mallock: "Property and Progress," p. 216, referring 

the bulk of the value to small owners :-
"The gross income of the U"i1e4 Kingao. assossed under 

Seh. A for IaJJd in 1851 was £47,800.000. The gross incomes of 
the owners in EnglaJJd and ScotIaJJd, of uuder SO acres, is at the 
present moment more thaD £51.000.000." {In ISSI I,eUmtl was 
not inc!nded. and it may be remarked that the value of ~ land 
(ultspective of acreage) in England and ScotIaJJd was £45,000,000 
only at the date of the quotation.) 

Dawson: "The Uneaxned Increment," p. ,. 
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Porter: .. Progress of the Nation," p. 203. 
Lord Eversley: .. Decline in Number of Agricultural 

Labourers in Great Britain," S. J., 1907, p. 279; also" Estimate 
of Agricultural Losses in United Kingdom in last Tl1irty Years," 
S. J., 1905, p. 66. 

Valu. of Land in Counti .. ; Valu. of Land per AeR.' 

The official paper, C. 8300, in connection with the R. C. on 
Agriculture gave a statement comparing the rateable value 
in each union as in 1870 anq 1894, and also the gross value 
of .. lands " under 5ch. A in each county in England and 
Wales in 1879 and 1894, with diagram maps of great interest. 
The income tax map ~ regarded by the Commissioners as 
giving a more accurate measure of the extent and severity 
of the depression. Among the explanatory notes there is 
one to which reference has not been made in the text with 
regard to "lands." "In Wales the assessments in former 
years were not approximated as closely to the rentals as 
in England, the result being that the fall has not been 
apparently so pronounced." 

The statistics of " lands" for separate counties have been 
given from time to time,' and have furnished material for 
ascertaining the average value per acre in different localities 
and at different periods. Lord Eversley has made county 
comparisons of value per acre, 1871, 1881, and 1901, at some 
length (5.,., 1907, pp. 294, etc.). 

A. YOIllll • 

MWha\l:-liE . I • 
I 14, • 

Value 
(miIliOD Q. 

16'6 
·3'4 
411'0 

Val .... per Aae. 
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Other writers who have referred to this question are :

Professor Nicholson: .. Rates and Taxes as affecting Agri. 
culture," p. 77, refers to the increase from 27" to 301. from 
18500-78, as given by Caird. 

F. W. Hirst: "Porter's Progress of the Nation," p. 199, where 
R. J. Thompson's results are accepted (1851-526 •. gil., increasing 
to 291 . .¢. in 1875-7), and pp. 207-8, where a fall of II. from IBgS 
to 1900 is referred to and the following comment is made :
" These figures do not exhibit with great certainty changes in the 
annual value of agricultura11and, as they include income derived 
from gardens, and many other non.agricultura11ands. They are 
moreover liable to fluctuations which are the result of administra· 
tive changes." 

Ret Value of Land: Sit. Valu_Economi. Reni. 

The campaign of the single-taxers and propaganda in 
recent years OD the subject of the unearned increment have 
given rise to a considerable Dumber of estimates of net or 
site value. For most of these the Sch. A assessments have 
been utilised, and widely difierent results have been obtained 
according to the estimated proportions and deductions that 
have been taken. Dealing first with land built upon (houses, 
etc.), we find the following proportions of gross value adopted 
for the sites :-

One-fifth. 

W. H. Mallock I: .. The Nation as a :Rosiness Firm .. (average 
for all). , . 

Sir T. P. Whittaker: .. Ownership and Taxation of LaDd .. 
(very tun: outside London). 

Sir R. Giffen: "Economic ~:. I., p. '1.63-

~. 
P. Snowden: Socialist RmettI, March. 1909. 
Harold Cox: "LaDd Nationalisation," 1906, p. 132 (being 

one-twentieth foI' country and one-third for town). 
W. H. Mallock: .. Phantom MiIJiom," NitJdu1ll4 Century, 

1909, p. I6s (adopted foI' IS large towns; but his combination 
approximates to one-quarter foI' all). 

• .Aloo .. Socialjsm and Pmctical Politics," N~ enuu", 
April, 1912. 
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Sir L. Chiozza Money: "Riches and Poverty," p. 77 (probably 
"less than one-fourth" in provinces). 

Sir T. Whittaker: .. Ownership and Taxation of Land .. (one
quarter of net value outside London). 

o-thi,4. 
Sir L. Chiozza Money: "Riches and Poverty," p. 77 (for 

London). 
W. H. Mallock: "Phantom Millions" (for London). 
Harold Cox: "Land Nationalisation .. (for towns). 
J. D. Choriton: "Rating of Land Values" (outside London

one-third rateable value). 

OM·half· 

Edwin Adam: "Land Values and Taxation," p. 172. 

Giffen estimated the .. extra ground rent .. as one-fifth of 
the increase in house property from 1815 to 1868, without 
reference to any possible change in the proportion. 

Other writers approach the question from the point of 
view of the cost of building. 

A. Hook 1 adopts the average value of houses (£20 to £40;, 
takes twenty years' purchase, and deducts an average build
ing cost of £300. For other buildiRgs the average is £15 per 
annum and capital outlay £100. For the metropolis, building 
costs of £400 and £300 for houses and other premises respec
tively are adopted. 

Sir Thomas Whittaker says that where land costs less than 
£300 an acre it may be taken that the cost of roads will be 
greater than that of the land. He quotes the well-known 
view of the London County Council valuers that one-third 
may be taken for sites, and also the following authorities :-

D. Murray' Glasgow • Buildings = 8 to IS times the site. 
II U. Residences -= 10 to 20., •• 

Muspratt. Liverpool • Buildings "" 61 .. .. 
Tomlin Wood Green Buildings "" 7l .. .. 

.. • Birmingham Buildings - S ., .. 

.. • Portsmouth Buildings - 7 .. .. 

.. • Glasgow Buildings - 10 .. N 

I ECGllu.ic R ..... JC)06.. 
• F ... DlIDleroUS details ... tn G~ property, .;a Munay, 

.. TuaUOIl of Land Val"""," 1907. quotmc lOcal- authorities.. 
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W. H. Ma11ock. after taking the house rent per inhabitant lUI 

£9 in London. £6 lOS. in provincial towns, and £3 10 •. in the 
country (difierences adopted from Mulliall's Dictionary, pp. 314 
and 744) says :-" Now it is obvious that such difierences .•• 
are not due to differences in the cost of building . . . but must 
be mainly due to differences in the proportion borne by the rent 
of the sites to the total rent. Since, therefore, the tota1 rent per 
head in London stands to the total rent in the great provincial 
towns and in the rest of the country in the proportion of 18 to 13 
and to 7 respectively, the proportion borne by site rent to total 
rent must be taken as varying in a corresponding way." The 
inference is a somewhat extraordinary one, but there is no doubt 
as to what is meant when the further analysis is given. "If it is 
one-third of the total, or £3 out of £9, in London, it will be a 
little Jess than one-fourth, or about £1 IZS. out of £610'. in the 
great provincial towns, and one-seventh, or about 9'. out of £3 
for the rest of the country:' Setting this out (ia shillings) 
weget:-

Total rent :--
180 

Site rent:-
60 (= OD&-third) • 

• • . Building rent is :-
120 (= two-thirda). 

130 

33 (-cme-foarth). g( __ th). 

98 (= _fourths). 61 (- ois..-.tha). 

Thus the bypothesis. with which he starts, that the differences 
in cost of building do not account for the difierences in the tota1 
is not borne out by the resnlt-indeed, it cannot be, because the 
buiJding value, £6, in London is by itself greater than the whole 
value in the country. and the buiJding value in the large towns is 
also greater than the whole country vc Jue. It will be seen that 
the proportions obtained, viz., one-thlrd, one-fourth; and one
seventh. are (if mnItiplied by 54) 18, 131 and VI, or virtaally 
those of the total rents. This tnay or tnay not be a rational way 
of estitnating the site value, but it seems to have little to do with 
the constancy of the cost of buildJiJg, and it assigns for that cost 
in the ratios 120, 98, and 61 instead of 120, 88, and 47 respectively. 

These SDDIS as "site rents per bead" muhiplied by the 
popnIation give the tota1 for the country £41,000,000, making 
the total, with agricultural lands, for 1905 .. a little over 
£80,000.000. The site rents amount to about one-fifth. if so 
much, of the whole." It will be observed that DO additions 
are tnade for land used by railways, mines. etc. 

Some writers press for a figure as high as 60 per cent. as 
the site proportion. Shearman (" Natmal Taxation ") said 
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it could be proved by an enormous mass of statistics; it is 
the average in Boston, Massachusetts and Pennsylvania. 
For Great Britain, and still more for Ireland, he considered 
60 per cent. too low, but even if it were as low as 30 per cent., 
his general principles would not be refuted. 

Sir Thomas Whittaker 1 points out that there are three 
fallacious assumptions-(I) that foreign proportions hold 
good here; (2) that capital proportions apply to annual 
values; and (3) that the whole of the present taxes may be 
added to the total value. 

Murray (" Taxation of Land Values ") refers to these 
foreign and colonial instances, and urges that the high per
centage of unimproVed value to the total value is due to the 
great area of vacant land included. That this aggregate 
method is misleading is shown by the fact that per acre the 
buildings in New York are £1,419 against £6,000 in Glasgow, 
yet they are probably ten times as valuable. 

The following recent estimates have been made of the value 
of the sites of buildings and houses :-H. Cox, £40,000,000; 
Sir L. Chiozza. Money, £51,000,000; Edwin Adam, 
£100,000,000; J. D. Chorlton, £35,000,000 (outside London) : 
Sir T. Whittaker, £50,000,000. 

Sir Thomas Whittaker prepares the Sch, A figures by 
deducting from the gross &SSeS.'\IIIents the errors and over
assessments, depreciation and repairs, and voids (dividing 
the latter equally between lands and houses-which is not 
in fact correct 'I. Sir L. Chiozza Money similarly deducts 
one-sixth repairs, charities, voids, and over-assessmomts 
from the total building values. 

Even when the net value of agricultural land has been 
obtained before the site value or economic rent can be 
determined, it is necessary to deduct the improved value. 
The following estimates have been made :-MacCulloch, 
one-half for improvements; R. J. Thompson, £12 per acre 
for improvements; Trustram Eve, f.8 = unimproved value, 
or £2 for the worst land in cultivation; Sabin, four-sevenths ; 
Sir L. Chiozza Money, £10 for buildings. and half ~oe for 

• 01>. cit. 
• , .. P. 63· 
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improvements; Sir Thomas Whittaker, ISS. sa. out of:2Ol. 
average annual value--" prairie value, nil." 

The following estimates have been made of the net agricul
tural value:- SirT. Whittaker, £21,000,000 (" prairie value, 
nil "); H. Cox, £20,000,000; Sir L. Chiozza Money, 
£35,000,000; Edwin Adam, £26,000,000. 

The capital value of agricultural land is dealt with in 
connection with " The Capital of the United Kingdom," 
Chapter XI. 

There remains then the value of land devoted to railways, 
mines, canals, waterworks, etc. These concerns are not 
assessed nnder Sch. A, but on their profits, like Sch. D. 
They are rated, but the ratings are not free from the profit 
element. 

Some writers make an estimate of the sum which may be 
regarded as applicable to land value :-

H. Cox: " Land Nationaiisation" (£10,000,000). 
Money! .. Riches and Poverty" (£6,000,000 railways; 

£5,000,000 quarry and mine royalties).' 
Whittaker: .. Ownership and Taxation of Land" 

(£12,100,000). 
Others (Edwin Adam, Hirsch, etc.) assume one-half the 

profits assessed 
There is one form of estimate that can be traced back 

for many years, recurring at frequent intervals. On this 

=e!: i~ ~ !:::: :!a!:lf.,!: character of its 

A recent version by Max ffirsch is given in the Appeadix to 
.. Land Values Taxation," by C. H. ChomJey aod R. L. Outh
waite, aDd is based mainly upon the income tax figures (far 
1905-6) as follows ;-

I. Pwe LIIfIIl V td4Ia (SeAs. A anti D). 

(a) lrI2.nors, fines, certain tithes, aod certain sporting riShts. 
(b) Markets and toUs. 
(e) FIShing in United Kingdonl and sporting rights in Ireland. 

I F .... Cd. 6gIIo. p. 79 (6gura in 1889). 
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II. Land alll ImprOlietIH'IU Values (Sci I. A). 

(d) Lands . c1 d' . bar {(Of which 60 per 
• m u IDg certam rentc ges cent. is pure annual 

(I) Houses value). 

III. La,,11 a,,11 I"'P'OII_111 V allies (Sc". D). 
(f) Railways. 
(g) Mines. 
(/0) Gasworks. 
(II Waterworks. 
(J) Canals. 
(II) Quarries. 
(I) Salt springs or works and alum works. 
(m) Cemeteries. 
(II) Tramways (net receipts) from the Statistical Abstract (Il0l 

tax figures). 
Fifty per cent. of (f) to (II) is given as pure annual value. 

IV. EN"", T_ 011 Land and ImprO!imu1ll$. 

(0) Inhabited House Duty. 
(P) Income tax collected (Sch. A). 
(q) Income tax collected. Sch. D (Sch. A, No. III.). 
(,) Local rates. 
Of these items 60 per cent. is regarded as .. pure anoual value .. 

of land. 
(s) Land tax. 
(I) Local revenue from tolls and dues. 
( .. ) Tithe (approximate). 
The whole of (s). (I) and ( .. ) are .. pure annual value." The 

figures of the estimate are (in thousands) :-

£ 
I. 0 • • • 0 • s.384 

II. • • • • • • 1S40S83 
lll. . · • • • 42.078 
IV. (0) to (r) • • 0 44.733 

.. (s) to ( .. ) • 0 0 IOAJI 

Total 0 0 0 154.208 

In examination of this it is neces.ry to take the items in ClI'der. 
and for convenieace there is some little Rpetitioa of matter 
dealt with in the early chapters of this wort.. 

I. (a) M_. Fiaa ... --. TiIka" aU "--. S~ 
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Rights." -1f.n the case of many manorial payments and fines 
(not separately distinguished in the Reports) there is a peculiarity 
in the law which makes it erroneous to include them in this 
estimate. They are already. in effect. in the totals far " Lands " 
under No. II .• for the latter covers the rack rents out of which 
the lines are paid as occasional lump sums.1 No deduction is 
allowable in calculating the gross values for Sch. A (given under 
No. II. above) for these occasional payments. and assessments 
upon these items are in the nature of double assessments. far 
which there is legal sanction. but which do not correspond with 
an actual extra value in the lands. 

Similarly. fines on reneuJlIl of leases are assessable. but. since the 
assessment does not stand if the money received is invested 
during the same year.- in practice virtually no separate liability 
arises under this head . 

.. Certain tithes" (i.e .• those not subject to the regu1arcommu. 
tation) and .. certain sporting rights" may rightly be regarded 
as .. pure land values." and the correction of the whole class 
(£1.310.673) would be met by reducing it about one-half. 

(b) Markets IUId ToUs.-These ligures (£86c}.63S) are the 
.. assessable prolits" on the basis of the preceding year. in the 
ordinary Sch. D sense. and it is not easy to see why they should 
be treated difierently from en to (m' under No. III. 

In the case of tolls (as. far example. bridge tolls) there is 
generally considerable capital outlay. the intere5t upon which 
is included in the sums assessed. and it is donbtful whether mare 
than one-quarter is .. pure land value." 

Prolits of .. markets.. similarly include the interest on con· 
siderable capital outlay. Three-fourths of the total item appears 
in the Report under .. Local Anthorii',s." and in many cases 
there is no connection whatever between the prolits of markets 
and the values of the market areas acluded from the Sch. A 
ass ments. since the markets are not necessarily far maximum 
profit and for purely commercial ends. and the sites are in some 
cases possibly worth mare. as sites; than the whole of the profits. 
The absmce of any real connection makes it impossible to set 
down this itenl. or any fixed proportions, as purely" land value." 

IL The correct title of this class (d) is .. l.tmih. indutling r" 
duzrges fI1IIler Tithes Commutation Ad,jIlnllMuses,j_ building •• 
etc.... and if this had been correctly set out in the estinlate it 
would probably have saved the error nndea- (II) referred to later. 

S Yide p_ 46. 
• S It 6 VJCt. c. 3S. L 60; ScIL A. No_II_. raJe S (copied sabetantiaDv 

from tile Income Tall: Aeb of 180~ and 1806)_ Vide my artie" 
.. IncjdenceofTnatim of I ea-ho'cfe .... EetnltlMie ~.JaJy. 1911. 
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No exception can be taken to (4) and (e) being gIVen gross 
without allowance for repairs, since a proportion of the total 
only is taken, and it may be said that this deduction is allowed 
for in settling that proportion. .. 

The crux of the position is the percentage (60). This figure is 
supported by computations for American cities 60'59 per cent., 
New Zealand 68'94 per cent., and South Australia 65 per cent., 
to the fallacious character of which reference has been made,' 

III.'llasses (f) to (III). Here Hirsch parts company froro 
Shearman, who had placed all these items under division II., and 
taken 60 per cent. in a similar manner, but he adduces as a reason 
for taking 50 per cent. his desire to err on the side of caution I 

Neither writer seems to realise that the distinction between 
these items and the general Sch. A is a purely legal one, a relic 
not merely of the Income Tax Act of 1142, but also dating from 
Pitt's income tax. So Hirsch, realising that tramways are similar 
in character to railways, but were non-existent in 1885. adds the 
" profits" to this section, not recognising that the ground for all 
these separate classes is that the annual value of the lands, etc., 
occupied by the subjects is excluded from the ordinary operation 
of the rules of Sch. A and is merged in Sch. D. Tramways are not 
within the scope of Sch. A, No. III., like these other classes. As 
he seems to have gone by analogy it is difficult to understand 
why he did not take" electric lighting works .. as being a similar 
co.se to gasworks' He makes the curious remark about this 
whole group:-" With the exception of tramways, however, 
suell undertakings where carried on by municipal bodies have 
had to be omitted, for the reason that no statistics are available 
from which their rental value may be deduced. This is a serious 
hiatus, as the value must be high." He was apparently ignorant 
of the fact that municipally owned gasworks. etc., are assessed 
to income tax like others. 

The varioUll properties excluded from the Sell. A .. 5 5 ments 
and assessed Sell. D are rated to the poor rate. In Chapter I. a 
comparison was given showing bow the totals of as 5 moents 
under Sell. A compared with the totals of the poor rate for 11M 
_ properties. 

From these comparisons we get the 'fa\ue of property rated, 
but not assessed undel' Sell. A, as £250500.000 in 1880 and 
!3<f.Soo,ooo in 18g2. In these years the total .. 5! moents undel' 
Sch. D on these concerns wae lsoo5oo,ooo and £65,000.000 
respectively, so that the annual values rated are roughly less thaD 
50 per cent. of the profits 1055 5! ~. and as the ¥Blues mted are 
.' improved .. values, the unimproved values must be wry much 

I V .. pace 347. 
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less, probably not more than 50 per cent. of the ratings, and there
fore 25 per cent. of the profits. On this computation Hirsch'. 
estimate must be reduced £21,000,000 at least under this head. 

IV. El&wing TaI&u on Land and ImprOlJements.-Even waiving 
altogether the vital question of incidence in each case, and 
accepting the method, some important corrections and criti· 
cisms are necessary. 

Hirsch adds to the Inhabited House Duty and Seh. A tax 
collected an item for tax under Seh. D on the concerns No. Ill. 
£3,490,000, but it is not clear how this sum is arrived at, as the 
tax at IS. comes to over £4,000,000. In any case, through follow· 
ing Shearman, he puts 60 per cent. of it into his estimate, although 
he bas taken only 50 per cent. of the .. value" of the concerns I 

The whole sum paid as loca1 rates seems to be included in the 
calculatiou, of which 60 per cent. is estimated to be pure annual 
value of lanel. But some of the rates paid are included in the gross 
ass .. 'Sment to Seh. A (already put in the estimate in full), being 
allowed as a deduction before the net assessment is arrived at, 
as in the case of rates in Scotland, rates upon tithe rentcharge, 
and some drainage rates. 1 

Land T aI&.-The whole of the tax paid over (£716,915) is 
included as .. pure annual value," but it is totally overlooked by 
both Shearman and Hirsch that land tax is a tledueIiMJ from the 
gross Sch. A ligures already included in the estimate. In the 
case ofa tenant paying land tax fina1lyitsamonnt basto be added 
to the rent paid to give the gross Sch. A assessment and then 
properly allowed again as a deduction. - The tota1 sum 10 
included in the gross ligures and a1lowed as a deduction before 
arriving at the net asses='!mt would not be the whole £716,915. 
but abont two-thirds of it,- the balance being accounted for by 
items so =al1 as to be ignored in the ~Ih. A asses=eats, where 
their doe allowance would not aftect the income tax payable by 
more than a penny O£ two. The whole of this item sbould be 
euluded from the estimates as a double entry. -

LouJl RetJetwe fro. ToUs lind Dua (£s.7I4,043).-This is the 
amount appearing in the Statistical Abstract! for the year 
1'}03-4- It represents vou l'eeeipts withont deduction for 
eKpeDSe5. wages, etc. I Moreover, the full Jwofils from this source 

• Bat in the esplauatory DOtes OIl p. 2]6 be claims to take SO Ps 
amt. ooly. 

• 5.t 6 Viet. Co 35. IL 60; Sch. A. No. V •. 
• The 44th Report shows the IaDd tas allowed in tbd way «16.111. 

and it ball oiDce .......... bat iac:reaIed, the eM ,_ being o1igbtIy 
_aa:amte in this respect. 
•• Local authoi ilies receipts and payments. -
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are already included in the income tax assessments under 
No. I. (b) above. The whole of this item is wrongly included in 
the estimate. 

"TitMs (approximate, £4,ooo,ooo)."-Hirsch says :-" The 
estimate of tithes, other than in Sch. A, is taken from Shearman's 
• Natural Taxation.' " It appears as £4,054.000 in this work, 
taken from the tithe commutation return of 1887. The whole 
of this amount is wrongly included in the estimate, since all the 
commuted tithes are assessed to Sch. A and included in the gross 
figures (No. II. (d) above), while a few other tithes are included 
in No. I. (/I). The tithes" other than Sch. A " are a figment of 
the imagination. In any case, i' the commuted value was 
£4.054.000 in 1882-3. it could not be £4.000.000 in 19o~ (since 
the commutation dropped from £93 IIS. 104. to £69 ')S. 74.), but 
would have been £3.800.000 only. 

Hirsch stops at this point. and. even with the highly disputable 
principles involved. the necessary corrections upon the above 
lines would reduce the total by over £40.000.000. But Shearman 1 

takes 60 per cent. of the taxes upon land (as the part applicable 
to " ground rents ") from the gross Britisb taxes (" because the 
landlords bear this already and receive the ground rents net "), 
and finds the balance £89.zg8.000 as the amount" to be collected 
from British rents, if all taxes were levied upon them • • • 
exactly S9 per cent. • • • AU British taxes could be paid out of 
existing rents and yet leave to the landlords a clear income of 
£61.487.000, besides their house rents, etc.. amounting to at 
least as much more." 

The following are some of the sshllUJUs oj sit. vlllllll :
G. Gunton: F_. March, 1887, [131.468.288. 
Professor Harris: F_",. July, 1887. £65.442,000. 
W. H. Mallock: "Property and Progress," £99.000.000. 
H. Cox: .. Land Nationalisation." £60,000,000 (on 1902-3 

assessments). 
Thomasson': "Land Nationalisation." WallllillSldr R .. 

vi_. August. 1900. £:1.00.000.000 •. 
Sir L Chioaa Money: .. Riches and Poverty" (p. 77). 

£100.000.000 (on 1902-3 ass ...... ments). 
E. Adam: .. Land Values and Tuation" (p. 172). 

£170.714.000 (1904-5 ass nents). 
J. D. Chorlton: "Rating of Land Values." £55.000.000 

(England and Wales) • 
. 1 •• Natunl Tnatinn, M P. 1 .... ... •• 
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W. William&: .. The World's Work," 1909, £80,000,000. 
P. Snowden: Socialist ReDier11, 1909, £105,000,000 (uses 

1906-1 assessments). 
Sir T. Whittaker: .. Ownership and Taxation of Land," 

£91,000,000. 

Concerning the estimates by Gunton, Harris, and Manock, 
Shearman remarks :-" All absurdly erroneous, • • • an nsed 
tables excJuding every penny of rent in the city of London. also 
valuation of railways, canals, mines, etc.," and that Mallock 
excJndes Scotland and Ireland, while Harris omits all lands not 
nsed as farming lands. Edwin Adam refers to the same estimates, 
and their author's" crushing confidence." 

The following writers deal with the site value of London :
Dawson; "Unearned Increment" (p. IS) (quotes esti

mate by Sidney Webb and W. Saunders). 
Chorlton: "Rating of Land Values" (quotes Webb, 

Harper, Gamme). 
Some writers express themselves in terms of the annual 

increase in site value :-
A. Hook (E_ic Review, April, 1906) gives the capital 

decrease on agricultural land, and increase on urban land, 
in 'quinquennial periods. London's annual increase is 
£7,000,000 and urban increase £40,ooo,ooo--capital value. 

MaIlock (" Phantom Millions," Nineteenth Century, 1909, 
p. 765): Annual increment due to sites. £980,000, «tos&
(annual values) England and Wales. 

Chorlton (" Rating of Land Values I') ; £1.300,000 annual 
value, England and Wales, £300,000 iB London. 

Other references to writings upon site nJue not already 
given are:-

A. MacCallum Scott: The l~ioMl, February, 1909. 
G. M'Crae: Chambers' JIIfWMl, Janwuy, 1901 . 
.. Whig and Tory": West",iftSley Review, June, I8c)9. 
J. Hyder: .. The Case for Land NatioDalisation," ,. J19. 



CHAPTER X. 

INCOME TAX STATISTICS AND THE" TAXABLE 
CAPACITY" OF IRELAND. 

ONB of the most important practical uSes to which the 
income tax statistics have been put has been in connection 
with the long controversy about the relative taxable capacity 
of Ireland. The evidence before the R. C. on the Financial 
Relations between Great Britain and Ireland, 1894-6, is very 
largely given up to an examination of these figures and to a 
discussion of their value as a criterion of taxable capacity in 
comparison with other tests. They had been used for this 
purpose by the 1864-5 Commission on Taxation in Ireland.' 
but nothing like the same importance was attar.bed to them. 
In the Final Report (1896) the chaiIman and four others • 
.. after a careful consideration of the various standards," 
came" to the conclusion that none of them have much value. 
taken separately. except tWO-(I) assessment to death 
duties; (2) assessment to the Income tax; but that. taken 
collectively. all more or less support each other." 

The reports by Lord Farrer and others, Mr. Thomas Sexton 
and others. and Mr. Childers laid similar stress upon their 
importance. while various writers have used the income tax 

, figures since the Commission reported. Lord Castlereagh 
would gladly have availed himself of such a standard if it had 
existed. for in his speech on the Act of Union in 1800 he was 
of opinion that .. the best possible criterion of the relative 
melUlS and ability of two countries to bear taxation would be 
the produce of an income tu: levied on the same description 
of incomes in both, and equally well levied in both." It is 
aot within the scope of this book to consider the results of 
the various investigations, and reference to the reports must 
be made for that purpose. but the technical handling of the 

I Y_po JSG. 
••• 
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material and the general considerations that arise from the 
use of aggregated ipcomes to test taxable capacity are the 
two subjects for treatment here. As regards the first sub
ject, it is quite certain that an uninstructed comparison of 
gross figures may contain many pitfalls for the unwary. 

(I) Aggregated GroD Asseslment. (an ScheduIn).-It has 
been a common practice 1 to use the" total income reviewed" 
for purposes of comparison, and, although it has been 
adequately criticised, quite recent writers have continued 
the method, viz. ;-

The figures given by Erskine Childers, Irish Fiscal A u to" 
nomy," in " The Fiscal Relations of Great Britain and Ireland," 
p. 65, are for 1909-10 ;-

Ireland, [15.1172,302 } 
Scotland, £96.204.055 (together, £371,808,534). 
England and Wales, £275,604,479 
They are described as " gross income reviewed for income tax." 

The source of these figures in the Report cannot, however, be 
traced, and the actual figures are, for 1909-10 ;-

Ireland, £40,191,827. 
Scotland, £93.020,031. 
England and Wales, £1177.888417. 

Professor Oldham, in his essay on the .. Public Finances of 
Ireland .. S quotes the gross sums correctly £I,OII,ooo,ooo for 
the United Kingdom, £40,190,000 for Ireland, showing a 
ratio of 25 to I. 

The comparison of .. gross sums leviewed" is a very 
crude one, because while Schs. C, D. and E gross figures 
exclude most of the .. exempt .. income (i.e., it is not dealt 
with in the assessments), Schs. A and B cover the whole gross 
income from land and propexty. Now if the proportion of 
exempt income to liable income under Schs. A and B differs 
greatly in the two countries, and if gross Schs. A and B bear 
a much higher ratio to the total in one countIy tI1an in the 
other, the comparison of gross figures in tbiswayiswortbless. 
Schs. A and B in Ireland account for nearly balf the tota1, 
but in Great Britain for 21 per cent. only. The Irish Schs. A 

J Gilfeu. H F<:oaomic Stadia." L, p. 434. 
• P. 14 of .. Filcal ReiatiOll8," quoted abcwe. 
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and B income includes 47 per cent. exempt, while that for 
Great Britain has 14 per cent. only. Combining the two 
results, and deducijng exemptions (Schs. A and B) from both 
totals to get the figures as comparable as possible, we have
United Kingdom £964,100,000, and Ireland £33,700,000-
ratio of 29 to I. 

Gillen expressed this reason for rejecting the gross figures in 
the following terms :_U The gross happens to include the total 
annual income from certain kinds of property, which kinds of 
property, or some of them, happen to be the principal kinds of 
property in Ireland, and are not the principal kinds of property 
in Great Britain, whereas the net assessment is the assessment 
of all incomes above a certain amount; therefore the net asse3S-

ment in both countries is exactly on the same footing.. (R. C. 
on Financial Relations, Q. 7,821). 

But even the elimination of exempt income from Sclis. A 
and B does not suffice, and the result of the above adjustment 
is not a true comparison of net assessments such as Gillen 
desired. The figures are not ~.", for purposes of com
parison, because the Schs. C and D gross income includes 
many exempt amounts upon which tax is ,ep.ii. (dividends 
from companies, etc.). Table II6 (S3rd Report) gives the 
total exemptions in respect of small incomes (by repayment 
or otherwise) included in the gross amount reviewed for 
the United Kingdom, millions £s8·a. The corresponding 
amount for Ireland may be collected from the separate 
totals for the schedules (acept Sch. C. where it is not dis
tinguished. but this may be neglected), and totals to l.g'a. 
Thus the net aggregates are: United Kingdom. l.953; 
Ireland, £31; and the ratio is 31: to I. But this adjustment 
has not always been possible. 

(2) AnncaW Bet '"_mula.-It will be clear that 
the use of net 155 e m'!llts is much closer to a true c0m

parison of liM objects than the use of the gross; but, owing 
to the change in the form of the statistics in IgDO-I, even 
this is now quite a different thing from the numerous c0m

parisons made before the Royal Commissions of 1865 and 
IIJ9+. It was then ODly possible to compare the ~ 
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net assessments, whereas now we can deal with the actual 
net assessment J upon which duty is paid, after allowing for 
repayments, etc. 

It is doubtful, however, whether this comparison is of real 
utility, because it is after allowing personal abatements 
(which are devices to obtain graduation), and it is clear that 
if we really wish to compare, in Giffen's phrase, the total of 
.. all incomes above a certain amount" the figure to be taken 
is the aggregate gross assessments less all exemptions, as 
indicated in the concluding part of paragraph (I) above. 

(3) Sch. A and True Valu .. of Properiy..-If the aggregate 
gross assessments are used, it is obvious that any difference 
in the relation between official values and true values in 
Irand as compared with Great Britain is of great import
ance, as it may seriously invalidate the comparison. Even 
if n~ assessments are used, it is still material. In 1894 
and prior years the proportions of Sch. A exempted in 
Ireland (representing ownership of property by persons 
whose total incomes do not exceed £160) was small, and even 
now, though considerable, it is not large enough to make 
this question insignificant. 

The relation between official values and true values has 
already been dealt with at some length,- and it is clear that 
at the present time Ireland is seriously under-valued, and no 
comparison of taxable capacity should be made without 
allowance for this difference. a Mor~ver, even when the 
true Irish rental valne is known, it n,list be borne in mind 
that it is a net rental, and to that extent also differs from 
British rentals.· 

The influence of this factor was very exhaustively dis
eussed before the Royal Commission of 1894. The 186S 
Commission had come to the conc1usion that Ireland did not 
in this respect enjoy any imporl4nt advantage, but of course 
the fall in Irish land values after 1880 was a great inducement 

• ViM p. 306 ... espIanatinoe 
• Cbapter IV. 
I On the geaeraJ question, _ H Reva.Juatioo of Ireland," by 

If. J. s,m.ott. Jouraa1 0( Statistical aad Social 1Dqai<y SocJety 0( 
IreIaDd. August. I_ 

• ViMChaptedV. 
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to the Irish witnesses to :represent the valuation as excessive 
jo. 1894, despite milch expert evidence to the contran'o One 
witness wished to deduct one-quarter to allOw fur the 
agricultural depression. but of course this was on the tacit 
assumption that the valuation was ""eel when that depres
sion began II There was much counter-argument on the 
deficiencies of the British Sch. A assessments, and mansions 
were said to be badly under-assessed in England compared 
with over-assessments in Ireland I References were made w 
the considerable value of the vacant .. unrated" land in 
London. The same witnesses in their eagerness sought to 
prove that railways and collieries were badly rated in 
England, I in ignorance of the fact that, even if proved, it 
would not aflect the question, as these concerns, though 
rated. are not included in the 5ch. A assessments which were 
under consideration.' There was also much play upon the 
flnm4 jaci4 probability that a valuation made by a single 
central authority, like Griffith, would be more stringent than 
one made by the host of small inexpert local bodies in 
England, and when it was pointed out that the Government 
surveyor of taxes" revised" the latter valuation for Sch. A 
it was sought to prove that his revision amounted only w 
occasional interferenoe; but this suggestion was Rfuted by 
expert evidenoe, and also by the comparison between income 
tax assessments and poor rate values. I . 

Unfortunately. even the last-named clear comparison was 
hopelessly misunderstood. I and false arguments were based 
on the misunderstanding. From the total ,~ property is 
deducted the property that is rated but not assessed to Sch. A 
in order to arrive at the rated value of property which is both 
rated and assessed; this deduction includes the ratings OR 

railways. etc. The adjustment amounted to one-ninth in 
England. but only one twenty-eighth in Ireland (where 
collieries, mines, etc., are few). so aa equal proportionate 

l ~s.sS+ • 5>471. 6,aoB, 6,l:llo 6,6oa. 
: .. 5>477.6,. etc.. 6,1_ 

t V .. :: t9; Qs. 6,1111. 6,&450 7,0940 11.1640 
• Qa. 6,gag, 7.n&. 
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adjustment was claimed I The deduction had nothing 
whatever to do with the relative comparability of rating. 
and assessments upon the same body of property. 

There was much dispute as to whether tenant right was 
included in the valuation in Ire1and,l but what has already 
been said I will suffice. Any right existing at the time of 
the valuation may be regarded as theoretically included, but 
nothing created since can in theory be covered, although where 
judicial rents are below the valuation the diflerence may now 
be wholly or partly set against such tenant right. Many 
frail thatched houses having no letting value (for main
tenance would exceed rent) were said to be included in the 
valuation and to swell it unduly.· 

There was also a suggestion that the Griffith method 
involved a double rating on farm buildings not practised in. 
England :-" FIrSt you value the land as an equipped hold
ing, and then value the house again ... ; but it was definitely 
negatived by Sir John Barton. 

The statistical transfer of the value of farmhouses from 
.. messuages" to "lands" affected compariaons between 
the nineties and the sixties, and led to some misunder
standing.-

The plea that Irish valuation was not deficient, in the case 
of houses, was forcibly urged by some witnesses, one even 
going to the length of stating that a revaluation in Dublin 
would not result in any increase.- i was stated as a 
rejoinder that in many cases English ratings were kept above 
the depreciating values by local authorities.' The fact that 
the British gross assessment represented rent before charging 
repairs, and that the Irish gross assessment was after charging 
repairs had insufficient notice considering its importance.-

I Qo. 6.029-36, 6,2119, 6,944, """ 
• P.156. 
• Appeodix n .. '''fra. · f 6.1"7. 6.200. 
• . 6.07)-80. 7.363 (vide p. 491. ;"'frll)' 
• . 6.35"' 
• iU my article on .. Land Valuation aud Rating Reform." ~ 

tIDIIIie J--. July. 1911. TIUs _ ... -ra1iDg still obtaiDs to ...... 
slight extent; bat its effect apoa iDcome Us a.: limen", made m.J.,...... .... tIy. is ~ n. 

• Q·7.131· 
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Against any possible comparative deficiency in the Irish 
.~ch. A many witnesses set an alleged English deficiency 
under 5ch. D; and in summing up on this point six Com
missioners regarded the two elements as balancing .each 
other. three put the question aside as unsolved. three 
insisted that not only was the Irish case prejudiced by its 
comparative excess under 5ch. D. but also by its excess under 
5ch. A. while two Commissioners ignored the comparison. 

It is clear that 5ch. A alone could not be taken as a test of 
taxpaying capacity unless its proportion to the whole were 
the same in the two countries.1 

(4) Soh. B lin. Trul Vllu---Soh. B Asslssmenis In. 
Soh. B lnoom ... -As 5ch. B is also based upon the valuation. 
all that has been said on 5ch. A as regards lands equally 
applies. But exemptions have. of course. always been of 
greater importance. and the difIerence between the use of 
gross and net assessments is by far the greatest under this 
schedule. 

We are of course now used to the 5ch. B statistics being 
given IS one-third of the 5ch. A value~ ranking (however 
conventionally) IS illCOfM. on equal terms with the figures 
in the other schedules. But in the 1894 and 1865 inquiries 
strangely enough. despite the close examination and criticism 
of the figures. it was never pointed out that the Sch. B figures 
represented ."mud 1I4l1US. tIOI itICOfItU. and these figures 
were added to the others on equal tenns without question.
Of course. IS a matter of fact. a Sch. B asslSSlllftl represented 
three times the taxable income from the farm in question. 
and whenever i_III&$ were in question the Sch. B ass e 
ments had to be divided by three. The practical effect. in 
liable cases. was obtained by charging the assessment at one
third the ordinary rate of tax. but if a farmer were filling up 
his total income claim be would insert as his income from 
the farm one-third of the annual value (the proportion in 
England was then one-ball). Giffen was quite misled on 
this point in criticising Ba.~er·s estimates. I 

• O. 8.029: Appendix II., P. 383 • 
• Vib comPlltaliOllS by GiIIeD and Sidgtrick in AppeDdiz to the 

Evidence. 
• Q·7.7Uo 
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It is clear that, Sch. B being relatively of great importance 
in Ireland, this correction will reduce the Irish proportion of 
the total appreciably. But the difficulty no longer exist. 
when recent figures are under consideration. 

(5) Seo. A ana B ... True Telt 01 the lucama 01 Lana· 
.... n .a Farmen.-It was contended that Sch. A 'assess
ments, even if correctly based on rents under the same 
nominal conditions as to rates and repairs in each country, 
are not necessarily comparable, because what is taken as 
rent from the total produce may differ in the two countries 
owing to economic friction or the force of custom. Mr. 
O'Brien said that the Irish landlord took one-third of the 
produce, and the English landlord one-fifth.l Sir J. G. 
Barton agreed that this fact would affect comparison, while 
for dairy farms the valuers were said to assign two-fifths of 
the value to the owners. The argument was typically stated 
thus:-. 

Q. 6,313. .. On the question of principle, if it were found that 
the Irish landlord takes a larger proportion of the produce for 
rent than the English landlord, and that consequently the 
English tenant, after paying the cost of productioa, bas • 
larger balance of the produce than the Irish tenant for subsist
fJICe, that CODSideration would of course affect the value of tbe 
yield of inoome tax as a measure of the capacity of the whole 
population in each country to heal fisca1 burdens, won1d it 
not 1 ,. -A. ., Yes, it would seem so/' , 

But DO one saw that .. what is lost on the swings is made 
up on the roundabouts." For Sch. A was never really to be 
a separate test of capacity; all the tax schedules were taken 
together. Schs. A and B together in theory make up the lUI 
produce of the land the owner's share and the farmer'1I 
:;bare; and if one is too large by comparison with England 
the other must be fwD unto too sma1l.1 There was really 
nothing of importance in this contention. 

When we come to the difIicult question as to how far 
Schs. A and B together retdly approximate to the income. the 

, Appeadis n.. Qo. 5.9D1. 6.]1,. 6,8-t8, 6,8<iI • 
• ~tbe EDdioh piOjlOi __ '''':9 aud tbe IrioIa" :8, 

tbeFnglishtotalbScbs.AaudBtogetbs_27(u .• 18 + .8+ 2). 
bat the IrioIa .. still GIlly 2st (f .... '9 + 19 + 3) ('1194). 
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evidence is inconclusive. For land that would be worth {,I 
rent in England. one witness said in Ireland 33 pel' ~t. 
Dlust be deducted for cost of buildings and equipments by the 
tenant. then 15 per cent. for repairs and maintenance. 10 

per cent. for remoteness of markets. and S per cent. for 
the greater cost of manures. so that the Irish farmer would 
only afford Ss. 6d. assuming he is to make the same profit.' 
This witness was certainly pro-Irish. and it is interesting to 
see how the assessments properly made according to rule on 
his data (ignoring rates) would really compare. 

Prior to 1894 (no repairs allowance. and a different Sth. B 
.. fraction ") :-Ireland: A 8s. 6d. + B 2S. Iol. ""' lIS. 44. 
(or assuming tenant right is included, aos. 84.); England: 
A {,1 + BIOS .... 3OS. 

Since 1894 :-Ireland : As above, lIS. 44.-1 of A (repairs) 
_ lOS. 411. (or, including tenant right, ISs. ga.); England: 
A {.I + B 65. 84. - 1 repairs A IS. 6d. = 2¥. 24. 

These comparisons represent the assessment results for 
identical produce (it being understood that interest on rnaiJJ.. 
tenance expenses has to be included under Sch. A), and cer
tainly do not support the witnesses' contention that they 
favour England. 

One witness said that a tillage farmer could not live unless 
he made siz or seven rents. I 

Dr. Grimshaw I made an estimate of the income of Irish 
aericulturists in 188S :-

£ 
Total value of crops and live stock disposed of. 62,ooo.()OO 
Expenses: Seed. food, etc., {,15.300.000 ; labour 

{.8.aoo.ooo ; rent and taxes, !II,OOO.OOO. 34.500,000 

Net income • • • • 81.500•000 

This was somewhat reduced in criticism. though not 
materially. The total Sch. B. which. all there is ia the tax 

"t~:i;.. • .6,81. • . P. ,. 
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assessments to deal with this profit, was in 188S one-third 
of £10,076,000 11 No particular attention was, however, 
drawn to the discrepancy. Giffen made the landlord's rent, 
the labourers' wages, and the farmers' profits together 
£40,000,000,- so that there is no great disagreement with 
Grimshaw's estimate. The bearing of this on the question 
of relative taxable capacity obviously depends upon the 
corresponding figure for Great Britain, a but the official figures 
clearly favour Ireland. 

(6) Sch. D ... True Test 01 Income in each Country.
The point was repeatedly made that the evasion under 
Seh. D was relatively much less in Ireland than in England, 
Irish income being more .. narrowly," .. stringently" 
assessed,' because the liable income was all obvious and 
clearly visible. England was said to have relatively much 
more of the cIasses of income in which evasion or legal 
avoidance was possible, and particular reference was made 
to foreign investments.' which was described as the weak 
spot of the tax, not only because liability was more difficult 
to check, but also because no tax was payable unless the 
incoine was actually remitted to the United Kingdom. The 
point as to relatively less evasion was not without expert 
contradiction,' and far too much stress was laid upon early 
and isolated instances of gross evasion in England which had 
been instanced by Gladstone.' Giffen shgwed some confusion 
of thought upon this question when he ~rked: .. I should 
say the part of the United Kingdom which is most strictly 
assessed is neither England nor Ireland, but Scotland, where 
you really have a scientific system thoroughly and 1ogicaI1y 
applied," I for he was evidently thinking of the valuation 
system under Seh. A. There is no such difference between 
the Sch. D system in ScotIand and England. The point is 
not capable of complete proof, and although it was mentioned 
in several of the reports, in the opinion of most official 

• ADd yet oue wi_ sUd the Irish Scb.. B a... "' .... t ... _ 
!live I IQ. 6.191). 

• Q. 8.055; Appomdis II., Q. 5.496. 
• P. IOZ. 
• Q.8.044-
• QL 8 ..... 6. 8,1:zS-4"-

• ~7.310. , • 1.658. 8.ISO· 
• 8.164-
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experts there is no ground for thinking that evasion in 
Ireland is relatively less than in England. 

(7) Place of AIBeslmeni as a Proper Test of Origin of 
Income.-Owing to legal or administrative methods it is 
possible that income may not be assessed where it really 
belongs. Thus, a bank whose profits have been asse~ed in 
Dublin and have figured in Irish income becomes amalga
mated with a London bank; no change of customers or of 
shareholders takes place, but the Dublin assessment disappears 
and a combined assessment is made in London. Or again, 
some Irish stock is assessed for convenience under 5ch. C 
in London. Official" corrections .. of these various items 
have been made for some years in the periodical .. Financial 
Relations" return. The adjustments were the subject of 
discussion and criticism before the Commission. the par
ticular return in question being that for 1893-4 (314 of 1894).1 
Under 5ch. A the whole of the net receipt in each country is 
assigned as the true contribution. .. There is no means of 
ascertaining . • • where the persons live who are in receipt 
of the income derived from such property. and there is there
fore no alternative but to assign these items in accordance 
with the figures of collection. As to 5ch. B the assessments 
are made on the actual occupiers of the land. who almost 
universally reside where those lands are situated; it is there
fore shown as collected." I .. It is under Sch. C that the 
necessity for some correction of the figures as collected is 
most obvious. no portion of the amount being assessed in 
Scotland. and only a small proportion in Ireland. . The great 
mass of the securities are assessed in London. but they are 
held by persons domiciled in all parts of the three kingdoms. ,. 
In default of a better criterion the statistics of property 
assessed to Prohate Duty were used. They indicated .. with 
tolerable accuracy" how much English property is held by 
persons domiciled I elsewhere. and how much Scotch and 
Irish property. respectively is held by .. absentees." The 
information was obtained from the records of .. resealing." 

• ViM P. 407 of the Appendix. 
• O. foaL 
• The test of ckImicile beiDc the pIa<e ....... probate was takm out 

(0. 1.031). 
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A table was given showing the percentage adjustment. on 
this basis for 1889-90.1 England had to receive 1·6 per cent. 
and Scot1alId and Ireland to give 1'4 and '2 per cent. of the 
total gross Probate Duty respectively, j.e., Scotchmen and 
IrishmeD held "more property in England than is held 
by Englishmen in either Scotland or Ireland. . . . If these 
percentages may be accepted as fairly accurate where capital 
is concerned, which is the case with the Probate Duty assess
IIIellts, it is not unfair to apply them in the case of income of a 
corresponding character; . • • incomes derived from such 
property are mainly comprised in Schs. C and D (public com
panies, foreign dividends, coupons, etc.), and only a sma.1l 
portion of them are comprised in that part of Sch. D assessed 
as trades and professions."· "The remainder of Sch. D 
(trades and professions) is shown as coIIected, for as the 
assessmwts aremade at the place where the trade is exercised, 
it may be takea that the tax is borne by persons resident in 
the CODJltry where it is paid." So the table under Sch. C' 
and part of Sch. D attributed the coIIection of £4.775.949 
England. £396.921 Scot1and and £153.659 Ireland _ foIlows __ 

Imperial sources 
England 
Scotland 
Ireland • 

l 
96.000 

• 4.594.725 
• 471,-492 
.f 164.312 

SiInilG adjustments were made for cme-fifth part of the 
trades and professions, while under Sch. E £82.000 out of 
£9J6.z84 in England was attributed to Imperial sources. 
The table contains. of course. adjustments for other branches 
of reveuue, with which we have DO concern .• 

• The ... of a lingle year _ eriticised (Q. 1.°31'. bat it _ 
-.d a..t: altIIoagh tile ~ __ probate varied the disUiI>atiGD --• ViM p. 222 as tD theae categories.. 

• F ... dDabt9 as to wbethior Scb. C _ properly adjaoted, _ 
Qs. l.oSs. ell:. 

• On p. of02 of the RepOrt .. a ......... ary of hypotbetic:aJ ~ 
the iacame tax beiDg aa addjtj .. tD lrioh reveaue 184')-50, is. 'JOO ; 
18s9-60.£3.79I; 186!r?O.!s.917; 1879-80.£7,.fo16; 188g-90, ",,"1:1. 
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It will be seen that the principle was to assign real property 
to the country where situated, and personal property where 
the owner is domiciled. In discussion Lord Miln& described 
the method as .. ingenious," but admitted that .. satisfac
tory" was too strong a tenn.1 There were points in which 
.. net receipt" difiered materially from assessments-the 
concession of charging income tax, Sch. A, in Ireland on rent 
8$ '"ftVe4, instead of upon the rent receivable or the valua
tion, began in 1881,' and there were great arrears for some 
years.' Pensions paid from Indian revenues, .u in London, 
wherever the pensioner might be domiciled, were an example 
of the kind of correction required. Giffen did not encourage 
these minute adjustments, and thought they made little 
difierence in the end. It is obvious that whereas for one 
part of income an attempt had been made to attach it to the 
recipient, for a large part (Sch. A). the place of derivation 
alone was considered. and the incollSistent principle WlI& 

criticised at some length. The principles in opposition 
were :-What is a country capableof producing? and what 
are the inhabitants of a country capable of paying ? Lord 
Milner was inclined to lay all the stress OD the fonner. doubt
less in defence of the official return. and when asked whether 
debts should not be deducted he said that the time element 
was important. and if there was a permanent draiIl .. deduc
tion might be made.' The income tax was a good test .. the 
capacity of a country. but D.ot of its iDhabit&nts.· 

A'_teei.am.-This questiOD. arose as .. direct result of tha 
discussion as to whether taxpayiDg capacity was to be 
judged by producing power or spending power.- Lcxd 
Milner estimated that one-third of the Irish rental went to 
England. and that one-third of the value of Irish land repre
sented money from English companies and lenders. What 
with absentee landlords. both English and Irish. and tenants 
paying interest to the Treasury or to Eng~ IIIOI'tgag1:es. 
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neither the yield nor the assessment was a good measure 
of capacity.l The following estimate of absentee rental 
in Ireland at various dates was quoted from Dalton's 
" History .. :-1691, £136,000; 1729, £6270799 (prior) ; 1782, 
£2,223,222 ; 1804, £3,000,000; 1830, £4,000,000 (also 
£3,ooo,ooo-Bryan); 1838, £5,000,000. 

Mr. O'Brien's figures were based upon a parliamentary 
return in 1872, which gave £2,470,816 as the rental paid by 
Ireland to absentee landlords of "ural properties, to which 
was added, in proportion, £960,900 for urban property, 
interest on mortgages to British insurance companies (com
puted by Sir R. Gifien in 1886 at fourteen millions) at an 
average of 41 per cent., £630,000 per annum, with repay
ments to Church funds, Treasury loans, quit rents,land pur
chase annuities, and remittances of savings bank deposits, 
reckoned at six and a quarter millions in all. He thought 
that half the valuation of the country was subject to 
mortgage.-

Swift in his day had said that one-third of the rents of 
Ireland were spent in England, and that with other remit
tances a full half of the income of the kingdom went there.' 
Mr. T. Lough thought that five millions, or one half the rents, 
went abroad,· and another Irish witness estimated four 
millions at least.' 

Giffen was reluctant to admit that absentee transfers made 
much real difierenc:e, and when argum.ts were based on the 
economic efiect of transferring spending power bodily from 
one country to another he referred to the immense difference 
between the static: and the dynamic points of view, and 
showed that, as in the case of Australasia and the United 
States, the remittance of a very large sum is quite consistent 
with the highest state of pIosperity.· 

I Qs. 9'}2, 1.012, 1.014-
• Q. 7,003- Gi1Iea ~ that """,fourth part of the IIOIIIiDal 

agricUltural reota1 (£10.000,000 in 1883-4) came to EogIaDd "011 
bal ....... ,. as mortgage interest (" Ecoaomic Value of Ireia.od to Gi"eat 
Britain": U Econonric Stadies," L, p. 445). 

I f s,..sa, 6,997· 
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lD. the Final Reports the chairman and ·four -C9mmis
sioners agreed with Mr. Erskine Childers that the" e.conomic 
drain" should be deducted from the income tax figur~, but 
Lord Farrer and his ,two colleagues replied that .. the tax is 
taken before the money is spent" and there are also counter
remittances to Ireland, that the two cannot :be brought .to 
any numerical test, and that they are not of sufficient impor
tllollce to invalidate the statistics as a test of taxpaying 
capacity. 

The reconciliation of them contentions is really quite 
simple, although never clearly brought out in the Report, and 
it does not involve abstruse considerations of the time 
element. As will be observed in the pages to follow, all the 
Commissioners agree-es a principle though not in detail
that taxable capacity measured along the lines of income 
is really referable to an aggregate of individual capacity. 
Therefore we may postulate that aggregate at this point. 
Now ·debts and interest payable form no part of individual 
capacity. and in judging what irttliuidtulls ClIft pay these 
charges must be allowed. Suppose the income assessed iB 
Ireland and England respectively to be • and 6. the drain tet 

be •• the rate of tax to bej and that the ",,"," revenue is to 
Y' 

be raised by this taL The tax apparently paid by (i .•.• col-

lected in) Ireland is .!. but since by the process of deduction 
Y 

(as by ewry doctrine of incidence even if open deductiOil 

were not allowed) Ireland recovers the tax ~. her actual 
Y 

burden is ~. which .is the proper tax on her true Det 
'1 

income. while ~antl bears 6 + •. But in fact the whole 
Y 

revenue is IlOl raised by the income tu. and if part is raised 
by expenditure taxes and fuI.s wAicA _ IlOl Ott prod,," n4 
sltilta6l. 10 dSlllllll ~ the relatiw tuahle capacity 
for such taxes must Dot be • : to bu.t • -. : t +.. That is,. 
the drain must be allowecl for ia judgiDg of tuahle capacity .. 
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for all taxes except income and produce taxes, but for income 
tax the system automatically adjusts itself. If you take the 
charges from the apparent income you must deduct the tax 
on the charges from the apparent tax burden: you may 
adopt either method, but must adhere to it consistently in 
(omputing both the subject and the object. 

All the foregoing considerations relate to corrections of the 
bare tax statistics which are necessary, or which must be 
taken into account, before the figures are really avaiklb1e lot' 
use in a direct manner for this problem. They appear to l>e 
much more formidable than they really are, the only serious 
item being the correction of the Sch. B convention. 

But when the tax figures are purified, how far can rules as 
to taxable capacity be scientifically based upon them? 
Further considerations arise, which may be briefiy reviewed. 

The Population nempi from Income Tax.-If the income 
tax were so levied that no eumpt person could bear taxation 
of any description, its figures would be final. But its exemp
tion limit is not an absolute one for all taxation-it is merely 
convenient relatively, and is only approved because this 
but forms part of a system, and those who escape it are 
reached in other ways. No one would assert that DO taxes 
at all should be paid by persons with incomes under {,160. 
Therefore the non-income tax paying class is important when 
total taxation is being considered. If this class bears a 
constant ratio to the taxpaying clae then the difficulty is 
solved. since results and variations applicable to the latter 
will also be correct for the whole. Lord Milner in evidence 
remarked :-" Of course, the income tax assessments cannot 
possibly be a test of the capacity of the multitude to payany
thing .. 1; and the suggestion that if the ratio of income tax 
to total revenue in the two countries was the sante the two 
communities were in an analogous condition, was too remote 
from the facts to require consideration. The higb exemp
tion limit made it an improper test.. Giffen was disposed to 

• Qs. 990. 991 • 
• Q. 1.01 s. ViM also 1Ir. W. F. BaUey's article iD the J oumaI of 

Statistical aDd Social Inv-e+ipticm Society of Ireland. 1885. p • .,.. 
He points oat that the entire popoJatioD _ individually come near 
the millimum. aDd theIefore the proUt IUU_ be iD6DitesimaI, (18 
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belittle the importance of any slight difference in the pr0-
portion; it would have to be widely different to make the 
application of the income tax ratio of capacity to the coun
tries as a whole really wrong. I Sidgwick could not follow 
this contention, because there was obviously a much greater 
proportion of Irish income below the exemption line. I The 
familiar expedient of doubling the income tax assessment to 
get the total income was not considered wholly applicable 
to Ire~d, although it was freely used.' On this basis Giffen 
took the aggregate income for Great Britain as£I,424,ooo,ooo, 
against £76,000,000 for Ireland.' 

It is not, however, within the scope of this chapter to deal 
with the actual methods of ascertaining the income below 
the income tax limit. 

Aggregate. Intlivi.ua1 Incomea .. • Teat of C.paaitJ: 
Th. SublilteDea lllinimum.-It needs very little progress 
upon lines of proportional taxation tempered by the deduc
tion of a subsistence minimum to make one realise that the 
IIv".ag' individual income is an important feature, for a 
small number of rich men having the same aggregate income 
as a large number of poor persons will certainly have greater 
capacity to pay taxes; and the aggregate by itself tells us 
little. Mr. Lough put the average English income at £39 
and the average Irish at £15, and adopted the subsistence 
minimum incapable of taxation at Giffen's figure, £12, so 
that the tuable balances were £27 and £3 respectively. 
These balances multiplied by the population gave the 
.. capacity" for the country.- Giffen took the average 
income per head as £41 lOS. and £I6SS. respectively,' or,on 
a basis of comparative wages. man for man, in considering 

••• 
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the wage earners alone, {,60 and {,33.1 It was accepted 
that Giffen and Levi agreed that the English individual tax
able capacity was twice that of the Irish.- The Irish were 
said by one person to have really" no residue for bearing 
taxes at all." • 

The question arises as to whether the subsistence mini
mum should be deducted from all incomes. Can it be taken 
to be the average of a high minimum for some with a low one 
for others? It was not considered to be an average in 
theory, but it was admitted, so far as Ireland was concerned, 
that {,12 might be more than the whole income (per head) 
in many homes, and that therefore a margin was left which 
gave a higher minimum for others.· But in principle it 
seems best to regard the minimum as being applicable to all, 
as it really is in fact, having regard to plain physical neces
sities, and one need not be misled by the machinery for 
digression in actual taxation where .. abatements" cease 
at a certain point, for such abatements do not represent a 
nOB-taxable minimum at all.6 

A more important point is whether the same minimum 
nntSt necessarily be taken for Ireland as for England. Giffen 
would not countenance a different figure" taking advantage" 
of the poorer country,· a1tboughheadmitted the minimum in 
Ireland was tie/lido lower. Sir E. Hamilton considered that 
the relative standard of life there must be taken into account; 
and necezsaries were much cheaper.' fIt wouJd seem hardly 
fair to the poorer country, however, if revenue is being taken 
for a common pool, to take advantage of a lower standard of 
life, and to act in the direction of preventing its inlprove
ment. But having adopted the same nominal minimum, it is 
advisable to adjust it by reference to the comparative indes 
_her for prices for the Be uies 1ISUaIly obtained for it, 
if there is any substantial difference; the minimum should 

I Q. 7.719-
• Q. 1.651• 
• ~ 4,063· 
• . 10.310. etc.. 
• .P1" .~-Fi cidReJatioDs-~ •. I ... 
• 9- 8,120. , g. 10,]26. 
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be reckoned by an equality of goods as far as possible. One 
might imagine that the whole net balance should be thus 
adjusted to prices, but on the whole, unless llu las to be toIun 
ultimately is also adiusted, this refinement seems to be 
confusing the issue. Bastable, however, argued against 
taking the same minimum, and turned rather away from 
minimum necessaries for lif, to minimum necessaries for 
prOill4C#ofl.' He quoted Marshall :-" The income of any 
class in the ranks of industry is below its necessary level 
when any increase in their income would in the course of 
time produce a more than proportionate increase in their 
efficiency," • and, following this line, his criticism of Giften's 
result was somewhat searching. He appreciated the difIi
culties of determining the disposable net income for com
parison, deprecated· the refinements, and considered that. on 
the whole. comparative gross income was the " fairest rough 
test. and no test can be looked upon as more than an approxi
mation." For my own part I tbink that although the 
adjustments may be criticised, they contain a much smaller 
net error than the unadjusted figures. and give a closer 
approximation to the truth. Circumstances can readily be 
conceived in which the gross figures would lead to an unjust 
result. 

The Pre~" ua Dilt_tial Capaci'1 of IadiYiaual 
Iaaom ....... ln 1864 and 1894, when. the income tax was a 
simple proportional one, tempered with digression, the 
theory of comparison stopped short at a deduction for sub
sistence minimum. Bastable hinted at progressive capacity,. 
ud Giffen replied specifically on the point. to the effect that 
as a CODSiderable body of opinion, particularly in France, was 
against the progressive idea. it was inexpedient to apply it.' 
Taxation was not progressive in/tid, and that was of course 
It sufficient answer. 

But to-day we have a full progressive system, ud would 
not readily _t to the suggestion that two countries with 
the same number of inhahitants and the same lUI income 

l A'PJ)8Ddis t. to Report. 
• u liriDciples of FcoaoaDca.'. ll .. P. 4-
• App-d'x" p. 114-
• gs. 7.7730 eIiC. 

• 
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(after the subsistence minimum was subtracted) had neces
sarily the same capacity. For the distribution and .. spread .. 
might be very different, although the average was the same.s 
It is a mathematical corollary from the marginal and pro
gressive principles that the capacity of wide extremes is 
greater than that of the same average distributed more 
evenly as a modal type. Various factors could be applied 
to the totals to give effect to this principle, such as the use of 
the quartiles in the distribution, or multiplication by the 
reciprocal of the Pareto index ... 1 But there is no better test 
than the income tax actually paid. because this expresses 
automatically the effect of the current ideas about progres
sive capacity. It applies. however. only to the income above 
the exemption limit, and it might be well, therefore. to calcu
late comparative capacity for the exempt and liable groups 
separately. and then bring the results together. The adjust
ments for income due to other countries would give trouble. 
On the whole I think the best adjustment would be to divide 
the total gross assessed income by the total duty paid in 
respect of it and obtain a factor which will be low if there are 
mapy rich people and high if there are not. The reciprocal 
can then be used as the multiplier for the adjusted totals. 

Incomes differ in capacity, not only by amount, but also 
by kind. Other things being equal, a predominance of 
.. unearned" income would indicate a higher capacity. 
This, again, is accurately expressed;n the duty, and the 
adjustment in respect of it would be fully effected by the 
above method.-

Some economists consider that incomes capable of expres
sion in money terms do not exhanst the true conceptions of 
income.& It may, in some circumstances, be necessary to 

• s~.~. Hamiltou g:ot Dear tbia point. but thought the .. higher in
comes. mGnatBntamwoaldDOtmateriallyaitathecue(Q.10,J9S). 

• Vide p. 464. 
• At pnseot the ApeI"-tax _tistiaI are DOt divUible,.. between 

the iDcome derived from the two c:oantries. or the total iDcomeI 
paying in each wunby. 00 that the method is DOt inDy available. 
There is a good deaJ to be aid for the .. Del: produce .. by itleU ,.. a 
_ of capaaty. Hamard (24+13 and 16.1.14) gives .... offu:iaI 
division of the toIal. Vide Jist at the end of this chapter. 

• Qa. 1.651, etc. 
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consider the value of wives' household services, but ordinarily 
speaking no adjustment under this head could substantially 
change the general ratio. 

Earl Dunraven quotes the 1903-4 .. net' receipt" for each 
country and also gives .. net produce of a Ill. rate in the {. (about) 
-United Kingdom, {.2,772,768; England and Wales, {.2,43S,I39 ; 
Scotland, {.243,244; Ireland, £94,384." It will be seen that this 
is a mere division of the" nit receipts" by the rate (IIIl.) and 
differs from the official figures, which are based on net produce. 
He emphasises the fact that Ireland pays only just over one· 
twenty·seventh of the total (U Ireland's Financial Burden," 
Ninllmtlh Ctmlury, July, 1905). 

MISCELLANEOUS DOCUMENTS ON FINANCIAL RELATIONS AND 
DIVISION OF ASSESSMENTS. 

H. C. 163-1893; H. C. 305-1893; H. C. 334-1893. 
Financial relations: Allocations of revenue collected. 

H. C. 344-1893. Financial relations: Death duties. 
H. C. 316-1893. Five years' statistics of collection, 

1888-g to 189a-3. 
H. C. II8-1894. Death duties. 
H. C. 313-1894; H. C. 182-lg01. Explanations of 

financial relations returns. 
H. C. 313-18g8; H. C. 317-18gg. Collection and con

tribution. 
H. C. 377-Igoo. Collection and contribution (figures fOl 

each ten years). -
Cd. 6897. The true Irish contribution. 
Hansard (sa), 24.4.13; 21·P3; and 16.7-14. in

come tax and super-tax contributions of Great Britain and 
Ireland separated :-IgIo-II, £60,608,000 and £a.I64.ooo : 
IgII-I2. £42.370,000 and £1.504.000 ; IgIa-13. £42.770.000 
and £1.463,000: Igl3-14, £42.031.000 and £1.374.000. 

Hansard (35). logS. The available information does not 
permit of a statement of the estimated income per head of 
the population in Great Britain in 1861 and Iglo-II. 

Hansard (as). 1982. No reliable estimate of proportion 
of Irish to British gross income is known. 



CHAPTER XI. 

THE NATIONAL CAPITAL. 

THE accepted method of ascertaining the national capital 
wealth is the capitalisation of the income tax statistics so far. 
as they cover the ground, supplementing the results by esti
mates for the remaining items. Although used by others 
before Giffen, notably Baxter and Newmarch,l it is generally 
associated with the name of Giffen, because he elaborated it 
in his well-known work .. The Growth of Capital," and 
instituted a decadal comparison. No worker in this field 
can afford to be ignorant of Giffen's study, and it would be 
idle to recapitulate here all his conclusions. These com
ments are by way of supplement to what may be found in 
his writings, and relate mainly to the methods and limitations 
involved in the use of the income tax reports. 

It is generally agreed that national capital wealth can be 
stated with less certainty than national income, because 
everything depends upon the number of years' purchase, or 
rate of interest, employed to capitalise the annual profits. 
The method has the merit of continuity and also of being 
practically the only one available to P"~ a comprehensive 
historical test of accumulation of weaAh .• 

Giffen was carefu1 to point out that this mode of valuation 
had no reference to accumulated capital l1UIlay, which 
might not amount to so much. Nevertheless, the values 
were stable and not transitory, and they represented 
facilities for production and distribution, which .. must be 
equal all in an to the facilities existing anywhere else, because 
they are constantly tried in the fumace of free trade and 

I ~. Dea!mber. 186]. The iIH:ome fas figars for 18S4 to 
1860...,... ased to .... ammal DYings ~130,ooo.ooo. and the ... aJuo 
were compared with iDaeasee by ratiDp, Roue Duty, raihray 
canital. aDd lire Wsw"",,", (5. , •• 1M.). . 

i ~,1911, p. 1,088, aDd Part«' ... Progr_oI theNatioa." 
p. 10:>-
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are not sustained by adventitious means." The value must 
be that of a .. going rwncem "-in itself a .. violent hypo
thesis "-and the profits fOl1 that purpose he considered to 
be more reliable thalt any statement of actual capital outlay, 
with its risk of including was," savings and improvident 
investment. But Iue Jecognised that his method does not 
necessarily registeJ trlle /lCctlmulatiorl, for increase may be 
exhibited where no actual outlay lias been made.' 
• Valuation as a" going concern" means the capitalisation 
of future prospects. W. J. Harris 1 remarks that this is 
not what we want when eomparing inventory wealth<. 
.. The figures have been used by the public as representing 
the actual wealth of the 'United Kingdom without this 
qualification, and they give an exaggerated idea of it to the 
ordinary miud." He refers to the fact that Bismarcll 
brought against the French their own valuations of national 
~alth when treating for the evacuatioll' of Paris, and what 
M. de Foville called" im~()ff$ malhetWetfStIS" maY,on 
occasion, prove disadvantageous and should warn us against 
exaggeration. 

But what other value can be assigned than is furnished 
by the prospect of immediate and future achievement l 
No degree of usefulness ill 1M ~GSI, and no &D1ount of actual 
outlay itt 1M ~" can weigh against lack of such present 
and future utilities as men generally are willing to estimate 
and pay for in the commOil measure and mediUIIL The 
value of a capital asset is not in what it has « cost .. ia the 
put. but in its stre&D1 of prodUCtiOil of economic satisfac
tions (whether material or immaterial) for which men will 
give effort and sacrifice. The capital value of such a sm.m. 
or .. income" for .,." Bi- ___ is meaningless; it is 
the income itself for that moment: capitalisation must 
mean a considel1ltion of the stre&D1 and its entire possessiOil 
over a period of time, and that period must be from « DOW .. 

OIlwards. It must therefore involve a consideratioD of the 
possihility of the stream diminishing or expanding in 
volume ...... it must take into aa:owat future potentiality 
for which an immediate maret value is assipable. eWll 

• So J~ III9f, P. S ... 
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though the stream has not yet begun to How. The attempted 
distinction of an .. inventory" value cannot be carried 
through logically; all that really emerges from the attempt 
is the warning that the wealth estimated in one complete 
way must not be assigned or applied to a purpose for which 
wealth in ~ 0/ its particula, forms is alone applicable. If 
I have to decide how much tea I can buy at any moment 
when I am at the grocer's door, and if it is a law that I can 
only command tea by the tender of certain round pieces of 
metal, it is no use for me to reckon upon the .. value" of a 
stock exchange option, the documentary evidence for which 
is in my pocket. 

Although wealth is conveniently converted into a common 
term, it is well not to disguise the fact that wealth itself 
expresses little convertibility, and its essential feature as 
wealth largely depends upon its being allowed to take part in 
production along its own lines. Because a nation's wealth 
is found to be £10,000,000,000, and because also it is found 
that it may wage a certain war by expending shot and shell 
.. costing" £2,000,000,000 per annum, it is idle to assert 
that it can .. a1Iord" a war for five years. Comparisons 
of that order, even if not of that degree, are constantly 
being made. A nation whose wealth is in cocoanuts is 
limited in its ability to wage war against a nation whose 
varied wealth includes mines, by the value which the rest of 
the world sets on cocoanuts, and the readiness with which 
it may be satiated by them. Theref,,~ two nations equally 
.. wealthy" by a capital valuation in ordinary conditions 
may be very difierent when compared for any speci/i& 
purpose. Although remarks upon some of the difficulties 
arising from the general conception may be more conveniently 
deferred until they appear distinctly in the detaiIed examina.
tion of sections of .. wealth," it may be well to refer briefty 
at this juncture to considerations applicable to the whole 
valuation. 

(I) Changes in valuation may be masked or exaggerated 
by semlar changes in gold values-the general measure of 
the valuation. This thesis needs no elaboration here. l 

• YUle GiffaI," ~Y1I in FJDaDCe," L, p. 162. 
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(2) Changes in valuation may be due to the emergence 
of wealth not susceptible of money measure into a category 
which may be so measured, the social environment being 
the changing factor rather than the wealth itself. If a 
right to wealth is not exchangeable it has no market money 
value, but as soon as it is exchangeable it is .. quoted" in 
the money market, and we know what it is worth. From 
this springs another and a more serious difficulty. Pr0-
gress in social organisation may facilitate the methods for 
making rights exchangeable, particularly by the invention 
of legal forms, bgal entities, and corporations. A great 
vocalist may have derived £I,ooo a year from his talents 
without the capital value of his powers appearing in the 
national valuation, and those powers are not" exchangeable." 
But let a company be formed to .. acquire" rights in his 
work, with a capital of {.xo,ooo, which they pay over to him 
on an agreement; they then .. earn " the {.x,ooo profit and 
pay a dividend of xo per cent., and the vocalist's powers at 
once appear in the national valuation at a substantial 
figure. While we refrain from taking any stock of personal 
values and personal goodwill, we are open to the danger that 
.. progress " in the national valuation may be a mere transfer 
from such a category to the category of the SIIIII4 elements 
held corporately and in a state which is negotiable. An 
extreme instance has been taken, but the difficulty is seen 
acutely when we consider the capitalisation of public 
companies' profits, to be discussed shortly. 

(3) In a broad view of wealth, gain in the forms which 
may be measured by money valuation because transferable 
from one individual to another may be offset by loss in forms 
of wealth attached to individuals and not so transferable. 
.. Personal capital.. may strictly be the ltig1aer furm of 
wealth, and it might well be that the cour.;e of progress is 
to satisfy human f>1Iysie«l fIMIs by the production of com
modities with continually greater economy and freedom, so 
that more and more human effort is emancipated to produce 
non-tangible wealth as the capacity for physical enjoyments 
is satiated. One community of mill hands may save f.3oo 
per head for their children by investment in savings banks, 
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and be eontent that they shall continue to serve the mill. 
This .. saving" appears as an increase in the national 
valuation. Another community may save {.300 per head 
and invest it in the education of their children, who become 
doctors, teachers, prophets and preachers, and a true 
increase in the national " wealth" does not come out in the 
"valuation." The inferences and satisfactions to be drawn 
from any increases in the .. Giffen valuation" must wait 
upon a consideration of this aspect, not only before the 
whole answer, social, ethical and spiritual, can be given, but 
even before the total economic result is announced. A very 
real step forward in the national weII.-being may take place 
while the Giffen measurement is stationary. 

(4) Associated with, but somewhat different from, the 
foregoing, is the consideration that the Giffen valuation 
postulates a certain constant co-operation of labour, manage
ment, and risk-taking with the fixed or material capital, and 
that, in so far as the remuneration arising by the association 
of these elements is included in the profits, it is also included 
in the valuation, although a very considerable part of the 
H living capital" is excluded. Professor Nicholson has 
deVeloped this conception. I and criticises the adoption of 
fifteen yead purchase for " house rentals"; it is " perfectly 
plain that houses would DOt yield 6 and 7 per cent. unles6 a 
certain portion was actually earned by constant expenditure 
of labour." He finds the difference.between the net rate 
of profit upon the capital, 51 per ceu\., and the 3 per cent. 
pure interest, to be mamIy due to the labour involved in 
maiDtaining and employing capital, the risk eIement. from 
a national point of view, being of little importance. So, too, 
witll regard to furniture, its proper use involves a large 
amount of labour; the value of the .. greater part of movable 
propel ty would vanish, but for acquired abilities of the 
inhabitaDtS;" and the value of a paint-box is given by way 
01 exampIe. He considers that DO sufficient reason has been 
given for "the precise figures used for turning income into 
capital, and for ascertaining what is derived from eapital 
plOper and what from manageDleDt. By valuing ordiDary 

~ e-ie J""""". I8gJ: - Stri .... mel Social Problems. n 
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labour at thirty years' purchase, adding remuneration for 
management of dead capital £8,000,000,000, for domesti
cated "humanity £10,000,000,000, and £:1:,000,000,000 for 
professions andoflicialdom, he reached £47,000,000,000 
(in 1891) as the value of living capital, or Bearly five times 
the value of dead capital. 

Except as a warning that the Giffen valuatioD cannot give 
the full story of national welfare, these considerations of .83 

ultimate character are.of doubtful value in relation to the 
practical aims of that valuation, betausethey complicate 
and diffuse the ordinary issues. 

The separate sections of the valuation may now be COIl

. sidered in so far as they involve an interpretation or appli~ 
tion of the income tax gross assessments. 

The chief estimates to which reference will be made &IE 

those by:-
Giffen for 1865 and 1875 (U Essays OR Finance," lISt 

Series, and 5. ]., 1878), and for 1885 (U Gmwthof 
Capital," 1889). 

The Treasury ia" Paget's Return," 1883-4 (H. C. 345-
1885). 

Lord Milner for 1893-4 (R. C. on AgricultUle, 1895-6). 
W. J. Harris for 189:1-4 (5. I., 1894). 
Sir L. Chiozza Money for 1903-3 (U Riches and Poverty,u 

1905); and for recent estimates, 
E_isI (18th February, 16th August, .5th November, 

19II). 
E.Crammond (5. I., July, 1914). 
Others have been made. but these are representative and 

cover the period. 

Landa CmeiudiDc Tithe RlIIlteJaarr). 

Giffen took thirty years' purchese for l865 and lS7S. 
reducecl to tweDty-siz for 1885 (the result aI. capitaJjsing 
lands in Ireland at fifteen and in Grat Britain at twenty. .t yars' purcllase). He _ at _ pains to justify tile 
reduction and to find a .. safe _ ill the transitiooal 
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circumstances" of 1884-5. The loss in capital represented 
over 316 millions, or IS per cent., which was apparently less 
than the general impression, for he draws attention to!' 
(I) the lagging of the change in assessments behind the real 
change; (2) the stationary valuation in Ireland; (3) the 
large amount of " residential" value, which did not change 
as much as agricultural lands; (4) the fact that En:;lish 
tenants were not rack-rented and had virtually a beneficial 
interest, so that the loss had not fallen exclusively on rent. 

There is no doubt that (I) at that time was important, 
and was masked by rent abatements, which ended, reluc
tantly, in becoming permanent: (2) was not always fully 
understood. Major Craigie, in 1878, referred to the .. small 
rise in Ireland" compared with the 2I per cent. and 26 per 
cent. elsewhere.1 It would have been better if a real 
estimate of Irish rental could have been made, before 
capitalisation, because it represented such a large proportion 
of Irish capital, and was important if the three countries 
were being compared. 

Gillen's reduction in the number of years' purchase was 
justified by events. The opinion was expressed in 1852 that 
land yielded 4 per cent.,. but thirty years' purchase was 
given with equal authority.- In 186g Baxter took twenty
three years for lands, houses, and mines, but until the eighties 
thirty was generally recognised.' In 1885 the Treasury 
adopted twenty-five for Paget's ~teturn .. after careful 
inquiry • • • in various parts of the country." In 1894 
Hams ,was urging the necessity for lowering the English 
figure from twenty-eight to twenty-five, and that upon a 
more stringent valuation. By 1896, when the values and 
the methods were carefully considered, eighteen years' 
pmchase of the gross axe ;went was frankly accepted! 
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and the fact that it involved a .. loss .. of over 1,000 millions, 
or 50 per cent., in a few years, was very widely quoted. 
Eighteen was adhered to for some years,l but not without 
dissentient voices, I which have recently gathered in strength. 
Edgar Crammond uses twenty-five years, I and the Economist' 
recently gave a comparison for 1885, 1895, 1905, and 1909, 
using Giften's basis for 1885 throughout, which seems rather 
to burke the difficulty. 

These great changes in the .. values" of land reveal in a 
striking manner the limitations of the whole method. In 
what sense was 1,000 millions" lost" in fifteen years, or in 
what sense has the value diminished from 2,000 millions in 
the seventies to perhaps 1,000 millions at the present time ? 
In the national sense the land and its potentialities are still 
there. It is clear that if a country became half-derelict, its 
producing or feeding power in bushels practically halved, the 
result would be no worse by this method than if, with produce 
maintained, it changes in esteem as an investment and 
alters when compared with other sources of income through 
great secular movements in prices or in the rate of interest. 
It seems that no comparison of results could be satisfactory 
without recourse to some index numbers of purchasing 
power. Without an additional penny being invested, the 
value might rise to great proportions, with consequent 
encouraging inferences. It may be said that it does not 
represent the national utility of the land, but the aggregate 
of individual values, and shows at any rate the limit of value 
as a mortgage security. Such a descriptica is not, however, 
quite justified. Valuation is based entirely upon current 
productivity at the market rate of estimation for security 
for a continuance of that rate. Therefore it ignores poten
tial i __ of productivity entirely. The Sell. A aSSESS 
ments take little or no account of potential building values 

• 190"" (Money: "Rich"" and ~ ... !tt 191t1: .. Tbing!I that 
Matter," 1905): Bidwell." Cban8eo ill V ... ol Land since 1860, M 

lDstitute of Sw 46' .... TraIIIacti ...... 1905 • 
• "Thirty,.... .. _3 (W s' ... R..u., 1906). 
• S. J .• Jan.....,.. 11I1a, for Scotland: S. J ~ July, 1111", iar tba 

Uni~ XinBdom. 
• IIIU. P. 1,087. 
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ill land near towns, and valuable vacant lites are omitted 
altogether. It may be argued that such values are not 
wanted in a national valuation of existing wealth, and it 
would vitiate results to anticipate the future. But the 
point is that just as it is hardly a real national value, 10 

at the same time it falls short of an aggregate of individual 
market values, expressed as the limit of mortgage securities.' 
Minor points may be mentioned :-

(I) Rates should be deducted before the capitalisation in 
Scotland. 

(2) Ranis criticised Giffen,- and said that IO per cent. 
should be allowed from the gross rental, and that land was 
worth ollly three-fourths of the Sch. A value. To the total &0 

reduced he added two millions for undiminished fancy land, 
and one million for accommodation land, making a deficiency 
of 670 millions in I894 compared with I885. But this is all 
a matter of arranging the number of years' purchase upoa 
gross or net values, and in taking twenty..five years instead 
of Lord Milner's eighteen he arrived at the same result. 

(3) Woodlands are not fully covered by the tu assess
ments.-

IIoasM ... -...ag. pnenIl,} 
In I878 Giffen considered twenty year.( purchase might 

reasonably be taken, but he adopted fifteen as a safe 
• Vide S. I., July, 1915. wbere it ha ,t-n remaa-Ired that the 

'I'IIluatioa of papa ty 1IDdea- the Fina::;J:9O'r'IO) Act, 1910, for the 
_ !aDd _ will certainly show • far in ...,... of the Gift ... 
capitaljsati... Of cow. it.iordddo 00. Thia method onIyval .... 
the ...... of e>DstiDg buildings and occupation, based CD pr....m: 
RDtaIII; it takeo DO ~ of future improved -. wba' ... the 
mar_ values m_ relIect IIIICh future ....,. and clliIe<mt occupatiaIIs. 
11: is DOt iDcoasisteDt 10 say that the Giften method oboaId be ... p
pJemmted by the capital value of 9BCaDt baildiDg Jande, witlleut 
going 00 far _ 10 iacCade peoooaal anticipatioDlt of ~ __ 
poIies of future deYeIo!mieot. attacbing 10 ~ DOW in ...... 
'The GiIfea metbod IIboald DOt autic:ipate futurio additiDaaI a:ti,itia. 
Tberefore it oboaId comid ... the value of each property CD ito preoeat 
lItiIity,aDd the pn!IIODt utility of a baiIdiDg lite may DOt uor......,.,.Ny 
be takes _ its value faa' imm .... iate buildm, the fact that it is beiDJ 
held up b __ future development is beaide the mark. 

• S. J., 1194. "Cc>mpar;... III """'"" ", WeakIa.ia F_....s 
Eoglaad." 

• Vide p. 24-
• F« early estimaIa ... S. 1_ IC»:Z.. ... cae:-Beeke 118001. 
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multiplier. In i885 he adhered to fifteen years' purchase 
aD. the gross assessment in England and Scotland and twelve 
years for Ireland. Except for Paget's Return, with sixteen 
years .. after careful inquiry," fifteen years has been con
sistently maintained since Lord Milner regarded it as the 
same as eighteen years' purchase of net values. This 
valuation includes very diverse elements; not only houses, 
but also factories, mills, stables, and business premises, 
Being based on .. annual .. value, which fails to reflect the 
capital value (in the sense of investment) for some classes of 
property, such as country mansions and town halls, it falls. 
short of the true .. accumulation" of capital in such cases 
by applying a severely commercial or competitive test. 

Harris 1 comments that higher rents should not be 
considered an advantage, because this class does not 
represent" productive property." This again depends upon 
the point of view. It would seem that whether rents fell, 
as for lands, or rose, as in this class, we were in evil case I 
He allowed for void property and then took fifteen years' 
purchase of the result. This is fallacious, because the 
number of years' purchase takes into account the ordinary 
risks of empty property already. It is true, however, in so 
far as there are always in assessment a number of properties 
which are practically unsaleable, being untenanted and 
waiting the day of demolition when the owners are sufficiently 
convinced or when time is ripe for other developments. 
On the whole there is no sufficient reason for adjusting 
these figures. Sir L Chiozza Money points out that a con
siderable amount of trade capital is included, and much that 
is only it for destruction is valued in such figures. 

•• Other Prol .. tt anti .. Bah. A. 

Giffen took thirty y.rs. Paget's Return and Lord Milner 
twenty-live years, which has been adhered to since. 
Having regard to the miscellaneous character of the items 

~ 
__ QOD ; CoIquhowl (1812), l400._QOD; 
400,_000; iDcom. - (11i4Jl. bIIs.000.QOD; 
a ....... ooo.ooo. 
• S. J .. • 894, .. elL 

I~ cc 
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included. this multiplier is too high. The sporting rights 
would hardly justify the rate of interest chosen. and the 
net result of analysing the several parts is nearer twenty
one years. Some items are merely legal duplication of income. 

Sch. B (Farmers' Profit.). 

Farmers' Capital.-It has long been recognised that the 
Sch. B assessments offered little assistance in estimating 
the capital employed by farmers in agriculture.1 A good 

. summary of the question may be found in Mr. R. H. Rew's 
paper on .. Farming Revenue and Capital." I He quotes 
Caird's estimate of £400,000,000 (or about six times the 
rent) as the first serious attempt. Giffen in x878 (for x875) 
had taken ten years' purchase of £66.752.000 .. farmers' 
profits .. under Sch. B . 

.. The resulting total is rather less than £700,000,000, which 
again is less than the value of three years' gross produce, which is 
estimated by the best authorities at £250,000,000 annually. 
Whether this figure is sufficient for farming capital at distin
guished from that of the landlord, it will be for those weD 
acquainted with the subject to judge. I have been desirous 
again to take a low figure.'" 

The reason for taking the whole gross assessment. and not 
half. was not made clear.- The estimate was strongly 
criticised as giving £X4 per cultivat. , acre. I In x890 Giffen 
de1ended the use of the gross, but adopted eight years 
instead of sixteen (although he inclined to ten). and dis
cussed the objections.· and particularly Major Craigie's 
views. at some length. He urged the necessity for acc.ount
ing for (x) the value of a year's crops; (2) the value of the 
live stock; (3) the value of machinery and tools; (4) DO

exhausted improvements and beneficial occupation; and 
(5) the value of woods and plantatinns not included in the 

1 Vide R. C. on AgricaItme, 1896. Qs. 63.309. 64-0330 *-
• Journal of Royal AgricaJtural Society. 1895. 
• .. Eslys in FiDaDce," p. 168. 
• Fabian Tracts r' Capital aDd Laud," p. 34) enoaeoasIy uWyBe 

GiJfen'" Iigare. He did _ .. ovel'look the fact .. that p<.mt. .. eo 
MU-IIoirtl of the rent in England 

• Bew. gp. eiL • .. Growth of Capital,. ~ p. 1J. 
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5ch. A values.1 He quoted the estimates by Howard and 
Tumbull-J;200,000,000 for crops, £150,000,000 for live 
stock, and £50,000,000 I for implements-and adhered to 
£520,000,000 for their 1885 estimate. 

In 1894 Harris gave a detailed estimate, putting live stock 
at £197,000,000, cereals and produce at £112,000,000, and 
implements, etc., at £46,000,000. He deducted one-tenth of 
the value of live stock because the enumeration was as at 
4th June instead of the end of the year, and one-quarter from 
the prodl:.ce because a great part of one crop is often dis
posed of before another is ready. This method of valua
tion by primary produce, feeding-stuffs, etc., rather than 
by secondary produce, or sals of live stock, was criticised 
by Major Craigie. 

A writer in the WeslminsUr Review in 1906 put the value 
of machinery and .. movables" at two years' purchase of 
the land, and made the total value £293,000,000.· The 
Economist recently gave £368,000,000 for 1895, £340,000,000 
for 1905, £348,000,000 for 1909, and altered Giffen's figure of 
eight years' purchase to sixteen, without referring, however, 
to the altered basis. 

Estimates 0/ Farmm' Capital Cm millions). 

I86g: Baxter, £300 (animals alone are £'170). 
1874: Turnbull, £440 (R. C. on Agriculture, 1896, Appen

dix A). 
1878: Caird, £400 (Journal of the Royal Agricultural 

Society, Vol. XIV., p. a). 
1878: Craigie, £376. 
1884: Loss of £73 between 1873 and 1884 (surveyors' 

Institute Journal). 
1885: Paget's Return, £300. 
1887: Craigie, £300 (S. J., June, 1887). 
1893: Turnbull, £366"1 (Farmers' Cub Journal). 
1894: Harris, £3sa (S. /., 13g.t) • 

• ViMp. ... 
• As to the q\l«ltion of farm stock ..... cr-stuft pnldace beiDc 

dOllble valll&tioDs, ... Harrill. s. J .. 11194-
• JaDlIU)', 1906. 

ceo 
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1895: Hew, £319. 
1896: Milner, £200. 
1897: Turnbull, £330 (R. C. on Agriculture. Appendix A). 

McConnell, £320 (" Agricultural Notebook "). 
1905: Mo~, £285 (" Riches and Poverty "). 

Estimates 0/ Tenants' Capital per Acre. 

1846: £10 (vide evidence before S. C. on Real Burdens 
affecting Property, Qs. 1.900. etc.). 

1874: £9 65. ')d. (R. E. Turnbull. R. C. on Agriculture. 
Appendix A). 

1878: £8 (Craigie). 
1881: £10 (Caird, S. ]., p. 633. This is where the owner 

wants £50 per acre for the freehold. The tenant expects 
10 per cent. on this capital). 

1894: £6 (Harris). 
18g6: £6 17s. ')d. (R. E. Turnbull. R. C. on Agriculture, 

Appendix A). 
1896: £7 to £Xo (R. C. on Agriculture-Evidence. Qs. 

lA39, 21,515-7. 210931-4); £6 or £6 to £7. fonnerIy £10 
(R. '. C. on Agriculture-Evidence. Qs. 13.345. 14.875-'6, 
15,580,30.596. 60.709. 61.897) ; £10 on good farms (R. C. on 
Agriculture-Evidence, Qs. 24.383. 24,862). 

1905: £6 (Palgrave-" thought by Craigie to be too low" • 
adopted by Money, .. Riches and PovTY'" 1905), 

Be&. C: The Ratio"" D .... 

This item was given by Giffen as .. Public Funds less Home 
FUIJdj." The deduction represents .. the permanent charge 
of our own National Debt." The Indian and colonial 
Government loans formed a large part of the item, and the 
average rate of inte£est was taken at 4 per cent.; Paget's 
Return and Lord Milner'5 valuation continued thi5 estimate. 
Recently Mr. Crammond lowered it to twenty yean' pur
chase. It is nat an item caI1ing for much comment. because 
the rate of interest is capable of fairly exact verification from 
periodical articles in the EC(1tI01IJjsl and other finaneial 
papers. 
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The question of the inclusion of the National Debt is a 
more difficult matter. Giffen considered that the effect of 
capitalising the whole of 5ch. C would be to reckon the debt 
.. twice over ., :-

"The National Debt is a mortgage upon the aggregate fortune 
of the country. As we may assume it to be practically all held 
at home, we may reckon up our whole estate without deducting 
the debt, whereas we should have to deduct it if it were held by 
foreigners; but while we do not deduct the debt from the total 
of our estate, neither can we add it without falling into error." 1 

He emphasised this in x889, correcting the words "twice 
over" as a slip, and added :-

.. Of course, to each individual holding a portion of the 
National Debt, the holding is property .... On the whole the 
reason assigned is a good one. But I should not censure very 
much anyone who included the debt as a part of the capital of 
the community • . . the money expression of all the other 
capital of the community is less than it would otherwise be by 
the amount of the debt; .• . if there were no debt, lands, 
houses. etc., would exchange for rather more than they now do. 
The debt in this view represents a certain distribution of part 
of the capital of the country, and we do not get a complete view 
of the capital unless we include it.'" 

He admitted that in comparisons with other countries, or 
in considering different periods over which the debt had 
greatly changed, the point might be important, but OD the 
whole preferred to exclude it. Lord Milner included it at 
thirty-three years' purchase. Sir L. G. C. Money deducts 
National and Local Debts from the value of public property 
Il,>iving a Det £450,000,000), and includes them under the 
general statement of capital; the ECOIIOffIisI and Mr. 
Crammond apparently ignore them, but have a higher figure 
for Government and local property. £630,000,000 and 
£750,000,000 respectively. 

If we raised money individually for war. by borrowin:1 
l .. Essa'l'll in FInan .... " 1St Series, P. 16j. 
• .. Tile Growth of Capital, .. P. H. In !'apt" Retana, JS:l:.':; 

TnMury""""'" that. a1thoUSh Gitlen excluded tile drbt" .. it 
emlS u ~ property far tile purpooos of _lion." and it ..... 
therefon included by tbenr. 
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from persons with loanable resources, on the security of 
our possessions, the position would be that there would be 
an annual interest charge upon our incomes, from which 
we should deduct tax, and the recipients would nave no 
.. income" to return for taxation. Thus the capitalisation 
of our property values would cover the capital of the lenders. 
If the capital lent had not been blown away in shot and shell, 
it would be represented by additional capital, goods, and 
permanent expenditure, which would come into the national 
valuation, but, as it has disappeared, no such additional 
capital appears. So if a nation's savings are accumulating 
at the rate of £300,000,000 per annum, and a war breaks 
out which is just financed by these savings for three years, 
the total valuation should remain constant for those years. 
It would remain constant by the method indicated. But in 
fact we do not pay this interest as such-we pay taxes
and to capitalise the interest received out of those taxes is 
to add to the national valuation where there is no real 
addition; unless the value of all incomes (or the number of 
years' purchase) has pro tanto fallen, the result will be too 
great. Gifien rather suggested as his view that such a 
depression in value exists. If our values were settled by a 
foreigner, with cata11actic brain, seeking an income in 
Britain or elsewhere, the existence of this non-beneficial or 
onerous charge would lower his estimation of possibilities 
here relatively to countries with no suc 'burden, other things 
being equal; but as most eligible competitors would have 
similar drawbacks the difficulty is minimised. However, 
values are mainly determined by internal competitive 
considerations, and although a differential burden upon 
ownership of capital with no burden upon earnings might 
alter their relative positions, the fact that this burdm is 
fairly distributed on both classes with no possibility of 
shifting leaves the relative values unaltered. Values as a 
whole, however, might change relatively to the general price 
medium, gold; but, even there, credit facilities have such a 
much larger bearing upon that issue that a depression could 
be easily offset by a more highly developed credit system. 
Altogether it appears probable that any efiect of a Jong-
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standing debt, like in character and amount to those generally 
found, would be, if existent at all, in the direction of depressed 
values, but certainly not pro ta,,/o with the debt involved. 
It is therefore duplicating values almost to the entire extent 
toadd Consols to the full fee sirnplevalueof national ptoperty. 

It must not be forgotten that Consols are a mortgage upon 
earned income as well as unearned income, both being 
subject to tax for payment of interest. Sir L. G. C. Money's 
method rather suggests to us that, in a valuation of property, 
although the loans themselves are undoubtedly property 
to the holders, it is only necessary to reduce the valuation of 
real property by the proportion of Consols secured thereon 
instead of by the whole debt. However, his method is 
clearer than Giffen's, and probably meets all that is really 
required. 

The question is further touched upon under the heading 
.. Interest secured on Rates." 

Quarri .. an. lIIine .. 

Giffen put four years' purchase in 1875 and 1885, Harris 
adopted four, Lord Milner seven (after Paget's Return in 
1885), Money five, and Crammond four; the ECOfIOftIist 
adopts eight. The two official returns employed seven 
years, because they recognised what the other writers 
appear to have consistently overlooked, viz., that the 
.. profits" being capitalised include all 1M royalties, which 
are a first charge, and to which a much higher figure than 
",-auld be proper to the remaining profits is applicable. If 
the profits generally were worth five and the royalties at 
least twelve, the multiplier for the whole would be about 
seven and a half. But these profits are worth more than 
five years' purchase. 

The ECOfIOfrIisI rejects Giffen's .. surprising assumption," 
not upon this ground, but because .. a review of the reports 
of such companies shows that the market estimate . . . is 
far greater than four years' purchase • • ." 1 The companies 
quoted in the IRWSIor's Ml1fII1tly Maul alone gave twenty 

I PorW'a" PrCCres8 of the NatiClG, N eel. Hirst,. p. 701. 
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millions more than the total value of mines, etc., on Giffen's 
assumption. The EC01IOmist does not take the point that 
the factor arrived at on one set of figures is being applied 
to another set which are not wholly of the same order. If 
eight years' purchase results from the investigation, the 
factor for the whole income tax figure should be nearer nine 
and a half years. 

Ironworks. 

Years' purchase: Giffen and Harris, four; Milner and 
Money, five; Economist, eight; Crammond, four. 

Gasworks. 

Years' purchase: Baxter, twenty-five; Giffen, twenty for 
z875, twenty-five for x885; Paget's Return, twenty; 
Milner, twenty-five; Money, twenty; Crammond, twenty; 
Harris in z894 thought twenty-five too high. 

Waterworks. 

Years' purchase: Baxter, twenty-five; Giffen, twenty; 
Paget's Return, twenty; Harris, over twenty; Milner, 
twenty-five; Money and Crammond, twenty. 

CanaIs, etc. , 

Years' purchase: Giffen arld Baxter took twenty-five; 
Paget's Return, Milner, Money, and Crammond all take 
twenty, but Harris regarded it as low. 

YIShinp. 

Years' purchase: Giffen and Paget's Return, twenty; 
Milner, eighteen; Money and Crammond, twenty. 

1IubU, Tolls, .. 

Years' purchase: Giffen, Milner, Crammond, and Money, 
twenty. 
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RailwaY' in the United Kingdom. 

Years' purchase: Baxter took twenty-five; Giffen, 
twenty-five for 1875 and twenty-eight for 1885; Paget's 
Return, twenty-five; Milner, thirty; Harris, twenty
eight; Money and Crammond, twenty-five. 

RailwaY' out of the United Kingdom. 

All writers take twenty years' purchase. 

Foreip and Colonial Seourin .. 

Years' purchase: Giffen took fifteen for %875 (followed 
by Paget's Return) and twenty for 1885; other writerS 
have also adopted twenty since. 

Olber Interest I Interest paid out of Rates. 

Years' purchase: Giffen and Milner, twenty-five; Money 
and Crammond, twenty. 

Olber ProI1ts. 

this small item bas generally been taken at twenty 
years' purchase. 

Tnd .. and ProfeuiOIllo 

Baxter said: .. Trades and professions require working 
capital, the interest on which, in the opinion of competent 
judges, amounts to one-fifth of their gross income"; and 
Giffen's comment was that he regarded this as a xninimum.1 

.. By speaking of a fifth of.trade and professional income as 
being interest on capital we in fact imply that only a usual 
or legal rate of interest Is considered to be derived from 
capital . • . and we are therefore moderate in capitalising 
at fifteen years' purchase only." 

Milner followed Giffen, although he regarded the figure as 
very doubtful, and Harris criticised it severely in relation 

. to the method of dealing with companies. 

• .. Ess:Iys in FiDaace, - 1st Series, P. 166. 
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Since 190()"1 the statistics have not been presented in the 
fonn .. trades and professions" and "public companies," 
but employments have been separated, and the general 
class remaining, made up of persons, firms, and companies, 
has been called " Businesses not otherwise detailed." 

Recent writers do not, therefore, distinguish the " owner
ship.'" 

Sir L. Chiozza Money assumes one-half of the net profits 
(after adding for evasion) are from capital, and takes ten years' 
purchase, which gets over the difficulties in Giffen's method 
when there is transition from private to company form. 

We get in consequence rather divergent results. Taking 
companies and trades together, Milner gives £2,043,000,000 
for 1894, and the EC()1J()1IIist,l following with twelve years' 
purchase instead of fifteen, £I,SOO,OOO,ooo for 18gS, 
£24S8,OOO,OOO in 1905, and £2,727,000,000 in 1909, whereas 
Money gives [I,7So,ooo,OOO on 19<>Z-3 figures. 

There is no trace of any genuine investigation into this 
question, and it is probable that if Baxter had put the 
proportion at one-sixth or one-fourth, it would have been as 
readily accepted, without challenge, down to the present 
time. It is clear that for the inquiry to be of any use it 
must be undertaken on a considerable scale and the sample 
results properly weighted in relation to the industries 
affected. Thus, for example, it is almost certain that 
over one-third of the prof,ts of .. tersons and firms" as 
distinct from companies relates to wholesale and retail 
distributive trades. It would be necessary to exclude all 
return upon capital in real property assessed Sch. A, and to 
c:onsider capital in book debts, stock-in-trade, business 
fittings, fixtures, and machinery. Baxter's one-fifth, applied 
to the present .. persons" and "firms" statistics, gives 
well over 40 millions, whereas if these items are taken 
roughly from the Estate Duty statistics, even with a high 
multiplier, sucl1 a figure cannot be approached. The 
.. employments .. carrying no capital element must serve to 
reduce the general average proportion. Indeed, if one 

I It is DOt quite dear how these totals are arri .. ed at. as DO cJetW. 
are giVeD.. 
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excludes them, the average assessment on .. persons" for 
.. businesses, etc., not otherwise detailed" is about £300, 
and an average capital, on Giffen's method, of £900 seems 
rather high. 

This matter is becoming increasingly involved with 
public companies, and is small in relation thereto. Sir L. 
Chiozza Money's plan of taking the whole profits together has 
much to recommend it. If ordinary business aggregates to 
200 millions and company business also to 200 millions, the 
Economist estimate at twelve years' purchase would be 
2,880 millions, and the criticism to be urged aga.inst it is 
that the" jump" from one category to the other is so great 
that companies must certainly be valued too high if ordinary 
business capital is not absurdly low at one-fifth. Sir L. 
Chiozza Money's would give 2,000 millions, and by valuing 
only half the company profits at ten years' purchase a very 
drastic reduction has been made for all the non-physical 
capital elements, but an over-generous estimate is given to 
ordinary business capital. It must be remembered that the 
ordinary business profits include all salaries and manage
ment earnings by the owners, whereas such elements are 
excluded. from assessments on companies, and it is quite 
certain that the capital involved for equal amounts of 
assessment under the two heads is much Uss in the case of 
private management. On the whole I am of opinion that the 
truth is certainly between the two extremes or methods. 

Publio CompaDiu. 

Baxter took twenty-five years' purchase: Giffen fifteen 
for 1875 (which was also adopted by Paget's .Return in 1885), 
twenty for 1885: :Milner. twenty; Crammond, fifteen; 
ECOfIOffIisl, twelve. 

Giffen ori"ninally took fifteen years in 1875 foJ miscellaneous 
public companies ... which would include banks, telegraph 
companies. insurance companies and the like," and in altering 
the figure for 1885 he paid regard only to the change in the 
average rate of interest. No writer seems to have inquired 
into the change of COfIIaII. Joint-6tock enterprise now 
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covers the whole field of industry and commerce. and not 
merely the classes indicated by Gifien, in which there was 
but a comparatively small section under private controL 
One has now to consider whether the method of ascertaining 
the capital, say, of the grocery trade, or the cotton industry, 
under joint-stock control is comparable or compatible with 
the method adopted for the capital under private control. 
In IB94 Harris pointed out the absurd result following from 
the registration of an existing business as a company ;-

The firm A. B. have been assessed at £15.000 a year profit. 
One-fifth would be £3,000, multiplied by 15= £45,000, at 
which they figure in the national wealth while they continue 
as a private firm. .. One fine morning they register them
selves under the Limited Liability Act. Their capital and 
profits are not altered in any way, but their value to tbe 
national wealth is immediately raised to {.3oo,ooo, namely, 
twenty years' purchase on £15,000. How can it be possible 
that this simple act on the part of A. B. has increased the 
national wealth by £255,000 ?" He also refers to a purely 
brokerage business, land agency business, or other .. pro
f~nal " business where there is no capital in tbe business, 
but the wealthy partners keep their property invested in 
mortgages, or houses, or railways. They register for family 
reasons, and a like RSUlt is exhibited, by which be shows 
.. what a very incorrect factor the income tax is for founding 
upon it any fundamental law for pscertaining capitalised 
wealth therefrom." 

We are here facing the difficulty to which reference has 
already been made. The same producing capacity, by a 
mere transfer from the penonally negotiable to the publicly 
negotiable class, alters in its character as national .. wealth." 
The legal organisation for joint-stock control and tbe pro
vision for limited liability are valuable .. ingredients " 
which the State supplies, and their addition to personal 
elements of wealth convert the latur into legal and negoti
able forms capable of being the subject of pub1i4: subscrip
tion and ....mange. Hence the rapid conversion of private 
business into joint-stock business turns potential capital into 
real capital and makes a striking, but unreal, advance in 
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national" wealth." When Giffen wrote, " private business .. 
l'{presented 180 millions and " companies ., only 40 millions, 
wbereas at the time of t~ Economis# estimate they :;tood 
J]1ore nearly equal, $8.y 200 millions each. Adopting lelf 
'Ye4'" purchase only, the Giffen method gives an increase 
from 760 millions to 2,400 millions, whereas Sir L. Chiozza 
Money's metilod would show 1,100 to 2,000 millions, and is 
much more successful in avoiding tile fictitious advance 
due to mere change of legal form, altilough it probably 
exaggerated the earlier capital. 

As shown in Chapter VI., tilere are certain trading losses 
to which no eRect is given in tile tq assessments. It is a 
maUer for consideration whether tilese should be deducted 
from profits before capitalisation,l or whetiler we are to 
regard tile number of years' purchase taken as already 
allowing for tile risk of such loss. The market quotation 
for any stock taken individually always allows for tile risk of 
loss i" UIlIl stock, and one can apply such a rate to aggregated 
profits only where tile risk still exists. But a fJd national 
profit is a riskless profit because realised losses have been 
.Ired" deducted; and tile market rate of estimation should 
therefore be· somewhat higher. On tile Whole, tilerefore, if 
tile estimate used for capitalisation is derived from business 
values, it is sufficient to ignore tile loss to which reference 
has been made. 

Moreover, looked at from anotiler point of view, tile 
, valuation included only profitable undertakings, and busi
~ nesses which are losing money do not appear tilerein. But 
r Pie fact that a loss has been made during the past three 

years does not make a concern Nludess: tile invested 
capital will generally command a price, tilough heavily 
depreciated, in the hope of recovery under different manage
ment, etc:. No credit is taken for this asset. It is hardly 
necessary to go still furilier, and capitalise a loss as a deduc
tion from realised profit. 

.. It may be Doted, as affording some e:xpbmatioa of the di~ 
aqI&IlCy, ••• that, in the retaras of public: QIIIlIlUIies, the 

l f No HarriI, S. J. 1S9t-
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holdings of securities of other companies as investments leads to 
duplication of the total capital" (Report on Census of Production, 
1907, p. 36). 

This explanation fails on a point of fact. If a company has 
income from investments such income is taxed at the source, and 
is excluded from the profits of the company assessed to tax and 
capitalised on Gillen's method . 

.. The item ' houses' also • • • includes those premises held 
by public companies, • . . and therefore the value of these is 

. counted twice in the estimate."-BERNARD MALLET, C.B., and 
H. C. STRUTT, .. The Multiplier and Capital Wealth," S. J., 
I9I S· 

This is erroneous. for a similar reason. The houses are taxed 
under Sch. A. and the assessment is deducted from profits before 
the latter are taxed under Sch. D. 

Income 01 Roa-iDcome Ta:I payiac a- derived 
from Capita1. 

This is one of the most difficult and unsatisfactory of all 
the items. Gillen refers to it as .. incomes of trading and 
professional persons below the income tax limit. . . . I 
have been guided by Mr. Dudley Baxter, who explained 
in his ' Essay on National Income' his mode of estimating 
the two kinds of income which lay intermediate between 
incomes comprised in the income tax assessment on the one 
side and the working class incomes ill the other." Gifien 
includes a special addition in 1885 fox"income which escaped 
assessnent when the limit of exemption was raised in 1876: 
one-fifth =£cfio.ooo.1 Now Baxter. in the work quoted, takes 
his assumed number of taxpayers from the tota1 upper and 
middle classes and estimates income at £60 per head, and 
also describes tme-quarler as from capital, I or 231 millions, 
but the following year in his estimate of national capital he 
gives 200 millions for this class.· Gifien remarks that 
Baxter .. considered this capital so small that it might be 
disregarded. Perhaps this would be going too far, consider-

I ViM p. 286. 
• .. National Income." p. 98. 
• • yuatim of the UDita! Kingdom," p. 16 .. 
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ing the large amounts which must be invested in workmen's 
tools, and also the large number of small retail dealers there 
are throughout the country, the costermongers, green
grocers and the like, who have all some capital. . . ," 1 

He then takes the income of the non-taxpaying class as 
600 millions, and reckons a tenth as derived from capital, 
capitalising at five years' purchase. 

So in 1875 the figure rose from £200,000,000 to 
£300,000,000 and in 1885 £335,000,000, with £14,400,000 for 
the £100 to £150 class now exempt. In 1885, Paget's Return 
followed Giffen's figure for 1878 without special comment. 

In 1894, Harris referred to the £67 ,000,000 income capita
lised at £335,000,000, and alleged that fully one-third of it 
was invested in Consols, which it had been proposed to 
exclude. 

In 1896 Lord Milner added 25 per cent. to .. trades and 
professions II for this class, and claimed to follow Giffen, 
referring all inquirers to him.' The EcorlO",ist estimate in 19II 
continued Giffen's 335 millions (not 349) of 1885, and made it 
380 in 1895. 420 in 1905 and 450 in 1909. the changes in the 
exemption limit being ignored. Mr. Crammond recently 
gave 500 millions, being 100 millions at five years' purchase.' 
so that the guesswork goes steadily upward. and one wonders 
whether the true nature of this item has not been lost sight 
of. Sir L. ChioU&. Money is the only writer who has shown 
any reasonable restraint, and his estimate is 100 millions· 
as a .. liberal figure. II 

It must be clearly understood that this item does not 
really refer to the stnIi"l:S of the exempt classes These 
savings are in savings banks and provident societies. all of 
which make investments. or in building societies which have 
a gross income from real property. and there is hardly any 
channel of savings which has not been fully represented in 
the gross income tax loSS e momts already capitalised Sizty 

• " Essays in Fill"""," 1St Series, P. 170- . 
• R. C. on Asricultwe, Q.. 6.).191, He COIIlIidered it a wry dODbt

luI figure. 
• S . ./., July, 1914-
• .1 IUdles aacl ~." 19as. 
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millions of exempt income has already been accounted for at 
various rates, from fifteen years' purchase upwards, or say 
over x ,000 millions. What remains is the capital value of the 
6tock in trade, implements and utensils, etc., of small shop
keepers, and workers like blacksmiths, etc. Anyone familiar 
with the prices at which small businesses are taken over 
will hardly quarrel with an average capital of £200 for th4f 
shops and £Zoo for workshops. If we take the table on p. 63 
of the Statistical J ourna/., x9xo, giving the British Association 
Committee's estimate ot the amount and distribution of 
income (other than wages) below the exemption limit, we 
shall find that working capital of this description is con
fined mainly to classes 25 to 28, 30 and 31. On the most 
liberal estimate of average capital for the numbers given in 
col. 4 it is difficult to account for more than £200,000,000. 
Approaching the matter in another way, we have in England 
and Wales about 534,000 shops and licensed houses, of 
which, speaking generally, those over £40 only will contain 
income tax payers, leaving 370,000 under £40. Adding for 
Scotland and Ireland, we may thus account for £80,000,000. 
Then 400,000 cases of workshops, etc., at an average of 
£100, and a million workers with tools, etc., of an average 
value of £10, bring the total to £X3O,ooo,ooo. There may 
also be 60me fol1l1$ of investment which escape the gross 
income tax assessment, b1Jt altogether £zoo,ooo,ooo is a 
S)lfficient ~te. , 

," J'urajtme, Worb of 4ft, .:. ("" lIovabJ. Propert, 
pldinc DO IDcome ''). 

For x86s-6 Baxter put the value at £300,000,000, but 
Giffen adopted half the capital value of houses and gave 
£500,000,000, and for x87s £700,000,000, because there bad 
been all advance since Porter. in .. The Progress of the 
Nation," estimated one-third. Gifien regarded his figure 
as "under the mark," and for x885 he continued the pro
portion, making the value £g60,ooo.000. 

Both Lord Milner and W. J. Harris considered this 
figure very high. The former preferred £600.000.000. The 
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House Duty figures were used by Harris 1 in detailed classes, 
to estimate the value :-

Less than £10 l-ental value (house) • 
£10 to £15.. .. • 
£15 to £20.. .. 

.. £20 to £25.. .. 
£25 to £30.. .. 

Furniture. 
£18 
£40 
£60 

and so on, giving a total of £599,000,000, 
£20,000,000 for Ireland. 

£100 
£130 

including 

Sir L. Chiozza Money used a general fraction--()lIe-sixth
giving £500,000,000. He considered Giffen's figure unreason
able .. because the messuages included business premises and 
land values. The EeOllomisl, though considering the figure 
too high for 1885, continues it for eaell valuation to the 
present time. 

It has been brought into comparison with the Estate 
Duty classification. Chorlton remarks' that the amount 
passing in IgoS~ was six and one-third millions, and 
.. unless the Commissioners of Inland Revenue are content to 
accept a merely nominal valuation, it seems to show that 
value is mucl1 over-estimated at 1,000 millions." Lord 
Milner considered the probate valuation of very little assist
ance in the matter, in view of the great under-valuation.' 

Foreign Inwdmenu not included in Soh. 0 or Soh. D. 
Giffen's misconceptions under this head have already been 

ieferred to.' U allowance had been made for the .. hidden .. 
income from abroad the IIdtIal evasion might have been 
lncluded here at a much lower figure. His figure really 
includes three items :-

(I) Income from abroad unidentified, but included in 
Sch. D assessments. 

(a) Income from abroad, remitted and ~ping tax. 
(3) Income from abroad, not remitted and not liable. 

The general question of evasion has been dealt with in 
I S.T., 1CJ06. 
• .. btiDc of I.aDd Val_ " Po 36-
• R. Co 011 Agric:ultlln\. QL 6.311s-& 
• Y- Po Ill. 

•• 
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Chapter VIII., but it is convenient for purposes of estimating 
national wealth to make a separate valuation for ordinary 
trades, and for (2) and (3) separately. 

Under (I) Harris estimated that one-sixth of profits of 
public companies working from London might be taken 
as income from property abroad, which gave nearly six 
millions in 1885, and eleven millions in 1894. 

The employments under Sch. E are of course not included, 
Gillen certainly considered the propriety of deducting the 
capital value of pensions and annuities .. on the same 
principle that we omit the capital value of the interest of 
the debt," but concluded that as they were actually pay
ments for services they were not a mortgage on the national 
resources. 

Value of Rational and LoeaI Propeny. 

Gillen said that there was no property which onght more 
properly to come into the valuation. ..... It includes 
the value of the land of dockyards and other Government 
establishments, the plant employed in them, the public 
buildings and furniture, and the waterworks, gasworks, 
public parks, embankments, and other possessions of local 
authorities." In x8]8 he placed the municipal and local 
improvements at £300,000,000, and Government property at 
£XOO,OOO,OOO (£400,000,000 in all). Ten years later he added 
the increase estimated during the ~, withont re-exa
mining the basis, putting the total lot £500,000,000. 

The Economist continued this for x90s at £605,000,000 and 
for x909 at £630,000,000. 

In x90s Sir L. Chiozza Money estimated public property at 
£soo,ooo,ooo and local property at £1:,x5O,000,ooo, but the 
National Debt and local loans being included as income 
elsewhere they were deducted from these items, giving a net 
value of £450,000,000. The estimate in detail included 
the navy (at a written..cJowu value), £XX4,000,000, and 
works, £80,000,000; army works and military arsenals, 
£1:20,000,000; telegraphs and telephones (at fifteen yead 
purchase),£60,ooo,ooo; SDe2 Canaisbares,£28,ooo,ooo,etc.; 
local property included 2,000,000 acres of CODllllOD laud, 
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£so,ooo,ooo, 22,000 miles of main roads and 97,000 miles of 
minor roads, £600,000,000; parks, bridges, sewers, lighting, 
etc., electric light works, gasworks, trams, waterworks, reser
voirs, at a conservative figure, £soo,ooo,ooo. 

In so far as Giffen included waterworks, gasworks, and 
other industrial undertakings in this value, he had already 
included the greater part of their value, for he had capita
lised tho profits assEssed to tax in his main valuation under 
Sch. D, and he had furthermore capitalised the .. interest 
secured on rates." There could certainly be little, if any, 
more value to include separately. Sir L. Chiozza Money 
makes a similar double entry when, in addition to including 
the net value and also the full mortgage on the pro~, 
he capitalised the full profits under Sch. D for gasworks, 
electric light and power, trams, and waterworks,l but he 
rightly excluded the interest on rates. 

It will be observed that there is a considerable difference 
between the two methods. It can be argued with great force 
that the greater part of the value of roads is already included 
in the value of the adjacent property. In so far as the pro
perty is directly served, it is enhanced in worth by the present 
value of the services rendered by roads which have been 
made and ~aUllor in the past. One need not belong to the 
school of thought which expects a cheaper .. hair-cut .. to 
work out into an increased ground rent, before one admits 
that, so far as minor roads are concerned, their value must 
be mainly in the rents paid for the houses. etc.. served. 
There is very probably a surplus or national value over and 
above the individual values in main roads, taken as a 
system, and an estimate is permissible on this account. 
Of course, it is open to argument that an individual values 
are improved by common wealth, such as parks. but it is 
improbable that the counection is so direct and full as in the 
case of sewers, for example. In the case of recent expendi
ture (for the sake of argument assumed to be outright), 
where rate of interest on outlay is a controlling feature. the 
tenant's rent must cover streets and sewers as much as it 
does the brickwork of the house itseli In the case of 

I Vi4I. the cliIIClISIIioIl OIl Mr. Mallet .. paper. S./. July. 191, • 

••• 
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expenditure long past, where actual outlay has ceased to 
command a rate of interest, we may consider a streetless, 
sewerless house with poor situation as upon the economic 
margin, for which no site rent is payable, and contrast it 
with a similar structure fully equipped, commanding a 
superior rent and a distinct site rent. It is difficult to 
escape the conclusion that a large part of public expenditure 
serving specific properties must be valued in the valuation 
of those properties. 

On the whole, with this reservation, Sir L. Chiozza Money'S 
estimate is probably the most reasonable that has been 
made, and further consideration of the matter is beyond the 
scope of this book, as it is in no way detenninable from the 
official statistics. 

A Rew ValuatiOD OD iIle lin .. indic.~. (1914 Figur .. ). 

SOfII'ce of 1 neome. 
Capital Range of 

Valae Doubt. 
(million {). + or -

(x) Lands 
(2) Houses, etc. • 
(J) Other profits (Seh. A) 

• 

(4) Farmers' capital • . 
(5) Seh. C, National Debt, etc. . . 
(6) Railways in the United Kingdom . 
(7) Railways out of the United KinJiom • 
(8) Coal and other mines 
(9) Ironworks 

(xo) Gasworks .•. 
(n) Waterworks, canals, and other c0n-

cerns (Sch. A) • • • • 
(:12) Indian, colonial, and foreig. securities. 
(x3) Coupons • •• 
(:14) Other profits and interest • . 
(IS) Busin-xes DOt otherwise detailed 
(x6) IDcome accruing abroad and DOt re

mitted • 

Total under income tax • 

l,xS5 50 
3,330 ISO 

22 2 

340 40 
1,148 49 
1,143 46 

655 33 
:179 18 

37 3 
182 18 

200 
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Capital Rang. of 
Value Doubt. 

(million £1. + or -

Brought forward 
(17) Income of non-income tax 

classes derived from capital 

• 12,919 1,517 
paying 

(IS) Movable property, etc., not yielding 
income (furniture, etc.) . 

(19) Government and local property . 

200 

Soo 
400 

50 

200 
100 

Total valuation 
or, in round figures • 

14,319 I,S67 
14,300 1,900 

millions. 
Details. 

The following notes on the several items (figures in thousands 
of {J will serve to indicate briefly the computations involved (1914 
statistics) on reference to the several relevant parts of this work:

(I) Gross, 52.284 - SOD rates in Scotland + 2,400 further 
value in Ireland = ~4.200 X 21 y. p. per} mean result 
Estate Duty valuations ± I Y P 

Nd, similarly X 25 y. p. . . 
Add 30 for building lands, per Estate Duty statistics X 30. 

(2) Gross, 1128,639 + 4.000 inter·quinquennial increase 
-11,200 rates in Scotland + 2.200 under-valuation in Ireland 
- 232•600 X 14 y. p. I per Estate Duty valuations. 
Nil, similarly at 17'4 y. p. Take mean re;ult ± ISO. 

(3) ax y. p. ± 20 (on restricted figures-llide p. 45). 
(5) and (6) 205 y. p. ± I y. p. 
(7) 20Y· p. ± I y. p. 
(8) 91 y. p. ± I y. p. (after deducting wear and tear allowance). 
(9) 9 y. p. ± I y. p. 
(10) and (II) 20 y. p. ± II y. P. 
(12) 22 y. P. ± 2 y. P. 
(13) lOY. p. ± I y. p. 
(14) Interest (approx.), 111.000 X 22 y. p. ± I y. P. 

Other profits 5 y. p. 
(IS) 483 millions gross - employments, wear and 

tear, and overcharges. 101 + evasion 1.7 
(Money's method), one baH at 10 y. P. mean of 

Division into public companies X 1.S y. P. and results. 
persons and 6rms + S X J.S y. p. (Gillen's 
method) 

(16) See chapter on .. Evasion." 
(17), (18), (lg) Not within the income tax (see text). 
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Lilt of ValuatiODI. 

Some of the chief valuations 1 that have been attempted 
are as follows ;-

Date. Million /.. 
1800 •• 1.750 (Great Britain). Bee"" l Vide Giften. 
ISIZ .• 2.700 (UDited Kingdom~ Colqub01lll r .. Growth of Capi· 
1822 •• 2.500 ., Lowe tal," p. no. 
IS33 •• 3.600 " Pablo de Pabrer. 
IS52 •• 10.000 W. Fall (illdud .. peroouaI capitol). 

IS4S 4,000 } 
IS68 .. 6.115 " Gi/feD. 
IS75 .. S.548 
1885 .. 10.037 
1896 .. lo.ns 
ISgS .. 10.663 
1905 .. 13.036 
1909 .. 13.986 
1902 
1903 

" 

" 
" 

19O5 •• 12.671 n 

1911 13.716 (ElIgbmd aud 
Wales). 

MilDer. 

t E_id. followiDg Giffen (1911• 
P·I.087)· 

Money. 
Gillen I Iso per cent. added to 18Ss 

figura, ., Ec:onomic. Inq uiriN," IL 
]M). 

FabiaD Society. 
E. CrammoDd. 

19IZ" .. 16.47Z (Uaited Kingdom~ E. Cramm""". S. , .• 191 .... 
1914 16.000 Money. 

Separate valuations for England and Wales. Scotland, and 
Ireland have been attempted on similar lines by Giffen and 
othen;, and by E. Crammond quite re-lntly. They are sub
ject, of course, to those serious limitations and difficulties 
which arise through attempts to assign income to the place 
of its actua1 aSSMSlDent.' 

I FOI' compariooas with Germany. 11i4e J. EIJis BU'ker. FDrl",,"iI1 
Rm-. May. 1909; Edgar Cnmmood. S. J .• July. 191 .... 

• Giffen (fJ-Ierly ReuU.. July. 1909) quotes this ligUle. aDd aI50 
:Mr. lloyd GeOI'ge's speech r. /'3.500.000.000 in_ siDce the IIl94 
Badgel :-" He Jave my own name as the authority for the 
/'3.500.000.000 Wltboat jndicating. bowev .... that my estimate of au 
aDllaaI growth of c:apit2l amoantmg to /.250.000.000 ..... a Vert old 
ODe aDd ':!!1. DO Joog ... be correct wbeD applied to the Ja_ period." 
Such au ~VatiOD ...... bowev ... , hardly n.. 'J; it ..... a pJain 
iDfenmce from Giffen's estimate. This /igUle bas been widely quota! 
(CaUDau Q-'7 Jt1fII'7Wl <1 ~" May, 1905, etc.) • 

• Vide p. 231, aDd ChapteI X. geaerally. 
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Branford 1 assumed £270,000,000 for Ireland in ISOO, and 
suggested a .. plutometric unit " :-

ISOO • 1 IS45 • • 
ISla 1'35 IS65 • 
ISaa I'a5 IS7S 
IS33 I 'So ISS5 

ESTATE DUTY STATISTICS: THE .. MULTIPLIER." 

2 

3 
4'25 
5 

The statistics of Probate and Succession Duties and, since 
the complete scheme in IS94, also of the Estate Duties are 
available as an alternative means of computing the national 
capital. Analysis of these statistics is beyond the province 
of this work, and the matter is considered only so far as an 
attempted reconciliation of results with the other method 
is concerned. accepting the figures at their face vaIue. 

The initial presentation of the question took the form : 
How often does a given estate" pass " for duty? And the 
answer supplied the multiplier for the property passing in 
anyone year to furnish an estimate of the whole. 

In IS6g Baxter wrote :-" Personalty bas often been esti
mated from the Probate Duties which are paid by property 
passing under wills or intestacies. amounting. in IS67, to 
£1,"0,000, which at I per cent. average duty represents 
£8S,ooo,ooo of property passing under probate in that 
year. Taking the Inland Revenue calculation of an average 
cycle of thirty years for each devolution of property, we 
obtain a total personalty subject to Probate Duty as 
£a,64o,ooo,ooo." Having arrived at £4,000,000,000 as the 
total personalty, mainly from income tax data, he remarked 
that £1,360,000,000 was left " for the personalty in settle
ment, or below Probate Duties, or which evades them .. (" The 
Taxation of the United Kingdom," p. I64). 

The fact that the Estate Duty statistics have often 
appeared almost stationary bas been commented upon from 
time to time.1 A stationary sum is not. however. necessarily 

, M CaI~tiOD of N.~ ~eso_ S. J., 1901, P. 387. 
• J. Ellis Barter, H,., .• Cn/oory, July, IgDg; GoacbeD. 

" me.- of Mod ... te 1_ .... " s. / ~ 1887, P. 596-
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inconsistent with increasing national wealth, if the death rate 
is becoming continuously lower, for the .. multiplier" is 
continually changing. This fact leads towards the second 
form of the question: For each estate passing, how many 
are in existence which are not passing? It is obvious that 
for a satisfactory answer to this question some detailed 
examination of the death rate at different ages is necessary, 
for while at one stage, say infancy, the amount left is incon
siderable, the death rate may be comparatively high, and the 
number of estates not passing smaller than at another stage 
where, though estates are large, the death rate of that section 
is small. . 

In the American Statistical Association's reports (Decem
ber, x894) G. K. Holmes used the comparative death rate 
method for Massachusetts, and also accepted the French 
multiplier as 36. 

In xB94 Mr. W. J. Harris, in a paper on .. National 
Wealth and Economic Policy of Great Britain and France," , 
computed the multiplier at 36, .. because there was at that 
time no student of the subject in England, and the eminent 
economist in France, M. de Foville, bad fixed on that rate." 
M. de Foville subsequently reduced it to 3Z for France. 

In xB96, before the R. C. on Agricultural Depression, 
Lord Milner proceeded on the hypothesis that the interval 
for succession was forty years, I but this was rather by way 
of escape from the difficulty of reconciling results than from 
any reasoned process. About this Jme, however, Giffen 
bad used 45, derived apparently from the death rate for 
persons over twenty-illle years of age. 

In x899 M. Coste and M. Besson, in a detailed treatment 
of the subject, put the French multiplier at 33.' At a later 
date, however, M. Colson used 35 for France and also applied 
it to English estates.' 

In 1:905 Sir L. Chiozza Money, in .. Riches and Poverty," 
adopted 30 as a multiplier, but did not pursue the subject 

I S.J~ 189+ 
• Q. 63,124. where De FovilJe'. figure is diln" ri 
• Journal de Ia Societi de Statistique de Paris, 11199-
... CoaD d~ Politique," n., p. 31+-
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very far. In 1906, however, before the S. C. on Income Tax, 
the question was discussed at some length.l Sir Henry 
Primrose considered the figure applicable to the large 
estates as nearer 2S. Sir L. Chiozza Money again employed 
30 as the .. ordinary multiplier" used by statisticians, and 
referred to the deficient result. Dr. Bowley assumed a 
thirty-two years .. succession interval." Sir T. A. Coghlan 
examined the theory of the multiplier, and suggested that, if 
the data existed, the value of the estates left at each age 
should be examined and combined on the lines of his 
Australian ~perience. 

In 1906 Mr. W. J. Harris and the Rev. Kenneth A. 
Lake dealt in detail with the Estate Duty returns for 
the purpose of estimating the realisable wealth of the 
United Kingdom,. and adopted 29 as the multiplier. This 
was obtained by comparison with M. de Foville's figure for 
France, 32. Sir T. Coghlan, in criticism, did not consider 
their data for this result sufficient, and the discussion 
ranged around the rival points of view-length of inheritance 
and death rate. It was urged that the multiplier on the 
death rate might even be as much as 65 I Mr. Bernard 
Mallet touched firmer ground when he defined the problem 
as the average survivorship of children over parents, or the 
.. duration of a generation." 

Mr. Harris hinted at an independent method, which 
consisted in finding the capital value of land by the income 
tax assessment, and dividing the result by the average value 
of land passing per annum, the quotient being for Great 
Britain a8 and for Scotland 26. It is quite clear that in so 
far as the estimates from estates are to be brought into 
COfrtparisOfl with those from incomes this method is not 
permissible. It was subsequently defended I on the ground 
that, when the multiplier was obtained for one small section 
of private wealth. it was reasonable to use it for other sections 
where the data were not on such a comparable basis.' The 

I 0s..53. etc..,504. 729. 1.1790 1.39.5. etc.. p. 262-
• S. J .• 1906. P. 709-• s. J •• 1907. P. 131 (letter from the authon of the paJ*). 
• A com~ be_ Scb. A and Estate Duty ficureo ...... made 
by J. W. Tyler (TraDSaCtiODS of SUlYe7'XS· IDStituto, 1902-3. P. 77). 
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fallacy of taking the death rate even when restricted to 
persons over twenty-one was shown, and the necessity far 
paying regard to the death rates at particular ages at which 
the average value of the estates differed was also indicated. 

In 1908 Mr. Bernard Mallet came really to grips with the 
subject.1 After briefly reviewing former work, he approached 
the matter along the lines indicated by Sir T. Coghlan'. 
criticism, and, with the assistance of new classifications 
provided by the Estate Duty Office, applied the actual 
death rate in five-year age groups to the actual estates 
passing in 1905 and in 1906 in each group. The estates 
were multiplied by the ratio of living to dead, and then the 
sum of all the classes divided by the sum of the estates of the 
year. The quotient was 24.06 far 1905 and 23.78 far 1906. 
He defined the problem as the ascertainment of .. the 
1ength of the average period during which a unit of property 
is held by one person," and his results were curiously con
firmed by an examination of 272 .. succession duty" cases, 
taken in chronological order, which gave 26·9 for amounts 
and 24.0 for persons. There was an intmediate recognition 
of the fact that, even if Mr. Mallet's multiplier was not right, 
all other previous multipliers were wrong. The trouble 
was, however, that it was linexpectedly low, and the resul
tant capital wealth for the United Kingdom was farther 
than ever from reconciliation with the results of Gillen'. 
method. As Dr. Bowley remarked, they felt that some
body had robbed them of at least £2, ,eo,ooo,ooo, and they 
were in full quest to find where it had gone. Several 
suggestions were forthcoming :-(1) That the new units of 
property or accretions continually being made do not come 
quickly into the multiplier, being practically a generation 
behind; (2) that very large sums passed jfIte1' vivo. and 
avoided duty; (3) that estates were not valued at the fun 
market value; (4) that the evidence of two years' estates 
was too narrow; (5) that there might be a fallacy in applying 
the general mortality tables to the propel ty-owning classes ; 
(6) that the Gillen estimates were exaggerated. 

I "A Method of Em"",ting Capital Wealth &om the &tate Duty 
Statistics," S. J., 19D8, p. 65. 
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Suggestion (1) did not survive examination; (4) and (5) 
were held not to accoWlt for very much difference in result; 
(3) was not pursued. It is obvious, however, that if we are 
careful to use for the factors in the tax capitalisation the 
sa"" number of years' purchase for each subject as have 
on the average been employed for ascertaining estate 
values. there can be no discrepancy due to this cause, and both 
methods. if wrong, will be wrong to an equal extent,1 With 
regard to (6). Giffen defended the estimate. and called for 
more evidence as to the amoWlt of property which is not 
in individual hands. and for the establishment of a direct 
multiplier by this method for one clear species of property 
if the statistics could be obtained. 

The general estimate of the present position may be given 
as in the recent edition of Porter's" Progress of the Nation." I 
where the discrepancy between the two capitalisations is 
discussed :-

.. The discrepancy may be exp1n.ined in large measure by gifts 
before death. and various other methods of evading Death Duty. 
This supposition is strengthened by detailed examination. • • . 
The value of securities held in this country must be far greater 
than even thirty times £120,000,000. for it is quite certain that 
the stock of British and foreign railways, British and foreign 
Government securities, and British local loans would exceed 
£4,000,000,000, to say nothing of stocks and shares in trading 
and other concerns." Either" evasion is greater than is generally 
supposed, or estimates of wealth obtained by capitalising are too 
large-the truth probably lying somewhere between the two 
estimates. .. • . 

One recent writer. though grasping the idea that great 
estates are held by the older people. uses a high multi
plier (60) and makes the Estate Duty figures convict the 
income tax of insufficiency I ' 

Two further contributions of importance remain to be 
noticed. In 1910 Mr. H. C. Strott made an ingenious 

• With the exceptioD to be noticed later. 
• P·704· 
• For comment in similar terms,. and probahIy by the same writer. 

_ E--w, 1911. ~ l.oS&. 
• Zona.",. m. V. aIao H. MClIpD BIowne (N_LiboNl R __ • 

1902). who uses SS. 
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comparison of the distribution of estates in France and the 
United Kingdom,l using recent details given by M. J. 
Seailles, from which it appears that the multiplier in France 
is about 39 . 

.. Even, however, if we reduce it by 3 or 4, and take the 
multiplier as, say, 35, we are still faced with the enonnous 
discrepancy between the respective multipliers for England and 
France, especially if we consider that both may (for the moment) 
be regarded as the measure of the movement of a unit of property 
from one person to another by reason of death. In spite of 
differences in institutions, in laws, and in customs, it is impossible 
to believe that across the Channel each franc of • fortune' created 
or inherited remains on an average in the possession of one person 
for thirty-five years, while on this side each pound made or 
inherited to form an estate passes by death from one person to 
another in twenty-four years. In order to explain this dis
crepancy, let us adopt the hypothesis that the English people 
have the habit of behaving in the same way as the French do, and 
trace the consequences .•• " 

Mr. Strutt then adjusts the computation for the 
.. dotation" custom, altering the figures by the supposed 
donationes inteY vivos, and the multiplier comes out at 35. 
He' concludes that in a country where no inteY vivos giving 
is practised the multiplier is much more than is implied 
in the previous definition; it is a real physical constant, but 
in a country like France it .. ceases to represent the number 
of years during which a unit of prnperty is held by one 
person/' , .. 

It is therefore a striking corollary from Mr. Strutt's work 
that the leading explanation of the probJern.-.gifts inteY viwl 
-is no explanation at all H they exist the total estate 
coming for duty is indeed lessened, but the effect disappears 
into the multiplier, which is increased in such a way that the 
tutol "e4lIh by this maIwd is unaffected. This is brought out 
in the paper by Mr. Mallet and Mr. Strutt in 1915 and is 
put to the test of exact; mathematical demonstration and 
much elaborated. Its soundness is, however, not beyond 
question. It is based upon the assumption that the practice 

J S. J .• 1910. p. 63+ 
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of making gifts inter vivos proceeds indifferently among the 
whole of certain age groups, and th;j.t of receiving such 
gifts indifferently among the whole of certain lower age 
groups. Death takes its toll impartially in each group, 
and among its victims givers and receivers are found 
respectively in the proportion they bear to the whole groups. 
But in fact the death toll in any age group is taken from ""0 sectiOlls-those who have been in failing health and 
almost expect the event and those who are cut off by accident, 
or otherwise, unexpectedly in health. Now if, as it is quite 
reasonable to suppose, the habit of giving itlter vivos is mainly 
confined to those who are failing, and they give generally to 
those in the lower age group who are not failing, then there 
is a diagonal distribution, and the upper section most 
affected by the death rate is giving to a lower section least 
affected. In other words, the fundamental assumption is 
not absolutely sound, and more fortune is going out of the 
multiplier computation at one stage than is coming into it 
at the other. The habit of giving inter vivos designedly to 
avoid death duties is therefore still to be urged as one of the 
solutions of this vexed question.1 

Another line of inquiry that has proved of value. and that 
had until recently hardly been touched upon, is the property 
upon which sel/Jemml Estate Duty has been paid. This 
furnishes a measure of the property which is being diverted 
from taking its normal place in the estates frequency, and 
therefore affects the multiplier, It is a matter for expert 
opinion as to the length of the respite it gives, and if it is 
sufficient to carry over two normal periods on an average 
its effect must be important. a 

There must be a full deduction from the income capitalisa
tion on account of all income which is taxable but not 
specifically assignable to individuals (although it attaches 
to them). as in the case of the discrepancy between aggre
gated assessments and the aggregate of individual income 
returns. a In purchase value the ready, full dividend may 

• VW discllSllioll GIl the paper befono the Royal Statistical Society. S.,., July, 19t~, 
.'w ~ OJ Messrs. Mallet and Strutt, S./~ July, I9I$-

• V_ P. 337, 
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be more highly esteemed than the dividend which is as great 
actually, but part of which is reserved and used as an invested 
protective covering. For example :-A profit of £100 is 
made and distributed. It will sell, say, for £1,000, or ten 
years' purchase. If this factor is used alike for computing 
the Estate Duty value and also for capitalising the income 
tax assessment on £100, the results of the methods agree. 
But suppose £20 is reserved and £80 distributed; the value 
of the £80 may not be £800 only, because of the reserve 
.. backing," and it may not rise to the full £x,ooo value, but 
it may sell for £960, or twelve years' purchase. Then the 
utmost that comes into Estate Duty figures is £960, but if a 
like factor is taken for the tax assessment it will give £1,200. 
Although it was all rightly regarded as profit, it has not 
been all assigned as income, and one must beware of assigning 
the dividend valuation to the whole income tax profit. 

Then, again, corporate income must be liberally allowed 
for from the Corporation Duty returns and in other ways, 
and proper allowance should be made for the capital 
exhaustions not regarded in the assessments.1 It is not 
within the scope of this book to examine the possibilities 
of the Estate Duty valuations, but it is quite certain that 
the whole matter is not yet at a dead1ock.' 

I Vide CbapteI' VI. 
I On the whole subject, vide the paper by Mr. Mallet and Mr. 

Strutt, s. -r., July, 1915, where, upon the Jatest available otatiotiao, 
the multipfier IS raised to 28, and, followir Jtbe criticism in divu-ioo, 
to 30. 



CHAPTER XII. 

THE "NATIONAL INCOME," 

IT is outside the scope of this work to consider the meaning 
and true significance of the term" income," and still less to 
define .. national income." The widest possible differences 
are found in economic conceptions in this respect. Professor 
Marshall calls the national income or dividend" the net sum 
total of things and services produced," 1 and he also defines 
.. social income." .. Social income may be estimated by 
adding together the incomes of the individuals in the society 
in question, whether a nation or any other larger or smaller 
group of persons. But to reckon it directly is for most pur
poses simplest and best. Evelything that is produced in the 
course of a year, every service rendered, every fresh utility 
brought about, is part of the national income. Thus, it 
includes the benefit derived from the advice of a physician, 
the pleasure got from hearing a professional singer." 
Obviously, no known money or statistical measure can really 
give all this: only things which are Ul:Mnglll, not merely 
produced, count. We omit the immense productive services 
of wives in household duties, of amateur gardeners, of all 
who spend any effort, outside their main business of money
income or earning, in performing services or making things. 
If I get the services of a shoeblack, I add twopence to the 
national income. but if I black my own shoes and he giv~ 
me some tangible article or service, the money measure is 
the same as before, but the national wealth is greater. We 
are often told we must not reckon things twice, and this 
warning certainly covers all payments made to earn and keep 
income intact. If a man pays a housekeeper £1 a week for 
her services out of his income of £300 a year, they figure 
together in the national income at £a52, but if he marries 

• .. ECODOIIIics of lIldustry." po au. 
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her and continues his payment of £1 the national income 
shrinks by £52. It is imperative that this limitation of the 
income tax statistics as a representation of the" national 
dividend" be borne in mind. 

The general and prevalent conception of income is that 
which is very closely measured by our statistics, viz., the 
products and services that are actually exchanged for money 
between individuals; it excludes the home services just as 
rigidly as it excludes " consumer's rent." A" consumer's 
rent " may be a very real conception for anyone item of a 
man's expenditure, but it disappears when aggregated, and 
there is no such thing as an effective .. consumer's rent" 
upon the expenditure of one's whole income. 

A narrower conception limits the .. income" to material 
production, and the sum of added values, which is very much 
the idea involved in the Census of Production term, .. net out
put." A still narrower connotation treats it as produced 
not Irw man, but", man, so that true .. income .. is only to 
be found after deducting the income consumer's subsistences 
of various kinds.1 This conception is very difficult to 
utilise and has little practical value. 

Others, for particular purposes, like to consider only .. home 
produced income," on which labour t1l the country itseU has 
been expended, the receipts from abroad for interest, etc., 
being eliminated. 

When all the different conceptions have been studied, we 
come back to the fact that the sum t Aal of wages, salaries, 
profits, and interest presents a fairly comprehensible idea, 
free from important ambiguities, for ordinary comparative 
purposes. 

Dr. Bowley has remarked that" it is doubtful whetber a 
perfectly definite meaning can be attached to total national 
income; ..• the total is more correctly a total estimated 
value of services rendered to, or commodities consumeil by, 
the members of the nation, together with the addition for 
savings. • • • In such a total are included the services of an 
agricultural labourer at £J per month, and of a physician at 

• AdJiIIe Loria, H Tbe Fo.oaric Sybil Mi': A Study of the Laww 
of lucane u 
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the same price for a short visit, the value of a day's sojourn 
at an hotel,l!Jl equal value of sixty quartem loaves of bread, 
or eighty ounces of tobacco. It is doubtful whether the same 
unit, {;r. sterling, can in any real sense be used to measure 
such diverse and non-interchangeable services and com
modities.1 

Sir L. Chiozza Money criticises this" confusion of thought" 
on the ~und that it denies the function of money as a 
standard of value,' whereas money is daily used to measure 
diverse commodities. These are the values which in fact 
are measured by promiscuous exchange, and therefore it 
appears to be idle to talk of them as not" real," or as theo
retical. But Sir L. Chiozza Money's criticism, though forceful 
and pertinent to a certain point, perhaps misses the subtlety 
of Dr. Bowley'S statement. 

The aggregate value of these products and services is only 
an aggregate of them in their existing relationships. These 
components have not an unchangeable value inherent in 
them, so that they will always total to the same amount 
however they may be arranged. Every value is merely a 
point of equilibrium, and if all the factors are rearranged 
the points of equilibrium may be totally difterent. If rich 
people took to eating ten times as much bread and the poor 
to eating none at all, if physicians were never wanted save by 
the poorest classes, if tobacco were only smoked by million
aires, the total of the services rendered might be quite 
changed. The fact of it is these services are not exchanged 
against each other freely-they move in cliques or layers and 
never meet for comparison. The marginal significanceof £1 
to a rich man is difterent from what it is to a poor man ; 
therefore it is fallacious to say that a service that is rtlflder .. 
0lIl)' 10 ridI _ is equal to and exchangeable" for a smnc. 
tlurl is ,ftfdu. 0lIl)' 10 ~ _, simply because each costs 
£1 in money. 

So Sir 1.. Chiozza Money, in his exposition of Dr. Bowley's 
fallacies, rather misses the point when be says: .. We all of us 
receive our incomes in diverse commodities, but an those 

I .. EJementuy MUlaal of Statistics." 
• .. 'Ill. NatioD'lI Wealth." p. 1140 

II 
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commodities are inteIchangeab1e." The answer is that they 
are not interchanged. When he suggests that we .. can ,led 
to tIansmute our incomes" indifferently into in the forms 
of wealth, goods and services, the answer is, "We don"." 

The real significance of this appears if an aggregate value 
of services under present distribution is assumed to remain 
the same aggregate when quite differently distributed. Sir 
L. Chiozza Money has complete faith in the indestructibility 
of this aggregate. The existing total is often socialistically 
re-divided amongst the population per head with great 
assurance. But it is rather like saying that the same number 
of bricks must always make a building of the same cubic 
space. 

Sir L Chiozza Money elects to prove his point by the 
example of old age pensions: £12,000,000 is transferred from 
the well-to-do to the necessitous-" a part of the national 
dividend in goods and services has changed, while its 
expression in money has remained the same." Of course, 
because the measure of the transfer is in money, and each 
buys the services it wants to that value. But are the ser
vices equal? Suppose the transfer is not made in money, 
but the well-to-do sacrifice a number of doctors' visits 
which they value at this sum, and the poor receive these 
doctors' visits, which they value at a far less sum: the 
services (and dividend) remain the same. One really masks 
the true position by flarying the services. 

Giffen deals with socialistic didons of the "income 
assessed to tax." .. What is perhaps still more important, 
the classes engaged in this highly paid production very 
largely exchange among themselves." The income is not 
counted twice, but what we get is .. merely the addition of 
the sums at which the difierent classes of the community 
exchange their services with each other": there is DO 

general fond of production which can be divided; " it 
pleases those concerned to count them for so much." J 

Sir L Chiozza Money remarks :-" It is sometimes argued 
that if the national dividend were better distnlJuted part 
of it would disappear, since it consists of the valuation of 

I s. J ~ ISSS. p. llg. 
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services rendered to the well-to·do. This is another form 
of the fallac:v, which was entertained by Mr. Bowley." 

It is obvious that if a ring of people like to call theix 
services any given .. value," there is no real obstacle. A., 
the great surgeon, performs an operation for B., the 
prima do"".: B. goes to sing at a social function for C., 
the leading barrister; C. takes a brief for A. in a lawsuit. 
Each one is in the habit of selling the particular service to 
the community at £100, but on this occasion each sends in a 
bill for £1,000, which is paid, and up goes the national 
income by £a,700 above its true figure upon any reasonable 
exchange basis. 

Six L. Chiozza Money's exposition of the" fallacy" is on 
these lines :-A rich man may be a malade imagiflilire, and 
pay high fees to a physician for doing nothing. If, however, 
the rich man had not drawn income in fractions from a 
number of poorer men. those poorer men would have had 
a larger purchasing power corresponding to the purchasing 
power wasted by the ·rich man; this they might equally 
have wasted. This ignores the vital point that exchanges 
are going on between people upon one plane for services at 
a valuation belonging to that plane and never brought into 
comparison with values on a lower plane. If there wille 
equal redistribution. that plane of values would not exist. 
Professor Pigou considers that estimates of money income 
tend to exaggerate the higher ones. 1 

W. H. Mallock and others make a deduction from the 
assessed income for .. fancy values" of this character. 
Probably the change concerns commodities only to a very 
small extent and ~ services to a much larger extent. 
But it is difficult to see at what point this process should 
stop. since values are dependent on the means of the .. rings .. 
that exchange them. right down the scale. It is true that 
some services must always be worth more to the community 
than others. and they will settle thm own relative values. 
If, however. we had a redistribution of existing capital 
"oealth. socialistically. many services would alter in value; 
no physician would get difterential fees for identical services. 

1 "Wealth uad WeIfant, M po 27. 
• •• 
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But it is a mistake to suppose that the only change would be 
a reduction of certain values and therefore a reduction in the 
aggregate. Certain services would rise in value because of 
the wider effective demand. No one can say what the new 
equilibrium would be-it is an insoluble problem, because 
only .. broken arcs" of the demand and supply curves are 
known to us. . 

It is, however, as well to remember that we cannot divide 
up the aggregate and rearrange it to the same total, like a 
box of bricks. It is rather more like the cells of an organism. 
At the same time it is clearly possible to exaggerate the 
importance of this point,l and the figures we have are 
sufficiently stable and homogeneous in component exchange 
values for all ordinary purposes. 

It may be well, nevertheless, to touch upon one or two 
pecuIiarities of our current conception. 

(I) Houses are commonly rented by us, and even when 
not rented their value is expressed by .. rentals." Therefore 
it is instinctive to us to regard a residence occupied by its 
owner as a part of his income. Every one must have a 
residence, and A., with £400 a year sa\ary and his house 
£40, keeps £400 intact, whereas B., who pays a rent, has only 
£360 to start in the same position as A.; it is only consistent 
to regard A.'s income as larger. But one has only to read 
current American literature upon taxation to see that it 
is by no means self-evident. Where houses are not tIO 

commonly rented but are generally Iwned the outlook is 
difierent-even ideas of valuation do not proceed primarily 
upon a capitalisation of rentals. .. It is safe to say that 
not 1: per cent. of the assring officials is familiar with the 
concept that capital value depends upon annual value. 
There is practically no tenant class in the United States." • 
We do not regard the " annual value " of our furniture as 
part of our incomes, but if it were a general custom to hire 



furniture by the year and a few people owned their furniture 
we should probably look at the matter differently and wish 
to take into account the value of it in their taxpaying 
capacity. If A. at Reading lets his furnished house to B. 
from Brighton, and takes a furnished house from C. at 
Torquay, who in turn lives in B.'s house, the real position is 
not changed, and yet the taxed .. incomes" go up by the 
three rentals of furniture I Houses, park lands, etc., are 
the one form of enjoyment income (from things owned) 
that enters into our income conception, as stati. .. tically 
expressed. 

(2) It is often said that when a rich man with £20,000 a 
year employs a secretary at £500, and the secretary employs 
a gardener at £50, it is fallacious to reckon the aggregate 
income at £20,550. If the £500 is disbursed in spending the 
income, and "01 ill order 10 gel iI, and if the £50 is one way of 
spending or enjoying the income of £500 and it is not im
possible to get the £500 without spending it, then in neither 
~.ase should·a deduction be made. The only true case for a 
ieduction is when the disbursement is made to secure getti", 
the income. In this instance the services of all three uisl 
wd are measured in money terms at these values.1 One 
might as reasonably urge that there is only one Japanese box 
because all the smaller ones fit inside it, one witllin the other. 

(3) The line between income and capital is often not very 
distinct. The tax statistics measure .. annual profits and 
gains," and although one transaction or two or three may 
not give an income, but only an isolated or capital gain. it is 
merely a question of degree as to when .. income" arises. A 
stamp dealer gets an income for performing services as a 
distributor, which appeal to a certain section and which 
they pay for; but the vendor of a single stanlp makes a 
.. profit" which is hardly for .. services .. in the same sense. 
It is fortunate- that the distinction does rougbly correspond 
with what the community regards as .. services .. in a national 
aggregate. 

(4) The aggregation of individual incomes has no reference 
to .. family .. incomes, but it treats the income of husband 

I )l0IleY. "'Ibe NaticIIl's WeUth, .. P. 1lI0. 
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and wife as one, except where personal labour is involved. 
A teacher with £150 per annum whose wife receives rents of 
£Iso per annum is included as £300 in all, but if his wife had 
£Iso from teaching they are both ill' the .. exempt" class. 
It was stated in Parliament in 1908 that to allow the separate 
property of married women would involve a loss of £1,500,000 
in duty.1 

.. Tnable Incom .... 

The figure that is required perhaps more often than any 
other for general comparative purposes is the true taxable 
income of liable persons, i.e., the sum reviewed for tax pur
poses, deducting all sums not belonging to persons with 
incomes over the exemption limit, and also all the proper 
expenses of .. gross " income, but be/ore deducting the allow
ances which are merely taxing devices.. Th. ollicial kbln 
have of late ,.ean bem adaptec1 to uhibU thia important 
figure, bat for the previolU IixtJ ,..an of the ks it CaJUlot 
be obtain .. b,. bupection, and can be dedaced onl,. 11,..
faI J'8III&l'Ch. Tabl. G4 ia design" to give a trae compariJon 
bom 1842, Iinlring up with the pr_t official figar". 

When the true taxable income has been obtained it is still 
necessary for many purposes to make deductions for income 
not distribfltable to individuals (as distinct from income not 
distributed to individuals). 

Sir Henry Primrose dealt \\ith the question on these 
iines;- • 

.. £728.000.000 is the aggregate discloscd. • . . The whole of 
that is by DO means income enjoyed by individuals, which is what 
reaDy concerns the Committee at the Jll"eseut time; you have to 
make rather large abatements for certain things. For instance, 
there is a large amount of income that is never distributed to 
individna.\5. Obviously, the very first thing is the income from 
the (a) investments of mutual life and fire insurance companies, 
with their reserve funds. That is somewhere about £10.000.000 
or £12.000,000 a year. Thea there are (b) all the reserve funds of 
companies ",hieh are fnd tuide i" (Wu, to aJfI4lise tiivide1uls. Thea 
there is ,e) the income of municipal Jll"operty, (d) the income of 

• Hamud, 192. col. 942-
• Vide p. 295-
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Chancery funds, (,) of trust funds, (f) fundS set aside to accumu
late pending some contingency and so on, (g) the property of 
clubs, (II) institutions, (.) co-operative societies, and there is 
(1) the amount of income that is paid away to foreigners, because 
that would not come in. Taking all those things together and 
adding also-which I think we should have to do for this parti
cular purpose-(k) the annual value (which we can tax, but which 
is not money) of freehold property in the occupation of the occu
pier which would probably not be treated as entering into the 
income on which the graduated rate would have to be paid ••• 
you get to at least £50.000.000. • •• That leaves us £678.000,000 
as the income of individuals .. (Q. 65. S. C. on Income Tax, I906). 

This was obviously a stringent elimination directed pro
visionally towards a certain object, and even for this object 
it did not receive universal acceptance. It is clearly not a 
sacrosanct estimate of non-personal income for all purposes, 
though the tendency is so to regard it. 

Even for the purpose to which it was directed, in the event 
it proved that (k), the annual values of residences, were not 
excluded from the tax. This item alone is a considerable 
part of the whole. Then (6), the reserves, which /IS AypotMsi 
emerge later as dividends and are only temporarily held up. 
are strictly personal income, even on an individual basis.1 

Clearly, too, (d),('), and (f) are only" in the reservoir," so 
to speak, and if income is continually going in so also it is 
continually emerging to individuals; the only real sum to be 
deducted is the ..., i_HS. in the sums held up. When the 
income of a class as a whole is under consideration it is hardly 
necessary to exclude (a), the investments of mutual life and 
fire insurance companies, the collective investment being a 
substantial addition to their wealth. It has been observed 
elsewhere I that, although the bonuses and other payments 
to insured persons in excess of their actuarial death risk have 
not by law to be included in individual income statements, 
they are nevertheless a return of taxed interest, accumulated. 
and paid out in lump sums; and, except for a particular 
tax system. it is economically unsound to regard them as 
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.. non·personal." The income of municipal property which 
remains in municipal ownership and is not used as a set-off 
against liability upon interest paid to individuals and 
insurance companies is very small in relation to the 
whole.1 

The income under (g) and (h), though belonging to a class, 
can hardly be regarded as personal. It must be remembered, 
however, that many so-called .. clubs" have shareholding 
companies behind them, so that taxed income frequently 
emerges to individual use, while many institutions of a semi
philanthropic type or for the advancement of learning, etc., 
are exempted from tax, so that no great body of non-personal 
income remains to be deducted. The operations of indus
trial co-operative societies .. except under Sch. A in respect 
of lands and buildings owned by the societies . • . do not 
result in the payment of any considerable amount of income 
tax into the Exchequer."· The income from abroad paid 
to persons not resident in the United Kingdom should be 
deducted (under £2,000,000), and for some purposes the 
income produced here but paid to persons abroad may also 
be a proper deduction. We have little guide to the latter 
figure, but in the Fmancial Relations Returns the duty is 
officially estimated at £369,000 for Schs. C and D, equal 
to about £6,500,000 income, and £127,000 for Sch. E,largely 
for army and navy officers abroad, equal to another 
£2.000,000.' 

It will be seen, therefore, that th& sum deductible as 
.. non-personal" depends upon the palticu1ar use for which 
the figures are destined; for .. class" comparisons, or 
.. national income" statements, it should be very small, but 
for inquiries into distribution in comparison with super-tax 
and abatement returns it may quite reast:Jnably be larger. 
But the deductions given in Chapter VIII. for losses and 
other reasons should be made, of the order of £30,000,000, for 
practically all purposes, and when an addition is made for 

I P.294-
• D. C. em Income Tas. 1905. p. Xltiv. 
• Based upon the affidavits I« u...e d ....... oed pen!>M who bad 

f.,..,;go dOlPiciIe (1913 6gaIes). . 
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evasion the net deduction from the .. taxable income" is 
small enough to be almost negligible. 

The'lead given by Sir H. Primrose is followed by Sir T. 
Whittaker,i.who sets the deductions off against evasions, 
and is .. disposed to think they do about balance." He 
deducts .. local authorities" evidently under a misappre
hension, for the profits and interest included under this head 
are distributed for the most part, like those of companies, 
and there is only a small proportion of property which is 
really' deductible. Actually he adds £2,000,000 as a net 
difference on 1907 figures. He criticises W. H. Mallock and 
Sir L. Chiozza Money and takes a mid point. The former 
cuts the total down by .. renewals" on a false basis, which is 
clearly indicated,' and the latter expands it by adding 
£85,000,000 for evasions and not subtracting over-assess
ments, depreciation, capital exhaustion, charities, etc. 
There is little doubt Sir T. Whittaker's method is very 
close to the truth. 

Dr. Bowley has continued the deduction of £50,000,000 
recently I in connection with the problem of distribution, 
where it is of course necessary to make a full allowance. 
Messrs. Mallet and Strutt • deduct £60,000,000 for I9I3 fur 
.. impersonal income" when contrasting unearned income 
with capital wealth estimated from estate duty_ very 
legitimate case if the two figures are to be strictly comparable. 
The amount is intended to cover investments of insurance 
companies; a proportion of companies' reserve funds; 
municipal profits, such as those of waterworks, gas and 
electric light works, and tramways; the annual value of 
parochial and municipal buildings; Crown lands let to 
tenants; the investments and property of co-operative 
societies, clubs, monasteries, etc. In view of what has 
already been said as to some of these items, the allowance 
made. even for this purpose. errs, in my judgment, on the 
side of liberality • 

.. Home-produced" income. -Sir Thomas Whittaker 
1 .. Ownenhip and TuatioD of Land. N 

• V-Po 179-· r-"'" J-- oJ &. i"- Febl'IIuy, 1!II4-
• J .. I!II';' 
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deducts £240,000,000 for I907 from £2,040,000,000, making 
£I,800,ooo,ooo " home-produced"; W. H. Mallock deducts 
£I80,ooo,ooo for I9IO, as a net sum. 

It is obvious that where these deductions are made 
nothing should be subtracted from taxable income in 
respect of income paid to foreigners, unless the object of 
inquiry is home-produced income retained at home. 

" The better method is to exclude income drawn from without 
when we are thinking of the productivity of a country .••. On 
the other hand. if we are considering the number of personal 
incomes of various amounts, we ought to include income from 
abroad and exclude income paid to non-residents, even though 
taxed in this country. I am not aware of any estimates as to the 
amount which should thus be excluded."-DIL BoWLEY, "The 
Measurement of Social Phenomena," p. 202. 

Persons not resident in the United Kingdom are strictly 
speaking liable on all income arising here. Under the 
original practice from I842 any who claimed exemption 
(and later abatement) in respect of such income were required 
to declare their total income from every source, and the 
granting of relief was dependent on the amount of such 
total income being within the statutory limit. In I866 this 
pfactice was altered in consequence of an opinion of the 
Law Officers, and foreign residents were not required to 
include foreign income in their claims. It was thus possible 
for a millionaire to claim exemption on a small British 
dividend. This grant of exemption "l abatement by reason 
of smallness of income was abolishe! in 19IO, following a 
recommendation by the D. C. on Income Tax, 1905. There 
are certain exceptions in favour of Crown servants, 
missionaries and others, who may claim upon a statement 
of total incomes.1 

The following very useful summary is quoted, with some 
additions, from Sir Thomas Whittaker's" Taxation and 
Ownership of Property" down to 190] inclusive. It requires 
the warning that the .. exemption linrit .. has varied, so that 
the figures down columns 3 and 4 respectively are not com
parable throughout, and this has been added to the table.. 

I 5yd Report, p. 101. 
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Estimate. Df the National IncDme. -
Income In ..... 

Of those below 

above below BnmptioD lJm1t" 

You. ToW To Tao Autborl:ya In.,..,., Bxemp· B:r;emp- In ..... 
=n~ !Ion tio. mediate LImIt LImIL C ..... C ..... 

-
I. I. I. I. rn&(in 

1688 
·ODS). 

Davenaat and Gregory 43 - - - -
King. 

1740 64 - - - - Docker. 
1~83 200 - - - - Giff .... 
I 00 230 - - - 78 MulhalL 
1811 431 - - - - ColquhoWl. 

1835..,.0 ~ 515 ISO 265 94 171 Giff .... 
18 51 • 646 27· 374 132 24" Levi. 
1850 a40 .. 0 "0 - - W. Farr. 

'~l 
'4 370 443 - - Levi. 

1867 t 961 423 53 120 418 Levi. 
1867 814 396 4.8 94 304 Baxter. 
18~S 1,100 - - - - Giff .... 
18 • 1,168 577 591 14i 448 Levi. 
• 883 1,270 600 668 II 550 Giff .... 
• 883 1.2~4 613 661 140 SOl Levi • 

'88~ • 1,1 9 - - - - Mallet. 
.88 I.S00 660 640 - - Mallock. 
• 8Sg l,a8s - - - 467 Mulhall • 
• Sg. ,,600 - - - - Bowley • 
'901 '.750 - - - - Giff .... 
'904 "A: :~ 880 "s 655 Money. 
'907 '. 900 "0 700 BoWley. 
'907 'l ',X!S 880 1,065 32 S 740 Bowley·S 
'907 I. 4 - 93S .,a 703 Money. 
'907 ·,9'>1 67a 1.29. - - Mallock. 

!~ '.03 II 800 1,106 ]OS 881 Whittakel. 
1.910 - - - 730 Fabian Society. 

'9'4 1,100 - - - - Money. 

• ExemptiOil blll1t 1'50. 
l

ExemPtiOil limit .oa. 
Exemption limit .60. 
Revised .. _to III 191] befoN Report of Census of PmcIactinllwu 

P" 'shed, 
Y Including t3"ooo.OOO incame of Cbariti ... Friendly Societies. and 

Local Authoriti ... ...ruch is exduded from the oub-clivisiou into .. bic:II tile 
total income ia at_ divided. 

It is not within the scope of this book to discuss the 
methods of estimating the income of the classes below the 
income tax line, and readeIS are referred to the considerable 
literature upon this special subject. 

A common rule-of·thumb method for estimating the 
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total income has been to double the income tax assessments. 
It is usually attributed to Baxter,l but was actually in use 
much earlier. In 1852 Farr assumed that .. all the other 
people possess at least as much more income; and allowing 
for Ireland, and deducting for the interest of the National 
Debt, the income of the United Kingdom must be about 
£440,000,000, possessed by a population of 271 millions . . • 
if we capitalise at twenty-two and twenty-three years' 
purchase, it will make £10,000,000,000." (He estimated 
Ireland at £40,000,000 income, without detailed data.S) 
The rule has been applied by most writers without regard 
to the exemption limit changes from £150 to £100, back to 
£Iso, and then to £160. 

Testa of Prosperity, 
(I) Wage ComP&risonJ,-Dr. Bowley uses the gross income 

figures (taxed and untaxed) for a comparison of its movement 
with that of wages (basing the latter by index numbers upon Dr. 
Giffen's figures for 1886) with a logarithmic graph; and then 
corrects for the change in money values by using Sauerbeck's 
index numbers, showing in the result that between 1860 and 1l>91 
average wages have nearly doubled and average income bas more 
than doubled, the actual difference not being very great (U Changes 
in Wages in the United Kingdom between 1860--1l>91 "). 

G. Yule reproduces Dr. Bowley's index number (from Economic 
JiMNIIIl, 1904), uncorrected, and also corrected by Sauerbeck, as 
test of prosperity, and to give the influence of economic factors 
(U Changes in Marriage and Birth Rates during the Past Ha1f-
century," S. J., 19OO, p. 104). ,. 

(2) Use Gl "liational lDeome" to 1I1!termine " Sa'finp."
.. Members of the Government in recent speeches have placed the 
figure of annual savings of people in the United Kingdom at from 
J50 to 400 millions . 

.. I believe that these figures are obtained by first taking the 
aggregate of an money incomes of an individnals, now estimated 
to add up to £2,000,000,000, and then deducting from this the tota1 
estin1ated vaIne of annual consumption of commodities in this 
kingdom, whether produced at home or imported. The difference 
between these two figures is erroneously, in my opinion, supposed 
to be the amount of amlual saving . 

•• The fallacy in this is that the two figures are not .11 pm 
• E.f., Gillen, •• EA:ooomic Inquiries," II., p. 362. 
I S. C. OIl lDcome Tax,. J852, yo. 4,940, 4,952. 
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materi4. The aggregate of individual incomes is flO' the national 
income for the year, but the annual national income is something 
very much smaller. Tbis is because in the aggregate of individual 
money incomes the same real incomes are counted again and again 
as they circulab from hand to hand within the year. On the 
principle which I am criticising, viz., the addition of all indi
vidual incomes to lind the national income, it would follow that 
the larger the interest on the National Debt the larger was the 
national income, which is absurd. 

" The real national income-that annual flood of consumable 
commodities on and by which we all subsist-is much more near 
to be measured by the money value of goods produced and con
sumed within the kingdom plus the goods imported for con
sumption, which figure is immensely less than £2,200,000,000. 

"Therefore, the amount of annual national savings has been 
very seriously over-estimated .. (letter in the ECOfIOffIisI, July IS, 
1915). 

Tbis method would be roundabout, and certainly risky, because 
of the difficulty of determining the value of capital goods as dis
tinguished from consumption goods produced in a year. Direct 
methods of estimating savings from the increase in new buildings 
and from public subscriptions are much more reliable than the 
difference between two totals, both large in relation to that 
difterence. 



CI!APTER XIII. 

THE DISTRIBUTION OF INCOME AND THE NUMBER 
OF TAXPAYERS. 

THE distribution of income is one of the most difficult but 
interesting practical problems for which the official statistics· 
are utilised, and a great deal of work has been done to 
establish the number of taxpayers in different classes, or 
the changes in distribution, from time to time. The 
earliest income tax was assessed upon individual incomes 
as a whole, and, though inefficient as a taxing machine, 
yielded statistics which, so far as they were adequate, were 
thrown into an ideal form for this purpose (vide Appendix IV.). 
Since xBoz we have possessed no official statistics presented 
in this way until the super-tax, similarly assessed on the 
aggregate income of each person liable, gave details for 
incomes over !S,ooo in I9U-X2.1 For in IB03 the "schedule" 
sys.tem was introduced, and the only tables then published 
bearing upon this problem were classifications of the 
separate asses=-mts under Sch. D up to IBIS. After the 
re-introduction of the tax in xB42 these classification tables 
were rendered annua\ly in one form 'l1' another.· 

In his .. Thoughts on the Princi.tlles of Taxation with 
Reference to a Property Tax " (IB48) Babbage deplored the 
absence of any criterion of distribution, and used Board of 
Trade figures, which showed the numbers of persons receiving 
incomes from funded property. He took a statement of the 
dividends of various amounts paid to 26S,2XB persons 
(ammged cumulatively) and divided a million .. voters .. in 
the same plOpoi tions, from which he concluded that BSO,ooo 
voters had incomes of less than £Iso per annum. He 

• Vide p. 338 • 
• Vide p. 23B. In 1852 it was oIIiciaIJy stated to be impo85ibJe to 

give tile numba' of mpay<a 1l1l<I« all achedulea (5. C. 011 Income 
:fas. g. 501)6). 
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remarked naively :-" I am by no means disposed to accept 
this as the real law, or even as any very near approximation 
to it. I have employed the only data at present known." 

In evidence before the S. C. on Income Tax, 1852, William 
Farr made a computation based upon the 1801 statistics,1 
accepted as adequate although the 1803 system was so much 
more productive. The average income for all taxpayers over 
{.150 was {.551 from that table, and he assumed that the 
same average was applicable to 1848; then dividing the 
total income assessed by that average he found 340,773 tax
payers "over {.150.'" His diagrammatic presentation of 
the grades was an interesting anticipation of Pareto's law.' 
If this method were continued forward to 1868, the number 
at that date would be about 460,000. In accepting such 
results we have to consider :-(1) the doubtful reliability of 
the 1801 figures even in 1801, and the possibility of general 
under-statement of income; an examination of the remark
able difierences in the original gradation from {.150 to {.zoo 
does not inspire confidence, and since all except the poorest 
were taxed, it was not so much a question of omission of 
taxpayers as of under-statement of taxable income. Correct 
assessment of the smaller simple incomes was easier than any 
check upon the larger incomes derived from various sources, 
and the incentive to evasion was probably less. It is likely, 
therefore, that the greater part of the under-assessment was 
in the upper classes, and yet at the same time there was an 
_ ... accumulation of the taxpayers just 8bow the {.150 line, 
pointing to the fact that, so far from correct returns bringing 
a number of payers from below, this was probably an artificial 
or common assessment to which many were not really liable. 
We should have, in that way, a taxable incomeinCI5Sed by 
perhaps ao per cent., with no conesponding increase in the 
payers. On such a reckoning the 1848 number would haft 
been 292,000 only. (2) The assumption that the _II(_ 
held good lifty years after. 
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Writing in 1857 on .. The Pay of Ministers of the Crown." 1 
Farr estimated that there were 4.000 persons with incomes 
over £5.000. including 192 in Ireland. This also was based 
on the 1801 figures. 

In 1868 Mr. Dudley Baxter (" National Income," 
Chap. III.) made an examination of the available income tax 
statistics for I86~ to ascertain the total income of persons 
with incomes over £100 per annum (the exemption limit at 
that time). the number of taxpayers. and their average 
income. He relied largely upon the classification of Sch. D 
assessments. and. although he stated (p. 30) that "the 
average income of each person in the United Kingdom who 
paid duty under Sch. D in 1855 was £288; in 1864 . • • it 
had risen to £314," the context shows that he was fuIIy aware 
that these were only average assessments. and were not 
necessariIy the average Sch. D income for each person 
coming under that schedule (some of them being assessed for 
several separate sources). and still less the average·" income .. 
of those persons. After obtaining a gross sum by additions 
for evasion. etc .• he assumed that the proportion in the 
several stages of the classification for Sch. D would obtain 
also for the aggregate of all the schedules. as follows :-

Namberof 

Incomes. Anese=rats. Amouat. AMeumeota. 
~Jandand 

ala. , 
£ 

£5.000 and upwards · 8.500 126.157 7.500 
£1.000 to £5.000. · 48.800 83.324 42.000 

£300 to £1.000 . · 178.300 87.723 150.000 
£100 to £300 . · 1.0260400 IIo.950 850.500 

Total . · 1:,262,.000 408.154 1,050 ,000 

He pointed out the disturbing element. viz.. the presence 
in the incomes above £5.000 of 400 companies with 

: S. J .• 1857. p. len. 
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£30,000,000 income, and .. if distributed to the individuals 
to which they belong a considerable number of persons would 
be raised out of each class into the next above, so that the 
£5,000 class would be enlarged in numbers more than suffi
cient to compensate for the loss of the assessments of com
panies. Partnerships, on the contrary. raise incomes into 
higher classes than the individual partners would reach." So 
far as England and Wales are concerned. he regarded the 
general correctness of his results as confirmed by a return of 
houses assessed to House Duty in 1861-2,1 summarised as 
follows :-

£200 (and upwards) rental 
£100 to £200 
£50 to £100. 
£20 to £50 • 
£10 to £20 • 

Total 

9,800 
32,800 

102,000 
375,400 
590,000 

I,lIO,OOO 

The total was obtained by deducting from the total number 
of £10 houses in boroughs and counties in the electoral 
returns of 1866 (1,300,000). 50,000 for difference between 
rating and rental in the counties, and 140,000 occupied by 
the manual labour class, leaving l,lIO,OOO for occupation by 
upper and middle classes. The £10 to £20 class is therefore 
the balance unaccounted for. He considered that the 9,800 
houses confirmed the 7,500 large incomes; .. the 32,800 
houses (rom £100 to £200 rent appear to tally with the 42,000 
incomes from £1,000 to £5,000 and with the smaller houses 
occupied by the highest class." In the incomes below 
£x,ooo the number of lodgers, ladies, and inmates of family 
houses increases rapidly, so that the proportions of the 
houses below £xoo--viz., 102,000, 375,000 and 590,000-
appear to confirm the number of incomes below £x.ooo
vi&., X50,OOO. 850,000, and J ,000,000. 

It will be seen that the chief weaknesses of this very 
broad treatment of the subject are: (x) the omission to 
ascertain or estimate the number of houses under £10 rental 

• H. C. 42&-1561. 
•• 
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in order to see whether they corresponded with the estimate 
of the manual labour class and verified the assumed corre
spondence between the £100 exemption limit and £ro rental; 
and (2) the rather easy transference from" assessments" 
(arrived at upon a very doubtful basis) to actual" incomes." 

He dealt separately with the number of taxpayers in an 
appendix, "the substance of which was communicated by 
Mr. Gripper, of the Inland Revenue, the highest authority in 
all statistics of that department." As this has been of some 
importance in subsequent literature, it is quoted here :-

" Number and Average Income of Income Tax Payers (England 
and Wales). 

" In calculating the number of income tax pay~rs, it is necessary 
to remember that those who appear as paying 011 less than £100 a 
year have other income for which they appear in other schedules; 
and that only one of these appearances ought to be taken into 
account. 

" The information respecting the numbers charged is not given 
in all the Annual Reports, and the proportions must be taken from 
different years. 

" Sch. B is given for 1858-:-9 in the Commons return, 300, 1860. 
The income charged to duty was £26,000,000; and the persons 
charged on incomes above £100 was 54,000; below £100,207,000. 

" Sch. C was found to be paid in 1850 on £27,000,000 by 204,000 
persons. But examination of 21,000 accounts in Consols showed. 
that only one-fourth were above £100 a year. Assuming this 
proportion for the rest-

" Sch. E in 1864 was charged on £17,487,000, paid fJY 97,000 
persons, of whom 67,000 had more than £roo a year. 

"Sch. D in 1864 was charged on £95,600,000 and paid by 
297,000 persons, of whom 246,000 had above £100 a year. 

" Sch. A is paid in the first instance by the occupiers, and no 
means exist of ascertaining the actual number of owners who 
ultimately bear it. The income charged in 1864 was £125,000,000, 
and this on the same scale of individual income as Sch. D would be 
paid by 379,000 persons, of whom 314,000 would have £100 a 
year. 

"The total income for these schedules and years was 
£292,000,000; and th.e payers with more than £100 a year were 
731,000. 

"The number of payers under £100 a year was 504,000, of 
whom one-third at least appear also among the first 73I,000, and 
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half the remainder, or one-third of the whole (169,000), will be the 
net number to be added . 

.. Hence the total number of taxpayers for the £292,000,000 
will be 900,000, giving an income of £323 each, being nearly the 
same as the average for 5ch. D . 

.. But, in consequence of the number of English companies, I 
have taken the average for England and Wales at only £306 . 

.. In the net number so obtained there will be, besides those 
just mentioned, a large number of persons who appear twice or 
oftener, such as merchants and professional men assessed under 
5ch. D, who also pay more than £100 under 5ch. A as landed 
proprietors or owners of houses; or under 5ch. B on a farm; or 
under 5ch. C as fundholders in British or colonial stocks. It is 
roughly estimated that these duplicate and triplicate appearances 
balance the number who are omitted through their assessments 
being made upon their partnership." 

In his Report on .. Wages and Earnings of the Working 
Classes .. (1885) Professor Leone Levi comments on this as 
follows :-

.. In a note in the appendix to Mr. Dudley Baxter's paper by 
Mr. Gri~IIf', of the Inland Revenue, it is stated that the number 
of income tax payers under 5ch. A lIIIIylNllaMta 10 INI divided in the 
same proportion as under 5ch. D, and that the same may be said 
as to 5chs. B, C, and E .. (p. 50). 

And again:-

.. Mr. Gripper ••• arrived at the conclusion that the -w 
0/ ~1IOfIS charged under Sch. D being then 291,000, the total 
number of income tax payers could be taken at 900,000, or three 
times as many. Adopting this method we come to the conclusion 
that the 1I0,OOO persons charged with income tax under Sch. D 
in 18SD-I with incomes of £150 and upwards would represent 
330,000 as the entire number of income tax payers; and that the 
353,000 similarly charged in 18~ under Sch. D would repre
sent 1,059,000 as the whole number of income tax payers .. (p. 54). 

One more progressive stage in the history of this legend 
may be given. Mr. W. H. MaJlock 1 remarks :-

.. Thus the number of separate individ1lal assessmp.Dts does aot 
give us directly the actual number of separate incomes comprised, 
even under Schs.. D and E. Attention was, however, called by 

• ft Statistical. Manocnpb." 13 (May, 1912) • 
••• 
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Professor Leone _Levi, about thirty years ago, to a statement by . 
Mr. Gripper in 1866 to the effect that the total number of indi
viduals paying tax at that time, so far as the department could 
ascertain, was as a matter of fact about three times the number of 
assessments of ' persons' made under Sch. D. If we suppose that 
the same proportion has been maintained .... But owing to 
changes in the classification of incomes, ... the total number 
must during recent years be considerably more than three times the 
number of separate assessments Sch. D under the heading of 
, persons.' " 

I have italicised some of the more significant improve
ments. The tendency to stress departmental authority is 
marked. Mr. Gripper, who seems to have had access to' 
very little more in the way of statistics than what was 
then public property, apparently gave Mr. Baxter, in an 
unofficial way, a tentative basis of computation which, as 
a guess, was as likely to be right as any other, but not much 
more likely. The remark that, on the same scale as Sch. D, 
Sch. A would be paid by 379,000 persons becomes, with 
Professor Levi, "may be taken to be divided in the same 
proportion." The note does not com.ment upon the chance 
numerical relationship" three times," but this is put into 
the reference by Professor Levi and embellished by Mr .. 
Mallock regardless of the changes in the relative importance 
of the schedules, and also of the fact that while Mr. Baxter 
dealt with the incomes above £100, Professor Levi referred 
to those above £150, and Mr. Mallock to those above £160. 
Moreover, while in the original note the total happened to 
be three times the total Sch. D assessments, Professor Levi 
applied the factor to the number of assessments exceeding 
£150 only. Both have ignored the fact that Baxter's 
computation was for England and Wales only, and also that 
Sch. D assessments have since included all the concerns 
under Sch. A, No. 111,1 Other considerations affecting the 
application of an old factor to recent years are given else
where.s 

Professor Levi set out to compare the numbers ih 1850-1 
with those in 1879-80 and 1882-3. Incidentally (p. 6) he 

1 Vide p. 21:<&. 

• P .... 39. 
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compares, in tabular form, the gross taxed income in 1866--7 
and in 1882-3 with the percentage relationship to the total 
income of all persons, but he ignores the exemption limit 
change (£150 from £100). Then (on p. 48) he institutes a 
comparison between the classification of Sch. D assessments 
1850-1 with that for 187g-8o (referring to the important 
differences, in the omission of companies, in the latter). The 
ordinary c1assification for 187g-8o published officially would 
have been of little value because it was one of net assessments, 
but he was specially furnished by the Inland Revenue 
Department with a classification of gross assessments 
similar to 1850-1 and to the present tim_ return which 
is valuable for reference. The percentage borne by each 
class to the total number and total amount is given with a 
result which may be summarised as follows :-

1850-1. 1879-80-

-
PerCent. Per Cent. Per Cent. ~Cent. 

"fNumber. )f Am01lllt. ",Number. Am.01IIlt. 

Incomes £IS0 to 800. 81-67 38.8 8S~ 43"7S 
.. 5ooto ,000 16'S8 32 "7 Ja 27-67 .. above £3.000. I"7S 28·S 1'43 28'S8 

The inclusion of companies in 1850-X must necessarily 
have afleeted the relative distribution. particularly in 
1IHIOIItIls.. the 1850-1 average was £470. against £424 in 
1880, but it hardly indicated .. greater diffuseness of incomes" 
(p. 49) unless this factor is taken into account. On the basis 
of Mr. Gripper's information. referred to above. he then 
finds the Dumber of taxpayers for .... dIISs £100 to £200. 
£200 to £300. etc.. by multiplying the assessments therein 
by 3 and reducing the result to a proportion of the popula
tion, from which he concludes that .. it is a significant fact 
that whilst the number of persons in the receipt of incomes 
from £150 to £500 increased at the rate of 136 per cent .• 
the Dumber of persons in the receipt of incomes of £3,000 
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and upwards increased only at the rate of 86 per cent," 1 

The method is so doubtful. and the disturbing factors are 
so important. that this comparative result is. in my judgment. 
valueless. 

Professor Levi proceeds to ascertain the average income per 
" family" (which he treats as equivalent to a .. taxpayer ") 
in 1851 and 187g-80. arriving at the numbers as 330.000 and 
1.060.000 respectively. by using the multiplier 3. "Now 
place against these numbers the income of each class at the 
respective period. adding 6 per cent. for the probable 
assessable income for Ireland in 1851." He adds nothing. 
however. to the number. as divisor few Ireland. and gets the 
income per family £824. (44 per cent. of the whole). In 
1879. by a similar process. the number of taxpayers in Great 
Britain is divided into the total gross income for the United 
Kingdom. with a quotient of £544 per family. or 49 per cent. 
of the total. He concludes that the incomes of taxpayers 
diminished 30 per cent.. while those of the lower middle 
classes increased 37 per cent. and of the labouring classes 
59 per cent. Such a method cannot. of course. give the 
actual average income. and. in so far as it may be urged 
that it gives a comparable result (having a common error). 
it may be pointed out that Ireland (omitted in the divisor) 
is a relatively constant figure in the income, and the disparity 
is therefore increased. If we employ these numbers with the 
actual net assessed income for Great Britain we get averages 
of £630 and £470 respectively. 

Mr. MaI10ck bnilds npon Levi" analysis :-" While. 
during the thirty years thus dealt with. the tota1 income 
reviewed for assessment purposes had increased in the 
proportion of 100 to 2IZ. the number of persons subject to 
income tax had increased in the proportion of 100 to 320. 
the result being that. while the average assessed income in 
1851 had been more than £820, it was in 1881 not so much as 
£Sso." s 

Professor Levi made no use of the Honse Duty statistics, 

I There is a very large err.,.. in tile table on p. 49. tile iDcreaIe aod ... 
he l «10 cIa!Is being oboorn as 208 per ceat., owiJJ8 to inc«rect detail .. 
~ "'Statistical Monograph..r3(;. 
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and relied solely upon the classification of assessments and 
the rule-of-thumb method of multiplication by 3. 

It will be seen that even when Baxter wrote, the pro
portion of one-third as applied to the 5ch. D assessments 
resulted from the assumption that 5ch. A duty was paid by as 
many taxpayers as 5ch. D. But there is one fact that ren
dered this highly improbable. When the differential rate 
existed, only 1 per cent. of the liable 5ch. A fell between {.J.oo 
and {.J.50 in the assessment,1 whereas one-seventh of 5ch. D 
and one-sixth of 5ch. E came between these limits; and 
when abatements were introduced the income abated under 
5ch. A was far less than under Sch. D. The inference is of 
course that, given equal sums under each schedule, 5ch. A 
was distributed amongst payers with the higher incomes to 
a greater extent than 5ch .. D, and therefore the "umbel' of 
payers was far fewer in proportion. Baxter's underlying 
assllmption made the total numbers too high .. Then in later 
years the total 5ch. A sank relatively to the total 5ch. D, and 
the assumption became still further removed from the facts. 
Reasons for the multiplication of assessments under Sch. D 
in recent years have been given in connection with the 
general classification tables. It is true, of course, that the 
number of liable owner-occupiers of houses has grown 
greatly, but the great majority are already wpayel's "ruler 
Sells. D aIIll E, and the incomes solely or predominantly 
under 5ch. A, in the Jower ranges (as judged from abate
ments), are still much smaller in proportion to the total 
Sch. A than those under Schs. D and E are to the totals of 
those schedules respectively. 

In 1887 Goschen wrote upon the increase of moderate 
incomes, making comparisons merely for the ten years to 
1885. He showed the relatively larger percentage which the 
lower Sch. D assessments had in the classification, and he 
also nsed the House Duty figures to show the greater increase 
in the medium-sized houses at that time. 

So far as I am concerned, the chief utility of their investi
:;ations is that they obtained certain tables from the Inland 

1 Doubtl .... by repayment, a IarJ:er ~tage would be allowed, ""t tile maiD ~ent is unatIecteil (1)i4e po 489). 
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Revenue which are not published elsewhere, and which 
furnish us with intermediate observations. 

Another possible means of getting information as to the 
numbers at different times is to examine the effect of a 
change in the exemption limit (1853, 1875 and 1894) as to the 
amount of assessment affected and the number of taxpayers 
between certain fixed limits. An attempt at an approxima
tion on these lines is given below :-

Humber of Incomes. Irom £150 to £160 inellJIive in me-&. 
(I) The number of abatements claimed was (in thousands) :-

- IB93-... 1119.-,. 

In assessment · · 455 381 
By repayment · · 40 40 
By schedule • · · I4 15 

Total · · 509 436 

Number of incomes [Iso to [400. I8g3-4 
Add average annual increase. • 

Estimated number in 1894--5. • 
Las number of incomes [160 to l400 

Difference. number of incomes [ISO to £160 
Add increased incentive to cla·,. in 1894. I 

per cent. of total 

Add genexaJ failure to cJaim abatemeDts, 5 per 
cent. . • . • • • • 

But if no repairs allowance bad been given in 
1894-5. a numberwbose inoomes were over [I60 
in x8g3 did not exceed [I60 in 1:894--5. and thus 
no abatement was cJaimable (say) • 

• 

11195""6. 

396 
4z 
II 

449 

509 
1:3 

5ZZ 
436 

86 

4 

90 

5 

95 
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(2) 39th Report. p. 105. Cost of concessions under the Finance 
Act. 1894. estimate for the change of exemption limit £I33.800. 
If the average duty lost for each person is put at Btl. on £35. the 
number of persons is II4.000 (£35 was an average assessment of 
£155. less £120 abatement in 1893-4. which disappeared in 
1894-5). As a fact the divisor should be rather larger owing to 
failure to claim some porliom of the abatements. 

Second result • 110.000 
(3) Appendix I. shows the loss in the gross assessment 

(thousand £) :
Under 5ch. D . 
Under 5ch. E • • . . 
Under 5ch. C the loss is about. 
Under 5ch. B • • • . • 
Under 5ch. A. by a comparison of 

the total exemptions 1892-3. 1893-4. 
and 1B94-5. and allowing for the 
repairs deduction • 

B.800 ± 
2.2Bo ± 

300 ± 
200 ± 

700 
ISO 
100 
50 

750 ± 200 

12.330 ± 1.200 
At an average income £155 this represents 79.500 ± 7.740. to 

which must be added the repayment claims (on dividends. mort
gage interest. etc.). The increased duty repaid (under exemp
tions (viIU p. II7. 44th Report) between 1893-4 and IB95~ was 
£89.000 at Btl. - £2.600.000 income. Repayments vary from the 
duty on a few pounds to the full limit. and an average of £80 
would give 32.000 cases. 

Thlrdnnlt • • 111.000 
Average result, 106,000 parsOllll. 

Number 01 Inoom. !rom £100 &0 £ISO inc1118ive in 1876-7 
(thousand [). 

5th. A exemptions increased by about 1.140} (from re-
u B.. .. u I,sOO ports by 
It C .. II .. 1.800 inspection). 
.. D.. N t. 20,000 } (see 
.. E.. .. .. 5.300 Appendix). 

{ 

(5'48 per 
cent. of the 

Total •• £29.740 total net 
ass=mp.Dt). 

At an average income of £120 this represents 247.800 persons. 
.. .. .. £125 .. S37.600 .. 
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(No/e.-In the statistics of repayments. 28th Report. p. 258. 
there is a difference indicating some 7.000 or 8.000 increased 
c1aims at least. so that the total is 245.000 to 255,000 persons.) 

The 20th Report (p. 52) gives the number of Schs. D and E 
assessments as 244.000 fewer. 

By the abatements 1875-6. 1876-1'. and 1877-8 the number of 
incomes £100 to £300 was 160.000 more than the number from 
£150 to £400. so that we get the following result :-

£roo to £rSo . • 245.000 to 255.000 persons 
£150 to £300 • • 275.000 to 285.000 .. 
£300 to £400 • 85.000 to 95.000 .. 

by calculating from abatements and allowing for repayments and 
a 10 per cent. margin of unclaimed cases. 

The incomes £100 to £150 represent 5'4 per cent. of the total 
income at this period. 

1863-4 abatemenll 
Arltl repayments. 

Short. 20 per cent. 

Total 

1'}6.313 
10,000 

206,313 
40.000 

246.000 persons £100 to £ZOO, 
In 1~ we find the income charged 

[,100 to £150) was (thonsand £) :-
at the lower rate 

Sch. A 
.. B 
.. C 
.. D 
.. E 

Adtl for remainder, Sch. E 

1",19 
3.376 .. 
9.882 '41 (part only) 

:ISA22 
:z,242 

17.664 (5-65 per cent. of the 
total net 3S6eS6JJIeI1t). 

Under the pressure of the very high rate of duty it may be 
assumed that there was DO great failure to cIaim the lower rate. 
At an average of £120 this is equal to 147.200 persons. and it may 
be said that til IeIISl 8.000 must have been allowed by schedule and 
'repayment = 155.000 in all 

There is a good deal of evidence that the assnsmenl> wero 
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almost stationary until 1861-Z; the classification of assessments 
shows that the smaller incomes moved but little, and we may say 
that at 1860 there were 160,000 income tax payers in this class. 
At this date I estimate the number of incomes £100 to £200, by 
carrying back the 1863 abatements three years, in the same pro
portion as the assessments, at 221,000 as a maximum, and 200,000 
as a minimum. The £Iso to £200 incomes were therefore 50,000 
to 60,000 in number. This is so few that an ordinary ratio of 
distribution fails to give the number that other methods indicate 
for the total number of taxpayers. We have two explanations 
(alternative or combined), viz. :-(a) administration was weak; 
and (b) there were actually fewer at this level. 

With regard to (a), all the indications are that the temporary 
character of the tax and the lack of statutory powers in connection 
with wage returns served to keep down to a minimum the numbers 
in the lowest ranges. But it is quite possible, and the indications 
of house distribution and assessments support the view, that there 
were at that time actually a smaller proportion of the whole with 
medium incomes. 

Having arrived at these results fox certain fixed points, it 
remains to be considered whether they throw any light upon 
the total number of taxpayers or upon other parts of the 
scale of incomes. Pareto's formula 1 is not perhaps seen at 
its best in this task of furnishing the aggregate from a small 
section at the extreme end, because it is at the ends that the 
modifications of the main index are most necessary, Applied 
to the classification of Sch, D assessments (with all its limita
tions) down to the exemption limit, the following are fairly 
good .. fits .. :-1909-10. 1'40; X894-S. l'sa; 1879, 1'51; 
1874. x'4 (estimated); 1860-1. 1'31; 1850. 1'38, Every
thing considered, the ~es are not great. but the indica
tion is that in 1860 there was a smaller propoxtion of lower 
incomes. 

The abatement index is higher than the assessment index 
at present. and it appears to have been higher throughout. 
If we relate the two. and adopt the same ratio for 1860-1. 
applying the resultant index to the 60.000 incomes £150 to 
£zoo. we get only about 250.000 taxpayers (above £ISO) in 

• Vi8 P. 464-
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all. But of course, if there is a considerable error in the 
60,000 and the pumber should have been, say, 20 per cent. 
more, the total number of taxpayers might reach 300,000. 
The method is, however, a very risky one. Applied to the 
ascertained numbers £150 to £300 in 1875-6, we get as the 
total number of taxpayers (over £150) from 500,000 to 
540 ,000. 

Another method of working upon the problem is the use of 
the statistics of houses, Sch. A and House Duty. They 
furnish practically the only uniform and continuous record 
approximating to income distribution. It has been seen that 
Baxter attempted a rough H fit " for houses and incomes, 
and what Dr. Bowley has described as the" fascinating game 
of fitting taxpayers into houses" has been carried on in late 
years with enthusiasm by Sir L. Chiozza Money, Mr. Ireson, 
Mr. W. H. Mallock, and others. Mr. Mallock's work is 
voluminous and reiterated, but it shows such a definite bias 
in one direction that it is robbed of its value. 

These figures may be' used in two ways and for two pur
poses :-

(I) By reasoned examination of the house values for any 
given year to ascertain, absolutely, the number of taxpayers 
in that year either as a whole or in grades. 

(2) By comparison of years, using houses as an index 
number to get the relative number of taxpayers over a long 
period. 

In order to continue the investigation commenced above, 
I propose to deal with the second method first. So far as I 
am aware, it has not previously been used. 

Classified House Duty statistics are available for about 
twenty years, prior to which we have-(I} figures for 1881 
given by the Reports; (2) a table for 1874-5 obtained by 
Goschen from the Inland Revenue Department 1; (3) a 
return of ratings for electoral purposes, 1866 2 (all the fore
going relate to private houses); (4) a parliamentary return 
for 1860-I, giving all houses, including shops, etc.s As the 

1 S. j., 1887. 
2 H. C. z79-1866 and 494-1866. 
8 H. C. 4z8-1863. 
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value of shop premises has no direct relation to the incomes 
of the shopkeepers, and their distribution is actually quite 
different, they must be ignored; we are here concerned, not 
with the total number of houses occupied by taxpayers, but 
with a number that will reflect the number of taxpayers, It 
is necessary, therefore, to split the 1860 figures into private 
houses and shops, etc" charged at the lower rate, This has 
been done by reference to (a) the known average value in each 
class in 1860 and in 1874, and (b) the percentage change in 
those averages and the average of aU houses, so that the 1874 
private houses have been written back to the 1860 basis in 
such a way as to give the required aggregate and average 
value, 

The result is as follows :-

House. (all kinds) (in thousands), 

- 1874-5, 18gr~, I~I- 1911-2. 

Under ro 3.00004 - 3 •• 86'3 - 3.'3"'5 - 3.'4"3 
i10 to 15 590 '4 - 1,112'7 - 1.568'7 - 2,ISI'S 

15 to ao 331'3 - 599'4 - 771'4 - 985'6 

Total , 3.9"'1 81'9 5 008'3 79'7 5.57",6 77'~ 6.379'~ 76'1 
HouseD~~ 864'5 18'1 l:a6g' 20-3 1.63°'2 .. , 2,008· '3'9 

(£20 and 
over) 

All • . 4.786.6 - 6,278', - 7.200-8 - 8.388'0 

Private Hou_ ehargad &0 HoUII Dut, (in thousands). 

18150-1 .... .... .... ' ..... !:. ,_to .... - \loti· 117.-s. , ...... 
.. ted. - _L - . - .... -,. . , ..... .... ..... SS:J .,,,-, SS" . ..., .... ~;l .... 

',0--4)0 • ..... .. - ~7} 
a6s·1. .... ..... ..., SS'S 1,.-- } .... - .... 1&4" "" ..... 13'4 .8", .... 

~ ... ; .. ;l .1 ,... ... ~ ... r ... ... .,.. .... , .. 'N ,.., ... ,. . ''9 
...., 101 ..... ... I6n too ......, too ..... ... 
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Average Value of Private Hou"l (over £20 value). 

1851~ 
1855~ 
1860-1 
1865~ 
1870-1 
1875-6 
1876-7 

£ 
48'3 
48'4 
49'1 
50 '5 
52 '9 
53"4 
54'6 (maximum) 

1880-1 
1890-1 
1893-4 
18911-9 
1903-4 
1909-10 , 
19II-12 , 

£ 
52 '7 
51'0 
49'9 
47'5 
46 '1 

44'8 
44'5 

The year 1874-5 is the first for which we possess statistics 
of houses of all values. Taking a £30 dividing line, 1909-1(). 
shows 56'1 per cent. as compared with 61"1: per cent. in 
1874-5 above that value for houses assessed to House Duty, 
but of aU houses the percelrtage above £30 in 1909-10 was 
13'4 as compared with II'OS in 1874-5. It is clear, there
fore, that there has been a great movement from the class 
below £20 into the £20 to £30 range to bring about this 
result. 

For the purpose of an index number the aggregate number 
of private houses of £28 value and upwards has been adopted. 
It is found that the above statistics for" over £30," treated as 
equivalent to incoInes by Pareto's formula, answer perfectly 
and exhibit a constantly rising index-1860-1, 1"52; 1874-5, 
1"57; x88:I~ 1'62; 1899, 1'73; and 1909-10, r86, 
indicating that 3D increasingly large proportion of the whole 
number of taxpayers is found in tht ,anges near the limit of 
exemption. The limit of £28 is adopted for the following 
reasons:-

(I) From a pra.ctica.I point of view it is believed to be 
about the limit corresponding with the exemption limit: 
£27 was adopted by a close observer. Mr. G. H. Blunden. 
with wide pra.ctica.I experience. as a Revenue official, as 10ng 
ago as 11196. Bearing in mind the large proportion borne by 
the figures for the metropolis to the whole country, 1 think 
the true figures cannot be mucll Jess than £28. It is not the 
\-aIUe below which we may cease to find income tax payers 
that mattexs. but the value at. which taxpaya:s and lIOII-
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taxpayers would be found in equal numbers that is signi
ficant.l 

(2) As an mae" number the result is not widely different 
from what might be found if £27 or £29 were adopted. Any 
error in estimating the number from £28 to £30 by working 
Pareto's formula from the known numbers at £30 is less 
than the error at a lower limit. It is for this reason also 
that the year 1909-10 is adopted; the classification became 
£20 to £41, without any intermediate step, in the succeeding 
years, and the difficulty of estimating the number over 
£28 is correspondingly great. 

(3) This limit, looked at absolutely, gives results closer 
to the Dumber of taxpayers, estimated officially by other 
methods, than any other limit. 

(4) Ii a Pareto curve for incomes (by abatements) is 
superimposed upon a similar curve for houses, their direc
tions may be different, but it will be found that on equating 
them at a point known to be reasonably probable (viz., 
£40 rent = income £400 to £500) the position of the £160 
point falls so as to give a number equal to the £28 houses.-

The numbers are as follows (in thousands) :-1909-10, 
951'7; x894-5, 659; 188x-2, 547; 1874-5, 410; 1860-1, 
242'7· 

If we take the official estimate of the total number of 
taxpayers as in 1909-XO at 1,050,000 to X,100,OOO, it may 
be said that this is the most reliable figure that has been 
obtainable III ."1 ,;_. because the great mass of incomes 
fall within the limits of abatement and error is confined to 
the following points :-(/1) the number within this range 
who fail to claim; (6) the number of incomes above £700. 

Now, with regard to (/I), this until recent years was 
merely open to guesswork, but now it has become less 

. important than ever because the peroentage of. non-claimants 

. is very small. We have (/I) very high rates of to; (6) wide 
publicity and opportunity; and (c) a clainl that runs COD

tingently with earned income relief, the failure to claim 
which involves a crushing difference in to burden. The 
incentive to claim the £70 abatement is DOW Dot really 

• ViU p. 454 (ample iDwstigatiaa). • ViU P. 457. 
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less than that to claim the £160, and a deficiency in the 
number of these .. upper" claims ten years ago has been 
rapidly overhauled under these influences. I do not think 
the percentage of non-claimants is above 2 now, but it is 
evidently more liberally aJIowed for in the official figures. 

(b) The numbers above are relatively smaller. We are 
helped to an extent by the super-tax figures, the earned 
income relief on incomes to £3,000, and the statistics of 
larger houses; and there is not a very wide scope for 
difference in numbers. There is much more scope for 
difference in amounts of total income at each higher stage. 
Altogether the official estimate is very closely hemmed in 
by important checks. The internal evidence of the tax 
itself gets less reliable as we go back, and in 1860 there is 
practicaJJy none. The application of this index Dumber 
gives the following result (in thousands) :-

Estimated Ramben of Taxpayen (thousands). 

Year. 

1860-1 
1874-5 
188x-1I 
xB94-5 
1909-10 

lDcomeo over £160. 

267'7 to 2&'4 
452'5 to 473'8 
604 to 632'2 
727 to 7617 

1,050 to 1,100 

lDcomeo over £ISO. 

306'7 to 319'5 
518'2 to 539.8 
6~1I"4 to 720"2 

(add 106)= 833 to 8tYn 
1,202 to 1,253'0 

This method as a first rough approximation has the 
following difficulties:- , 

(I) It gives the earlier years the .. benefit .. of aJI recent 
improvements in administration, and to some extent would 
lead to over-statement, especiaJly in 1860-1. 

(2) It assumes that the relation of rent to income III the 
£ISO stage or thereabouts has not altered. If liable tax
payers with £160 per annum DOW live in £27 or f.28 houses 
on the average, and if they DOW spend more of their income 
on rent than formerly, then in 1860 any one with £160 per 
annum may have had, on average, a lower rented bouse, and 
the number of taxpayers was fwo tanto larger than the Dumber 
given by this method. This was probably the case, 50 that 
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an addition should be made on this account in the earlier 
years. It will be observed that, so far as I87s-6 isconcemed. 
this result is comparable with that obtained by Pareto's 
formula from the internal evidence of abatements. 

(3) It assumes that the proportion of void houses or 
houses containing two taxpayers has not materially changed. 

If we deduct from Baxter's estimate, 897,000 (over £IOO) 
in I866, the incomes £IOO to £IsO (say I96,000, the mean of 
I860 and I874), we get about 700,000 incomes over £IsO 
instead of about 420,000 by this method. Similarly, Levi's 
I,060,000 in I879-80 has to compare with about 650,000 by 
tIllS index. Shearman 1 considered that the whole number 
of incomes over £IsO in I884 must have exceeded 600,000. 

The Numher of Tazpayera in Recent Years. 

The following official estimates have been given recently 
in Parliament :-I,I50.000 taxpayers in 19IZ-13. No 
definite statistics are available as to the total nor as to 
division of income. I A scientific classification of numbers 
and incomes in grades is not possible. and publication of 
official estimates might be misleading. a 1,240.000 payers 
estimated for 1914-15. of whom only 164.000 will pay at the 
full rate.' 

A comparison has been furnished I :-Income: 1903-4. 
£73I.571,000; 19I3-I4. £935.000.000. Taxpayers: I903-4, 
950.000 ; 1913-14. 1.190.000. Estimated income per 
taxpayer: 1903-4. £no; 1913-14, £786. The percentage 
increase in average income was 2'1 and in taxpayers 25'3.-

Another reply gave the number of taxpayers as 1,100.000, 
of whom 950.000 were entitled to abaten1ents or earned 
income relief, leaving 150.000 paying at the full rate, 
IS. 2tl.' The larger figure includes all persons who receive 

I .. Natural Taxaticm." p. 31. He made the statement that not 
1t'SS than 200,000 families live on investments alone, and IUs treatment 
of the Scb. D c:Iassilicaticm is not VfIrY thorough. 

• Hansard, 59-16 (3.P!llof). 
• 11>i4 •• 63-73 (9.6.19141: 
• 1m" .• 6.>-60 (7.5-1914). 
• 1m" .• '3.5.1914; also 4.3.1914-
• lbifl...6]-85 (05.6.19141. 
, Ibifl., 53 (a8.S·19I.3) • 
....... •• 
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small dividends from which tax at IS, 2ll. has been deducted, 
but the exempt persons who fail to claim on small sum. are 
not included.1 The number of payers at the earned rate 
with incomes under £700 whose incomes were entirely 
earned was .. not available." I The estimate of 1,100,000 

payers was based upon figures given by Sir Henry Primrose, 
Professor Bowley, and Six L. Chiozza Money to the Select 
Committee; it included dividend receivers with incomes 
over £160 per annum.-

Sir L. Chiozza Money has estimated the annual increase in 
taxpayers as 10,000.' This, however, appears to be rather 
under the mark, the Sch. E assessments alone showing an 
annual increase of nearly 18,000 in fourteen years, and the 
abaten1ents considerably exceed 10,000 also, although of 
course the whole increase cannot be assigned to new taxpayer., 

Mr. W. H. Mallock throughout his investigations' comes 
to the conclusion that the number of taxpayers is far higher 
than these estimates, and as a consequence the average 
income per taxpayer is much less than is generally supposed. 
He adopts a method which atten1pts to .. fit " the taxpayers 
into the houses right down the scale by analysing the 
Schs. D and E classification tables I and constructing 
individual incomes and then providing these taxpayers with 
houses of suitable value. 

His chief assumptions in such fitting are;-
(I) Houses worth more than £20 a year are occupied 

mostly by persons with over £160 a year (except in London), 
(2) With the aception of houses IJst over £20 and those 

over £200, the income of each occupier is about ten times 
the rent. 

I Hansard, 5. (25.6.1913). 
• Ibid •• II \3?9.1909). 
• Mr. Asquith to Mr. Fell (24.5-1909). 
• " 'I"binRs that Matter," 1912, p. of; .. Recent Fall in Real Wu ..... 
• .f ~ ~aticu as a Basi:neM Firm .. ; II Social Reform "; -,l"'Tbe 

Possibilities of an Income Tax acc«ding to the Scheme of Pitt .. ; 
•• Statistical Mooograpbs, n etc. 

• A typica1 method of using the Schll. D and E c1aooificatioD may be 
quoted as follows ;-J. Ackland, .. The Revolutioa in the IncideIJce 
of Taxatioa," CorrIe..p<wtwy Re.ner., 1901. Total D and E __ 
ments. 816,154; aIJow three partDen to a firm. and add 210,000 tor 
.. sbareboIden II in wmpanies DOt ot:benrise an r ! J, aad for penoDI 
assr.ssed adusively JIDda- other lCbedal5-totaJ. 1,200,000. 
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(3) (a) Houses £20 to £40 may be taken to equal incomes 
£160 to £400; (b) houses £40 to £80 may be taken to equal 
incomes £400 to £800; (e) houses £80 to £200 may be taken 
to equal incomes £800 to £5,000. 

The great excess in (b) and (e) houses over Schs. D and E 
" incomes" in 1903-4 is referred to " over-building." 1 The 
general correspondence between the increase in .. incomes .. 
and of houses from 1901 to 1908, 23 per cent. in each case, 
"cannot be the result of chance; it is evident there is 
actually a substantial coincidence" between the numbers. 
This proof is not complete, because it is only necessary to 
postulate an even distribution unchanged in each case to get 
.. correspondence" between figures which are really unrelated 
except to a common factor like population. More especially 
does this apply to a section of the house values, say from 
£25 or £28 to £40. 

The way in which the .. assessments" are turned into 
individual incomes for this purpose has already been con
sidered.' The treatment relies on a comparison between 
the II'mds of two sets of figures, one of which is hypothetical 
entirely, while the other is tangible in its terms but hypo
thetical (and quite improbable) at the point where it is 
equated to the other series, i .•. , the exemption limit.' Mr. 
Hallock explains any excess of houses over assessments quite 
simply by the necessity for housing those who do not appear 
under the Schs. D and E tables, but he does not examine 
their adequacy independently. His conclusion is that in 
1901 there were I,2oo,OOO and in 1909 lA70,ooo taxpayers 
(allowance being made for unoccupied houses). The average 
income per taxpayer fell from £590 to £533. He deals 
specially with London to show that, on a proportionate 
scale, there should be I88,ooo taxpayers, whereas there are 
436,000 houses over £20, and his readjustment gives 330,000 
taxpayers living in houses worth over £30 per annwn; but 
even with this allowance .. the result remains substantially 
what it was before." 

1 V.p.:u. 
• P. ".3. 
• .. Statistical Monasrapb." No. al

GGI 
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In the work quoted Mr. Mallock does not use abatement 
figures, but in a previous treatment 1 he gets over the real 
difficulty of reconciling his figures with them by stating 
that most people will think it .. probable that of persons in 
a position to claim abatements, those who failed to do so 
amounted to one-fourth or perhaps one-third." The tax
payers on this occasion numbered 1,250,000 for 1905-6. 

Sir L. Chiozza Money, in " Riches and Poverty," took the 
abatement figures, with an addition of 50,000 for non
claimants, as the number of taxpayers up to £700 income, and 
then added the higher incomes only by reference to the 
houses. Persons in the metropolis with incomes over £700 
per annum were assumed to occupy dwellings of £60 annual 
value, and upwards, and outside the metropolis a £50 limit 
was adopted. The fact that some persons with SmaIkT 
incomes occupied such houses was set against the .. blocks 
of flats with high rentals," which were assessed in blocks 
and not in flats. An addition of 9,5OQ was made for Ireland, 
and as a net result the total incomes were put at 1,000,000 

(1903-4 statistics). He definitely rejected the elassification of 
assessments under Sch. D as unsuitable for these estimates. 
Dr. Cannan has said that Sir L. Chiozza Money's figures 
.. hold the field," and they certainly came unscathed out of 
the examination by the Committee of 19OO. By similar 
methods and on later figures Sir HpPlY Primrose arrived 
at 1,100,000; he allowed rather mole for failure to claim 
abatements, and also for .. residential shops" in the bigher 
incomes. 

These results were, however, subject to criticism outside :-

.. The number of aSSMS? ble incomes, according to the latest 
returns, in Great Britain alone (excluding Ireland) was roughly a 
million and a quarter." -JESSE QuAIL, .. Investments of the 

I Ni_ e ee.tury. March. 1910. Readen interested are 
referred to aiticisms by Dr. Bowley and Sir L. Cbiozza Money which 
appeared in May. 1910. Mr. MaIIock's method and detail have 
improved IOiDewh.ot in the interval, but IIOIlIe of the c:riticimuI are 
still valid in n!g3rd to his more recent ..... k. .. Social Reform .. (vide 
Dr. Bowley's review in the E"""""," It1IIrII4l, J914, and my 01I'll 
review in the StaU.,.csl J "u,·,,,11 a plain statement of negJected 
factors which hardly arioeI from .. a mood of ~.......,.;"...... .. 
which Mr. M~Jlock ~ ..... tIy aacribod to ";;:;;Ii;'ii~ 
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Masses," Contemporary Review, April, 1907 (referred to by Sir 
L. Chiozza Money in the same review, June, 1907). 

In his reply in August, 1907, Mr. Quail said : .. My estimate ••. 
is probably below the mark, while Mr. Money's (1,000,000 to 
1,050,000) is clearly very wide of it. For here again, as with the 
entries in the registers of railway shareholders, he overlooks 
collective assessments. Income tax on the profits of public com
panies is assessed and paid in the lump. • • • The incomes of 
many shareholders are below the tax limit, and they are entitled 
to exemption or abatement, but as a rule do not take the trouble 
to claim either. Curious that so ardent a collectivist should 
ignore these collective shareholdings and assessments." 

Sir L. Chiozza Money'S method is far sounder because it 
makes the most of the available evidence. and also because 
a considerable error in the assumptions does not greatly alter 
the results. The other method ignores the best evidence and 
relies on an assumption. which runs across the statistics at 
such a point that a fractional change makes very important 
differences. The assumption itself (as to the house value 
corresponding with the exemption limit) is a most difficult 
one to postulate with any degree of certitude. The limit 
varies very widely in different places, and even though it 
might be ascertained uaclly for several towns. it would still 
be hard to weight the results properly for the whole kingdom. 
In a particular sample for a given place. especially where the 
town combines industrial and residential populations. the 
frequency dispersion is wide. and a considerable number of 
instances must be taken before any reliable inference can be 
drawn. 

Careful and precise observations by my friend Mr. W. B. 
Cowcher. B.Litt., lead to the view that. at any given house 
value of ordinary amount, the relation between rent and 
income. exp~ as a percentage of the latter. gives a c0n

tinuous series and a single mode. and in a frequency curve 
exhibits a moderate skewness. The skewness, however. is 
not sufficient to affect this general proposition. viz.. that 
where. at a certain house-value ., the number of such houses 
.. exbibiting .. a taxpayer rlDcome £160 or over) is one-half 
the total number of houses at value. (i .... an even chance), 
the number of houses with a value >s '"" CIODtaining tax-
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payers with incomes £t60 and over will be balanced by the 
number of houses value <x .. exhibiting" such taxpayers. 

£160 Income. and Equivalent Rentals. (1) Sample Opinion. 
It is perhaps only due to Mr. Mallock that his minimum 

house value method should be met on its own ground rather 
than merely dismissed as unreliable. But, in default of real 
statistical evidence on a sufficiently comprehensive plan, it 
is necessary to fall back upon opinion, and few persons possess 
the necessary experience to give an opinion of real value, for 
even an intimate knowledge of either factor, rent or income, 
separately is of little use. Only those who are called upon 
constantly, as a business, to observe the definite relationship 
between them can give evidence of asemi-statistical character. 
I have discussed this point with many official acquaintances 
from time to time and put the question as to the value x at 
which the chance of an income £160 or more is an even one 
(outside London). The answers have been noted, and when 
presented as a sample investigation fairly cover the whole 
country by the experience represented. Graph IX. gives 
the result in a very symmetrical curve, and inspires conJi
deIice in the average, which is identical with the mode. The 
standard deviation is large enougb to show that there are 
considerable diJlerences in some localities. It can at any 
rate be fairly stated that the true statistical result cannot 
be different by more than £2, and this alone suffices to 
invalidate Mr. Mallock's results comykteIy. 

Sample 1 nvesligalUm.' 
£20 and under 2 £29 • •• I 
~ .1 ~ 7 
£25 6 £3x • 2 
£26 2 £33 ••• I 
£27· .9 £35 •• 6 
£28 2 Over £35 1 

Total, 40 observations. Average, £28 lOS.; median, £28 ; 
mode. £28 and £29 (on the smoothed series). 

• G. H. B1DDdeu,. an ofticiaI ob ....... , ,;ave £27 ... a re8IIOIM!d 
0IItimate ill 1896 (5. J., 1896). ODe writ« ............ the iDoome tal< 
class to begin at a rental ... high ... £40 (Zclm, .. I"ride,,« 01 the 
"""""" T "'" .,. 
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At first sight the series seems very discontinuous. It wae 
a natural tendency to express an opinion round about the 
nearest" five," £25, £30, and £35, and only the more careful 
chose mid-points. Moreover, as a physical fact, although 
£25, £26, £27, and £28 are all commonly found as house rents, 
£29 and £31: are rare. But if a value be assigned to the 
qualification" about" given by many replies, so that when 
an opinion was expressed .. about £28 " it could be taken that 
within the experience of the witness it would certainly fall 
in the range £26 to £30, and if a range of five points be given 
to each observation, the series becomes continuous, and the 
curve is smooth and approaches the normal The average 
for this series is slightly lower, the standard deviation 3'9, 
and the co-efficient of dispersion 0'14. 

It was agreed, without a dissentient, that the average for 
London would be at least £5 higher, and by" London" was 
intended a much larger area than is included under the 
official statistics as .. metropolis." It should be remarked 
that the forty opinions eXpressed cover an experience of over 
300 towns and areas, well extended over the kingdom . 

. The number of houses falling between Mr. MalIocIt's 
minimum and the £27 or £28 shown by this sample is so large 
that it fully accounts for the difierence between his estimates 
and the official figures. 

(2) Rentals ad Incomes lt60-To,) ." Pareto'.Pormala. 
Graph X. 

The smaller incomes bear a larger proportion than one-
tenth in rent, and the higher incomes a smaller proportion. 
If the exact relations at any point of income were deter
mined, the relations for any other point could be estimated 
closely from the Pareto distribution formula. The point at 
which one-tenth is reached is not exactly known, but it is 
almost certainly not lower than £400, nor higher than £500. 
If the house and income lines are made to cross at £400 
income and £40 rent, the equivalent of {.I60 is just over {,25 
rent (see A). If the lines cross so that £sao income and £50 
rent coincide, the equivalent of £1:60 income is about £30 
(see B, moved parallel to A). (In this comparison the abso-
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GRAPH X. 
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lute magnitudes are immaterial; only relative distributions 
are considered. The figures taken are for 1909-10, and 
from the lower incomes £160 to £400 has been deducted a 
minimum estimate for those who Jive in residential shops, 
not included in the house distribution. Houses are for 
Great Britain, incomes for the United Kingdom-a difference 
which for this purpose is immaterial.) 

Rumber of PenolU p. H01llll.--A consideration of this 
factor, which is frequently used in these inquiries, is outside 
the scope of this work.1 

BelatioD of Bent jo Income. 
In addition to the relationship at the particular point of 

liability to income tax, various estimates of relationship have 
been made from time to time for other levels of income. 
The most precise information relates to the working cla!ses, 
who suHer inquiries more gladly than the middle and upper 
classes would do I 

B. S. Rowntree (" Poverty: A Study of Town Life:' 
p. 201) found that the percentage of income paid in rent 
became Jess as the family income increased :-

29 per cent. for incomes under I8s. (average 10'.) 
18.. .. 18 •• to 20 •. ( .. 19'.) 
14.. .. 3IS. to 4Os. ( .. 36,.) 
X2.. .. SIS. to 60s. ( .. 55'. &I.) 
9.. .. over 6cJ ( .. 74'·) 

Dawson (" Unearned Increment:' p. 88) quotes evidence· 
foc 25 per cent. to 281 per cent. Giffen assumed one-seventh 
to one-eighth at £100 income (5.,., 1885). 

Dr. Bowley's investigations at Reading showed aournal 
of Royal Statistical Society, June, 1913) :-
Incomes under 201. per week. Percentage paid in rent 30"9 

.. 251~ to lOs. II .. II x1J.2 
.. 305· to 4OS. .. .... 14'5 
II 4OS .. and over II "'1 7-3 

I GUfen pat 7 in boaoe!I Oft!" £20, 6 in bmdos £10 to £20 aud 51 in 
tbooe uncIer lJo (so as to aJJow for fanDboaoe!I, etc., DOt iDdoiled). 
F« IR:IaDd be adds ~_th above l2O. ""0 ... ooth £.0 to i.2O, 
aud.-.fifth below ('0 (5. J,. 1885). ZOna taks 4'9233 (' ............... 
01 tho IDcome Tax '); Addaod, 5 (Ctnlluop",'7 ~. 1901'. 
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The Report of the Land Inquiry Committee (Urban), 
p. 43, tabulates similar results for six other places. 

It must not be supposed, however, that the percentage 
continues to fall from these points as we leave the working 
classes. There is a distinct break when we begin with the 
middle and salaried class, and with .. appearances" to 
keep up and a smaller family a larger percentage is afforded 
about £150 per annum, from which point the percentage 
falls continuously. 

In 1852 one witness before the S. C. on Income Tax used a 
factor of 10 for houses £150 in value, and said that occupants 
of £20 to £25 houses spent one-seventh or one-eighth of their 
incomes in rent. l 

Mr. Cowcher's researches I support the following general 
statements :-(1) The percentage of income paid for rent 
and for rates diminishes as the income increases; (2) owner
occupiers live in larger houses than tenants with the same 
amount of total income; (J) women householders pay a 
higher percentage in rent than tenants generally. But it was 
not clear that, as is generally supposed, professional men pay 
more than business men. 

The first statement, which would be accepted by general 
experience, is placed beyond doubt statistically for the 
lower range of incomes by superimposing the Pareto lines 
for houses and for abatements. If, moreover, there is 
general agreement as to the precise relationship at any 
amount and the lines are equated at that point, not only 
is it difficult to escape from the conclusion as to the point 
upon the .. house" line which must correspond with the 
exemption limit, £160 (Graph X.), but the diminution in 
the proportion of income paid for rent may also be clearly 
inferred. 

Mr. Cowcher would suggest that if the proportion for 
incomes £200 to £250 be regarded as unity, the £300 to £400 
class ",'Ould be represented by -8, £500 to uso by "'/, and 
£1,000 to £1,500 by '5. 
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We have seen that Sir L. Chiozza Money, in .. Riches and 
Poverty," puts the £700 income against the £60 house in 
London and £50 house in the country.l 

W. H. MaJlock (" Pitt's Income Tax Scheme," NitUUl1Ilh 
Century, March, 1910) uses the following estimates:-

To {,10 rent. Jointly earned incomes under {,IlS 
{,lo-{,IS • •• {,Il5-{,ISS (average, {,14S) 
{,IS-{,30 (average, {,20). {,ISS-{,200 
{,3o-{,SO (average,{,34)· {,200-{,400 
{'So-{,60 (average, {,54) • {'4OO-£700 
{,6o-{,IOO • {,700-{,1 400 
{,Ioo-{,ISO • {,I4OO-£.2.ooo 
{,ISo-{,200 • {,2,OOO-{'3.ooo 
{,2OO-{,300 • {,3.000-{,5.ooo 
Over {,Joo • Over {'5.000 

In classifying the houses over {,60 in value. in order to .. lit in " 
the incomes over £700. W. H. Mallock (" Pitt's Income Tax 
Scheme." Nineteenth Century, 1910, p. 479) gives. for 1905. the 
following :-

Mr. lfa11ock·. 
All Premi_ Private Dwelling· 

Raage of Reuts. Namben charged to H_ODJe __ anN .. 
Duty (soth Re- charged to ouse 

(P·419)· port. p. 113). Duty (p. 1771. 

{,6o-{,IOO · 122,000 I~JS48 9I!.S07 
{,Ioo-{,150 · 53.000 .599 45.360 
{.Iso-{,200 · 19.000 2S.949 16.709 
{,2oo-{.Joo · 15.000 20.922 I3.sS2 
Over{,Joo · 14.900 19.291 Il,143 

It is thus DOt easy to see .hat the basis of Mr. Ma11ock's figures 
is. bot be says be bas taken " the number of aD premises with 
rentals over {,60 " an.d deducted " according to the proportions 
shown in the Statistical Abstract such as are other than resi· 
dentiaL" His division appears to be roughly :-

Private houses X No. of houses, shops. etc., 
Allhousescbarged to House Duty of {,6o-{,IOO. 

I See also S. C. 011 Inmme Tas. 1906. p. 6+ 
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This is not a clear explanation, but he seems to have omitted 
to notice that the exact number of private houses is givenofficially, 
and that persons reside on all the other classes of houses charged 
to duty, and it is not clear whether he has estimated for Ireland 
or not. 

Mr. Mallock further gives the following classification (for 
1905), after remarking" dwellings over shops, such as are occupied 
by minor tradesmen, are not treated as dwellings, but are num· 
bered amongst business premises. . • . I add the approximate 
additions to be made on account of Ireland and residential 
shops":-

Number of Addition In Houses in Actual Figures 
Ra~ of Rectal Great Britain res~tof from 

'&luG. 
JOfficial ReSidential soth Report. 

igures). Shops. 

Under £10 • . 3.150.000 - 3.1480773 
lIo-lI5 • . 1.925.000 300,000 { 1.915.24 

58.731 
£15-£30 ~aver1l8e { 924.815 

rent. £20 • • 1.180.000 - 604.418 
10.795 

£30-£50 ~averagc { 489.6II 
rent. £34 • • 560.000 - 4.341 

£50-£60 ~aver1l8e 
rent. £54 • • 141.000 - 1I9.9I1 

70556.000 300.000 1.276.661 .... • . 
7.856.000 

Residential shops. hotels. farmhouses. lodging. 
houses • . • . . • . ]61.787 

7.638.448 

The chief points arising in this comparison are :-(I) The 
supposition that residential shops. estimated at 300 000 between 
£10 to £15 are not included in the official figures' is btcorrect . 
(3) no estimate has been made for the farmhouses below £20 U; 
value. not included in the official figures; (3) the figures are 
Iuudly « official, .. as the classification of House Duty cases fails 
to correspond; (4) no estimate is made for wid property; (s) the 
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.. shops" actuaJly included are reckoned at their fUU value for 
residential purposes (in considering the character of income to be 
accommodated). Thus a house and shop at £60 is treated the 
same as a private house of the same value. 

At this point the" remarkable closeness" to which he alludes 
in considering the number of incomes he bas to accommodate 
disappears.-W. H. MALLOCK, .. Pitt's Income Tax Scheme," 
Nineteenth Century, March, 1910, p. 479. 

Zorn puts the rent per householtl income of £200 at £40 21., and 
for 1.125 at /:Jo 131. , .. Incidence of the Income Tu ") . 
• 
It is obvious that the higher the income the less the precise 

correspondence is likely to be between its amount and house 
rent. Some lay great stress on this lack of relation,1 and 
it was dealt with before the S. C. on Income Tax, 1900,· 
but somewhat inconclusively because the examples given 
were chosen to prove the point, and also because Ictal 
incomes were not quoted, but only Sch. D assessments with 
no division for partn£rs' true shares. Even in this un
. promising selection, however, a mode begins to be discernible 
-about 5 per cent. for the incomes round abont £4,000, 
f;illing to 4 per cent. and less for incomes of larger amount. 
In these altitudes there is no doubt a wide variation. But 
it is strange that for lower incomes the variation gets less 
as the income increases. A feature that emErged from 
Mr. Cowcher's observations was that in groups "up to 
£500," .. [SOO to [1,000," and .. 0\ F [1,000 " the standard 
deviation became progreSSively kss, and this seems to have 
a clear economic bearing on the question of elasticity of 
demand for houses. 

Kamber of "-mmt. Se .... D ad E ana 
Kamber of Taxpa1en. 

The use of the classification of assessments, for the pur
pose of ascertaining the number of taxpayers, by Baxter, 
Levi. MaIlock. and others, bas already been commented 
upon. and the chief difticnlties are also referred to under 

I Hallett Fry. FiruMeW ReviettJ '" iIItIiew, MardI. 1909-
• QL 9J.4. etc., aDd Appeadis nf. to Evideacc. 
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several heads in Chapter VI. The matter turns upon 
three points-tIl eliminating duplicates amongst the per
sonal assessments; (2) assigning property and dividends to 
.. persons who are also personally assessed under 5chs. D 
and E; (3) dett!rmining the number of those whose means 
consist solely of property and shares. 

Under the second head the following statistical investiga
tion is of interest :-

If one can form any estimate of the number of people who 
live entirely upon their property or dividends, without 
remunerated occupation, and of their aggregate income, it 
would be clear that the remainder of Sch. A and 5ch. D 
(public companies, etc.) belongs, as .. other income," to the 
salaried or .. earned income" class. It is proceeding upon 
false lines to say that if a certain aggregate assessment under 
5ch. D or Sch. E is paid by a certain number of persons the 
other aggregates are paid by a similar mvnber in proportion, 
and to treat them all as digerml taxpayers. With a new' 
class of relief upon unearned income, for .. small incomes" 
under £500, statistics may be forthcoming to show the total 
unearned income belonging to such taxpayers. At present 
it is not possible to state what proportion of the salaried 
classes have .. other income." I have for some time past 
made & series of observations, and have come to the conclu
sion that civil servants and teachers have perhaps the highest 
proportion, although, in view of their adequate pension 
provisions, it might have been thought that the incentive 
to thrift would be least amongst them. Out of 591 elemen
tary school teachers, with salaries from £160 to £500, 2og, 
or 35'3 per cent., had til) oUw w-. The percentage was 
progressively less as the salary increased :-Under {.2OO, 38'3; 
between £'l.00 and £300, 33'4; and above £300, 30-3. There 
was no definite relation between the amount of other income 
when graded finely. In broad groups it was a constant 
.~ (£29) up to £300 salary and £51 aboVfl--*pproxi
mating to equality itt ~ for the two groups. A 
special mode at £200 stood out above the average, viz.. 
£35, probably due to the fact that for many asSstant 
teachers. this was a maxjmum salary at which they had 
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stood for some years, with no prospects beyond. The 
average for all cases with other income was £32, and for all 
the cases, with or without other income, £20·6. Observation 
of salaries less than £160, but coming within the income tax 
because of the other income, indicated much larger pro
portions, progressively greater as the salaries became Ie ... 
The reason is obvious: only the larger cases are included, 
the smaller ones not being sufficient to bring the total under 
observation, and the smaller the salary the larger the 
unearned income required to bring the total to view. I 
have excellent reason for estimating that the Civil Service 
would show, similarly, that about 65 per cent. have some 
other means, even if only a little bank deposit interest. Of 
over 3,000 bank officials of all grades 54'4 per cent. had 
other income, but the percentage amongst those with 
salaries over £200 was much higher. Although stock
brokers' clerks might be expected perhaps to have great 
facilities and inducements for investment, the percentage 
amongst them w..th means is comparatively low. 

Pareto', Law, 

This law has been described as a .. law for graduating 
incomes." It is strictly speaking an empirical formula 
which fits the distribution of incoll'p in different countries 
with success, and which may therefore be used with confi
denceas an interpolation formula, but with Jess reliability for 
extending a known distribution into lower or higher scales of 
income where distribution is unknown. .. It breaks down 
at the extremities _ • _ and gives an infinite number of 
persons with no incomes, and one person with an infinite 
income." I If the formula is given for midd1e class incomes 
it will be found to require modification for the highest or 
for the lowest incomes. Dr. Bowley has explained its use • 

1 S, C. OIl Income Tax. Q. 1.165-
• Ibid .• Qs. 1.154-1.:JOO. and AppeDdica VI., VII •• and IX.; aIIo 

o-IY J--- '" ~, February, 1914. and .. The M ..... ur ... 
iDem 01 Social J'hmom .... a.. Vide aIoo my article on .. A N_ 
mustIatioa of Pareto'. Law:' S. J., 191+ 
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for the United Kingdom and furnished the following 
formulae :-

N = A. (N = number of persons having a greater 
:f' 

income than" units per head.) 

Number at £" == ;!: " (A and A are constants.) 

Aggregate income above {;e = £ AA . -" x_ " 
A-X .. 

Average income above £" == £ ~ . ". 
A-I 

In the case where A = x·S. the average income between 

£", _"I is £ 3"1 "- . 
,c, + J ,c, "I + ". 

...... • • 



CHAPTER XIV. 

DIVISION OF PROPERTY AND INCOME INTO 
CATEGORIES. 

M.\VO-SJlITH. in quoting the general income tax tables for 
18¢-7, remarks that it is impossible to trace .. income to it. 
source, .either as derived from capital or from labour, from 
land or personal property, from accumulated wealth or from 
trade capital." I Nevertheless. categories have frequently 
been attempted, and the chief lines of division may here be 
noted briefly and without any attempt to refer to an the 
long-forgotten excursions into this province. 

(I) DilermtiatioD : •• Eame." an ••• UIII_ .... • 
•• Labour an. C.pita ...... 

From the very inception of the income tax there have 
always been numerous writer5npon the division of income into 
categories, .. permanent and precarious." .. spontaneous " 
and .. industrial," .. earned and nnearned." Some of these 
have been in reference to proposed .. 'forms of the system in 
the interests of just taxation, while others have been investi
gations into the relative burdens borne by the respective 
classes, or into the rate of increase of each of the classes 

With regard to the former, the argument and pleading do 
not belong strictly to this work, and we are concerned only 
with the distributions and statistical distinctions made. The 
reader is referred to the discussions themselves for further 
detaiIs.-

I •• Stat:istics and Ecoaomics," p_ 428 .. 
• Vide my utide .. The """ning of Uaeamed Income." ~ 

JINI'Ml, June, 1'115· 
• Vide,'- 1Ilu., Gillen. • Eaoayo in rmauce," :nul sme., ~. 394-

I!b:..; .. ~nd Labour." S. J .. 18117. p. 208; .. Capital aDd 
EseriiaD .. ...tim&ted divioioa OIl GilIeD', modd. F ..... 
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The leading protagonist for reform along these lines was 
J. G. Hubbard, and an abstract of his scheme is appended to 
show his division in I885. 

Sch. A was divided, one-fourth going to .. capitalists" and 
not subject to an allowance for repairs. Sch. D is assigned 
one-half to capital and one-half to earned profits. 

Discussio8 08 lhe Income Tax, with 'Proposed BiU 
(Right H08. J. G. Hubbard, M.P., 1885). 

Statement, showing the yield of a 5d. income tax levied on 
the assessments of I88I-2, compared with the estimated yield 
of a 6d. income tax levied under the provisions of the Income 
Tax Administration Amendment Bill :-

Yield of Assess- Rate and Revised Yield Plus 
ment, Amount of Assess- or Schedule. 54. Tax 1881-2 Abatements mont at 6<1. Minus 

(£000). (£000). (£000). (1;000). (1;000). (£000). 

-
A: 

o.me" ·.709 130•013 27.736 10l,27i '.557 - 152 
Capitalilts 90" 43.337 - 43.33 1,084 + 18. 

3.6u 173.350 27.736 145.615. 3.641 

B 
(16 per ceot.) 

• · gal - - - 321 
C • · 34 39.993 - 39.993 998 +164 
0, 

In_ton 

} 4.809{ } capital. 115,4'18 - U5.428 2,885 
Industrial 

E 
gv.iDa 115.4.8 Ird 38.476 76.95' 1.924 

· · s68 °7 •• 85 rd 9.095 18.190 455 - 113 

Total · 10.143 - - - 10.224 + 81 

Analyses of income tax assessments to show the increase in the 
income from capital and from salaries and wages of superin-

.. On the Equitable Taxation of Property." S. /., 1853. Booth. n On 
the Principles of an Inc:ome T.,." uS. /., 1860. Sargant.. n Fallaq at 
the Warburton Argument. U S. /., 1861. Sargant.. n All UDdia
crimiDatiD« ~_l: ... zwxmsider'Od, s. / ~ 186z. 

••• 
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tendence respectively have also been made. Giffen gave the 
following summary (in millions) :-

y_. From Capital. From Salarieo. Total. 

Isil 
{, 

2i2 IS43· · 931 1862 • · 252 IO'J 360 
1881 • · 4O'J 177 5S4 

In this computation he makes the following estimates :-
Sen. A.-Assigned to capital. although" it is well known that 

not even in Sch. A is the income obtained without exertion and 
care. and some risk of Joss. which are entitled to remuneration." 

Sen. B.-£25 to capital in 1881 ({,221 in 1862 and 20 in IS43) 
with the note: "Interest on 500 millions of capital in 1881 at 
5 per cent. In my paper on accumulations of capital I estimated 
agricultural capital at a larger sum than this; but since then 
there has been some Joss of agricultural capital. and if a larger 
sum were taken. the rate of interest used in the calculation for the 
present purpose shouJd be less." To" salaries. etc .... he assigns 
£36. £3Bl. and £# respectively. The totals of the two categories 
bear no cfucoverab1e relation to the Sch. B assessments. 

Sen. C.-Assigned wholly to " capital" 
Sen. E. Assigned wholly to " salaries. etc." 
Sch. D.-Includes mines. etc. (concerns No. III.. Sch. A) 

throughout. the Sch. A figures excluding them throughout. 
Part I •• " Trades and Professions." is divided between the two :-

liI43· • £461 salaries. .. • £291 capital 
1862. • £49" • £32 " 
1881. , {,IOO .. • £64 " 

and the 1881 division is explained as follows :-" Estimating that 
the income here is worth four yean: purchase. and that it may be 
capitalised at that rate. and then a1Jowing that this capital earDS 
:to per cent.. the rest being wages of superintendence. 1 have 
rather exaggerated than depreciated the estimate for capital 
employed in trades and professions. my estimate being rather 
more than that of 1rIr. Dud1ey Baxter in his famous paper. , • • n 

Part IL. "Public Companies." is assigned wholly to capital. 
.. although the vigilance neressary and the risk attendant on the 
baY. _ ale really most serions. and part of the IO-CalIed proDt is 
•• • strictly rennmeratioD of labour," 

l,.ela4.-M estimate is made far 1843. the total «"_ D:ome 
nnder all schednJec thns "", jOllted being about £30,000,000. 
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It will be observed that, although he endeavoured to make all 
the necessary qualiJications, Giffen omitted to notice that, while 
the Schs. D and E figures for 1843 and 1881 are comparable 
(incomes of £150 and upwards), the year 1861--2 includes incomes 
£100 to £150, and is therefore 1101 comparable with the others. In 
his subsequent remarks, however, where he concludes that the 
capitalist classes have advanced in forty years 110 per cent., 
working income in income tax returns 100 per cent., and working 
income not in income tax returns 160 per cent., this error has no 
effect (U Economic Inquiries," I., pp. 415-19). 

Dr. Bowley, before the 5. C. on Income Tax, I906, assigned 
5ch. A and 5ch. C, one-half of 5ch. D (£22I,Ooo,ooo), and the 
whole of 5ch. D evasion (£35,000,000) to the uneamed class. I 
The income of public companies alone, however, without 
the unearned income assessed on persons and firms, was 
£267,000,000, or £46,000,000 more. The present statistics of 
differentiation do not enable an exact figure to be given, and 
it can only be said that earned income must be considctably 
in excess of £234,000,000 out of £866,000,000. 

Messrs. Mallet and 5trutt allocated to unearned income as 
followsl:-Under 5ch. A, all except the income of clergy from 
landed property; under 5ch. B, a small amount for interest 
on loans to farmers (£60,000) ; under Sch. C, all except small 
payments to clergy, etc.; under Sch. D, the whole of public 
companies' profits, but no part of the income of persons and 
firms except £5,000,000 for charges such as royalties, interest 
on loans, annuities, etc.; under 5ch. E, a small amount for 
interest on loans. The allO'lll"lUlce of £5,000,000 for charges 
of this character appears to me to be very small, but 
otherwise the method is a distinct improvement on e3rlier 
estimates. 

Prolwliw"'" Uflprolwliw r_.-w. R. Lawson. quoting 
the 1900-1 figures. remarked :_u Of the 594 millions on which 
the tax was paid. a large proportion represented non-productive 
inoome. rents of land and houses. annuities. interests and divi
dends. salaries of Govemment and other public officials. The 
only inc:ome adding unquestionably to the wealth of the nation 
was that under 5chs. B and D. namely, farming and business 

• Apeeadix. p. 1/21. 
I S./.July.191S. 
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profits. These fonned less than 360 millions out of a total of 
594 millions" (" Two Record Budgets. 1860 and 1903," Em
nightly Revielll, May, 1903). 

(2) Division of Capital into Real and Personal Properi)'. 

This division has generally been attempted in order to 
ascertain the relative burden of taxation on each class, and 
Goschen's Report on Local Taxation, with his use of tax 
statistics to show the increase in real property, has been 
widely quoted. Sir R. H. Inglis Palgrave (on" Local Taxa
tion ") and Leone Levi (5. ,., 1884) have followed similar 
methods. 

Baxter's division was "landed incomes," "personalty 
incomes," and " industrial incomes," but his treatment did 
not involve any actual analysis of total incomes. 

This division for ascertaining incidence bristles with diffi
culties. For example, it is not a decided point as to whether 
land tax is a " tax," or whether redeemed land tax should be 
considered. How far rates are a burden Off the thing which 
happens to be nsed as the measure of what shall be charged 
is·an unsettled problem, and in view of the fact that taxes 
are paid by perSOflS, and not by thing., is probably not 
capable of ultimate solution. 

In Lord Milner's view this distinction between realty 
and personalty is entirely a legal one, without economic 
significance, and is therefore to be listinguisbed from the 
distinction between rateable and non-rateable property. 

The Treasury classification in 1885 (H. C. 345-" Paget', 
Return: Imperial Taxation on Real and Realised Personal 
Propei ty '1 assigned the income from quarries and fishings, 
OfIe-htdJ of the income from mines and canals, and MU-fijth 
of the income from waterworks, to "real property." For 
personal property the allocation included farming stock and 
implements, public debt, Indian and colonial funds, iron
works, gasworks, •• other .. public companies, foreign and 
colonial securities, railways (in and out of the United King
dom), mortgages on rates, other profits, one-fifth of trades and 
professions. and the respective balances of mines, canals, and 
waterworks. With regard to the three last named. the 
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principle of division was based upon ownership-" where 
concerns are carried on either by companies or in partnership 
.the interests of the shareholders or partners are deemed to be 
personal estate and are so treated for taxation. On the other 
hand, where . . . owned by individuals, they are regarded 
as real estate, and similarly where an interest in such con-· 
cerns is retained by the owner by means of the reservation 
of rents or royalties, such interest is deemed to be real estate 
and is taxed accordingly." Railways, ironworks, and gas
works were taken as personal property, although partly ,ealty 
in value, because for Imperial taxation they were so treated 
(i.I., Sch. D instead of 5ch. A and Probate Duty instead of 
Succession Duty). 

Since 1900 and until recently the tax statistics have distin
guished the assessments according to ownership, and it is 
clear that on this basis of division for mines the assignment 
to realty is too great, and for waterworks the one-fifth is also 
far in excess of the facts . 

.. Out of 1899 tax (income tax), £18,200,000, 1899-00, 
£4.000.000 is derived from professional success and should more 
correctly be charged as taxes not incidental to property" 
(" British Finance in the Nineteenth Century," Edinburgh RII1Mw, 
1899). 

(3) DiviaioD inlo Rateabl. an. NOD-rateabi. hopm,. 

Lord Milner's classification before the R. C. on Agriculture, 
18¢,1 may be takeD as typical :-

Assigned wboUy to rateable property: Lands, houses, 
fishings, etc. 

Assigned whoay to non-rateable property: Farmers' 
capital, Sch. C securities, railways out of the United King
dom, foreign and colonial securities and interest, public 
companies, capital in trades and professions. 

Assigned partly to one and partly to the other class: 
Quarries, mines, ironworks, gasworks, salt springs, water
works, canals, markets, tolls, etc., railways. 

I Appendix. P. ~81. Criticised adversely. as not giving true 
iDdden.... by J. Kin«. Q-Iorf" JOOI1fItIIl oJ E",."... February, 
IP; 'luoted b1 Yayo-Smitb. .. St&~ aDd &oD.~" Po +,1. 
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The amount assigned in each case to rateable value was 
not a fixed proportion of the income tax assessments, but 
the actual sum l'aIeil under each head, the balance only' 
being assigned to the non-rateable class. 

C4) Diviaion inte a- (II,. Amount. of IDcom.) Co Tilt 
Relative Ta BaraDi. 

Dudley Baxter and Leone Levi made a division of this 
character,l but it was very broad, and the fllhole of the income 
assessed to tax was taken as belonging to the upper and 
middle classes in contrast to the manual labour class. But 
more detailed division has been attempted, generally by 
means of the Schs. D and E classification. 

Such statements as that attributed to Joseph Chamber
lain rm his earlier days) that the £10,000 income paid 3 or 
4 per cent. in taxation and the working man 6 per cent. 
were usually arrived at by examination of typical cases 
rather than by aggregates. 

(5) 1Dcome··.u.cu,." an ••• indiredl,. •• TauL 

the proportion of income taxed on " direct declaration " • 
and that based on as-: ;; ... ent by " external marks," or, as 
they say in America, from" view," is sometimes discussed, 
particularly in relation to foreign schemes of "global" 
taxation. The description "decla:r-pon of taxpayer DB

JIf"" ry " is somewhat misleading as applied to " Sch. A." 
It is txue that the income can be assessed without a return 
and does not depend npon one, but an owner-«CDpier 
makes a "declaration"; only so far as his mortgagee or 
his ground landlord are concerned is it correctly described. 

• • Tnatjon of the United KiDgclom,. H 1869, and "Wag .. and 
Earnings of the WCdDII2 a :. 1867. 

• Kerman ., T!ICXmM Tasatioa.'" 1:1:::'1: 'JO (where then iI .,... 
sli<!ht coafUllioa in the _ of the ales); W. H. Price, .. The 
lIJjt;ob ~',(as." ~ 1 ___ '" ~,Fcbruary, 19c6. 
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GROSS ASSESSMENTS. SCHS. D AND E. 
1894-5. 1876-7. AND 1853-4. 

METHODS BY WHICH THE EFFECTS OF mB CHANGES IN TilE 
EXEMPTION LIMIT HAVE BEEN EmllATED FOR mE TABLES 
IN CHAPTERS VI. AND VII. 

WHEN the Finance Act. 1894. raised the exemption limit from 
£150 to £160 a considerable sum automatically fell out of the gross 
assessments under Schs. D and E. but. for reasons already stated. 
the totals under Schs. A. B. and C were unaffected. (The abate
ment on incomes below £400 was raised from £120 to boo. but 
this had no effect upon gross assessments under any of the 
schedules.) There is po direct information upon the amount lost. 
for although it is stated that the cos,. in duty at 84. in the £. 
was by way of allowance from the assessment £78.000. and by 
way of repayment £55.800 (39th Report. p. 105). these details 
would convey nothing in terms of gross assessment even if the 
separate schedules were given. The following typical cases will 
show the nature of the changes effected :-

- -... ~ Al1Io"'~ 

Pull Pllal~"" , le:- A ..... MoL IGna 
A ..... R ... _t. _t. 

I & & I & & 
1.w.....lt4S; ...... ~ ... · ... •• ., -.. "'''--'''l!('''to\&I.~ · '55 .... 

~ -
,. \\'aa-. ,. ~ • • • · ... ... . .. - ... 
.. Waps.. tl.!, (ud tot.) ...... · So Ptap.,,.£i40, ..... £:0 • · ... -' .... .. -
L ,",*",110; ...... an 

..... ... 
· · n . -.. ..... -

,. "-,,,&no. __ In • up to 7.$ ..r .. _ .. ... .. · n -. " .. "-"' ....... -.. .., to 7S ..r .. ...... ., 
· · s r:'~ • • "":"3 ... .. 

.. SUa",. b50 ( ......... a ud: 
s • 

... ::-t' .. -,. . . J - S -... $al.ary, .. l ... • ad -lOdI. _£as . · · os - os -
• A ............ .....-__ .................... $ P -_-:::&:.: 
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Simi1ar changes took place in 1876-7 and in 1853-4. There 
are various. methods by which the change in the total gross 
assessment attributable to the change in the exemption limit can 
be estimated for Schs. D and E. 

The p,sI mdhotl. that of Average Increase, is a rough one, only 
to be used wben other methods are not available. It assumes, fint, 
that, if no legal change had been made, the gross figures would 
have exhibited the same average natural increase that had been 
present in the three or four preceding years; secondly, that if the 
new conditions had applied to the year before the change, that 
year would have exhibited the same average natnral decrease 
which was present in the three or four succeeding years, com
paring each year with its su.,-....m-. Then in the first case, taking 
the estimated year of old conditions from the same actual year 
of new conditions, we have the amount due to the change; in the 
second case a similar subtraction gives the amount of gross 
ass Dlents for incomes or parts of incomes between the two 
limits for the f"eu4ing year; and the mean of the results is the 
estimated Joss or gain as the case may be. 

The seemul mdhotl. that of Abatementa, is a finer one, because it 
confines consideration to a smaller class of income, and, unlike 
the first method, is not affected by considerable variations in large 
ass ments. It assumes for the year of change abatements 
simi1ar to the preceding year plus the average increase of the yean 
immediately before. The actuaJ figures of the new conditions for 
that year are compared with this estimated result, and the 
dilIerence is attributed to the change. A converse process, as in 
the first method, gives the amount of the same range of asse-sr"eot 
for the prereding year. and the mean 'Il the results is taken to 
minimise the rioks of error in the avera"f increase in abatements. 
To the result must be added an estimate for gross _ts not 
aflected in any way by abatements, such as No. 9 in the examples. 

The llrirtl fIfdlIotl is that of CJawjfiratiCIII GI en. Alii --. 
AfteI' determining the rnaIimum gross aSS! went ustWIy 
affected by the eumption Jimit in question (which is about twice 
the amount of that Jimit), the total of the cJasses, which incJude 
the sum 50 detennined, is compared for the year of change and 
the year preuiling. the difference, after making a deduction for 
nonnal increase, being due to the change. Thus the change of 
exemption Jimit from [ISO to boo cannot afIect an _t 
of b.coo, which remains the same in the two years. bot !JIO 
profits for two padn,n (having no other income) woo1d be ill 
a , .... t ill ODe year and not iII""5 ment ill the other. 
Couceivably [(no for four partDers cooId drop oot ill the same way. 
bot the case is rare and may be ignored. 
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The /ourlh melhotl is that of Classification 01 Net Assessmenf& 
This is not so exact as the third method. but it is necessary because 
for many years this classification was the only one published. It 
is essential first to bring the net assessments mto terms of gross 
assessment by estimates or otherwise. The total abatements 
allowable can be allocated to the several classes by proportion. 
and in this way the sum to be added to any given class of net 
assessments to find the corresponding gross assessments may be 
estimated. But a better course is to determine the highest c1ass 
(in amount) which can possibly exhibit a difference. due to abate
ments. between gross and net and to aggregate it with all the 
classes below. adding thereto the who14 of the sum abated. In 
this way a sum is obtained for each year which. while not so 
narrowly confined to the assessments affected by exemption limits 
as the sums taken above may be. yet represents the true gross 
assessments of the lower and least Iluctuating classes. Com
parison of the two years is carried out as in the third method. 

The ii/lit mdItotl is that of DiUerential Rates 01 Duty. It is 
used for I8S3-4 and for interpolation in succeeding years. and 
is described with the computations on p. 489. 

The sWIt mdItotl is that of the Changed Average Assessment. 
described on p. 488. with the computations for I87S~. 

5eH. D. 1894-5: EXEMPnoN LIMIT RAISED FRail £ISO TO £X60. 

First Method : Average In0re&S9. 

It is unnecessary to take the whole of the 5ch. D figures into 
consideration. since an analysis into (I) .. trades and professions." 
(a) public companies. and (3) .. Concerns No. III •• Sch. A." is 
provided. and (a) is wholly unaffected by the change. while (3) is 
affected only to a negligible extent. For (I) the figures are :-

1889-90 
18<)0-1 • 
1891-2. 
1&}2-3· 

£000. £000. 
I82.S08 1893-4 • I8I.482 
I89.s76 IB94-5 • 168,063 
189.653 I89s~ • 170.302 

186.724 
The question is whether. if the exemption limit had remained 
unchanged. the 1894-5 figures would have continued the decline 
of 1892-3 and 1893-4 or begun the recovery of 189S~ and subse
quent years. These years were so wholly exceptional in trade 
conditions that the method is hardly applicable, but the analysis 
of assessments into anlounts helps us to determine some of the 
constituent elements in the change. 
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The gross assessment for 11194-5. £168.063. is made up of :-
Gross assessments not exceeding £800 (assessed £000 

net) • 47.658 .. .. exceeding £800. 7J,0J8 

Total net assessments 
Add abatements £160 (or parts) 

" " £100 " 
Life insurance allowances 
Wear and tear .. 

Total 

120.696 
43.358 

673 
2.072 
1.265 

Now the net assessments for gross assessments exceeding £800 
are very unlikely to be affected by abatements. and except for 
life insurance and wear and tear (sufficiently constant to be 
ignored in a-comparison of years) the net andgross will correspond. 
By comparing these net assessments with previous years we can 
narrow down the inquiry. The net assessments for this group 
([Boo gross and upwards) in 1/lg3-4 were [80.202. and for J8gz-3 
[85.901. So that of the total decrease in grO!l5 assessments in 
11194-5 (b3AI9) [7.164 is assignable to the group unaffected by 
the change in law. leaving [6.255 to be dealt with in the other 
group. (Moreover. while the total decrease in gross assessments 
in 1/lg3-4 was £5.242. the decrease in this group of assessments 
was £5.700. or an actual fflerl!lUe in the lower group.) We are 
thus led to the jDflllh metIwtl. 

Fourth llethod: (!!,lIjf!caliou 11181 all! am.mtJ. 

- 1893-3. 1893-.f. I~ 

en- _ ... Is DOt_-
iDg £800 (- net, u-) sS,2961 sS.193 , 47.6sS 

Alat: ,I. (net. £000). • 39.55% ..... 133 44.52" I 

en-z <DIs DOt_-
iDg £8oo-totaI. witb_U .... 
--(£000) . 97.8of11 98.326 -, 92.180 

(Ihe wboIe of the abatements Sch. D are added. and not merely 
the portion applicable to .. trades and professioDs." hecau'" 

, H. C. papen. 165 aud 322 
• 39th J(q>Ort, foot of p. 1230 
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no apportionment is available prior to 1894-5. The error 
is negligible on a comparison of years.) 

The 1893-4 increase is £478; the 1894-5 decrease is £6,146. 

If we assume that 1894-5 would normally have been the SIl_ 
as 1893-4, the whole of this decrease, £6,146, is assignable to the 
change, while if we assume a normal increase, the decrease due 
to the change is two 141110 increased. It has been seen that a large 
decrease in the higher classes is quite consistent with an increase 
in the lower classes (1893-4), and it can easily be understood that 
a depression in each of the upper groups of the classes will increase 
the number and amount of cases falling into the lower classes 
(unless there is a corresponding depression in those lower classes 
pushing down equivalent numbers and sums into the exempt 
class) to bring about the result. As a fact, the burden of all large 
fluctuations has to be borne by the higher classes, since the lower 
ones represent assessments much more stable and presenting in 
general a steady increase, such as salaried employments and retail 
businesses assessed on conventional or round figures, correct in 
the lo:lg run, but not moving, as a mass, freely with trade con
ditions. Hence in 1894-5 we find, looking at the numbers of 
assessments, decreases in accII of the upper classes from "over 
£50.000 " to .. £800 to £900," and in the total of these classes, 
3.648 in number. Now, normally (though a few might disappear 
as cases of .. loss "). the lower classes would be increased by this 
number beyond the normal increase of this group (or at any 
rate by this number. allowing for no normal increase in a year of 
depression). So on examination we find the process beg..,. at 
" £700 to £800," where 1893-4 had 5.123 cases and 1894-5 S.24I : 
but below this it is counterbalanced by the change in law, and 
every group shows a _ decrease. Now, as the group £700 to 
£800 is that in which the change in law reaches its minimum 
eftects. the above reasoning is fully justified, and we are entitled 
to assume that with an unchanged law the lower group would have 
shown a marked increase in numbers, and would have exhihited 
the efiects of the transfer of the 3.648 cases from the higher groups. 
Now. since the response to trade conditions for ass ments below 
£400 is much slighter than for ISS ments between £400 and £800. 
we may assume that the 3.648 cases fell mainly into the latter and 
the former merely maintained its position. The avera&e of 
these cases may fairly be taken at !sso eadl, or £3,0060400 in all. 
Then the table may be continued :-

• £000 
ma.nts(upto 

.g8.]36 
189]-4. Estimated gross ass 

£800). • • • 
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£000 
Brought forward • • • 98.326 

Estimated gross assessments (up to 
£800) • • (add) 2,006 

Estimated gross assessments (up to 
£800) (would have been under for-
mer conditions).. • 100,332 

Estimated gross assessments were 
actually for changed conditions 92.180 

Difference 

Second Method: Abatementl. 
Prior to 188B--9 th~ were not given separately for each 

schedule, but citer that they were as follows :-

Year. Abatement, Annual Number of Annual 
£120 (£000). Jncreate. Abatements. Jncreaae.. 

-. 
188fl-9. · 38.188 - 318,237 
1889-<Jo · 38455 267 320.460 2,223 
18<)0-1 • 

: I 
38.956 501 324.637 4.177 

1891~ • 39.284 327 327.1gS 2,561 
.xB92-3· 39.552 268 329.601 2f3 
1893-4 • · 40,133 sBI 334MI 4.40 

Average - - JB9 - 3,241 

t Cases. 
1893-4 (actual figures) • 40.133 334MI 

Ad4 average increase. J89 3.241 

IB94-S (estimated figures) 
Ad4 oue-third (abatements 

40.522 337.682 

altered from £120 to £160) 13.507 

Total 54.030 
z89S-6 (similarly) • 40.522 • 337.682 

Ad4 average increase. JB9 3.241 

Ad4 oue-third • 
4O.9I:I 340.923 

• • 13.637 

54.548 
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- • 894-5· .Sg,r6 • 

1,000 Cases. 1,000 eas ... 
Estimated under old con-

ditions of exemption limit 
Actual abatements under 

54.030 337.68• 54.548 340 .9'3 

new conditiou . . 43.84' 274.008 45.197 28'.483 

Dlfte",nco. duo to change In 
exemption limit . . 10,18g 63.674 9.351 58.440 

(NoI6.-Small assessments not subject to abatement at all. repre
senting paris of total incomes between {,I50 and {,I60 (such 
as NO.9 in the examples). would not be touched by these 
figures. and must be added to the differences shown. In the 
aggregate they could not amount to much. All assessments 
under {,I60. forming parts of incomes of all magnitudes, came 
to {,I.979 net in 1894-5 and (,I,882 in 1895-6, and these sums 
therefore represent maximum figures. . An estimate of one
quarter would be an outside figure for the purpose.) 

If the number of cases above is multiplied by {,I60, the same 
result is reached. It leads, as a first approach, to the conclusion 
that the gross assessment fell about {,Io,700 and {'9,8so in 1894-5 
and ISgS-6. 

C_stly, carrying the new conditions back prior to 1894-5 :
{, 

1894-5 (actual abatements). • • • 43.841 
Deduct average annual increase, 1894-5 to 

1898-9. • x,x68 
1893-4 (estimated figure: Dew conditions) • 42.673 

Adjust for difference in amount (one-fourth). 
£160 to £120.. •• xo.668 

32.ooS 
11193 (actual figure: old conditions) 

Di.flerence. • • • 
• 40 •133 

8,i28 

ISg3-4 (as above) • • • • 
Deduct average annual decrease • 

• 42.673 
x,I68 

1~3 (estimate: new conditions) • 
Adjustment for changed abatement • 

• 4I.s05 
• 10,376 

x8ga-3 • • • • • • 
1~3 (actual: old conditions). • 

Di.flerence. • • • • 

• 31 ,129 
• 39.552 

• 8.4i3 
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Nom Dfllhue Raults. 

(I) There is the necessary assumption that an abatement of 
£160 could be allowed from an assessment of £150 or £155 in the 
years for which estimates on the old conditions have been made. 
This affects the figures slightly. 

(2) Of more importance is the defective material upon which 
the above computations in regard to abatements have been 
worked. In IB94-S no information was given as to abatements 
.. allowed by schedule" (vide 45th Report. p. 209). The table 
shows that the difference between the old and the new figures. 
after adjusting x&}3-4 for the effect of the re-assessment year 
under Scbs. A and B. was much greater in IB94-S than in the prior 
and succeeding years. bearing out the statement already abun
dantly verified that in a year of legislative change that change is 
given effect to imperfectly so far as the assessment figures are 
concerned. and falls late. swelling the .. allowances by schedule." 
Thus. from the table. more than 6.000 abatements £160 were 
allowed by schedule in IB94-S in excess of the abatements £120 
in I&}3-4.and the number attributable to Sch. D was about 4.000. 
If. therefore. we substitute for the actual Dumber 274.008 on 
p. 479. 278,008. we have a difterence of 59.674 only. or 
£9.548.000. 

(3) In taking the average increase in Dumbers on p. 478 at 
3.241. it seems quite possible on inspection of the figures that 
the real increase was less; it is not likely to have been less 
than SO per cent.. say 1.600. and on this assumption the figure 
£9.548.000 above is reduced to £9.3SO,ooo. 

BerU' alhhodli Fourth, £8.I52Jxx,; second. £9ASO.000 
Figure taken, £8.800.000 (± 1.700.000). 

SCIL E. IB94-s. 
IIeecJIII1 -1ihoI1' Allat eniI. . -an 

AmoaDt 1_: lDcreuecl y .... aUowed 111_. AIIIOGD1: 
(£'*'). U;~. 

)1_. 

ISgo-'I. • 9.800 81,665 
18g:I~ • · '10.356 86.300 ,56 4.6)5 
18g2-3· · '10.999 91.656 643 5.356 
I&J3-4. · n.56'1 g6.344 s63 4.688 
x8g.H • · I3.769 86.06'1 
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1893-4 (actual amount and number 
allowed). • • • 

Add average increase 

1894-5 (estimat~d: on old con-
ditions) . • • • . 

Add. to convert £120 into 
£160 abatements (one
third) • 

1894-5. actual8.1Uount and number 

Difierence (15.176 at £X60 = 
£2.428) 

£ 

4.049 

16.197 
13.769 -

Cases. 

101.237 

86.061 

- -
Sizth Method: CbaDged Average Alsessm8D&. 

Year. 
Amount Number. Average 

(laoo). A ........... " 

1890-1 · 470707 iZ31.326 206 
1892-3 · · 51.583 246.789 209 
1893-4 • • 52 .591 250.503 209·X 
1894-5 · · ~1.040 235.574 216· 
18~ • · 5.288 2g6.g62 lug 

1893-4 (actual number) • • • • 250.503 
Add annual increase 18g1-8 to 1893-4. 2.743 

1894-5 (estimated number: old conditions) . 
1894-5 (at the old average. £axo). 
1894-5 (actual ficuIes) • 

Decrease • • • • 

ThIrd Method: Bel A Mnl& 

253.246 
£53.181 

51 .040 

£:Z.I4I 

Although parliamentary papers are available.l and the infor
mation given is used for Sc:h. D. it C8JlJlot be used for Sc:h. E. the 

• H. c. 165-11194. 5-11195 &lid ol_l8<}6. III the latter the 
bn.cket &Gal .. DOt ~b60" to .. DOt ....-.IiDc £400 N ill 
evidently a miSDrint, &lid it s'hould indudo the _ dass. 
1IXCO<diD& .(sao." --

........ I. 
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classes having been altered in 1894-5. and DO comparison is 
possible. 

Estimate adOPted, £2.280.000 (± £150 •ooo). 

THE BREAK Df 1876-7: SeD. D. 

In the 20th Report (p. 52) the effcc:t of t~ .ext~ of the 
!XemptioD limit from £100 to £150 IS provisionally given as 
follows (in thousands) :-

- '1175-6· .811>-7· DecraM. 

Number of persoDS assessed. D 603'2 437'2 166 · 
" ., ., E · 186-7 147.8 38'9 

Total . . · 789'9 sB5 204'9 

This "does not indeed represent the full measure of relief 
afforded UDder these schedules a10ne by the extension of the limit 
of eumptioD from £loo to £150. because if there bad been DO 
alteration in the law the total number of persoDS chargeable in 
1876-7 wou1d probably have been greater by at Jeast 40.000 than 
the number chargeable in 187!H>. so that it may be estimated 
that there were about 244.000 fewer persoDS brought into asees&
ment for 111?6-7 UDder Scbs. D and E than there would have 
bcen." 

If we divide the estimate of 40'0:1 proportion to the tota1 
numbers in the Scbs. D and E and three-fourths. or ?p.ooo. 
to Sch. D. the decrease in numbers assessed is 196.000. In the 
21St Report (p. 56) fuller details were available. and the following 
estimate is made :-" In apla:uation of the decrease of £15.064,868 
for III?6-7. it is we 52"}' to point out that the extensioD ••• 
caused a considerable diminution in the number of persons liable 
to be charged UDder Sch. D. There were 568.229 persons duwgetl 
for the year 187!H>. and if the limit of eumptioD bad not been 
altered.. the number of peISODS JiabIe to be assessed in 18~ 
would probably have eueeded 600.000. but the number actually 
charged for that year was 4OI.I37. and it may be observed that an 
avenge I .. eut of 0II\y £100 on 200.000 additional persons 
would bave iepi pled £zo.ooo.ooo of gross profiu.1 Notwith
standing there were deaeases in segei3l items UDder Sch. D. 

• Rq I I ill the 2%Dd Rq>art. p. Po 
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there were increases under some other heads. and but for the 
change in regard to the limit of exemption the assessments for 
1876-7 would probably have shown an increase not less than for 
the preceding year." 

First Method. 

If we deal with the gross figures on this assumption. they would 
have been (in thousands) :-

Actual (1875-6) • • • 
Increase as in 1875-6 • 

Assumed'(1876-7) • 
Actual (1876-7) 

Loss through exemption limit (1876-7). 

CO"v."sely. working backwards :-

Actual (1876-7) • . • • • 
Dec:rease. as compared with 18n-8 

Presumed (1875-6) • 
Actual (1875-6) 

Gain. through exemption limit (1875-6) 

253.191 -
271 .974 

18.783+ 

If we take the mean of these two results. the loss was 
£19.430•000 (+). 

The increase from 1876-7 to 18n-8 of £3.718.000 would of 
course have been ~ter if the incomes £100 to £150 had also been 
included. so that It is a fair assumption that the real increase in 
each of three yeaIS-1875-6. 1876-7 and 18n-3--was between 
four and five millions. (The increase of the five preceding years 
was £82.949.000 and of the five succeeding years £100494.000. the 
average being £9.343.000. On this basis the .. loss" was 
£24.408.000. but there is DO ground for preferring the estimate to 
the one already given. which definitely follows the obvious trend 
of the time. and is supported by an analysis of the classification 
of profits.) 

In the 28th Report (p. 199). from the table of ass 5 ments 
1868-9 to 1883-4 classified according to amounts em which the 
classification (rom 1873-4 is determined by the amount of the 
gross as s ment. but the sums actually included are the "'" _111 ... 1$). we may find collateral evidence by the jowI4 
.w;-

II. 
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Number 
Amount of Add for Eotimatecl 

Class (187.t-6). charged. 
Profita charged Abate- Grou. 
(000 omitted). menta. 

£ £ £ 
Uoder £1<>0 • year • 34.601 993 1,000 2,000 
£100 aod uoder £150 243,643 9,243 16,000 2,,250 
£150 and UDder £200 92,593 8,699 6,300 1,,000 --

Asseasmenta uoder £200 (total gross) 42 ,250 

The a:nounts in col 4 are arrived at-(a) for assessments under 
£100 by an estimate; many of the assessments wQUId be alike in 
gross and net, having no abatement. but others would have parts 
of the £80 abatement allowed. and the practical margin of error is 
not gr.at; (b) for the other classes by assigning the total abate
ments (£29.100.280 -;- £80). after deducting the amount above 
referr ~ to for the first class. and after making an allowance for 
the f;:w cases of firms where abatements are allowed against 
asses;ments above £300. between the three c1asses boo to £ISO. 
£ISO to £200. and £200 to £300. in the same proportion as the 
numb"" of assessments in those c1asses. 

Amount of 
Number Profits charged 
charged. (000 omitted). 

£ 
V_£'5O • 60.450 2,175 
£1,., to £200 • 132 ,833 6,70'", 

" .. _meueuts UDder /;zoo (total _I 

Add for 
Abate
meato. 

£ 
2,000 

13,000 

Eotimateci 
Grou. 

The amount added for abatements is arrived at. as before. by 
an estimate in the first case and by dividing the total abatement 
f.27A20.ooo (after assigning a part to the .. under £Iso" class 
and a part to the .. over £400 " classes) between the three c1asses 
"£ISO to £200," "£200 to £300," and" £300 to £400" in the 
same proportion as the numbers of assessments in those clesse! 
The method is DOt very exact, but since it is the same for the two 
years. and it is the comparison rather than the absolute figures 
with which _ are ClOIICeIlIed, it may be apected to yield a fairly 
dose result. 

The differeDce bet.au the total gross assessments .. under 
£200" in the two years is therefore W.2SO.ooo - [23.900.000, 
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lI8,350,ooo. Now the great mass of the incomes (assessed to 
Sch. D) from £100 to £150 would fall in the combined class, but a 
few cases, such as assessments upon firms, in the following form :-
1875~.-A. B. & Co.--gross, £280; two abatements, £160 ; 

net £uG-would not be included since they would fall into the 
classes above £200 in 1875~, and not appear at all in 1876-7, if 
the two partners had no other income and were therefore exempt 
in the latter year. Addition for this factor, and also the addition 
for a normal increase in the year in the class £150 to £200, will 
bring the estimate of lI8,783,ooo close up to the total loss, 
already estimated at about £20,000,000. 

But as the method of dividing the total abatements into 
sections is open to objection, and cannot be verified, it may be 
considered preferable to take the whole class of assessments below 
£400, which must practically include all affected by the exemption 
limit, and so avoid splitting the abatement allowance at all, as 
follows :-

GI08II Jacome: 1872-3 1875-6 
ctus-. 1£000). 1£000)' 

Under 100 · · · · 10.545 993 
{;~ ISO · · · · - 9,243 

r~~ · · · · - -
· · · · 10,801 

ISG- 200 · · · · - 8.699 
200 ~oo · · · · 9,903 15.840 
300- 400 · · · · 9.363 II,423 

Total net assessments · 40 ,6u 46,lgB 
Abatements · · · 23,107 29,100 

63,718 75,2gB 
lAss life assurance (estimated). 350 449 

Total gross ass ments · 63,]68 74,849 

Total gross ass mments, 1875~. • • 
AIl4I awrage increase 1872-3 to 187S~ 

Estimated gross 1876-1, old conditions • 
Actual gross 1876-1, new conditions 

1876-7 
(t<>ao). 

.,174 

6,702 
13,016 
II,354 

33,246 
37AZO 
60,666 

4gB 

60,168 
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Second Method (modilled): AbatementL 
Examining the abatement tables for corroborative evidence we 

find the following :-

Abatement. Year. 
Amount Number of 

(tooo omitted). Income •. 

1868-c) IIA40 190.667 

£60 on £100 to £200 1869--70 12.006 200,100 
1870-1 12.936 215.600 
1871-2 13.593 226.550 
1872-3 23.134 289.175 

£80 on £Zoo to £300 1873-4 25.290 316•125 
1874-5 27.403 342.537 
187s--6 29.193 364.912 

£I20 on £Z50 to £400 { IB76-7 27.586 229.884 
1877-8 30.044 250.366 

Number of incomes £Zoo to £200 (1871-2) • 226.550 
Atld average increase (1868-c) to 1871-2). II.961 

Number of incomes £Zoo to £200 (1872-3. esti-
mated). • • • • • • 23B.5II 

Actual number of incomes £100 to £300 (1872-3) 2B9.175 

Estimated number of incomes £ZOO to £300 
(1872-3) • • • • • • . SO.664 

Assuming the same proportion was maintained 
in 187s--6. we have number of incomes £200 
to £300 (187s--6) • • , • • 64.000 

And assuming the number of incomes £300 to £400 
was in the same ratio as the number of users
menU £200 to £300 was to £300 to £400. i.e .• 
90,239 : 36.673. we get :-

Number of incomes £300 to £400 (187s--6) • 26,000 
Actual number of incomes £100 to £300 (187s--6) 365.000 

Estimated number of incomes £Zoo to £400 
(187s--6) • • • • • • • 391,000 

Actual number of incomes £ISO to £400 (1876-7) 230,000 

Estimated number of incomes £too to £Zso 
(1876-7)(+ yeu's growth) • • • 161.000 

• '. At an average iorome of £120 this accounts for a Joss of 
£I9.]20,ooo (plus ODe yeu's growth). 
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Result.--On the whole. therefore. an estimate of £20.000.000 

± £500.000 appears to be a safe one. 

Sea. E: THE BREAK IN 1876-7. 
In the 21st Report it is pointed out that Sch. E showed a 

decrease of £4.000.957. but there was an estimated falling off of 
44.000 in the numbers of persons assessed. If the average assess
ment was £l25 (midway between the limits £100 and £150). this 
gives £5.148.000 dropped in 1876-7. 

Fourth Method. 
N" A sstSSIIIMIls.-Tables in 28th Report. pp. 307-310 

(£000 omitted) :-

c ..... Income. 1872-3. 

Under £100. but not exempt 3.640 
{l00 and under £200 • • 4.937 

nder £150. but not exempt -fSO and under £aoo • • -
200 to ~oo. • • 3.267 
300 to 400. , • 3.0II 

Total of net rssessments 
under £400~) , 14.855 

Total sums wed as 
abatements . , 4.376 

Total gross 'IS ments 
under £400 , . 19.231 

AU to 187S~. normal inause one-
third of £lIIo492-£I9.231. • 

AU for life insurance, less in 1876-7 
than 1875~ through c:bange in 
exemption limit 

Estimated 1876-7 gross on previous 
lines .. .. .. .. .. 

Actual 1876-7 gross on new lines • 

Loss through eemption c:bange. 

1875-6. 1876-7. 

2.IIl 
3.331 
- 3.004 

a.871 a.104 
4.430 3.769 
30417 3.077 

16,160 II.954 

5.3r- 5.135 

210492 17.088 

754 

5.188 
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Sixth 1IIe&h04. 
Nil",",' of Assemlle1lts.~8th Report. p. 317 :-

GJ'OM A .... p y .... Numben. AsIettImenta 
(000 omitted). "-moot. 

/. 1~3 IB72-3 • · 163.215 30.007 
IB7!Hi · · 186,679 34.044 182 
IB76-7 · · 1411.076 30.043 203 
1883-4 · · 184.122 37.734 205 

. It 15 clear from an mspection of the figures that the average 
ass=ment remained very constant in 11172-5 conditions at /.182. 
and in the IB76111 seq. conditions at /.203. slowly increasing. The 
increase in the exemption limit was therdore responsible for the 
sudden jump from /.182 to /.203. From IB72-J to IB7T6 there 
was an increase of 230464 persons. or 7.821 pel annnm; adding 
this normal increase to IB7!Hi gives 194.500 for IB76. on the old 
conditions--

At £182 + average =. 35.399.000 (+) grotII 
Actual figure 1876-7 was • • 30.043.000 .. 

Lost. through exemption change 5.356.000 + .. 
I'iIBt IIethoIl. /. 

Gross Assess,,,uils. IB7!Hi (000 omitted). • 34.044 
Adl nonna1 increase 134.044-29.539) +3 IA67 

Estimated (1876-7) • , 35.511 
Actual. 1876-7 3O.G43 

Lost. thxough exemption 1imit change ~A68 
V_It It appears. therefore. that the loss was about 

1.5.300.000 ± /'100.000. 

5cJL D: BREAJE III 1853-4-

Fin&lhtW 
(000 omitted). 

Year IB52-S (Great Britam) • • • 
+ Three yean' avence. 18.tg-s2 (ina Ie) 

ISs3-4 (estimate) • 
xB53-4 (actual). • 

DilIereDce. xSs3-4 

l 
SS.1i45 
1.739 

60.384 
75.008 

• J4,6z4 
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The actual figure should be much less because in IS53 new 
assessments were made. and the increase above IS52-3 would be 
greater than the preceding average. 

'rbIrd Method: Analysis of Assessments (Great Britain). 
There is no necessity to carry the comparison beyond {.300 

assessments. as this will cover the case of two partners previously 
exempt. 

Under {.ISO 

{.ISo-t2OO 

{.:zoo-f.3°O 

{. 

rIS5 

• 5.~~~ 
• 457 e·I51 
• 496 

15.474 

1853""4' 

Under {.loo 

{.Ioo-f.:ZOO • 

{.:zoo-f.30o 

{. 
( I.ISI 

.\ 198 e7.:Z59 
• 1.674 
{ 6.S33 

• 569 

27.714 

(Difference. without normal increase in the year. {.l:Z.:Z40.) 
A careful inspection of the figures for succeeding years seems to 

indicate that a considerable excess sum was brought into charge 
in the first year of the new conditions. so that this result repre
sents a maximum. and the probable real figure would not exceed 
£II.OOO. 

For Ireland the actual figure in 185S~ was £590 (charged at 
IIid.). so that the total by this method would not exceed {.II,s9O. 

Fifth Method: DifI_tiaI Bales. 
In the years 1853-4 to 1862-3 (except for 18slH) differential 

rates of duty existed for incomes between {.IOO and £150 and 
those above £150. As the aggregate net assessments (N) and the 
actual aggregate amounts of duty charged (D) are liven. the net 
assessment charged at the lower rate (110) should be ascertainable 
by the following formula. where r,. and PI are the higher and lower 
rates respectively :-

N:...p~,,---=D:. ..... 
P, - PI 

But on testing it with D as giftD in the Reports it is found that 
the errors in N and D,' due to composition duty and additiollal 

l VwCbapwVL 
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assessments, are large in relation to the amount N'l - D and give 
a misleading result. Recourse to the annual parliamentary 
returns, with the c1assification of assessments.' solves the diffi· 
culty, however, since the amount of tax applicable to each class is 
given. For all the classes except the two lowest this tax works 
out exactly at the higher rate, but on the others it is at a mixed 
rate, and the proportion charged at the lower rate can be found 
by the foimula. An addition is necessary for allowances by 
schedule, and for concerns under No. Ill., Sch. A. The result is 
as follows (000 omitted) :-

£ £ 
9.939 1858-g. not available 
9.520 1859-00 • 9.013 
9.902 1860-1. 9.5721 

10.020 1861~. 9.860 
10,135 186z-3. IOA51 

(Estimale adopted, £II.ooo,ooo ± £1,000,000.) 

Sen. E: BREAK IN 1853-4-
First method gives b,895.ooo for Great Britain. 
Third method (differential rates) gives, 1853-4, £Z,240,ooo fot 

United Kingdom. 

IeeaIul Methoil (H. C. Papers, 341 of 1854; 4B2 of 1854). 
weiU B,itain. 

aa-. AS! i1U!IIU -.m_ 
,.853""4). ,.852-3)· , 

Under£ISO 1.547.869 · · -
Under £100 · · BgI.6g0 
£loo-f.lSO · · zMS.z26 
£150-£200 · · 1.517.086 IAZI,2Z4 
£z00--..£300 · · 21,1:28,355 2.046.630 

Total. · 6.g85,357 5.015,7213 

Difference. • • • • • • %.970 
The IBsz-3 figures included some zssessments 

that were in Ireland in 1853-4 (proportion of 
whole amount). • • • • • 4% 

Total • 2,oII 
(FRim ... II1opted. £Z,ooo,ooo ± £100,000: Great Britain.) 

• YiM p. 254-
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DETAILS OF THE CONSTRUCTION OF VARIOUS TABLES 
IN THIS BOOK. 

TABLE A4. 
THB task here is to fill up the blanks in the official tables for 

the years to 1850-1. As the totals are given. together with a 
classification for several of the years. it is chiefly a matter of 
distributing the totals so that the several classes give a consistent 
series. and there cannot possibly be a serious error in any item. 
especially as the most important-" Railways "-is given each. 
year in detail. This has been done and the total of the Concerns 
No. III .• Sch. A. transferred to Sch. D. 

For Ireland there are no figures prior to 1860-1. The mines. 
etc .• are unimportant and have been carried back by a progressive 
decrease ; the item of most importance is " Railways," and this 
has been carried back from the known figure in 1860 by reference 
to " net receipts" to 1149. after consideration of the statistics of 
Irish railways. Appendix III. gives details of the computations 
for lands and houses for Ireland 18.p to 1852. and 1853 to 1875. 
for which no figures are avai1able or the official figures given are 
defective. These results are transferred to Table 4 Several 
small points remain to be mentioned :-

LIINIs. col. I.-The uncommuted tithes for England and 
Wales have been added down to 1903 from the official tables ; 
after that date they are not given separately and are taken at 
£200.000, which is within a fraction of the true figure. 

HOIIS., col. 3.-Inlreland since IBg] the properties" rated on 
half·rents " (certain properties used for charitable and educational 
purposes) have been added to the houses.. The corresponding 
additions have been made back to 1861 .... from the Reports. The 
error given in 1143-4 (" lands '') is to cover the absence of ezact 
official data, also for Ireland 18.p to 1860; for 1860 to 1875-6 in 
Ireland, to cover the slightly uncertain transfer for farmhouses, 
disappearing therefore in aggngate Sch. A. The error for 
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.. houses" is similar, with a slight addition 1862 to 1868 for 
property rated on half-rents in Ireland. 

TABLE B. 
So far as England was concerned, for the charge of duty the 

statutory basis was seven-eighths of one-half the rent. But for 
computing the statutory income it was one-half the rent, and this 
basis has been adopted for the table. (This mainly accounts for 
the difference between these figures and those given in Sir 
Algernon West's tables: R. C. on Trade Depression, 1886, p. :n5.) 
The method of computation up to 1879 is as follows :-

(a) Official net. _ 
(b) Add abatements • 
(e) Deduct nurseries • 

(d) Totallanth (net). • • • • 
(e) Corrected, by distributing deduction of 

one-eighth over" exempt .. and .. liable .. 

(f) Add" Nurseries ": Total liable • 
(g).. .. Total exempt • 

(Is), (f) and (g) (oflicial gross) 

---

Statutory income liable is one-half (el plus (e); statutory 
income exempt is one-half (g). 



TABLB AD. SHOWING THE ESTIMATED EPPECT OF THE TIlAIISFER OF RAILWAYS. &C. (CoNCERNS 

No. lll. 5cB. A) TO 5cB. D. 1866-7. 

R",la",1; Sc:otIaad. IrelaDd. United KiDgdom. 

y_. 
Soh. A.I TotaL Sch.D. 8ch. A. Total. 8ch. D. 8ch. A. Total. Sch. D. Sch. A. Total. Sch. D. 

18 •• 
:I: ,..787 1.449 60.'36 •• 876 935 5.811 '.331 173 SO 3.381 60._ 8 •• 3. 69'3

28 

1843 .9.962 i··4O 57.40' •• 262 926 5.188 3,237 "i 55 3.292 57 •• 61 8,421 65. 8. 

18« 49.679 ,,~ 570793 ••• SO 9B6 5A36 3,220 '" 60 ,,280 5703.9 9,160 66.509 
IB.5 53,029 9.3 62 •• '5 5.'59 1,:105 6.46. Mrs 168 65 "'3~ 61,6,s 10,666 72.323 
1846 5 •• 391 10 ..... 6 ••• 35 5.116• 1.3~ 7,065 3.4 8 'io 70 3.55 63,595 1I.46~ 75.05 

IB:1 53.932 11,221 65.IU 5.5A: 1,3 6.961 3.400 I I ~ 3A75 62.911 12,67 75.589 
18 49.102 12,286 61 •• 4.7 1.531 6.313 3.291 200 3.37" 57.275 13,897 71,172 

1849 ..a,805 11,773 60,~8 .,60. 1,563 6,167 3,416 000 .85 3.101 56,B45 13,621 70A66 
IBSO 49,~" 12,106 61, 7 4,805 1.502 6.307 3.578 200 370 3,948 58•104 13.978 72 ,082 

IB51 ,I, 3 12,~6 64,599 5,055 1,637 6.69' 3.,08 IB4 42O 4.128 60,586 14,83g 7~.419 
IB,. U'S53 13. 3 67,136 5,_ I,~ 6,727 3, S. 192 470 4.32• 62,497 15,68 7 .185 
1853 "I' 14,4B• 82,617 6.B73 " 8,953 4,558 520 5,°78 79,567 17,082 96,649 

185. 68'g 4 15'''i 83,599 6,859 2,I,a X·OII 4,446 5go 5,0~6 79,689 1,.957 97,646 

18SS 67,3' '5,70 83,540 6','9 1,la3 .972 4,3~ ~~ 4.9 7 ~8,88B I .611 97.499 
IB56 69,111 16,488 85.599 6, 56 2,1 2. 9.oi8 4,1 5.060 0,247 19,4r, 99,697 

IBS, 73,107 '9 ... 76 ,92,'8g 7,107 1.715 9.8 • 4.,10 930 5.440 84,~25 22.7 I '°7.506 

IBS 73.445 19,303 92,74 6'7~9 2.732 9.511 .. ~ 94° 5,52, 84. 12 '2,975 1°7.787 
IBW 70.991 19.680 96.671 7033 2,6zz lo,ooa •• 950 5.57 89.001 23.252 112,253 

1860 i7•805 10.893 98,718 7,176 3,051 10,22 4,603 990 5.594 89,_ 14.935 11.,541 
1861 I,ISO 21,431 100'ii' i·893 3,008 10,901 4.67 1,032 5,710 93,691 25.47" JJ9.162 

1862 8s,088 "'r.! 106, 2 ,23' 3.027 11,262 .,674 1,120 5,794 970997 25.941 123,938 

181"3 870308 ... 109,7
'
4 8,536 3,089 1I.62a 4,369 1,011 5'339 100,213 16,566 126,779 

18b4 95,6]~ '4.54 IaO,491 9,799 3.499 13,18 4,670 1,203 5. a 110,106 29.556 139,662 
1865 103,90 17.090 130 ,990 10.943 3.663 14,606 5,297 1,2!J1 6.5 120,148 3 •• 604 153.75· 

~ 
~ 
Fl 

~ 
"" 
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(I) Ordinary official" gross .. assessments 

(2) Break 2: False "gross" down to 
1867 (substitute official net) • • . 

<.3) Break 4 : Additional assessments 
(add) 

(4) Break .. : Composition duty etIects 
(deduct) 

Total • • • 
(5) Add abatements to net. 1863 to 1867 • 
(6) Break 9: Railways. etc •• No. Ill .• 

Sch. A to 1865-6 • (add) 

(7) Basis for (8) and (9) • (total) 
(8) Break 3: Life assurance. 1:853 to 

.. 1873-4 • • • (add) 
(9) Break II: Wear and tear allowances 

to 1879-80 • • • (add) 
(10) Break 10: Unzssessed duty to 

1:8g0-1 • • • (add) 
(II) Break 1:: Ireland. 1:842-185; Ad) 

Appendix Ill.. • . (-
(12) Municipal stocks. transferred from 

Sch. C in 1:893. • (add) 

Total • • • 
(13) Adjustment to £150 exemption 

limit. 1:853 to 1:875 and after 
1:894 • • • • (deduct) 

(14) Adjustment to £1:60 exemption 
limit up to J:B94 • • • • 

Example, 
Yean . 

1841. • 86,. 

70 •192 134A39 

59.512 120.148 

401 

2.123 

57.790 - 9.500 

12.603 32.604 

70 .393 162.252 

- '1iY7 
z6g 620 

34 4sa 
3A75 

negligible 

74.17J: 163.597 

- 1:3.gSo 

74.1:7J: 149.600 

72.300 1:45.300 

The range of possible error in most of these adjustmeuts is too 
small to anne into tbe result.. From 1:842 to J:8S3 the Irish 
adjusfmePt and the composition duty give a special computation 
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for each year. Adjustment for the £150 exemption limit gives a 
possible error as in Appendix I.; there is clear evidence up to 
1861 that the £100 to £150 section fluctuated very slightly. after 
which it increased in amount. but decreased in proportion up to 
1875. and the error has been increased to cover the possible 
inaccuracy of the interpolation. The proportionate computation 
from 1894 to date gets less secure as we recede from the starting 
point. but the error cannot well be more than the figure assigned. 

The adjustment to the £160 exemption limit is taken back from 
1894 proportionately. As it has to go back fifty years. it might 
of course get far from the truth. but it is possible to narrow down 
the possible deviation very closely. As at 1845 we have. without 
complication. the classification test. the range .. £Iso to £zoo .. 
is known for that year and for 1892-3. The sum assigned to 
.. £150 to £160" is slightly over one-third in the latter year. and 
slightly less in the former. The index of distribution 1 is closely 
similar. and in the earlier years there is hardly scope for a greater 
error than ·Z. As the midway point is approached this is in
creased to '4. 

TABLE E. 
The stages in the construction of this table are as follows :-

Example: 
- y ..... 

11147. 1865. 

(I) Ordinary official .. gross assessments .. II.927 23.746 

(3) Break: False .. C.. down to 
II.80? 21.528 1867 (substitute 0 cial net). • PI Abatements to net. 1863 to 1867 (add) - 1.g80 

4 Life insurance and .. expenses." 1853 
to 1873 • • • ladd) - 373 

(5) Ireland, 1842-53: Appendix m. add) 6go 

~l Total • • • 12.497 23.881 
Adjustment to £150 exemption limit 

3.6II 1853 to 1875 and after 1894 (deduct) -
iSl Total • • • 12.497 20.270 
9 Adjustment to £160 exemption limit 

19.410 up to 1894. • • • • II.970 

I hreto index applied to the ..... .. ....Ilts. 
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The range of possible error under (4) is too small to affect the 
result. The Irish adjustment is correct within '06, and the adjust
ment for the £150 exemption Hrnit can hardl, exceed ~, when the 
differential duty is examined and the" fit " at each end 1853 and 
IB7s is found, but after 18<J4 with the growing totals a larger 
figure is assigned as possible. The adjustment for the £160 
exemption Hrnit is a small one, and is tested fairly closely by the 
assessments classification 1845, etc., and found to bear a proper 
ratio to the £150 to £ZOO class. Uncertainty in the middle years 
is allowed for, and the whole error has to be added to the preuding 
column. 

Computation. far Un. 111111 Dab' to 1890-1 far 
Table D. 

Reference is made to the particuJars given under the heading 
.. Receipts in addition to the foregoing for duty UMS'esSed and of 
recoveries from default schedules of prior years .. in the earlier 
reports (e.g., J8th Report, p. xliii.). 

In order to ascertain what proportion of the sums under this 
heading relate to duty unassessed, and what to recoveries of 
soms a1readyzS"essed, for thepnrposeofobtaining thetnse " gr0!8 
as" ilient" the sums (of duty) given for the yean 1891-2 to 
IC)OO-I have been reduced to terms of income (at the rates of tall 
proper to the several years) and the results compared with the 
differences between the grow assessJDellts given in 1900, on the 
new basis, and those for the same years in the previous annna1 
reports. Over the nine years the uo.,.s_ed income average. 
nearly 75 per cenL of the unaS"essed ir .""., plus recoveries from 
ddanlt schedules Several difficulties ~ in connection with 
the adjustment of the grow figures of earlier years. (a) As the 
duty is in some cases that which fa title 11/16 the a1Iowance of 
abatements, etc., it does not give the tun v- income if it is 
merely multiplied by the rate in the £. Bot in 1oItII __ the 
uoase=ed duty upon the assessments above £400 is far larger 
than the unaseessed duty on as"es=mts below £400, and, since 
prim" to 18<J4 no abatement was allowed upon a higher income 
than £400, it is safe to say that the error due to this element is 
negligible, especially for comparative purposes. (b) Duty un
ase=ed relates to income for prior years, and therefore it seems 
incorrect to add it to the total income for the year in which it is 
lroovered. But there is 110 good means of splitting it up for its 
proper years, and it may relate to income for one up to ten or 
mare yean;. aa:onIing to ciraunstancs in indi>iduaJ ca-. 
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Moreover. on analysis the present system appears to adopt the 
whole of it as the income of the year preceding recovery. so that 
on the whole it appears to be best to risk the slight possible error. 
which can hardly be greater than the possible error due to an arbi
trary method of splitting the amounts. (e) For the years subse
quent to ~89I~ the official adjustment has been accepted. 
although it evidently covers some other small discrepancies. 
For the preceding years it will be seen that the .. duty 
recovered" varies very widely. and the following method has 
been adopted :-

I8.p 10 I8s:a.--Of the small sums in these years a considerable 
proportion must have been default recoveries. and there could. in 
the nature of the case. have been little unassessed duty; So per 
cent. has been taken as so applicable. From 1853 it has been 
postulated that a regu1ar progressive sum would be recovered 
from default (after allowing for the varying rates of tax). and 
starting with 60 per cent. as unassessed duty (an advance on the 
previous decade. but less than the later proportion) the balance 
of duty has been reduced to the amount per penny (the mean 
rate of the three preceding years) : this sum has been progres
sively increased each year until the sixties. when for reasons 
relating to the collection it was markedly diminished.1 and from 
that date it has increased again progressively until 1890. Each 
year's figure has then been recomputed into total duty from 
default schedules by using the mean rate of the three preceding 
years at irst. then of two and a half. and later of two years. 
according to the improved methods of administration. These 
sums have been deducted from the official total figures each year. 
and the halance regarded as unassessed duty. The unassessed 
duty has been reduced to assessment terms by the mean rate of 
the three preceding years and the result assigned to the gross 
assessments of the ,,_ pratli..g r«mHry. These estimates have 
been slightly corrected in p1aces for the known efiects of re-assess
ment years. The probable error thronghout cannot be consideI-
able and is far less than any conventional statistical method of 
computation would give. for it is based on the elimination of the 
factor which fluctuates least. The figure given for the probable 
error is based. not upon the duty una med. but upon a range 
of error of ±:ao per cent. in the sum allocated to recoveries from 
default (and of ±4Dpercent. during the early sixties. when those 
sums were much less)-an ample figure when it is considered that 
it allows of this considerable deviation of anyone year from the 
normal line of the recoveries .. per penny in the l. .• 

I 9th Raport. pp. .... 7; loth Report, pp. .p. etc. 
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Sch. D: Addilionllor VDUHllea DoW. 
1842 1867 490'S ±48 
1843 1868 544'7 ± 67'2 
1844 1'4 ± '3 I86g 563'4 ± 86'~ 
1845 1870 823 ± 57' 
1846 3 ± ·6 1871 3.177 ± 57.6 
1847 33'6± 6'7 1872 1.323·8 ± 72 
1848' 9 ± 1'5 1873 3.013'2 ± 81·6 
1849 29'2 ± 5·8 1874 6.299'5 ±96 
1850 32 ± 6'4 1875 7.800 ± IIO'4 
1851 44'8 ± 8'~ 1876 4.341.6 ± 156 
1852 207'5 ± 27' 1877 4.000 ± 139'2 
1853 307'4 ± 30·8 1878 2't8'9 ± II5'2 
1854 I~'0±29'8 1879 4. 81'1 ±I44 
1855 3 '2 ± 37'2 1880 3.023'3 i~ 1856 65'5 ± 32'1 1881 4.232'5 
1857 91'4 ±40·8 1882 4.542 ±:z88 
1858 528'0 ± 38'4 1883 5.954'2 ±23S·6 
1859 222'0 ± 38'4 1884 5.017"1 ± 288 
1860 226'3 ± 4·8 I88S S.II2·7 ±216 
1861 229 ± 7'6 1886 6.083'9 i~ I86:z I44·6± 10·8 1887 6A59·6 
1863 97'5 ± 13'4 1888 7.073-6 ±308·6 
1864 489·6 ± 16-4 ISBg 4.596-3 ± 370-3 
1865 458'3 ± 19'2 18<)0 4.087"2 ±370-3 
1866 135'4 ± 28·8 

Table G2: Abatements. 

Abatements (£60 "" Incomes {.Ioo to [200).1863-4 to I871~.-
Prior to 1868--9 (see 28th Report) on~ the .. IoIIll amount of 
income ttbaIetl from the assessments" known (13th Report. 
p. :zo8). It is allocated to the several schedules. by estimate. as 
follows :-

Year. Total 
A. B. D. Eo (£000). 

1868--9 14.947 204 1.2<)0 IIMI 2.012 
1867-8 14.:z6:z 200 ±10 l.285 ±10 10.830 ±10 1.947 
1866-7 13.572 200 1,300 10,210 1,860 
I86S--6 I2.gBI 200 l.,aOl 9,fiOO 1.980 
I86.t-S II.7SI 200 l.,aOl 8,820 1,430 
1863-4 9.249 100 ±SO 499 ±SO 'Z,fiOO l.lliO 
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laborious·' fitting up U involved in arrivinJatthese estimates. They 
have to dovetail into other known data lD 10 many ways that the 
range of possible error is very narrow. Among the cOD!=iderations 
Involved are-Cal consistent and stable figur .. for A and B; (b) a 
materially 1 ... figure lor A and B in tbe earliest year; (e) a con
sistently diminishing figure back from 1868-9 for D and E; (d) a 
lum under D and E always less than the difference between gross 
and net assessments: but (,) only SO much less as to leave a collSistent 
balance. undor each schedule, for exemptions.] 

(x) From x863-4 to x888-9 the amount of assessment abated 
under Sch. B was treated on the same terms as assessment under 
the other schedules, whereas it did not represent income in the 
same way. To obtain the .. income" corresponding to the other 
schedules the statutorY income should be determined therefrom 
(one-half in England and Wales, and one-third in Scotland and 
Ireland). This error has been particularly referred to in 1887. 
and the official figures were made up on a new basis in 1889-90. 
The corresponding figures for each previous year have been 
found. and the difference is adjustment I (minus). 

(a) Until 1<)00-1. only the amount abated in the assessments 
was shown under the separate schedules. After that date abate
ments allowed during the course of the collection and also by 
repayment were allocated to the respective schedules. so that the 
net assessment should be given as a true net income on which tax 
was received. But the separate annual reports from 1874-5 give 
the /01. abatements by repayments. Prior to 1874-5. back to 
1868-9. this item is obtained by reference to the duly repaid. on 
the same plan as obtained officially after 1874. From 186]-4 to 
x868-9 the separate sums repaid for abatements are not given. 
but the computation is made by proportion to the total repay
ments. This gives adjustment a (plus). 

(3) The abatements allowed .. by schedule .. during the course 
of the collection were Dot given until I<)OO-I, but as a ten-year 
corrected table was then furnished it is possible by deducting the 
total in the assessments plus repayments from the Dew total to 
ascertain the correct figures. ISgI-2 to 1899-1900. For prior 
years the estimates are made proEonately on the information 
so gained. It is a peculiarity of' re-assessment" years that the 
sums abated in the assessment under Schs. A and B are smaller 
than usual, 1 but the difference is made good by the sums allowed 
.. by schedule U being correspondingly greater. The sequence of 
figures in cols. a and 3 is thus made regular. This additional 

1 The footnote on p. 59 of the 38th Report repraeo.ts a IIIistabIa 
CCIIlCeptioil of the facts. 

••• 
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allowance has been provided for in such years, and the total 
arrived at gives adjustment 3 (plus). 

(4) The net total of the foregoing is given in the "adjust
ments" column, and the true amount corresponding with the 
present system is shown in the next column. The margin of 
error between 18g0-1 and 1874-5 is not greater than ± I per 
cent., and prior to 1874-5 it is not greater than ± :z per cent. 

The method of arriving at the number of claimants is referred 
to in the text.' The numbers given in the earlier reports were 
not arrived at on this plan, and were merely the total number of 
assessments wholly or partly abated_ figure which should be 
ignored for statistical purposes. 

Table G5: Stag. in Cons£Tnction. 
(I) EJimination of income below !Iso, 1853 to 1862, by differen

tial rate, deducted from net produce. 
(2) Net produce obtained from" net produce per Id." by the 

annual rate (to 1900), after allowing for recoveries from default, 
and IlD2S'essed duty, shown separately in earlier years. 

(3) Deduction for composition duty (1842 to 1860). 
(4) Allowance for effea of compositions (1842 to 18SO). 
(5) Additions for Ireland (1842 to 1853). 
(6) Additions for insurance from 185J-in the earlier years 

entailing estimates of totals from partiaJ figures. 
(7) Deduction of income below {,ISO (1863 to 1875). 
(8) Addition of abatements from 1863-
(9) The foregoing give the taxable income at {,ISO with DO 

repairs. 
(10) Deduct repairs-one-eighth on ianels and between one

sixth and one-seventh on houses from 1«42. 
(II) Add for repairs upon property beJonging to aempt 

persons. (" Nil" where the exemption is for interest or ground 
rent, and a Jarge fraction "here the balance of mortgaged 
property is exempted.) . 

(12) This gives totals at {,ISO exemption limit, ,,;p, repairs. 
(13) From I8g3 backwards deduct income between !Iso and 

{,I60. 
(14) This gives figures for the conditions of I8g.f to present 

date. 
(IS) From Ill94 add an repairs, and deduct repairs on esempt 

ptopeity. 
(16) From I8g.f add income hetw_ {,Ioo and !ISO. 
(I7) This gives, from IBgf, the figures in continaatioD of pre

cediDc coaditiom. 
• P.2J)1. 
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IRELAND. 1842 TO 1853. 

DETAILS OP THB ESTIMATES KADB UNDER THE SEVERAL SCHE
DULES FOR THB YEARS PRIOR TO THE IIdPOSmON OP THE 
INCOIdB TAX. IN ORDER TO COMPLETE THE TABLES FOR THE 
UNITED KINGDOM IN THOSE YEARS. 

Ireland: SchL A IIIIl II. 1842 to 1853. 1853 to 1875. 

THB official statistics prior to 1875 were defective. and their 
interpretation gives rise to several difficulties. It has been neces
saIy to remedy these defects-which can only be done as the 
result of minute study_d to estimate the details for the years 
1842-3 to 1852-3. 

SI4g. (I).-The net figures from 1853 to 1876 as given in the 
13th and a8th Reports are first set out. From these are deducted 
the transfers to Sch.n (railways. etc.). 1853 to 1865-6. 

SMg' (a).-The net and the gross are identical down to 1875. 
all deductions being ignored. That they were small is shown by 
1876 figures (with a higher exemption limit). and the aSth Report 
merely says .. cannot be distinguished." The 1st Report indi
cates that the .. net" was a true net. and the deductions have to 
be added. but the aSth Report shows that if any addition is made 
the sequence in the gross is unaccountably disturbed. The 
answer to the riddle is found by checking the duty. From this 
it is clear that from 1:857-8 the gross is a true one. and it is the 
net which is excessive. whereas prior to that date the net was 
reachedJro- the duty. and £u.ooo has to be added to give the 
true gross. 

SI4g' (lI.-The .. property rated on half-rents" (included in 
the .. fines .. column) has to be added to the .. messuages. U and 
this removes some of the anomalies in the latter. 

S/JIg. (4).-In 1876-? there is a footnote that the large difference 
ill messuages as compared with previous yean is due to the value 
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of farmhouses having been previously included there instead of 
with Iands. l The adjustment is obviously about £630,000, 
But the process started earlier: it is c\ear there is a transfer in 
1873 of £II7.000. for otherwise the 5ch. B gross figures cannot be 
explained. and the figures for the several columns do not run 
properly. Again. in 1863 to 1864 there was a similar disturbance 
(£260,000) in the opposite direction. These have been rectified 
before taking the figures back. 

StDge (5).-The gross assessments prior to 1861 are then divided 
in proportion between lands. houses. and other property back to 
1853· 

Stage (6).-AIl four columns of stage (5) are carried back to 
1842 by reference to the poor rate valuations. 

Stage (7) (Sch. B).-The gross are, es hypothesi, the same as 
lands in stage (6). We have given usofficiaIIy: exemptionsafter 
1872-3 and net assessments from 1853-4. The exemptions are 
found by deduction back to 1853. and both by proportion back 
to 1842. 

These results interlock in several ways. and satisfy the follow
ing practical tests :-

(I) Gross assessments under each head exhibit a clearly defined 
re-assessment grouping. 

(z) Gross assessments for Sch. A from 1853-4 move in close 
agreement with the net poor rate valuation a at each point of 
contact (viz., valuation at 30th September. 1856. with new assess
ment 1857-8). with a constant proportionate difference due to 
the properties assessed and DOt rated. and those rated and not 
assessed' These figures go back to 1851. and the exact poor law 
valuation aggregate for Ireland is known for 1842. 1845. 1846. 
1149. and 1850.' The average propor' ~ between the asses&
ments and the valuation at the three re-assessment years 1853. 
1857. and 1861 has been used to obtain the fictitious Sch. A prior 
to 1853 (i.e •• what the Sch. A assessments would have been if the 
tax had applied to Ireland in those years). the intervening years 
being cJosely verified. This proportion hardly varied. and the 
range of probable error assigned is quite adequate. 

(3) Gross ase / ;ments for lands and houses agree in trend with 
the evidence given before the several CODlmittees. and also with 

• This adjastment is omitted in the corrected tab ... giveo with the 
~ 01 the R. C. OIl Fmaocial Relatioas. 1894, p. "2~. 

28th Report. ~ etc. 
• ViM Amlual 01 the P.- La .. Board aDd Local Govem-

meat Board .... Ireland. 
• ViM P. I..... The _ f« treatin& 1&,.2 to 1846 aa a COIlItaJIt 

figuno are giveq, 
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the returns made to Parliament on the tenement valuations 1 

from 184Z to 1861, after which the adjusted official figure 
applies .. 

(4) The Sch. B exemptions and deductions form a residual, but 
the result is in harmony with the movement of the gross, and it 
exhibits the deficiency (accompanied by an equivalent excess in 
the net assessments) which is properly found in the re-assessment 
years,' and generally it shows the drop in the last year which is 
to be expected in the .. lands .. assessment where all changes are 
downward, and no additional values like new houses come into 
the total. . 

(5) The figures for Sch. B exemptions, taking the best years 
for comparison (viz., the year following each re·assessment year), 
bear a practically constant relationship to the total. The per
centage increases after 1875 (owing to the higher exemption limit) 
and remains constant for a time. The slight difference gives the 
additional factor for computing the figures prior to 1853 with a 
close degree of accuracy. 

Each succeeding cross-check enables the assigned probable 
errol'S to be reduced, and therefore these results, obtained after 
various alternatives had been tried, cannot be far from the true 
comparative official figures. Their relationship to the true 
values of the properties is discussed elsewhere. I 

The results are found in Table A4. 

Sch. D. 
The decade preceding the imposition of the income tax in Ire

land in 18S3 was one of a remarkable character. It saw the great 
famine, the evictions, and an extraordinary decrease in population. 
It would be imagined that the yield of an income tax under Sch. D 
must be very adversely affected at such a time, but it appears, on 
examination. that the class of people chie8.y concerned were so 
wretchedly poor that their whole sustenance was drawn from the 
land. and their actual disappearance hardly affected that business 
and commercial activity which is reached by Sch. D. The 
statistics of consumption of spirits and beer~ tobacco, tea and 
coffee re8.ect in only a very slight degree the great catastrophe of 
1846-7.whiletheoperationof the three years'averagesYStem under 
Sch. D would minimise what depression there was by masking its 
effects. The diminution in population of this hope1essly indigent 

I ViM P. 161. For 1861->1 it is in dose qteement with the 
adjustment on p. 415 01 tho Fjnancial Rolatioos Report. 1894-
after allowing for farmho",""" 

• ViM p. 312 • 
• Chap.lV. 
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class. with practically no spending power whatever. leaves very 
little trace in this respect. 

Since we are concerned only with the gross assessments at the 
exemption limit of £150 which obtained from 184z-.J to 1852-3. 
and the statistics for 1853 onwards reJateto the gross assessments 
at an exemption limit of £100. an adjustment is necessary. and is 
given in the following table (£000 omitted) :-

Differ...... betw .... 
Groos AlleNmOllto the two preceding 

Year. Groos. relating to Incomes COlam .... repreoeut-
Sch. D.' betWeeD /,100 and iDg Grool "--

/,150. IOOIIto with Esemp-
tioD Limit ol/" 50. 

£ £ £ 
1853-4 5.078 572 4.506 
1854-5 5.036 572 40464 
1855-6 4.987 590 4.397 
1856-7 5.060 595 (estimated) 4·f5 
1857-8 5440 600 4.40 
18sB-iJ 5.527 SSo 4.947 
1859-00 5.578 542 5.036 
1860-1 5.594 561. 5.027 
1861!-9 7.527 820 (estunated) 6.707 

Up to 1861~ the actual sum for col 3 is determinable from the 
amount charged at the lower rate (except in 1856-7. which baa 
been completed by estimate). After t'lilt year the differential 
rate ceased and the abatements took tbk place. so that further 
estimates wou1d be n...,......ry to continue the series. It is desir
able. however. to determine bow closely the index number would 
approximate to the facts in a year at least as far removed from 
the base year on one side. as the earliest year to which it is pro
posed to apply that index number is distant upon the other side, 
i.e .• twelve years. The year 1861!-9 has been chosen. and col 3 
bas been emmated by relation to the mean between (A) the last 
year for which the differential rate exists; and (6) 1876-7. when 
the aemptioD limit was raised from £Xoo to £XSO. the sum 
assignahJe to the change beingca1cuJated asinAppendixL Col4 
giw:s the series to which the indes number baa to conform 
&pplo'imateJy. The first two years are ignored. and xSss-6 is 

• VuIe table ill Apoeudix IL 
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taken as the base, for the reasons given in the loth Report,l 
where, for comparative purposes, the two earlier years were 
ignored. 

In constructing the index number it has been thought desirable 
to use components which will represent (I) the consumption of 
the mass of the population so far as commodities outside food
stuffs derived from the land are concerned, since the latter affect 
5ch. D profits but slightly (items representing professions and 
luxuries are also necessary); (2) the movement of the larger 
finance and commerce; and (3) the movement of external trade. 

(I) For the .. consumption index" the following annual 
statistics for Ireland have been used :-

(I) Quantities of spirits distilled. 
(2) Number of licences issued to spirit dealers. 
(3) Number of bushels of malt charged with Excise Duty. 
(4) Number of licences issued to beer tlealefos (not retailers). 
(5) Number of licences issued to spirit retailers. 
(6) Number of licences issued to spirit distillers. 
(1) Quantities of spirits charged for home consumption. 
(8) Number of licences issued for post horses and carriages 
(9) Number of licences issued to tea and coffee dealers. 

(10) Number of licences issued to tobacco dealers. 
(II) Number of licences issued to tobacco manufacturers. 
(12) Amount of licence duty paid by attorneys, notaries 

and conveyancers. 

Other series that might have been useful had to be excluded 
because for legislative or other reasons they were not complete 
and uniform in basis over the period 1819 to 1868. The details 
have been obtained from the Annual Reports of Trade, etc., and 
from the 13th Report. Numbers 9 to 12 were taken as applicable 
to the years for which the statistics are given, but the others were 
thrown into three years' averages corresponding with Sch. D. 
The result is shown on P. 506. 

(2) For financial movements very little statistical material is 
available. The most complete series of figures is the record of 
Irish note circulation. This seems to have reflected the move
ments of commen:e very well I until the sixties, when it became 

• P. 39 :-" We ba"., reason to believe that the figunB fol' the first 
year of the income tax in lnoIand must be used with caution. The 
officers who bad the chief abare in making the original W i1eats 
inform UI that there ...... undoubtedly much property brought into .5' meat ••• at far too hich a value, and that the ...... _ DOt 
corrected until .8SS." 

• ViM the evidence takell befol'e the S. C. onllaDb 01 Issue. lB7s 
(H. C.-lSI). gs. ',720-47, s.5"'~ 



Year. I • S 4 5 

- - --
1842-3 95 88 87 50 lOS 
1843-4 ~~ 75 77 50 89 

:~ 
70 73 i~ 83 

~~ 71 ~~ 
82 

184 73 69 86 
184 95 ~~ 93 71 90 
184 30 

~8 72 92 
184Q-SO 

83 :~ 69 3~ 18,50-1 94 ~~ 1851002 ~3 89 100 90 
185:1-3 92 99 89 90 
1853-4 97 95 100 ~~ 94 
18S4:g 99 97 99 97 
18SS 100 100 100 lo'fJ' 100 
18Ss 101 104 100 100 102 
185 101 108 101 108 105 
185 107 II2 105 II7 108 
185 0 lOS II6 IIi 13~ 109 
18bo-I 99 II~ 12 

~a9 ~~ 1861002 79 II 133 

1868-9 66 III 149 372 99 
- -- - ---------

6 7 8 9 10 

----
144 101 63 53 ~~ 137 79 63 56 
126 71 63 60 87 
126 

~~ 63 ~~ 94 
Ia7 63 100 
133 ~O 65 87 

3; 132 
8g 

64 84 
131 61 82 

:a 125 82 63 
:a 122 88 

~~ 
86 

II8 90 90 89 
II4 95 90 U 92 
107 98 96 95 
100 100 100 100 100 
98 3~ 

102 104 105 
105 103 108 log 
IIO 82 lOS II4 II5 
II3 78 IIO 120 120 

~~ l: II~ 126 126 
II 129 130 

79 56 II8 158 148 

~ 12 

16
3 

124 
15 15a 
154 14 
155 143 
148 159 
131 154 
126 149 
121 153 
120 132 
IIO 148 
108 143 
109 132 
102 103 
100 100 

~ 99 
102 

97 97 

~ 95 
92 

94 93 

76 81 
._-

Ind.". 

-
96 

3~ 
91 
97 
99 

~ 
93 
97 
99 

looi 
99 

100 
1001 
103 
106 
log 
IIlt III 

126 

8, 

~ 
S 
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almost stationary as cheques and bank deposit accounts gradually 
came more into favour.1 The index is adversely affected for 
I86lH} only. and for this purpose the actual result is ignored. and 
as there is evidence that banking activities were fully main
tained I the ,ate of progress in the index from 1855 to 1861 has 
been continued to give the figure necessary for 186lH}. 

Scolcll aM 1,isll.-But there is a disturbance in the earlier 
period. after the Banks Act of 1845. which throws the figures 
quite out of harmony with the facts of the years 1846 to 1848.1 
Rather than abandon this series altogether. figures have been 
estimated' and substituted for each year. and the average is 
affected accordingly. 

(3) The index for external trade activity is also troublesome to 
construct. The statistics for exports and imports change their 
basis at various dates from 1851 to 1856. although it is just 
possible by parallel series to bridge the gap. But exports are 
relatively small (£341.000 in 1855) and fluctuate widely from year 
to year. while imports are often quite out of proportion to any 
possible effect upon II.otM profits. Thus they were £1.951.000 for 
1845. £a.896.000 for 1846. £8.035.000 for 1847. £4.294.000 for 
1848. the years covering the Irish famine. Such figures are 
obviously unsuitable. There is a series of tonnage figures for 
Dublin. Cork. and Belfast. but it .. breaks .. badly at 1854. The 
best series available is the .. coasting trade" tonnage of vessels 
cleared in all Irish ports. It represents steam vessels; but the 
sailing vessc1s for the greater part of the series are relatively small 
and slowly diminishing. while the statistics for them are incom
plete. Both of the other series lend general support to the one 
adopted. so far as they go. 

In the complete index number weights are given to (I) and (J). 
doubled in each case. The table on p. SoB gives the result. 

It will be seen on a comparison of the last six years mentioned 
with the foregoing actual figures of Sch. D that the latter aggre
gate to £3I.03a.000. and the table to £3I.147.000-a difference 
of '4 per cent .• while the largest error is 4'7 per cent .• and in four 
of the years the difference is I per cent. or less. A range of error 

l The Irish banks came into the Clearing House. and began to 
make attractive terms for banking accounts in the sixti.... LOCo oil. 
Qs. 2.743. 1.95g-6o, 1.379::i3. 2.392. 1.4710 1.478. and mucb. other 
"vid~nce on banking activity in the sixties in this Report. 

• Though actual ligures are wry dtdectit e ibi4.. Ap~J' 559-
• That the ligures do not represent a nU incftase in table 

financia1 activity is dear &om the evidence before the S. C. on Banks 
of Iss" ... 1857 (H. C.-a20). Qs. 1.75-

• After CODSideration of the evidence before the Cammittee 
(Appendix. pp. 14&-151, etc.). 
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of 10 per cent. is therefore Considered an ample a1Iowance. 
especially when it is remembered that the actual use of these 
estimates is to make up the aggregates for the United Kingdom 
for comparative purposes. in which this allowance forms lese 
than 'S per cent. of the whole. 

Coaoamp- External Profito In 1.000 
y ..... 11011 Finance Trade Total on bui.of 

Indez, lndos. Indn:, lnd.,.. coL • (Error :I: 
>< 2. ><:1. 10 percent.). 

1842-3 192 ~ 90 378 3.325 
1843-4 182 90 368 3.z35 
1844-S 176 94 92 36z 3.18S 
1845-6 ISz 97 100 379 3.33S 
1846-7 194 92 114 400 3.520 
1847-8 198 91 II4 403 3.545 
184B-9 194 X8 

130 414 3.641 
1849-S0 192 136 416 3.658 
18serl 186 84 138 4Q8 3.s88 
1851~ 194 82 144 4ZO 3.695 
1852-3 198 79 160 437 3.845 
1853-4 201 83 174 458 4.030 
1854-5 198 90 196 484 4.255 Actual. 
1855-6 ZOO 100 ZOO sao 4.397 4.397 
18s6-7 201 109 204 SI4 4.520 4;t5 
1857-8 zOO II7 214 537 4.723 440 
185IHJ ZIZ 121 226 S59 4.916 4.<)47 
1859-00 zI8 II9 240 577 S.07o 5.036 
X86cr-1 222 120 256 598 s.z78 S.027 , 
11168-9 2S2 143 360 7SS 6,640 6.707 

.. 

As a check upon these estimates, however, the simplermethod 
of percentage proportion may be applied, i.e., it may be a56WIIed 
that Irish profits bore the same ratio to those of Great BritaiD 
before 18SS as they did after that date. The actual plOpOrtioll 
in 1855-6 was S'S : 94·S. By 186z it bad fallen to S : 95, by 187i 
to 4 : 96 and by xBn to 3'S : 96-S. But if we !lsSUme that the 
xSs5-6 ratio obtained from I84z and that the ratio was DOt more 
in lreIaDd's favour, we shaD probably be doing full justice to a 
disasbUiiS decade in Irish history. Since the ratio is that of full 
Irish profits to profits from Great Britain acluding In.h posses-
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sions. it is necessary to apply the ratio to the estimated net 
figures. vide p. 2II. to give a series of full Irish profits comparable 
with the foregoing estimates. After allowing for the No. III .• 
5th. A. assessments,l the result is as follows;-

Year. Estimates by 
Index. 

Estimates by 
P_tage. Estimate adopted. 

184~-3 3.325 ± 332 3.337 ± 14 3.331 ± 173 
1843-4 3.235 ±323 3.239 ± 102 3.237 ±213 
1844-5 3.185 ±318 3.255 ± II9 3.220 ± 218 
I845~ 3.335 ± 333 3.40a± 2 3.~0±168 
184~ 3.520 ± 352 3.45 ± 108 3. 8±230 
1847 3.545 ± 354 3.400 ± 181 3.400 ± 181 
1848-9 3.641 ±3U 3.291 ± I 3.291 ±2oo 
1849-50 3.658±3 3.416± 44 3.416 ±2oo 
1850-1 3.588 ± 359 3.569± 41 3.578 ± 200 
1851-2 3.695 ±369 3.~ 3.~±I84 
1853-3 3.845 ± 384 3. 3. 52 ± 192 

The results are so close in most cases that the mean has been 
adopted. but in the three years 184,...a to 1849-50. in view of the 
known depression over the whole kingdom. the presumption is in 
favour of the percentage method. for it is unlikely that Ireland 
was relatively las depressed than Great Britain.- Moreover. the 
index series at this point contains several doubtful components. 

IIoh. B. 

The figures after IS53 for Great Britain are less by about 
£90,000 formerly assessed upon offices in Ireland, which then 
were included in the Irish figures. The percentage bome by 
Irish .ssess .... ents remained very CODStant for a considerahle 
period, so that, as the amounts involved are quite sman. the pr0-
portion has been continued backwards to I~ f~ Table E. 

TotaIa.-Tbe net tanble income as a whole rose from 19"5 
millions in I~ to 19'9 in 1847 and then fell to IS'S in ISsz. . 

In view of the utility of the 1St Report for purposes of interpre
tation, and of the fact that it is not generally availahle. a synopsis 
of the tables is appended. 

• Vw.P-493. 
I Vw. also R. C. OIl Fhwndal ReIa~ Qa. 40062. eIIc. 
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-- EnglaDd. Scotland. IrelaDd. 

Sci. A : I. I. I. 
Lancia . 41,048,091 5.87 •• 7Ia 
Messuages 44.196.369 4,Z39,Z1 
Concerns. No. III. (Manors, 

etc.) • · · 16,199,061 2.253.887 
Other profit. · 137.757 63.964 
Tithes . · 366.1197 -

Total gross · · · 101,938,175 12.4:z8.781 

De4Ndi",..: 
Land tax · · · 594.329 ;i'-Sea wallo. etc. 456•142 ."39 
Colleges and hospitals 98.07' -
Ezempted • · 7.77°."so 816.749 

11.878.345 Net at 164. · · · 91.75'.7]6 ....... '.140 .. nid. · · · 1,266,416 "3.' 9 ' 

No. No. 
Penons eumpt · · 501.035 67.788 

5".8: I. I. Lancia 4 1,021,100 5.866.607 Nurseries and matket 
ganiena • • • 

29.:/ 
6.107 

Composition for tithes - . · · · 19. -
0.... -· · 41.07O.1.s 5.&-P.714 

~: 
()o&.eigbtb • · · 4.'5304'5 -
Otber cIod-' · · 340444 -Ezempted • · · 1:1.193.6]1 :I.8:z8.SD7 

N", ·'U',,",," : 

2.572 •• 88 LandeatIW. • · · :&1.6600471 •• 56].972 
II stet • · · •• 883.955 474.1:&8 2.)96 

N_. eu:. at 164. · :&6.165 6.107 -
C I or at0f44. · · .8.°51 - -

No. No. 
1'01.-. I. · · 623._ ~.94:1 

H 00Si0ID.pt · · · 355.674 47,06] 
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Year 1855-&-First Report. Assessments-continued. 

-
- England. Scotland. Ireland. I Total. 

-
SeA. D (G ..... II/) : I, 

4 •• "'.4'3 2~.06J I, 

Ir~IOO ex.mit • 
4.747.167 9.313.651 

2 Under 100 at II cI. 1, 129,877 189.192 94.218 1.413 •• 8~ 
3 fj 1.50 " 7.3.0•645 649.3'7 495.5°6 8.465.47 
4 nd ... £150 at 16cI .• 3.311.351 454.90' 316.'99 4.08'.55' 
.5 Over £1,50 n • 49.356•601 5.083.885 3.430•651 57.871•137 

ToW I'''' D · · 65.865.641 10,661.729 4.618.735 81,146•105 

SI',cial Co"""is.riotl'" : 
•• 865 lag fj:d.;2150 at I~. • - 3.054 

nder 150 at J. • 21,668 9
A

3 - 22,641 
Over £150 .. · 6.689.383 340.1 8 - 7.029.571 

Total . · · 6.713.916 341.350 - 7.055 •• 66 

Sc4.E: I, I, I, £ 

~ U~IOO .xem~t. 203.621 9'.367 21,670 317.658 
2i Under 100 at 11 d. ~3.659 21,162 .8.6'3 126.444 
3 fj 1.50 n 4 •• 631 8 .501 ~.943 614.075 
4 nd... 150 at 16ci. • 397.407 111,16: .3.~ 577.918 

Over £150 It • •• 173.726 546•02 194.67 '.91 •• 3.' 

Total Ii: · .j 3.33' ,044 862,222 357 •• 61 4.55°.5'7 

St •. D N ...... (l1li) : I, I, I, No. 

U~'OO exemfl · - - - 196.704 
Under 100 at II · - - - "'309 
fj ISO .. · - - - 76.69 

ndor 150 atl6cl. · - - - SO.029 

Over A'SO N · - - - 1t •• 666 

Total . . · - - - 470.677 

S,l-EN""", " 
, , No. 

U~'OO exelOfl · - - - 6,012 
Under 100 at II · - - - ·.007 
(; 1$0 .. · - - - i·314 

nd.. ISO at 16cI. · - - - .717 
Over I,lso N · - - - 8,763 

TlItal . . · - - - " .• " 
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Duly P/lYobl,. 

- England. Seot1aD4. JrelaDcl. Total. 

Sci . .d. at 164. 
t l l 

1.i7.l36 · · 6.134.89. 760.34' 19'.903 .. II"'. · · 60.608 1.337 - 67.94' 

Total. · 6.195.499 767.679 79'.903 7.155.081 

ScTI. B. at 84. · · 720.3'3 61,059 61.~ 84 •• 636 
• 5td· · 69.17' 7.567 76.777 .. .64. · '.183 400 - ~,183 .. 4td· · '77 - - '71 

Total. · · 79'.545 69.026 6'.)02 92 •• 813 

ScTI.C . · · 1.621.'57 - 91.403 1.7.8.560 

ScTI. D. at 164. · · 3.957.698 392.025 '49.789 4.599.512 
.. lIid·. · 405.'39 40 •• 60 28.259 473.558 

5 p. Co composition · 7.295 626 2,1603 10,083 

Total. · 4.370.'32 43 •• 811 280,210 ,.083."3 

ScTI. E. at 164. 0 · 146.991 43.831 5·.807 843.635 
• II"'. 0 · 113.479 5.]80 6.]6' 125,220 

Total. , · 860,.76 '9 •• 11 59.108 968.8" 

G..-Total · 13.844.80!1 1.318.121 1.28].986 16M1.," 
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THE INCOME TAX OF THE NAPOLEONIC WARS, 
1799 to 1816. 

SUIOIAIlY TABU!S FOR SELECTED YEAlIS (COMPILED FROlll THE 
ORIGINAL P AlILLUIlINTAIlY RETURNS.) 

•• 
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The Income Tal: 01 180L 
e lISt aSS! cation gIven, (Tb F' a 'fi ) 

No. of Propor. Amount of Amonntof tionofIn-Class of Income. Persons in ........... ent. come:- Incom~ooo 
Class. One- omi ). 

£ £ tb £ 
60--65 54.321 26.357 120 3.163 
65-70 14.728 10.595 95 1.007 
7e>--J75 23.913 23.113 70 1.618 
7~0 9.321 10.258 65 667 
80-.'15 19.639 25.291 60 1.517 
85-<JO 7.302 II.1l6 55 611 
90--<)5 1l.205 19.459 50 ~ 95-100 70335 15.323 45 

100-105 24.031 57.916 
~ 

2.317 
105-1I0 4.925 13.154 sao 
1I0--1I5 6.136 18.157 36 :~ 115-120 3.083 130461 34 12Q--125 .582 30.668 32 981 
125-130 4.365 I7.829 ~ 535 
I30--I 35 5.760 25.850 724 
135-140 3.646 I8.502 z6 481 
L\()--I45 5.784 32.370 24 777 
:145-150 3.069 I9.728 22 434 

218.:145 389.I48 :x8.105 
ISO-ISS 9.203 65,285 20 1.306 
155-160 2.184 I7.311 19 329 160--165 3.761 32.010 18 576 
165-170 2.082 I9046l 17 331 
I70--175 3.647 37.41

' 16 S99 175-180 2.1>35 22.975· IS 345 180--185 3.758 46.100 :14 645 
185-190 1,884 25.954 13 ~ 19Q--195 2.680 41,486 12 
195-200 2.320 41.302 II 454 
2OQ-SOO 42.694 I.223.908 10 I;::~ SOO--I.ooo 14.762 949.847 10 

I,(IOC)--<2.ooo 6.927 904.115 10 9.04I 
2.000-5.000 3.657 I.04O,275 IO 10.403 
5.000 • . I,Q20 997.039 IO 9.970 

Total . 320.759 5.853.629 74.677 
This accounted for £5.853.629 duty. The balance unclassified 
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Groll All meng UDder each SchedaIe-Ezcept Sch. 0 ID4 
Publio Ollie. (£ooo). 

-_: _A . 
Dedac::tIoDI. 
_B ""'_. 
Tithes IeuecI 

01' com· 

~~ 
Scb.D • 
"......-. 
_B • 

T .... _ 

,106. 

~ I =: TotaL J!ooI.oDd = TotaL ~ =: TotaL 

34.671 
1.,61 

22,101 . .. 
... 

.,. 
' .... ,., 

...... 
' .... .... 21' ,.. 
, .. 

6.60), .. .... 
..... 

",686 
' .... -. .-
'" ... 

4,141 ,..790 ., 
m 

..... 
3?J ' .... , .. 
'41 

1,88S , 
'" 

.f1.17, 
1,141 

sO .... ... . .. . .... 
54.673 .. 

93' 

" .... ' .... 
:15,178 

'" 
' .... ,. .... 

,10 

4..," ' .. 
'.575 

,,1<11 ... 
..... 

aa. s,JlP $10 2,9D3 s.sSS 5" lI.I:u 1,900 Ifl :1M2 

-_: 
-.A . E 7 5 -.B r' , . T ..... _ 

01' COlD-

~ ... ..... -
-.D . -r 7 ' • 

...... ,II 

.... 11 
,,oil 

' .... ..... ' 

...... 

-..... 
. ..... ... ...... ..... ,-- . .. ,. ...... 

I',,, 

-..... 

,,'111 ..... ... SdI. B .. .......,,, 10M 1",16 5U 

~-~-+--+-~~--4--+~~ 
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Soh. D: ClIauifloaDon 01 Profits (Great Britam).l 
(000 omitted.) 

1806. 1808. 1810. 1810. 1814. 
-------------I-----!----·�-----~----,----

50 and under • } {2.782 
50 and under 100. 9.913 9.747 6.793 
100 .. ISO.} 4.617 4.565 {3.I96 
ISO .. 200 • 1.813 
200 .. 300 • 2.3II 2.310 2.312 
300 .. 400 • 1.667 1.658 1.671 
400 .. 500 • 1.211 1.240 1.223 
500 .. 600 • 1.078 1.101 1.104 
600 .. 700 • 789 770 790 
700 .. 800 • 513 526 553 
800 .. 900 . 645 596 594 
900 .. £1.000. 344 323 327 
1.000 .. ~I'500' 1.746 1.647 1.834 
1.500 .. 2.000. 1.036 1.073 I.Iog 
2.000 .. 3.000. 1,634 1,524 1,490 
3.000 .. 5.000 • } 5 97 {2.06g 
5.000 and upwards. 1 __ , __ 0_

1 
5.534 4.741 

Amount assessed 
under xst and and 
cases. • • 

Amount assessed 
33.474 ~2.6IS 

under other cases 1,097 884 

2.974 
7.215 
3.415 
1.756 
2.491 
1.808 
1.266 
1,227. 

863 
606 
681 
305 

1.90 3 
1.274 
I.66g 
2.109 
5.4911 

1--"";"1----
Total • 34.570 33.499 34.402 34.384 37.059 

AmOllllt ol An_ce ol Du~ OIl Income Distinguished In ClIe •• 
(000 omitted.) 

ADo ......... Incomes. 1806. 1808. 18ra. ISI4-

IS. and under lOS. under ISOto 140 10 8 3 2 
lOS. .. 2OS. .. 140 It 130 10 9 7 
2OS. .. 3OS, .. 130 It 120 IS 14 13 12 
3°S, .. 4OS, .. 120 It 1I0 23 23 22 22 
4OS• .. g:: .. 110 It 100 31 31 30 30 
50s, .. .. 100 .. 

~ 
56 57 58 60 

60s. .. ~: .. ~ .. 58 61 61 60 

~: .. .. .. 93 9S 96 97 .. 90S. .. 70 .. 60 112 log IU 1I5 
90S. .. 100$. .. 60 ..tso :120 233 246 a66 

Total . . . .I~ 640 6sx 67a 

., 



SIS APPENDIX IV, 

Hamber 01 Boo&el assessed to Boose Dab'. 1822 and 1829. 
(From H,C, 187 and 387 of 1824 and 123 and 160 of 1830-1, 

which givlS county details (in thousands),) 

.&12-3, .&19-3°, 

Annual Value, 
England and England Scotland, Wale., and Wale., 

£ 
10-15 , · , 

} not given { II6'o 17'9 
IS~O , , , 66'4 7'1 
20-30 , , 64'6 74'S 4'5 
30-40 , , , 37'6 44'9 2'3 
400-50 , , , 21'7 :z6'o 1'4 
50-00 , , , 12'8 14'7 '7 
60-80 · , 13'5 15'9 ,8 
80-100 , . 5,8 6'7 '5 
I~, · , 9'2 10'7 '4 
Over 200 , · , 2'5 2'9 '03 

Total , , 167,8 378'8 35-6 

Fannhouses exempt , - 136-2 3,6 
p'2 being 
10 to £IS) 
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5 .t 6 Viet. Co 35 I • 26, 37. 51 ., 52 Viet. Co 49 160 

44.46, ..s. 52 .t 53 Viet. Co r 18 
59. 60,63. 53 ., 54 Viet. Co 9 ... 182. 
6 ... 65.66. 187 
81, 88, 54 ., ~ Viet. c. 25 117 
182. -. 51 ., Viet. Co 30 51, 61, 63. 
263. 269, '47, 194. 
350. 351• 

59 ., 60 Viet. c. 2B &3'3 
352 

9 a: 10 VICt. Co JlO 146 61 ., 62 Viet. Co 31 141 .. ., 15 Viet. Co 36 114 62 ., 63 Viet. Co 11 60 
15" 16 Viet. c. 63 143. 146 3 ~VII •• C.46 111 
16., 11 Viet. Co 13 143 4 Ed VIL, Co :13 114 

0.34 59. 81, 88, 7 Ed ... VIL,o..13 :lIS. :z.t.4o 
142. 16], 113- 322 
:163. 26 ... wEd •. VU .• c... 8 3 4 
269. 305 4 ., , Ceo. V., Co 10 170, 113. 

11 ., 18 V'1d. 0. 8 !J3. 146 I 5" 6 Ceo. V., c. 62 
3:13 

Co 91 • I,. 1.f.I 306 18 ., 19 V'1d. Co 35 305 
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TABLE A3 (continued from p. 36). 
G,oss Sell. A. EtlglafJll aflll Wales (£000 omitted). 

(Excluding Metropolis.) 

Year. LaDcII. 1II_es. Total. 

1910-IS • 36.~5 150•636 • 187.381 
1913-14 • . . 36• 5 15'.92 7 189.73' 
19'4-15 • 36•801 '54.906 191.707 
19'3-16 • . 36.690* '55.880* 193.570-

~ Estimated. JNoI •. -Then was DO reassessment in this area from 
II to 1900 In alive. aDd thoref_ the figuIOII become 1 ... &ad lesa 
.--..tative of the true val" ... ) 

TABLE A4 (cOtllitluedfrom p. 49). 

Linda (illCZuditlg TilMs) (£000 omitted). 

Y .... ~d aDd ales. Scotland. Inland. I Um~ Kiqdom. 

'3-14 · · · 37.071 5.713 9.699 5 •• 484 
'4-li · · · 37.063. 5.6g8 9.705 5'.466 
15-1 · · · 36.950 50595 9.700 52 .:145 .li-li · 36.950 5.595 9.700 sa,245 
'7'-1 · 36.9·0 50590 9.700 50,-

TABLE A4 (COf\Ii,,-, fr- p. so). 
Bo_ .u M.sstUIgIS (£000 omitted). 

Y .... .!it"~ Scotland. Ireland. Uailed 
KIngdom. 

3-14 · · · _ola al.toS 50419 .. 8,659 
4"ll · · · 

_t70 
81.739 504S4 a31.:::-

t~ · · · ''5056s _I.~ 50S" -30-.,..:, · · .",187 al. 7 5.566 -34.-· · Q049S 81.893 50663 -.ss.°51 
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GrOll (ScIL A: Allilimlate) (contmued from p. :'\1). 
LaJuIa, BoDlit aM ~ Propmy C£ooo omitted). 

You. Eugland. ScotJaud. Ireland. UDlml 
IUUlW ...... KiDgdom. 

19'3-'4 · · 339.75' 2'.38, 1,,120 w.:z60 
191 .... 15 · · · 241.972 2,.8g8 15.160 28,,030 
1915-16 · · 343.'48 27.814 15,224 286,186 
1916-11 · · 2".113 27,902 ·,.'67 OS7.94' 
1911:18 · · · 345.o4D 27.943 '5.36, 288.34B 
191 19 · · · - - - 2<JO'-

• Royal CommjMjon OD the Income Ta, Vol. I., App., p. 20. 

TABLE B2 (continued from p. 95). 
'_en who Elected to he ....... d Sch. D iDiteld 01 Sch. B 

UDited Kingdom. 

Amlual Grooolooo. 

Y-. NDlDber"bo RAmtalv,- Amount of 
Elected. of Laodo Pronto 

• fleeted ~bIe • 

1913 · · · 33· 124'1 '3-0 
1914 · · · · 330 '20-0 .2-6 
1915· · · · · 1,259 387-0 1:10"3 
1916 · · · · I.SOD -t -
'
91i · · · · '.SOD -t -

'91 · · · · 2,100 -t -
• ViM 60th Report. P"$- f No _ available ....... 

TABLE H. D. (~from p. LfI). 
Ramber of ~ (Clauified) (Great BriiaiD) Ii_ 1874 

(in th lid ) 01l5a s. _ ... _ .. __ . 
'1'_ s.,.-te "":r T_'" - - £re- t ..... 

_b - - - - T_ 
-~ "-" /,JA "So /,JA 

_ ....... 
11" / :-.., "-' I 

1913-14 · ..... ].232" 2.210-8 1.021"'3 7SI-8 ';::::' 191 ...... 5 · ,,-2 3.233-8 3 .... -2 • .0387 76k> 7 , 
191,...1611' · - - - - - -

• No -61ti CI i ;Jed dariD& tile _ paiod. 
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TABLE H. D. (OOtItiflUetl from fl. %41). 
Number of HOUle. (Clallifled) (Great Britain) lin. 1874 

(ia thousands). • 

-, Nambor 01 _ dwpd ., B_ Duty. 

t ... Dnl1lDr'-' 
SboJlO Publ'" - Lod&I .... 
(R.I. ...... ....... .. -. dontlalj. , ... ." ... , .. ." ... AU Villus. 

,..'. "", .. ..., ",' r,I!!O'" 195'0 1,57.'31 .... 
4-'1- so, .. .. .. " ... 1,167-S 236" 1.592" .... ,-, -1*' 8"4:1:1 SIl'7:i::I 1,182'0:1:4 SlS6'5:i:1 1.60soo:l::5 SO ... 
6-,'- ... ±O 8"'::1:1 5C '1:!:1 1,18,-o±4 1134'1:!::1 1,601"0:5 50-0:1:1 
1-18- ago'.:I::, .... *. SI06:!:1 .,171-0:1:4 sqa>6:1:1 1.58,-0*5 ,.,...*2 

TABLE DI (COKnn"etl from p. rU9). 
Jaited Kingdom-Grosl Soh. D Asselsmenil (ia million {J. 

Official ~ ~_bl.· 'fra.O.DIIIUIoble 

Year. Figures hith ..... IIoriII. II BnJllllllcm IIorIoo, II BnJIlIIIIcm 
to pnerally LtmII .... _ Ltmllbod _ 

usocI. 1lIO~ 1l80~ 

II, • · · 670-6 687'7 a 6?0-6 
114 • · 724'5 741'5 :I: 724'5 

"i' · · 73'" 750 :I:: 10 730 :to 2 
" . · · 998'3 

_. _. 
"I . · 1.285'2 - -" . · · 10494-8t - -
,. Not yot detenniDabl .. 
,t Estimate. Royal C_m1ooioD em the _ Tu, Vol. I. App., P. 20. 

TABLE Da (COKtilluetl fr- p. Sl20). 

AlIO'ONTS FOIl. THE UNI'IED KuiGDOK (£000 omitted) • 

~ -~ • 'hor. - ---~ 1'0lI0,_ -
~ 

, . 
~2 ...... .. .,. ..... ... ,.. ..~ 

• .. .,.5 ..... 
~ 

:I:m ES · fa 
.... -11: !DO -

E! · _11:- - e · .. - -....,.*:1._ -· -*"- -
_00d __ "'_~_"S>6 _CaoI_c 

~!"_ .. ~ . ..................... nr .. _ ? ...... , 
.. _to & G 
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TABLE G4 (CDfIlinued Irom p. 318). 
"Tanble Income " as DOW giveD iD Official Report., •• ni.a 

back to 1842 iD the CoaditioDi of 1876-93, aaa tho .. of 
1913, r •• pectively. 

K'LUOJrI 

"~IDecnDI." .".,ao=IN ---"" --Go..-'-
V-. meuts or GroM " .. -- ...... per perua,. 011_01 

011 ___ -. 1818 101M. JJIIK. 
't~B .... pt'" 8:!'''-t. No a.. ..... ---, -

£ £ £ £ 
.,13-14 · . I.J~ S'I09 l,ot60% ,.. ,$''''' 
1914-15 · ' ...... 3'161) 1,050'6 ±, ..... 
.,1!-.6 1.322"7 3· ... ,- "',. Jpyt1"'7 ± to 
1916-17 .. ...., .. ,.. '.'" "'SO -.,194"1 * '1P 
I917-d · ,,,,.. .. ..... ' .... "',. 1.376'9 * to 19'_ • ....,r .'1U 1,7.' "' .. .. ..,..,,.,'" 

• ViM Royal CoamduioD OD the IacomeTu,. VoL JL,App •• ,.1o. 
t ViM Ito)'al C " ~ GIl tIae 1DCIOIDI Tu, Yo&. L- App., Po .... 

TABLE GS (CDfIlinued Irom p. 338). 
Super-TIZ% Statistics . 

Year 1913-J" Y ..... '9' .... ·5· Yeu'9'5-·6• 
I.aot PublUbed YmalY_ ... FiDa1 Figar'" 

Figur ... 
ea-

T .... T .... - T .... -- _ .. 
'- .. - .. - - - - - -(-~ - -. 

Notes-
r-

F ,. C -.IiDg 
I. I. -i-. I. J:549 '5.)06 s.ooo s.ooo _givm 59.711 'SoS24 

s.ooo .0_ 59.86. 8.169 63.986 9AD4 6,.- 9.34' 
10_ Is.ooo 28.556 2.3M "".782 2.561 28.531 2,341 
Is.ooo 

20_ 
16.8?o q80 ",825 1.034 16,060 93' - 2s.ooo IJ.20S - 11.933 531 10._ 4119 

2s.ooo 3s.ooo 13.2B4 454 '4053' 495 02.953 .. 5 
350000 4s.ooo 8,8"" 222 9.089 229 8,8.6 ~. 

4s.ooo "'- } 6.3M 128 3.965 8, 3..q8 6? 

"'- 5s.ooo 3.24' 6. 2,6.6 : 5s.ooo 6s.ooo 3.806 64 4049B 75 ...-
6s.ooo 7s.ooo 3P03 43 3.306 41 ~ 

43 
750000 ""'- 50711 6S 5oq88 69 60 "- - - I3.SOU 75 Is.¥ 90 I5oSOU 81 

Total . . 170.995 13.664 .... 769 "",211 233.360 29..t65 
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TABLE G5 (cofllifluetl from p. 338). 

Super-Tax Statistics. 

Year '9,6-'1. Year ,g'1-,8. 

Cl .... Tbtal InCiOUl8l Total ]DCOIDII u_ Numbal'at -- N1IIDber of 
(tboUllUull). - (-~ 

1'enoDs. 

~ Not oxc:eecllD(l 
I. I. I. 

000 · 5.000 · 59.08~ '5.353 60.478 15.6?o 
000 • 10,000 · 68,92- 10,095 74.100 '0,9'7 
000 · 15.000 · 3'.79' 2,631 36.472 3.o,~ 
.000 · 10,000 · 18,~ 1.091 21,126 1,22-
.000 • ·5.000 · 'i' 6,8 15.091 675 
,000 • 50 .000 · ,971 330 10.929 403 
,000 · 40 •000 · 11,86. 346 't.'6o 411 
,000 • 50 ,000 · 1.~2 '72 ,959 .oa 
,000 • 75,000 • 9. ~ 16, 1,.6'3 uS 
,000' · '00,000 · 6 •• l' 1.667 91 
.000 · • . · '7.89' 98 H,,05 1.2 

Total • • · 2540884 so,967 8850300 52 .972 

"' ...... - ....... ----- . 
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